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At least once every ten years the University of New Mexico has a
chance to see itself as others sec it.
The opportunity is provided by its accrediting agency. Routinely
every decade, the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools sends a team of scholars and administrators to campus to determine whether the University is maintaining the prerequisites to continuing accreditation as a doctoral degree granting institution. While the
examination is scheduled routinely, it is by no means a routine visit.
The visitation team probes such areas as curricula, library, finances,
administration, day-to-day operations, and long-range plans. Its report,
much like that of an auditor, helps provide operational guidelines for
succeeding years.
The University of New Mexico in 1969 underwent its decennial
examination by the North Central Association. The team of visitors
prepared a comprehensive report touching on many areas vital to the
University's future. Findings of the committee and the University's
responses to them serve as the basis for this annual report of the President.
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FIVE MAJOR CONCERNS ...
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Members of the North Central Association Visiting team were on
campus in the late spring of 1969, a time when the University was
enveloped in a haze of controversy stemming from the much-publicized
Love Lust Poem incident Much at issue was the concept of academic
freedom. It is not surprising, therefore, that this matter-academic freedom-became one of five areas about which the committee expressed
concern and requested action. The others involve adequate financial
support, institutional autonomy, library services and holdings, and administrative decision-making procedures. Before dealing with each of
these individually it is well to look first at the rather brief "Summary
and Suggestion" section of the committee report. It follows, verbatim.
"The University of New Mexico is doing a highly commendatory job
in the light of the difficulties under which it operates. The expectations, both within and without the University, in regard to the number
and level of programs arc unrealistic in relationship to the financial
resources available. The institutions of higher education in the state, the
Board of Educational Finance, and the legislature all need to review
their educational needs and aspirations in the light of priorities and
resources available. The Board of Educational Finance should review its
practices with regard to budget determination and attempt to represent
more realistically what the needs for higher education arc. At the same
time, it should work with the institutions in developing a mode of
budget determination which takes into account variations in program
costs. While the Board of Educational Finance should not become involved in the internal operations of the institution, it may quite reason·
ably review and screen new program development in reference to needs,
and especially in reference to the availability of additional funds for the
development and support of the new program. The review committee
feels strongly that the final review of the institutional budget by the
Board of Educational Finance and the demands that any variations
from this should be considered and approved by the Board of Educa·
tiona! Finance amount to virtually a pre-audit and constitute an un·
reasonable invasion into the autonomy of the institutions, especially

when support for the institutions has been as limited as it has in the
past few years.
"The impending legislative investigation casts a cloud over the future
of the institution at this point. While many persons within the Uni·
versity are perhaps unduly suspicious and pessimistic about the nature
and results of the investigation, the incident and attendant circum·
stances which constitute the primary reason for the investigation may
well raise doubts about the future support and autonomy of the institu·
tion and about the extent to which academic freedom is available
within it.
"It should be noted also that the University of New Mexico has
enjoyed a long period of relative calm and of academic freedom with
practically no oisturbing incidents until this year.
"The review committee has no doubt that the continuing inadequate
financial support will have far more dire effects on the quality of the
University and should, therefore, be given much more serious attention
than those incidents of the past months which have been publicized to
the extent that some people seem to regard these as evidence of the
decadence and the irresponsibility of the institution.
"There is a major job of education about the nature of colleges and
universities which needs to take place in New Mexico. The legislative
investigation, properly handled, might be a partial means of accomplish·
ing this, thereby setting a scene in which the potential of higher educa·
tion and the need for its support would be more generally recognized.
An institution of higher education cannot flourish if it is continually
suspect and if this suspicion, either by continuing harrassment or
limited support, interferes with the academic freedom and autonomy of
the institution."
The committee's summary highlights the seriousness with which the
experts from the accrediting association viewed the University's
financial position. It is indeed serious. However, lam happy to be able
to note that the Board of Educational f'inance and the State Legisla·
ture, after two successive years of austerity budgets, have tried to meet

more realistically the University's financial needs for fiscal1970-71.
The North Central Association committee not only expressed con·
cern about adequate financial resources and the other matters referred
to earlier, but also requested the University to submit to the Associa·
tion's Commission on Colleges and Universities a report on these sub·
jccts in two years. Such a request is not routine and poses the pas·
sibility-although it hopefully is a very slim one-that if there has been
no improvement in two years, UNM could lose its doctoral granting
accreditation or could be dropped, at least, to provisional status. The
administration and faculty are making every effort to sec that this docs
not occur, Some of the decisions for action rest with agencies outside
the University, principally the Board of Educational Finance and the
Legislature. Their actions during recent months, as I have observed
earlier, indicate hope that the necessary commitments will be made and
met.
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... ADEQUATE FINANCING

At the top of its list of concerns, the visiting committee put financial
' support, saying bluntly: "The financial support of the University of
New Mexico is inadequate to the range of programs carried on in the
University." Then it went on to cite chapter and verse.
"Much of the difficulty," the commitee said, "resides in inadequate
resources available in the state of New Mexico. Relative to the total
resources, higher education has not done badly, but, unless the state
can find new sources of funds and provide markedly increased support
for its institutions of higher education, a choice will have to be made
among the several possibilities of eliminating institutions, eliminating
programs, or supporting programs at an inadequate level and risking the
ioss of accreditation in many fields, if not for the institution as a
whole."
The report commends the general fiscal procedures of the University
as being "sound" ••• "generally open" and "above faculty criticism."
It is in the area of general financing-resources that can and should
be made available to the University-that the problem exists. The committee suggested that the Board of Educational Finance "tends to cut
back institutional requests to what seems to be a reasonable figure, and
has apparently been more interested in having its figures accepted by
the legislature than in presenting figures which realistically reflect
higher education needs." It observed further that while the Board of
Educational Finance "does have atithority to control new program de·
velopment, it does not appear that the Board of Educational Finance has
seriously undertaken to relate approval to available funding."
This latter is, perhaps, a criticism not altogether warranted. The vast
expansion of the University and other New Mexico institutions of
higher education began during years of rapid population growth and an
expanding economy, especially in Albuquerque and other urban areas.
The demands of both population and economy were met by the universities with rapid addition of new undergraduate and graduate programs.
The University of New Mexico, the state's largest institution of higher
education, quite naturally took on the role of a wide spectrum, com·
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prehensive university, including instruction in Law and, eventually,
Medicine. The years of progress and expansion were, for the most part,
years of economic growth with increasing collections of state revenues
with which to fund the programs. It is safe to assume that the problem
of providing adequate financing did not seem so great as it does now in
a period of less rapid tax base development. And, unfortunately, the
state has never adopted-although it has been strongly urged to do so-a
university funding system which takes into account the extra expense
of graduate instruction. The cost of a year's instruction for a Ph.D.
candidate is many times higher than the cost of educating a freshman.
The North Central Association also found that "fringe benefits at the
University of New Mexico are inadequate, and this deficiency is compounded by the modest salaries, especially at the professional level."
The committee concluded, once again, that "the basic problem lies at
the Board of Educational Finance and legislative levels. There are
serious limitations imposed on fringe benefits and inadequate funds to
do anything about them." It noted that the Board of Educational
Finance should not interfere in the internal operations of a universitY.
But it added that the board has a right to and should help develop
guidelines for determining what the actual program needs are for higher
education in New Mexico.
The University of New Mexico, the Board of Educational Finance,
and the other public institutions offering graduate instruction now are
working closely together to this end.
Early in 1969 the Board of Educational Finance, acting in accord
with a legislative mandate, declared a moratorium on new graduate
programs which had not been approved previously by Regents. The
Legislature directed the Board of Educational Finance to try to deter·
mine what graduate prbgrams might logically be needed in the future
and where they should be offered, It was the feeling that, in thtl
interests of economy and efficiency, duplication of new programs in
specialized areas should be avoided except in readily apparent instances
of need by students. The chief academic officers of the graduate institu-

tions have been meeting regularly with the Board of Educational
Finance staff members and are expected to make a report of their
conclusions during the coming year.
Most of the programs, graduate and unclergraduate, requisite for a
comprehensive university are now established at the University of New
Mexico. There are, of course, other areas the University would like to
enter, broadening its offerings in some cases, and deepening them in
fields of special interest and excellence in others. It is, however, impossible to know what will be needed in the future. Knowledge is increasing
so rapidly that many courses which do not exist today no doubt will be
taught routinely 20 years, or even ten years hence. Special demands
from the state and region for persons with particular types of training
and education also can bring about a change in the situation.
Beyond operating efficiently, and the record shows that University
of New Mexico has, there is not a great de<tl that the University can do
to change the financial situation. The main job rests with the people of
New Mexico and their elected representatives in the Legislature. The
University is taking advantage of federal programs where they complement its academic mission. And, of course, we solicit and are grateful
for private gifts. Nevertheless, in the forsecable future as in the past,
the University of New Mexico will have to rely on state appropriations
for the bulk of its funding for instructional and general educational purposes. The people of New Mexico have a consistent record of doing what
is necessary to meet the ec(~cational needs, including higher education,
of their children. With post-high school technical and academic preparation so important in contemporary society, it would be unthinkable to
permit the University of New Mexico, which enrolls about half of all of
New Mexico's college students, to founder. New Mexicans, I am sure,
will not do this.
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... FISCAL AUTONOMY

Another area of finance and budgeting attracted the concern of the
North Central Association. The visitors, in their report, expressed worry
that the University was being subjected to possible encroachment upon
its institutional autonomy in fiscal matters.
The Constitution of the State of New Mexico invests in the Regents
of the state's public institutions of higher education the "mangement
and control" of the institutions. Only the Legislature has the power to
appropriate state revenues to the schools. The Board of Educational
Finance, established in 1951, is empowered to review institutional
budget requests, suggest modifications, and make recommendations for
legislative appropriations.
While it may be axiomatic that no agency, educational or other, ever
is fully satisfied with its appropriation, the New Mexico process for
funding higher education has worked reasonably well over the years.
Each institution, with its own board of Regents, has carefully guarded
its autonomy,
What concerned the North Central Association were events of recent
years which resulted in a two-year succession of austerity budgets, and
the budget procedures decreed by the Board of Educational Finance.
The committeG report said, in part: " ... the Board of Educational
Finance has generally cut the budget request of the University of New
Mexico by a significant amount, and, in the past two years (68-69 and
69-70) the legislature has cut these requests further. After the appropriation is made, the institution is required by law to rework its
budget and submit for detailed Board of Educational Finance staff and
Board review and approval. Although the procedure has been amicable
it does, in effect, constitute a line item pre-audit and must be regarded
as an unreasonable incursion into the autonomy of the institution,
especially in a circumstance in which the institution's original request
has been so seriously reduced."
The University has enjoyed a close working relationship with the
Board of Educational Finance. As the Committee noted, the budget
process involving the University and the Board has been an "amicable"

one. The Board of Educational Finance has no choice but to require the
University to submit a revised budget after the appropriation by the
State is made. There is a statutory requirement for every state-funded
agency to present a revised budget before the start of the fiscal year. In
most instances, the State Department of Finance and Administration is
the reviewing agent. In the case of universities, the Department of
Finance and Administration has delegated the financial review to the
Board of Educational Finance. The state law provides for penalties to
be enacted against individuals and agencies who do not comply.
While the University has submitted revised budgets for review by the
Board of Educational Finance for several years, the Board has never
ordered a change in the budget. Such action by the Board might, in
fact, be counter to the Constitutional provision for "management and
control" by the Regents.

.. . ACADEMIC FREEDOM

That the University must maintain its long-cherished climate of academic freedom was a point of emphasis in the North Central Associa·
tion report.
To this point, the committee wrote: "Academic freedom and tenure,
coupled with a high degree of faculty autonomy in academic policy
making, have been a strength of the University of New Mexico which
has enabled the University to recruit and retain an able faculty and to
maintain the quality of its educational program. The fact that academic
freedom has been highly regarded, though for a long time tacitly
accepted without challenge or even much discussion, has probably con·
tributed to the polarization of opinion on the part of citizens, legislators, faculty and students. From the viewpoint of outsiders not unfamiliar with such situations in higher education, it would appear that
all parties have tended to overreact to the recent episode concerning the
materials used in freshman English courses. The legislative authorization
of a "joint investigative committee" to investigate the University of
New Mexico and other state universities at the expense of $50,000
subtracted from the University of New Mexico's [1969·70] budget,
also seems to be an overreaction (though in part based on other factors)
of the legislature to an episode which stands out in stark contrast to the
general lack of controversy associated with the programs at the Univer·
sity of New Mexico,"
The committee went on to say: "The handling of the episode itself
inevitably created some dissension on campus, based upon reasonable
difference of opinion as to what constitutes academic freedom and due
process, but the immediate results of the legislative investigation seem
to be even more serious in creating an apprehension in the faculty and
the students, first, of a threat to academic freedom and, second, a fear
of punitive financial measures. Accordingly, the review committee
deems it appropriate to reiterate the policy of the North Central Asso·
dation of Colleges and Secondary Schools that academic freedom and
tenure such as that expressed in the University of New Mexico's Fac·
ulty Handbook and long practiced on its campus, are fundamental to a
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vital learning process and to maintenance of faculty scholarship. It is an
expectation and a condition of continued good standing with the
Association. Therefore, the committee views with deepest concern any
development by a public or private group that interferes with the
educational mission of the institution. However, there is no indication
that the legislative investigation will necessarily be a petty, punitive
witch hunt and the committee recognizes that a fairly conducted study
may enrich the educational process and bring increased public understanding and public support of the nature and needs of higher education."
Since the North Central Association Committee was on campus,
there has been several months of legislative investigation. The First
Legislative Universities Investigating Committee gave way in january,
1970 to an expanded Legislative University Study Committee now
scheduled to cease functioning in june, 1971. Neither committee, to
this point, has seriously damaged academic freedom at the University of
New Mexico. Some members of the Legislative committee do not agree
with University faculty and administration definitions of academic freedom. A few faculty members have said that they have felt "intimid~ted" by outside discussion and surveillance of their classroom and
extramural utterances. On the other hand, the Legislative investigators
have done little to build public .understanding and acceptance of the
University's role in society. Open meetings of the Study Committee
have been aimed almost solely at the University of New Mexico and
have dwelt at length upon the use of socially unacceptable four-letter
words in a freshman English class in the spring of 1969, and later in the
New Mexico Quarterly-which has since ceased publication-and in an
"underground" parody of the Quarterly. At the nub of the matter is
the displeasure on the part of some of the more conservative clements
of New Mexico's society with some of the vocal and politically active
members of the faculty. Student unrest, which has called the societal
and campus status quo into question, has further complicated the situ a•
tioh.
The Legislative investigation is one manifestation of the polarization
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which has advanced rapidly in this country in recent years. It represents
external pressures for conformity by the University to an arbitrary
norm. At the other pole is a small group of faculty and students equally
determined to force the University to conform to another arbitrary~
norm. Academic freedom would be lost were the University to surrender to either.
To be true to itself and to be of greatest value to society, a university
must maintain a climate conducive to free and open inquiry into any
and all matters. It must always be open to new ideas and opinions even
when these are not contemporaneously popular. The university must
remain free to study, evaluate, and criticize all facets of society. Each
faculty member must be free to do these same things in his classroom as
related to his field of expertise. Students must be encouraged to think
analytically and creatively. Possibly the greatest good that a university
can do is to teach its students to think carefully as they seek answers to
problems, old and new alike.
To function as it should, a university must be free from internal
coercion which would convert it into an advocate for certain causes
rather than a critic of all. A university which, as an institution, becomes
an advocate or an agent for a cause or an ideology, soon loses its
credibility as well as its freedom.
The University of New Mexico has always had as its goal the best
possible education for its students. Central to this aspiration is a faculty
of high caliber. The University has not had the financial resources to
compete effectively with other major institutions across the country for
highly capable faculty members. But it has been able to recruit them at
moderate salary levels with the added inducement of a national reputation for academic freedom and institutional integrity. It would be a
disservice to the people of New Mexico to deviate from this strong
position.
The concept of academic freedom is difficult to define. There is
much that is subjective in it. Its absence often is more tangible than its
presence.
The University of New Mexico policy on academic freedom reads as
follows:

Academic Freedom
"(a) The teacher is entitled to full freedom in research and in the
publication of the results, subject to the adequate performance of his
other academic duties; but research for pecuniary return should be
based upon an understanding with the authorities of the institution.
(b) The teacher is entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing
his subject, but he should be careful not to introduce into his teaching
controversial matter which has rto relation to his subject. Limitations of
academic freedom because of religious or other aims of the institution
should be clearly stated in writing at the time of the appointment.
(c) The college or university teacher is a citizen, a member of a
learned profession, and an officer of an educational institution. When
he speaks or writes as a citizen, he should be free from institutional
censorship or discipline, but his special position in the community
imposes special obligations. As a man of learning and an educational
officer, he should remember that the public may judge his profession
and his institution by his utterances. Hence he should at all times be
accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for
the opinions of others, and should make every effort to indicate that he
is not an institutional spokesman.
(d) At the University of New Mexico the teacher recognizes that he
is responsible for the maintenance of appropriate standards of scholarship and teaching performance, aimed at the goal of training the students to think for themselves. While the students have a right to know
the teacher's point of view on relevant controversial subjects, the
teacher has an obligation to set forth fairly and clearly the divergent
opinions of other scholars, so that the students may reach rational and
independent conclusions.
(e) The efficient operation of any institution requires cooperation
among its personnel. The teacher agrees, therefore, to abide by all
regulations of the University, consistent With this policy, and to perform to the best of his ability such reasonable duties as arc assigned to
him by authoritcd University officials."
The principles of academic freedom expressed in the foregoing policy
will be maintained against all onslaughts, external or internal.

.. .ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION

The preceding discussion has dealt with University problems that arc
not fully capable of settlement on campus. A large degree of public
cooperation is required if they arc to be solved to the satisfaction of the
accrediting association.
The remaining general areas of concern expressed by the North
CentrJI Association committee arc largely internal matters. The first of
these has to do with the effectiveness of the organization of the decision-making process within the University in defining and promoting its
educational task. In other words, this is a management matter.
Administration of a university differs markedly from the process
in mo~t other institutions, including business and industrial firms. There
is much more collegiality, a much greater diffusion of responsibility and
authority among the components. The faculty, for example, has a great
deal to say, and properly so, about such things as curricula, entrance
requirements, grading, library holdings, promotion and tenure for
fellow faculty members, new academic programs, academic qualificaLions for instructors, and the like. Students, likewise, have a serious
input to be considered in areas affecting student life, curricula, library
services, new programs, teaching quality, and many others. To accommodate the many and varied interests and views, a great deal of reliance
is placed upon the committee system for ,trriving at conclusions leading
to ,\ction.
The North Ccntr,ll committee ~ound that the administrative organization for the University is characterized by a lack of clarity in functions
and an absence of adequate ptocedurcs for management control. The
committee observed that the authority and functions of several vice
presidents were not clear and that there were both overlaps and gaps in
these positions. It also cited a lack of clarity in the development function.
"University committees, in the main, arc not well defined, and there
arc probably too many of them," the committee wrote.
Before the committee report was filed, the administration and
faculty of the University had come to similar conclusions about the
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administrative organization. A period of rapid growth from a small to a
large university had left the University with a patchwork structure having some desirable features planned to meet the new contingencies, and
others appearing as the result of expediency. New committees had been
created as new problems arose, but older committees which had outlived their functions or whose missions should have been modified,
were left intact. New offices were created to meet real needs, but the
overall administrative structure was not sufficiently realigned to make
most effective use of them. The same situation has prevailed in most
institutions subjected to the stresses of substantial, rapid growth.
One of my first undertakings after assuming the presidency in july,
1968, was to commission Dr. Algo Henderson, an authority in the
administration of higher education, to examine the University's administrative structure and to make recommendations for delineating
clearer lines of authority and for the unification of common and related
functions. After review of Dr. Henderson's findings, a number of ad·
ministrative changes were made. One of the largest was expansion of
the office of the Administrative Vice President to include a number of
offices and divisions which formerly reported to the President. Several
offices with related missions dealing with the public were placed under
the purview of this vice presidency. The job of assigning building space
was moved from the University Secretary's office to this vice president's. The title of the position was changed to Vice President for
Administration and Development to more appropriately reflect the
added responsibilities. The office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs was reorganized to bring it more closely in line with the
academic mission and to reflect more accurately its current function. A
new position was established, that of Vice President for the Health
Sciences, to help coordinate the University's deepening involvement in
health-related fields, including the School of Medicine, the Colleges of
Nursing and Pharmacy, Bernalillo County Medical Center, the Bernalillo
County Mental Health Center, and Student Health Services. Areas of
responsibility for the Vice President for Research have been more

·.

clearly established and that office has been Working closely with a new
faculty committee on research policy.
These changes have affected, in the main, administrative offices. In
·an effort to establish clearer lines of authority and communications in
'areas involving faculty, students, and administration, a University-wide
Committee on University Governance has been established. This group,
composed of faculty, students, administrators and alumni, was called
. into being by the Regents several months ago and has been working
steadily. Its mission is to recommend University-wide governance pro·
cedures and mechanisms which will eliminate needless committees,
cover areas not now clearly covered by Regents, faculty, or student
policies, and provide suitable avenues of redress for all members of the
University community. If this committee's work is as successful as we
have reason to believe it can be, it will help us devise a governing format
better able to deal speedily and fairly with needs and problems of the
contemporary university world. Universities, small and large, throughout the nation have been faced with similar problems in recent months.
They have been forced to think, as we have, of ways of updating the
administrative structure to make it responsive to campus conditions
considerably different from those of 20 to 50 years ago when much of
the organizational machinery currently in use was developed.

1.2
.. .LIBRARY NEEDS

The North Central Association visitors characterized the library as a
weak resource. They suggested that while additional funds were needed
to help expand library holdings and improve staff salaries, redirection
of the library administration toward a more service-oriented and
creative course also was desirable.
Inadequate holdings and over-dependency on the inter-library loan
system, in the opinion of the committee, weakened the University's
research potential and tended to lessen its attractiveness to first-rate
students and faculty members.
It was apparent to the committee, as it has been to the University,
that the library deficiencies, as with others involving funding, were
cumulative. "An occasional lean year in appropriations can be over·
come if subsequent years are improved," the committee wrote, "but a
combination of several lean years in a period when the University is
under pressure to expand programs can only mean gradual dimunition
in quality and gradual deterioration in the entire operation."
Cooperation of the Board of Educational Finance and the Legislature
in approving a $1.4 mill ibn budget request for 1970·71 should go far
towards improving the library situation. The appropriation represented
an increase of approximately $600,000 over the 1960-70 library
budget.
To assist departments with the selection of library materials, the
library has expanded its staff of bibliographers to include specialists in
Latin America, the sciences and engineering, and the humanities. Addi·
tionally, a librarian-bibliographer has been added to the staff to manage
the new Parish Memorial Library in the School of Business and Admin·
istrative Sciences.
An ad hoc University committ.ee on library needs has recommended
that outside consultants be invited to help draw up long term plans for
the library system. A librarian and a computer technology specialist will
be called in to help evaluate our library system, and to make recom·
mendations for improvement, including automation where feasible,
Together with a strong faculty, a strong, well-balanced library is
essential to a good university.

It should be obvious to readers of this report that the University has
indeed taken a close look at itself and has moved to solve some of the
problems pointed out by the accrediting group.
The North Central Association said in its report that it was focusing
on the problems and weaknesses of the University of New Mexico, not
because it regards the University as a weak institution "but rather be·
cause the committee is convinced that by focusing on and correcting
some of the weaknesses noted this university can become a much better
institution."
This is precisely one of the University's goals: to continually improve.
itself, to give New Mexico university students an educational oppor·
tunity equal to any. To do this, as the North Central Association report
points up so well, will require a continuing investment by the people of
New Mexico in their youth, through their University. The record on
this point is clear. The people of this state have long recognized that
education is the pathway to the future. They have made an extraor·
dinary effort to commit the necessary resources to the education of
succeeding generations. The post-industrial era will require no lessening
of the commitment. lnd~ed, the knowledge explosion we are expe·
riencing may require even more attention to advanced levels of
education.

c:-;:-:;e;r~
The University of New Mexico
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THE REPORT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
JULY 1, 1968 - JUNE 30, 1969
LARS Hl-\ UMA , DIRECTOR
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INTRODUCTION

The function of the Development Office is to
encourage private support, both financial and nonfinancial, of the University of New Mexico, thereby
enabling the University to increase its contributions to the State and to the Nation in terms of
teaching, research, and service.

Additional finan-

cial support obtained from private sources enables
the University to incorporate into its program
those features which are essential to educational
leadership and distinction, but which are beyond
the financial responsibility of the State.

Non-

financial support -- that is, understanding and
goodwill -- is essential to the successful execution of the programs and policies of the University.
The major objectives of the Development Program are: (1) to promote a better understanding of
The University of New Mexico and to interpret its
programs, its progress, and its needs to. the publicr
(2)

to develop and enlist the active interest and

support of individuals and groups in its behalfr and
(3) to provide these individuals and organizations
with the opportunity to support voluntarily the
University.
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1.6
GREATER UNM FUND
The Greater UNM Fund was established in
1963 to help provide, through contributions
from alumni and friends, certain features that
are characteristic of a quality institution
but which are often beyond the ability of the
State to provide.

These will

incl~de

such

benefits as scholarships, specialized equipment,
library materials, and funds:·for faculty research.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Although it operates as a separate unit, the
Alumni Office is part of the Development Office.
This makes it possible to coordinate Alumni Assoc.iation activities with the promotional activities
of the overall Development program.
The Association is maintained through cooperative efforts of the University and the Alumni
body.

All graduates and former students of the

University of New Mexico are members of the Association.

Programs and policies of the organization

are determined by the Board of Directors, whose
members are chosen with respect to college, graduation year, and geographic location.
The Association coordinates and directs the
Homecoming activities, arranges class reunions,
organizes Alumni clubs through the State and
-2-
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Nation, promotes citizenship among undergraduates, assists with student recruitment, provides advice to the University Administration
upon request, assists in the Unive:rsity•s
legislative r.elations program, and in other
ways encourages Alumni interests in and support
of the University
The Alumnus, official organ of the Association, is published six times a year and is
mailed to all members.

Alumni Association file

records include information on more than 30,000
persons who have attended the University since
its open:i.ng.

1-laster geographical and class

files are maintained.
RECORDS AND FILES
This office maintains a biographical file
of alumni which is used jointly by the Development Office and the Alumni Association.

The

mail room maintains a mailing list on addressograph equipment which, though used primarily for
fund development and alumni program purposes, is
available to other elements of the University.
Biographical records and mailing lists of other
prominent New Mexico individuals are kept
current.

-3-
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GIFT ACCE:PTANCE
The Development Office is the pr.incipal repository of records of gifts made to
UNM.

Gifts are accepted, receipted,

and ackno'l'tledged by this office.

r~corded

From records

so compiled, the Greater UNM Fund Report issue
is published annually to show the source and
purpose of gifts and to list the individual
donors.

This office reports to national org-

anizations such as the Council for Financial Aid
to Education and the American Alumni Council in
order that the University of New Mexico's re•
cord of private support may be included in compilations of non-governmental financial aid to
higher education.
DEPARTMENT PERSONNEL
Employee turnover was low during this
year and productivity was vastly improved.
Secretary to the Director of Alumni Relations
Mrs. Margaret Williams resigned September
20, 1968.

Mrs. Evelyn R. Elder was hired on

June 14, 1969 and was promoted from Records Clerk
to replace Mrs. Williams.
Alumni Records Clerk
Mrs. Doris Lee Schuler was employed
September 30, 1968, to replace Evelyn EldGr who
had been, as stated above, promoted to the position
of Secretary to the Director of Alumni Relations on
September 20; 1968.
'-4.:.
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Alumni Mail Clerk
Mrs. Norma Bartholdi was hired
January 20, 1969 to replace

M~sQ

Isabelle

Allen Who terminated JanuarylS, l969o
FUND DEVELOPMENT
The Development Office serves as a
clearing house for all gifts made to the University.

Gifts to the Greater UNM Fund for fiscal

year 1968-69 are compiled in Appendix II.

This

compilation does not include gifts in kind such
as land, books, objects of artr only cash and
securities are included.
Again, the Development Office notes
with appreciation the fine cooperation being
given by other campus departments and offices
in reporting gifts to this office.

This cooper-

ation results in recognition given to donors in
the annual gift report.
The Development Office acknowledges
with thanks the services rendered by the Board of
Directors of the Greater UNM Fund:
Mr. Glenn Emmmons, Chairman
Mr. Robert Clemmensen, Alumnus
Mrs. Neil Foley, Alumnus
Mr. Joe Boehning, Alumnus
Dr. Chester Travelstead, Academic
Vice President
Mr. John Perovich, Vice President
for Business and Finance
Mr. Jack Sheehan, Director of Student
Aids
Mr •. Lars Halama, Director of Development
Mr. Gwinn "Bub" Henry, Director, Alumni
Association

-s-
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In accordance with statutory requirements
and University policy, those gifts which were earmarked for a specific purpose were allocated and
spent for the intended purpose.
Unrestricted, i.e., unearmarked gifts
were disbursed by an allocations committee composed
of alumni, faculty and administrative staff:
Dr. Arnold KoscP~ann, Chairman
Dr. Ned J. Davison
Dr. Chester Travelstead
Mrs. Clyde Hill
Mr. John Perovich
Mr. Lars Halama
The Allocations Committee has adopted a
schedule of priorities of purposes for which unrestricted funds shall be spent.
Community and State relations
Undergraduate instruction
Gallery and museum acquisitions
Pilot projects requiring a onetime allocation
In recent years the following sums have
been spent:
$11,015.00

1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

16,999.50

24,195.00
18,650.00

Friends of UNM Libraries
Support for the Friends of UNM Libraries
continues.

For the period of this report $5,104

was received.

-6-

Friends of Art
Probably the most active of the various
Friends organizations, the Friends of Art raised
$2 1 965 principally for art acquisitions.

In June

of 1968 the Friends of Art elected to control
their own monies because their fund raising methods
involve projects of a commercial nature.

Donations

will continue to be received by this office.

The

value of acquisitions presented to the art museum
by the Friends will be included in the Annual Report
of the Greater UNM Fund.
Friends of Architecture
This organization was responsible during
this period for gifts totaling $1,425.35.
Other Activities
The Development Office has accepted
gifts of land, art and museum items, and securities.
Considerable time was spent in working
with attorneys throughout New Mexico in the preparation of wills which were drawn for the benefit of
the University.
STAFFACTrviTIES
University Related
The members of the Development-Alumni
staff served on:

-7-
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Greater UNM Fund Board
Greater UNM Fund Allocations Committee
committee on Restricted Gifts
Committee on Gifts to Libraries, Museums
and Galleries
committee on Scholarships ahd Prizes
The University President's Alumni Advisory
Committee
Alumni Association Board
Friends of UNM Libraries
Friends of Art
Friends of Architecture
Outstanding Teaching Selection Committee
Rally Committee
also
"Bub" Henry was advisor to the Chaparrals,
Yell Leaders, and the Fiesta Committee
Professional Activities
Members of the staff participated in meetings and conferences of the American Alumni Council
and the American Public Relations Association at
district and national levels.

Out-of-state travel

to professional conferences was curtailed to husband
funds more urgently needed for other department expenses•
Community Activities
Mr. Halama was active in the u.c.F. campaign.

He was elected to the board of directors and

to the executive committee of the Albuquerque
Community council1 to the board of the AlbuqQergue
Chamber of Commerce as an honorary director, and
served as secretary of the New Mexico Amigos.
Mr. Henry directed the Albuquerque Jaycees
Invitational Indoor Track meetr he served on the
Sports Committee of the Albuquerque Chamber of

-e-
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Co~~erce

and served as a director of the

Albuquerque Host Lions Club.

He was a founder

of the Del Norte High School Boosters Club and
serves on the board of that organization.
SIGNIFICANT
1.

P~S

A roomier and more adequate suite of

offices is being renovated for our use in the
guest room wing of the New Mexico Union.

As

designed, the space will be arranged to separate
production activities -- mail room and records
files -- from the executive area.
2.

We have revived our hopes that we will

be rescued from the present morass of records
which engulfs us.

The conversion of our present

records to electronic data systems is imperative
if we are to make proper use of the thirty thousand plus alumni of record.
3.

With the addition to our staff of an

Alumni Field Secretary, Mr. Henry and Mr. Halama
will be able to spend more time out of the office
in cultivating the support of both alumni and nonalumni by personal contact and arranging organized
meetings.
4.

A large segment of alumni resides in the

Albuquerque area.

Their interest and support is

difficult to enlist.

The town-gown breach is

-9-
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wide.

The Alumni Association together with towns-

people are assessing the possibility o£ establishing
a University Club facility near the campus.

The con-

cept envisions a non-profit corporation financed
privately.

Memberships would be open to alumni,

non-alumni, faculty and staff.

The primary purpose

would be to create a facility to bring the community
and the campus together in an environment conducive
to bridging the present gap in communication between
the two elements.
ACl<NOWLEDGEMENTS
The Development Office appreciates the
contributions made by the Alumni Association through
its Board of Directors, its Executive Committee and
its officersr also, the Directors of the Greater UNM
Fund, the Aliocations Committee and the Outstanding
Teaching Award Selection Committee.

As previously

noted, the Annual Gift Report can be complete and
accurate only if the receipt of gifts to departments
and offices is complete and accurate.

The assist-

ance of the eampus community is acknowledged.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

The Alumni Association is growing in
numbers and strength.

Controversies surrounding

the campus have pushed alums in concern for their
alma materr in some cases because of nostalgia,
-10-
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others because of the feelings of decay of our
society and, for still others, their thought of
insuring quality in education for their children
and other young people to come.
It becomes more evident, because of
vast resources of alumni volunteer help within
the state and country, that we are the major department that should be involved in promoting
goodwill for the University of New Mexico.

This

can be pursued using many facets at our disposal;
in main, developing speakers' programs, tours and
student recruiting programs.
It is also evident that the University
administration is willing to accept these premises,
and our increased budget and the possibility of
additional staff is encouraging.

Many universities

have been involved with, and have understood the
value of pursuing programs to give alumni meaningful involvement in University matters,

However,

in recent times, because of problems on campus,
we all understand the necessity of projecting the
actual image of the Uhiversity.

The news media

are most willing to air the sensational aspect of
the University, therefore, the public relations
offices of the University must concentrate on projecting the every day social and academic affairs
of the campus.

-11-
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Association Governance
We have continued to operate our association with a 99-member Board of Directors and a ninemember executive committee.

Each University college

is represented by an additional Board member as is
the faculty, and each Lobo Club is entitled to a
representative on the Board.

The officers and rotat-

ing members of the Board change during February of
each year.

During this university fiscal year we have

had, as usual, two sets of officers:
1968-69 (Talcing .. office February 1968)
Jack Mulcahy; p~esident
Joe Boehning, vice president
Joe Burwinkle
Maxine Krohn Friedman
Phyllis Godfrey Nuckols
Rodney Shoemaker
J. Leon Thompson
Larry '1'1illcut
1969-70 (Taking office February 1969)
Joe Boehning, president
Rodney Shoemaker, vice president
Joe Burwinkle
Ray cramer
Si Nanninga
Phyllis Nuckols
Eloise Moulton Puckett
Dick Ransom
Dorothy Lewis Ribble
Board members for each of these years are
listed in Appendix I.
Working with this report, it should be
pointed out that many of the committee members and
chairmen were used for two consecutive years.

This

came about because Jack Mulcahy served as president
-12-
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of the Alumni Associction for two terms.

1

The

thinking of the Board of Directors was that, because of the rapid shift in the position of
Director of Alumni Relations from Frank McGuire
to Michael Laine to Bub Henry, it was desirable
to hold some continuity within the structure of
the Associa.tion.

Jack Mulcahy's capabilities and

willingness to work in a volunteer way for the
University encouraged the Board to extend him into his second term as alumni president.
During this second term, outside of
particular committee work, Mr. Mulcahy and the
Executive Committee worked with Dr. Ferrel Heady
in dissolving the President's Alumni Advisory
Committee which was conceived and used during
President Tom Popejoy's administration.

This

group had not been called together for some time,
and had also grown into a too-large and most cumbersome working number.

Mr. Mulcahy and members of the

Executive Committee, with Dr. Heady's concurrence,
have arranged to use the Executive Committee as an
Alumni Advisory Committee, inviting specialized
alumni to meet with them when the necessity arises.
COMMITTEE DIVISIONS
UNDER ALUMNI RELATIONS
There are several areas of association
work that have been extremely active:

28
Homecoming 1968 {October 18 and 19)
Homecoming was chaired in 1968 by
Chuck Lanier.

The foyer of the Fine Arts Center

was used for alumni re·gistration and as an information center.

This change,

\~e

felt, was a nec-

essity because of the parking problem and walking
distance to register with the New Mexico Union on
the second floor, where it had been held in prior
years.

In addition to the Fine Arts Center's

easy accessibility, it consolidates easy walk-in
ticket purchasing, registration and hospitality.
The Alum-mobile was visually at hand also.
The dance was again held at Western Skies.
The attendance was good and a theme on Hawaii was
used.

United Airlines, agent for our Hawaiian

Tour which occurred later in the year, was instru....
mental in securing small orchids for each lady at
the dance.
The Chuck Wagon was again held at the
basketball arena with one new innovation.

The

food serving lines, speakers' platform, and general
seating was moved from the concourse to the covered
basketball arena floor area.

several awards were

presented, including the honorary alumni pin presented to President Heady by Master of Ceremonies,
Dr. Martin Fleck. Again, the expenses were held
within the budget.
-14-
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The Homecoming Committee and Reunion
chairmen were:
Chuck Lanier, chairman of the committee
Joe Fiorillo, student chairman
Sam Honegger, assistant student chairman
Ren Gattas, New Mexico Union student program director
Committee members:
Collister Redmond
Muriel Harrity
Lena Clauve
Pat Heggem
Reunion ehairmen:
Golden Alumni - Floyd w. Lee
45th Anniv. - Edmond Hopkins
Silver Anniv. - Floyd and Mary
Darrow
class of 1958 - Pat Crist
Student Recruitment
This phase of alumni activities has been
placed somewhat to one side.

There has not been

enough time to pursue many worthwhile programs but
this phase of alumni work is a must.

We secured

permission to hire an alumni field secretary and are
actively seeking a recent graduate for the position.
A

major portion of his duties will revolve

around student recruiting.

Certainly, securing ex-

cellent students from throughout New Mexico is extremely important.

~his

program gives alumni an

opportunity to become actively involved on behalf
of the University.

ln this method, the alumnus will

feel close to the University and yet we will have a
year-round active relationship in which we will be
able to pursue other facets of potential support
for the University.
-15-
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Members of the committee in 1968 were:
Tony Bernitsky, chairman
Joe Burwinkle, Jr., liaison to executive
committee
Norman Mugleston, Al Valdez, Jim Benner,
Barry Cole 1 Jack Sheehan and Lavon
McDonald. Mr. Sheehan and Mr.
McDonald were two ex-officio members
from the University staff.
Awards Program
The Awards Committee, under the direction
of Mary Foley, devised what we believe to be a most
outstanding program of awards.

The eye-appeal and

beauty of these awards will be a lasting benefit for
the University.

Committee members serving with Mrs.

Foley were:
Leon Thompson, lia~on to executive
committee
Dan Myers, Vivienne Seis, T.J. Williams,Jr.
Lena Clauve
Shirley Runyqn and David Heisler, student
members
In February 1969, Si Nanninga assumed the
chairmanship of this committee.

His committee is

looking forward to presenting many of these awards
in the future.

It is. our hope that the Awards

committee of the Association does not, at any time,
protect the awards to a degree to where they are not
presented often.

The main thought behind developing

such an outstanding group of awards is to present them,
continually seeking out worthy recipients.

-16-
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Members of Mr. Nanninga's committee
serving from February 1969 to February 1970 were:
John Nusbaum, Dorothy Black, Dorothy
Crist, Lena Clauve, Mary Foley
and T.J. Williams, Jr.
(Mr. Nanninga served as liaison
to the Executive Committee in
his capacity as chairman.)

From July 1966 to July 1969 the following
awards were made:
Honorary Lobo Award -Mrs. Sheldon Dike
outstanding Teaching ~ward - Dr. Troy Floyd
Alumni Service Awards: w.w. Atkinson,
Winifred Reiter, Randall Montgomery,
Chuck La.nier, Bob Werdig, Jay Rosenbaum,
and Jack Mulcahy
(The above awards were presented at
Homecoming 1 1968.)
Award of Distinction - Don Perkins
(This award was presented for the
first time, and was made at a Lobo
football banquet, April 23, 1969.)
Alumni Service Awards - Eric McCrossen
Paul McCollum
Harvey Whitehill
{Presented at alumni/civic club
meeting in Gallup, N.M., April 24,
1969.)
Senior Student Citizenship Award - John Bakas
(Presented at UNM Honors Assembly, May
1969.)
The High School Achievement Awards Program
has continued to meet with fine success.
There were 65 high schools involved, and 144
awards were presented.

Sixty-five of the

students given the awards subsequently enrolled at UNM.
-17-
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This awards program for high school
acl\ievement gives us the opportunity to visit
high schools in New Mexico and to become acquainted with principals and counsellors.

This

is a side dividend that is of great value.
Following is a yearly graph of the
award beginning with its inception in 1963.

PARTICIPATING
HIGH SCHOOLS
NUMBER AWARDS
GIVEN
NUMBER AWARDEES
.liNROLLED AT UNM

~ !.2§.11:.2§§.

1lli.

20

31

35

95

76

80

65

39

62

68

195

142

156

144

?

30

32

77

52

47

65

]&§.1 ~ ~

A historical listing of awards presented
by the Alumni Association is given in Appendix III.
Albugueroue Activities Committee
This committee has been initiated during
this administration in the Association to develop
programs designed to involve the Albuquerque alumni
in our work.

To truly involve the alumni we need

to encourage active assistance from them in University projects.

We all realize that Homecomings

are most desirable because of the factor of work
related to the University.

It is the Associa.tion •s

feeling that a spring affair of the Homecoming
nature is desirable.
A tremendous program that Indiana University produces in the spring, namely, the "Little
-18-
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500, 11 has been brought to our attention.

It may

provide the type of program that we are looking for.
During May of this year (1969) the basociation undertook to observe the Indiana University program first
hand on their campus.

A student, Tom Hogg, and an

alumnus, Jack Mulcahy, were selected and sent to
Bloomington, Indiana for this purpose.
Both representatives returned from Indiana
university enthused about what they saw.

The

Indiana University pros:ram revolves around games and
funds.

Proceeds from the program are used for

scholarships. The program involves staff, students,
and alumni, and is the type of program we are seeking.
ALUMNI OFFICE PROGRAMS
Alumni Tours
The Alumni Office staff put together an
outstanding package tour to Hawaii in December
(lst to 7th) of 1968 1 in conjunction with the UNMHawaii basketball game in Hololulu.

This was the

largest (198 passengers) chartered commercial jet
to take off from Albuquerque and the largest chartered aircraft in the history of aviation to take an
alumni booster club overseas representing one university, and involved responsibility for handling
around $60,000.

This program has given us the will

and encouragement to undertake similar events.

-19-
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I

Speakers' Bureau
This is an area of great potential benefit
for the University.

I

To pursue a worthy program, funds

and additional staff will be required.
Recently, we have learned that the University
of Nevada alumni relations operation has developed a
Speakers' Bureau using federal funds.

The funds needed

were secured through a Title I Act, General University
Extension, Higher Education Act of 1965.

We will

attempt to understand the program irt greater detail and
report findings.
ALUMNI RECORDS J\J)ID MAIL ROoM
This section of the Alumni Office has been and
is quite inadequate, particularly the actual physical
machines of the area.

Here again this is common know-

ledge and very soon new addressing machines will be
purchased.

Dick Leurig of Data Processing is extremely

knowledgeable as to such machines and he is involved
with this office with suggesting cori·ect procedure for
purchasing and conversion of our present addressing
system to the modern systems that the University now
has on campus.
Included in the appendix is a complete listing of all mailing produced and/or distributed from this
office7 also a report on total number of changes of
address, alumni found and alumni lost, (Appendix IV.)
-20-
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APPENDIX I
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
AWMNI ASSOCIATION
Term expires 1969

w.w. Atkinson

Jim Benner
Mrs • J.\rthur Bryce
Howard W. Henry
Jt1lia Keleher
Dan Myers
Jrunes T. Paulantis
Mrs. A .G. Seis, Jr.
Al£red A. Va ltle~
Mrs. Charles E. Nelc1
Larry Willcut
Wm. M. Cleveland
Portsmou ti:1, N.H.
Mrs. Dan Girana
Hobbs , l:! .M •
Dr. Wm. E. Hall, Jr.
Columbus, Ohio
Mrs. Glen L. Houston
Hobbs, N.M.
Frederick B. Howden
Belen; N.M.
Robert c. McNeely
Espanola, N.M.
Mrs. Jose R. Martinez
Fairview, N.M.
Dave Matthews
Santa Fe, N.M.
Dr. George Mertz
P!1oenix, Ariz.
Dan c. r.1innick
Ordway, Colo.
Randall Montgomery
Hobbs, ~1•M•
Rev. Ronald Norman
Auburn, Nebr.
Charles Pineau
Las Cruces, N.M.
Fred Prevost
Silver City, N.M.
Pat Pugh
Oklanoma City
Alle11 Rollie
Jim Sneac
Santa Fe, N.M.
Roy c. Stumph
Toi1atchi, N.M.
Martin c. Wehmhoner,sr.
Deming, N.M.
-21-

Term Expires 1970
'36

'51
'28
'60
'30

'57

'40
'46
'51
'60

•::o
'58

'60

'44
'51

'55
'43
'57
'54
'49

'34

'53
'52
'50

'50
'25

'32
'59
'33
'31

Hildreth L. Barker
Joseph F. Boehning
Joe Burwinkle
Mrs. Dorothy Crist
Fred Goldsworthy
Mrs. Joe D;. Harris
Sidney Hertzmark
Norman Mugleston
Santa Fe, N.M.
Jake Balzer
San Patricio,N.M.
Jerry Apodaca
Las Cruces, N .M.
Edward D. Shaffer
J~ Leon Thompson
Si Degulis
Southport, Ind.
Harris w. Grose
Ft. Lee, N.J.
W.J. Hash
Deming, l:l'.M.
Rodney Higgins
Medford Lakes, N.J.
Hugh w. Hilleary
Littleton, Colo.
Jack House
Los Alamos, N.M.
Henry Kempenich
Palo Alto, Calif.
Bruce King
stanley, N.M.
Don G. Litchfield
Roswell, f)1.M.
Jack Little
Bloomington, Ind.
James R. Miles
Gallup, N.M.
Bobby N. Morgan
Artesia, N.M.
John H. Morrison
Evanston, Ill.
owen N. O'Leary
Wichita, Kans.
Robert T. Person
Denver, Colo.
Marvin Relkin
san Arttonio, Tex.
Eddie Russell, Jr.
Dallas, Tex.

'58
'53
'64

MrS •

'46

'36
'41
'39
'59
'30

'57
'52

'36
'48
'26

'52
'50
'53

'59

'96

'42
'52
'59

'61
'56
i

55

'50
'37
'48
'65
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Appendix I (cont.)
Term expires 1969 (cont.)

Term expires 1970 (cont.)

Harvey Whitehill
Gallup, N.M.

Sigfred Sandberg
oyster Bay, L.I.,N.Y_,
William Speer
Farmington, N.M.
Julian Wise
San Diego 1 Calif.
John c. Zutavern
Abilene, Kans.
Term expires 1972

'34

Term expires 1971
Lena c. Clauve
Mrs. Neil Foley
Mrs. J.J. Friedman
Norman L. Maguire
Anthony Bernitsky
Ray cramer
Jack Mulcahy
Mrs. Charles Nuckols
Mrs. Norman Ribble
T.J. Williams, Jr.
Barry Cole
Stanley Hultberg, Jr.
J. Norman Hodges
Silver City, N.M.
Joe Stell, Jr.
Carlsbad; N.M.
Leonard DeLayo
Santa Fe, N.M.
Dr. J.Douglas Balcomb
Los Alamos, N.M.
Ray Gunaerson
Grants, N.M.
John w. Hall, Jr.
Roswell, N.M.
John !?. Isaacs
Clayton, N.M.
Robert M. Lee
Belen, N.M.
Mrs. Ronald Paynter
santa Fe, N.M.
Richard Rowley, II
Clovis, N.M.
Bob Dean
Lovington, N.M.
Mrs. Benjamin Bryans
San Rafael, Calif.
Miss Katherine Lenihan
Indianapolis,Ina.
Elmer Sproul
Orange, Calif.
Jim F. Heath
Lake oswego, Ore.
Dr. Bob Norfleet ··
Marshfield, Wise.
-22-

'25
'32
'48
'44
'52
'59
'56 John Nusbaum
'54 Mrs. Wallace Ferguson
'55 Mrs. Earl Puckett
'52 Cleto Duran
'62 Robert Si Nanninga
'64 Dr. Byron Beddo
'47 Roland i<ool
Dick Ransom
'49 Collister Redmond
Mrs. Rolfe Black
'44 Charles P. Roberts
Mrs. Howard Brandenburg
Taos, N.M.
'56
Gordon Greaves
Portales, N.M.
'50
Sotero Sanchez
Santa Rosa, N.M.
'50
Rev. James Bruening
Aurora, Colo.
'58
Garnett Burks, Jr.
Las cruces, N.M.
'56
Mrs. steve Burkstaller
Rosweil, N.M.
'59
D. Dale Cooper
Monument, N.M.
'61
Mrs. Gary Noss
Santa Fe, N.M.
'63
Bill Shrecengost
Hondo, N.M.
'46
Fidel G. Tabet
Belen, N.M.
'44
John Watson
Hobbs, N.M.
'45
William Tharp
Las cruces, N.M.
'53
Veon Kiech
Jonesboro, Ark.
'53
Ralph Seitsinger
El Paso, Tex.
Mrs. Archer Fitzgerald
suffield, Conn.

'49
'52
•59
'51

'28
'30
1
33
'41
'41
'51
'55
'54
'59
'62
'60
'38
'35
'47
'55
'59
'56
•50
'56
'50
'56
•54
'60
• 24
'38
'46
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Appendix I (Cont.)
Term Expires 1971 (cont.)

Term expires 1972 (cont.)

Jay Rosenbaum
Shaker Heights, Ohio
Edward J. Smith
Deerfield, Ill.
Mrs. Robert Gerding
San Antonio, Tex.
J. Carlos Lucero
Boulder, Colo.
Kay Paterson
Denver, Colo.

Nick Foran
'48
Murray Hill, N.J.
Judge Shirley M.Hufstedler
Pasadena, Calif.
'45
Fred M. Strait
'48
Riverside, Calif.
Dr. Roger Wotkyns
'48
Denver, Colo.
Michael McNevin
'56
New York City, N.Y.
Mary Ellen Smith
'54
Phoenix, Ariz •
1
Mrs. Charles M. Allen
62
Lubbock, Tex.

'51
'53
'60
'60
'64

. College Representatives
(Appointed)
R.P. Matteucci
(Arts & Sciences
Sheldon Dike
(Eng inee!r ing)
Gilbert Miranda
(Education)
Arthur Loy
(Fine Arts)
Byrne cates
(Pharmacy)
R. tiJ. Shoemaker
(Business Admin.)
Fred Tharp (Clovis)
(School of Law)
Mrs. George R. Shaffer
(Nursing)
Dr. Martin Fleck
(Faculty)

'57
'41

{Appointed Feb. 15, 1969)

'38

Matteucci continued

1

Manuel c. Archuleta
(Pharmacy)

'65

Robert Farley
(Fine Arts)

1

'50
'51

Max McWhirter
(Engineering)

'44

Dr. Effie Medford
(Medicine)

'68

Sandra Ferketich
(Nursing)

1

38

'50
55

'59
'38

66

Miranda continued
Shoemaker continued
Judge· Joe w. Wood
Court of Appeals,
Santa Fe
(School of Law)
Fleck continued

-23-

'47
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APPENDIX II
SOURCES OF FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Number Donors.

Amount Donated

19671968

19681969

1771

1587

$ 53,512.08

$53,347.49

Friends

825

1259

84,881.76

63,003.00

Organizations

267

237

118,020.32

141.960.77

New Mexico
Business

261

279

16,021.40

42,000.80

National
Business

129

123

45,993.76

69,337.62

563
3816

389
3874

431,096.34
$749,525.66

413,028.14
$782,677.82

Alumni

Fdtns.,
Estates,
Misc.

19671968

PURPOSES FOR WHICH GIFTS

~mRE

DONATED

1967-68

Scholarships, Fellow"'
ships & Student Losns $446,829.90
Instruction

19681969

1968-69
$330,452.43

83,900.00

48,567.35

109,262.87

297,759.06

28,662.51

44,976.19

Special Projects

6,415.71

14,790.44

Library Materials

5,518.95

5,104.00

45,743.12

22,000.00

Chapel

648.00

70.00

Equipment

723.00

1,705.00

21,821.60
$749,525.66

17,253.35
$782,677.82

Research
Unrestricted

Building Construction

Gslleries & Museums
-24-
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AWARDS
ZIMMERMAN AWARD

ALUMNI SERVICE AV1ARD

Betty Perkins (1964)
Mary Helen Hendrix ( '64.)
Frank. Grubbs (1964}
AWARD OF DISTINCTION
George Ambabo (1964)
(First Presentation)
Lee Seligman (1964)
Norman Mugleston (1964)
Don Perkins (1969}
J~ Paulantis {1964)
Ray Rodey (1964)
RODEY AWARD
Lars Halama (1964)
Dr. Albert G. Simms, II (1964)
Jack Mulcahy (1965)
Judge D.A. Macpherson, Jr. (1964)A1 Valdez (1967) RetBen c. Hernandez (1964)
iring Pres.
Alfred A. Valdez (1964)
Lena Clauve (1968)
Jim Fleming (1968)
LOBO AWARD
Ken Gattas (1968)
Chuck Lanier (1968)
Randall Montgomery ( '68)
Mrs. J.F. Zimmerman (1950)
w.w. Atkinson (1968)
Mrs. Lynn B. Mitchell (1951)
Jay Rosenbaum (1968)
Miss Lillian Huggett (1951)
Mrs. Tom L. Popejoy (1952)
Bob Werdig (1968)
Clarissa Fuller (1953)
Winifred Reiter (1968)
Lena Clauve (1954)
Eric McCrossen (1969)
Elizabeth Simpson (1955)
Paul McCollum (1969)
Elizabeth Elder (1956}
Harvey Whitehill (1969)
Mary Hickox (1957)
Winifred Reiter (1958)
PRESIDE~TT 'S AWARD
Wilma Loy Shelton (1959)
Esther Thompson (1960)
Jack Mulcahy (1969)
Nina Ancona (1961)
Shirley Hufstedler (1964)
Jane Mabry (1965)
CITIZENSHIP AWARD
Katherine Simons (1966)
(UNM Senior Student)
Virginia LaPine (1967)
Josephine Hammons (1967)
James Caylor (1965)
l-trs. Shelc'lon Dike (1968}
Tom Isgar (1966)
John E. Brooks (1967)
JAMES F. ZIMMERMAN AWARD
Paulette Key (1968)
John Bakas (1969)
(UNM Day in Roswell on
Januaru 10, 1964 -- Not
the same as Zimmermann
Award 1968.)
Tom L. Popejoy (1968)

James D. Shinkle
Clarence E. Hinkle
Gladys Palmer
Esther Morgan
Burr Powell
Gladys l-Jebb
Col. Ewing Lusk
col. Charles F. ward
carroll White
Rodman M. Cookson
Poe w. Corn
-25-
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APPENDIX IV
RECORD OF MAILIMGS
JULY 1968 - JULY 1969
July 1, 1968
" 26
" Alumnus Mag.-26,952
Alumnus Mag.
400
Aug. 5
(Add.)
Sept.9

Lettermen - 1088

II

II

13
23
25

II

Oct. ·.2

II

II
II
II

II

II

14

II

16
"
Nov. 1
II

II

II

28,911
2,968
Envelopes,
Senators & Reps ..

"
Homecoming
(States)
Homecoming

28;910
28,905

II

9

"

Gift Rept.

II

7
8

II
II

II

II

.6

"
"

25-27

Dec.l0
"
Jan.27,1969
Feb. 3
Feb. 14

Alumnus News 31,079
Letter
Lobo Alumni
Letter
Lobo Club
Alumni

14,253

Fund Mailer

30,860

"

II

18
27

II

Mar. 7
" 17
18

II

II

II

II

Envelopes, Ariz.

Envelopes, Hawaii,
Wash. ,D.C. area,
Gallup

II

17

Envelopes, Lettermen - 1176
Envelopes, Class
of '43 - 1049

9,800

II

"

Envelopes, Gallup,
Clovis, santa Fe,
Las Vegas, Nev.

Alumnus 1\fag. 30,000

Lettermen - 1249
Campus: Ne\-tS - 125
NAME lists Pueblo, Penver,
Colo. Springs,
El Paso, Tucson
Envelopes, St.
Louis
Envelopes, Colo.
Lettermen - 1289
Gallup area env.300
campus News - 189
Wash.D,C. area

II

-26-
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Appendix IV - continued
Record of Mailings
Apr. 4, 1968
II

II

II

9,

11

II

II

II
17
II
22
May 7, 1968
II

II

8,

II

22

22-23

II

May 23

II

II

II

26
27

II

June 23, 1968

Pres.
Pres.

1
1

Report 9, 400
Report 20,90n

.27, 366
365

Fund ~1a iler
Foreign, II

Teach-in Ltr. to
Alb. area - 8,600
Booster Clubs,
Texas, Ariz. ,
Colo, Calif.,
N.Mex. - 9,800
Board of Directors
111
Campus News - 189
So. Amer. Tour 27(11"1
Envs. & list,
Ltrmn. - 120n
Campus News
186

-

Pres. I Rept.
305
(APO's)
Alumnus Mag.
210
(Rtns.)
Funcl Mailer (foreign) finished
Envelopes for
Wash. ,D.C.
area
550
Resent Fund
Mailer
293

-

Mail Room Re12ort
ADDRESS
CHANGES
July 1968
Aug. 1968
Sept. 1968
Oct. 1968
Nov. 1968
Dec. 1968
Jan. H69
Feb. 1969
Mar. 1969
Apr. 1969
May 1969
June 1969
Total
ALUMNI
ALUMNI
ALUMNI
ALUMNI

COUNT
COUNT
COUNT
COUNT

ALUMNI
FOUND

616
774

369
1

559

150
110

114

225
1257
280
1137
1232
428
483
554
lf'l82
8182
April 1966
April 1968
April 1969
June 1969

ALUMNI
LOST

~

3
1
2
145
96
181
21

I64T

-

22,301
26;236
31,000
31,261

-27-

-~·~~---

-~'-·-~

--·---

~-··-·--

5
3
5
7
1
1
4
17
44
plus 375 exchanges

,;
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT
OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Pete McDavid
Athletic Director
I.

At the varsity level our teams have competed in the

following sports: football, basketball, track, cross
country, baseball, tennis, wrestling, swimming, golf and
gymnastics.

Freshman teams played regular schedules in

football and basketball.

A total of 148 athletes received

major letter awards; 53 freshmen athletes were awarded
numerals in football, and basketball making a grand total
of 201.
We have just completed our third season in the new
University Basketball Arena.

i'le set another new attendance

record - a total for the season of 191,291, an average of
13,663 each game.

This also broke all past records as far

as money taken in during a season.
The Lobo Invitational was again one of the most
successful tournaments in the country and this is reflected
in the great number of requests that we have from nationally
recognized teams wanting to participate in future tournaments.
Coach Hackett's Cross Country team won the Western
Athletic Conference championship.
again made an excellent showing.

Joe Ferguson's tennis team
Van Hill was named All-

American and also won the Western Athletic Conference Singles
championship and teamed up with Tony Bull to win the Conference Doubles championship.

Rusty Mitchell's gymnastics team

43
(2)

again brought .national recognition to our campus.
Manna was N.C.A.A.High Bar national champion.

Bob

The

gymnastic team's over-all record was 11-1.
The following attractions were held this year in
either Johnson Gymnasium or University Arena:
1.

New Me~ico Education Association Annual
Convention.

2.

New Mexico High School Basketball Tournament.

3.

New Mexico High School Swimming Tournament.

4.

New Mexico High School Wrestling Tournament.

5.

New Mexico High School Band Festival.

6.

New Mexico High School Cheerleaders Clinic.

7.

New Mexico State Science Fair.

8.

Four•th Annual Lobo Invitational Basketball
Tournament.

In addition, our Athletic Department acted as hosts to the
following events:
1.

New Mexico High School Track Championships.

2.

New Mexico High School Golf Championships.

3. New Mexico High School Tennis Championships.

4.

New Mexico High School Cross Country Championships

5.

New Mexico High School Pentathlon Championsbips.

6.

New Mexico High School Decathlon Championships.

7.

New Mexico High School Activities Association
Wrestling Clinic.

8.

New Mexico High School Coaches Association Downtown Lions Coaching School and All Star
Basketball and Football Games.

44
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9.
10.
II.

Annual Fall Tucker Gol:f' •rournamen t.
N.C.A.A. College National Gol:f' Championships.

Signi:f'icant Plans and recommendations during the
Academic Year 1969-70.
It appears that our new Athletic Building may become

a reality in the :fall o:r 1970.

This will complete our

athletic complex on the South Campus and along with the new
City Baseball Park we will probably have one o:r the :finest
such complexes in the United States.

Additionally, this

will give the Physical Education Department space which they
greatly need at this time.
The department is presently giving consideration to
the addition o:r Skiing to our program.

There is a great deal

o:f' interest in such a program and it is :felt that this would
be conducive to keeping athletes who are interested in skiing
at our State institution.

The Committee is presently work-

ing on this possibility.
\'fe

vdll be on Regional TV :for two o:f' our basketball

games this coming season.

We are also pleased that KOAT-TV

will be carrying delayed TV on most o:r our home games and
live TV on all out o:f' town games.

KOB and KDEF will both

be carrying by radio all o:f' our :football and basketball games
both home and away.

\•lith these two stations, it is :felt

we l'l'ill be reaching very adequately our many alumni who are
interested in these programs.

,.
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III.

Outs~de

Professional Activities of Staff Members:

Athletic Director - Pete McDavid - N.C.A.A. Committee
on Committees
National Athletic
Directors Association
Policy Committee
National Association
of Collegiate Directors
of Athletics Executive
Committee.

IV.

Appointments to Staff:
John Meechem -------------------Swimming
Leon Fuller

-------------------Ass't Football Coach

Alfred Arellano ----------------Ass't Equipment Mgr.
V.

Separations from Staff:
Robert Barney ------------------Swimming
Bert Clark ---------------------Ass't Football Coach
Julio Madril -------------------Ass't Equipment Mgr.
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POPEJOY HAll
TELEPHONE 505r 277-3123

Popejoy Hall
T4e University of Wew Mexico
Annual Report 1969-70
lvilliam J. Martin, Director
Popejoy Hall was in use 222 days during fiscal 1969-70, and presented
127 programs to an overall attendance of 140,000.

A list of programs and

rehearsals is attached.
The Staff included the following:
William. J. Martin
Jayne P. Lu1;1d
Neola Rundell
10 Students part-time
2 Students part-time
Mortarboards & Las Campanas

D:i,rector
Secretary
Cashier
Stage crew
Box Office help
Usherettes

Popejoy Hall and the Cultural Program Committee of the Associated Students
continued the joint arrangement whereby student fees ($25,000.00) were applied
to offset a portion of the costs of programming.

In return, members of the student

body were offered the opportunity to subscribe to the programs at a 75% discount,
and to purchase single tickets to events at one-half price.
jointly sponsored are listed in the attached booklet.

The programs thus

Total discount tickets

issued to students was 13,500 (up from 8,000 the previous year), valued at
$33,500.00 (up from $25,000.00 in fiscal 67-68).
Gross Ticket Sales to all events
Gross Revenue from rents & Service Charges
Total Gross Revenue

$161,735.50
60,884.72
$222,620.24

Gross costs of operation(including programs) __~2~0~8~·~0~275~·~9~6-0perating Profit
$ 14,594.28

..
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The University of· New Mexico
Popejoy Hall
Annual Report 69-70
William J, Martin, Director
The Albuquerque Opera Guild once again sponsored a series of-three
plays on their second nights, and-the Albuquerque Panhellenic, Junior Women's
Club and the Association of University Women took benefit performances.
benefits produced-about $49,500 in sales.

These

The sponsors received about $12,500.

for their efforts.
The stage crew continued tp maintain the equipment in the Recital Hall of
-the Fine Arts Center.
that required in the

Ap~~oximately
constru~tion

$1,000.00 ~n labor was applied, including

of a forestage.

The Cultural Committee was satisfied with the co-spopsorship arrangement
'and in March 1969 decided to continue the arrangement for another year.

The

Committee requested $2S,OOO:oo for fiscal year 1969-70 and in May that amount
was approved by a vote of the student body.

The Cultural Program Committee also

approved the schedule of events shown in the attached booklet.
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POPEJOY HALL

PROGRAMS from July 1, 1968 through June 30, 1969

July, 1968

~'

j

29

Albuq. Civic Light Opera , rehearsal

30

II

II

II

II

II

II

31

II

II

II

II

II

II

1

II

II

II

II

II

II

2

II

II

II

II

II

II

3

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

5

II

II

II

II

II

II

6

II

II

II

II

II

II

7

II

II

ff

II

II

8

Albuq. Civic Light Opera, performance

9~

II

II

II

II

II

II

10

II

II

II

II

II

II

11

II

II

II

II

II

II

15

Students for Peace

17

Univ. New Mexico Band

8:15 p.m.

28

Albuq. Public Sbhools B Orientation of- New Teachers

7:30-12:00 noon

FUNNY GIRL

7:00 to 11:00

August, 1968

4

FUNNY GIRL

lecturer Senator Eugene McCarthy

8:15 p.m.

8:00 p.m.

September, 1969

,.

10

UNM Freshman Orientation

18

Asso. Students Speakers Committee - Mr. Al Capp

8:15 p.m.

26

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF - Theater Series

8:15 p.m.

27

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF - Theater Series

8:15 p.m.

28

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF - Theaeer Series

8:15p.m.

1.

7
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Popejoy Hall Programs
1968-69
September (con'td)
29

Newman Forum Lecture- Dr. Robert J. White

8:15p.m.

30

Community Concerts Board Meeting

5:00 p.m.

4

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra Youth Concerts Dancers, reh.

7:30-10:30 p.m.

5

Albuq. Symphony Orches. Youth Concert

7

Theater Royal Windsor, BEAUX STRATAGEM , Internal 1 1 Series

8

Albuq. Symphony Or.chestra rehearsal

9

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra, performance

8:15 p.m.

11

Lovelance Foundation Lecture, Dr. Philip R. Lee

8:15 p.m.

12

Albuquerque Youth Symphony, rehearsal

8:00-12:00 noon

13

Albuquerque Youth Symphony, performance

4:00 p.m.

14

Japan by Gene Wiancko - Travel-Adventure Series

7:30 p.m.

15

Mikado - Performing Art Film Series

7:30 p.m.

16

Homecoming Queen Coronation - Asso. Students

8:00 p.m.

17

Univ. New Mexico Orchestra, rehearsal

18

Univ. New Mexico Orchestra, performance

8:15 p.m.

19

UNM String Clinic

8:00-5:00 p.m.

21

BALLET AFRICAINS - International Series

8:15 p.m.

23

New Mexico Music Educators Asso. Convention

24

Dick Schory - N.M.M.E.A. Asso. concert

8:15 p.m.

29

CACTUS FLOlvER - Theater Series

8:15 p.m.

30

CACTUS FLOWER - Theater Series

8:15 p.m.

31

Chafed Elbows - Experimental Film Series

7:30 p.m.

October, 1969

12:00-5:00 p.m.

2.

8:15 p.m.

..
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Popejoy Hall Programs
1968-69
November 1968
2

Marine Band

2:00 $ 8:00 p.m.

5

New York Woodwind Quintet, Community Concerts

8:15 p.m.

6

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

7

Albuq,, Symphony Orchestra, performance

8:15 p.m.

8

Henry V - Performing Arts Film Series

7:30 p.m.

9

Inquguration of President Heady - UNM

3:00 p.m.

15

Symposium, Mechanical Engineers

8:00-5:00 p.m.

15

Animation & Abstraction, Experimental Film Series

7:30 p.m.

16

Red China by Lens Bjere - Travel-Adventure Series

7:30 p.m.

17

Run Forward Singing, Newman Center , rehearsal

1:00-5:00 p.m.

18

Truman Capote - Speakers Commidee Asso. Students

8:00 p.m.

22

STAR SPANGLED GIRL - Theater Series

8:15 p.m

23

STAR SPANGLED GIRL - Theater Series

8:15 p.m ..

24

Run Forward Singing, Newman Center

2:00 p.m.

24

Run Forward Singing, Newman Center

8:15 p.m.

25

Run Forward Singing, Newman Center

8:15 p.m.

26

Run Forward Singing, Newman Center

8:15 p.m.

29

Jaffrey Ballet - International Series

8:15 p.m.

30

Jaffrey Ballet - International Series

8:15 p.m.

3

UNM Orchestra, rehearsal

3:00 p.m.

4

Fr. Drinan, Newman Forum Lecture

8:00 p.m.

5

UNM Orchestra, rehearsal

3:00 p.m.

5

UNM Orchestra, performance

8:15 p.m.

6

South Vietnam by Kenneth Armstrong - Trav-Adv. Series

7:30 p.m.

7

Itzhak Perlman, Community Concerts

8:15 p.m.

December 1968

3.

,,
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Popejoy Hall Programs
1968-69
December 1968 (con'd)
10

Melvin Be±li, Speakers Committee Asso. Students

8:15 p.m.

11

Albuquerque S1Wphony Orchestra rehearsal

7:99-11:00 p.m.

12

Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra, performance

8:15 p.m.

13

California Underground - Experimental Film Series

7:30 p.m.

16

UNM Chorus, rehearsal

7:99910:00 p.m.

17

UNM Chorus,

3:30-6:00 p.m.

18

UNM Chorus, performance

19

Duck Soup & Horse Feathers -Marx Bros, Perf. Arts Series 7:30p.m.

20

Albuq. Civic Light Opera, Music Man rehearsal

21

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

"

22

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

23

II

"

II

II

II

II

"

II

24

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

1:00-6:00

25

'1

II

"

II

II

II

26

II

II

"
"

II

II

II

II

27

II

II

II

II

II

28

II

II

II

II

II

29

II

II

II

II

II

pehearsal!~

8:15 p.m ..

performance

7:00 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

"

II

II

II

II

'1

II

II

II

January 1969

....~

3

Vronsk.i & Babin, Community Concerts

8:15 p.m.

4

Wally Tabor Film, Wildlife Association

7:30 p.m.

7

UNM Band, rehearsal

7:00 p.m.

8

UNM Band, rehearsal

3:00 p.m.

8

UNM Band, performance

8:15 p.m.
4.
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Popejoy Hall Programs
1968-69
January 1969 (con'td)
10

MAN OF LA MANCHA - Theater Series

8:15 p.m.

11

MAN OF LA MANCHA - Theater Series

8:15 p.m.

11

'"

15

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra, rehearsal

7:00p.m.

16

"

11

11

, performance

8:15 p.m.

18

11

11

"

, rehearsal

11:00 a.m.

18

"

"

"

21

National Orchestra of Mexico

25

Albuq. Youth Symphony - UNM Dept. Music, rehearsal

25

"

"

29

N.M.M.E.A.

Allstate Music Festival, rehearsal

"
"

11

"

11

"

30
31
31

II

II

"

II

"

Youth Concert performance

"

11

"

"

2:00&3:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

11

11

, :per4i6rmance

8:00-12:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:0085:00 p.m.

11

, performance

8:00-10:00 p.m.

11

"

, rehearsal

8:99-5:00 p.m.

"

11

, performance

8:00 p.m.

February 1969
N.M.M.E.A. Allstate Music Festival, performance

8: OO-,[h2;u00 noon

St. Olaf's Choir- Lutheran Student Association

8:15 p.m.

6

General Lewis B·.·.• Hershey, Speakers Com. Asso. Stud.

8:15 p.m.

7

Cinderella - Performing Arts Film Series

7:30 p.m.

12

Treteau de Paris - Modern Language Dept UNM

8:15 p.m.

13

St. Paul Chamber Symphony - Community Concerts, rehearsal 9:00-12:00 noon

13

"

1
3

11

11

11

"

"

, performance 8:15 p.m.

5.

"
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Popejoy Hall Programs
1968-69
February 1969 (cont'd)
15

Alhuq. Symphony Orchestra Youth Concert, rehearsal

11:00-2:00 p.m.

15

II

2:00 & 3:00 p.m.

17

Ballet West

18

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

19

II

8:15 p.m.

20

Albuq. Public Schools Choral Festival

8:00 a.m. & 8:15 p

23

Del Norte High School Benefit, rehearsal

1:0993:00 p.m.

23

II

24

APPLE TREE - Theater Series

25

II

27

Peru with Eric Pavel - Travel Adventure Series

7:30 p.m.

1

Winnepeg Ballet - Community Concerts

8:15 p.m.

4

NMMEA District #7 Band Competition

8:00-6:00 p.m.

5

II

7

New Cinema III - Experimental Film Series

7:30p.m.

YOU KNOW I CAN'T HEAR YOU WHEN THE WATER's RUNNING
Theater Series

8:15 p.m.

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

II

II

II

gerformance

, performance

II

II

II

II

8:15 p.m.

II

II

II

II

]?:erformance

II

II

4:00-6:00 p.m.
8:15 p.m.
8:15 l;!:.m.

March 1969

11
12

II

II

13

II

14

The New Folk, Crusade for Christ

8:15 p.m.

16

James Farmer, Speakers Committee Asso. Students

8:00 p.m.

20

Albuq. Symphony Orches Youth Concert rehearsal

6:00-9:00 p.m.

21

SEGOVIA - International Series

8:15 p.m.

II

II

II

, performance

8:15 p.m.

6.

"'
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March 1969 (cont'd)
24

UNM Band, rehearsal

3:90-6:00 p.m.

24

UNM Band, performance

8:15 p.m.

25

Charles Evers, Speakers Committee, Asso. Students

8:00 p.m.

29

BLACK COMEDY

8:15 p.m.

30

Albuq. Civic Light Opera_ BOY :FRIEND, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

31

"

"

"

"

u

"

"

"

AEril 1969
1

San Francisco Mime .Troupe, Nat'l & Interna,.l Affairs Com

2

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

3

"

8:15 p.m.

4

Albuq. Civic Light Opera BOY FRIEND, rehearsal

5

"

"

"

6

"

"

"

"
"

7

"

"

"

8

"
"

"

"

9

"

"

10

"

11

"

12

"

13

"

15

Marat/Sade - Perfo~ing Art Film Series

17

N:~:M.M.E.A.

18

Backroads U.S.A. by William Stockdale - Trav.Adv. Series 7:30 p.m.

"

n

"

, performance

"

"

"
,,
"

"

"
"
"
"
,,.

8:15 p.m.

7:00-11:00 p.m.

"
"

"

"
"

"

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

iterformance

tf:l5 p.m.

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

District 117 Choral Competition

"
"
"

"

7:30p.m.
8:00a,m.-6:00 p.m.

7.
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April 1969 (cont'b)
19

S.P.E.B.S:oi.Q.S.A.

21

New Cinema IV, Experimental Film Series

7:30p.m.

22

Peter.Steinfels, Newman Forum lecuurer

8:00 p.m.

23

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra, rehearsal

7:99~11:00p.m.

24

II

26

Albuq. Youth Symphony, rehearsal

26

Albuq. Symphony Orchestra Youth Concert, rehearsal

26

II

27

Albuq. Youth Symphony, performance

4:00 p.m.

30

Highland High School Music Festival

8:15 p.m.

1

UNM Orchestra, nehearsal

3:00-6:00 p.m.

2

UNM Orchestra, performance

8:15 p.m.

3

Yucca Chapter Sweet Adelines, rehearsal

8:00a.m.-12:00 nco

3

II

II

II

11

3

II

II

II

11

~

II

Parade of Harmony

II

II

8:00a.m.-11:00p.m.

, performance

II

II

8:15 p.m.
8:00a.m.:l2:00 nco

II

12:30-2:00 p.m.

, performance

2:00&3:00 p.m.

May 1969

4

,

performance

1:30 p.m.

,

performance

8:15 p.m.

UNM Rodey Theater WONDERFUL TOWN rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

5

II

II

II

II

II

rehearsal

II

6

II

II

II

II

II

rehearsal

II

7

UNM Band, rehearsal

7

II

8

Rodey Theater WONDERFUL TOWN, rehearsal

9

II

II

II

II

II

II

10

II

II

II

II

II

II

11

II

II

II

II

II

II

12

"

II

II

II

"

II

II

3:00 p.m.

performance

}

8:15 p.m.
7:00-11:00 p.m.

8.
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May 1969 (cont'd)
13

UNM Rodey Theater WONDERFUL TOWN, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

14

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

15

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

16

If

If

If

If

If

performance

8:15 p.m.

17

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

18

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

20

UNM Orchestra and Chorus, rehearsal

7:00-11:00

21

If

8:15 p.m.

23

Haley Dance Studio, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

23

Dr. Paul Dudley White lecture, Heart Association

8:00 p.m.

24

Haley nance Studio, rehearsal

11:00-3:00 p.m.

24

If

8:00 p.m.

25

St. Pius High School Commencement

2:00-6:00 p.m.

26

Cassius Clay - Kiker Memorial Lecture

8:00 p.m.

5

UNM Bendel of Medicine Commencement , rehearsal

1:00-4:00 p.m.

5

If

7:00-10:00 p.m.

6

Albuq. Civic Light Opera

7

If

If

If

If

If

9

If

10

If

If

If

If

performance

performance

June 1969

If

" "

If

performance
KISMET, rehearsal

7:00-11:00 p.m.

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

1111

If

If

If

If

11

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

12

If

If

If

If

If

If

If

8

9.
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June 1969 (cont'd)
8:15 p.m.

13

Albuq. Civic Light Opera, KISMET, performance

14

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

19

"
"

"

"

"

"\lehearsal

6:00-11:00 p.m.

20

"

"

"

"

"

performance

8:15 p.m.

21

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

22

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

23

Albuq. Civic Light Opera WEST SIDE STORY, rehearsal

24

"

...

25

"

"

26

't

't

27

"

"

28

"

29±

"

"
"

30

"

"

7:00-11:00 p.m.

"
"

"
"

"

"

't

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"
"

"
"

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

"
"

"

"

,,

"

"

"
"

"

"

"

10.
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Experimental Films
A series designed to whet the appetite of the
most jaded movie buff.

tR

CONCERT HALL
AND

Wed., Oct. 31
from the 1mderground
Chafecl Elbows
Wad10l Sampler
Summer War
Two Programs from the
Brilliant Bell and Howell Series
Fri., Nov. 15

The Cultural Program Committee
Present

The

Animation and Abstraction

1968-69

Fri.,Dec. 13

The California Underground

Season
of

Program to Be Selected

Cultural

DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED
ln Person:
Shirley Clarke and her
Prize 'Winning Documentary

Entertainment

Portrait of Jason
(Discussion After the Film)

Single Tickets:
Adults $1.50 Faculty $1.25
Students and Children $1.00

Subscriptions:
Ad~lls $6.00 Faculty $1.00
Students and Children $3.00
Five Admissions Good Any Time

The Fine Arts Center
College of Fine Arts
University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico

u
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Dear Patron:
The complaint that "There is nothing to
do in Albuquerque" is no longer a valid one,
Even a cursory glance at this booklet should
be enough to make many of you run for your
appointment calendars.
The programming described herein-its
quality and scope-has been made possible
thru the unprecedented cooperation of the
Associated Students and the University of
New Mexico who now share in underwriting
a significant portion of every program presented by the Concert Hall.
nccause of t11is subscription, we are able to
keep ticket prices well below those aslccd for
the same programs in other cities,
Unfortunately there is a limit to the number of season tickets available to the general
public, so
We have adopted the policy that former
subscribers will have first choice to order
subscriptions this year. This priority will not
pertain after May 10 on which date the remaining subscriptions if any will be sold on a
first come basis.

Au onler blank is enclose(!. \Ve urge you io
place your order without delay.
William J• Martin

Director-Concert Hall
Tl1e University of New Mexico

The Best of Broadway
Theater Series '68-'69

The lnfernafional
University Series

Special Combination
Discount Offer

A Series of Six Bright Fresh Broadway Hits,
Three Musicals, Three Comedies, beautifully
produced: Stars will be announced later.
Thurs., Sept .. 26
Still Running in N.Y. After 4 Solid Years

A New Series o£ Four Major Programs of
Dance, Music & Theater.

Far convenience and discounts, subscribe to
bath series. You will receive the same seats for
all ten programs.

Mon., Oct. 7
Theatel' Royal Windsor of England
In Hit Restoration Comedy

Fiddler on The Roof

*Combination Series Prices
Va1ue-$58.00,
Gen'l Pub.-$46.00,
UNM Fac.-$42.00,
UNM Stu.-$15.00.

The Beaux' Strategem

Fri., Oct. 25
B'way's Brightest Comedy

Mon., Oct. 21
"Breathtakingly Beautiful"

Cactus Flower
Sat., Nov. 23
Neil Simon-Mike Nichols Hit Comedy

Fri., Nov. 29
The Sensational (See Time Mar. 15)

Fri..]an. 10
A Truly Great Musical

Joffrey Ballet

The Man of La Mancha
Wed., Feb, 26
A Heartful of Music &: Laughter

Fri., Mar. 21
The Incomparable Master of Guitar

The Apple Tree

Segovia

Late March (Dates to be announced)
The Fun Begins When the Lites Go out

Single tickets if available will be $6.50, $6.00,
$5.50, $5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50.

Black Comedy

$41.50,
$32.00,
$28.00,
$12.00,

Gen'l public subscribers to either series may
subscribe to any film series at faculty rates.
Faculty subscribers to either series may subscribe to any film series at studentS rates.
(See Reverse Side)
Subscribers to either series on this page or
to travel series will t·cccivc free reserved area
padcingpcrmits.
P.S.-Nane of the dates offered on these series
conflict with Lobo football 01· basl1etball
home games.

Single tickets if available will be $6.50, $6.00,
$5.50, $5.00, $4.50, $4.00, $3.50.

Series Prices

Series Prices
Value-$35.00, $32.00, $29.0(), $25,00,
Gen'l Pnu.-$30.00, $27.00, $24.00, $2!.00,
UNJ\1 Fac.-$27.00, $24.00, $21.00, $18.00,
$7.00,
lJNJ\1 Stu.-$[0.00,
$9.00,
$8.00.

Value-$23.00,
Gcn'l Puu.-$20.00,
UNMFac.-$18.00,
UNJ\1 Stu.- $8.00,

$21.00
$18.00
$15.00
$6.QO

The Number of Subscriptions

$21.00,
$18.00,
$16.00,
$7.00,

A~rable Is Strictly Limited

"'

$19.00, .$16,50,
$16.00, $14.00,
$14.00. $12.00,
$5.00,
$6.00,

$35.00
$28.00
$24.00
$10.00

Bonus

Danseurs Africain du Senegal

The Star Spangled Girl

$53.00, $48.00,
$-11.00, $3?.00,
$<\7.00, $32.00,
$14.00, $13.00,

$14.00
$12.00
$10.00
$4.00

If you were a subscriber last
y€ar and wish to occupy
the same seats, you may so
request on the enclosed
order blank.

Dear P
The
do in A
Even a,
be ellO]
appoin·

Travel-Adventure
With Five of America's Finest
Producers and Commentators-in Person
Mon., Oct.l4
Gene Wiancko Returns With
ANew Film

Performing Arts
Film Series:
Five Major Film Events, Three of
Them Exclusive Showings:

Japan

Fri., Oct. II
The D'oyly Carte Opera Co.
New Production of
Gilbert and Sullivan's

Associ:

Sat., Nov. 16

Newl\
a sign
sen ted

J ens Bjerre's Electrifying

The Mikado

The
quality
thru tl

Bea
keep t
the saJ
Un:
ber ol
publi•

We
subsc:
subsc
perta
main
first •

Red China

Fri., Nov. 8
Laurence Olivier in
Shakespeare's Great Classic

Fri., Dec. 6

HenryV

Kenneth Armstrong Views

South VietNam
Thms., Feb. 27
Eric Pavel Visits The

Three Worlds of Peru
Fri., April IS
William Stockdale Presents

Backroads U.S.A.

Ax:
place

Single Tickets:
Adults $1.50 l<aculty .~1.25
Students & children $1.00
Subscriptions:
Adults $6.00 Facully .~4.00
Students & Children $3.00
Five Admissions Good Anytime

Thurs., Dec. 19
A Marx Brothers' Fun Fest

Duck Soup
&

Horse Feathers
Fri., Feb. 7
The Fabulous Bolshoi Ballet Co.
Production of

Cinderella
ONE ADDITIONAL PROGRAM
TO BE ANNOUNCED

Single Tickets:
Adults $2.00 Faculty $1.50
Students and Children $1.00
Subscriptions:
Adults .$7,00 Faculty $5.00
Students and Children $3.00
1
l ive Admissions Good Any Time

HANDY ORDER BLANK ENCLOSED

I
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THE REPORT OF KNME-TV, CHANNEL 5
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
F. Claude Hempen, Director of Television

On May 1, 1969, KNME-TV, Channel 5, entered into its twelfth
year of broadcasting television for educational purposes to viewers
throughout New Mexico.
The station's license is held by the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico and the Board of Education of the Albuquerque
Public Schools, and is operated in cooperation with the New Mexico State
Department of Education.
The schedule for the 38 week academic year (Labor Day to
Memorial Day) averages more than 13 hours per day, Monday through
Friday.

For 14 weeks in the summer months, the schedule is reduced

to five hours a day, five days a week.

With the Advent of the Public

Broadcasting Corporation Network, KNME began broadcasting on Sunday
for 5 hours from 5:00 to 10:00 P.M.

Four hours of the Sunday broadcast

time was live-interconnect network which fed all 180 non-commercial
stations throughout the United States.
UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO TELECOURSES
HUMANITIES (Philosophy 101 and 102) was broadcast again for
the tenth consecutive year.

The principal instructor and host for the

series was once again Dr. H. G. Alexander of the Department of Philosophy.

Various lecturers from departments throughout the University

60

appeared on the programs,

The hour-long programs were broadcast

twice each week-- Monday and Wednesday at 9:00P.M., and Tuesday
and Thursday at ll :30 A.M.

The morning broadcast was a repeat of

the preceding evening presentation,

Television b:t:oadcasts were comple-

mented for those viewing them for credit by once-a-week

period~!

of

discussion in the classroom,
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS AND WAVE I AND II (EE-361
and 362) replaced EE-202 as the live EE telecourse.

Dr. Martin D.

Bradshaw, associate professor of electrical engineering at UNM,was
the television teacher.

The individual programs were broadcast each

Monday and Friday at 5:30 P.M.

Students enrolled in this course also

attended one classroom quiz session each week,

EE-361 and 362 was then

dubbed to one-inch videotape for closed circuit viewing to be viewed in
selected rooms in the College of Engineering.
INTRODUCTORY CIRCUITS (EE-202) was not broadcast on open
circuit this year.

It was dubbed to one -inch videotape for closed circuit

use and was seen in the College of Engineering.
Both courses, ELECTROMAGNE'fiC FIELDS and INTRODUCTORY
CIRCUITS, will not be presented via open circuit televisl.on next year.
These two courses have been placed on one-inch videotape format and
are to be played by the Electrical Engineering Department on their
local closed circuit television system.
TELECLASSES FOR THE ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SHCOOLS AND THE
NEW MEXICO STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
GENERAL SCIENCE 9 -- General Science which has been broad-

casting for the last 6 years for use in the Albuquerque Public Schools
System, will terminate at the end of the school year.

During the life

of this program, it received two National Awards as examples of
exemplary instruction.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE SIX, a twice-a-week 20-minu.te program
of science instruction for the sixth grade, and the supplementary SCIENCE
FARE SIX, were broadcast September 11 - June 4, with George Fischbeck
as science teacher.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE FIVE presented complementary science
instruction for grade five throughout the state.

Its supplementary pro-

gram, SCIENCE FARE FIVE, was also in its sixth year.

Again, George

Fischbeck was on-camera teacher,
ELEMENTARY MUSIC SIX, taught by Mrs. Nancy Johnson, provided music instruction to sixth grade students for its sixth year.

The

broadcasts were 20 minutes in length and were seen twice each week.
ELEMENTARY MUSIC FIVE was taught by Mrs. Kathleen MeVicker for fifth grade students for its seventh year.

It was broadcast

twice each week in 20-minute segments.
ELEMENTARY MUSIC FOUR, a twice-a-week 20-minute program
of music instruction for the fourth grade taught by Mrs. Marinell Dungan
completed its eighth year.

The emphasis in all music teleclasses was

on note reading and pupil participation rather than music appreciation.
HABLEMOS ESPANOL, the beginning course in conversational
Spap.ish, was taught by Alfred Chavez.

The programs in beginning

i

l

J
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Spanish, now in their lOth year, were broadcast in the evening for home
viewers, and then again mornings for
BETTER DRIVING.

in~state

school utilization.

For the past four years, BETTER DRIVING

used the mass medium to solve a mass education problem for the Albuquerque Public Schools.

BETTER DRIVING should be terminated at the end

of summer sc:hool.
SERVICE PROGRAMS FOR ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ELEMENTARY MUSIC ORIENTATION.

In-service training for

teachers (1 hour}, for Albuquerque Public Schools orientation session,
and for statewide utilization.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE ORIENTATION.

In-service training

for teachers to improve classroom utilization o£ teleclasses.
Two locally produced programs were scheduled during Dental
Health Week (in addition to special SCIENCE FARE programs and seven
films scheduled a total of eleven times): DENTAL HEALTH SPECIAL FOR
TEACHERS, half-hour in-service training in cooperation with Albuquerque
Public School, Albuquerque Dental Association, and New Mexico Dental
Association; and TOOTHSOME TALE for in-school viewing in grade two.
GENERAL PROGRAMMING (LOCALLY PRODUCED)
TV KINDERGARTEN with Mrs. Joyce Marron, existed as the
only kindergarten instruction received by thousands of pre-school children
in New Mexico during the 1968-69 school year.

The series is designed to

prepare the pre-school child with readiness skills £or his first years in
school.

One-hundred-ninety-five 30-minute program:s were broadcast

each afternoon and repeated the following morning. ,A tape l'letwc;>rk broad-

.---------

-

-

-
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cast the program nationally in: Lincoln, Nebraska; Columbus, Toledo,
Cleveland, Newark, Oxford, Cincinnati, Athens, and Bowling Green,
Ohio; Lubbock, Texas; St. Paul, Duluth, and Appleton, Minnesota;
Moscow, Idaho; Portland and Corvallis, Oregon; Charlotte, North Carolina;
Augusta, Athens, Atlanta, Chatsworth, Columbus, Dawson, Pelham,
Savannah, and Waycross, Georgia.

As of the end of this school term,

TV Kindergarten will no longer be made available to other school systems
because of a lack of financial support from the users.
SHIRTSLEEVE SESSION, a weekly 30-minul:e program of informal discussion of current topics was discontinued on the 21st of
November, 1968.

This Talk Program will be replaced by a program pro-

duced by .KOB called A CLOSER LOOK.
CHANNEL 5 REPORTS, a weekly 30-minute documentary

pre~

sentation of various aspects of life ip. New Mexico and interviews with
distinguished visitors to the state.

CHANNEL 5 REPORTS will be dis-

continued at the end of the summer schedule.

It is planned that this time

slot will be replaced by a program produced by Channel 7 called PROJECT
SEVEN.
NEW MEXICO OUTDOORS, a weekly program of news for
sportsmen, featured Jack McDowell and John Davis of the New Mexico
Department of Game and Fish.

NEW MEXICO OUTDOORS will be pro-

duced by KOB next season, but will continue to be broadcast through
KNME.
LOBO LAIR.

Weekly quarter-hour of UNM sports information

with Eddie Groth and guests.

,.
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COMPLETED PLANS
Construction on the KNME studio building started the middle of
June.

The original building could not be built at this time due to the

lack of funding.

Funds were made available for the studio in 1964 and

due to increased building costs during the past 4 years, approximately only
one-half of the original building could be built for the $550, 000.00.

The

building should be finished in March, 1970, and KNME plans to move into
the building during the summer of 1970.
SPECIAL PROJECTS
In 1967, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting was inaugurated and
enacted by Congress.

As a result of this action, it is believed that the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting should become an Americanized
version of the British Broadcasting Company or the Canadian Broadcasting Company.

As a result of the National action, the television

stations in the Rocky Mountain States formed a non-profit organization
in the name of the Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
The 8 states in the Rocky Mountain area now have a live-interconnect
network for two hours each Tuesday from 8:00 to 10:00 P.M.

Funds

to operate this center, which is located in Denver, are .made available
through the National Corporation for Public Broadcasting.

Tom L.

Popejoy, former President of the University of New Mexico, is the
President of the Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
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Report of the Office of the University Architect
July I, 1968 to June 30, 1969
Van Darn Hooker, AlA, University Architect

The building and construction program on the campus of the
University of New Mexico during the fiscal year 1968-69 showed
a slight dec] ine in dollar volume from the previous years.
During the yeir the Farris Engineering Center, the College
of Business Administration, the Automotive Building for the
Physical Plant Department, the Mathmatics Lab Addition to the
Research Center, and a Building for Continuing Education were
completed and placed in use.

They represented a total construc-

tion cost of $ 3,323,596 and project cost of $ 4,342,086.
At the beginning of the fiscal year, $ 6,612,907 in
construction contracts were in force.

This declined to$ 5,786,479

in contracts in force on June 30, 1969.
Projects total] ing $ 8,500,000 were in the planning stage
as the fiscal year ended.

Some of these projects were started

in 1967-68, but for lack of funds were held in abeyance.

Con-

tinued delay in the allocation of Federal money will force a
reevaluation of priorities and possible changes in funding.
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BUILDINGS COMPLETED DURING THE YEAR
1.

College of Business Administration, UNM Project #624
This building, bid on August 1, 1967, was completed and

occupied during the summer of 1968.
The site on Las Lomas between Hokona Dormitory and Bratton
Hall (Law) was chosen primarily for ease of

~ccess

by the many

off-campus visitors who will be using the services offered by
the College and by the Bureau of Business Research.

The architect

has designed the structure so that it faces both toward the
campus on the south and the street on the north.

Entrance is

through a beamed-over court running north and south between the
two buildings with a crosswalk on the second floor.

The external

spaces in and around the building are planned to be landscaped
as soon as possible following occupancy.
The two-story building contains four arena-type classrooms
with complete audio-visual capabilities, typing and office practice labs, a library, and a closed circuit television studio for
the Col lege.

The upper floor houses the Bureau of Business Research,

its offices, work spaces, and library, and the faculty and administrative offices of the College.
The construction is concrete with an exposed column and beam
system, concrete block curtain walls, precast concrete t1T 11 floor
and roof system, and precast panels used as sun screens on the
exterior.

The outside surfaces are covered with an applied epoxy

base coating, integrally colored.

The interior partitions are

'·
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mostly vinyl-covered laminated gypsum board on steel studs with
a "Tif bar lay-in cei 1 i ng system.
Architect:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineers:
Electrical Engineer:
General Contractor:

John Reed
Howard Cottrell
Bridgers & Paxton
Dean Powell
Lembke Construction Company, Inc.

Final project cost, including fixed and movable equipment,
site development, utility extensions and fees totalled$ 1,115,524.
2.

Farris Engineering Center, UNM Project #621
Construction on this facility, which was bid on May 10, 1967,

was substantially completed in November, 1968.

This building is

located in the far southwest part of the campus, houses the major
research and some instructional labs for all the Departments of the
College, including heat transfer, fluid mechanics, vacuum, laser,
low temperature labs and a bui I ding for the Department of Nuclear
Engineering, which is a separate, heavily shielded unit.

These

facilities are all located on the ground level and can be serviced
by truck from University Boulevard.

The upper floors provide for

administrative and faculty offices, small labs, seminar and reading
rooms, and graphics labs.
The building is four stories with the second level reached on
grade from the east at the main entrance.

The concrete frame is

exposed on the lower floors, and the battered concrete walls have
been bush-hammered to give them a warm and rugged feeling.

The

second level is almost a! I glass with precast integrally colored
concrete panels, sand-blasted to expo$e the aggregate.

The highest
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panels have extruded window reveals which add contrast to the plain
surfaces below.

A subtle slope on the exposed columns and the panels

recalls the shapes of other campus buildings.
The size of the large specialized laboratories and their need
for direct truck service dictated that they be on the ground level,
and the architect was faced with the difficult task of developing
a structural module that would not impose columns and beams in them
and would still work with the smaller elements above.

In order to

accomplish this, the entire floor framing system in both buildings
is post-tensioned.
Architect:
Mechanical Engineers:
Electrical Engineers:
General Contractor:

Flatow, Moore, Bryan and Fairburn
Bridgers & Paxton
Uhl and Lopez
K. L. House Construction Company

The final project cost including fixed equipment, movable.
equipment, site development, utility extensions and fees was

$ 2,642,698.
3.

Automotive Building for the Physical Plant Department, UNM Project #635
A building was erected east of University Boulevard near the

present Physical Plant, to provide space for automotive maintenance,
storage of supplies and service of University-owned vehicles.

This

is the first of the new buildings planned for this area to satisfy
the growing needs of the Physical Plant Department.
The building is a single story concrete frame,

~th

concrete

black panels on the exterior coated with an applied epoxy-base
surfacing.

,..--------------

-

-

-
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Bids were received on March 26, 1968 and the building was
completed in December, 1968.
Architects:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineers:
Electrical Engineer:
General Contractor:
4.

Gathman and Long
Howard Cottre 11
Bridgers & Paxton
Dean Powell
R. M. Swain and Son

Continuing Education Building, UNM Project #644
In 1967 an office building on the northwest corner of Lomas

Boulevard, NE and Yale Boulevard, NE was purchased and this year
a second story was added and the first floor remodeled to provide
space for the Department of Continuing Education and the Office of
Civil Defense.

Bids were received on July 10, 1968, and the

construction completed in December.
Architect:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:
General Contractor:

5.

Total Project cost was $ 56,172.

Joe Boehning
Allison Engineering, Inc.
A. L. Zerwer
Cole-Templeton, Inc.

Research Center Addition (Math Lab), UNM Project #643
This project, bid on September 5, 1968 and completed in May 1 1969,

is an addition to the Computing Center to house instructional laboratories for the Department of Mathematics in which they will use on-line
computer units.

This program was supported, in large, by a grant

from the National Science Foundation.

The main addition is a single

story unit on the west of the present building.

A small addition

on the east side provides a drafting room for the University Architect
to replace one lost to the new construction,

Included in the work is
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the updating of the air conditioning system in a portion of the
present building and changes in the utility supply to the building.
The new addition matches the present

structu~e

In appearance.

Final project cost was $ 357,515.
Architect:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:
General Contractor:

William Buckley
Fred J. Fricke
Bridgers & Paxton
Carl A. Albach
R. M. Swain and Son

PROJECTS BEGUN IN FISCAL YEAR 1968-69
1.

Chemistry Building Addition, UNM Project #628
This is a three story plus basement addition to the south side

of Clark Hall, the Chemistry Building, of 46,500 gross feet, which

will provide instructional and research laboratories, and faculty
offices for the Department of Chemistry.
Bids were received for the project on September 26, 1968 and
construction began immediately thereafter.

It will be completed

in December, 1969 in time for occupancy prior to the Spring semester, 1970.
The building is monolithic concrete with post-tensioned beams
and slabs.

The air conditioning system provides heating and cooling

with 100% exhaust from the laboratories through the fume hoods.
Grants from the Higher Education Facilities Act for both
graduate and undergraduate facilities in this project total $ 603,639.
The contract was let in the amount of$ 1,599,488.
Architect:
Mechanical & Structural:
Electrical Engineer:
General Contractor:

Ferguson, Stevens, Mallory and Pearl
Ferguson, Stevens, Mallory and Pearl
Engineering, Inc.
Bradbury and Stamm Construction Company

....,

..------------------

--
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2.

1967 Dormitories, UNM Project #629
This project was bid on May 15, 1968 and construction began

the first of July with completion scheduled for September 1, 1969.
This complex will provide housing for about 375 students
and dining and commons facilities for over 1200.

It is north

of the existing women 1 s dormitories on Redondo and east of
Hokona Dormitory.

The design is based on a house U'lit of 50

students with two students to a bedroom and four to a study room
and bath.

A number of rooms have been set up as economy double

rooms, or as single rooms, depending on demand.

It is an effort

to personalize the living in the dormitories, create a better
study environment, and make dormitory Jiving more attractive
to the upper classmen.
The Commons Building will house the administrative offices,
kitchen, and five dining rooms.

The serving area and the dining

rooms surround a center patio which wi 11 add an outdoor serving
area under a plexiglas skylight.

This building is a concrete

frame with exterior precast concrete panels.
The dormitories are steel framed with precast concrete panels
on the exterior.

Carpeting is used extensively throughout both

bui !dings.
The interior courts and patio will be landscaped as part
of the project.
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William W. Ellison and Associates
Ernest Kump and Associates
Randy Holt
Bridgers & Paxton
W. Dean Powell
Lembke Construction Company, Inc.

Architect:
Consultant:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:
General Contractor:

The construction cost including built-in equipment, site
work, and utility extensions will total about$ 3, 150,000.
3.

1967 Heating Plant Addition, UNM Project #634
In order to supply steam and chilled water to the many new

bui !dings built and under construction, plans were made for a
major addition to the Heating Plant which would provide housing
for a 100,000 lb/hr boiler, offices for the personnel operating
the plant, and modernize the control systems.

The boiler contract

was let on October 31, 1967, in the amount of$ 97,641 and then the
building was designed around the boiler.
in January, 1969.

The boiler was delivered

The bui !ding contract was Jet on June 2.8, 1968,

in the amount of $ 655,800.

Completion is scheduled for July, 1969.

The building is a single story addition to the north and east
side of the present building.
block exterior walls, stuccoed.

It is steel frame with concrete
It will match the architecture

of the existing building.
Engineers:
Architects;
Structural Engineer:
Electrical Engineers:
General Contractor:

Bridgers & Paxton
Holien and Buckley
Fred J. Fricke
Uhl and Lopez
George A. Rutherford, Inc.
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4.

KNME Studio Building, UNM Project #637
This building, a joint venture with the Albuquerque Public

Schools, is located on the east side of University Boulevard
north of the Physical Plant Department.

It will provide offices

and studios for the educational television station.
ft is a two story building with a partial basement constructed
with a concrete frame and concrete block walls.
Bids were received on April 15 and a contract awarded in the
amount of $ 462,583.

Completion is scheduled for February, 1970.

Architects:
Mechanical Engineers:
Electrical Engineers:
General Contractor:
5.

Neuner and Cabiness
Allison Engineering, Inc.
A. L. Zerwer
Bradbury and Stamm Construction Company

Naval Science Alterations, UNM Project #646
After the University Health Service moved to its new building,

their building on Yale Boulevard was remodeled to provide quarters
for the Department of Naval Science.

Four rooms on the west end

of both the north and south wings were thrown together to make two
classrooms.

Most of the other work consisted of repainting,

adding lighting, floor covering, and improving the heating and
ventilation system.

The contract was awarded on March 2.0 and the

work was essentially completed by the end of the year.

Total

project cost was $ 65,000.
Architects:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:
General Contractor:

Crawford and Oravec
Claude Lyon
Dean Powell
C. W. Murphey Construction Co.
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6.

Guest Room Modifications-New Mexico Union, UNM Project #120
During the year the administration of the Union decided to

eliminate the guest rooms on the second floor, northwest corner,
and remodel them for use by the Department of Development.

This

project consisted of removing some existing partitions, refinish1ng
the floors and walls, and installing additional light fixtures.
The contract was awarded in May and the work was to be completed
by September.
Architect:
General Contractor:
7.

Wi 11 iam Buckley
Weaver Construction Co,

Addition to Dressing Rooms at University Arena, UNM Project #626
During the development of preliminary drawings for the consttuc-

tion of facilities on the South Campus for the Department of Athletics,
the University administration decided that only dressing rooms and
some storage space would be added to the Arena, and the rest of the
facility would be built adjacent to the Football Stadium.

The Arena

Addition was bid separately on June 4, 1969 and a contract awarded
for $ 65,908.

Completion is scheduled for October 15.

Architect:
Mechanical Engineers:
Electrical Engineers:
Structural Engineer:
General Contractor:

Joe Boehning
Bridgers & Paxton
Uh 1 and Lopez
Howard Cottrell
K. L, House Construction Co.
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PROJECTS IN THE PLANNING STAGE
1.

Psychology Building, UNM Project #622
A new bui I ding to house the,·Department of Psychology, its

faculty, research programs, and instructional laboratories, is
in the planning stage.

The site selected by the Campus Planning

Committee, because of the Department 1 s strong relation to Biology,
is south of the Pharmacy Building and west of the Biology Building.
The. program calls for a net square footage of 22,971.
cost is estimated at$ 1,700,000.

The project

Funds were requested from the

National Institutes of Health and the State Bond Issue of 1967.
No further work will be done until funds are allocated.
Architects:
2.

Flatow, Moore, Bryan and Fairburn

New Bratton Hall (Law Building), UNM Project #636
A new facility for the School of Law, to be located on the

north end of the North Campus, west of Stanford Boulevard, is
now in the final working drawing stages.

The building will provide

two large, arena-type classrooms, one smaller conventional classroom,
faculty and administrative offices, a large concourse which allows
for informal furniture groupings for study, a moot court, and a
two-level library.

The I ibrary wall, which is almost solid glass

floor to ceiling, faces northeast toward the Sandia Mountains and
will provide a spectacular vista from the second level reading
rooms.

The structure is a concrete frame, deep concrete coffered

ceiling, with precast concrete panels on the exterior.
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Title I I (graduate) HEFA funds for this project have been
allocated in an amount substantially less than requested.
tional funds will be sought from state sources.

Addi-

It will go to

bid early in the next fiscal year.
Estimated project cost is$ 1,814,000.
Architects:
Structural Engineers:
Mechanical Engineers:
Electrical Engineers:
3.

George Wright and Associates
Howard Cottrell
Bridgers & Paxton
Engineering, Inc.

Fine Art Center Addition, UNM Project #080
This

is an addition of approximately 11,000 gross square

feet to the west side of the Music Building which will complete
the west facade of that building.

This addition wi 11 provide more

space for the slide collection, reading
of the

Fi~e

Arts Library.

~ooms,

It will have provision for a loading dock

and work-storage room for the Fine Art Museum.
tory will be located in the basement.
will be on the third level.

and book collection

A visual arts

A few additional faculty offices

The project has received all necessary

approvals and the architect is proceeding with the work.
Architect:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:

labor~-

Wi 11 iam Buckley
Fred J. Fricl<e
Bridgers & Paxton
Carl A. Albach
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4.

Building for the Department of Athletics, UNM Project #626
During this year preliminary plans have been developed for

a new facility to house intercollegiate athletics .on the South
Campus.

This would be a separate building located southwest of the

football stadium near University Boulevard, SE.

lt will provide

team rooms for footbal 1, baseball, and track, with attendent facilities,
and offices for the Director of Athletics, coaches, ticket sales, etc.
As planned, this would be a two-story concrete frame building done
in a contemporary design compatible with the Arena.

Project estimate

is $ 738,000.
Archi teet:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:
5.

Joe Boehning
Cottrell, Vaughan & Associates
Bridgers & Paxton
Uh 1 and Lopez

Faculty Office-Classroom Building, UNM Project #640
This project will be the first building on the old football

field and wi 11 be located in the northwest quadrant opposite Mitchell
Hall and Zimmermann Library.

The program has been completed and

approved by the Modern Language Department which is the largest department to be housed here and the one with the most specialized facilities.
The building is programmed at 51,000 gross square feet at an estimated
project cost of$ 1,692,000.

Preliminary plans have been approved

and the architects are proceeding with the further development of
the design.
Architects:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:

Ferguson, Stevens, Mallory and Pearl
James MacCornack and Associates
Lyon Engineering
Uhl and Lopez
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6.

Anthropology Building Addition, UNM Project #648
This addition is planned for the south side of the Anthropology

Building and will provide additional space for the museum, storage,
work rooms, faculty offices, and laboratories.

Extensive remodel 1 ing

will be done in the existing building to convert present spaces to
other uses and improve the heating and air conditioning system.
Approximately 14,000 net assignable square feet will be added and
4,500 net square feet remodelled.

The project budget is$ 750,000

of which $ 354,000 is being requested as i grant from the National
Science Foundation and$ 125,000 from outside sources.

Preliminary

plans have been completed and further architectural work is awaiting
approval of the NSF grant.
Architects:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:
7.

McHugh and Kidder
Ear] P. Wood
Lyon Engineering
Carl Albach

Research Center Addition, UNM Project #743
An addition to the south side of the Research Center will provide

space for the relocation of Data Processing from the College of Education.
This will allow a doubling of the present staff which will occur by 1975
as the Data Processing Center expands its functions.

The 15,290 gross

square feet contains computer rooms, work and storage rooms associated
with the computer, offices for staff, conference rooms, and public areas.
Project budget is$ 381,000.

The architect is preparing working drawings

for bid in the fall of 1969.
Arch i teet:
Structural Engineer:
Mechanical Engineer:
Electrical Engineer:

William Buckley
Fred J. Fricke
Bridgers & Paxton
Carl Albach
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8.

Physics Laboratories- Lecture Halls, UNM Project #050
Preliminary planning has been done on this project, but since funding
will apparently not be available this year, .work by the architect
has been halted.

This building, which has 11,177 net assignable

square feet exclusively in laboratories, laboratory storage, and
faculty offices, has been designed as an underground structure
with a landscaped terrace on the roof.

It will be located east

of the Farris Engineering Center between it and the proposed
Psychology Building.
Architect:

Project budget is set at $507,000.

Pacheco & Graham
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During the fiscal year the following people and firms were employed
by the University in building projects:
Architects:
Crawford & Oravec
Joe Boehning
William Ellison and Associates
Ferguson, Stevens, Mallory and Pearl
Flatow, Moore, Bryan and Fairburn
Walter Gathman and Joe Long
Wi 11 iam Buckley
W. C. Kruger and Associates
Neuner and Cabaniss
Pacheco and Graham
John Reed
George Wright and Associates
McHugh and Kidder
Engineers:
Carl Albach, Electrical
Albuquerque Testing Laboratory
Associated Land Surveyors
Bridgers and Paxton, Mechanical
Milton Costello, Mechanical
Fred Fricke, Structural
Herkenhoff and Associates
Consultants:
Arthur Dana, Food Services
Ecko, Austin, Dean and Williams, Landscape Architects
Purcell, Nappe & Associates, Acoustics
The following General Contractors had contracts with the University
for building and site work:
Bradbury and Stamm
Cole-Templeton
K.L. House Construction Company
Lembke Construction Company
C. W. Murphey Construction Co.
George A. Rutherford Construction Company
R. M. Swain and Son
Weaver Construction Company
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Professional Affiliations
One or more people from this office belonged to and were active
in each of the following professional organizations:
American Institute of Architects
A. I.A. Committee on School and College Architecture
American Society of Civil Engineers
Association of University Architects
Construction Specifications Institute
National Society of Professional Engineers
New Mexico Society of Architects
New Mexico Society of Professional Engineers
Society of American Military Engineers
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Hon~r,~rs <lMB~d1ll>i to gr~duatd.l!!.g "'enio&'s

ing A&S jtm:i.ors are stw.ooarized

a-mel -to SOllie

o~totao,d

bel~1 ..

'l'ABI.E Ilt
J?INJU. U!IDERG~t1.£~Hq!'L_O_¥S (MS _onlxt
Ho~ora

in

Genera~

Studies
11

Cum lauda

Magna cum laude
Departmental Honors

9
9

Efi91iSh
1-l:iatoey

1

M.nthematics
Poli~ical Science
Psychology

l
1

..E.

Gred'!llaitsd '!'lith Dis:rti~•ction

to Phi Kappa
Jtmiors

Elec~ed

20

17
56

~hi

S.:lniors

33

Elected to Phi Bet& Kappa
Jmiora
Seniors

After eight yeara ae Dean of the Collegeg l961-l9t59v
Trowb:ddqe ~o~ill retire fu:om a.dmi.n!st~:at!vt!! duties on
Au~ast ~o, 1969q to return after. sabbatical leave in ~1e fall
Ho~

stSmeeter to full-time teaehing au Pzofeaaor of English.. After.
mn e~ttensive se~~~~ by a committee of ASS faculty members an4
s~udents (Professor Frank Log~~, Chaimman)g Profeaso~
Na~haniel Wollman, chtrlr:ma.."l of ~e depaii::ment of economics
since 1960a was appointed aa the new Deanu effactiva Septembor
lo Robe~ Jeapexsong ~saiatant profeesor of l~de~1 Languages
will replace Frederic!~ B. Wl\nler 0 Jr., as assistant dean at
the SMl!S ~imeu and Howard Dittm'll!r, long-tllne assistant dean for
student affairs will be promoted to associate dean.
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?r.ofesnor William H.
·!;~1s

R~bar.t~v

at;rpax-tn•ent. of Spanish Md

at Vanderbilt

un:tve:::edty~

will become

b€en chairman of
for "=he last uh~ ya~:Ara

h~s

cha~mam

of tilt® depar.l:.-

classical lan~ages at the ~eginning of ths
1969-i'O aeade.l:nie ye•:u:. A grt.tduate of ttlilliama Co!leglill ~1:i.i:h
honors in French an.d Spanishv Professor WiU.iams ~a~ned his
Ph~ n. at Wisconsin in 19504
H~ ia a ep~cialis~ in Portuguese
and Latin American literature. He euacoeds Robert M. Duncan,
who retired fxom the faculty at ·che end of the report year.
Ed'>l1i1ll c. Hoyt resigned aa ehainmn of the department of
po.lit.ioal science to return to full-ti<ne teaclll.ng ~ Harold v.
Rhodes will serve as acting chainuan d~;rinq 1969-70.
m~nt

of

who

PortU~fiJase

mo~ern a~a

Joseph Frank; chairman of tlle department of Englishv
resigned to accept a simil~x position at t.~e University of
Massacnuset:t~.
Acting oha:l.rmam no;~gt year ~fill be Joseph Zavadil~~
arneociate professor of Engliah.
A search fo~ a ne~ chairman of the department of geology,
to 13Ucoead Vincent I~el!ey when he ~etires July 1 11 1970 9 was
begW'.I during the year but ?-Jil.l not be oompl®t.ed until t.ha fall.
~<Yo ohail."llten wall:'e on lee:we dud.nq the year.
Rioha&'d MUX'l?hY
of the dep!ll.rtment. of geography end Paul Schmidt of philosophy.

Iven Bennett &na Melbourne Evans served as acting chairmen of
the respective dspaxt.ments in 1969-69.

Associate Profaeaor to
CH.Az.~ES

Profe~

BECKEL (Physics ... molecular structure and dynmni~s).

Ph. D. Johne Hopkins, 195~~ Formerly taught at Gaoil'geto-4n Univer.sity; Fulbright ~~cturer, Pakistang 1957-58, and Taiwan,
~S!6~HS4.
At mlM since 1966.

BUNDY (Speech- radio and television). Ph. o.
~1ieh:f.ganu 1960.
Taught at Louisiana Polytechnic, 1948-55; TV
~rcdoction manager, University of Detroit, 1952-59.
At UNM
since 1g59.
WAY!~
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ltli6~~

(~1ai:itllllllat~.c;3,

D~:~ Entzin9':BL'

mumj;;er

t..hGo~y),.

Ph. D., New

i:au.ght. :i.n ths d€lpll!!!:'tme1-at as

mil

1958-63, and since 1963 as an &ssistant professor.
He haz puo!ishsd ~en p~para on copr~ne integers~ abelian gro~pag
aeymptotie f~aticns, i:d.!ill<tK'Y mat~ices" alld e~imilru: topics.
inst~~ctor,

OOUGLAS P. FEnrul.RO (Psychology

~

alrniuml lral!lEning u

op®&'illml~

conditioning). Ph. D.. Coll.llmbiau !~65. Dr. l5'er:o:m:o~ t>i'ho ha6!
ptnblished seven papars before joining tbe tlm1 faculty in 15'155 9

bGe developed a highly productive

e~perunental rG~emreh

pro9ram.

He hma had subGttmti.al support :frol".l 1:3SF ~d N.&St:l~

LEE D. HANSEL~ (Chemiatry ~inorganic)~ Ph. D. Brigham
1965. Xn the spring of 1969r Dr. Hans~ was awa~aed a
~~aem~ch Care®r navelo~n~mt awa~d by the National Institute of
Ger.er&l Medical Studiese At UNM ~ince 1965.
Yo~g,

ROBER'l' iKOLZ.flPFEL ~Mod2:rn Lang®qas •• Ge~n) •

1965.

Dx-. !itol:<:apfe].;s fie,.d of

!:,leli:'!llBln
d&'&mn a~td
fiction.
-...
.
.

upeci!'43.i:o:a\~ion

is

stt!Clied for n yoar

Ph. D •. XO!W'Bl~
col!'ai::empor~ey

.t~t.

'the l?gee
. ..
qniversity of :Ssi:.-1im 41 l957~se .. and in the s'U!.\illie:t> of 1967 .hs~. &!.
i!'l.llbr:!.qht: grant at th~ Goatho I:nstit:ut~ Mtmich.. Hs came
.~M
in 1964 and since the £aU. of l%13 has aeli.~d as assiatan~. ·
He

·:':9

cm&inEm of the depeu:t.tnent.
· Til.MARA HO~A:PFEL (Modern Lemg;uages - Spanish, Russi~f.. :.

Ph. D.

tha

Iowa~

196-«. Mrs. Holl!lapfelg th<OIIlgh a native of
UoS.S.R.. , had both her secondm:y w.<X Mivezsit.y training·in

thiB co~trxo

Me~ scholarly inte~eata a~e in contemporaiy

La~n Arnericm~ literature# aspscimlly the ~cntinian

Erneeto Sabatoo She t&ught for.
beforoa coming to UNM in 195~.
wxr.r.IAM

1963.

w.

~

writers
year at lows aa an inatruetor.

JOBNSON fi3iolo~y ~ g'~lll.stics)

~
G

•

Ph.D. Minnaeota,

Johnson taught. for. a year at the University of
Florida befm:e joining the UNM faculty ira 1963o He has a long-xrui7.91S r.e9em:-ch prcu;r~:am on :P.ocomotor activity and mating activity of fruitfliea with lmmm qooetic charaoterist:ic:s and has
t~ten a leading ~ole in departmental seminars, the bioloqical
honora~ society, ana similar activities.
Dr~
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ao~pitalp
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TEACHING

Franlt Ikle~ chairman of the tlepartmant of Jh!st:oey, was
a~l~cted by

Las C~p&~a6 and Chakaa as Professor of the Mon~h
for April and later as Professor of the Year.
Richard Griego, aasiatant profesaor of mathematics, was
name~ Outstanding Teacher of the Yeax, an award made annually
as a project: of t:he Greater UNM Fund.. It earriea a $1,000
qrant and the winner is also given a plaque commemorating the
honor. In the four yea~a aince the award was eatablishedt it
baa always been won by a member of the Arts and Sciences faculty~
Ths A&S Committee on th~ Improvement of Instruction devoted
most of ita enerqiea du~inq 19GS-59 ~o preparations for SelfEvmluation Day, April 15, when all claoses were dismissed to
free both faculty ~d students for a qay of study and discussion
conce...:ninq t1ni~lersit.y objectives., policies, and practices. Two
members of the Committee, Charles Beckel and Sidney Rosenblum,
served ~s co-chairmen for th~ progr~mo
A~rcost fifty students enrolled in the new Andean Research
and Study Center in Quii:o 11 Ecuadoro Sabine Ulibarri' wa15 director of the Center during its first year, and Rarl Schwerin,
anth~pologyg also taught there during the spring semester.
Director in 1969~70 will be Theodore Sackettp assistant professor of Spanish.
A."llonq a rnunber of ne~; courses added during the year, a few
may be mentioned as paL~icularly unusual or interesting:
En9lish 490o Negro liter&ture in the t1.SQ {Taught in
Semester II by Professor Robert Fleming in cooperation
with a negro teaching assistantJ the course wi11 be
offered again in 19G9m70~)

History 350,351o

Chineae Historyo

Mathematical computation Laboratory (a n~w instructional
faci1ity 0 ua:i.ng remote-access conaoles, for students
in all sections of the calculus sequence)

~
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The Institute for Social Research and Developmente a new
aqency for basic reaearch, applied research. and development~l
action proqrnms in the social sciences, was estabU.sbed on
July l, 1968.. It put together the staffa, budgetsg and activities of two lon~Gxisting units~ the Division of Govermnent
Reoeuch cand the Duxeau of Busineas ResearchjJ along \dth a nt.unber
of federally funded projects" The Board of Educational Finarlce
recommended a subatantial increase in ~tate appropriations to
support the ne-w agency, but in the last days of the 1969 session
the legislature not only cut out the additional funding but l~e
duced the total budget well below that for 1968•69--apparently
highly inappropriate and illogical punitive respon~e
the
"POEml• controversya In spite of this very'diseouraging development~ ex-Governor Jack campbell accepted an appointment as halftime director of ISRAD and will be on duty after July 1, 1969.
Another sign of the times" in a different way, lfas the
impoaition by the National Science Foundation of a ceilinq on
e~penditureG during the 1968-69 academic year under grants, contracf:a, and fellownhip programso All approved grants were
continued vithout reduction in the dollar totals, but the intent
of t::ha Fowtdation,. as stated in a letter from the Director,
Leland J. Haworth, was to "extend the time for completion of the
work supportede 0 As originally set by NSF, the cutback was
frolli1 npproxima1;ely lo2 million dollars in approved expenditures
($750,000, or almost two-thirds of the total, were qrants to A&S
fnculty I~ambera and departments) to $747,000--a reduction o£ over
30 per csnto Fort~~ately, later adjustments in the amount
all~~ed brought tho final total to approximately $905,000, inoludinq o~pcndH:.uros for a number of ne~1 projects approved by NSll'

as :a

to

1.01
- 20 =

after the ceiling was imposed.
A similar situation will exist in 1969-70, except that
grants for fellowships, traineeships* institutes, and certain
other categories will be exempt from the ceiling and funded in
full. The ceiling for non-exempt expenditures next year has
been set at $605,000.
Information on the volume of sponsored research is not
available from the Office of Research Services at the time of
writing thie report. A sampling of 1968-69 research projects,
somewhat arbitrarily selected, is listed below. Complete information is included in departmental reports.
ANTHROPOL(,)GY
John M. Campbell continued his archaelogical and ethnological studies in Alaska, with teams working in the
summers of 1968 and 1969 at two sites, Walakpa near
Pt. Barrow and Anaktu~ Pass in the Brooks Range. His
research has been supported by a variety of agencies,
including NSF, OSR, B1e Arctic Institute of North America,
and the American Museum of Natural History~
James Spuhler, Leslie Spier Professor of Anthropology,
read a paper on differential fertility in human populations at Ble Eighth International Congress of .Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences, held in September,
l968v at Tokyo and Tyoto, Japano It was part of his longterm researches on human genetics.
!IOLO!i!
James Findley, on sabbatical leave during 1968-69, did
research on the ecology of bats in Europe and the u.s.
The continuing study is sponsored by NSF.
Dr. John Cloudsley-Thompson of the University of Khartoum,
Sedan, was an NSF Visiting Scientist in the department
during the spring semester and the s~~er of 1969.
CI;!EMISTRY
As mentioned above under Promotions, Lee D. Hansen was
awarded one of the few, much-coveted five-year career
Development grants of the National Institutes of General

•.

1.02

1na. He will
dynamics of proton ionizationa

Medical studies,

~tork

chiefly on the thermo-

The department obtained two major pieces of research
equipment during the year, an EoSaRo spectrometer with
magnet and cavity and a cary UV··visible spectrophotometer.
ECONOMICS
Gerald Boyle is developing a new research program ln
public finance. He served as consultant to a special
legislati~re study committee and obtained a contract from
the state Bureau of Revenue for further tax studies,
with additional support expected from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
departmeilt was again active in research on water
resourceso Ralph D'Arge had a cont:r:act with the Water
Reeources Research Institute, and Professors Gisser,
Brown, and Ben-David will ba working on other projects
in 1969-70.

The

§~2?RA!!.HY

Richard Mw:phyt chairman of the department, WitS on leaVe
during the ye~r to serve as Fulb~ight Lecturer in the. .
Ins·t:itute of Geographyp Tohoku University# Sendai, Japan.
He continued research on the classification of landforms.
qJ::9L~

Wolfgang Elston's moon projectD n volcanological approach
to ·the interpretation of lun&r featuren, will be continued
with NASA support through l97lo He has also submitted a
proposal for similar studies of Martian dynamic processes,
Klaus J<eil, professor of geology and director of the
Institute of Meteoritics~ has been designated as one of
the acientista to analyze lunar samples brought back from
Apollo XI, using electron mic~oprobe and laser microprobe
analyzer techniques. The electron probe vas obtained
through a matching grant from NSF, originally awarded to
Albert M. Rudo of the department. Dr. Keil, formerly of
the research sta1f of the NASA-Ames Research Center in
California, also helped to negotiate n um~ cooperative
~greement with NASA -Ames, under which rescar.oh in a variety
of fields rnay be funded by as much as $135~000 annually.
$273,000 in research grants to members
were in effect during tha yeara

of the department

.•

,.
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HiSTORY
The Doris Duke project in American Indian Histo~Jr,
directed by Donald Cutter, will continue in 1969-70
with a $50,000 grant.
Edwin Lieuwen•s research on social revolutions in Latin
AmericaD supported by a long-term grant from the Ford
Foundation, continued to benefit a number of the faculty
members and graduate students. Professor Lieuwen is
currently collaborating with Martin Needler~ director
of the Division of Inter-American Affairs, on a hooklength study of U.Sc policy in relation to social revolutions in Latin Americao
MATHEMATICS AND

STATISTIC~

1968-69 was the first year of full operation under the
NSF Departmental Development grant, emphasizing research
and teaching in applicable analysis. Several visiting ..
profesaora ·and postdoctoral fellm<Ts were brought to ..the:
crunpus. E~~:io Marchi, an associate professor special bing
in game theory, wil1 join the faculty under the gr~~t ·:iP
.. ~ . " ·.
September,: 1~69.
.:,_. ~. (' . ,• •.
..
.PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
~

;.

members of the department launched experiments on··
satellites., . cpristopher Leavitt's instruments fo;r ...
measuring neutron radiation in space t•mnt aloft on. .
,
NASA's oso-G flight. He also has a solar neutron . exp~ri
ment, funded hy NSF and using balloons. Victor Regene.:r!s
project for ultraviolet solar radiation, on which ~e ·has
been working since 1966, was launched from the Goddard' :
Space Flight Center. He also has pro:lects on atmospheric
ozone and on cosmic rays. sponsored by NSF and the Air
Force. Total expenditures in the department for spon- :
sored research during the year were estimated at $520,000.
~fO

PSYCHOLO§!
In his first year at UNM" Distinguished Professor
G. Robert Grice set up a research laboratory and received
n five-year NIMH grant for stUdies of conditioning and
reaponse organization. He also published two scientific
papers during the year.
outside support for research by members of the department
totalled approdmately $220 0 000 in 1968-69.

H'Jl':bb
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The Repprt of the Department of Anthropology

July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
John M. Campbell," Ch&irman
I.

9t1neral· de<Jl:llrtmental infommtion.

A.

Signifiear~.t

achievements during the academic year, 1968-69.

Dt,trl.ng the yemr 196!3-1>9, ." t;hirt:Y-ona students received the

Bachelor of Arts degree in Anthropology and an additional thirty-three
t~era

svarded baccalaureate degrees·minored in Anthropology.

received tbe Master of Arts degree in Anthropology.
Ph. D.

Five students

Three received the

Two of the Ph. D.'s have 'been.hl.red as Assistant Professors of

one by The George Waaliington Univelrnity, and one by

Antltropology:

Florlds State University.

The other Ph •. D. bas been hired as Assistant

Director, Technology Application

Cent~.r>

University of New Mexico.

The 38th AMu!!l Field Sooaicm in. Anthropology wss held on the
Eil:U:e of Sapwe near Abiquiu, Rio AiribE!

fifth

~eooon

locality.

of

rutcwctioru:~

by the

County, tlaw Mexico. Thb woo ll:he

Uni~rsity

of New Mexico at. i:I11E¥

The work wss d11l'eetecl! ewa11:~ !!lltaminations of a Pueblo IV

ge~tlcrncnt. the l~geat Pueblo ruin k~~.
G11:aduate and undergrsduate. !!i;ud~nta :f.111 Anthropology participttted
b e.r

eoruluet!:~d

ll:ooeereh projects in 'tho· states of Alaska,

C'lillCirsdo, Maryim:ul. 0 N<!!.W Monee,

t'ql!:aa,.:w~bington,

Ad~ona,

Wyoming, and al.no

in Britieb ColWJ!bia, Eewador, Fl!:tmc!!, Uiinitoba, and Mexico.
During

~be

period e4WeRd by th{i!l report, the follo;ring numb<:?.lt's

or ll.nthreopolcg1 sraduate studentS' e:l:thttir were notified of wardg of

gwgnts-in-aid

~~ ~eeived

from

th~ ~rganf.zations

~11 Nr,rli:h Av!.!ericm Ul'll'limrcll grMii:, <~me:

listed:

Are~ie !nu~ituec

Clovex- Ente-rprises, Inc., grants

~ore ~d~emn !m'liam Hit~tereical Pr@jeeG:·~·· five; Ford Foundation granta fore
fi@@iW. Rewlutionary Prceetila il'il L<!,~in .America, two; :E'ulbright Graduali:e
l'!eU~»ahip,

oora; Horizon tnnd Col'poration, one;

-1-

Nt.~tional

Def.l!nse Educution

~.

1.05
Act Title IV Fell0'.4Ships, seven; National Defense Education Act Tiil:le VI,
one, National II'IStitutes of Mental Health Fellwsh:lplB, three; Natio'nril'
Scienee Foundation Dissertation. grants (mrarded to faculty members for
graduate student ~esearcb), two; Nationat Science Foundation Trsineeship,
one; University of New Mexico Graduate F'all.m7ships • two; Wenner-Greti
research fe11owsh:l.p 0 one.:

It is a!gn~ficant that during the academic

year 1968-69, forty-two of a total' of sili:t1;-three graduate students· in
Anthropology were supported by

ltind or another.
year~

felltri.•ti'hips

01:

assistantships of one

This represents a "()l~rc:eD.tage increase over pre'llious

and it is expected that

thi~

pereentage will continue to grow.

The following visiting scltolariJ pr11sented lectures or led seniinars
in the Depar-t:

R.

s.

Peabody

Clark Hot1ell.

Urd-'llaistt.v of Chicago; R. S~ Mac Neisht

Foundation; Daan Alb,ett.. Spaulding, Univel'sity of

Califomia, Santa Bmrbara; Francois· Borde, Mt:aee a l'HOIIlrne.

Numbe~ 2. 3. and 4 of Voh· 24.:and No. 1 of Vol. 2S;,Of, 1:\1e
Southweotern Journal of

Anthropol:ilf£·~~~rfe publ:~.sbed.

:I.e aponsored by the Department

a~d· ~ii1~~~!l. l·Y
.,.

This publication

Dt•, Harry l'8-asehart arid

.·-

-

uw hns a total-. of 2.500
8ubncdbers, appro:d.mately 500 of ·~hoii(t4a:lde :!.n fc•reiga countr:i~s.

Dr. Stanley Nenman.

Bs~qoon

The SouthweS't'et-J\iJiiurnnl
....

July ·1, 1968 md June

30~ -19'69..~·

liull;Jcription.:! increi!Bed by <i50.

over !:he alllllte pedod fer the pre~&i.~g ;yi!a1:,

,,
t<«:quisiUcme of val\li<lbl<i! colloctip:'l'J':~,~ in nenices offered t~o .the
Uni'iH.:Imiey smd i;o ·the cO!mlurdty.

As.·.n~):;ed in the lsnt

&IU1UB1

muaewn sttomarmce during tbe period ~f·J~ 1, 1967 to May 30 0
wae approximately 59,2Ss. ohcr.fing

..O·.;f.ri_~rease

repo.,·t,

l'!:ioa

of about. 6,870 GYai" .the

anma tmriod in 1966-67.

tioooum e,~tenj!.~ce during the academi~ year

1968-69 was oo f'Olll.!T.fs:

nttend~,:~:. i;~'.guided groups 11,176, othar .

. .......

:106
s~te~dance

(approximately) 50,000 --

tours 459, number

o~

~otal

61,176.

pre-tours 33, total tours 492.

Number of guided

The attendance

figlJln:e ll'epreaents 'an increase of 8,791 over a shorter period than reported
in the previous year.

This figure also shws that museum attendance

by

public school children and the general public has been increasing at the rate

of 6 to 9 thousand persons per year. -In the lest year thoss. ~lllUEieum viSitors
pmrticipating in guided tours and
Public School System.

HCIII'evell:',

pr~tours

t;be:n~

uere from the Albuquerque

to. our

n~Wly

:Implemented docent

progl!'am, the museum now serves many ~tate and civic organizat~mis ss well.
Attendsnc:e figures shoo that the ·maj9.#~Y of children who visited the
museum were from grades 3, 4, S, and 6~ indicating that the addition of
socirut science

w.ts

in the third g"rade ...<;Urrtc:ulum bas led to:subatantial

inereeses in third gl'ade attendance.
Gallup, Many Parms. Lukachukai, and
at~andad

the museum

as Anitb, Utilh.

~is

year, as

Navajo school children
~3Jher

wel~

from Chinlee,

areas of tbe Navajo Reserva1;ion

as other groups from as far &Way

In addition, museum 'guests included delegations from

:F.:::~rnalillo County Hospital; St. Mazy's Parochial School, Srota Fe; &nd

Si;icono and Belan science classes.

'lW,elve Maori ehieftena flt'Qiil Nl!?li'

Zoaland were moong ouJe moat notahl<ll: ~.$:Ltom.
loiooeWll ec11eci:10Wll - h'Ol!l Juil~ 1:. 1968 to May 19, 19~9.; there
. : _,
~Cill.ro 65 <iJC!CtwBitma iiicll.lldiftg 1. 746. (!~j~e~:_a • The appro:d.mate V~lue. of

tlio gJ.ft lll~Bt11ona 8:otal $26,000.

~.ros~ notable additioru; t~ tt11a museum

!rwlutlad ~n Martha G. ~7egtfeldt Me~.fldal Collection of toore then 450 ·
stlmol@sic:al apedme;w flOOl!'l P.akll.nU:&"m d.Qt.lnted by Mrs. Freder:f.clc H. nwd.ng

of Chm:lesli:on, Soufl:h Ce1rol1na; lUI e:ti:entl'!ve collection of Esk:!Tilo
arell::!Lraefl:a ecrn9:rlbuead by

!111:3.

Hattan k.; dl'! s. Canavarro of

Vancro~;:~

ecmp~bensive

collections of ethnological speeimeno from Africa acnsted

by Dr. Frank c. lllibben, Un:l.vers:l.ey of Nl!'lr Mex!eo.
~luaeum

exhibitions - The major,. new exhibit, entitled "North

American Indian Bruskotry'1 'CODStituted ~e largest and most compl:ebensi've
collection of basketry ewr

exltibite~

in New Mexico. No brochure accom-

prmied this exhibit but much interest ·in the gaUery was shown by other

musetiii!S and universities in the U~t~d States, Canada, end Manco.
'
Other new eemi-permanent exllibits include two on Aftica (including one
on the Pygmies); one on the Australian Aboriginies; one on Oceania; one

en Shell

on the Sind Valley, Pakistan; ona

Jewelry of the P~historic

Southwest; and one dealing with the P.• l ~and P.II periods of Soutm7e8t
pTro-hiatoey.
1.f11Weum Sales Desk - The Musetirtd;ales Desk continues in its third
year in the main gallery.
the pJ:evious yaar.

It has proien· to be even more successful tiian

Its p:<Y.tfits have 'tiemitted both the purchase of museum

specimens for the museum c:olleeti'mis

aaloo deok mnnarler.

T"ne sales

·eina· the payment

of salary for the

d~s~t 1i:~/greatly diversified its s~ock

atiil'·~~blo s:tlver jewelry, Eskimo'
reproducttciitf~~t :,~re-hiatoric Zoutbwtiatem eer&mies.

this year, and nw carries Navajo

c~raft-ar~ t

t/.CCi''!tG, and

As noted moQt

reca~tly in tb~ 1~68-69
Catalog Issue arid
G~aduate
.,:,
.
.

Bull.letl:in, significoorc revisiiMlS of.

QU,\~

nQ:trleulum and our

tlllild gradlllr:nte rcquire~Mnts have been ·ina\l~rated.

have made further changes.

Atr

und~rgrsfuate

This past semesteX' we

the undergraduate
level we believe that
. ..
~

those rev.!.siona m:e resulting in broader, mora comprehenc;ive training
~~idch

serves equlllly tho liberal artl!l goal
.· . of the student who

-4-

m~

..

not

·....

....-:

108
At the

g~aduate

level these

~evisions

have resulted.

f~r

ehe

successful M. A. student, in the attainment of that degree in an actual
average time of very slightly more t!.tl\n two years. as cOill'pared with an

eatimated average time of four years. or thereabouts under the old Program.
At the l'h. D. level, while the

ne.r.:essa~

figures are not yer.: available,

we have every reason to think that ..the revisions will result in that
degree being attained by th£1 sueliessful student in an average of four or

five years from the time t:be student enters the program.
proves to be true or even

approxima~ely

I f this

true the average time required

to attain the Ph. D. in this deparr;ment will be half that of the
average in Anthropology.

At the

s~e .t~me

~ational

the student will have received

excellent training, both in his subdiscipline, and b:.:oadly within the

field in accordance with our generalist philos.ophy.
During the past two years, on your authority and on the authority
of the Dear; of ·ebe Graduate School, we have

r~ically

Testrlcted the

nlmlher of ent:erlng students.

Our aim is to maintain a ratio of

students per profecsor.

~a.s

Thin

four

pi'n:mt,tted us to be h:tgltly selective,

and the rapidly increasing qual:i,t:Y:. of. ojlr graduate stud!IDt body in
part reflects this ne-H policy.
In addition to tltese several changes, we are also emphasizing
our Ph. D. progr(ilil and to a degree de-emphasizing theM. A. program.
Y~ile we racogniEe a reoponsibility

t01flllinnl M. t.. 'a. our

majo~

to produce a

certain number of

gl('aduae:e goal is to contribute ou\i:el:,md:lng

prof&llsionol ootbropologist!J at the Ph. D. lewl.

This gomi.has ~esulted

in our giving p'l!'eference to the ente~ing student who is co:r:m:U:ted to
o:he M.gher degrae.

-5-

1.09
B.

Significant plans and reeOlmlit!ndatione for the future.
I refer to llJY reports to you of the past four

our recommendations as stated in those
met.

In

parti~tlar,.,

repo~ts

ye~tts.

Most of

have been 0r are being

in addition to rev.ls:f.ng and !!Ularging the

anthropology curriculum, we are attracting excellent graduate stUdents,
and we are h:f.rlng addi.tional high caliber faculty Tilembers.

Sewral

innovatiVe recruiting and adw'l:'t:l.sing procedures • as welk.as changes in
our graduate pmgxam have resulted in a meaourabl!Y improved graduate
student body.

This faculty 1s excellelit, and the additions of ASsociate

Professors Le.1ds R. and Sally R. Binford. and the joint appo:l:ritment of

.proDilse

Associate Professor }emard Spolsky

to

add further general

looter to the staff and to specifically.· strengthen our resources in
archaeology and linguistics.

It is intended that future appointnumts w:1.11·'

continue to reflect a rational exp~ion of an anthropological prog(fiU,
which aims at building and maintaio!ng ·a:trengt:h in archaeology, ge'nerlll

et!nwlogy • linguistics • and physical· anthropology.
As I ftlluarl«ld to you in my ).'\;port of June 1, 1968, a critical

need is that of e:r.p.nnding our phya!cal· p;lant.
that !Ceport

We

have raised

IliON

HO'Ifever, since I wrote'

than· $100,000.00 frau private

~te have been given fair assurancEi"

:;,f. $3!111·~000 7 00

SOUI:ceso

fram the State of NE!ii

prepoaal to the Nation!ll~ Sdence
. ·.. '
iTotmdDt:l.on will result in our being:•.gritiit'ed, within the next oi:c· ciontbs,

Me:d~eo, and it safllll\3 probable tbmt lily
.

82\U!t:her $350,000.00 £)Com that
fore the ccnot'l'qJICtion of a

~

~

ori!;~!:J~~~n.

These 1110ilies

$7SO,ODO;oo;i\~tdition
.~.

.,·~ •.•.

to

m.n:·~e'\ill"e"i

tb~ Anthrcji~l(lgj~

:. '
MalM.lll Moo~= 'B111ilding, the archlt.e~(~fii\1 plans of which h8Ve;i:l~e~'
..
•:<·
... ..
drmm theae put two l!emeateJ:O. 'AS-; :c:f.~¥e l!lOIIlent, therefore.;,· i:t
.'

·~

;.

.'l:r;

;·

.

~

appemw that ~e may soon t.Wet thiS: ne~rJ.~.:·

A much

mora

'

'

c:titical

1!1.1eulty salary increase

prob~;;: ij~.

and moniu

- ~--

illl that relating t:,o

~th. _vhich

------~-6'""~--

aqn~~

to hire nev Psculty:_

1.1.0
F.

r.:c:...l£!•J.:ca
fi(/!l\I'<E~:e!l.

ii::rul~J

lioalf'

@f if!s mc•st

Will :<'.•'.tlM!It'

q1!llicld.y

Dspa~~n~s

in

ll:~lCll ?~Sr;~ib~t~.i~'

i1l'l.'i~t:r:!.c~1e lilQllib(llll:G

b@COlllS !!Wl:'IS

~e

UU1ted

Hor:3 npecd.fiel'llly

uno neither

(who

p~Emi~tcd

mnno~n~~d

ll:itnt: this LlEl?<'llrtrn:rZl!t will ll!!:OS!
t.nnlcsaw :Ln ;:ega-e.:l to

salst:ieG~

eoopsii;:Jl.(::j.va mJ.tb ~~h>a't' lem1;lng fmthrO!}('}lOgy

S~m~ea.

t'lil!ltr~adng

is t'lu.I.C the Cel'ltt:al Admimd.st:cr,:i:iOli'l

me il:o raplaee Associate Professor Nr.ncie

ber resignation

Scre~3t~4

r.

Ge~~nlez

1968-69) nor to use avon &

'i,lO<:rt:icm elf 111e;- s.all.mey foil! ).llll!.reposes of :ine!rcmrJt.ng Depaii:!::ment.d J.l'e~qll.'l.ty

~sigcs ~or the eoming yo~~.

C®ntral
for

Adminiet~ation

Futb®m~ my eolleaguru~ and I fQ~l that the

bed not

t~heae 1l1ill31lt:l<ii-e ~~'l.:.I,OiOToa.

'id.gh Tegard

~or

®StiB~aeto~ily a~lai~~d

~f:i.th g~~:eali:@Ot lf\Sal)eet

\l:i\e P100s:I.dent cnci

li:o submit that 1i:hie klnci of. thillilg
~@e~ inj"~

c.

to ii:hc

io~!ldemic

to

fm: you, mtd

Vice P;;es:tdom:,

a~arlotmly

hW1.'1i:a

t~ tb~ ?eae~n

~l'ili:h

p~~~~U; 1~

\l!Oiet'lll..a ~md ~a>t!tl'!irwlsc

»~paretm~n~.

.t'l.ppil'irt~"\'l'><eilt:fl

t.o

S~ta;1'f.

l¥€f.ra~.

D.

tl\4:!~1lll"Gii:i;t>r.:o flM:m
Hon~~e

s.

ataix.

(;mmal~1~ •.fu'lcocimll:c

'l?z@liooi'Jor.

RoGi1:\11Cd to bacOOl"'

I'l>'@i!!cr;oot' o:! Anthl':q3o1!.ogy m:i Aal.lislll:l'll!il\1: Cha!lrll!oo fole
lJ."itliW<llm~.~~

IJlii:

lrl.lf<?O•

kathr«~pCi>lorr.t ~

:JL:JI:,

C~poai~

(l)f information

r~gwmtcd Oll1

individual biographic:al supple11¥3nts.

Karl Schwerin. Visiting profeasor, Quito, Ecuador; no report submitted.
George Springer. Dean of the Gradumte School; no report aubmiti:ed.

!.

2.

Advanced Study:
Brody, J. J.

...Completed dissrartation at u. N. M. in line Arts
(Art History).

Sebrl.ng8 J. M.

-Ph. D. • June 1968, University o£ California ·
at Berkeley.

Sabbatieals, leaves of
during the pa!d.od:

absence,

suamer teaching el&~here, tll:<\Wl 1 etc. 1

Binford 0 Sally R.

-.S1,111iilier and !!!all acmes tar ·1968 mt NSr -research
project in J'ranc:e. · · ·

Brody. J. J.

..;I.eaw of abs•mce from Septellfler to June (9/68 -

Gonzalez, N. L.

Bibben 9 F.

c.

Rigsby, B.

Spolaky 0 B.

~/69)

· .;.Ri!tumed Augutt 31, l!l'tiB. from M lliODthn
1Miil::iarcb in the Dooldnicu ~publ:l!.c sponet•ll\ld
b'y! &:he Nat:I.ODl'.l Scle.nca F~~dlu:ion.
·
and
.· -Recpnnaiosrmce
.. .

·.·· ....... .

II'JXteavat'icm
in East Africt;.
. .·

. . -v:ikiting lecturar on Lingdiltics. Dapt. of
··
·.¥:~$uistics, Harvard '0'11iwl.':riiey?
·: .
· ~v~~-~ting lectua~er. Engl:f.oh .·~t~cberu' SUIIliHir · .·
'J;i\'S#tete, 'file Planning Cenfii\\,·,fo;,:o the Teac:Jiiilg·

' -~~<English in :tsrael, ml!lll!iar:. 1968.

Spulbei. J. '1-1.

': .'L~~~e
(3)
Siiji~ember.

Nw sa:howtic hwora,

e!\~~Y

in jo;'S11• l(lte' fiugust and
to attend !:he~ ~igbtb tntemational· ·
.·. · 'c~gress of Anthropolozi~~l
E-':hnologicai: ;·.

: ·:.
::scteneea.
:. .·

3.

. • , .. ~

Vfiflk11

·

.:

and

i~J;r~eti~pe, etc.:

.

·,

.

-·.·

· ::~~~immt.

Cultural AJtl:hropoloBf'l?ellofsbip . ·
:·. ).l.l!:~w COllllllittee,

. ..·.:.··

..

•,

.;;.~1~cted to Sigma Xi (April ·~9-69) •
:·

B:i.nfonl 0 Slllly R.

-Elected to ·Nw York -Acadeilly of Sci-Races.

Bredy. J. J.

-Nationel Foundation of Arts & . Rurnallities
Muse~~G~ lntemeb:l.p; .V.llic:M Norttun.'!a Arizona
· So~aty for Arts & Sclep~ ~

E:U.il!ll> F. B.

, ·-Pr~ident:

Society for Anierican

~~thnohistor;.

\
-8-

1.:12
Dan L. 'Ibrapp,· "'lhe. Conquest .of
Apscherle, "~Atii8dcm AD~ropolodl!lt, 1961},
70:837-::su:!.
"

-Review:

Baseball!'t, H. W.

.· ..•!.Stone ToOla.lllicl HUIU\tl::l'klbav.lor," by S!llly
··mi~

l!.Gria R.

Binfot~~

Sdentiti:c .American,

·~.vol; 220 uo. 7o-S4, ~rll:. ~969.~

-simtor editor, ''New .:r..;rspecttVe& in Archeol9ror.'!

. ·~dine Publishing

eo ••

'Cilicagc;·~, 1968.

.: .':.:."v&rlatton and Cbanp· !n' the· Ntelt' Eastern

· ,· '··
.·;: .). i.

·MW3a:erlan of Levallois ·:rrad.es," New Perspec'd'\iei
J:.n:Archaolo~ s. R. an!f L. _.R.Binford, eda~ .•.
. ~~ine Publioh:lng Co~,' ~icago, 'l\.968.
.
. .;.''Ethnographic Data ad tmder1i~~ding the Plow:..
tOCI!nill D" Man the Bunter•. I~- !)ewe and R. Lee.•. ear
Ald:lne Publishing Co., Chieago' 1968.
..
+1ie#ew: R. Lahll:'mi!ID, "Race, ~vol11t:l.on, and ·.- .
~nd," American Anthr®olosist, vol. 70; . · ·
. 169;..70, 1968•
.-:o":Bady Upper P1e:lstoee-ae .Adaptstions in the
. L4yaot•" Alllericsn Antbiopologisi:; vol. 70: · .·.,:.
7fJ7<-17. 1968.
. . . :· .
· ..
·.-Review: c. Gal:
'#.nlilys:l:tr.of: Prehistoric::·• .
l!!conomic Pattfn · ,Ainerlcan Anthropologist~;.
. v,C,l.. 70:1225-26, 1968·.. . . . .
:
,·-:"Stone Tools and Bumam Bebavio_r." by s. R. -aitd.
,,
L. R. Binford, Scientific Ameriean, vol. 220.
. no~ 7o-84, April 1969 •... .

·

-"sO.
Generative Rules for. Americm Kinship ' .. ·:
Temmology," ADtbropoloSicai Linguistiet~~, : .. ·,
3~a

1968, PP• 1-6. .

·

.. .

-Modem Cultural Anthropology: ful. Introd11ctitm.
~(;pf, New York, 510 pp!· 100 figs, index.
-:-Peumts in the Modem .Wodd;. (edited with
.,
. : :l.ntrcd1lct1cm) a University oi! ·Nw Mexico Pret¥$,; .
. · AlbiJquorque, 170 PP• • 1961). ' .
'··' .

CW!IPbel!.ll., 3. M.

,;.(With Cynthia Imn-Willffta) 'Editors. Abs~~mci~··
· 'of l'apeftl, Thirty-th:l.i'd Aimu!U Y.~etiug, Soc~ecy..·
fpr Aturican ArchaeolOgy. ·. . .
• ·: .
-"Birc!a of Chaac11er L~, Brooks Range, Alaska.•(
The M11rrelet, May-Augtist, '1968, wl. 49 • no;,. '2i> ·
· ;,p:.. 15-24.
-':The ltavilt Site Qf Analttllvuk Pa·aa, Centrsl , "'
. ~rooks Rarige. Alaska.". Anthli:AAo1o81cal PapetS .
.~.e University of Alaska, vol. 14, no. 1,
. \-::·~·:,·;-. 1968.
:;;•Neolithic Implements as
Objects .AmoJig
the Negritos of Pampanga, Luzon." Anthropolo&
·at the Eigbtlt Pacific Science CimSftSs In
Aai&n and Pacific Archaeology, Series No. 2_,

of

Mssieal

SoCial Science ltesearch·tnstitu~ee, University
· ··, of B811ai:l., 1968, PP• 1-5.
-~ ~. '. '1:~~·~

... ~... ;.........

.

-~-~~-:..~";

··'•··~~·

't

...;.:: •

;:~.

113
-Records of Falco sparverll!s fr® the
John River valley, Aret!cr AlMka. The Auk.
vel. 85, no. 3, .July 15 1 1968, PP• 510-511.
·-"terrltori.ality Among: Ancient Bun.tera: Inter. p~etaticms fr0111 Ethn.,!!lraphy and Nature.
· .Anthropological Archa.,logy in . the America, ·
t»!Jhl:l.shed by The Aftthr~logica1 Society of.
· WI!Sh:lngton, 1968, pp. 1-21•
..:."'rhe Canvabaek, Common Goldeneye and lllufflehe!1'
in Arctic Alaaka."
Condor 0 vol.
no. 1;
..,.: 80.
. .
.
.
-Subspacific Stotua of! Branta canadensis in the
Central Brooks Rans:-t 'iltU!ika. The Condor,
vol. 71, no• 1, PP• ·so-st.

'the

-'.'.An' Interpretat:l~

Ellis, P. B.

·n.

o! Prehistoric Death

flwitO!!l8

. · ··i'n .terms of Modem Soti~1twes·tem Parallels,"

ct:ilected 'Papers :f.n Honor of J..yndon Lane
· Bargr~ve, P&p\'ln cf the Archaeological Societ~r
of. Nw Mexico. vol. 1, Muaeum of New 'Mexico
~ress, PP• 57-76, 1968.
-''What Utastec811 Ethnology SuggEsts of Utaztec.tm
P~:latory," UtaztekllD .Prehiato!I, Occasion!'il
: Pepera of t11e Idaho State University Iofuseum,
. ·DO; 22, PP• 53-105, 1968.

... '

;.;;"E{Prog%eeo del Camp~:f:no: : Domin!c~mos en ·
N~va Yo~rk, II Sed.u of the universidad
•.. :· .

~· :c~~~lica Madre y Maestra •. salleiagu, Republ:f.e~ ,• .
·
.. ·
· D~irdcma, 1969.
·· ,. -'.':qt.~ Neoteric Society11 p~ented before the ·.
~ncan Anthropological ASs,' n. Meetings,
. · ...
· : 'si!i!it;tle, Nov. 1968, to be. ,pUJ,liahed in
.:·
. '~;,:f.:iamtive Studies. in
BbitO!I. .
11
.·. ~ TiiwUd a Definition of Matd.foca11ty,
' •

::··: ·

Societf and

. · , :·W~e published

in .ur9":Aili8ricllln Astb~o;t~ajif'':
~!~lema ill Theo!f artd Metbod. Edited by
·
· Notmml Whitten, Free Preas. ·: .·

. .

·
Hibben, F. C,

.. : '

;~~~s:ton and up-dating of:·;·~be book The Lost:.

·:·'.· Atr.encana, crowell Publlsli£ng: co.

·

;..~Yis:l.on

·

and up-dating. of the book Prehistoii.e
:;t-flt!b::m 'Europe. Univerilit1:·o~ ~id.i~homa Press.>
N~~~ boot rev:l.eva for the.Aichaeo!Ogy.

· ~"~rrhl Swadeah (obituar:;) .• " tlinps9 43:94S.:~ri'
. '!96•7
...
.
..
·-"#~lllical Nahw..te1," Lintml:!>n~, vol. S of ..
· oltandbook of Middle &nerictm.Incliians, PP• 179~99 .
. tmivarsity of Tau Press; .1968~..
. . ~~~~.UJti Equivalents of Engii'sh '.To ~'" in
· Y,i;b "Be" and Its S:rnonY!!!8·;. pt~ _2, PP• 60=rtf, D.
, '. ~~.~al Publ:l.sbiDg C011pany~. 1~6~.

The

·,

. ~ 't;~·
-lo-··
·,

.

tl4
-'~Bella Ooola Grmmst:lcal Pmcessee and P\:.:tm
C~l!lSI!I, lntemat1cnal .Journal of Amard.can

Liugads1;!!!!., 35:175-7!), 1969.
lJ.M, 44:189-91;

-'l'wo rev:J.evo:

w.

Folklore

27:129-!!0.
-Re'rie<11:

s. c.

uantr.n

Gudschirw!ty» Half te team an
Languqe, end t-J:Uliam .J. S81Uiirin,

l'i"ld ld.nguist:l.cs: A Guide to L:f.nguiot:f.c
Fteldwnrk. American AnthropoloJ!pt, 70:1040:41•
-w/·M. f':1lverete:l.n 0 Nez PerC$ Vowelts and ProtoSahapthm Vowel Hamony, LansuaS!. Y'l'l • 1969.
Spoleky, B.

Spl.iler, J, N.

-"A Paydllol:l.ngu:l.atic Critique of PE"ograr.med
Foi'e:f.gu Langunge Iwitruct':f.on." In{!;ernat:l.onal
Rev:ti!M of Appl!ted Linguist:f.cs,4:ll9-29, 1966.
-"LaneJ!..!<Mtintths Problem of Validation,"
Tool Quart~\rly, 2:88-94, 1968.
-(with Beugt: Sigurd, Mmlah:U:o Sato, Edward .
Wt&~r, l'llld Catherd.ua Arterburn) • "Prel:l.minaey
Stm~ea in tb~' DovelQ!iillent ·of Techniques
.for ~est:lng 0'11\lrall Second Language Proficiency."
Problems ll.n Fol'e:l.p Language Testing, ed.,
.
: iqhn A. t:pshur, tanmage Leainin&.Specilll Issue
·.·No •.~, Augunt 3968, 79-1!)1. ·
. '
-~~~~ent l'.~eat'Cll in Tesol.'~. T~o! Quarterly',,··' .
· :.ueCii!Dber J.968.
___,..., .· ·· ·
·:':~~::.•.( ..
·-·.,· .. ·.:, ...
. .. .;•r~aiietics.
·~
.. ···- ~
loman Jti. 'Race and -~~tics. II . " ' .•
, · · :::t~t:<!maticmal Eneyl\lDped1e, ~f; the Social
· .' · '

.

'

<: . ::

: · ... ··,:;,C¢~ces, wl. 6, :o~113~ '1~6!J.•

.·.:. 'i~~~ ~nc:!st (With
Taboo ud the ~l,l~:l.¥i~ Patterns o~;,. ..:'· ,..
• • , •. <I\Q:t.J11&:.:1!1.
». P. Abe,:ley, et. al.) · .. ,.
...: ':::.>~.ii:~_:J.

»ohamum and .Y.~ Mid~leton.• A Sourc;e :.::'::.-~ .
Boo1<: in l~arriase, F~'dly, mid Mddence,
>:' ',,, ·.:;·
. ··' Gljlrden City, Natural Histoey.:l'resEJ, 1968, pp'i~19·.
i : •• ·.,.:.•!s'O'etoC\Ultural and n:tol.og{eai ·Iimerttance :l.n::·;;:·\.,.
;~ ..:·· · ·., 1>. c. Glasa,. qi. 'BiC'liOgf and Behavlox;ri;:~~:·.~·::
·,_;"·:oil''·'
i
102 l.iO
:..l..t.· .
1
. '
.
. '.;:.:: . _ _ea, pp.
, Rif~e~~~ le!.:: J'ress, j':. ·.;:~;~~!
,., ... J•-:.!lf~;; ork, ~68.
. . .';·: ·.: .-~,.. .
kiP :·~;
:·::};~:{~.~Maximum Opportun:ty 'for Sclee~~onl>uo ~·o>:·,;' ;,;
::;·

I

~;;:';:r.;\?lit!flerent:l.al
Fertf.lit:.• in
'ii1m!4i'#
POl)a1a¥~~ii~'''
''
.
•
,.. . ·soirie
'
.
:1 ,I·._-. '• ' ·'•
(;?,1::· •
acts, Symposia,_ l'!l~~h.'~ntemauonal .A:'.•·i·>~t:.
~.

ua of ~throp~~o~e,d.;

· ···

, ,

·. s.

eea, Sept. 3-!0,· ,191i.!Jii.:'f~~ mtd

., ·. ·. ;_~. ·.•.;?~·..4-S.
Othflli!' RAllaaareb Pli!'ojects or

the period:

lhi4. !!2:!u~olos:f.ca;l,',~.y

.

.

~- •~:::::<:'.

Ct~i~fW·rwor:t in Progress ~r cCiiftt,l~ted during
·~".

.:::L

::ft.'~::~~{~:
\; ··:~~.'':\;;.

h

~:

:0: ·.,.9~arat:l.ve v.l.llage

;;;';;;,:

'l'yoto~~ ,'! •\'i:'!.<:

,.· <:.

or~~iat!o,n moos tltl! ·:: -.,;.._~: /
of Taazanla (ena.t,aifii of eensus and ·: ·: · ·· ·
. ·~~Qclogical. data cciaplot!!d)., .'
..: __ ::'
.·· ~P~"'r for aympoeium ~n_p~~.,: ''Mescalero.··
Ma~ngo

· . Ap~dte Leadership and Bali~· 'Qrg~Jtli

...../.:~.~::~~-~

.~~\ ~·.t

-11- .'··-
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ti5
•Principle InvestigatorReQearch Grant from

Binford, 1.. R.

Wanner-Gl'lll1l ttmmdat::lon for Ant:hropological
Resi{!!St'«:hl eiltitl111d: "The EccniOI'Illcs of
Reindel!: Runtc1:kH

Put and Ptesent.

11

Amount

$7.000.!Wg Jmi!t-Novembrar 1969.
-Invited to writn a paper for and ~ad it to
a.tJNESC0..6pWSe~Nd aympQtliUill on the Origins of
Modem Mlm; to ba held in August in Paris.
-Workins on· a !wok on ltWI'Uin biolosieal md

Binford, Sally R.

~U1~urcl evolul::!I.OD •

Rigsb~ ~ on - antbolo.mr
. tentatively enti.i!:led ucentroveraies :f.u··~~~t.h

.. wlfod:illlh 'ld.th llnee

Beet. P. Jt.

to

~)d.eat Ethno19SY." .
.~e pwl:ll.shad du11:ing ·
.~97o-71 by
N~ M. Press~

•Ai.'l'~ied

v.

for N.

a.

F.

\'i!!J~arCli

gramt to do

·fit.ldwc!'k :1.!1 Icaland· during 1970-71 (!Uf
· llla'l>;,atical yea:}.
•. ..
. ;. :..
. .
... '
..1;rlru Possible P·•..,ldstorle Hemes~'of 'loday's " ...
· SfiuthwestetD l?uiblo hopies," · soo PP• and (~~:.· ..
(in 'IIIJm\I!ICdpt~
.. ·.- ·•.
~'.'p&':allols Bettl11Gn M*t:i:in'i!l of ,Religion in t(e·., ..'.;;.';
,.s~~:itinf"tem Pu:eblojt .«iid in Mexico," 180 pp'ij,':/ ·

Ellis, 'P. H.

'~~:~-~ii,Pnae~in

·· ·).· .·.·

·

,·:,:: ,.

· ·~iams of the hm
ti ArehaeolosY md : :;·,,
: . ~'ology, (boot in ~p%epil.-:l1ticm for Chandler. ·
· • P.wl1.sh:l:ng co.)
·
·
..: ·:;~~;.~':: .'":-~:.
. . . ' '..
:
-~
• .. : 'f·~·.
-:.. •!'iite l',;:oblema of lV.\t4!ivan~··o.r: The ~tretimf.' ·
·.·. ·~ o(Se<a'!.na Many S:l.de.,;·,~· . 'pli~ent~d before th~..: , ··. ·,
:~~~era AtmWll Meetin~ b~, .the ~~d~1.y f!Dr AppUed.·~..
. . . 4u~'!lr0).\olomr, Mmeo ct~:~· '4Prll 9··1!i. 1969. ·;·· ..:·' · ·
.'. :;·, ,!.:MS,UU9c&tpt in ?!t'Ogtli1s'il oii th'~. DcmitU.ean Reptllr~.i1<:~
. -..~·;.<:/?··.-·~:.
. . :~:::~·- ~
::-~:~$:;;:~ . ·:
'.'-.: -·..o.nxcavl'!t:ton on P~leo Yudian· nit'iss in tho Midi3:1li;''•··':

·

Hibbcm, F. C.

N~,

S.

,:;,:>._:.i.'~~:'Grc!!!dCl VaU,-at..

·Wis p)l:ojeet: was Spl'MO:i:~~<-:'.'
;;·d:.:~~t,}~r.Lcan Petwlel!m.·~~ R:~~~·~ty eo.
{¢~:;;i~~;{i

· .:,;::;~'::':!,\P~-ysifl of gr&m\t1,c~l field. dlilta and 't.'r:lti.~.s:~Jh
..::;: ·.; ·4?f~i~nv,r.J.st:f.c datil<ript::lqn o~_~,Jlella Coola, a(~,: :\~~;;:· •
. ;., •~~~sit l:mguage of Bri~a,~· ~~~~:I.a.
;;,?,i{;~f,:l-}f'

,~m.J;wom ia NM~:-G~.~~~:-~6tl,~§~. .1uly-A~~i\!~i}Y.·:"'

·,;!~M~. National Mul!lft\.'11l of .Canada $1000 IIIU'Illl!li!i':'•:::"'· >
.:(~~~~race; · . • .. ..
. -": ' · ·,-: . ·
·:.~ ~;•.)i ..

· ~~~lated 'lll«m~aph, 'Tb~. t~!iii_stpuon Probl~!'i~d'.~
now in,~.:.• \~';,.:.'
· ~~.IJB w/ Nort1ntest IUlltln:opolcgiC:d Research !lT~tet:h
~~.P weeta• fieldwork :tn GU:ksam': language wI;;;.~ · :::

... ;1~.~ on Cayume-Mollll..ll Rel~~~lfcy•"
:!l!A:~_iol!'l!lant in Cambd.cige, M~s •. ..

Spulber, J. N.

" ;

>: ;·I-

-contract ftlr book on »:~ol.Osic~fAnthrapolo~'~,:.,, :· .
30 .ch&ptera to be eO!ilj:ltet4!.d ~'fD.;.'Jc. 31 0 196!):/.':.:. ·
·:• .. ~

..
-12- ·.

,

.:·

:

.·

..-,~

.11.6
-Continued progress on report on Gilberte
Resettlement, to bG completed Au~t, 1, 1969.
6.

Ae'.:ivities .in t.eamed and. Professional Societies:
-American Jmtln:opolog!w ktsoci&i:.l.on annual
meetiusp seattle, Nov.·1968:
·
"'Bd~torial council, &meriean Anth~ilfJ'ologist.
-Cbtdt'lll.l!ln, session oil Kf.nahip mtd Ua1.-riage (Afi'ie4)
.-"stuvnanf.am end Peyote Use Among the Apaches of
the Haf:lealaro tndim Reaans.t:I.OJl"" (T•• B. Boyer~
R. I!. Boyer, and H. v. Basehart).
-Al'W!Jtll meeting, SoutbRStern l!.i\thiroptllogical
AatJoc:l.at:lon, Las Vegas, Nevada, April. 1969.
-Chd.num. SympoaiWt oil P«nruw •\n~rupology.;
·-Paper, "Settlement Pattei:pa amd :rypru, of
· J\grf.culture Among the Ma~ngo of 'lenr~ania."
..:t(l"'f.ted to uttend and WJ!'Ote a pap~·!!: for a
&ymposi\II!IQ ctt Cultemt and Btli!II!ID :81>o!ui:!on •
Qlll'ntloncl by the American lutitutG of Biology.

Bock, P. K.

-Attenr!fld 1968 (Nov.) iooeeins of Amer,tcen
Aftthr,,ology Asmociaticn,.Se&ttle.
-Att.en&.\d :D.:l69 Spring taealting of; SoutbiYest
Antlu:op~l08'J Amsocf.atton. 1.u Vegaa •·· Novada.
-Delivori-d PB\--Gi.' entitled "~e Silent D:tmension:
A Critique of t.he Wol':k of lildward Hall.''

Brody, J.

..,pm~~r em Pottery 't<fctiud 7!1urale presented to the
Intensti~;;ll Ccm!~t ~f Ameriesrdl'Jts (~n press) ..

Campbell. J. M.

' .,;,Appqin~d as .uehaMlog:t~ t ll!elWer to PreJ!Jl.1;b:uiey

· NOtiiinmtimw C~itt:<l!! Am~P.cim ·Antb%0polog1,~ ·'

· . ~,soeiat:lcm.
, ·. .
·
·· -~Deti!igate to AcademiC: ~~vo~adon, lOOth:
.. .
· ..\n\11-..ematy, Amerle&i t>!;3eum. of Natural Histl1~•.
" ., ;.:~.¥rad session on A.!c.t~' 4rchaeclogy; Annuaf·. .
· . :;)!~~~ing. Society f~r.~lo.1.~ At:ebaeology. ·:;. _,~, · .·
~ :~d u Assiatrm.t. E,ditor; ~dean: Jmdg~fij;~·: ,:,

. ·.

:··.:.'· ·~j~~~ Confenrence. 2 ~4«;8 ~~ ·.A·•.~unt 1968 El~~~~~
0

. . ~~.~.~ given.
. .. : ... .
. ..
. . :. . , "'
:·: .:a.(:l~~t"i'Mtam Pottery Cc~leril~e.! J.tarc:b 2o-23~: ~'·::,

-~~s. ~-Diego (Pruidept)·.
·
·' ·:,-;~''· ·
b~k Semce Confe~nce .• M~· 12•13, 196~;~~ ··:
· ·· Santa
P'e (eC\\Sultant).
. · '· .
·'.."t···
.• ~: ;,;,
:.
.

.

.. :· -~¥~ -'.S.

-~rJ.cao &·~ropologieal· ~l!iodaticm, Nstion~~{··::

· ~et.inzs, hstt1e, N~~r ~~So ,
-.$!;,.tety for .\ppUed Ailth~opology~ Mexicl
Ar,~l ~15.

l969.

..

·:

ctf:t;

-B,.r.ected iflamb~t: of the Co~eil.'Dfl AnthropoJi.w
llt1d Education - Steerlns.' C~tll:ee.

···

tl7
'Hibben, F.

· ~PresGmtq,d paper a9: tba nat101lliii mal!lt!ag of the
SoCiety for American ArcheolOgy •

c.

.-Preioentod papet' at tbe meeting cf Ame'd.eau
A~ of Scf.enett.
·
-~~man at regional meeting of MeA, -~~ also
:·prese?lted paper.
;I

'

;~,

-~Vic!Mer of two researc4 propoao!s fJubm!tted.
t:o the National Science. Foimdation.
-t~ill'IUltenf: for s11111l'iM'
Institute in

·workahc)p,

\:iilii Socia:~. Studie$ in Ne:-rab.o indlle.n Edueati014

Jtl1le'o U. lfo M. 1968.

·

·'

~~~ papr.tr nsOIIfle Lin~t:tc ·~neigbt:s . into

Rigsby, B.

~COJ\t

Ttd.11!11hian Preh:I.Sto'I:Y11 befoi!:'e H&n'lllrd ...

l.l'JJ~tf Linguisticu Group, .~69, and Univers:ley·
:;oJ l"ennsylvwa Grad. c~;~c?ciJiit!!it 9 4-69.

Spolll'ky,

""l'm.ented paper ''What' d~s :1t ~"aBD to know a. · .
·• . :1fl;alguage or bow do you s~t scm~e~.-ae to pel'forin: . .
:.g8.~".cor4Peteeet" • Un:l.verii;;y .of ~outbe:m
:: ;:.>
· .;.,~~~omia Language 'restin~ C~f<a1.~ncc in Lofi'';:.

:s.

<•

:41~~1es. Ncm•r 7-9.... :: ...
· •--A:i: ~<iiUded Conference. of Ed:l.tcida1 Bo&\:d of
,ci.C~ent Trends in Linguia't!co, ·'to1~ xu
. ~,i·i2Sbift5ton, D. c~. ~o~~e,~ .~~-20.

·
· ··:· ..

. · •. ·7l'!.~_,iented pmpar "Psycho~~!N.iStt'l!.e· tmd crocio-;~: ::: .
~ '.;-_',::
· tie Altpeeta of B:l~ft.su~nMucat:l.l-a'~ 1l;~.f
·· ·
eft on the TeDching'·pf ?.:lie B:i.lingud. ·.·.·.· .. ·, · ·
·'::r::;: . . u. N. M. Albuquerq~,. N!Svmllber 22.-31.:~,. :·:, .·
'····;:1-. ,...~pded Alm.aal meeting C).~:~~e.lL:llnpiBtic .,.;•. · :.
;;:.S!)jff,ety of America :l.n N$ York. December 26;~~:;:.~. ·

<

. •

·'.:t-&t')~er of the Protrram COlliliii~tee•.
••n.eti~Ag of Amari~.· co~dl on the

1~~iWtt

· ·· ·

.. , , .

.:. :.;;¢rltJtiug of Foreign Lang#s~.'iw New York,
..
\;'!Ji~~~er
68.
:... ·•...
· ...· ..
·f'., •·
,.
.. M'' i
f "" v,
...
,.--...B
e:
~i~·:·~. : ~.
~:. :·:.~.~ .. ~t ns 0
tue .,xecut.o.""i:· '-".'l~~f!;.tee o..
:·).-.·:·,
· :· :·.itifiociat:Lon of 'l'eachers,~of Englbb u a
'-''·''
'' . .l't!i~:Lgn<Languase in New !O.rti~.:.Dil!leel!iler 28. : ·.~.;·"~'
{:.·~~~~~i;tng of National Ad~~e~.,¢~~d1 for Te~;t1~:<·
;· .~.,.·~9~,~ngl1sb as A 'Foreisn,~I!~81SfliK~ ('iOOEPL), ;,:.'.'
&aw .Jersey, January ~).7~...
,.· -:ioTenf;h Almivena:w Confeilmee 'of 'the Center .,
:/./,f~j','AppUec1 LinguiStics o~):'l;lei <trliachins of :'• ',, ·
.. '~n!lish as a World Wide Preblem (National ~·•, ·;: ·
:,~;;;t~Vjaory Council ~ the.<:Tj!iiii~iag· <»f Englia~::;'.:~./
. )-~~:')~ Fora:l.gil Langusge) 'i~: Ji~I;P.e!r' $ P'eny, ,;:;; ~:

'

': ~ · ;:J,1\

;::~~;~ey

16- March 1. ~T_S.!Ei~~a:Uve of
·· ·
of Teachers. r;~f English u a
.
. ~!(cemd tangua8e.
.
'. · ..
:
.' · · .
..;;:1.9.69 Convention of the ASs~icllid~n of Teach~~. :;~J; -~ngliah to Speattem of. Othe~ 'Latiguages
.
·· · · . . .(~~OL)., Chicago. !larch .::7~9~.'. Cbaiftum
·:,_~~
··~ft~··~e Research Commit~. "·,: ·
::·.
·,.N!~ocf.at:Lon

:· ... . .
.. ·'

:--.<·:·

.;

,. -14-.

t•

·,

,·*·•·.··
.·:·
.,
'·

''

,-----

1

-Imr.lted apl!!aker ~t the '!'<~entietb Aanual
Geor~town Roamdtoble on Linguistics and
Y..llnguage Study, Geol('getmm Udve~:aity,
Marf.:h ll-15. Paper: Lin.gu:latl!.ee and Language
Pedagogy-Apl:ications or. I11iplicat:tons?
-Meeting of TESOL Research Co!'lli1:1.ttee•, l-lashington.

D. c••

Nn~Ch

12-13.

-center far Applied l..inguiati~G Ccitferenee
on Navajo Orthography, Albuqum:q~.e, May 2-3.
•·B:tliugual Education Conferenr.6, Cvllege of
'Bc'htell!t{oo. U. N. M•• AlhU!IUBl't:IU&p May 4-6.

-L1ngu1et1e Society of Amerlcm

Program

u:aml>e-r of the

C~ittee.

-t:'encheln'l of English to Speakers tO'f Other
l.angua~;cs (TESOZ.): chait"'llan, Kes;e:arclt~~oiTIIlitt:ee;

memb.-ar. Confe'l'enee

U~tiing

('Glllld.ttee 1970; lliamber· of:-t'he Un:1versitySr.hoo1 Relations Committee.
-Nntionsl Association of Fureigu Sil:udents
Ausod.at:!.on: Cbainrum, J<il'lmel s~areh
(1l)!lll!litteo; nt:!mber, Conferenca Committee;
!~amber • ?ublieat:l.ona CommU:tee; rr::ll!lber • ·
l';;tUCUV::lva CC!illll::l.ttee A'TBSL.

-Nevt

Mexi~o

Association for TESCL and Bilingual
Chairmnn of the Ili'lt:ct"bn Committee
.alld firot President or the Ma~•ciation.
-E.ew:t~r or 11<eooer of Elllitorial. iiul!.:td for
Fcirtign Language Amlslo, 'l'ESOL \luorteriy ~ and
Jte~v.lrw.t of Edmuz:e.tiwal Cyber.n:etiee and Applied

E•1'1l!eation:

.,

I

I

y.~.ng·ldsll:ica,

-M;U"s?r
of ;r...1e

'F.

Elected to the Execut:tv~ Comnittee
local c'tta.pterr.

Other Prt~.tesdonnll!c!i::l.v.ttiec:

!a.

-Lee.~•.u:'-?. t~o. tmnlllc.t meeting of Sigma
Uni.,u'Zulty of Te~ms, E1 Paso, Mey 14, 1969.

-15-~;_.--.76···

, .: :--t;ee~ure to Scottsdale Arts & .cra:l:ts Auxil:t.ary.
. . -~~~,f,fld Indian Paintings at Gall\ill' • New Mexico.:
· ""Ae~ed as consultant for TV: film "Diseoveey. ,,. .:

Brody, J •.

Campbell, J. M.

...t~~t;ure on tlua Eskimoo to.·Sandt•val. E1ementai'Y ·
·. S~o!)l, January 16, 1969_.· ·
· ··
;A;t!~nted Collaborator, ~.
Na\ional Park··.
e,.v...ce.

s:.

9

·~·ie;~:¢u~ "Excavating the First Cap:fsal of N~.:..

Ellis., F. R.

Me,::U:co' for San Gabriel Histor:lenl ;~ociety '
N()vember 1968
· ·. '
•
..;;.~c~ure "Ind:f.~ of the ~loutln-rest'1 fc.y: u. N. M.Lm,1 _School l!'aculty Enrichment Program M~v 1·_9· ·
' '196[o
.
I
u,r _,
. -J.e.~ture 11'l'he Effe~t of Cul,tura1 Environ<v.!nt ·on
· . Gy:?~ Personality for Sandia COE'porat:l.o,,. ·
·M~ 16. 1969. Albuque:r:q~..
.
.
...,p~~aration and deliveey 'of ~est:!i.mony for :\~ t. i\
on t;he anthropologied data back'Ji.ng water c~.id.ma
of ~anta Clara and San Juan l'oobJl.oa.

-Lecture at Indiana University, "P01~er Struetu-z:e.
And Politics in the Domini~"\ ttepublic".
-':.:;!'!~''l:~ at, UCT A.,.

11

!:"~::.:::!.~::.~ ~:.;..,;at-fnn tc

Uew' 'Yotk. 11
..Lectu~ at UNM, "The Structure of Foreigh Aid
and Ita 'Relation ~"0 l.'cmer in the Uominiae:n
Republic."
·-Lecture to Professional W~en' e Club , Alb\11\Ue'fque, "Nutrition :ln Guatemala."
-Lecture to Mortar Board-l!NM, "An Antln:opolog:l.et
in. the Donlinican llepubl:f.c."
.
-Lecture for HEW Conference, Urd.Nersit:y of
01-..lahoma, "Aboriginal and Mode-rn Diet!J of
American Indiana¥
-Faculty Advisor - Anthropology Club.
Hibbran, F.

c.

-Series of Lectures for the Arcbv.eological
lnstit~.tte.

-Lecture at Rutgers for Distinguished Seieptists
Progr81!1.
-Talks and TV appearances befo~ various groups
and societies in Texas, Nat Me::..ico, Arizona,
and California.
Nevnum, S.

-R.eviower of two research propovals submitted
to the National Science Founda~ion •
..;.ccmsultant for sUI!l11er workshop, Institute in tlt
Social Studies in Navaho Indial Education, UNM.
June 17-28, 1968.

-16-

"·

:tzo
"'-Read paper "Soma

L:l.nguist111 l1'is:l.~hts :into

....

Recent Tsimsbian Prehiatorl' before Ra~ard
'l!acU,lty Linguistics Group. 3/69
University
~?f.::?ennsylvania .Grad. CoJloquilllli; 4/69.
·· ·

aud

~- .'
-Ct»tffult~t

.to the Bureau of Indian AffaiTs;
· Contract for Rvalu!ition lf beginning ESL
: :.nl:i~~.rlals.
. .
.
.
-C~airman of Conmrl.ttee of Exam1.ners for Test of .
Eniiish as a Foruign Lw1guage ·. (Educational
Tee:t(:tng Serv!ee--Collegu Entran(ie Examination,.

Spolsky, B.

l}o~~'d) •

.:.Mel\l'l).\t' of t'her St:ate of :1ew )'ie:ld.ico ~partment

of,]Icl11eation
.....

Spulber, :r. W'.
Stuart,

w.

Co-ttee <m TESOL •

ot

. · -ci:nlaultant, Nat:lona1 Inst:J.tute
· sit~ rl!JitS dnr.ing the pe-:-iod.

.

Health.

t.vo
·

'

.;Ad~i'~ssed !'Test Jlesa High S.lhool s1!udent body :~

'1'.

B:tSehart, H.

Ad'!Jiaory

. Pi'~jutice toward Southweste\:'!llUnodty Groups;.;•

w.

·;o.¢~B!fi\·or.

.:.craduaco

1!!!)n:bwestem Jou1:ral of Anthropology~

!-dvitor,

Antbropolo~w.

'; .... ~Un:!~~nity ~1;ftllnittee on ItU!l'ISn SUbjects.
·. -~-·~~~ii&S Ciid$l:.a, AQ~,i'~lYBI; -&~:: l~~S.

::.~~·-·'

Binford, Sally R.
-Mi!nmer. Cultura?..

Bock, P. K.

~-.re«ttttee.

'·.;

,

·-n.<e~artl!mltal

C0111nitt..·.,c: ··Admi.HdcDS; &
...
· Seti61arsbi'()S (mtld>'t'.), ..(;mpielthns:J.ve Bxaminatiomt

CmnpbeU, 3. M.

· · ~enaiman).

·

~served on Student-Faculty

As tit.:" ll!.:ion DiscusSion

crn!lP.
..;.sf!~d em
.:.siM1ect on

.

.. , .· ·

·.

Co!rmittee on tb.e Un:lvers. ....
CO'lldittee on ~~· lteorganiZE>. •on of

·

.•, .
.' ·

· tii'i!iise of Arts and Scie'!\ce& •

. · -"Ch§!tmau of ~'d hoc Cormd.tt;e~ .. on the Chaco .

··. ¢~nybn PTOject -

·..;.s"tved

11.

s.

l'arlt

se.mee

and u •.,

·r-t.

on R. o. T. c. Coiniuittee.
. · ...
..;;l!'aC,u~ty Advisor, Student Vate~tt Associa!;ion •

Ellin 0 P. H.

.-Ditis~tor of UNM Fiel~ SehOol

tn ·J!.nthropology~.

s•er 1968, Sapawe. ·
· .
· · ·.,.vabtity advisor for Utlivers:Lty C~J>lle~·
•F~lty adVisor, Anthropology Club.

B:lbben, P.

c.

-Fa~~l~ adviso-r.

-11-

- "--·

~-----~"~ ~-~--~·-·· ~-~

;

-co-Editor. Soutbweotem Journal of. Antbropolosz..
-Faculty Advisor, University Colle~.
-Ad Hoc Committee on a 100% !{1!\-:l:l!.~;~ Center.
-Chaiman, Conaittee on Graduate Applii:ations,
Anthropolligy.
-Supervising fieldwork and quiding dieset~ation @
John A. DUnn, a Ph• D. candidate in Anthropology

Rigsby, B.

Spolaky,

and

n.

Spulber, J.

-Chairman, Program in Linguistics
Language
Pedagogy (Chairml!ln of the Ad Ho\:1 Coinmittee
preceding Program) • .
.
•Member of the Advisory COillll'iit.t:"ea on Bilingual
·.Education.
.
-Member of the Advisory Comin:f.ttee for. the center
for· the Improvement of CO!l11llunicat:l.on Skills. .
-Member of the Academic Policy Group for Upward
Bound College Enr1eblllent PrOgram.

w.

-!.fe!lijer and Chairman of the Univ'ersity Publi(),<hing

committee.
St:uut, W• '!'.
9.

-:S'ecretazy for the Deparb)tetital Faculty ..
-Advi'sor to Anthropology majors.

Public Service:

Binford, Sally R.

""Aiiladesn Civil Liberties Union.

Gon:ale::, N. L.

._P~, 1:~ A.

Hibben, F. C.

-Chatman, New Mexico pame

&

Vtsb.

.;..chairman, Rio Grande Zoo Board.

u. s. Department of State.
-chairman on the Governors Counei1 for Recreation.

-Ad~sor to the

Spolsky, B.

10.

l"areonsl

-Vi'ce-President and Mellber of the iloard, Albuque:rqtie Gan- Nursery SebQol and F.:lndergas:·~en.

Information~

Beck, P. K.

-Resigned eomin:f.as:l.on u
~erve.
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1.22
The Report of the Department of Biology
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Loren D. Potter - Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year
1968-69:
This was a second year of adjustment to the increased
laboratory and research space of the Biology Addition.
The teaching program has been decidely improved by the
additional laboratory space and the additional scientific
equipment available.

Lecture space has become very

critical and an increasing number of lower division
courses have exceeded the capacity of the department's
lecture rooms requiring the teaching schedule to be
adjusted around the availability of Geology 122.

The

university is operating with an increased expense by
staffing multi-sections of lectures in an inaqequately
ventilated and equipped lecture room in contrast to
what could be done in a lecture room of some 900 seating
capacity with proper visual aid equipment.

There are

now about 350 biology majors including sophomores,
juniors, and seniors.

The increased enrollment in

upper division courses continues and we have been forced
to increase ·the number of graduate assistants who are
used to teach the laboratory sections in the advanced
courses.

Although there has been a slight decline in

the number of graduate majors, the percentage of Ph.D.

1.23
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candidates has increased,

Efforts have .been continued

to further the biological viewpoint of the department l;>y
conducting regular departmental seminars inviting special
guest lecturers to the department and to the Phi Sigma
Society, the honorary biological organization.

Guest

lecturers in the department have included:
Dr. F.

c.

Steward, Cornell University

Dr. John Brewer, Planetary Quarantine Advisory
Committee to NASA
Dr. John Cloudsley-:Thompson, University Khartbum,
Sudan
Dr. Earl Aldon, Rocky Mountain Forest and Range
Experiment Station
Dr. van den Tooren, University .of Utrecht,
Netherlands~

In addition to the above, faculty from the department and
the Medical School have presented lectures and seminars.·
The cooperative research program of the Association
of Western Universities has resulted in the appointment
of both undergraduate and graduate students who are conducting
research at Lovelace Foundation in Physiology and Radiation
Biology.
The cooperative research program between the Biology
Department and the U, S. Forest Service, Rocky Mountain
Forest and Range Experiment Station has continued with
cooperative research grants under Dr. Gordon Johnson for
laboratory studies on the germination of browse species
and a research program under Dr. Loren D. Potter of field
germination and establishment of important shrubs in

124
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New Mexico.

The cooperative research grant program with

the Nati.onal Park Service has continued with a study under
Dr. William Degenhardt in Big Bend National Park and a
study under Dr. Loren D. Potter of the ecology of plant
connnunities in the Guadalupe Mountains including an
ecological land use report of the area to be added to
Carlsbad National Nonument.
Drs. David Kidd and Gordon Johnson have received
approval of a research proposal from the Waters Resources
Institute for a study of nutrient cycling andproductivfty
in Elephant Butte Reservoir.
The National Science Foundation has supported a
research grant to Dr. James Findley, on sabbatical leave
in 1968-69, for a world-wide study of the biology of a
genus of bats.

The Atomic Energy Commission and the

National Science Foundation have provided research support
for radiobiological investigations of Dr. Narvin Riedesel
during part of the academic year.
The Thirteenth Radiation Biology Institute sponsored
by NSF and AEC was completed in 1968. and a reduced program,
because of the shortage of funds in the National Science
Foundation, has been approved for the summer of 1969 to be
limited to research participation of past participants of
institutes and under the directorship of br. Narvin
Riedesel,

I
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'the department, especially Dr. David Kidd, has been
q.ctive in the planning and fulfillment of state meetings
of biology teachers both.college and high school to
improve biological education under the sponsorship of
CUEBS (Committee for Undergraduate Education in the
Biological Sciences),

A successful meeting was conducted

at Highlands University in May, 1969.
During the year, Dr. Clifford

Cra~-1ford

has directed

bi-weekly meetings of the Conservation Round Table
sponsored by the.department and open to all members of
the public and interested organizations to discuss the
problems of conservation and environmental sciences,

The

meetings have been most successful in bridging a gap
between the university and a portion of the interested
community,
The Biology Department 1-1as :fortunate in receiving
approvq.l of the National Science Foundation appointment
of Dr. John Cloudsley-Thompson, Chairman, Biology Department of Khartoum, Sudan, as. a Visiting Scientist, during
Semester II and the summer of 1969.

He has participated

in seminars, taught a seminar in animal behavior, given
several special lectures, attended several science meetings,
and has been active in research on desert insects.
During 1968-69, 85 graduate majors were enrolled,
19 masters degrees and 5 doctoral degrees will be completed
during the year.
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B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the future:
Although the space problem for laboratory teaching;
research, and offices has been solved, it is once again
necessary to repeat the increas.ed acute problem of
inadequate lecture space.

It ;i.s strongly recommended

that immediate attention be given to the priority of a
large science lecture auditorium with a capacity of 900
to 1000 students.

Apparently this project,·needed several

years ago when it could have been :l:illed to capacity by
the sci.ence departments, has been lowered in priority
each year instead of receiving increased attention.
(>lith the increasing inadequate budget for the
operation of science departments which are faced with
increasing enrollments; with more complex, technical
equipment o£ costly nature to purchase, maintain, and
operate; with inflationary costs of glassware and supplies;
and with a serious attempt to up-grade, up-date, and
improve education

~vhich

means an investment in equipment

and additional supplies, the science departments can no
longer continue to operate without increased financial
support

~vhich

i f not received by appropriation must come

from a system of laboratory fees.

Without this adjustment

there can be no alternative but to turn away enrollment
and to lower the caliber of science education to the point
of teaching

11 about 11

things and a description of "how it

-
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would be done" rather than the provision of actual laboratory experience.

This is a step backwards in educational

philosophy of several decades and would be a serious
step in degrading the University of New Mexico.
Attention and action must be given to the

"~tesponsibility

of the university toward the graduate program which in the
past has received no support but which is generally
recognized to be more costly and demanding of personal
attention than the undergraduate program.

If the University

of New Mexico is to take a place :itl , the state as the
leading university of graduate education,a change in this
policy must be made.

In the past the graduate program

has been operated as a "shoestringu operation.

It is

recommended that the university can scarc.ely afford the
basic fundamental undergraduate and graduate programs
and should seriously consider the effects of additional
types of programs.

It must make a decision on its desire

to maintain high quality in a limited number of fields.
A comparison with biology departments in adjacent
states and with New Nexico State University indicates
that the University of New Mexico Biology Department is
sadly understaffed in regard to the number of faculty to
number of unde1.·graduate students, graduate students, and
course offerings.

Plans for the addition of faculty

members for which there have been an abundance of highly
qualified applicants have been repeatedly cancelled.

·-~~.~.
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C.

Appointments to staff:
The equivalent of 36 graduate assistants, although
only 35 were allowed in the budget, were appointed in
1968-69.

Appointments were made for 2 NSF trainees and

4 NDEA Title IV trainees.

No additional appointments

were allowed to be made for the academic year of 1969-70.
Mr. Harrison Burrall was employed on a part-time
basis as botanist responsible for the greenhouse to
replace Mr. Frank Feather who has taken an 18-month
leave of absence for an appointment to South America.
Mr. Bruce Dahrling was appointed as Administrative
Assistant in the Department of Biology effective July,
1968, to replace Mr. Harold Haas.
Mr. tvalter Joyce was appointed as stockroomkeepertechnician to replace Mr. Fred Fassler.
Mrs. Joan HacCornack was appointed as departmental
secretary to replace Mrs. Mary Coe.
D.

Separations from staff:
Mrs. Hary Coe left the position of departmental
secretary for other employment.

,

'
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II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements:
1.

Advanced Study

None
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves, etc.
Degenhardt, .William G., 1) Herpetological collecting
throughout N. Mex., 2) Ecological studies,
Big Bend Nat'l Park during summer and Easter
recess.
Findley, James S. 1) Research project, N.S.F. support
to work on ecology of bats inEurope and U.S.
Sabbatical leave Sem, I and II, 1968-69.
Koster, William J. 1) Western Europe, seven weeks,
summer 1968.
Ligon, J. David 1) Taught at University of Montana
Biological Station, Summer 1968.
Potter, Loren D., 1) Continued Sem. II 1968-69
sabbatical leave by U•. S.A.I.D. and N.S.F.
appointment as educational and professional
consultant to Institute in Ecology at Banaras
Hindu University, India. Travel in Nepal, Alps,
and Norway.
Traut, Gerald L., 1) Program director, Philmont
Scout Ranch, (B.S.A.) Cimarron, N. Mex.

3,

New Scholastic Honors, fellowships, etc.
Degenhardt, Hilliam G., 1) Elected a Fe.llow of the
American Association for the Advancement of
Science.
Hoff, C. Clayton, 1) Lis ted in ~forld t\Tho 1 s Who in
Science, First Edition, 1968
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4.

Publications
Beakley, J. W., 1) Oswalt, F.W., L.W. Hughes, M.E.
Morris, and J.W. Beakley, 1968, An improved
technique for microbiological sampling of surfaces:
agar spray, SC-RR-68-593, Sandia Labs, Albuquerque.
2) Morris, M.E.,L,{if. Hughes, A. Parisi, J,W. Beakley,
W.J; Whitfield,· and H.D. Divinski. 1968. An improved
model of the vacuum probe .• SC-RR-68-592, Sandia Labs,
Albuquerque, 3) Staat, R.B., and J.W. Beakley,
1968. Evaluation of laminar flow microbiological
safety cabinets. Appl. Microbial. 16:1478-1482.
4) Hughes, L.W., F.W. Oswalt, M.E. Morris, and
J.ti1. Bea:kley. 1968. Surface sampling with an
agar spray technique. Appl. Microbial. 16:19351936. 5) Whitfield, W.J., J. w. Beakley, V.L. Dugan,
L.W. Hughes, M.E. Morris, and J,J. McDade. 1969.
Vacuum probe: NetoJ approach to the microbiological
sampling o£ surfaces. Appl. Microbial. 17:164168. 6) Beakley, John W., and M.E. Morris, 1969.
Production of aerosols of viable particles of
different sizes. Proc. Amer. Assoc. Contamination
Control. 7) Staat, Robert H., and John H. J3eakley.
1969. Dry heat inactivation characteristics of
Bacillus subtilis var. niger spores. Bacterial.
proc. '8) Beakley, J.H., and L.{iJ. Hughes. 1969.
Section 6. Microbial contamination and its control,
pp. VI-1 - VI-40. In Sivinski, H.D. et al.,
Contamination control handbook. NASA CR -71264,
Marchall Spacecraft Center, Huntsville, Ala.
Crawford, Clifford S., 1) Oviposition rhythm in
Crambus teterrellus: temperature-depression effects
and apparent circadian periodicity. Ann. Entomol.
Soc. Amer. 61:1481-6, 1968.
Degenhardt, William G. 1) An unusual individual of
Cnemidophorus gularis. Texas Journal of Science
In press (tentatively Vol. 21(1) 1969).
Dittmer, Howard J. 1) Phylogeny and Form in the Plant
Kingdom. D. Van Nostrand Co., Inc. (1964). Asiatic
Edition affiliated East-West Press Ltd. New Delhi,
6l~2 p. 1968;
2) Characteristics of the roots of
some xerophytes. Physiological systems in semiaridarid environments, University of New Mexico Press
p. 231-238, 1969; 3) Roots. The Encyclopedia of
the Biological Sciences. 2nd Ed. Reinhold Book
Corp. (In press); 4) Modified Stems. The Encyclopedia
of the Biological Sciences 2nd Ed. Reinhold Book
Corp. (In press).
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c. Clayton, 1) Editor (with Marvin L. Riedesel)
Physiological Systems in Semiarid Environments,
UNM Press, 293 pp.

Ligon, J .• David, 1) . Recent data on summer birds o£ the
Chiricahua Mountains area, Southeastern Arizona,
1968. Trans. San Diego Soc. Nat. Hist., 15:41-50;
2) Review: A comparative life-history study of
four species of woodpeckers by L.D.K. Lawrence,
Auk, 85:700; 3) Starvation of spring migrants in
·the Chiricahua Mountains, Arizona. 1968. Condor,
70:387-388; 4) First record of the Gyrfalcon in
Idaho. 1968. Condor, 70:397; 5). Fact.ors in
influencing breeding range expansion of.the Azure
Bluebird. 1968. Wilson Bull., 81:104-105.
Potter, Loren D., !)Potter, L.D. 1968. Ponderosa pine
grassland competition, pp. 285-286. In Physiological
systems in semiarid environments, ed. c.c. Hoff
and M.L. Riedesel, 293 pp. 2) Potter, L. D. 1968.
Differential pollen accumulation in water-tank
sediments and adjacent soils. Ecology 18:1041-1043.
Riedesel, M. L., 1) Hoff, C. Clayton and M.L. Riedesel.
1969. Editors. Physiological Systems in Semiarid
Environments. UNM Press. 293 p. 2) Bintz, Gary L.
and M.L. Riedesel. 1969. Tissue Catabolism by
Laboratory Rats and Sperrnophilus lateralis during
acute negative water balance. Accepted for publ~
in Journal of .Hamrnalogy. 3) Chuang, Tsin Fu,
Morris B. Snipes, 2~tfford S. Crawford and M.L.
Riedesel. 1968.
Cs metabolism in Blatta
orientalis at various temperatures. Comp. Biochem.
Physiol. 24:997-1002.
5.

Other research projects in progress
Beakley, John. William, 1) Revision completed of A
Laboratory Manual for Pathogenic Bacteriology.
Cra~~ford,

Clifford S., 1) Continued studies on various
aspects of reproductive biology of crambine moths.
2) Collaboration with visiting scientist on
cockroach behavior studies.

Degenhardt, Hilliam G., 1) National Park Service grant,
$2400, "Status of Diurnal Lizard Populations 11
one year, 2) Proposal to N.P.S. for $2000 for
second year,. 3) U. N.H. Research comrn. grant $940
for work on New Mexico Herpetology. 4) Study of
relationship between Tantilla cucullata and T.
diabola in Big Bend region.
-
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Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Continued studies in desert
~one research of plant roots, conservation and
population problems, and local flora.
Hoff, C. Clayton, ;I.) Harking on what is probably a new·
·species of fresh-water sponge from New Nexico.
Johnson, Gordon V., 1) U.S,D.A. Forest Service, $2500
June 68-Dec. 69, Factors influencing frost har9iness
of fourwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens) and
winterfat (Eurotia lana:ta), 2) U.N .M. Research
Committee, $400, Iron containing enzymes in mitochondria of higher plants, May 68-June 69, 3) Influence
of gibberellin on iron metabolism in plantsresearch in progress.
Johnson, William W. 1) Heterozygous and homozygous viabilities of second chromosomes from a laboratory
population of Drosophila melanogaster. 2) Respira.,..
tion rates of selected lines of Drosophila melanogaster.
Kidd, David E. 1) Grant No. 3109-32, July 1, 1969June 30, 1970, Water Resources Research Institute
Las Cruce!:l, N.M. $9,919.00, U.S. Department of
Interior.
Koster, William J.

1)

One ms •._ in galley form.

Ligon, J. David, 1) Student Award Committee at Annual
Meeting of Cooper Ornithological Society, 2) Paper
read - Foraging behavior and competitive interactions
of the lfuite-headed vJoodpecker, Cooper Ornith.
Soc., Tucson.
Martin, \\lilliam c., l) Attended divisional meeting AAAS
Colorado Springs, Colorado, May 7-10.
Potter, Loren D., 1) Elected as President-Elect of
Southwestern and Rocky }fountain Division of MAS.
2) Editorial service for Ecology, Ecological
Society of America, 3) Senior author of paper on
"Cesium-137 in arctic tundra vegetation" at SH
and Rocky Nt. Di v. AAAS and junior author of tw·o
other papers given, Colo. Springs.
Riedesel, M,L., 1) Coester, lv.K. and M.L. Riedesel;
1969. Retention of trained visual discrimination
behavior by several ground squirrels, paper at
SW and Rocky Ht. Div. of AMS, May 7-10, Colo. Springs.
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Potter, Loren D., 1) Departmental seminar on 11 An
.educational visit to India..n 2) Participation in
state meeting of CUEBS on improvement of Biology
education, Las Vegas, N.M. 3) Lectures to
Anthropology seminar. 4) Consultant to National
Park Service on proposal and symposium on establishment of a cooperative res.earch program with U.N.M.
on Chaco Canyon, Santa Fe. 5) Participant, Rocky
Mountain Conference on "College-Community~
Conservation, Denver, Colo., Nov. 1968.
Riedesel, M.L. 1) Chairman, Symposium on Health Problems
in Arid Lands, Sponsored by Comm. on Desert and
Arid Zones Research, SW. and Rocky Mtn. Div. AAAS
April, 1971, 2) Lecturer, New Mexico Academy of
Science, Visiting Scientist Progr.am for Jr. & Sr.
High Schools; 3) Lecturer, American Institute of
Biological Sciences, Visiting Biologists Program
for Colleges, 4) Consultant, A.I.B.S. Biological
Sciences Communications Project, Office of Technology
Utilization, Life Sciences, NASA. 1 5) Nember,
Committee on Desert and Arid Zones Research, S!v.
and Rocky Mtn. Div. AAAS. 6) Chairman, Zoological
Sciences Section, SW. and Rocky Mtn. biv. AAAS.
7) Reviewer, Research Grant Proposals, Physiological
Processes Section, NSF. 8) Attendee, AEC Institute
Director's Neeting, University of Utah, April 24-25.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Beakley, John IV. 1) Registration Committee; 2)
Graduate Advisory Committee - Biology Dept;
3) Prospective Faculty Screening Committee Biology Dept; 4) Med. Tech. Advisor.
Bourne, Earl H., 1) Graduate Assistant Select:lon
Committee, 2) Curriculum Committee, 3) Pre-medical
Advisement.
Crawford, Clifford s., 1) Faculty adviser for majors
and two graduate students. 2) Hernber: Biology
Dept. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee, 3) Member_
Campus Safety Committee, 4) Coordinator: Conservation
Roundtable.
Degenhardt, William G., l) University College Advisor,
2) Graduate Advisor (9 students) 3) Advisor to
the Phi .Sigma Society (Biology honorary) 4) Research
Allocations Committee, 5) Curator of the Museum of
Southwestern Biology.
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- 14 Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Assistant Dean; College'o£ Arts
and Sciences; 2) Entrance and Credits Committee;
3) Arts and Science Scholarship Committee, Chai:nnart;
4) Department Curriculum Cornm; 5) Graduate Ass't
Selection Comm. 6) N.. Mex. Visiting SCientist Comm,
7) N. Mex. Acad, of Sci. Advisory panel on summer
science training program (Nee. tings in Las Cruces
and Silver City.) 8) Statistician for UNM football
team.
Fleck, H.H. 1) Acting Chairman Biology Dept. summer 1968,
2) A&S and pre-med advisor, 3) Faculty member of
UNM Alumni Board.
Hoff, C. Clayton, 1) Nember of the Publications Committee;
2) t-1ember of the A&S College Dean 1 s Committee on
Advancements (Science); 3) Faculty advisor, A&S
College; L~) Selection of books, Biology Dept.
Library allocations.
Johnson, Gordon V. 1) University College advisor,
2) University Library Committee
Johnson, William W., 1) Supervisor of Biology Sectioners,
2) Judge at New Hexico State Science Fair, Soccoro,
Koster, William J., 1) Dept. major advisor, 2) Dept.
comm. personnel selection, . 3) Senior Seminar,
4) Curator of fishes, 5) Pharmacy college research on human subjects; 6) Chairman, University
Curricula Committee.
Ligon> J. David, 1) Committee Chairman for 4 master's
degree candidates. 2) Curator of Birds, Mus.
Southwestern Biology.
William c., 1) Curator of the Herbarium,
2) Dept. graduate committee, 3) Summer session
committee, 4) Advisor for biology majors,
5) Graduate advisor for plant taxonomy.

Hartin~

Potter, Loren D., 1) Member, Lawrence Ranch Advisory
Committee, 2) Member, Advisory Comm., Earth
Resources Survey Program, Data Bank T .A. C. 3)
Talk, "India Revisited" to A.A.U.hT, 4) Member,
Advisory Cornm. on Teacher-Education. 5) Faculty
advisor, U.N.M. Ski Club. 6) Advisor of biology
graduate students. 7) U.N.H. Committee on possibility
or reorganizing the College of Arts and Sciences.
8) Chairman of biology department.

"'
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Riedesel, N•. L., A&S College Committee: ·1) Human
Research Cornm. 2) Research, Patents & Contracts,
3) Ad Hoc Comm. for review of role of ROTC at
UNM, 4) Cornm. for Selection of Dean_of College
of Arts & Sciences, 5) Exec. Comril. UNN Chap. AAUP,
6) Comm. on Radiological Control, UNM, 7) Mobile
University Comm. Biology Department Committee:
8) Graduate Program, 9) Advisor for biology majors,
10) Graduate advisor, animal physiology.
Trau.t, Gerald L., 1) University College advisor,
2) Selection Committee for outstanding H.S. Biology
teacher in N.M.
·
9.

Publtc.Service.
Beakley, John Wm. 1) Deacon, Hoffmantown Baptist Church;
2) Supt.-College and Carreer SS Dept, Hoffmantown
Baptist Church.
Crawford, Clifford S. l) Member, Cibola National Forest
Multiple Use Advisory Council.; 2) Interim Trustee,
New Mexico Conservation Coordinating Council, Inc.
Degenhardt, Hilliam G., 1) Judge at Highland H. S. and
regional science fairs, 2) Supplied information on
New Mexico animals and plants.
Dittmer, Howard J., 1) Judge Neiv Mexico State Science
Fair, Socorro, N. Mex. 2) Judge for New Mexico
State Youth for the Atom Contest (Albuquerque)
$50.00 gift to UNM from Public Service Co. for
judging. 3) Answered numerous questions by mail
and phone for individuals and newspapers on botanical
questions.
Fleck, H. H., l) Vice-Pres. Rotary Club; 2) Vice-Pres.
Board of BCHC; 3) Scientific Staff BCMC; 4) N.H.
Radiation Advisory Council; 5) Bern. Co. Quality
Air Control Board; 6) Metropolitan Environmental
Health Board; 7) Chairman of Education Division
UCF; 8) Little Theatre Board; ~) Nid-Rio Grande
Health Planning Council.
Johnson, Gordon V., 1) Judge in regional science fair,
2) Local board member of Geneva House, 3) board
member, Sombre Del Monte Christian Church.
Koster, Hilliam J., l) Member Education Committee, St.
Paul Lutheran Church, 2) New Mexico Council on
Environment.

..

- 16 Ligon, J. David,
Troop 1.66.

l)Help with boy scout activities-

Martin, William c., 1) Committee on Ste\vardship and
Finance,, Central Methodist Cf:lurch,
Potter, Loren D., 1) Board of Directors, Zoological
Society, Albuquerque.
Riede. sel, M. L., 1) Member, United Cam.J2U.s Mi.nistexs,
Local Operating Committee, UNH. 2) Member,
Finance Committee, Boy Scouts, Troop 166, Albq.
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--THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
June 1, 1968 - June 1, 1969
R. N. Castle, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements during the Academic Year 1968-69.
Eleven undergraduate majors received the B.S. degree and 29 students

received the B.A. degree.

Two students received the M.S. degree and

three students received the

~h.D.

degree.

During this academic year more

undergraduate majors received either the B.S. or B.A. degree (total 40)
than in any other year in the history of the department.
The E.S.R. Spectrometer console given to the department by Sandia
Corporation (see 1967-68 annual report) has been set up and the magnet,
revolving base, -power supply and cavity have been added from funds made
available from the University Administration for which we are grateful.
A Cary -14R UV-visib1e spectrophotometer was purchased with funds made
available from the Atomic Energy Commission and matched by the University
Administration.

This instrument has been widely used since its arrival

last fall and has been of great aid to the research programs in the department.
Professor Lee D. Hansen received a much coveted Career Development
Award for five years from the National Institutes of Health.

This pays his

annual salary and releases him from most teaching duties to spend his time
in research.
The addition to the Chemistry Building was started in October and is
scheduled for completion in December, 1969.

The additional space will

relieve the problems encountered by the department for several years both

1:39
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in the undergraduate laboratories and in the graduate program.

The

space will allow the improvement and continued modernization of the
undergraduate program and the revision and expansion of the graduate
program.
However, in order to implement these programs, funds for
(a)

an increased number of graduate assistants;

(b)

an approximately doubled supply and expense budget;

(c)

a spendable permanent equipment budget; and

(d)

additional staff, including an electronics man, a glass blower,
a machinist and additional faculty,

must be forthcoming.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future.
Most of the needs are outlined in the last paragraph of Part A,

however, it is planned to move vigorously in improving both the undergraduate and graduate programs along lines already in progress, following
recommendations in the Danforth Report.

At least one new faculty member

should be added to the staff each year.

An additional storeroom man is

required during fiscal year 1969-70.
C.

Appointments to Staff.
Dr. E. P. Papadopoulos has been appointed as Associate Professor of

Chemistry with

fun~

liberated from the Career Development Award of

Professo.r Lee

Hansen.

He will join the staff this coming academic year-

1969-70.
Dr. David 1. VanderJagt has been appointed Assistant Professor of
Chemistry for the 1969-70 academic year from funds liberated by Dr. West's

:1..40
3
departure.

On July 1, 1970, Dr. VanderJagt will be the joint appointee

between Chemistry and Eiochemistry.
With the funds liberated from the shift of Dr. VanderJagt, an
additional physical chemist will'be added to the Chemistry staff the fall
of 1970, but still replacing Dr. West.
Miss Lorraine DiStefano has been added to the department as'an
Instructor.

Her duties will be to serve as administrative assistant to

-the Departmental Chairman and to supervise the Chemistry 101 and 102
laboratories.
D.

Separations from Staff.
Dr. Eruce D. West, Assistant Professor, and Mr. T. R. Duffin, Admi-

nistrative Assistant, will leave the Department during the summer of 1969.

I·
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Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements.

I
I

1.

Advanced Study:
(a)

WILLIAM H. LITCHHAN:

Summer faculty traineeship

a1~arded

by

AWU from June 1 to September 1, 1968 at Los Alamos, New Hexico.
(b)

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:

Summer 1968:

Staff Member, Sandia

Laboratories Analytical Hethods Section, Organization 5421.
2.

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching Elsewhere, Travel, etc.
(a)

RAYHOND N· CASTLE:

(1)

~ectured

at Park Davis 'Company in Ann

Arbor, Hichigan, on "Condensed Pyridazines and Benzo[c)cinnolines"
on June 13th;

(2)

·lectured before the Norwich subsection of

the Bimington Section of the ACS on the "Founding of a Journal",
June 17th;

(3)

travelled to Israel, Iran, Egypt, Lebanon and

/

Greece in October:

Attended by invitation the International

Symposium on the Physical-Chemical Hechanisms of Carcinogenesis
in Jerusalem, Israel on October 20-25; gave a lecture at the
University of Tehran on the "Condensed Pyridazines and Benzo(c]cinnolines" on October 14th; lectured at the American University in Beirut on October 15th and at the Research Center in
Cairo on October 16th;
(b)

ROY D. CATON, JR.:

(1)

returned home by Greece.
Summer teaching:

taught course in

"Instrumental Hethods of Analysis" at Oregon State University,
7 weeks, National Science Foundation Institute for College
Teachers. (Summer 1968).

(2)

Visited \vashington State Univer-

sity to confer with Audio-Visual Center there.
(c)

DONALD R. HcLAUGHLIN:

Associated Western Universities orienta-

tion fellow at Lawrence Radiation Laboratory at Livermore,
June - August 1968.
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3.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
NOl'JE

4.

Publications:
(a)

(b)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

The Synthesis and Some Reactions of Acetylpyridazines,
J. Heterocyclic Chern., 2, 379 (1968) with T. Nakagome.

(2)

The Synthesis of Pyrimido[4,5-c}pyridazines and Pyrimido[5,4-c]pyridazines, J. Heterocyclic Chern., 1• 523 (1968)
with H. Murakami.
·

(3)

The Synthesis of Pyrimido[4,5-d}Pyridazines, J. Heterocyclic Chern., 1• 845 (1968) with T. Kinoshita.

(4)

The Synthesis of Benzo[c]cinnoline Dioxides,·J. Heterocyclic Chern., 1, 583 (1968) with F. E. Kempter.

(5)

The Synthesis of Imidazo[4,5-d]pyridazines. VI. v-Triazolo[4,5-d]pyridazines, Pyrazino·r2,3-d]pyridazines and
7H-Imidazo[4,5-d]tetrazolo[l,5-b}pyridazine, J. Heterocyclic Chern.,.£, 93 (1969) with S. F. Martin. ·

(6)

The Sunthesis of Pyrazines, Pyrazino{2,3-d]pyridazines
and a Dipyridazino[4,5-b:4' ,5'-e]pyrazine, J. Heterocyclic Chern.,.£, 255 (1969) with R. Bhima Rao.

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

(2)

Liquid Scintillators. XIV. The Synthesis and Evaluation
of Some trans-1,2-Diarylethylenes as Liquid Scintillators.
The Steric Effects of a Hethyl Group;, Ho1ecular Crystals,
i• 343 (1968) with F. N. Hayes, D. W. Holty, Lavinel
Ionescue and J. L. Schornick.
Turnbull's Blue and Pxussian Blue: KFe(III)[Fe(II)(CN) ],
6

J. Chern. Ed., 46, 46 (1969), with L. D. Hansen, and

w.

(c)

M. Litchman:-

LEE D. HANSEN:
(1)

Thermodynamics of Proton Ionization from Some Substituted
1,2,3-Triazoles in Dilute Aqueous Solution, J, Am. Chern.
Soc., 90, 6588 (1968).

(2)

Tuxnbull's Blue and Prussian Blue:
J. Chern. Ed., 46,46 (1969).

KFe(III)[Fe(II)(CN) ],
6
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(d)

(e)

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)

The Structure of a C-19-diketone from Ryanodine,
J, Am. Chern. Soc., 1Q, 3864 (1968).

(2)

The Structure of a C-19-Acid derived from Ryanodine,
J. Am. Chern. Soc., 90, 3866 (1968).

MILTON KAHN:
(1)

A Bibliography on the Determination of Nitrogen by
Activation Analysis, Sandia Laboratory Document SC-R68-1723 (with N. D. Stalnaker and B. T. Kenna) - 20
pages.

(2)

A final report for Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,
Contract No. 2196507, UCRL-13401, 200 pages, (with
H. A, ~oyd, Jr.).

(3)

Three quarterly progress reports for Sandia Corporation
Contract No. 16-7857 (with N. Stalnaker), report No. 1,
1 page; report No. 2, 7 pages, report No. 3, 2 pages.

(4)

A final report for Sandia Corporation Contract No. 166555, 14 pages (with N. Stalnaker).

(5)

Autoradiographic Detection of Iodine-131 Using Polaroid
Film (1~ith Darryl Jackson). Accepted for Publication.

/

(f)

WILLIAl~

(1)

Turnbull's Blue and Prussian Blue: KFe(III)[Fe(II)(CN) 6 ], J •. Chern. Ed. , 46, 46 (1969).

(2)

15N NMR Shifts in lSNH and l 5Nn Liquid and Vapor,
J. Chern. Phys., 50, lOjl (1969). 3

(3)

15N NMR Chemical Shifts in 15ND , 15ND H, 15NnH and 15NH ,
3
2
2
3
J. Chern. Phys., 50, 1897 (1969).

(4)
(5)

(g)

M. LITCHMAN:

An Unexpensive Motor-Driven Burette", J. Chern. Ed. submitted.
15
15
A Study of
Nn -Solvent
N ~m Shifts in Liquid
Mixtures, submitted to J. Am. Chern. Soc. 3

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT:
(1)

Stereochemistry of Tartrato(4-)-Bridged Binuclear
·Complexes, accepted for publication in Coordination
Chemistry Reviews, R•. L. Belford and I. C. Paul, coauthors.

.-------------

-
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(h)

5.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

Review of Scientific Instruments, in press, (1969).

(2)

A Cryoscopic Study of the Association of Phenolic
Compounds in Benzene, J. Phys. Chern., submitted for
publication.

Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress or Completed
during the Period.
(a)

(b)

(c)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Sandia Contract i/58-3749 on the "Synthesis of .Substituted
Pyridazines and Condensed Pyridazine~: New Heteroaromatic
Explosives lvith Potentially Superior Properties",
contract expires December 31, 1969; Total Amount: $53,270,
work in progress.

(2)

Walter Reed Contract #DA-49-193-MD-3013, for 3 years,
expiring August 31, 1969; Total Amount: $81,158 for which
$24,500 was available during the current period. Research
work is on "Synthesis of Condensed-ring Pyridazines as
Potential Antimalarial Agents".

(3)

Completed "Topics in Heterocyclic Chemistry" to be
published by John Wiley Interscience in the summer of 1969;
served as Editor of this volume.

ROY D. CATON, Jr.
(1)

Effect of Na20/Pz0 5 ratio on diffusion transport of electroactive ions in molten metaphosphate glasses (with John
Miglio).

(2)

Iort exchange of metal ions in nonaqueous solvents using
macro-reticular resins (with Howard Shafer).

(3)

Tetrapentyl ammonium cation.as a quantitative analytical
reagent (with Robert Dosch).

(4)

The electrochemistry of organic compounds in acetonitrile
(with Newton Fawcett).

GUIDO H. DAUB

(1)

Liquid Scintillators. Steric effects; trans-stilbenes;
photo-oxidation of PPO, POPOP, and others;5elf-quenching
studies.

(2)

Synthesis of condensed polycyclic hydrocarbons for use in
cancer research, Benzo[a)pyrenes and benz[a]anthracenes.

1.45
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(3) Synthesis of azabenzo[a]pyrenes and study of their effects
. -· as ..carcinogens and anticarc:j.nogens.
(4)

(d)

Grant: Continuation grant of $12,000 from'u.s.A.E.C. for
period of Sept. 14, 1969. Title of project: The Synthesis
and properties of·compounds which may be used as scintil~
later solutes in liquid scintillators.

LEE D. HANSEN:
(1)

American Chemical Society, Petroleum Research Fund, $24,000;
Thermodynamics of Ionic Processes in Dielectric Media,
August 1, 1968 to August 31, 1971.

(2)

U.S. Dept. of R.E.W., Public Health Service $75,000
(approx.), Career Development Award for a study of Hydrophobic Bonding, July 1, 1969 to June 30, 1974.

(3)

A Study of TRAM for use as a Calorimetric Standard, a
report submitted to the Standards Committee of the U.S.
Calorimetry Conference and U.S. Nat 1 1. Bureau of Standards.

(6)

An Inexpensive Motor Driven Burette, paper submitted to

Journal of Chemical Education and to UNM Patent Committee.
(7)

(e)

(f)

Thermodynamics of Proton Ionization from Alkyl Aronic
Acids, 5-substituted Tetrazoles, and S-Diketones, work
completed, three papers being written.

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)

Grant: NSF, $17,000, expired May 31, 1969. Title of
Research: In vivo Oxidicoup1ing of Anilines.

(2)

American Chemical Society, $31,619 1 on Antibiotic,
through August 31, 1969.

(3)

National Institute of Health, $18,676, on Alkaloids, till
December 31, 1970.

MILTON KAHN:
(1)

Recovery of Iodine~l Incorporated in Soil and Organic
Material as a Resu~t of a'Nuclear Detonation (with H. A.
Boyd, J:r.) work completed.

(2)

Isotopic Exchange of Titanium Atoms b·ett~een Ti(III) and
Ti (IV) in Aqueous Hedia (with C. Orth and J. D. Knight)
work completed.

(3)

Isotopic Exchange of Vanadium Atoms between V(III) and
V(IV) in Aqueous Media (tdth C. Orth and J. D. Knight),
work completed.

,.
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(4)

Determination of Nitrogen in Organometallic Compounds
Via Activation Analysis, (with N. Stalnaker and B. T.
Kenna) work in progress·.

(5)

The Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange of Iodine Atoms between
Tetrabutylammonium Iodide and Methyl Iodide in Nitrobenzene - Carbon Tetrachloride Mixtures (~dth Chien-chang Lin)
manuscript in preparation.

(6)

The Preparation of Dilute, Dry, Nonaqueous Solutions of
Molecular Iodine Inoculated with Iodine-131 (with G. Van
De Steeg) manuscript in preparation.

(7)

Grants: Sandia Corporation, "Development of ActivationAnalysis Procedures for the Determination of Elements
in Organometallic Compounds", June 1969-June 1970,

$11,465.
(8)

(g)

WILLIAM M. LITCHMAN
(1)

Studies of solvent effects on Amine protons;', work in
progress.

(2)

Studies ;in the formation and trapping of free radicals",
work in progress.

(3)

Studies of Alkyl Chain Configuration by NMR, work in
progress.

(4)

Preparation of a manuscript for a general Chemistry
textbook.

(5)
(h)

c-H Satellite Study of Indirect Coupling Bet~veen Equivalent Protons.

Three research projects completed and submitted for
publication during this period.

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT
(1)

(j)

13

DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:
(1)

(i)

Atomic Energy Commission, "Behavior of Carrier-Free
Tracers and'the Kinetics of Isotopic Exchange Reactions",
1968-1969, $8,524.

Petroleum Research Fund, $20,000, on "A Stereochemical
Investigation of Tartrato(4-)Br~dgeed Binuclear Complexes.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

Cryoscopic Titrations of Selected Lewis Acids.

,.

I

I·
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I
I

Pol~meric

(2)

Laser Decomposition of

Materials.

(3)

Studies of Solute-Solvent Interactions in Nonaqueous
Solvents, supported by Sandia Corporation, $18,000.

I

(k)

EDWARD A. WALTERS:
(1)

6.

Construction of a Temperature-Jump Apparatus, support
from Research Corporation, $4,000.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
(a)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Attended the 11th Medicinal Chemistry Symposium of the
ACS in La Val College, Quebec, Canada, June 23-26, 1968,

(2)

Attended ACS meeting in Minneapolis, Minn., April 13through 18, 1969.

(b) ROY D. CATON, JR.:
(1)

(c)

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

(d)

(e)

Member: Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phy, Phi Lambda Upsilon,
ACS, AAAS (fellow), Blue Key, Alpha Chi Sigma.

LEE D. HANSEN:
(1)

Papers read at the 23rd U.S. Calorimetry Conference,
Midland, Michigan, August 1968.

(2)

Papemread at the 157th National American Chemical
Society Meeting, Minneapolis, Minn., April 1969.

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)

(f)

Attended Pittsburgh Conference on Analytical Chemistry,
Cleveland, Ohio, March 2-7, 1969 and presented two papers.
"A Reference Electrode for Electrochemical Studies in
Fused Equimolar NaPo 3~KPo " and ''Electrode Potential &
3
Chronopotentiometric Investigations in Mol'ten Equimolar
NaP0 3-KPo 3".

Attended Robert Welch Meeting, Houston, Texas, Nov. 1968.

HILTON KAHN:
(1)

Member of Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, American Chemical
Society, Inorganic Section, Physical Section, AAAS (fellow).

1.~8
11(g)

\ULLIAM M. LITCHMAN:
-(~)

(2)
(h)

(i)

Attended the National American Chemical Society meeting
Minneapolis, Minn., April 13-19, 1969 (pYesented a paper).

MIRIAM P. MALM:
(1)

Attended spring meeting of the American Chemical Society,
Minneapolis, Minn., April 13-18th.

·(2)

Appointed as Corresponding Secretary for the newly
organized International Society of Heterocyclic Che~istry.

(3)

Technical Editor, Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

(j)

. Attended the South1~est Regional meeting of the American
Physical Society held at Los Alamos, New ~exico, June 1517' 1968.
.

Attended Eastern Analytical Symposium, New York City,
November 1968.

EDWARD A. WALTERS:
(1)
(2)

Attended American Chemical Society meetings in Santa Fe
and Las Vegas.
Presented a paper to student affiliates of the Americ?n
Society.

~hemical

7.

Other Professional Activities.
(a)

(b)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Editor, Journal of Heterocyclic Chemistry

(2)

American Advisory Editor for the English Translation of
"Chemistry of Heterocyclic Compounds", Faraday Press, Inc.
translated from Russian.

(3)

Joint-chairman with Prof. N. Croml~ell, Jean-l.ouis Imbach,
and Prof. R. Jacquier to sponsor the 2nd International
Congress of Heterocyclic Chemistry in Montpellier, France,
July 7 - 11, 1969.

ROY D. CATON, JR.:
(1)

Consultant:

Toys by Boys, Albuquerque, New Mexico
The Sandia Laboratories, Albuq. Ne1~ Mexico
FMC Corporation, Colorado Bureau of Mines
Research.Foundation, Golden, Colorado.

,.
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(d)

(e)

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

Delivered seminar lecture td U~ Chemistry Department
weekly seminar on Synthesis of Some Methylated Benz[a]anthracenes.

(2)

Referee for papers submitted to J. Org. Chern. and J,
Heterocyclic Chem:i.s try.

MILTON KAHN:

(1) Acted as an Examiner for a Ph.D. thesis based on work
performed at the University of Rajasthan, Janpur, India.
(f)

(g)

WILLIAM H. LITCH!1AN:
(1)

Revietved five papers for the journal of Heterocyclic
Chemistry.

(2)

Patent search for an unexpensive motor-driven burette
instigated.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
I

(h)

(1)

Lecture: "Safety in the Academic Chemistry Library",
New Mexico Society of Safety Engineers, Sept. 20, 1968.

(2.)

Lecture: "University Careers", Santa Fe High School
Career Day, Santa Fe, October 9, 1968.

ED\~ARD

(1)
8.

A. HALTERS:

Read a paper on Isotope Effects on Hydroxide Ion at a
Gordon Conference in Netv Hampshire.

Non-teaching University Service,
(a)

(b)

RAYHOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

Faculty advisor for sophomores, juniors and seniors.

(2)

Faculty advisor for graduate students.

(3)

Hember, Dept. Undergraduate Curriculum Committee.

(4)
(5)
(5)

Member, Department Stockroom Committee.
Chairman, Seminar Committee, dept.
Member, Ad Hoc Committee - to define the duties for the
Vice President for Research.

ROY D. CATON, JR.:
(1)

University College Advisor.

(2)

Member of Registration Committee (University).
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(3)

Member of Psychological Services Committee (University).

(4)

Member of the following Departmental Committees:
Undergraduate Curriculum, Chairman
Stockroom Committee
Freshman Chemistry

(5)

Author of Undergraduate Equipment Proposal to NSF.

(6)

Ne1~

(7)

(d)

Councilor for Central Ne1v Mexico section of the American
··· Chemical Society.

(8)

Organized and presently the faculty sponsor of the
Undergr.aduate Student Affiliates of the American Chemical
Society, UNM Chapter.

(9)

Participated in Student-Faculty Association meeting.

(10)

(c)

Nexico Regional Science Fair Judge, Las Vegas, N.Mex.

Member of Graduate School Scholarship Selection Committee.

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1,)

Chairman, Athletic Council

(2)

Engineering Doctoral Committee

(3)

Faculty Representative to WAC, UNM delegate to National
NCAA Heeting.

(4)

NCAA Delegate to American Council on Education meeting
in November 1968.

{5)

Faculty advisor to sophomores, juniors and seniors,
chemistry majors, with Castle and Litchman.

(6)

Hember of departmental committee on Graduate Curriculum.

(7)

Member - Department Committee on Graduate Student Recruitment.

LEE D. HANSEM:
(1)

UNH Research Allocation Committee member.

(2) .A & S Scholarship Committee member.
(3)

University College advisor.

- 14(e)

ULRICH HOLLSTEIN:
(1)
• (2)

(f)

University College advisor.
Committee on Radiological Control, member.

MILTON KAHN:
(1)

Member of several Departmental Committees.

(2)

Member of Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation
Committee .

. (3)

Advisor to Honor Students

(4) Member of General Honors Council
(5) · Member of Selection Committee for the "Outstanding
Teaching Award".
(6)

(g)

Participated in an "unstructured session" for the
evaluation of the teaching-learning process on the UNM
campus.

WILLIAM M. LITGHMAN:
(1)

Member of Departmental Committees.
Graduate Curriculum Committee
Stockroom Committee
Honors Committee
Seminar Committee

(h)

(i)

(2)

Member of Summer Undergradua~e Research.

(3)

Arts & Sciences Faculty advisor.

(4)

Sponsor of Wagon Wheels Square Dance Club (UNM).

MIRIAM P. MAUl:
(1)

Member o£ Student Affairs Committee

(2)

Scheduling and Supervisor of Registration for Chemistry
Department.

DONALD R. McLAUGHLIN:
(1)

Active nlember of Committee on Computer Use.

(2)

Chairman, Departmental Graduate Recruitment Committee.
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.(3)
-.(g.)

(h)

(i)

9.

15 -

Member Curriculum Committee.

ROBERT E. TAPSCOTT:
(1)

University College Advisor.

(2)

Member, Departmental Frechman Chemistry Committee.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

Member, Library Committee

(2)

Chairman, Subcommittee of Federal Funds.

(3)

Chairman, Safety Committee (departmentall

(4)

Member, Departmental Recruiting Committee.

EDWARD A. WALTERS:
(1)

Served on Undergraduate Curriculum Committee in
Chemistry Department.

(2)

Graduate Student Advisory Committee, member.

Public Service.
(a)

(b)

{c)

RAYMOND N. CASTLE:
(1)

High Councilman in the Albuquerque Stake of the Church
of Latter-Day Saint.

(2)

Chairman, Albuquerque Stake Scout Committee.

GUIDO H. DAUB:
(1)

Member of Governor's Scientific Advisory Committee,
State of New Mexico.

(2)

Quartermaster, Advancement Chairman, Boy Scout Troop 9.

LEE DUANE HANSEN:
(1)

(d)

Serving as a Boy Scout Committeeman and as Ward Clerk
(Historian) of the Albuquerque Fourth Ward of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints.

lVILLIAH M. LITCHHAJ.'l:

(1)

Professional square dance caller and member of the
Central Netv Hexico Caller's Association.

....-------------
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(f)

MIRIAM P. MALM:
(1)

Member, Immanuel Presbyterian Church

(2)

Team mother, Little League.

NICHOLAS E. VANDERBORGH:
(1)

(g)

EmvARD A. WALTERS:
(1)

10.

Hember, Immanuel Presbyterian Church.

Participated in a Share Group and was appointed to
Youth Activities Committee at Faith American Lutheran
Church.

Personal Information.
(a)

WILLIAM M.
(1)

LITC~Uili:

One more daughter, Born 8 February 1969.
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Report of the Department of Economics
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Nathaniel Wollman, Chairman
I,

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year 1968-69.

Teaching of the sophomore principles course was revised,

Economics

200 became a general education course in modern economic problems
given as a large lecture class.

Economics 201 became an introductory

course in economic theory, serving as the prerequisite for upper
division courses.

Also, because of the well-defined body of

material handled in Economics 201, it is being taught by
advanced graduate students who thereby gain experience in teaching.
Except for handling quiz sections the previous year (now eliminated
at least temporarily) in Economics 200, this is the first occasion
in which graduate students have taught economics courses,

Student

instructors are fully responsible for their classes, but teach
under the general supervision of a senior faculty member;·.
Also of significance was the award, after a previously unsuccessful application, of an NDEA teaching institute for high school
social science teachers.

The institute is under the direction of

Professor Parker, with assistance of Professor Doxtater of. the
College of Education and Professor Chung of the economics department.
Guest lecturers from our own and other campuses will also participate.
Also of significance was introduction of a new research program
in public finance under the direction of Professor Boyle.

Professor
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Boyle served during the summer and fall as a consultant to
a special legislative study committee, has received a contract
for work for the state's Bureau of Revenue, and expects to
receive another contract for a planning, programming, budgeting
project for state agencies from the

U.s.

Department of Housing

and Urban Development in conjunction with the State Planning
Office.

Closely related to Professor Boyle's research program

was establishment of a course in programming and budgeting for
New Mexico state employees in Santa Fe.

The course was given

in Santa Fe every Monday morning.
Research financed by the Office of Water Resources Research
of the Department of the Interior via the lvater Resources Research
Institute has continued under the direction of Professor d 1 Arge
and will reach a higher level next year with the financing of
three new projects in which Professors Gisser, Ben-David and
Brown will participate.

One of these projects envisages a one-

semester visit to UNM in 1970-71 of Professor L. M, Falkson of
Cornell, should the project on elasticities of substitution between
capital and water in

u.s.

manufacturing be successful in its

first year and receive support for a second and concluding year.
Professor d 1 Arge will serve as a consultant on those projects
with which he was identified.
The department conducted an experiment with a senior thesis.
Five seniors enrolled for Economics 495 and 496 1 departmental seminar?
and, under direction of a member of the staff wrote an original
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research paper that was presented to the seminar and submitted
as a written document,

The seniors said they thought the

program should be continued, that for several it was the
first time they had a chance to do original research, and
that it should be required of all economics majors.
B.

Significant Near Term Plans
Beyond the necessary planning needed for improving the array

and timing of our courses, especially the need for systematic
scheduling of graduate courses that are only given intermittently,
the department's attention will be directed to establishing
a senior thesis on a permanent basis,

Another problem area to

receive attention is treatment of foreign. graduate students .•
many of whom founder in our regular M.A. program but who. ·.may be
worthy of some survival treatment,
C,

Appointments:
September 1, 1969 - Lee Brown, Assistant
September 1, 1969 - Shaul Ben-David,

D.

~rofessor

of Economics

Associate Professor of Economics

Separations
June 1, 1969 - Allen Kneese
September 1, 1969 -Ralph d 1Arge

II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements
1.

Advanced Study
Professor Ralph d 1 Arge has completed his Ph.D. work and will
be awarded the degree at Cornell University June, 1969.

..
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Dissertation Title:

International Capital Flows

Professor A. Parker was awarded the Ph.D, from The
Ohio State University, December 14, 1968,

Thesis

Title: "A Sectoral Analysis of the .Determinants of
Cyclical and Secural Changes in the Velocity of Money."
Professor

T. Van Cott has completed his Ph.D, work

and.will be awarded the degree from the University
of Washington in June, 1969.

Thesis Title:

Wealth,

Income and the Transfer Problem.
Wolfram Liepe spent semester I, 1968-69 under a Social
Science Research Council grant to write a Ph.D. dissertation
on Colombian Monetary policy.
2.

Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching Elsewhere:
Professor Hufbauer has been on leave of absence during
the entire year as an economic advisor
Development Advisory Service,

l~ith

Harvard University

Lahore, Pakistan.

He will

return February, 1970.
Professor Jonas taught at Brooklyn College of the City
University of New York,

Summer, 1968

Professor Liepe was on leave of absence and returned February,
1969,

He was in Colombia from·the end of June to beginning

of October, 1968 1 in connection with study on Colombia and in
Washington, D.C. on leave of absence first semester 1968-69,
to work on above studies.

,.
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Professor Therkildsen has been on sabbatical leave for
second semester 1968-69 and will return to teach summer
session, 1969.
Professor Tailby spent 7 weeks with A.I.D. in Costa Rica,
Aug-Sept. 1968.
3.

New Scholastic Honors
None

4.

Publications:
WOLLMAN, NATHANIEL
The Water Resources of Chile,
COHEN

I

Johns Hopkins Press, 1968

SANFORD

"Dualism in tabor Standards Law," Labor Law Journal,
85-93, V20, No. 2.
"The Relevance and Validity of Social Insurance in Developing
Countries", in Kassalow (ed,) The Role of Social Security
in Economic Development (U.S. Gov 1 t Printing Office, 1969)
Ch. 11
Review of Chaplin, Peruvian Industrial Labor Force, Technology
and Culture, Jan. 1 69.
BOYLE

I

GERALD J,,

"The Anatomy of Fiscal Imbalance,"- National Tax Journal,
Dec, 1968.
CHUNG

I

PHA11

Manuscript on Money, Banking and Income: Theory and Policy
completed and submitted. Will be published in Fall, 1969,
or early 1970.
d'ARGE, RALPH
"Note on Customs Unions and Direct Foreign Investment"
Economic Journal, June, 1969; Quantitative Water Resource
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,d 1ARGE, RALPH (Cont}
Basin Planning, New Mexico Water Resources Institute,
June, 1969, pp. 224; "On The Economics of Estuary Management",
AWRA, Symposium Proceedings, Denver, 1968.
GISSER, MICRA
Introduction to Price Theory,
Textbook Company, 1969

Second Edition,

InternationRl

"Schooling and the Farm Problem," Econometrica, July, 1965
!!Needed Adjustment in the Supply of Farm Labor", Journal
of Farm Economics, Nov. 1967
"The Benefit-Cost Analysis of Investment in Schooling in
Rural Farm Areas," American Journal of Agricultural Economics,
HAMILTOl'l, DAVID
A Primer on the Economics of Poverty, Random Mouse, July, 1968
Review of Technology in Western Civilization, edited bY
Melvin Kranzberg and Carroll W. Pursell, in Rocky Mountain
Social Science Journal, April, 1969,
Review of The Medical Messiahs; A Social History of Health
Quackery in Twentieth Century America, by James Harvey Young,
in Journal of Consumer Affairs, Winter, 1968.
HUFBAUER, GARY C.
"Consumer Goods or Capital Goods -- Supply Consistency in
Development Planning: A Comment", Pakistan Development Review,
Spring, 1968.
"Cereal Consumption, Production, and Prices in West Pakistan",
Pakistan Development Review, Summer, 1968.
(co-author with F. M. Adler) "Foreign Investment Restraints
Objective Removal", Columbia Journal of World Business,
May-June, 1969.
"American Selling Price Valuation and Benzenoid Chemical Tari:ffs",
Review of Economics and Statistics, November, 1968
JONAS, PAUL
"The Redistribution of the Product Mix in a Centrally Planned
Economy," Southern Economic Journal, July, 1968
"Competition in a Two Dimensional Market" Annals of Regional
Science, December, 1968,

1.60
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;JONAS, PAUL (Cont)
"National Income in East-C.entral Europe" (Review)
Federalist, December, 1968.
"The Best Industrial Location in an N x N Grid: A
Transportation Od.ented Model" Annals of Regional Science,
June, 1968.
KNEESE, ALLEN
Co-author with Robert V. Ayres -. "Pollution and Environmental
Quality" in The Quality of the Urban Environment: New
Resources in An Urban Age, The John H:oplcins Press, 1969
Managing Water Quality--Economics, Technology, Institutions,
Johns Hopkins Press, 1968 - Blair Bower, co-author
The Economics of Water Utilization in the Beet Sugar Industry,
Resources for the Future, 1968 1 George Lof, co-author
Approaches to Regional Water Quality Management (In Japanese)
Japan Economic Institute, 1968
"Environmental Pollution" in a compendium to be published
by the Joint Economic Committee, co-author, Robert Ayres
"Production, Consumption, and Externalities:, 11 co-author,
Robert Ayres, to be published in the American Economic Review,
June, 1969
"Pervasive External Diseconomies and the Response of Society"
(with Ralph d 1 Arge) Joint Economic Committee U.S. Congress,
Compendium Economic Analysis of Public Expenditure Decisions Forthcoming
"Comment on the Use of Shadow Prices" in Samuel B, Chase
editor Problems in Public Expenditure Analysis, The Brookings
Institution, Washington, D,C,
"Regional Water Quality Management" In The Pollution Reader,
Harvest House, Montreal, 1968
"Pollution and a Better Environment" Transactions of the
North American Wildlife Federation, 1968
"Environmental Pollution and Soc;i.al Costs" (with Robert Ayres)
Mc-Graw Rill, 1969
Economic Issues
Testimony in Hearings before the Air and Water Pollution Subcommittee
of the Senate Committee on Public Works, 89 Congress 1st sess~on,
in Joseph L. Soc, editor, Water Law Planning and Policy.
The Bobbs-Merrill Co., 1968
PARKER, ALFRED
"Economic Education in New Mexico, 11 The New Mexico Journal For
The Social Studies, p. 16-19.
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Other Research Projects or Creative Work in Progress or
Completed during period:
WOLLMAN. NATHANIEL
U, S. Supply of and Demand For Water - Manuscript completed,
Resources For the Future, grant of $50,000 plus $10,000
from OWRR. Three years.
Paper ! "Economic Potential of Arid Lands" for A.A.A.S.
Conference on Arid Lands, Tucson, June, 1969.
COHEN. SANFORD
Writing revision for 3rd ed, of Labor in the U.S.,
Merrill Publishers.

Charles

BOYLE. GERALD J,
Research Proposals submitted NSF~ A Study of Fiscal Imbalance
of N.M.
Bureau of Revenue and Dept. of Finance and Admin. "A Tax
Revenue Estimating Model and a Study of Tax Incidence;Proposal
to Dept. of Housing and Urban Development, "Program of Planning
and Budget Estimating in N.M."; A proposal to Dept. of HEW
to finance a study in property tax exemption for Aged in N.M.
d I ARGE. RALPH
Research on Water Basin Planning, u.s. Dept. of Interior.
Funded1 OWRR
Research on Costs of Information and Resource Planning, OWRR
grant
GISSER, MICRA
The Benefit Cost.Ratio of Investment in Schooling in the
Growth in the Soviet Union (with Paul Jonas)
Schooling and Farm Policy (with Ralph d 1 Arge)
Semi-Flexible Exchange Rates.

u.s.

HAMILTON, DAVID
Doing a study of Cooperative and Public sectors of American
economy for a symposium edited by Professor Paul Lambert of
the University of Liege, Belgium.

__

,.:;;;__~""-----··
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HUFBAUER, GARY C.
The Importa~ce of Country and Commodity Characteristics on
Trade in Manufactured Goods", forthcoming in a volume published
by the National Bureau of Economic Research.
West Pakistan Exports: Effective Taxation, Policy Promotion,
and Sectoral Discrimination", forthcoming in a volume
published by Harvard University.
JONAS, PAUL
"Production Index Bias as a Measure of Economic Development"
Forthcoming Oxford Economic Papers, Nov, 1969
11 The Gerschenkron Effect:
A Re~examination" accepted by
Review of Economics and Statistics,
Stability Conditions in the Edgeworth Duopoly Model" submitted
American Economic Review
"Am Econometric Model for the International Comparison of
Soviet Type Economies" submitted for the winter meetings of
the Econometric Society.
LIEPE, WOLFRAM
"Optimal and Improved Trade Policies with Intermediates
Considered".
PARKER, ALFRED L,
Sectoral Analysis of the Velocity of Money
EPDA Institute in Economics for High School Social Studies
Teachers, HEW, $44,000, January, 1969 through August, 1969.
TAILBY, DONALD
Author ~ "Income Distribution in Costa Rica", Completed
November, 1968, for A.I.D.
Co-author ~ "Planning and Development Districts For the State
of New Mexico", State Planning office, Santa Fe, N.M., 1969.
VAN COTT, THEODORE N.
Re-writing dissertation for pablication.
6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies:
WOLLMAN, NATHANIEL
Paper ~ Economic Potential of Arid Lands for A.A.A.s.
conference on Arid Lands, Tucson, June, 1969
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COHEN, SANFORD
Attended meetings, American Econ. Assoc. Dec, 1968
Chicago
Consultant - Southern Educ, Lab., Austin, Texas, Aug. 1968
d 1ARGE. RALPH
Paper on Customs Unions read at Rocky Mountain Social
Sciences Assn. Lectures on Resource Planning at Cornell
University and Univ. of California, Berkeley
GISSER,

MICRA

Expect to present a paper for the "American Agricultural
Economics Association", Summer, 1969
HAMILTON·, DAVID
Member of Executive Council, Rocky Mountain Social Science
Assoc.
Member of Executive Board, Assoc. for Evolutionary Economics
(Terminated at end of 1968)
HUFBAUER; GARY C.
Papers previously mentioned under II5 were read at the
National Bureau of Economic Research Conference on Technology
and Trade, October, 1968, New York, and Harvard Development
Advisory Service Conference, Sept., 1968, Sorrento, Italy
JONAS, PAUL
Elected in the editorial board of the Annals of Regional Science:
Read Paper, "An Assault on the Gerschenkron Hypothesis",
Western Economic Association, Aug, 23, 1968, Corvallis, Oregon;
Read paper "The Best Industrial Location in an N x N Grid"
Western Regional Science Association, Feb, 8, 1969;
,.
Read paper "A Model for the Examination of New Economic Mechanism
in Eastern Europe", Slavic Conference, Lincoln, Nebraska, March, 1969.
II

7.

Other Professional Activities
WOLLMAN, NATHANIEL
Board of Consultants, North.Atlantic Regional Water Resource Study,
Consultant, Arthur D. Little, Development of a Model for Water
Resources Council.
Program Advisory Board, Water Resources Research Institute, NMSU
Consultant, National Water Commission, Wash. D.C.
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COHEN, SANFORD

Numerous off-campus talks, occasional arbitrator, labor disputes.
CHUNG, PRAM
Gave a talk on "Aspects of American Foreign Assista~:~cii"
to the Albuquerque Association of University Women, April, 1969
PARKER, ALFRED
Economic Consultant - Friedman, Koven, Shapiro,
Koenigsberg, Spects and Homer, Chicago Law Firm
Case in New Mexico
Speaker in a program for the New Mexico Council
Social Studies: Topic: "Economic Education in
8.

Salzman,
- Antitrust
for the
New Mexico".

Non-teaching University Service
WOLLMAN, NATHANIEL
Chairman, Committee on the Enhancement of Education
COHEN, SANFORD

Graduate Committee, Search Committee for Dean of Business College,
AAUP Vice-President, Committee to Select Popejoy Visiting Prof,,
Departmental Administrative Duties,
CHUNG, PRAM
Faculty Advisor and member of a number of departmental committees,
d 1ARGE, RALPH

Computer Use Committee - Chairman; Sub-Committee on Computer
Services for the Social Sciences; Contract Research Committee;
Dept, Committee on Graduate Studies,
GISSER, MICHA
A committee on graduate studies, Department of Economics,
M.A. Exams, Several Committees on studies,
HAMILTON, DAVID
Library Committee
Committee on Mobile University
Normal departmental duties

--

--

--------
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Faculty advisor for two students. ·who p:resen,t paper
for departmental seminar;
Student-Faculty Committee Chairman, Dept, of Economics
LIEPE, WOLFRAM
Service on departmental student advisory committees
for graduate students; service on examination and
dissertation committees in Ibero-American Studies,
Latin American Studies, International Relations,
PARKER, ALFRED L
Chairman, Committee for the Principles Course
Chairman, Graduate Evaluation Committee
Member of the Athletic Council
TAILBY, DONALD G,
Curricula Committee - Vario.us Departmental Committees
Various dissertation/thesis committees

9.

Public service
COHEN, SANFORD

bivision Chairman, Pet. 52, Demo Party
JONAS, PAUL

Membe:t:, Board of Directors, Albuquerque Montessor.I.Society,. Inc,
10.

Personal Information
d 1 ARGE,

RALPH

His wife, Sherry, will receive a B.A. from UNM, June, 1969
HUFBAUER, GARY
Baby girl, Ellen, born January 12, 1969
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be u.aect to aJ1i gradeate •twlen~ in Engl.Ub with S!II81l loal:la whi,ch "till be
mter~twiree

for ''-iP to

OM

ye.ar. 'rhe -~ :ts

~ioter.et!

by the

Of~~ce

of Studenb:' Aids.

1~~

Uili'!:A m3..0'.mBIPS AND tm«'.~

'fttt~e n~ NDEA Fe1101f!J bi. bgliob, wore 4PP'lintell ftm 1969...:70.;
In addition, five m»!:A F~Uowg hava ~-.re~. ad fo-t.¢ aw m1M Yoll~we

lum! ben :!lelecte4 ~fQlll_l!mOng !nil1.ch ~~~students.

B.

SiGNIJi'.I~

1..-

MS .1UW DEOO~M~S

FOR 'fliE 1:ltWl PmWZ

--DGLXSB
PA".ii Dnvl!.&, neu D5:re~:.tor ~f ll't•shmm BD.Slbh;. has ibat .reviatttg

sy:U.ob1 for !'ngUt3h 101 .!!ttG 102 ~th th~ help
~1iSicn

-of the

Preobmrm E<1$i~nh ~ttee.

iacludea ~e-~bnaia of ~ ptiUctpal w:!tins objective~. of bot~

<:canrses;. d'lalll!SeG in teg~boo!w .for 'both ~su*' clm:if:lecat1a of· aao~!tts
Oltpact~. ~ Jil1(oo~oo

!}'fOglr"sn.

for

regula~ e~Uns of

-In tha: ~llllt w~ ..mpeet: the ptCI#$1 t:o hlo'Ve clear focua ®d: d:f.rec't!Gn.;

'!h~ ~tmtce of vm:it>ty

am

1nd:\viduatit:V t<ri.ll be rc<:GSUili:ed,. bli$ .at

~ t!m$ ~he .o~t!ro &~~e ui11

2.

~~

·P1CW"g lmpi~ted reaU.eeioo.itly.•.

l?RoonAM

H~th ~ tttl"a 'WWt~blltad Mjor
,n

tli.l1le -stc.r;:

~~

tt!e

'be 3Si~Ui'&i that its -Apd.l i1 ~~~~< o~

roo~ibil!ty ftn .ltz:;;:ot:F....rnll ll~Blicll !'tl

'be

teac:bl!lrs in the t'tOl:i~

.tlla poasibi11t;y Of. a:

tn

~£feet~ next ~Em:

li!lly well

~~ est~cive uude~te~l~tG

ncmiM14" p:Y:ol:¢~ t:1mu iO precw.tly av~ihbl.- to ~tudent».

'Now that the trtuuent
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is ent.:ouroWi;ed to play n llWl:e
w~

i~t.ant

Nle 1ti

wUl probably waut to prc:vt4e furthelt'

to 1J,lta-111 in the
S~

elrulel!!'®m~

(l-,98 tmd

~

level t.:riU. proh&bly
to thi!! ilep&'Ctil!ellt

l.

2.

oppo~Ct~t:y

his

for that

Qt·m

program.

CJSII'J!

!n fa.et, the success. of the l)eparl:!!!ent

l~99) ~:leat:Ga

il:.l.e~a-:mif.'!Sll:Y lllOl"Ai!' ~t

.o~:gnni:dng

irulep$ndence

Honol'f,l

that cJ.esees -of seminer•a:f.se are be1t0m!ng

to cur students. At!del! amall elllBaGSc at cne

larner cls.see& acmewhue

else~

but the $a!len:;e

~dear.

James F. B~bom:. B.A•• Com:Ql:dia Seminary, St. Louis, Mo., 1955;
H.A •• Ha&biugton University, St. Louis, 1960; Ph.D., UCLA, 1969.
Ame:dean Literature, especially HerllllW Melville, Mark '!'Wain, and
aootb.went btlll!01". Aeeistet\t Professor, starting September, 1969.
Joel M. Jones. B.A., Yale Univ•reity, 1960; M.A., M!Qmi
1963; Pb.D., Uniwtaity of New Mtud.co# 1966.
Am.!n':tean Studies Director. statt1ng Septeraher, 1969.
ih:d.ver~J1..ty.

3.

Hnn-ena Richter. B.A., University of NE1ll' Mexico» 1938; M.A.,
York ll'nive::csity, 1955; Ph.D., Nell York University, 1967.

~!ew

Creative WrittQg,
4.

s~:~:ttns

September• 1969.

~G

Ro:m. M.A., Univeroity of St, Andrews, 1949; Ph.D. Trinity
Coll{)ge, Crullbridgo, 1954. Snvouteenth and eighteenth century
BngUsll l1te11!'ature; the Inglish 'ii!O\I'el; conter.11poruy English
Society .nrul literature; .Amerie!n literature. Visiting P~ofeaeor,

Sumre2r SesG:f.on, 1969.

s.

Hoyt Trowbridge, Dean of the College of Mts & ScieDCes, will
retm:a to fullthle teaching on: the Faculty of Eoglbh :tn the

sprinn eerm,

1.
2.

S.
4.
5.

1970~

Hoo.-1:02 Crcmell. Professor.
Jsseph li'r4Dk. Professor.
Georgo Ridenour, Professor.
RoiW<tt: eteraley, V!tJiting Profeaaor.
3~ Cockelrens~

Inatruetor Oll1!d Aaaiat:ant Director of: Freshman
Enalioh, will return to graduate study.

1.74

Susum V. Dewitt
Candidate for Ph.D.,

~nivernity

of Washington.

Ellen Spoloky
Ph.D. awarded by Indiana University, January, 1969.

Marcia Tiliotaon
Candidate for Ph.D., University of Chicago.

G0crge Armu

Sabbaticol leave, z. 1968-69. Conferences at Hor~lla Centqr ~n
BloO!Ilington, Indians, June 1968, Jan. 1969. Trt~vd tmd retenrcb
~n Ireland, Scotland, England, Sept.~-oct, 1968.
Center for
Editions of Alll1;l'ican Authors Conf~reuco, Chicago, April., 1!169.

Jcat1!lle COek.alreoo

May 3l~June 10, Natch~z-Adama Countf SchoolG, Natibez. Miastnaippi
(teaching compoaition to teachers at workshop).
Ge;me J!'rv.m!d.m
Pootry readins, 1l:Jn1v~aJ~:sity of Arhlona, Tu~eon (Octoba'l', 1918).

Joaeph l?r®lt
11ltt\ maetimg, Cbicaao, December; Association of DalpE1rb!el!l.te :>f
Engl:l..t:lb ruwcutivce. Board M~tblg, Cllieago. April; V!niv~nit~ of
Eall1!ial3 11 to chair a panel at the ReuaiaGan~~:e Conforomc:e, Lnij~enc'"'•
r<.amoo, Apr:U; l.l'ort Lewio College, Colorado, to act ,w a c:uaultant
on reforming their English Curriculum, NQVel!iber; m!MLA, Ai;: Force
Acud~i, <ktobar (Colorado Springs).

J'amea Lle~rellyt!\ Thorson
Trnval to ~!em ;lork for MLA meeting nud to attend

the~Atm:o.

E'red B. H.s.JCUC!r, Jr.
Travol to New Yor!t for l-ILA lllt!eting 11 Dscembor, 1968,
Jooeyh Zava{li!
'l'i:lu3Ar:: :titor~ey Cr-itie:l.mm in liDBA English Iwtitt~te nt rrilai'1
Colleget Hm:efoJCd. conn.. July-AUgoot, 1968.
·

.~.

~~~GGt:k ~O!!!?rlll. !'elloEf~h~PIJo etc.

Gl!.lor..ae Axao

Ceator for Bd:l.tiono of l\.m:'!dcan Authors (t-ied, Lsll$. Ao!loc.) G:tant
$2~500. Americlln Philooophicul Aaoociation Grant, $770.
Roocarcb Allocationo Gra~t. $300,

G\'Ji:.(l Fratm!d.n
Lit'lting in

t·JM~s

~~

Who :f.n the Heat, 12th Mema:l.a1 l~:!tion,

------~~----~-·~-------------~-----~~.........._.._----->----~-

---------

nl
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Davicll A. Remley
W!1'IA 'g:.-a'ilt from l!lm1 English Dept. for
Kather~se

Bl!llll!llE!l!'

researt::b. ll.9M.

Simons

Profeaeo.: of the Month. I!ebruaey. 1969, s1qard frO!ll Lea

Crunpa!]&~.

Ymry Jsn1a Power

GrantA!n-0id of $500.00 from the English Department

fo~

projected

reoemrcb in Ireland.
4.

Publications
Geor_£e Arms
LTwe?.!ty-five

_

E~tplications of Poetey and Fictio.!!f, 'l:ha !Z;gplica~
~],s!ed!! (Chic~go: Quadrangle Press, 1968)~ passim. Reprints
of short a~ticlea previously published.

Ernest '!>1arren Bnugl\11\ml

Eeview: 100

Arme~isn Taleo and Their Folkloristic Relevance.
Folktsles of GermJ:. Tales from the Fens. . ~fore Taleii""Fom the
Fens, Western Fol!~lore, XXVU (October, 1961&), 279-281.
ReV'ie1'1: ~e Headleas Cobbler of Smallett Cave, Journal of lur.erican

Folklore,LXXXI (October, 1968), 360-361.
Jane Baltzell

Book manuscript on msdieval postic in process of publication by
Mouton & Co. publishers.
Trru:w. of Po.etria oova by Geoffrey of Vinsauf in process of
publication by University of Chicago Presa.
Joanne Cocl~b:eao
Hriting the Esaa:y.~ An Analytical Aperoacb. Holt, Rinehart.
~Td.ting About l:!itera.ture: A Rhetoric.
Holt, Rinehart.
Gena 1?:l:um!dn

The_Reinbo.I•Wa.~, Graatlbopper Press, book of poemo published
DQc®lber, 1968. "Stanford Street Poem," Tile Nation, Dec. 30, 1968.
Poom in Minnaaota Rev:ie~Y, Sprirlg, 1969. Article in 'Ihe Nation, .
Fa11, 1968 •. !hree poeme in Nee Orleans Review, issues i2 and #3;
5 poemo in Cafe Solo, opring, 1969; 2 poams in Read Apple.

• .!

Joseph Frank
Y£~bled Pee;asus · A Descriptive ·Bibliograph:f,..2f lotinor Englieh
Poet!X, 1641-1660~ tmM Preaa, 1968; as ed, ~ McCarthx.:!.Cameai&!!:
The New Look in Politics, UNM Press, 1968; two sho~t scholarly
~oolt .revie.1s in SEVENTEmJ'l'il'cmmm.Y NEWS.

Willis Dana Jacobs
.
1
't1'i11:Lill'i ~rloa Williallis. :i;u 'Poor Old woman. II ~ncend.S
.
~!:tt• Vol. 1, Ho. 2. Pall~ 1968• p. 16. "7iiiU1iem carlos.
Will1ell3 1 Great Mullen," .;rhe 1!:2lic:ato,I., Ac:~pte.d. Scheduled for
public.nt1on 1n 1970 or 1911. "iU.llimn Carlos Williillnn' Between
Wdle,'' ~.!lwlieator, Accep~ed., Scheduled for pqblic:ation in
1970< or 1971. ''William CarJ.oa W:tll:lai!IS' 'l'he YJ!UAA HcWJ~ife,"
The Ezglicator, Accepted,; Scheduled for publicat:lmia iu 1970 or
1ft!:L1Ham Carlos Will~' A Coronal,n ~ La~e
1~71.
Wotu; "Accepted, Schedule• for ·publication in 1970.;.1971',; .
Tfiq~lUm"Carloa Will:lams~_'ro Waken an Old La..!z," :!!!e Explicator,
A~cep~. publication awaitiut ecbedul:lq.
··
Roy Pickett! '
Editor, :r}}e Theme of the· Hero,. Wm. C. Brow Compauy, l'ubl:i.~bers,
1969 •. ,Editor, E!!glish 101: Inatructor's Manual. u. of·uew ~ell:ico
Pr~t!ng srf.ce, 1969.
David A.; B.emley
:
"The-re A:re No Local Ps:obleill#,11• Rio <kande Sierran,.

.·

'

vt (J'Ul.y,

1968)~ l-~.: . 11COfl8«J:rv&t~st8 mtd the Co:rf'B Jlattle for' Big
Sierra Club Bulletic, LlV (March, 19~9) 10 .5-;7.
Ltv (M.l;a:'ch; 1969), 5~7 •. Rel,)l'illlt.«d aa "Big Ylalnut Valley: .It
Mtmt ~ot Be Destroyed" fot ·general distribution by Indiana
Div!riioD, D:J:~ak Welton League of America, FQrt wa~; iDiliana.
~lal!!i.Ut Va~ley,"

Stephen Rtlelefer

Poema in

!!•

.
(Toronto), Collection (London), Connect~ (Buffalo),

Oriental Blue Streak (PlaCito~)~ Flacitao Jellt Roll and
.Bema Bal (Placitas) -- all 1968.
E.

w.

Tet!lock, $r.

l~rota ~1~1

tln1vuslt,..

!!!:. C'litic~.

stAtement for Steiaheck New111etter:, Ball State
Wxote introdw:tiou for tmM Press. Steinbeck~

George~

Continuill!!: wrk on the
J~me

;efrie~

w•. ~·

Bolttell.l
Bock on Chaucer in progr..s.

ltowella lettera.
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Edith Buchanan
Working on three articles on Milton, two short, the third longer.
Norton B. crcnrell
l~crtk in progTeas: Robert Browning~ A Reader's Guide. t9 be l!bout
1000 pages of maauacript, of which about 700 are completed.

·Paul Davia
Projects on Dickens end the011:y in the Victorian novel in progreso.
Franklin M. Dickey
'iJNM I!Uillll>el' grant for work ct t!untington Library and :l.n LA film

archives.
Gene Frumkin
225 pages of novel (first draft) completed as of April 24, 1969
-· about 70 more pages to go.

Robert E. li'lemiag
1'his yeu I developed two new courses. Englf.ah 350 (Old English
Litarature in translation) wes proposed and accepted au p&rt of
the Eugli&b curriculum. the Black Novelist in Amftic~a, tmder
Bngliah 490, served ao a pilot for a Black literature course
which will probably be added to our offerings sooc. In conuect1on
with the latter project, I am engaged in research on aeyerd
Black autbora -· with emphasis on James l1eldon Johnaon r.md Richard
~7r1ght.

3oseph l11:'.mk
A 'b;,ol: -- juat begun -- on a seventeenth•century peet~ pamphleteer,
awl jotu:!illlli!lt; an srticle em G. B. Shaw; a couple of ocholurly

book reviews.
3oanna Uield Holland
Paper completed on The Winter's Tale, to be read at tbe 1969
meeting of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast;
review !for Sevanteenth•Century l'letl$ of E. H. Emeraon, Bt!g!!_sh
Pw::l!.t:&aio!l'l from John Hooper to John M:f.lton; book in progr~IG on
tho biotoricnl materials in The Faerie Queene.
Willia Dana Jacobs
Wodt in p:rogreaa: 2 further articlea on Will111111 Carlos ti:l.lliams,
ora completed; three otb&re are under progl."ess. One article on
EugenG Iono~co ia completed.

••
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Dorothy M. Logan
Textbook titled Writing E•aaya About Literature: A Literaey
Rhetoric, in collaboration 1Jitb Joaane Cockelreas; to be published
by Holt, Rinehart & l~i.1111ton; tentative date February, 1970.
Ivan Melada
Research £or a net# course in luneriean popular fiction.
for a future course in the Doppelganger.

Research

Mary Jane Power
Work in progreso: a critical an4 biographical study of the modern
Irish novelist, Flam O'Brien.
David A. Remley
.
Ema Jlereson (Austin: Steclt-Vaughn eompauy, 1969). 'lbf.s is a
booklet to be publ:f.ebed in June 1.n the Steck•Vaughn "Southwest
Wdt:en Series"; it is -completed. I am beginning a study of the
plmmiq, construction, and early uses of the Alaska Highway
(El\!llll!lel:, 1969) with research ill Waahiilgton, D. c. (Hatioul
&:~hives, State Dept.,. etc.). Presently at work em 3 articles,
1 on the Lewis and ~lark E:ped1tioa, 2 on the relationshipa
bet~en William and Henry .James and their father.
l have .eom'"
pleted en article on Mencken for which I have not found a publisher.
Stephen Rodefer
Life F'esat, book of poems, to be published, Fall, 1969, by
S~m Mall:'coa Preas,. Cerlllo•, N. M.
Knther;!l.ne Simona

Coatinut:!lan of work on Medieval and Rerwiasance thought and beck•
Initial prepa:'atlon fOl'! a new course in General Studies,
401, t:rith Professor Skabeltmd• a c:outinuatiora of the pJ:'eaent
G. s. S02. Major 'lradit:f.OIII'J in Western Culture.
grot~Dlb.

7lred B. Uru:oer, Jr.
b plt'OgreM a study of Robert Louis Ste'lenson; a study of mioor

Edwalnlt!an novelists.
Irudley t!'yml
OQ>lth!.\dag work o:o Joseph Conrad. Dope to publish &D ut:l.cle or
tl-1o c!3. Cm'!.rad and perhape CD Camus within a year.
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·apd ~ofaseional Societie~

~

.

Executive council of Western Literature Association, 196S..:7l..
•'

:

Brust Warren Baughmtm
Meetfms, Amm:'ic:aD Folklore. Society, Novembert 1968,
~a. Amerf.caa Folklore Soi:is~y •. through 1971.

Exe¢udve

Jane Baluen··
Paper, "A£! ~ from ~id .to ·~e Romance_of the B.ca<2 0 n read
at aiWiUal meeting of the RockY Mmmtain Modern Lailguage Aeisocta..
t:lim ~ai't'lllml, MLA Confere'llt4W on Gaoffrey o£ Viwuwf, De'ce'tliber,
1968.: ..
"
. .
.
. !·

Susan V. Dewitt
AtteDded P~A.P.C. meetiu.g,,. '!Uc1110n~ November, 1968,,

.

.

·:~'·

.

:

GeDe Fr~Ui
G~iit. ~dit:or. Newl{ex:lco

Qi!Fterlt• Spring-Summer

Robert E~. I.ilemlag

~'..

i

, •.

'

.

.· •. •. . . • .

'69~

Member of MLA. RMMLA, AAITe.
Joaepb ii'ratlk

Presiaeiit of

48 ~e:~: .of

the

··

ASiiocTa~~-Depm::~nts of English» as t~ell
ito Execut:iv~ Board and Nomiiiiitliig·~G.:· ·

W:LU1liJ. DB!'la Jeeoba

Memb2r: Modem L&lguage Aaaoc::tatioa. Amedetm Aaaoeiation cf
UnivOiesity Pl:ofeseors. Nllti~l COuncil of Teacher& of E;is'lisb.
flo)' Pi<:ltatt
~ of E:ec:utive Committee of the college Coafereace on
Composition and CommuDicatf.oa, attended CCCC maet:lng 0 Apdl 15al9 9

M:!!.omi Beooh.

&ey Jilll!O Pot-lSt'
At:l:e!!dcad a compuative Uteratttte liymposiwn at '!'use Tech in
Lubboc~,.. eerly in P'eln:ua-ey. !he subject wAs James Joyce: i:Ue

Piece iu I10dern World Literature.
Elleu Spola!ty
At~ed MIA meetings. December. 1968.
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tlew~llyn 7ho~son

At:tentled MX.A meoting iD New York, December 26•29, 1968.
Atteudad national convention ef AAUP May la3, 1969 in
Miwla$polia. Pres~dent of local Chapter of AAUP, 1968w70.

Dudley Wynn
Pretlide~:~t, 1969·70• of NatioP..d COllegiate Honors eeuncil, an
organizat:f..cm of about 300 Honora progrGill!l throughout the nation.

Zavadil, Jouoph
l~d!eval Association of the Pacific,
February 14, 1969. University of California at F~veraide.
Atte~ed reeCI'I.WCeatlcm of NDEA Iast:ttute at Hartford.

Paper read at meetfns of

Cocaecticut, May 15-17. 1969.
7.

Other

!~fessional

activities

George Arm3
Imecntf.va col!ll!littee of the edit:od&1 board for the !nditma

tlrd.verdty Press 40-vobv:oo edition of H. D. !Wvl'ells. Hco ...edito:e,
The )l;xplicator, l1't1Dit>ectt:lr and president of ~Heator
Lit:G~s.ry Feundatiow. :ffti:Boaro of aditor.':l, Amelt'icam Litei!!'ature,
1966~69.

#W!J.dviom.y board, Aba.t:r.:;aets of E!<!glir;h Stdi~§!·

19.68•69.

~Bon~d

of

eoiltsult:mta~

.t'lmedean I.i.terllt',:!! Realism,

Joanne Cockel~eao
Seriea of lectures on communication,
Service Co. of NeJ Me:ico.

executi~es

of Public

Paul Davie

hodu.c::U.on of H!)ielreun' Chdut!mla Carol: 1m Adaptation for f:be
Ctlntempm:~y St:age.n Old 'low Studio, Albuquerque, nsc. 1968.
R~~ Edocationnl Teoting Service, March 1969.

Gene Prumlhlu

See 112 ll'bove .tMd r/J:6 above. Re$1~ u:l.th Robert Croo1~y &Ill
Si:opt>tenc Rli:lde&sr echeduled t?ay 10. ot UNM. Pm:tid:tl!lil.t i:& pru:;.el
~:1ocl!$c:!ol3 "Tho 17uture of Gx:ee!! OsganifU.ltions," Ap:rU. 14, 1969 •
u;.m Ba11"G4:l:iil·

Jooopb il'i!~
CGr.wultant ou CUl!.'leiculum t:o llo:<:t: l.oo-!6 CQ:Uege, COl.-:;ra!!c, in th$
fnl1 of 1968. Ll!.aioon to tho SUU:e of Net1 Mexico fer the 1l!ntioao<i1
.Aeddemi-c Fzcc!l!<!lm Ccmnittoa of tho kmrican Civil tibm:tien Union;
Po:coi4!:Qll'!t cf the tm.t-1 l!aculty 01ub; ~t'al Editor lmw I>liDO:CO
Q.~Y.

Ji~c

Field l!ollllti!!l

~dar go~ Colorado Aoaociatcd U~iversitiea Pr~tl~.
l?.cr.f

Picl.mtt
Co~ultont

to

Pr.cntice~Hall~

B. t·1, 'l'<Sdlm:tt. Jr,
Batdbliahed Soo Mllrc:oG Preora~ which IWJ p~bUntter.~ tltJil•~tl hooYm•

Jom$G Llewellyn

~horson
'f'lll~ty·lllf.mata 4'le~rvi~~1

on !.l!Jm! l'.'ti.dio ou April :;.. 1969. Stmke

to the t11rilt ~gatioul church aeminar, th•tfnil:edam.
Church social conoo:nw c:oilllll:l.ttoo, the Drei;kfaat Lwoo Club.
St. l-farkulil Bpilacopnl Church 11\\d the Mwntain Stntea 'l'cl®phono
engin4.lc~o !Jli:OUP ubcut varloua aepect£:
prc~&ma, and tnatitutional !Qt~~~tf•

of oca.dolliic fs-eo.WO. di.W

Geox-ge Arlll9

l1c,;mbo;r of' Committee Oil 1\.m!Jricat\ Studi.s~.

Chair~I~M Q$!

Advisory

Col!l.lllittce on Advancement, College o£ .A&S.
Brm:Jat viarten Ba1Sghman
Acting Chail.el!!lm, Comm:Lttao on Amorieoo Stl!ldies.
Jelihl Baltzell

P&P and Graduate Committees.
Charge of Comparative Literoturc.

~eportmant

:~ditb

Choirmnn~ ~-mittc~

in

lluehooon

~lieh

Graduate Committee. Expanded Freohma~ Euslioh
Policy and Paraonnol Committee. Graduate .Advicer.

Oommitt@~,

L, Scott Catlett
~!ndorgrnciltmt(l

A.dvioer.

Granta·in~Aid

C®llllittae (Englioh),,

$~amnc Co~~elrcao

Rcp.:'eocntativo, mG!:t High School Do.y. Mamb!lrp Ilraohm:m Eaglioh
Committee. u.Jniveraity Collage Adv:l.!ler. Supervisor, Hor!t-Stuiy
Progr= (Bngl:f.oh).
l?a'!llll Davio

nsoenrch Allocations Committee

Co:nm!tto{l.

Honora

Committe~.

l!Jndergraduo.ta

Co~ttQo.

Doport~ntol

Sl!!'m~n

(Wnivaraity~.

~hjor

Co=ittee.

Potier n~ Poraonnal
Fresh!l!lll!l Ib.glioh

V. Imuitt

Major n4via8r,

Alternate. Student Stnttdnxdg Committee

(~~iv~raity,.
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Franklin M. Dickey
Grad1!!B.te adviser, Vice-president Phi Kappa :Phi. Policy &
Pe::OOl\lil.Ol Coromittt'!llh Coi!lparative I.iteraturo Committ<Oe.

Robet't E. Fleming
Director of Registration for Englbh Departmett~t. H~!llbtar lil>f
Wniveraity Registration Committee. Faculty Representativ~ on
Stud®nt LQadership Scholar~hip Committee,
Jct~lllph

Frttrak

Chait'lll<ln~ Publica tiona Committee
strativ~ Committee (Univcroity).

(lUnivlllroity). Nnmbc:rr- A&tini•
Policy and P~rsounol Co~tte~.

Varioue dep&rtmentlll etandf.mg and ad hoc commill:teoG.
Joa~ Field Holland
~lnivoreit:y Speakers'

COII!Ill:lttee. 11Jnivero:U:y Ar.t M1!!!3aU!Il C:omE1113lish Departm!!at M. A. Exam Coomdttee; Com!J.\i.tt~l!l
on the UDd®rgraduate Major. English major advieer.

mitteo.

Willio Dana Jacobs

Xn charge:

Depar~nt

of English library orders. Ezpsn4.od

Pol!~y

and Pero~l Committe~" COmmittee on Comparative Litc~atwr~,
Illtllpt. of Engl!mh Space (BoWlilliS) Committee. Adv:l.o~r of EogU.sh
M~jorg end ~mparative Lit®raturc Majors.

Jooeph M. 1\'ul:&ts
~tteeo: Continuing Edu.entiwt; AliS Scbolarahip; Ensl:lah
Sl!rve:r Couraea. Faculty adviser. English Majora. Memb«lr of
E2Paud®d Policy and Personnel eoamittes (English).

Dorothy 1-1. Logan
AdviG3~ to University College students.
mittea. Ron-da~ee Committ~e.

Freahman Engliob Com·

Iv:m Ualn®
~~ivermity

Committee on tho Jr. College.

Graduate

Advia~r.

mwi1:1!Um, Rev. 11.A. for Commm:lity an<l Jr. Colleg0 Tosell1er(3,
Ad H~ Undergraduate Ool!ll!d.ttoo. M, A· !Ixlll!l Collit:dtt~e. ~Wad,
H'Olltiplc Soetion 282.

Roy

P!c~tt

Director of Freohman Englillh. Univ4lraity Curricula Comlllitt:M.
Hobile Un!vei:o!ty Committee. Linguistico Committee. MAT in
E~gl~h Co!iO!id.ttee.
Dcpartln2ntal Granta~in-Aid Corull!.ttee.
Fteohman Englioh Committeao

Mary Jane Powor
Secretary, I!ngltsb llepartmeltt Faculty t4:eetin$e. Served 'on ttqo
committees and is chairman of a tbird. Unde~graduate
Cun:iculun Committee. Adviser •.Honore Program.

diaGe~tatlon

David A. ll~ley
Served on a· departmental cQIIII!ittee to find a new chail.rllll'm for
tha~ 1Jm1 Amedcan Stud.iea Dep.urtment ..

Stephea Rodefer
Ji'reobman P!ngl:f.ab Committee.

:Poetry CoiDillittee.

James X.. Ruff

~~ber, Uni~sity Library Committee.
Chat!~ of the E~liah 257 Committee.

Undergraduate Advioor.

Ellen Spolllkf
M\\'iselt' to trtuiergraduate tmaliah Majora.
Katherille S:l.r:m1G
Nr.;r.aly appomted mrunbm:.-, Doard of Popejoy Concert Ball.
Da).llru:~~l

CQJllllllttee on Unt2crgr41lu.ate !fejore.

Ocmmittca for the departmental Qtatement on
OU~!'Villion»

Cimirman.

Cha1mll11n~

Ad Hoc

fren~ c~~oe

April, 1969.

Jamao Lleusllyu ~orson
Me:Me~» Lifmali:Y COJiilllitt<:~o Gl1 dld.rman of the allocodom Dub~
eoa:mittee. El!.eetei.'l member of the AdminintraU.ve Coo:l:llittee.

Blacted £ember oi the faculty policy committee.

Cholt~

of

thoS Ad HlHl COil!!!littca for the E'ev:tew of ROTC .nt 'Oml. Gr:eduote
atadolllt ndvioer. M®lbcr of the Er131iwh Dap:.tt~nt Gl:.atlt..*ate

Commitl':se.
Fred B.. l-1amar, J'l':.
Ad E!oc M.!tE Ccmmitt:ea.
i.lql.'lZt!i!..."'lllt.

Policy tmd Personnel Coll!lllittee oQ English
Ph.D. Bxamiuatioa Cosittee. Fresllmrm Englioh

Co:mitt~e.
~~ito

.Aliaiatont Dean Colleg0 of Art~ & Sciel!!ea~J. E.'iltr.:mee
Cmillllittce. Art~ & Science Coordinator o~ \ll'nlvoz:oity
Evn!ual:ioa D.cy. Audio•VDU!ll Af.d& Comittee. Direcoor:. Dapn?tDnll

o~tcl R~giotr&tiot~.

Gra4uate Advioer.

··

nudley Hynllll

Co=ittao o~:~ Enhancement of Rducatilonal Proeeso. Ad Roc Cc=ittee
on MobU:-c Univeraity. C'nairmaa,. M. Hlx: Committee oa tho ll.ln:l.varo:tty

o~d

th0 ~ty.

Vo1unt£r,< &entice on StudGrtt•Faculcy

AGG~.

BAee. Co!ll3. to put on S'L'ID!l4:r avening "li'irel!lidea11 ~ Lat-n-.s1:1c~
Ra~ S~~at•li'aeult,v

CODfetence.

"

--
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Jcaeph Zttv<!dU

Cl2lllpue Planni!!S Ccl!!lldtt-eep Ad Rce Ckxnm!ttee to reco!lllll.lll.'!.d ne~~
A&S D~an. D~trumt Gr~dloote A!lvinr. Dep&rtmental Honore
CGmmittee. Acting Chai~ of Department, April 15·-·
9~

Public Service

Erneat vlarren Baugbn1cn
Chai~. Precinct Diviaion 36A, Democratic Party.
Jane

Baltz~ll

Varioua chores in connection ith l96l presidential campaign.
Co-chairman of ~nquet and initiation arrangements for Phi
Beta Kappa.
E<U. th Buchanan
Fr;!.ends of

~t~ ~IOl!:ico

Liblt'ariea; Patron of Santa Fe Opera.

Paul Davia
~.e~bo&' 0

Josaph

Yole St&-eet

~

~atiwe

School.

Membe~ of 1.lon&-c'! of ~!etY

opmecl!eo

~

rP..e:;:li!o Civil L1bertiea Union. V~ioue
Til nppesr.aneos.

Williu Dema Jecobo
Chtlii'lllml .ona Prcmouacet. kmual Sc:dppr3-ltoward ·spollislls B.<ie for
.t~ State .of ~Jau He:d.co, -spmwored by the Albuquerque Tr!ht.ttle,
A).lt'i1 0 1969.
Elected: J:l()legat:e to the DemGCrat:!e Couaty Con•
vontic:!ll .m:l:!i ~Ulmccrntie Stato P!!:OOidcmt:inl l.l!omin!lt:i:flg Conv.antioll!.
Mcilmbelr: !l~ratic Pm:ey Ct'etknt~l.a Committee. Ma:ygJ;,me l968j)
Alblll1.mltq11$ .alld. S.ruata !!e.

u.

nmcot~
~a
Wol~tcox- eoUoc~r for '!'he Heart
Dlt'!vcr, ocd D'i..e~Uta! Health k:i!.v••
ll<;~mkly
ilJ!:t~ve r:~ta.:,.

Yund

C~~mpAf.p,

Cyat!e Fibroai::¥

lrov:td A.

Xmmli: lJa.lttm. Leagt.-e of Amedca •

.Yam::Jo i!..lt~-ou~ '!Uo;roca
Mcmbca<

«if the

~viomcy bcar<l te Centarbury

Chapel. Member of

~-

Vil.eo ..presi<l!Gilt of Albuquotque Urban ProgreM. ~!1lbar
olZ the Ncm.-l!.ootii!Z Committee for the Nt:m Mexico Ar:LTJ. l-Ie!!1bar of
~!ow Mc!Sllco Citi:::ca 1 ~ ~tteo on Hl!.1llllll1 Rf.gbta.

Dudley tvynn
l~r P D~cl of Trustee&, A1bt.1cf!Ulrctue Aca®my.
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Joeeph Pre.e!t
Divorced
J'lon~a"
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f~ Marpt:y Goo«Uciwl Fruk,
Clftk 7irank, Jamw:y, 1969.,

Jttiio

1969; 1!18U.ied to.

Willie Dana Jacob&
Major, Vatted. States Ail:' ll'flt'ce-, Roe.
David A. R.4lm1ey
~e o~ bGme ar!dreaa to:

7442 Bditb Blvd. • N. E., Albuquerque,

R. M. 87113 ..

Joaeph Zavaf!U
Sot\ (Tbeinq Aadrew) bom li'ttbruatyl6, 1969.

1.86
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APPDDlX A

Prf.or to Apdll,. 1969• certaf.D h'ou which bad been put in the fire
dm:f.Dg 1967-68 beeame properly tempered.

010 cot.ttae apparat1y

wu

a success pdasoaically. though f.t

anaga in entolU.q tbon etudeuta •

work.

At the UDdeX'g1'aduate level the

~

~an

fleW

into a few

thia type of creative remedial

English 210. t.ataiht by Profe&&O'J;' Diekey uader the aeg:la of the College

'Of lline Arts, bad them rollins !n the aulo; and the new 300 cource. ander

the .flexible title oil

"Ge~~t~:ea, 11

helped to flU a gap in our

of~d.nga.

J':iDally. the defartmeatal ltoSIOJ:e progr8111 CODticue4 to so Wt11. accord~ to
both the

te~~ebera

&1tl1 etu4ents in it.

On the sra.dusta !Av.el, the M.A.T. h'op:am
Pftlfeuor Melada has

ueU launched.

M.A. -eaadioteo who plan to teach

&t

~

sot off

the &roUDd cDC! seems

'fllnki.Da on utt:lng up a ptogmm for

thct jtildot' or eCII:IIIIUllity college lcwal.

though thid ta •till only an ira in the fire.
The Ph.D. prcgr& is

pr~eeCiiq

aatufe.ctorlly. thoush much remaf.m to. be

dome to iron out minor admmiatt:ative !d.itb .ad &lb!guitf.ea.
AmmJg pgoject!l which might well be contiued, though they are still in
reM ~ou<IU:ton.

are

course ill Black
that

.t:1n

l.itora~.

~w:b m~~ off~g

f~o

f.nterdiscipUD4t)'

COUl'ae

lD urban culture -

illDii the

tauaht by ProfeellOZ' i'lelllf.ng, giwa strong evidertce

io '11&1id and a&W. 'i'he 't'eg!onel epplic:atioa for federal

to oub!lidke srabte etudenta iQ the Humanities should» I tb!ak. be

poo{'llai! 0 even i:bcr.1gb it fJl&l711.0t -result !t1 uy mouy for seweral ,aare.

thin col:!D.eeti0111:>- mosee
~~veroitieo ~

ne;.1

~

Itt

and ehould be dGJ:te testonally to writ with other

the·B.!.A.
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The Report of the Department of Geography
July 1, 1969 - June 30, 1969
Iven Bennett, Acting Chairman
I. General DeEartmental Information
A major goal of the department \vas attained this year when the
proposed Master of Arts program in geography was given final approval
by University and State authorities.

Approval of the program came too

late to permit its initiation in the fall semester of 1969, but it is
expected the first new courses in the program will be offered in the
spring semester of 1970 and that the program
by the fall of 1970.

~dll

be in full operation

New courses necessary for implementation of the

program have been approved and

\~ill

appear in the 1969-70 volumes of

the University and Graduate School bulletins.

The first student, a

young man employed by the Ne1v Mexico State Planning

~card,

has been

tentatively accepted into the program and is enrolled in the current
summer session.

Several other individuals have stated their intention

of entering the program in the coming year.
The department

1'1''-S

considerably strengthened by the addition in

February of Rodman Snead to the staff. Professor Snead came to us from
one of the leading graduate schools of geography in the United States,
that of Clark University, where his teaching and scholarly activity
earned him the reputation as one of the
geographers.

~tion 1 s

best young physical

His appointment enlarges the ful2>time teaching staff of

the department to four persons.

188
Mr. Reynaldo Ayala resigned his position of Instructor, effective at
the end of the 1969 summer session, to accept an appointment as Assistant
Professor in the Imperial Valley Branch of San Diego State College,
California.

During his three years on the staff, Hr. Ayala made many con-

tributions to the growth in stature of the Geography Department, particularly
through his work in the latin American Studies Program where his fine
efforts

earn~;>d

ciplines.

the respect of !Jniversity Latin Americanists in other dis-

He will be replaced in September 1969 by Hrs. Elinore Barrett,

a young woman completing her doctoral work at the University of California,
Berkeley.
Dr. Dietrich Fliedner, Geo~g - August University, Gottingen, West
Germany \'Jill join the department for the 1969-?0 academic year as a
Visiting Scholar.

Dr. Fliedner has been granted an American Council of

Learned Societies International Fellowship in American Studies.
do research on the development since the

16~

He will

century of the cultural land-

scape of an area in northern New Hexico.
The department's regular chairman, Professor Richard Nurphy, spent
the year on leave teaching in Japan (see below for details).

His teaching

duties were assumed by Professor Curtis Manchester of the University of
Hawaii.

Professor Hanchester enriched the department's program of instruction

by teaching courses on the Far East and Exploration Geography, fields in
\•lhich he is an authoritative scholar.

Associate Professor Iven Bennett

served as Acting Chairman of the department.
Only one new course, Exploration Geography taught by Visiting Professor
Nanchester, \'las offered during the year.

Hov1ever, 3801. Cartography and

481. Geomorphology, offerings of Civil Engineering and Geology respectively,
were added to the geography course listing in the 1968-69 University Bulletin.
Geomorphology was taught in the spring semester by Professor Snead under an
-2-
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arrangement that will see the course taught by a geographer one year and
by a geologist the next,

The new courses listed below were approved by

the University Curricula

Committee and will appear in the 1969-70 bulletins.

The addition of these courses moves the department's offerings closer to
those of other universities of comparable size and nature, but still leaves
us considerably short of the norm.
The Middle East and the Indian Subcontinent,
Map Reading and Air Photo Interpretation.
Field Methods,
Seminar in History and Philosophy of Geography.
Seminar in Physical Geography.
Seminar in Human Geography.
Seminar in Regional Geography.
Master's Thesis.

336.
373.
405.
501.
511.
512.
521.
599.

Under the auspices of the University Press, a new publication series
for

~10rks

in geography, "University of New Hexico Publications in Geography",

was started.

Professor Snead's, Physical Geography Reconnaissance: West

Pakistan Coastal Zone, appeared during the spring as Publication No. l in
the series.
II.

Composite of information requested££ individual biographical
SUPPlement'S,"

Advanced study.
Hr. Ayala completed the first draft of his doctoral dissertation and
submitted it to his committee at Southern Illinois University.
Leaves of absence, travel, etc.
Professor Richard Murphy spent the 1968-69 academic year a·s a Fulbright
Lecturer at the Institute of Geography, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan.
Professor Hurphy traveled '1idely in Japan and plans to return home via the
U.S.S.R. and Western Europe.

During the year he published at least one

paper, continued research on his classification of landforms and gave numerous lectures, other than those scheduled as part of his duties at Tohoku

-3-
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University, in various parts of Japan.

Since the details of many of these

activities are not known at this time, they will not be reported in the
sections

belo~t.

Professor Murphy v1ill supply the necessary information on

his return when he updates his biographical record.
Between July 1968 and January 1969, Professor Snead conducted field
work on the desert coastal morphology of the southeast coast of Iran.
The trip was sponsored by the geography Branch, office of Naval Research,
1·/ashington, D. C. (ONR Contract NOOO 14-66-C0104).

The Explorers Club of

New York also provided funds for the field \vork.
New Scholastic honors 1 fell01vships, etc.
See Murphy material above.
Publications.
Bennett, I. "Correlation of daily insolation \·tith daily total sky
cover, opaque sky cover and percentage of possible .sunshine",
Solar Energy, Vol. 12, pp. 3~1-393, May 1969.
Snead, R. "Origin of sands on the east side of the Las Bela Valley,
vlest Pakistan", Bulletin of the Geological Society of America,
Vol. 79, PP• 1671-1676, November 1968.
"Weather patterns in southern West Pakistan11 , Archiv f"u"r ~
Ib;' pp. 316346 December 1968.

~. Geophysik ~ Bioklimatologie, Serie ~. Vol.

(ivith Ian Burton and Robert vi, Kates) The Human Ecology of
Coastal Hazard in Megalopolis, Research Paper No. 115, University
of Chicago Press, 19 9.
Physical Geography Reconnaissance: West Pakistan Coastal Zone,
University of Neiv Me;lcico Publications in Geography, No. 1, 1969.
Tuan, Yi-Fu 1 2!· al. The Climate of New Nexico, New Hexico State
Planning Office, 1969. (This report vias prepared in 1962-64
vlhen Dr. Tuan WJ.s on the staff of the Geocrraphy Department.)

Other research projects or creative work in progress or completed.

Dr. Bennett continues to assemble hail, sleet and freezing rain data
for 300 United States vleather stations.

vlhen a twenty-year-record has been

corJpiled (mid-1970), the data \·till be punched on cards for computer analysis

-4-
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of the climatic characteristics of these three important weather variables.
A study of the frequency of daily insolation values in the United States and
Canada is abou.t one-half completed,

Dr. Snead is preparing a .report of his field studies along the southeast coast of Iran.
Features.

He is nearing completion of a World Atlas of Landform

This latter work has been sponsored and will be published by the

publishing company of John Wiley and Sons,

It promises to be a major con-

tribution to geomorphological literature.
Activities in learned and professional societies.
Dr, Bennett and Mr. Ayala read papers bei'ore the Southwest Division
Meeting of the Association of American Geographers, April
Texas,

Dr. Bennett's paper was titled:

4 in Houston,

"The Southwest United States as

North America's principal high-intensity insolation center";

Mr. Ayala's:

"The origin and development of Ejido Parras, Coahuila,. Mexico, as determined
from official records."
Dr. Snead read a paper titled, "Pleistocene sands on the east side of
the Las Bela Valley, West Pakistan", before the 21st International Geographical
Congress, held during November in New Delhi, India.

His trip to the meeting

was sponsored by a grant from the National Science Foundation,
Dr. Bennett was elected Chairman of the Albuquerque Chapter of the
American Meteorological Society.

He continued service on the Editorial

Review Board of the journal Solar Energy.
Other professional activities.
Professor Snead lectured in January to the Explorers Club of New York
on his field work along the coast of Iran,

He gave illustrated lectures on

his "1ork in Iran and ioJ'e;:;t Pakistan to the Albuquerque Chapter of the
American Meteorological Society and the University Geography Club.

-5-
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Mr. Ayala presented an illustrated lecture on mountains to the Kirtland
Grade School of Albuquerque, and one on the sequent occupance of Saltillo,
Mexico to the Hospitality Club of Albuquerque.
Non-teaching University service,

Mr. Ayala continued as advisor to the Geography Club. He served on
the Ph.D. oral examination committee of Mr. Roland Stewart.

-6-
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The Report of the Dep2rtment of Geology
July 1 0 1968--June 30. 1969
Vincent c. Itelleyv Chair!!tali'l.
GEliiERAJI. DlEPAR'l'JYm:N'l'lllo I:o!FORMATION

I •

A. Significant Achievements
The Department of Geology gr<:U:il:\=ed 8 bachelor 0 s degrees n
10 master's degrees. and 2 doctor of philosophy degrees. This

an. average

compared with

of 7v

.a.

end 3 degrees respectively

during the previous two academic years.
'~ere

.

j

About 75. underg:r;aduates

enrolled for bacheior 0 s degree·s in geology.

!30ilte 45-50

students were enrolled for graduate work of which about onehalf were working toward a doctorate.

Enrollment in geology

t..r.as up about 12 percent· for the year as compared to some 4

percent for the tniver·sity as a w'bole.
The Dapartment continues to receive 90od financial ~uppo:i1l;

for its majors
Richard L.
Phillip F.
Richard L.

from s nu~er of sources as followss
•'
· NSF· Fellowship
Ruetschilling
Hock 9 Jr.
NSF Fellowship
Burroughs
NSF Faculty Fellowship

$2.500
$2.500
$4,.000

Frederick w. Bachhuber
William Noel R~Anulty
John Wo Petersen
Jan Huzareki

NA~

Predoo. Trainee
NASA Predoo. Trainee
NDEA Title lV Fellowship
NDEA Title XV Fellowship

$2,400
$2.,400

l?ao-cM.n Cheo

University Fellowship

$1,,900

NASA Undergrad. Res. 1\sst ~
~SA Undergrad. Reso Asato
ACS Research Assistantship
ACS Research Assistantship

$
$

~1om~s

Ru

Fisher

steven Young
~il:lrvi!l'A

Palmar

Suhrmmani~m

Natarajan

$2,400
$2.400

400
500

$lq000
$1,200

1'11ayne Ro S:!.gleo
Judith Brower

»1A!EA VJndergrad. Res. Asst. $2.000

Ronald P. Geitgey

NSF

John Bu

c.

A~derson

NASA U'nderg:tad. Res., ASst.

200

Trainee

$

700

L. Herrick Scholarship

$

400

Sa~r

"
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Robert
.IC~aren

Taylor

~.

Kuehlthau

Pao-Chin Chao
John B. Anderson
V~rritt

James Aldrich

Ronald P. Geitgey
Fred D. Busche

nodney

c.

Rhodes

Harry teonard Scholarship

$

250

Aztec Oil & Gas Scholarship

$

400

Alb. Gem & Mineral Scholarship

$

200

N. M.,. Gaol. soc. Thesis Grant

.$

100

Res. Associate

$3.400

(WI SA)

Res. Assistant (NSF)
Res. Assistant (NASA & ~M)

$4,950

Res. Assistant (UNM

$3.000

&

N.!\SA)

Resu Assistant (~SA)
Res. Assistant (NASA)

Glen A. K:d mslty
J~mes Douglas causey

$1,800

$1,800

L.J.OO,
Totala

$42~900

':Fhe follo·wing l'!tmff research grants uere in effects

R.
Y.
Anderson
-i
-

NSF Gran·!: GA 922

t·T., E. Els~bn

lQASA

.

Ao t-i. Kudo

Eo F. Cruft

Gr~nt

$1;1..500

NGL 32-004011

$50,000

Post Doctoral Research Associatesz
William Laughlin
Pater J. Coney

$ 3.,000
9 3,500

NSF Grant GA-1623
NSF Grant GA-4428
UNM Research Allocations

$55,000
$14t-900
$. 1.900

sandia IN!b

$ 1,500
!}11,500
$13,087

NSF Gll 922

Amarican Chemical Soc. 3137-A22
i!tl:\SA. I<lSC Lunar Sample Ana lysis
~SA

Goddard Center Probe Standard

NASA

Aa~es

Hanaiian b<llsalts

ut~ Rase~rch Allooatio~s

$41.940
11 4,416
$14.403
500
$

NAS..l\ Amas Loan Laser Probe

$~4.000

UNM. Rese1llrch Allocations

e.
v

NMIM'l'

lLh.Q.QQ
Totals

9oo

$213,046

~
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Setrer~l

....

indus·tz1i:/ill ox: in:;;titutional grants were

mad~ dur;~ng

the year to the Depar·l:me!'l'l: in reoogt'lition of its prograw,s of
training

~nd

research as followss

Gulf Oil Company
Atlantic

Uu500

~ichfield

$1,,000

l¥'i0bil oil Com-gany

~

500

Bear Creelt Mittling Company

$

750

William F" Curtis

All1ard.

$3a318

Albuquerque Gem

].ijl_neral Club.

$

&

Chevron Oil Company

500

~alkqQQ,

Totalg $9 8 568

Pan

~marican

Petroleum

Corpor~tion

established a

complet~ly

operational Seismic Analog Computer Lab valued at :tlbout $225,,000
in one of our lab rooml3

q

r.zora equipme11t ;fo:r field studies o:;

ei!lrthgualtes is a lao indicated to ba coming ,to us if ws enlar9e

geophysics in the departm2nt.
f.iEiny scientific a.nd

industri<;~l

d.c..1ring the .year for consultl'Jition

visii:i:.ora came to the

t~Yi"i:~h

staff

l~mbars.

camp1!G

for jus·;;

visiting the faQi1itiesc for presentation of FSt~rs. for
t'laJtional evaluation.· fo:r job int.e:rtrie'll1s, and fo:~; recrui·ting
of students.
~~nies

o~:

so of major petroleum <llnd lnining

interviewed etudonts as prospective

'.!!he
t~-ze

11 do:?Jc;m

:l:ollo~·1ing

e~ployees.

people visited and delivered

tG~llts

before

students and staff5

Thaotl.ore Ernst, Uni'\rersity

Erlangen~

'ti'est. Garmany

:R,. !•1a StC';'l'el:l:'tc Ilnacon.da ReSe;;'lrcll
Fl. E', Trendall,

Gao!og~.ollll

S•:!rvey. Woate:;.-n Australia

Fred Hoar:;:c COl Tech
n.

11~ Re~.a~

l~urt

co:~

illlivera:ity of Cl:llifornia o La Jolla

r!rGC!xi1;:asoxa. Sr.l2.tl1aorniqn lklStitution
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Donn Gorsline 0 University Southern california
Gilbert Fielder, London University
A. A •. Smales. British A.E.(!.
F. E. Fricker, NASA Alf.es Research

M. Blander,

Stt~£f ~ef.l.::e:rch

Scientist, North American

Avit~tion

Karl Klement, Texas Tech
David strangway. University of Toronto

H. Voshage and H. Wanke, Max-Planck-Institute for Chemistry.
MQ:l.nz, West Germany
l~n

Blayden, university Newcastle, N.S.W. Australia

some 20 of our graduate s·tudents gave talks before our
Gradurate Conference ..held Thursdays

at

4~00 p.m.

Cash prizes

amounting to $100 were· given to the best three talks as follov-na
. $50

John B. Anderson

$25

Ronald Fodor .

Rich'arr.'l L. Burroughs $25
Through Dr. Keil's contacts with

~SA

the University

succeeded in negotiating an Ames-uNM Cooparat!ve Research
$135~000 •. Anyone in the University .

Agreement for as much a·s

including graduate stu'!-ents, havin~ :re.search of interest to a.xt .
J";msa investlgator may· obtain financial SUpport in amOUl1tS Up to
$10.000 - $15"000.

A~ ~he

th~

end of the year several men in

Depnrtment uere begintnL'1g research ·under this

Agreement~

Perhaps the highlight of the year \'!as the preparation
<md submittal of an Ins.iitutional Fa.cilities Proposal t.o the
:ll!ationsl Science Foundation requastixig $240,000 to aid ln
$548,000 addition ;nnd renovation project: for the Geology

Building.

Xn March an ElSP site visit and evaluation was mad1l:!

by Rich<Jrd A. Carrigan (NSF) q John

c.

Jlll..axwell (Princeton)

q

a~'Mi
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Brian J. Skinner (Yale).

state fw'lds were budgeted l'.md action

by the Foundation is expected by early fall 1969.

At mid year the Civil ~ngineering Department gave up the
last of the space that it bad occupied on the third floor, snd
it is this space t:ha.t will be renovated when the NSF proposE<l
is granted.
Another highlight of the year was the securing of an nm:,
eleetron microprobe on an NSF research grant request submitted by
Dr. Kudo. Coupled with this Dr. Keil was secured to take O\"er
our Institute of ~~teoritics. Drs. Kudo and Keil set up th~
Probe Lab and George conr~d of sandia was hired to operate the
facility.

As an unexpected development Dr. Keil secured on loan

a laser microbeam analyzer to assist in his research and pre-

parations for

stud~ing

the expected lunar samples.

Dr. Kudo completed. his Phase Equilibrium (Bomb) Lab during

the year and began his researches on igneous rock crystallization
histories.
~e following new equipment was purchased from agency gran·ts
<md departmental funds.

(l) Zeil Photomicroscope Noo XI
(2) Aa~ro-furnacec high temperature controlled
atmosphere and vacuum
(3) Leitz !ficro-h~rdness Tester
(4) E~ght--Sample stage
(S) Koasel ~licrodiffractometer Camera
{6) Binocular Stereo--r.ucroacope ($500~
(7) '!'it1o Syntron Polishers
{8) ~robe Sample Holders
~9} ~tomic Absorption unit
(lO}CBC ·~cuum Evapor~tor
(ll}H!gh Pressure Diamond Call
(12)~liscellaneous Equipment

$10,225
$
38•!-

=··

$ 1,650
$ ~.• 152
$ :;;,soo
Fr~e

$
$
$
$
$

]."800
1.,100
7•.,000

,,,ooo

;.: .• 000
.:t£cOOQ.

Totab $47>,800

"'
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The :Oap!<lrtment continued re\riew and modification of its
curriculumo The three formal option choices were abandoned
in favor of a general statement allowing course variations
\dthin the B.s. for students of "hard" and "soft rock" areas
of geology. Three hours of geology electives and English 264
were dropped from the B.s. Two new courses were added:
Geology 518L Microprobe ~nalysis
Geology 513L Me~eoritics
B~

3 credits
3 credits

Plans and ~eco~~ndations
1. Plans are being formulated for setting up a rock

and mineral preparation laboratory in our basement.

Sawsv

crushers, polarizersc grinding laps. mounting equipment,
polishing apparatus, etc. would be assembled in one large
shop and a skilled technician would be hired.
2. The meteoritics collections must be moved to Geology
from Physics. The best material will be exhibited in our present
museum and a secure storage and curating room will be built i1:1
the basement for the working part of the collection.
3.

Xt is recommended that a geophysicist be

our staff neltt year.

~dded

to

If the right man is obtained we could likely

double the financial research support in our department.
~~as

4. We hope to obtain a skilled lab technician to ma~ our
Spectromster Lab under the direction of one of our staff.

So !~ny in the geology staff hope that the next large
item of equipment to be secured in the department will lie a
sltanning electron microscope. and spac'e i~ planned for such
equip~~nt

6.

in our forthcoming new space.
A

full-ti~~

research ass¢ciate is urgently

the :rnst!tute of Z.7.$lteoritics beginning July l, 1970.
is hardly worthy of the name with only one man.

neede~

~n

in

Ins·titute
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-77.. ln order to s1.1pport ou.r efforts in geochemistry
and materiels analysis

are hoping·to get Dr.

t~e

urgently

nee~

~u-ichiroAoki

a wet analyst.· We

from Tohoku Universityg

Send<.d., Japelll join us on an NSF Senior Foreign Scientist
Fellot17ship for 1970-:-1971.
the world.

He is the foremost roc1;: analyst in

He has. indicated a desire to come.

After his

visit we would .wish
to replace him with a permanent man •
,
•'·· .._

c.

Dr. Stuart A.

l<?n9 career in the

~orthrop

Dep~;rtment.

(19~.8-1969)

retired after a

;Eirs.t :as chairman {1929-1961)

and later as Research Professor (1962-1969}?

He will be

ou:~:

first Emeritus Professor.
Mr.

Faculty

William Halea

u. s.

Geological :£urveyp was appointed

Associ~te.

Dr. La~rence A. Frakes (UCiCJ\} .·\'las appointed Associate

Professor beginning Septemberu 1969.:

Rfs speci;;llty is aedi··

l"lt$ntology.
Dr. George R.. Clarl( (Cal Tech) was appointed Assistant

Professor baginning Septew.ber.

1969~

His specialty is Paleon-

tology and he will talte ,over the teaching of Dr. Northrop.• ·
No resignations occurred.
I~.

COMPOS:I'l'E OF ::nilD:IV:J:DUAL BIOGRAPHicAL SUPPLEMENTS

1.

Advanced Study

Abraham
T~ipei

'·

Rosenzt~~eig.

Chinese (M.arl\da:dnl language lessons,

Language lnstitute.

Sherman A. Wengerd.

sur'\?ey of tl:e l:atest literature on

stratigrephic principles. october to Decen;ber 1968 (self-imposed
study

~

progzam)~

2.,

Sabbaticals
Ed,g<Ur F. cruft.

Travel to south West Africa; July-August

1968, Dec. 1968, March 1969 in connection. with research and
consultation.

200
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summc:; field work om NASA

Elston.

sponsored research, southwestern New I>"..e:idco.

Conducted

tour of area for researchers from O:Ttat l:"ropulsion Lab, U.s.•
Geological Survey.
Research Center

u.s.

of

Visited Jet Propulsion Lab., Graduate
the Southwast 9 NnSA Antes Research Center,

Geological Survey Branch

J. Paul Fitzsimmons.

cif

Astrogeological studies.

Sabbatical leave, Semester IIP

1968-69.

Dr. Klaus Keil.
Uij~

,.....

Annual Meeting of the Meteoritical

Society, Cambridge, Mass •• OCtober 7-llu 1968.

Joint Japanese-

American discussion on "Progress in· Electron Microprobe lJn<lllysis" •

Sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences and the Japan
Society for Promotion of Science (10 "selected Japanese al'ld u,.s.
participants).

East-West Center, University of Hawaii. Honolulu,

Hawaii, November 11-15, 1968.
de Allende.

Mateoiite expedition to Pueblito·

Mexico, February 12-15, 1969.

Chihuahua~

Annual

Meeting of the American Chemical . socisty, symposiu.rn on the

Ret.ul:ned Lunar Samplek Minneapolis, Mi_nn. 0 April 14-18, 1969.
i1aeting of li?rincipsl Xnvestigators of the Returned I.unar Sam:?l:ea
~1ASA

Msamed Spacecr;;)ft Center, Hou.ston, Texas, April 28-30. 1969 •
.,Y!a~~~~S..2r-.l~~~~·

Travel, to sonora, Maxico.:Mith g:cad.

summer session UNM 1968 & 1969.

stu.dents

Albert M. Kudo.

Travel to ·salt I..ake City to read pSJ?Sl:

at annual mscting o:f Rocky Mountain Section of Geological society
of American

~~y

7-llu l969F
Le1;~ve

Abr<llham Rosenzweiq.
Z.eave sem. l:r.

SG~bba·;~;tcal

of Absence Sem. I,

Visiting Professor of Geology, National

Ta:hJ~X!

maiversity Sem I & IX. under grant from NationaL Council for
Scientific
to Toltyo,

Research~

lldil~o,

Davelopnwnt.

Kyoto 0

Japanu from September

Oaal~a.

6-21~

P~p~lblic

of China.

KObe,, the inland

.~a,

to Okinawa from Sept.

Traveled
Uiroshirna,

21~22,

and to

201.
Taiwan, traveling

el~tensively

throughout the island and to

the nearby J;'escadorea .. from Sept. 23-June 1.

Includes visits

to several mines, the northern volcanic areas, two trips in
the

m~tamorphic

cen~ral

terrain of the

Mountain Rangaa the

west coast, the east coast.

Sherman A. Wengerd.

,c

.

Sabbatical leave UaSoA. and

1-'lexico Sept. 1968-Feb.: 1, 1969 (Semester :t).

Total of 17,000

miles of travel Sept~ 1968,..Jan. l969s' Albuquerque to Boston
to San Francisco to Mexico

City~·

Yucatan'. west coast M!i\Xicoo

Four Corn.ers_Geol ogj <::a:i: Society PoWell .Centennial MeMorial
Eltpedition dmm the· Colorado Riv.ar :April 27;..May 3, 1969 (Floillt.

trip down the rapids 'to'atudy structure and stratigraphY:•

take

.

geological photographs,,
clinibed Kalbab. Trail froltl Phantom RilnC::h·
..
.
to Yak:!. Point on South jti.m) • c. Geolo.gica·l Reconnaissance o:c·
'

~

the B~hio san Franc:ia!i~
. . .... Jl:rea, sono~·a:,·
.. ' ';June. ).6-23, 1968~ p .. ·Tri'p~
'.

'

~

to san ·;Francisco for .oil company cO:n;fere.nces July l3-l9c 1969 ··;
{Buttes Gas and Oil co;,.;. and Sunlan'd: ~e:fini.ng co.).

E.: Trips,

to ·Phoenix
for meeting·
;qf Board of ...D.lrectors
0 Thompson Ip:t_er-' .
•
.
•
1.

national
Corp. ·.January
:#nd
April 1969.:.
.
.
.
.
Lee A o· Woodward o Travel t.o Colorado, tiyoming, Montana·n
'

,.

~

..; ·,

I.Ciaho. Utah, and X\l'e.vadiii:.•
3o

l'l?e't'a sc:hola.st:i;d .Honors 9 etc:~

Wolfgang E; Efston~

"Elected .Fellow

D:r. l:<lau·s I(eit.
society of AEtarica''
International

(D~c ••

Biography~•·,

of the Mineralogici!ll

1968) F listed in "Dictionary .of

London. England (1969)

Sherman Ao t'Y'angerd.
'iJho in the vJest" • A o N"

X.iste'd in Who is Who in tb,e West ..

o

Listed in 1969 Edition of "i'lli.o's

!%~rquis

•
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4.

Publications
Anderson,, R. Y., and Kirldl!lnd, D. w. (1969), (Editors),
Paleoecology of an early Pleistocene lake on the
High Plains of Te~casa Geol. Soc. America Mem. 113.
201 p.

----~-~---• (in above volume). Geolog;tc:a~:L·: Setting

of the Rita Blanca Lake Depositsz· p. 3-13.

--~.......--:--~-··

(in above volume), Paleoecology of
the Rita Blanca Lake deposits--a ~ynthesisz p. 141152.

Anderson, R. Y. and Koopmanso L. H. (in above volume),
statistical analysis of the Rita Blanca varve timeseries~
p. 59-75.
D. w. and Anderson, R. Y•• (in above volume),
Comp9sition and origin of the Rita Blanca varves&

~rkland,

p. 15-46.

------------~--~· (in above volume). Systematic list

of fossils in the Rita Blanca lake depositsg

p. 77-

81.

(ll.n preparation) • Origin of enterolithic folding in banded evaporites.
Anderson, R. Y., 1969, Annual Ne\'IS Report for Rocky
Mountain Regions Micropaleontology, v. 15,
p. D0-132.

Cruft, Edgar F., ~netic considerations of the gypsum•
anhydrite transition. (1969).
Cruft, Edgar F., Third International Salt Symposium, .
Cleveland, Ohio. (In press).
Cruft, Edgar F •• Gypsum deposits of the coast of
Africa. (1969) with F. Cagle.

s~

Cruft, Edgar F., Atomic absorption analysis of trace
el~!mants in calcium sulfate minerals using an
organic enrichment technique. (1969)o With
Jo Busler. (Submitted to Anal. Chem.)

w.
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cruft. Edgar F.,
analysis of
minerals by
J. Busler.
Chemist;n>;.

Direct reading emission spectrometric
trace elements in calcium sulfate
organic enrichment. (1969) With
Vol. 41, p. 175-.177. An~lytical

Elston, w. E •• Bikerman. Michael, and Damon, P. E., 1968.
Significance of new K-Ar dates from southwestern
New Mexicoa in Correlation and chronology of ore
deposits and volcanic rocks., u.s. Atomic Energy
Comm. Ann. Progr. Rept. 600-689-100, p. AXV-1 to
AIV-20 (same manuscript being prepared for publication by Geol. soc. America Bull.)
Elston, w. E., Coney, P. J.~ and Rhodes, R. c •• 1968,
A progress report on the Mogollon Plateau Volcanic
province, southwestern New Mexico, in cenozoic
Volcanism in the Southern Rocky Mountains (R. c.
Epis, Ed).a Colo. School Mines Quarterly, v. 63,
no. 3, p. 261-287.
Elston. w. E., Lambert, P. w., and Smith, E. x., 1968,
Striated cones: Wind abrasion features, not shatter
cones, in Shock ~~tamorphism of Natural Materi~ls
{B. M. French and N. M. Short 0 eds) : Mono Boo!c
Corp •• Baltimore, p. 287-290.
Elston. w. E. and Aldrich, M. J., 1969, Non-random
, distribution of major lunar craters (abs): Am.
Geophys. Union Trans • , .v. 50 0 no. 4 o p. 219.
(complete paper being prepared for publication
in Jour. of Geophys. Res) •
Elstonc w. E •• Five other articles in various stages of
publication.
Fitzai!ll'.mona, J. Paul, Four articles for the McGraw-Hill
''
Encyclopedia of science and ~cbnology: Archeozoic,
Precambrian, Proterozoic. and Basement Rock (in press}.
Keil, Klaus, Application of solid-state energy disparsion
spectromster in electron microprobe x-ray analysis.
science 159, 528-530~ 1968 (with R. Fitzgerald and
K.F .J. Heiii'rich) •
Keil, Klaus, zincian daubreelite from the Kota-Kota and
st. ~~rk s enstatite chondrites. Amer. Mineral.
~- 491-495, 1968.
8
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Reilu Klaus, Chemical and mineralogical relationships
a~~g enstatite chondrites.
J. Geophys. Res. ll•
6945;_6976, 1968.
Keil, Klaus, Determination of vanadium in the presence
of titanium by electron microprobe techniques.
Amer. Mineral. 53. 1770-1773, 1968 (with K. G.
snetsinger and T. E. Bunch) •
Keil, Klaus, Review of "Elektronenstrahl-Mikroanalyse.
Vol. XV of Handuch der mikrochemischen Methoden.
H. l~lissa, Springer-Verlag, Wien - New York 9
1966", in Amer. Mb1eral. 53,, 2107 • 1968.
Keil, Klaus, Speciel applications, cathode luminescence.
In "The electron microanalyzer and its application.
Proc. Meeting sponsored by the National Science
Foundation of Science, East-West:'Center, tJniv. of
Hawaii, Honolulu~, Hawaii, November, 1968", pp. 6569, 1969.
Keil, Klaus, Lattice parame-::e:r.s o£ ltamacite by the l{oSsel
technique. Amer. Mineral. £!, May, 1969, (with J.
Frazier and A. .M. Reid) •
Keil, Klaus, Special applications of the electron
microprobe. Joined Japanese-u.s. microprobe
meeting, East-West Center, Univ. of .Hawaii,
Honolulu. Hawaii~ November ll-15, 1968.

Rail. Klaus, l4ineral composition and petrology of siliciate inclusions in iron meteorites. Meteoriticml
Society, Annual Meeting, Cambridge, MaE!t:h.a 1968.
~chromite in non-chondritic
metePrites. t~teoritical Society. Annual Meeti.ng~
Cambridge" t4ass., 1968 (with T. E. Bunch).

Keil. Klaus, Chemistry of

Keil, Klaus, Electron microprobe x-ray analysis. symp.
on Returned Lunar sample, American Chemical society,
April 14-18, 1969, Minneapolis, r.finn. (\11ith T. E.
Buncb).
Reil. Klaus, Xlmenite in ordinary chondrites. Trans.
Amer. Geophys. un. §Q. 223b 1969, (with K. G.
snetsinger).

"'
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Co, Geology of the Alkaline Precambrian
at P<:~jari'c.e I1tountain, Otero C0\4"'lty. !lhi'l~ll
Gaol. Soco Amer. Bulla v. 19, p. 1565-1572. 1968.
RocJ~s

Kelley, V:l.!.'laent Cou Albuquerqtteg :Its £Jlountains, Vr;lley.
't"ta.ter, .snd Volcanol9s u No r.rax. Bur. JY'.dnes . & J).tlin. Res.
Scenic Trips t<? the Geoloc;1ic Past. No. 9, 101 Eh
Kelley, Vincent c., Westward o~erturning Near the
l\1::n3a;roka 'I'hrust. Uinta County, v1yoming, Gaol. So.a.
~me;rica Bull., May,· 1969.
I(udo, .i\lbert ~., :rnitial rl(e.lting in sllcali feldspaz·plagioclase-quart21 systems, Geological .Maqazin.::·,

.val. 105, no. 4§ l968 0 .pp. 325-337.

*•• Inclusions of ultrl:lmaf.:!.c and. .sedinlentary
rocks in volcanic necks, sandoval and ValeA'lcia
Co'lmties, Net'1 l~ltico~ Programu Annual W!,.geting of .the
Roel'Y .rJ.lountain Section, Geological society of l'marica,

Kudo, Al.bext

1969 0 May 7-11 0 p. 10 •.

Northrop, Stuart ~ "f Ris·cory of the Ne't"1 r-isxico Gs!olcgic8!l
So~ety. 1947-1968:
Nel'l blexico Gaol. Soc. Speco
Puh. Mo. 2 «mss. of 219 p.) in ~~ess.

Rosenzt"ll'eig 0 Ilbraham, t'4'ith ~'l. !4. l{a:rno\1sid, "The gold-ti~·"
lead alloysli' the gold-lead-tin system" /J' Trans. lV'.et •.
Soc:. A:n~. vol.. 242 (1968), P• 2257.
RosenZ'i"eig, Ilbr<E:~ham. >"lith D. ~~ Cro'rt'l$r, '"l"he crystal
atrtac'l:ure of (l-JR4} 4 UFs" • ~Ot~ Crysta llographica.

in

p~eSSa

Rosen~Ieig, Abrah~mo

'i•1.ith Ryan, R. R. & Cromar, D. T.
"'Che cxystilll structure of (mELL-) 4ThFs" , Acta cr:rst ••
in press.

Wengerdg ShermEn A • , "Bioherm" .E\rticlea i~ Revisioir of
MeGraw-Ei1l Encyclop0dia of Science.
'tifsngerd. Sher~n .li •• "Biostrome", Technolo<]'.J• Nei'J Xcrk,
!969o (Bage nuwbers not available to m$»•
Wo!i!g<ZI}7tl 7 Sherw.an 2!.., 11 PG~nsylvanian Correlations ir. southlfr~::~o·coret colorado," !.i!"'M ~~,tico G~ologicml Societ:;r Guidabo.:~k for the 19th Anl1u:tal Field confere~oCeq Po 159164- ~ Octol:ua;t> • 19GB (t1lth Dr • E., S:<:<:Jbo) •
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-14Woodward, Lee A., Lower Cambrian and Upper Precambrian
strata of Beaver Mountains~ Utah, 1968~ Am. Assoc.
Petroleum Geologists Bull •• v. 52, p. 1279-1290.
Woodward, Lee A., 1968, Pre•Beltian Geologic History
of Central Montana: Ge~i. Soc. Ameri~an Ann. ~~g.
Program, Nov. 11-13, .l96B, Mexico City, p. 328-·329.
.
Woodward, Lee A.,l968, Basin and Range Landscape:
Encyclopedia of Geomorphology, Reinhold Book Corp.,
p. 60-62.
Wood\'lard, Lee A •• 1969, Significance of Comparative
Tectonics in Petroleum Exploration: West Tex.
Geol. soc. Newsletter, v. 9, p. 12-13.
Woodward, Lee A., 1969, Petroleum Exploration in
Western United States in Light of Principles of
Comparative Tectonicsi Am. Assoc. Petroleum
Geologists Bull., v. 53, p.• 210-211.
Woodward. Lee A., 1969, Large-scale Tectonic.Bending
Associated with Major Thrust Plate, Western Utah
(abstract): Gaol. Soc. America Abstracts with
Programs for 1969, Part 5, p. 91.
"food\<Jax;d, Lee 1-\., 1969, (\<lith J. Michael O'Neill),
P~ecambrian carbonate Rocks 'of the Pilor Rango,
Nevada and Utah, and Their R~giona1 Significance
(abstract.) : Geol. So'c·. America Abstracts with
Programs for 1969, Part:'S, p. 91-92.
Wood\'lard. Lee A., 1969, (wi.t,h John w. Petersen) 4
Structural Analogs of sangre de cristo Uplift
Based on Experimenta 1 Models s Program ll:e\'1
Mexico Geol. Soc. 23rd Ann. Mtg., Santa Fe,
New V;.exico, April 25-26, 1969.
Woodward, Lee A., 1969, comparative Tectonics in
Petroleum Explorations · Oil and Gas Jour.·, v.67,
no. 17, p. 106~111.
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Other Research

Projects~

.Bg~:r Y. A&'lde:rsorn.

etc •

Principal Investigator, NHF,

Grant GP 4200-cont., b.;o years, $49,0003 Climatic Cycl.es

anc~

Patterns in Varved sediments - Geochemistry of Evaporites.

Origin of Enterolithic Folding :l.n :banded evaporites.
mentation in Recent

LaJ~:es

~dgar

Sedi-

and reservoirs.

F. Cruft,.

American Chemical soc. $13,0!'7.

Il!u.cleation-kinetics & caS04--:a2o system. 68-69 , :f)iational Snience
F(')Urid. $46,000. Geochemistry of evaporites. 1967-69 sandia Corp.
$5000 max.

Mat~rials

research analysis.

Wo,ldganq E. El.ston.

1968-69.

Awarded :1}!2\Sli grant

011, yolcanological Approach to the Interpretation of
~.

initial 3-year (1968-71) step. funding of

NGL-3~~-004-

Luna~gea

$101~000 •.

;:;.Ja_rded

1-yE~ar cooperative g:i:an·t fi'om Nl\SA .Ames R~:~aearch center, [:_ ;oint

jqvestigation of lava tUbes and.~t~er possible volcanic ana]~~.
of lunar features, $12,000.

Wrote proposal for m\SA grant, ~~arf!_g

Se.srch for exj.dence of dynamic

support for first yea17 pilot study
ne~'!al

of 3

~

informally assurer: of

:eroces~,

p:E

$5,000.

~pplied for ;.-.:'!1-

year step ::f:'unding, 1969-13, of NASA

D'J4-001 (see above)

a

g~ant il!GL-~;2-

to:tal requested $75, 37S~ \~~s informall~·

promised rene\-Jal at unspecified .amou'nt.

Awarded $828.15 trl:t•eJ

.

grant from. tlNM ~esearch Allocations.
Cormnittee
to attend sym)'Osium
.
.
mnd field trips of l:nternational As,sociation for Volcanolog:•
aJild Chemistry of the E<:lrth 0 s !nterior.

Great Britaint Auguf:t ?O

i;o septembs:r 20, 1969 •. L:l.sted as c.ollal:lorator of AEC contr<1ct
1~T

(11-l)-689, Correlation of <2?::~ de]i!osits and v~nic roc!~~

(Dr. P. E. Damono Unitr. of Arizona~ Principal Investigator).,

Continued cooperative program 'IIJith

u. s.

Geological S\1rvey

Drzmch of listrogeologicai st:udiesz one Ph.D. cGlndidate av,.m;rc1c!c;l
support of $1,800.

Continued cooperation

Survey Wilderness Prograrn.

~'>lith

u. s.

Geolog::cal

,.,
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-16J. Paul Fitzsimmons. ~ranslation of book from
Russian for Plenum Publishing Corporations ~opics in Mathematical ~eology, 290 pages. Orbicular rocks of the Sandia
Mtns. Interference Phenomena in uniaxial minerals.
Dr. Klaus Keil. Research contract with NASA
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, ~xas, entitled "Electron·
microprobe analysis of.the returned lunar sample".

Durationg

February:U, 1969 to July 31, 1969 (to be renewed after July 31,
1969)~
Total grantg $41,940.00. Research contract with NASA
Goddard

S~ace

Flight Center, Greenbelt, l4aryland, entitled

"Pre:paration of Standards for electron microp:r:obe ana lysis" •
Durations March 14 -.september 14,. 1969. Total granta $4,416.
Cooperative .-Jerking agreement with :NASA Ames Research Center,
ll.loffett Field, California, entitled ''Mineralogy and Petrology
of Ha\~aiian basalts". Durations April 15, 1969 to September
15, 1970.

~otal

grant:

$14,403.00.

Grant from UNM

Re~earch

Allocations Committee, entitled "Mineralogy, Petrology, and
Chemistry of the Burdett, Kansas, stone meteorite". Duration~
November 7, 1968 to June 30, 1969.
grants awardedg

~otal

grant:

$500.00.

•rotal

$61,259.00. Laser beam microprobe, Moseley X-Y'

recorder, several strip-chart recorders, anti o·l:her equipment t11as
brought from NASA Ames Research Center to UNM for work on
meteorites and rocks • Estimated value of equipment $42. 000 • 00.
TPtal grants and equipmentx $103,259.00. Set-up from scrateh
a complete electron microprobe and laser microprobe laboratory,
including involved computer programs.
Geology bf the Pecos Slope.
Petrology of the Lincoln County Porphyry Belt. Geology of
V~ncent C.~elley.

Capitan X-!ountain.

StuCly nf

Tularosa south Fork Graben.

Idaho-~iyoming
~ecto:nics

Thrust Belt.

of Rio Grande Depression.
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Diatreme of canjilon Hill.
Quadrangle, otero County.

Geology of the Mescalero

Alb~t M. Kudo.
Continuing research on ultramafic
working on manuscript for publication and continuing research on volcanic plugsa Organized Research. Received

inclusionsa

$55,000.00 from NSF (Grant Number& NSF-GA1623) to purchase
electron microprobe and set up lab: Laboratory is operating full

..

time now. It is now under Dr. Reil's direction. Received
$29,800.00 from NSF (GA-4428) for two years starting Nov. 1968.
stuart A._Northrge. Service record of all members of"'the New .Mexico Geological Society, including commi·ttee
memberships, papers read at annual spring meetings, papers
written for guidebooks of annual fall field conferences,
mss. nearly completed.

etc.~

History of New Mexico earthquakes,

l855-l968y in progress.
~~m Rose~zweig.

Completedx

with R. R. Rya::t,

"The crysta 1 structure of (NH4 ) 3ceF7 •H20" 1 111ith E. J. Graeber a
"The crystal structure of yavapaiite and goldichite". In
progressg the crystal structure of spangolite~ (with C. K.
Huang) Grossularite and Sahlite from Fengtien, Hualien Hsien,
Taiwan.

~1ith

George Htt) Hypersthene from the Tatun volcanics,

Taipei Hsienu Taiwan.

Colloidal sulfide deposition at Chin-

kuashih, Taipei Hsien. Taiwan.
Sherm)'ln. A. Wengerd. "Time surfaces in stratigraphic Analysis"u "Sequences in Salt Tectonics"~ "Genesis of
the Paradox Geosyncline" (111ith E. Szabo) r "Anatomy of an Atoll The 1'.19juro Example" 8 "Stratigraphic Sections, Oil 'l'ests and Oil
Potential of Southt<7estern Netll Mt~xico" (with KottlO\IIski and
Foster) 8 ''Geology and the Tectonic Control of Oil Occurrence in
the Western Paradox Basin. Four Corners

Region"~

"Coastal Geo-

morp}lology of Bahia San Carlos 1%rea, Western Sonora. .Mex:l.co.

21.0
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Lee A. Woodward.
thrust plates in western Utah.

Structural analysis of major
Origin of iron-rich

sediment~ry

roclts.
6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
RQQer Y. Ander.§..OI1,•

M:lmbe:r. GSA. MAS.

§§gar F. Cru.ft. Read paper & co-authored another
paper@ 3rd Xnt"l. Salt Symposiumq Cleveland, Ohio, April 1969.
"Geology of s.w. Africa •11 Albuquerque Geological Society, Notr.
1968.

{'l'he Moon) 3

WolfganQ, E. El~. Elected member. Co!lt11lission 17
International Astronomical Union, submi.tted names

for far-side lunar features. president, Albuquerque Geological
Society (until Dec. 1968). Attended Am. Astronautical soc. Conf.
on Advanced Space E~periments, Ann Arbor, Mich., September 16-18,
Attended Western Ann. Meeting~ Am. Geophysical Union, San
Francisco, C~lif., December 2-Sq 1968. Attended Ann. ~~eting,
1968.

Mtn. Sec., Am. Assoc. of Petroleum Geol, Albuquerque,
Febru~ry 23-26, Co-chairman of opening session and field trip

~ocky

leader.

Attended Ann. Meeting 4 Am. Gaophys. Union, Washington,

D. c., April 20-25, 1969, read paper (see publications, item 4).
Attended Ann. Meeting, cordilleran Soc., Geol •• Soc. of America.
Salt Lake City. Utah, May 7-10, 1969 6 session co-Chairman.
J. Paul Fitzsimmons.

Sigma Xi.
(San

Vice-president UNM Chapter of.

Annual field trip of Ne1.oi Mexico Geological Society

Juan-s~n

l·aiguel-Ir.J !?lata region) •

.P-~

Kla_J!a l{a:i.;i... Elected President of the lJJsteorH.ical
Society (1968-1970 term) , an international society devoted to the
study of meteorites. pla11ets. and ext;:-ater;restrial geology.
Elected Sacretaxy of the Commission oiii\ Meteorites, The xnternational Union of Geological soienc:us (1968-1972 term).

21:1
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Re-elected for a second two-year

te~m

(1968-1970) as

u.s.

representative, Commission on Meteorites and Extraterrestrial.
Fdneralogy. International

l~neralogical

Member,

Association.

Planetology Advisory Subcommittee of the Space Science Gnd
Applications Steering Committee, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Washington, D.· c.

Annual ~eting .of

the Meteoritical Society, Cambridge. Mass •• October 7-llu

1968, Presented two papers:

a) Mineral composition and

b) Chemistry of chromite in

and

m~teo:t'ites,

petrology of silicate inclusions in iron

n~n-chondriti~

meteorites.

Joint Japanese-American discussion on "Progress in Electret\
Micro!?robe Analysis,;· o University of aawaii, Honolulu, liat~Yaii,
November 11-15, l96S. Presented paper ong · Special applications
' .
of the electron m~croproba. Annual meeting of the American

.

~,.

Chemical Society, Symposium on Returned Lunar
~linn.,

April 14-18, 1969.

probe x-ray analysis.

Sample~ Minnea~olis9

Presented paper ons

Electron micro-

American Institute of Mining Engineers,

-vrestern Skies Motel 0 Albuquerque, N.M •• October 19, 1968. ·
Preaenteq talk ong

Extraterrestrial rocks:

their origin and

significance.
V}.ncent.
Lend Ill;:.magemant.

c.,

l~.le..x.

Mem. Advisory Board

.Mam. U.s. Gaol. Survey.

ED..exico Prof. Engrs.

Registered Engr.

Econ. Gaol. reetinga, Wash.,

Da

C. Feb 19-20.

Econ. GeoJ!.ogistso National Nominating Committee..,
Field Trip Comm. AAl?G 0 Rocky l·iountain Ssction.

Committee. Al\:i?G, Roclty r<lountain Section.
N~

~ew

Chairman, Grants and Aids Committeeo N.r•:l.

Attended A!£48 msetingsa ~1ashi1'lgton, D. C. Feb. 17-18.

Committee.

Bur.

Board of Directors 0 N. M. r4ining Association.

Geol. society.
SOCp

u.s.

M.

~ti.ning

Aasocil:ltion-..

JlttenC:ed

MSmber Sea.
Chaiz-mano

!~mber .1\dviac~y.

~.em: ·Educational

Attended Executive Conm: ..

r-zeeting. N. £11. Geol. Soc., Albuquerque.

Attended Geol. Soc. Am.u

2:12
-20Roc1ty Mountain Section~ Salt Lal::e City.
Gaol. Soc. Mtg. Salt Lalte City, Utah.

Cochairman Tech. Sese.

!S!!,do. Presented talk at Albuquerque
Geological Society Lwlcheon, Dec. 17, 1968. Presented paper in
~,;rJ;,M.

Sal~

Lake City, Utah, to Rocky Mountain Section, Geological

society of

A~~rica,

~Y

9, 1969.

Attended Annual Meeting of

AAPG,. in Albuquerque/ N. M., March.

stuart ~. Northroe. Final editing and proofing o~
"'!'he San ,A_ndr~s Limestone. a reservoir for oil and water in New
Me::dco, Symposium,"

New Mexico Geol. Soc. Spec. Pub. No. 3,

Slp •• published April. 1969. served as editor and judge of ·
papers written for presentation at New Mexico Junior Academy
of Science, Northwest Region, March 29, 1969.
Abraham Rosenzweia.

Annual meeting, Geological

society of China, April, 1969 (became member}.

Lectures

"UJ:'anium Deposits of the Colorado Plateau" • to Geologica 1
Society of China, l~rch 15, 1969.
Sherman A. We119e.E§..
r,~at!ng

AAPG Business Committee

as District Representative and Delegate from

.1\lbuquerque, April 13, 1969, Dallas1 al\1?1~ l!lditors Melllting,
April 14. 1969, Dallas, as Associate Editor and as Past
li!ational Editor8 MPG Past Officers Meeting, April 14. 1969u
Dallao~

SEP:£.7 Founders Memorial Reception. ~pril 14, 1969, :Osllaso
Atte~ded Meeting of the American stratigraphic Commission,
f~~dco ,City 0 Nov. 13 0 1968 ~ Techn:i:cal programs o G ~ S oA o
Sciellltif'ic Convention, t{e~dco City, November 10-14, 1968~
Technical programo 0 AAPG Scientific Convention, Dallas, April
12-16, l969z SE1l?!·1 Business meeting, April 15. 1969, Dallass
AAPG-SEPMAWards Banquetb April 15, 1969. Dallas1 A~PG'Advioory
Board meeting, April 12, 1969, as delegate from New Mexico Section,

"
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-21Dallasz AIPG Publications Committee 1969w AIPG Oceans committee
1968-69~

AAPG Annual Business

meeting~

April

16~

1969, Da11as1

Annual Meeting of AI!?G. oct. 11-12, 1968, san 'Francisc·o?

District Represeni:atives meeting, Rocky Mou.'ltain Section, MPG,
Feb. 24, 1969, Albuquerque¥ AIPG Advtsory Board Meeting,·Qct.
10, 1968 0 San Francisco., as New Me~cico delegate7 AIPG New

l'Zexico state Section meeting, Feb. 26, 1969,

Albuquerque:~,,

Annual .Mee'lrlng" .Roclty Mountain section. MPG. Feb. 22-26, 1969,
Chairman and Chief Judge A. I. Levorsen Memorial

Albuquerque~

Award committeed
Albuquerquew

Ro~Jky.Mountain

Respondent to the

22-26~

Sec.tion, MPG. Feb.
Publ~cstions

1969•

committee, SEPM

"SUggesti.ons for Graphic Standards in Lith logic Recorda.tion" o
March 12, 1969.g Lectured at am'lUal. geological. meetings of the ·
tJiUseum of Northern Ariz<ma. Flagstaff.

Augus~: 30~

1968, "Time

Surfaces. Vacuity, and the Search for Petroleum" (by

invitation)~

Attended the Chinle Symposium, and Plateau Symposium of tlle
Museum of Northern Arizona, Flagstaff, Aug. 29-30, 1968 •
. l!Jea 1\.,.

'Vloodward.

Invi,ted to present a paper

., Significanc~ o~ Comparative Tectol'liqs in Petroleum Exploration" to .tr1est Texas Geological Soc!ety in rllidland, Texas u
January 14, 1969.

Presented a paper "Petroleum Exploration

in the Western United States in Light of the Principles of

Comparative Tectonics" at annual meeting of Rocky

~~uritain

section of .?mterlcan Ast::ociation of Petroleum Geologists.
February 24. 1969 in Albuquerque, Ne'\'1 MF!xico.
Program
lU\PG

co~mittee

l\lamber of

and Field Trip committee of Rocky Mountain

maeting in 1U'buquerque, February 23-26, 1969.

Invited ·;;o

prGsent a paper on Tectonics to the Roswell Geological Socie1;y
o-n April 24q 1969 at Rost"3elL
Amarica Rocky r4tn. Ann ..
and presented

~

papsr.

l~g.

Attended GEiologicsl Society o.E
in

S~lt

Lake City 0 Msy 6-10, 1969;,

-22-
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Other .Professional Activities
Roger Y.

An.Q.e.z:~on_.

Correspondent for Rocky

Mountain R?)gion for Journal MICROPALEONTOLOGY.,

Review of

manuscript for Canadian Jour. Sci. Review of research proposals (3} for National Science Foundation.
Edgar F. cruft.

Consultant, Nord. Corp., mineral

deposits of S. W. Africa.
Wolfgans E. Elston. Gave talks to Albuquerque
Geological society, Los Alamos Geological Society. several
newspaper interviews. Reviewed papers for Jour. of Geophys.
Research. Advised public, mining and oil companies on
mineral resources.
J. Paul Fitzsimmons. Editing of Russian translations of articles for publication by Plenum Publishing
Corporation. Tallt to sixth-grade class at Monte Vista Schoo:'.
on "Rocks and Minerals .••
Dr. Klaus Keil. sandia Research Colloquim,
Sandia Labor@tories, Albuquerque, November 27, 1968. Presented talk oni

Origin and history of meteorites.

Astronomy Club.., December 11. 1968.

Albuquerque

Presented talk on "Meteo::lLtes".

Albuquerque Geological Society, January 21. 1969.

Presented

tel1c on ' Mineralogy and Petrology of the surface of the M.oon3
1

the returned lunar sample progra~· • Albuquerque Gem and Mineral
Club, January 27 ~ 1969. Presented talk on "j)l'.ateorites" • Departmant of Chemistry. New r~xico Highlands University, Las Vegas.
Naw l!rexico. Presented ta llc on " origin and significance of
meteorites". l\'lay 25. 1969.
between sandia ~borutories

J:nitiated joint colloquim serie3
~nd the Depertmant of Geology and

Institute of .1!-Zataori·cics. Editorial consultant, Plenum Press.
:01e\lf York.
Raviewed papers for the American Mineralogisty Geochimdca et Cosmochimi ca Aetas

V~teoritics~

and Science,
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Revilf:-wed. two proposals submitted for funding to Nl\SA,.
Society of Amarican
r..2exico,

l~y

Milit~ry

'l.'he

Engineers, Albuquerque, New

21, 1969, presented talk on preparations for the

analysis of the returned lunar sample.

several radio and

television intervie,.,s CLive and. taped} on Returned Lupar
sample Program.
_,2i-~-11~$..'!. .. ~JJ.~y.

Consultant, Insti tutiona 1
Fscil. Prog. 'tallt to lllbuque:rque Gem & Mineral Society, "Inside
Talk to 11m. Assoc. Petrol. Geol. Rlc.y. Mtn. Sec.

'ID.IJM Geology".

Feb. 25, 1969.
Lalte.

Heady.

NSF

Talk to Geol. soc. Amer, Rdy. Mtn. Sec. Salt

Represented 11m. Assoc. Petrol. Geol. at inaug. of Dr.
Talk to BGrnal.co. Med. Assoc.,

Setting" •

Pan Am. Oil Corp.

Fit;:~ld

11

Albuquerque Geol.

Guide and Speaker.

'l'a lk

to Albuquerque, Geol. Society.
Albert M. Kudo.

Reviewed paper for publication

in the Bulletinu Geological Society of

Ame~icao Jan~

1965.

Reviewed proposal sent to NSl.ii for possible support, Februaryc
1969~

Stuart A, Northro;e.
G(;')olog!c!ill SUrV'ey.

Geologist, w.a .e.,

u. s.

Ne't"l r.zs::dco Colla'borator in Seismology8

seismological Field Survey,

u. s.

coast and Geodetic Survey.

I.'l.ilde ~ueotionn~ire survey of earthqua1te neE!:c Socorro, ~.!ian. 29,.

1969

22r.l7~52 1•18'1.'.

Anthropology Cluhr

Gave lecture on paleopatholo<]'.f to Iiilit-1
~~y

14 0 1969.

_abr.;::,bam Ronen:<.'lte:l,g.

Visiting staff member, Los

Altllrr.os scientific Ji:..aboratory. SU.'ilill.er 1968.
E.l~plormtion

and tiiuvloar Fuels
n~r~ray

&actures

l·:::Jthodo in the Colorado l?lateau" " Reactor
CorporG~tion,

Di\.ffractioll'

sity o Nov. 1968 •

1

0

'1'o1::.yo. Sept. 9. 1968.

"lVranh1ril
Po't~er

t,ecture:t

The Physics Cluba National Tai't"Jan Univer-

2.16
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Sherman A • Wengerd, •."l Lecture to Albuquerque
Geological Society: May 6, 1969. ''Glen canyon of the
Colorado"z Attended numerous lectures by visiting geologists (Frakes, Crawford 6 Clark, Boucot. Lawrence, Greeley,
Lovering, Lowe)~ Editorial critic for chapter by Kottlowskin
Foster, and Pierce ·to .be published by MPG on "Possible
Future Oil Provinces•

of the United States"

W

Lectures t.o

Xnstituto de GeolQgia,.
on Strati... university of Mexico,
.
~

graphic Analys:i!s, Salt Tectonics •. Time-surfaces, Paleotectonics, "'and Genesis of Geosynclines, December, l968z
Elected Director of the Thompson International Corporation
(Manufacturing-Space Re_search-Natural Reso\lrces) Phoenix, .
July 1968~ Co-editor

a;f

the Guidebooli for the 20th Annual

Field Conference of the New Mexico Geological Society, to
be held in Chihuahua,

~~xico,

Lee A • Woodward.

October 1969.
Talks on geology to scout

and school groups.
8.

Non-teaching University Se'rvica

Chairman, Univ. COmmit tea on Pa laoecology. Host and participamt in Fa·culty••Studant Association
discussions. Faculty Adviser for Radic:!!l Rush (now defunct}.
~nofficial draft counseling of students.
Roger Y. Anderson.

~9s!:r

Committee u

FN

cru~~

Cneirman, Research Allocations

i.dem.beru Ad Hoc Committee on Viet~ President for
l1ember. Departmental Committee or., Chairman

R.Goe<n::ch.
Recruiting.

'Dii.~l~;gen9 Eo E1~~!2!1•

ll'.ember. University Contract

Research Committee and chairmanu Subcommitt$e on Indirect
Costs. l.zgmber, A

&

s Scholarship Committee.

Illember. A &

s

2:17
-25Dean° s Committee to search for new Dep·t.

Chairman~

.cha.S:l:man,

8 & S Advancement committee, Science Depts.

J. Paul

Fit~simmons.

Dr. l<:laus Keil.

university College advisor.

Initiated and completed a

wide working agreement between The University
and

~mSA

of1~ew

Mexico

Ames Research Center.- MOffett Field, California.

Under this

agre~ment,

NASA provides up to $135,000.00 per

year to UNM to finance joint

mm

Univ~rsity

r~search

scientists may make use of

projects8 furthermo+e.

NAM fa.cilitief,! without charge"·

Administration of Xnstitute of Meteoritics, including the
meteorite collection.
yincent.
Basiaa~ch

C.J~lloy,.,

Msm. Grad. Comm.

Mam. Chaco Canyon

Comm •. Membar Ad. Hoc Loan .Committee.

University Committee.
and staff.

Member 1-iobile

Entertain liumerous visitors, students ..

Chairman .• Department of Geology.

Wrote liiSF Pro-

posa 1 for Gaol. Bldg. Renovation and Addition.

M9niber Advisory

Coij!m. Earth Resources Survey Data Bai.nk.
Albert M. Kudo.

Faculty adviser:

Semester I alnd li6 19680:.69.

University Collet3e,.·

Member, .. of ..about 15 thesis and

dissertation committees (chairman of one M.s. completed).
Chaperon for sorority formal dancev JYlay 2.
c~mpus

1969~

a non-gret:!:t

sorority (Town Club).

sepa:ri!lte annual report.

Member. Committee on Gifts to ·

Libraries, 1t.useW'i!S. and Galleries.· Chai:rmanv dept. su.'l:lcommittee to help college dean select a dept. chairman for
fall of 1970.
Committee,

Member, Tom L. Popejoy Dissertation Prize

1969~

2:18
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Sherlllliln A. Wengerd.

Chairman Departmental Ad a:oc Cow.niittee

for choice of a sedimentologist March-April 1969.

.Member Depart-

Hoc committee for choice of a pa3.eontologist February-·
1969. Invited to participate in inauguration of Presi-

mental 1\d
~~rch

dent Ferrel Heady as z;epresentative of (1) Arr.srican Geologicel
Institute. {2) Geological society of America, and (3) American
Association of Petroleum Geologists ·(Sabbatical leave prevented

me from l1onorin9 these invitations) w Entertained Dr. A. :R. Cr~\'.7ford~ University of Canberra 9 for his lecture on Rb-sr dating
in India and Ceylon 0 April 10-11, 1969. Respondent to National
Survey of Higher Education, Carnegie Commission on Higher

EducationA Am$rican co~cil Qn Education, March 1969. Staffpa:rticip~nt in National Science Foundation site visit by N.S~F.
:r:ep:resentatives, March 14, 1969.

Geology Department Represei'lta-

tive for Annu~l High School Senior D~Ya X~rch 15, 1969, Albuquerque. t>Jengerd' s saturday Forum for beginning Geology students
(Saturday Forum fox beginning Geology students (Sem

l~}.

Wrote

mnn1 letters of recommendation for students, to graduate schools,
Federal Gov 0 t.r oil companies, and for NSF grants.
fin~l

Negotiated

transfer of Henry carter Rea geological library to the

iY>J:hre.rsity of lil'e>1 .OCS~ico for M:c. end 1-irs. Tom Laney, April 1969.
:'tn cl'ltl:!:ge of l>Ub1ication of Historical Geology Laboratory

l\1J::l!;1ua~

!n 1000 copiefl for the Pept. June-Ju1y 8 1969 •
.i!;~e A. t-Jood\'Jard,.
~psilon.

V~mber

Ft:Jot.\lty :advisor for Sigma Gama

of 20 tbGsia and dissertation committees3

clmirmsn o£ 7 of these.
9~

Publ!c Service
Roger. Y a 2\nders_Qn.

Lectures at Del Norte and Valley
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High schools on student activism.

Short courses in History of

Viet Nam at Intern. Center and Unitarian church. Lecture at
civic group (philosophers ananymous) on student activism.
Wolfgang E.

Gave talks in classes of Albuquerque

Els~.

Publfc Schools. active in Boy SCouts and Cub Scouts.
Qr. Klaus Keil.

talks on "Meteorites" to Albuquerque
l:Iigh School students. October 15, 1969. Talk on "Meteorites"
'1'\-10

for Questarso First united Presbyterian Church. Albuquerque, New
March 9. 1969. Examined some twenty rocks of suspected
meteoritic nature donated by citizens.
Mexico.~.

Vincent c. Kelle_y.
Albe:t:t

M.

Kudo.

Mem.

Albuq. Rotary Club.

Gave two presentations including

instruction to Grade 2 class at Zia Public school and to Grade
2 class at Five Points Public School.

Stuart A. Northro2. Identified numerous fossils and some
rocks and minerals for the public. Answered many inquiries on
earthquakes.
}
~,!!lan .A" Wengerd.
Colmseling Board USNR Training
Center Augmentation Team Group command, Albuquerque, July 1968MBrch 1969~ ~~mber of the Speakers Bureau, National Oceanography Association 1968-:-;69 ~ Advisor on Oceanography to students
of the Albuquerque Academy. May 24. 1969~ Advisor and Seiling
Trainer for the Mariner Patrol. Senior Girl Scout Troop 42.
Chaparral Girl Scout Council. ~y 1969~ Xdentification of
rocks and minerals for the general public.
Lee

A•

Woodward.

Field trips for scout groups.
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10.

Personal Information.
~bert

. !-.!:. Kugg,.

Bought house in NE Heights.

Stuart A. NortbrQ12..

Retiring Juneq 1969 after 41

years at UNM
§herman 11. Weng~:!;§,..'

"21''. Club, Sem. II .. 1969 (member

since 1949}3 ~mber Firat Congregational Churchg ~~mber Cross
Roads Flying ClubB Registered ~rofessional Engineer and Land
surveyor #1037 (since l949}s certified Professional Geologist
(AIPG.. chartex- member since 1964) F Private Pilor .FAA License (SEL) 1
Member Harvard Club and H.~.P. Club of New .Mexico~ .Moved into ne~J
home at 1040 Stanford NE in June 1968~ Second grandchild~ Elizabeth Mari'e,Riffey (Beth) born July 5, 1968.

221.
The Report of the Institute of Meteoritics
Department of Geology
July 1, 1968-June 30, 1969
Klaus Keil, Director
In the report period, the physical transition of the Institute
of Meteoritics into a Division within the Department of Geology began.
The decision to have the Institute associated with the Department of
Geology was a very fortunate one:

not only are the facilities of the

Department of Geology available to members of the Institute (and vice
versa) but, for the first time, graduate students may receive advanced
degrees in Geology while working in meteoritics and related fields.
This, together with special courses on meteoritics, cosmochemistry, and
the origin of the solar system, has tremendously enhanced the former
scope of the Institute, namely, from a laboratory largely devoted to the
collection and description of meteorites, to a scientific institution
with emphasis on graduate student training in meteoritics and advanced
research on meteorites and other extraterrestrial materials using a
geological-geochemical approach.
The Institute is still in a transition period and, although
critical facilities are operational, it will remain transitional until
more space is available.

At the present time, the Institute occupies

temporary laboratory space on'the third floor of the Geology Department,
which is inadequate in terms of total floor space available as well as
in terms of availability of important facilities such as cutting and
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polishing laboratories, wet-chemical research facilities, general
meteoritics research laboratories' for permanent staff, students, and
visiting scidntists, meteorite storage, and space for public
exhibition of the meteorite collection.

Pending approval of the NSF

facilities proposal submitted by the Department of Geology, adequate
space for the Institute should become available by the end of the next
fiscal year.
A brief summary of some of the significant achievements of
the Institute of Meteoritics in the report period are listed below:
1.

Final preparations for the analysis of the returned

lunar sample were completed.

These preparations were largely concerned

with establishing from scratch an electron microprobe laboratory
equipped with the most advanced instrument.

The electron probe was

purchased by matching funds from UNM and NSF (the moneys were originally
awarded to Dr. A. M. Kudo, Assistant Professor of Geology, who has
turned over responsibilities for direction, upkeep, and maintenance of
the facilities to the Director of the Institute of Meteoritics).

The

returned lunar sample is expected by September 15, 1969 and research
wi 11 be carried out by Klaus Kei 1 (Principal Investigator) with the
assistance of three•co-investigators, Drs. T. E. Bunch and K. G. Snetsinger
of NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, and Dr. M. Prinz
(co-investigator in permanent residence at the Institute of Meteoritics).
Drs. Bunch and Snetsinger will be working intermittently at the Institute
for the next 18 months.
2.

Total outside contracts and grants (including equipment)
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awarded to Klaus Keil total $103,259.00.
3.

A University-wide working agreement between UNM and

NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California, was initiated
by the Director of the Institute.

Under this agreement, NASA

provides up to $135,000.00 per year to UNM to finance joint research
projects, use of NASA facilities with no charge to UNM, etc.

4.

An expedition to the site of the fall of the Pueblito de

Allende, Chihuahua, Mexico, stone meteorite by members and students
of the Institute of Meteoritics resulted in the recovery of six
meteorites weighing about 75 pounds.

Furthermore, several meteorites

from U.S. localities were purchased for the collection of the Institute.
5.

The following prominent scientists visited the Institute

of Meteoritics.

Most visitors presented talks before staff and students

of the Department of Geology and Institute of Meteoritics:
Dr. Milton Blander
North American Rockwell Science Center
Thousands Oaks, California
Prof. Theodore Ernst
Mineralogisches lnstitut Der Universitat
Erlangen, Germany
Dr. Kurt Fredriksson
Smithsonian Institution
U.S. National Museum
Washington, D. C.
Dr. Arch M. Reid
Geological Research Division
University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, California
Dr. A. A. Smales
Atomic Research Establishment
Harwell, England
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Dr. Hans Voshage
Max Planck lnstitut Fur Chemie
Mainz/Rhein, Germany
Prof. H. Wanke
Max Planck lnstitut Fur Chemie
Mainz/Rhein, Germany
Plans and Recommendations:
1.

Much of the fl.lture development of the Institute of

Meteoritics depends upon availability of more laboratory space.

Extent

of present student training, student thesis work, and sponsored research
is limited by inadequate laboratory facilities, and it is hoped that the
third floor of the Geology Building will be refurbished via a pending NSF
proposal by the end of the next fiscal year.
2.

Every effort must be made to obtain a full-time Ph.D.

level Research Associate for the Institute of Meteoritics.

Considerably

more sponsored research could be attracted to the Institute if another
permanent staff member would be available.

More sponsored research

would not only foster the cause of the Institute but of the Department
of Geology as well, particularly in terms of more aid to students, summer
employment, purchase of equipment, and participation of students in
exciting research projects.

It is suggested that July 1, 1970, be set

as a target date for hiring of a Research Associate.
3.

Every effort must be made to provide a full-time secretary

for the Institute of Meteoritics.

The present one-half time allotment

is inadequate in view of the increasing number of Associates of the
Institute (e.g. three co-investigators and one visiting scientist as of
September 1, 1969).

..
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Appointments to Staff
July 1, 1968:

Dr. Klaus Keil, Director of the Institute of
Meteoritics and Professor of Geology

Sept. 9, 1968:

Mrs. Hope Kendall, Secretary (1/2 time)

Sept. 1' 1968:

Mr. Fred Busche, Curator-Graduate Assistant (1/2 time)

Oct. 1' 1968:

Mr. George Conrad, Microprobe Operator

June 1, 1969:

Dr. Martin Prinz, Research Associate (on NASA
contract)

No Resignations
I I.
1.

Composite of individual biographical supplements
Advanced study
None

2.

Sabbaticals, etc.
Klaus Kei 1
Annual Meeting of the Meteoritical Society, Cambridge,
Mass., October 7-11, 1968.
Joint Japanese-American discussion on "Progress in
Electron Microprobe Analysis". Sponsored by the
National Academy of Sciences and the Japan Society for
Promotion of Science (10 selected Japanese and U.S.
participants). East-West Center, University of Hawaii,
Honolulu, Hawaii, November 11-15, 1968.
Meteorite expedition to Pueblito deAl lende, Chihuahua,
Mexico, February 12-15, 1969.
Annual Meeting of the American Chemical Society, Symposium
on the Returned Lunar Sample, Minneapolis, Minn.,
Apri 1 14-18, 1969.
Meeting of Principal Investigators of the Returned Lunar
Sample, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas,
April 28-30, 1969.

,.
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3 .. New Scholastic honors, etc.
Klaus Kei 1
Elected Fellow of the 11ineralogical Society of America
Listed in "Dictionary of International Biography",
London, England
4.

Publications
Klaus Keil
Scientific articles:
Application of solid-state energy dispersion spectrometer
in electron microprobe x-ray analysis. Science 159,
528-530, 1968 (with R. Fitzgerald and K.F.J. Heinrich).
Zincian daubreelite from the Kota-Kota and St. Hark's
enstatite chondrites. Amer. l1ineral. ~. 491-495, 1968.
Chemical and mineralogical relationships among enstatite
chondrites. J. Geophys. Res. 73, 6945-6976, 1968.
Determination of vanadium in the presence of titanium by
electron microprobe techniques. Amer. l1ineral. 53,
1770-1773, 1968 (with K. G. Snetsinger and T. E.lfunch).
Review of "Elektronenstrahl-l1ikroanalyse. Vol. IV of
Handbuch der mikrochemischen 11ethoden. H. l1alissa, SpringerVerlag, Wien - New York, 1966", in Amer. Mineral. 53, 2107,
1968,
Special applications, cathode luminescence. In "The electron
microanalyzer and its application. Proc. Meeting sponsored
by the National Selene~ Foundation of Science, East-West
Center, Univ. of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, November, 1968",
pp 65-69' 1969.
Lattice parameters of kamacite by the Kosse! technique. Amer.
Mineral. 54, May, 1969 (with J. Frazier and A. M. Reid).

Abstracts:
Special applications of the electron microprobe. Joined
Japanese-U.S. microprobe meeting, East-West Center, Univ. of

••
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Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii, November 11-15, 1968.
Mineral composition and petrology of silicate inclusions
in iron meteorites. Meteoritical Society, Annual
Meeting, Cambridge, Mass., 1968.
Chemistry of chromlte in non-chondritic meteorites.
Meteoritical Society, Annual Meeting, Cambridge, Mass.,
1968 (with T. E. Bunch).
Electron microprobe x-ray analysis. Symp. on Returned
Lunar Sample, American Chemical Society, April 14-18,
1969, Minneapolis, Minn. (with T. E. Bunch).
Ilmenite in ordinary chondrites. Trans. Amer. Geophys.
Un. 50, 223, 1969 (with K. G. Snetsinger).

5.

Other Research Projects, etc.
Klaus Keil
Research contract with NASA Manned Spacecraft Center,
Houston, Texas, entitled "Electron microprobe analysis
of the returned lunar sample". Duration: February 1,
1969 to July 31, 1969 (to be renewed after July 31,
1969). Total grant: $41,940.00
Research contract with NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,
entitled "Preparation of standards for electron microprobe analysis". Duration: March 14-September 14, 1.969.
Total grant: $4,416.00
Cooperative working agr~ement with NASA Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, California, entitled "Mineralogy
and petrology of Hawaiian basalts". Duration: April 15,
1969 to September 15, 1970. Total grant: $14,403.00
Grant from UNM Research Allocations Committee, entitled
"Mineralogy, petrology, and chemistry of the Burdett,
kansas, stone meteorite". Duration: November 7, 1969
to June 30, 1969. Total grant: $500.00
Total grants awarded:

$61,259.00

..
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Laser beam microprobe, Moseley X-Y recorder, several
strip-chart recorders, and other equipment was brought
from NASA Ames Research Center to UNM for work on
meteorites and rocks. Estimated value of equipment
$42,000.00
Total grants and equipment:

$103,259.00

Set-up from scratch a complete electron microprobe and
laser microprobe laboratory, including involved computer
programs
6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Klaus Kei 1
Offices:
Elected President of the Meteoritical Society (19681970 term), an international society devoted to the
study of meteorites, planets, and extraterrestrial
geology.
Elected Secretary of the Commission on Meteorites, The
International Union of Geological Sciences (1968-1972
term).
Re-elected for a second two-year term (1968-1970) as U,S.
representative, Commission on Meteorites and Extraterres tria 1 Mineralogy, I nternat ion a 1 Mi nera log i.ca 1
Association.
Member, Planetology Advisory Subcommittee of the Space
Science and Applications Steering Committee, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D. C.
Meetings and professional papers:
Annual Meeting of the Meteoritical Society, Cambridge,
Mass., October 7-11, 1968, Presented two papers:
a)

Mineral composition and petrology of silicate
inclusions in iron meteorites

b)

Chemistry of chromite in non-chondritic meteorites

Joint Japanese-American discussion on "Progress In
Electron Microprobe Analysis", University of Hawaii,
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Honolulu, Hawaii, November 11-15, 1968. Presented
paper on: Special applications of the electron microprobe.
Annual Meeting of the American Chemical Society,
Symposium on Returned Lunar Sample, Minneapolis, Minn.,
April 14-18, 1969. Presented paper on: Electron Microprobe x-ray analysis.
American Institute of Mining Engineers, Western Skies
Motel, Albuquerque, N.M., October 19, 1968. Presented
talk on: Extraterrestrial rocks: their origin and
significance.
7.

Other Professional Activities
Klaus kei I
Sandia Research Colloqium, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque,
November 27, 1968. Presented talk on: Origin and history
of meteorites.
Albuquerque Astronomy Club, December II, 1968.
talk on "Meteorites".

Presen'ted

Albuquerque Geological Society, January 21, 1969. Presented
talk on "Mineralogy and petrology of the surface of the
Moon: the returned lunar sample program".
Albuquerque Gem and Mineral Club, January 27, 1969.
talk on ''Meteorites".

Presented

Department of Chemistry, New Mexico Highlands University,
Las Cruces, New Mexico. Presented talk on "Origin and
significance of meteorites". May 25, 1969.
Initiated joint colloquim series between Sandia Laboratories
and the Department of Geology and Institute of Meteori!ics.
Editorial consultant, Plenum Press, New York.
Reviewed papers for The American Mineralogist; Geochimica
et Cosmochimica Acta; Meteoritics; and Science.
Reviewed two proposals submitted for funding to NASA.
8.

Non-teaching University Service
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Initiated and completed a University-wide working agreement between the University of New Mexico and NASA Ames
Research Center, Moffett Field, California. Under this
agreement, NASA provides up to $135,000.00 per year to
UNM to finance joint research projects; furthermore,
UNM scientists may make use of NASA faci 1it i es without
charge.
Administration of Institute of Meteoritics, Including
the meteorite collection.
9.

Public Service
Klaus Kei 1
Two talks on "Meteorites" to Albuquerque Highschool
students, October 15, 1969.
Talk ·on "Meteorites" for Questers, First United
Presbyterian Church, Albuquerque, New Mexico, March 9, 1969.
Examined some twenty rocks of suspected meteoritic
nature donated by citizens.

'.
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Appendix:

Equipment purchased from Grant and Contract money
during the report period

I.

Zeiss photomicroscope II

2.

Kosse! microdiffraction camera

2,500.00

3.

Leitz

1,650.00

4.

Olympus binocular microscope

5.

Eight-sample stage for electron microprobe

I, 150.00

6.

Sample holder for electron microprobe

1,000.00

7.

Spare-part kits for electron microprobe

1,000.00

8.

Astra high-temperature furnace (controlled

9.

$10,200.00

miniload hardnest tester

550.00

atmosphere, vacuum)

5,300.00

Miscellaneous equipment

2,500.00
TOTAL

$25,850.00

1'"
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The Geology Museum

July 1, 1968--June 301 1969
Stuart A. Northrop. curator

PURPOSE .M;'"D SCOPE

The Geology Museun1 has a double purpose:

it is designed

to serve the general public {especially school children} a11d

to supplemen-1'; the departmental instructional program.

The

f.·iuseum has a total of 26 cases, 14 of which are one-way

~nd

l2 of \llhich are t\'lo-way, providing a total of 38 exhibit areas
wi'l.~h

a runni!1g total of more than one-third of a mile.

addi~·

In

tion there are several low tables for e'mibit of larger sp3cimenu.
Exhibits include a systematic series of minerals

(it:~

6

two~

v!:ly trapezoidal cas'?s) , a stratigraphic series of fossil plants

ond animals \h1 6 one-way cases) • a p_aleontologic series of
f:ousi:l. and modo::.r.n plants., invertebrates, and vertebrates {in 6
'ttvo~~<ay
.:oc~ts

cases) • and

soe1~ies

(in 2 one-way casas).

of igneous, sedimentary. and metam<;•,:-::hi:::
Other notable

feai~ures

are an exl<.it·it

:t.J.. lusi~o:a·dng how fossils are pr:ese:t"lred {1 case) ; an exhibit of
~-

w!.otallic and nonmetall:l.c ores of

Ne~1

Mexico il case); an exhibi·::.

o:: l!he !Catharine Bal.comb collection of modern gastro1'ods and
pHi.Gcypods (1 case); and a geologic erose section through the

r.wwrou<~

rock samples

~1

case).

'I-ht?r(! is also a dar!; roem fo:!':

J..
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viewing fluorescent and l'hosphorescent minerals under \'lhite ligh·i:
and both long-wave and

short-~1ave

ultraviolet J,ight"

The Albuquerque Gem and 1-Iineral Club maintains a case £or
rotating exhibits of specimens, including gems and precious stonesp
A visual seismic recorder, connected to a selsnlograph at the U. S,

Coast and Geodetic Survey 1 s Seismic Center in the Manz,ano Mountains
southeast of Albuquerque, shows major earthquakes--both natui:al and
man-made--as they occur throughout the vlorld.
th~

:rn corridors adjoi£'1ing

Museum are 15 large map-frames for exhibiting various geologic

materials such as maps, cross sections, seismograms, and oti1cr
pictorial items.
The Museum is generally open from 8:00 a m

to 9:00 p.m,

Monday through Saturday.
ACCESSIONS
Mel.nbers of the departmental st.aff, graduate and undexgradtlai;s
students, alumni. and others have donated individual spncimeu;;1
s1:dtes of fossils, minerals, rocks, and ores.

Some of these

<':l'

S.!-'!Gl~""

:tmans are of museum calibre and eventually \'lill be placed or. eJcl;''.!:dJ;,
The remainder will be added to departmental teachiug or :t'efc,;;c.r.•.;':·
collections.

(A g:r.owing problem is th,('? lack of adGquata

stoJ:a~;E.'

facilities, especially for the reference and research collea' .. L·.~,, · ..,)
A fine collection of Cenozoic fossils from California
obtaine:.l by

el~change

lt}.t£.

for a collection of New .Mexico fossils.,.
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through Dr.

c.

~()ble

Beard, of Fresno State College.,

Out-

standing gifts v1ere a fossil duck's egg from Nebraska (Ron
Ratkevich) and a fossil crab

fr~~

the Sahara Desert (Stave Bell).

CiJR..l\TOR!AL WORK

Numerous specimens donated to the Musemn and obtained by
exchange during the past several years al;'e as yet

uncatalogued~

No cataloguing was accomplished this year because of the curator's
teaching load during semester I and because during Setnester !l:
the curai:or was packing both catalogued and uncatalogued specimens

in cartons which \-7ere transferred to basement storage.

'J.'his was

necessary because the curator upon his retirement this June had
to move both his office and lab to smaller quarters.
In addition to this backlog of cataloguing, another task :!:acing
the new curator is checking identifications of the Katharine
Balc.:omb collection of modern shellst the more sho\'1)' of \<lhich a.F.e

already on exhib.i.t. \'lit.hout. labels.

Recent re,Tision of the

c:lassi·~

fication of fossil fishes will necessitate changes in the fif.:h
exhibit,
A total of 52 temporary J.ables
ap9cimens in the mineral

e~1ibit.

Wl~re

prepared fc,r \.mlabelr:Cl

These should be replaced

permanent labels when a new supply of rctuselllll-label paper has
been obtained.

-3-
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A majoJ: acco;:npl:!.:=•:b::r.c.>l:\!i:: ~2as the J.m'l.g-n.eeded ;.;epaix: o£ Oi.:.:c

this tusk is 10 it. , 6 in.., lon.,

'.·moly ntammoth tusk f:ro.,'U

Alaska~

.::tYld 7 ino in diametero

The h1nnidified ai:l:' provided by the

r;d;'~

co!-.ditio:ning system of t."'ie Geology Building caused both longi·,
·;;.,dirJal and concentric cracking 0>£ the ivory tuslt.

In 1957 cl

graduate studentv Jer:..-y Earbo1.1r 1 :fiJ.led the larger fissures
t'-'i~

plaster of Paris.

E!Oltlevcr, during succeeding year.s fur=

tbor fissuring developed and serious disintegration seemed
i.!'iLrnineui;,

Last spring the curato:;: 's r.-life, ;tvah Lo Northrop,,

oh<CJ had had soma experience vrith plastics., filled all f!ssur<ti:.
Hit:!'t plastic and applied a protective coating to tl1e enth·e t.t<:tk"

1:1B\v· EJm:m:t'!'S

.:i'c:an Camp, our studa!'ilt aide, prepared an excellent eJthild l; cZ
i>bdatocera:a ver:tebrates in Horth
n~S!cls

.;;;~

A~terica~

Sl'Le mad.e small c:l<'•r·

r;f 22 a:nir,1als am;1 bizds and arranged a landscap0

reG~:t•:

::·;. 3i!

e;,;nilable for purch2s·:1 of an udditioncl tabls-'i'Jop typr ··'.r•' ,

,,,-, r :.>it
~;un~·"'

to :.:amove the populcn: <:nmiliit: of s'hov1y mcdc•:::n coru1.s . :::· ;;;,

und u::e: i'Jlis cnse fe-r tht:l !!loistoccm.o
E:~!Iibits

o£ maps

m~d

o·:.:her

-4~

mat~rial

exhihi·~p

i.•'l savez.'t:tl of tlm c ", ... ; ·.· ·

Z36

Undm~

the

sup~ll:vision

of

w.

ED Els_ton, large photographs of lt:mal\.'

craters were installed in two frames.

A striking geologic map of

tb& Spanish Peaks area, Colorado, with its radial dikes, by Ross

B, Johnson (U.N.M••
in one frame.
sha~irtg

a.s.

1.946, M.S. 15MB) was placed on exhibit

A set of three eartl'.l.quC!ke mqps of t1.1e world

the d1stinction between shallow-focus and deep-focus

eart.hqual:es was inst.allC2id in anothel:'

fra~e,

The Albuquerque Gem and l\'lineral Club .has installed sevez:al

ra.tatin'il) exhibits of
j~\llalry

m:U~erals,

rocl~:s,

fossils, and lapidary ana

work in its o-vm case d\.lring the year.

One of. the

stone~

showed 18 st·eJ.t\i.il in facettil'lg a standa:re¢1. brilliant cut
was used, not diamca11d,
stcn~
~aa

eJd~iJ:>ifu.s

g:t.aas

The loclted case '"'as prisd open and t.l?,o

:reprssant.ing tlwt 18th and final s·eap ;..;as stolen • The! Club

Slllce fitted two new locks to th$ case.
Joan Camp and Club tr..embars sur.p:c-ised. the curator by arli:'am.g iYg

<.~B"o

•3xldbit cal!lmrunQJrat.ing his 41 years at

U.N.M~.

e~ibit

the

in=

clv.ded old photographs of field \<1o.rk:• fossils collected by t..""i:G
c~':rato.r

as a student 4:5 years ago. a.-id several o:f; his publicafdc.-;s.

~1.Sl'I'ORS

The Museum was visited by a largs number of ps.rsons, :inc(!;lc.U.ng~
c:tilw7~n.

teachel;'s, parents .. professional geolQ9ists.

pe'ctorsv amateur collectors.

laymen·~

pl:'OS""

and U.N.Iil. students.
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1968~69

there 't'tere., by ;;1ctual count, 315 organized groups, chiefly

chilclren :from Albuquerque s'chools, involving 8,831 individuals.

and a grand total of ®bou·t 10., 500 persons.
~n

Thus the past year

sho~tls

increase over the preceding year of 37 percent in the number of

groups, an increase of 29 percent in the number of individuals in
these groups, and an increase of 25 percent .ilm the grand total of
:It should be noted that these figures do not inl\l'lude the

v_isitors.

nwny hundreds of UoN.M, students who_ visit the Museum several

ti~es

e1:1ch semester in conjunct:i.on with ,certain undergraduate cour:3es,
such as physical geology, historical geology, mineralogy,

~~nd

p<Jleontology.
Prior to 1961, no attempt
F~gures

for tho last eight
~

made to count r-iuseum

1r1as

acade~ic

visitor~.

years are as folloNsg

... {
~j}_R

1961-62

1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
:!.966-67
1967-68

19§.§.::-?JL,

!ill9Jl?§,

.!Ji!D.!Y!PUA!tf!

57
67
75
117
140
133

1,408

1.547
2,100
3,264

TQ';l'l}l:_.,

1,600
1,800
2~600

6,852

4.ooo
5,300
5,400
8.400

!3~8.31

~~·SQi>.

4,411
3,953

230
31§....

~.

Total,
1961-69

1~134

32,366

39,600

Over the years rrost teachers and othe:r group leaders hnve
requested a

perso~<'~l.

guide to direct attention to the sever<l:i.

series of exhibits, to explain certain spacial features, and p:u·ticularly to

an~~er nurr~rous

questions.

-6-
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·;·:e gene:t"DlJ.y

c::~.Ued

on

gr~du.ate

ass;i.s·t:ants to perform this chore,

in tildd:i.tion, m<my other student$, both graduate and undergraduate.
"<-iere pressed into sexvice when a graduate assistan·t:. \·las unavailable.

For severill yea:rs the desirability of having a brochure

~11as.

apparent, a broch\.,re that would serve as a guide for teachers,
enabling them to conduct their group through the Museum.

This

'lli'OUld lighten the burden on graduate assist:ant.s and other students

and also lighten the departmental secretary's burden of trying to
round up :ilnd coerce the students into serving as guides.
of his

~nnual

In S·3verul

reports, the curator has mentioned the desirabil.it)f

of having such a brochure prepared.
!1: ""ru pleased to

~aport

thl!lt our st:udent nide. Joan camp .. 'has

i>.ov1 prep<>r.ed three different brochures. as follct.rsD

A

tour for elementary school.
7 pages plus plim of exhibits.
2. A taacher~guided tour for secondary school,
grades 7-12' 8 p:ages pl,ls pl<m of e:~ehibits.,
3. J\ ac).£-guided tour fo:r adults*' 3 pages plus
p:.tm of exhibits ..
1~

tesch~r-guided

gr;ad.:;s 3,.6n

\: O!•:teH of theoe three brochures are appattded as

,.

B

,Jlr?,d
'Xiii.e

e

tr>

first

E~h:tbits

motr.e copies of this report.
tl-Jo

broahures '"ere p1:epared during the surc.mo.r: of

}_968 .-mc1 ~;e r;t<J:rted supplying them last fall to i·eachm s t-1het1 they ,

F":Os·; th8

des~~rc

for

iJ

student to answer the numerous question1:1.

-7-
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'X'h~

third brochure was prepared late in 5eiOOster

:n::r

for adult

visitors? not enough of these have been distributed to give us

a reactio11 to them.
It should be emphasized that all three brochures are still
experimen·t<~l
'~ith

and shou:l,d be revised extensively after consultation

teachers and other group leaders.

The

~ssistance

of

~oan

Camp, student aide during Semester

~n

in preparing the clay models of the Pleistocene exhibit, ana also
in '\'Jriting the three brochures, is gratefully acknot'lledged.

The

excellent repair work on the mammoth tusk by Ivah L. Northrop,
,.,hich required four trips t.o the l'luseum, is also gr.<lteful.ly acknoto~ledged.

We i:lre indebted to the staff of the U. S. Coast and

Geodetic survey•s Albuquerque Seismic Center for repairing the
seismic recorder on several occasions.
l~ry

Special ·thanlcs are due

lldt\lell, departmental secretary, for handling several hun-

dred phone calls from teachers making reservatio;.1s for group

tours and m3.iling them brochures.

lo
t~~

'l:ne Museum needs a curator who can devote at least haJ.f··

to the position.

v~leontology

be

..

~staff

member, prcferably·one trnined in

and especially invertebrate paleontology, should

requized to teach more than one course in addition

-s-

~o

no~

being CUTOtoro
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2.

X

~rge

that

Ja~n

Carnp be employed eithex full-time or at

least half-time as an assistant eurator.

The initiative and corn-

petence. she has demonstrated in arranging several eJthibit:s and
writing the brochures· for teachers indicate that she '!IJould prove
h:i..gllly satisfactory as .an assistant·. curator.

3.

I wish to repeat my recommendation (item 2, page 9) of

last year that the Geology Museum be enlarged by expanding southTtJard into Rom 106. pre.sently the paleontology-stratigraphy laboratory.

'l.'he three cases of the stra.tigraphic Series of exhibits now

H,ning the south wall of the Muaeuli1 might be shifted to the east
wall of Room 106 snd either one

la~ga

or ·two small archways might

be cut in tbe >lia 11 between tl1e Museum and Room 106.

Exhibits of.

meteorites might be placed in the expanded south end of the Museum.
4o

At least two additional table-top type cases should be

purchased.

5.
ti~s

These are needed for rotating exhibits of speical items.

As urged in recent annual xoeports, expai'lded storage facili-

for reference and research collections should be provided at

once.
6•

As xecon'!Jl!ended in severa lt preceding reports u the

needo a budget of seveza1 htmdrad
gency'' purcl1ases of

'7.

M.g11-quZ~lity

A supply of

replaced.

for cccaeional

"o~~r~

specimens not otherwise obtainnble.

mu~eum~label

since 1936 ahouJ.d be purchased.

doll~rs

~!l;CQl~U'

paper matching the papar used

V..any temporary labels shou1d

};3

..
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since 1936--a third of a century ago-,....the An.thropolog:y £.::usenm

has been favored by the

Adminis·l:r.;tti~n.

In t:ern:;s of space, e::crhibit

casee, staff, and funds, the Anthiopplogy Museum has far surpassed
the Geology IIJ!ueeum.
Geology ~~seum is

:rt

country.

Ol:l the other hand, visitors telJ.. us that the

one

of the best 4epartmantal-type .museums in the

is certaj,nly far batter than geology museums at

prestigious institutions.

!.'ll!l9ln,Y

lllh fact, a number of large universities

have given up their geology illUseums in ·recent years.

From the standpoint of the thousands of children in the
Albuquerque schoo1 system and those from neighboring cities and
tO'\'ms who visit the MUseum each year, adequate financia·l ·support is
justi.;fied.

in the

ln this" my last annual repo1:t, :t beseech m:y colleagues

Depa~tr~nt

of Geology to actively support the museum and

campaign for funds to carry out some, if not all, of n1y :reeommendations.

:.tn my opinion, the most urgent of these is that the

MuseW\il be expanded so as to Plj.OVide space. for exhibits of

meteorites.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Frank

I.

w.

Ikle, Chairman

General Departmental Information
A. Significant Achievements
1. The following courses were added to the curriculum
·effective Semester I, 1969-70:
History 350

Traditional Chinese History

History 351

Modern Chinese History

History 375

Military History of the United States

History 482

The Mexican Revolution

2. Activities beyond the formal curriculum'
a. Co-sponsored with English Department a public
lecture on November 25 by Professor Philip.Akrigg
of the University of British Columbia.
b. co-sponsored with Sociology and Political Science
departments a public lecture on March 17 by Professor Dan Jacobs of the University of California, Berkeley.
c. co-sponsored with General Honors and Philosophy
Department two lectures by Professor Romano Harre
of Oxford University, November 4 and 6.
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d. Participated in Gallup Branch College, offering
Western Civilization in Sem. I and Western Civilization and

u.s.

History in Sem. II.

e. Phi Alpha Theta, History honorary, sponsored the
Seventh Annual Southwestern Regional
. on April 18-19.

~onf~rence

Major address was given by Pro-

fessor Harry Rosenberg of Colorado State University.
f. Participated in first annual convention of the
New Mexico Historical Society, April 12.
3. Honors:
a. Professor Troy s. Floyd named

~utatanding

Profes-

sor of the Year, 1967-68."
b. Professor Frank

w.

Ikle named "Professor of the Month"

for April and "Professor of the Year 1968-69" by Las
Campanas and Chakaa.
c. Professor William M. Dabney named Woodrow Wilson
Regional Committeeman.
d. Judith Ewell, Ph.D. Candidate, awarded AAUW $3000.
fellowship for research in Venezuela.
e. Janet Fireman, Ph.D. Candidate, awarded Woodrow Wilson
$3375. Dissertation Fellowship for research in Spain.
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f. Marion Morris Cott, Ph.D. candidate, awarded AAUW
$250. scholarship for research in Mexico.
g. Two new NDEA Title IV fellowships awarded to department.
B. Significant Plans and Recommendations for the near future
1. Addition of staff members in American history field.
2. Additional graduate assistants -- one for each 3%
increase in history enrollment.
C. Appointments to Staff
1. Richard Robbins appointed Assistant Professor of Russian
History, effective September 1, 1969.
2. Charlie Steen appointed Visiting Ass.istant Professor
of Early Modern European History, effectiye September 1,
1969.
3. Jonathan Porter appointed Instructor in Far Eastern
history, effective September 1, 1969.
4. Mitchell Goldberg appointed Temporary Part-Time Instructor, Semester II, 1968-69.
5. Dwight Smith appointed Visiting Professor of American
History, Summer Session 1968.
6. Frederick Nunn appointed Visiting Associate Professor
of Latin American History, Summer Session 1968.

.-;

,.------~----

---

-

.·

.

~- ···--~
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1. Leonard Adolf appointed Visiting Professor of Far
Eastern History, Summer Session, 1968.

D. Separations from Staff
Henry J. Tobias resigned. effective August 8, 1969,
to accept position as Associate Professor of Russian
History at the University of Oklahoma.
E. Promotions
1. Gunther E. Rothenberg promoted to Professor of History, effective July l, 1969.
2. Ferenc Szasz promoted to Assistant Professor of History, effective July 1, 1969.
3. Donald E. Skabelund promoted to Associate Professor
of
·~ll.

History, effective July 1, 1969.

comeosite of information requested on individual biograehica!
sueelements:
~------~
1. Advanced

St~dy

a. DOLKART, R.
b. SZASZ, F.

Ph.D. degree awarded June, 1969,
sity of California, Los Angeles.

~y

Univer-

Ph.D. degree awarded June, 1969, by University of Rochester.

2. Sabbatical, Summer Teaching, Travel, etc.
a. CUTTER, D. Summer 1969 - full time direction of American
Indian Historical Research Project.
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w.

b. DABNEY,

Research, Library of Congress, August, 1968.

c. DOLICART, D.
d. ELLIS, R.
e. !CERN, R.

UNM Research Grant,. Argentina, Summer, 1968.
summer teaching at Murray State University.

Lecturer, July, 1968, NDEA Conference, "Underdeveloped Nations, Historically 6o Socially,"
University of Chicago.

f. LIEUWEN, E.

g. NASH, G.

Summer, 1968, research on Latin American
Revolutions project at Bancroft Library,
Library of Congress, and Newberry Library.

Sabbatical Leave 1968-69.

h. ROTHENBERG, G.
i. TOBIAS, H.
j. WAGAR,

w.

Summer, 1968, study and research in War
Archives, Vienna, Austria.

Summer Teaching, UNM, 1968.
summer teaching, UNM, and Acting Chairman, 1968

3. New Scholastic Honors. Fellowships, etc,
a. CUTTER, D.

b. FLOYD, T.
c. II<LE. F.

Named to Board of Directors of Advisory Committee for Archival Affairsy Federal Records
Center, Denver.
Recipient of "Outstanding

T~ ~d...19'-?-:ia~_,.,

Named "Professor of the Year for 1968-69" by
Las Campanas and Chakaa.

d. !CERN, R.

Greater UNM rund Summer Grant7 UNM Summer Growth
Grant.
e. PUGACH, N. UNM Summer Research Grant-in-Aid.
4. Publications
A. Books and Monographs
l. CUTTER, D.

Ed., The California Coast (Norman, Univer•
sity of Oklahoma Press, 1969).
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2. SMITH, G.

Chronicles gf~ Gringos, co-author with
Charles Judah, (Univ. of New Mexico Press,
1968), 523 pp.

3. TOBIAS, H.

Ed., (with Charles E. Woodhouse), MinoriPolitics, UNM Press, April, 1969.

~~

4. WAGAR, W.

SCIENCE, FAITH, AND MAN: EUROPEAN THOUGHT
SINCE 1914 (Anthology, wit~ introduction,
headnotes, and bibliography), New York,
Harper & Row, 1968 (paperbound edition):
New York, Walker, 1968 (hardcover edition):
London, Macmillan, 1968 {hardcover edition
in United Kingdom) •

5.

THE IDEA OF PROGRESS SINCE THE RENAISSANCE
(Anthology, with introduction and headnotes),
New York, Wiley, 1969.

~lAGAR,

W.

B. Articles
1. CUTTER, D.

"New Mexico" in Collier's Encyclopedia
Yearbook, 1969.

2. ELLIS, R.

"General John Pope and the Southern Plains
Indians, 1875-1883," Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, Oct. 1968, 152-169.

3. ELLIS, R.

"After Bull Run: The Later Career of General
John Pope," Montana, April, 1969.

4. ELLIS, R.

Ed., "Carson and Bent on the Indian Problem,
1865," Colorado Magazine, Spring, 1969.

5. ELLIS, R.

Ed., "The Civil War Letters of an Iowa FamilY.•" Annals of Iowa, Spring, 1969.

6. IKLE, F.

"Sir Aurel Stein: A Victorian Geographer in
the Tracks of Alexander," ISIS, Vol. 59, No. 197,
Summer 1968.

7. IKLE, F.

Contributor, Historical Abstracts, American
Bibliographical Center, Santa Barbara, Calif.

8. KERN. R.

"The Crisis of Spanish AgricUlture," Agri•
cultural History, 1969.
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9 • KERN, R.

"Antonio Canovas del Castillo, " Historia !:12,derna (Barcelona), Summer, 1968, special edition on 19th century Spanish politics.

10. KERN, R.

"Spain," Collier's Encyclopedia, 1969 edition.

11. PUGACH, N.

"Making the Open Door Work: Paul s. Reinsch
in China, 1913-1919," Pacific Historical~
~ (May, 1969).

12. ROTHENBERG, G.

13. Sl<ABELUND, D.

"The Austrian Army in the Age of Metternich," Journal .9!, Modern History 40 (1968),
155-65.
"Walter of Odington's Mathematical Treatment of Primary Qualities" (with Phillip
Thomas, Univ. of Wichita),!§![, Summer,
1969.

14. SZASZ, F.

"The Reverend William Bell Riley and the
Minnesota Anti-Evolution Campaign of 1927,"
M;nnesota History, Spring, 1969.

15. TOBIAS, H.

"The Jews in Tsarist Russia: The Political
Education of a Minority," Minorities and
Politics, UNM Press, April, 1969.

16. WAGAR,

w.

"The Role of Historical Thinking in Cognitive Synthesis," Al<TEN DES XIV. INTERNATIONALEN KONGRESSES FUR PHILOSOPHIE,
Vienna, Herder, 1968, II: 462-67.

17. WAGAR,

w.

"Toward the City of Man," 'l'he. Cepter
zine, I (September, 1968), 33-41.

~

18. WAGAR, w.

"The Outlook for Man, " Fellowship •. XXXIV
(November; 1968), 9-14: also published separately as a pamphlet by Fellowship Publi- ·
cations, Nyack, N.r., 1969.

19. WAGAR, W.

"Historicism and Holism,
1969), 12-16.

11

~. II

(Jan.

Z49
-s . .
c.

Book Reviews
1. CU'l'TER, D.
2. CU'l'TER, D.

Hammond & Rey, ~Rediscovery 2f NeW M§xido
in Pacific Historical Review.
Max Moorhead,

~Apache

2f Arizona History.

Frontier in Journal

3. CUTTER, D.

Field, ~Days .!.!!. California in New Mexico
Historical Review.

4. CUTTER, D.

Pourade, The ~ .92. California in Utah Historical Quarterly.

5. CUTTER, D.

Treutlein, San Francisco Bay: Discovery .5l!lS
Colonization, 1769-1776 in Pacific Historical
Review.

6. CUTTER, D.

Darley, ~ Passionists 2£. the Southwest, in
Journal .Qi ~West.
·

7. CUTTER, D.

Blue, Thrilling Narrative£! the Adyentures •••

£i.. Pike 's Peak QQ.!S. Seekers in New Mexico !:!!!ltorical Review.
B. CUTTER, D.
9. CUTTER, D.

Corney, Early Voy<!ges .!.!!. the North Pacifis,
1813-1818 in ~ Mexico Historical Review.
swanton, Indian Tribes .Qi Washington, Oregon
New Mexico Historical Review.

~~in

10. CUTTER, D.

Lee~

~ew

11. ELLIS, R.

History ,Q£. ~ Spirit Lake Massacre in
Mexico Historical Review.

LeRoy Hafen (ed.), ~Mountain Men~ tha
Trade 2E, ~ Far ~. val. V, Colorado
Magazine, XLV, Summer, 1968.

~

12. ELLIS, R.

David Weber (ed.),

Extranjeros, vol. X,
Autumn, 1968.

~

Arizona~~~.

13. ELLIS, R.

Albert Pike·, Prose Sketches ~ Poems• •• ,
Arizonca and~.~. vol. X, Autumn, 1968.

14. ELLIS, R.

John Ewers, Indian ~ .Q!!. the Upper
souri, Montana, XIX, Winter, 1969.

~
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Williain. B~op~y • .rul.·
~Gi Indian: America's
UnfinisheSI, Business, *ontana, ){IX, Winter, 1969.

15. ELLIS, R.
16. ELLIS, R.

Harry Stro~d, ConquE!s# £Z1 ~ PtaibiesS Sbutli- · ·
western Historical Quarterly, LXXII; winter;
1969.

17. ELLIS, R.

Deward Walker, Conflict sru1 Schism in, Nez
Perce Acculturation, Oregon Historical QuarterlY• Spring, 1969.

18. FLOYD, T.

Reviews in Hispanic American Historical
February, 1969.

~

~.

19. KERN, R.

John Womack, Jr., Zapata .2lli! ~Mexican Revo,..
lution in Book World, January 23, 1969.

20. KERN, R.

Arthur F. Corwin, Spain .!m9. the Abolition g,t
Slavery~~. 1Bl7-1BB6 in Journal~~
~History, Fall
1968.

21. KERN, R.

Leo Katcher, Post-Mortem: ~Jews in. Germanv
Today in Los Angeles Times, Oct. 14, 1968.

22. KERN, R.

Elie Wiesel, Legends 2! ~Time in Riverside
(Calif.) Press Enterprise, Oct. 25, 1968.

23. KERN, R.

Colin Cross,·~ Fall 2! the British Emeire
1918-1968 in Riverside (Calif.) Press Enterprise, Jan. 3, 1969.
·

24. KERN, R.

Oscar J. Mammen, The Red'48ers: !S2£!, ~ ~
Friedrich Engels in Riverside (Calif .• ) ~
Enterprise, Feb. 23, 1969,

25.

LIEUwE~,

E.

Veliz, Politics gt Conformity in Lstin .
America, in Hispanic American Historical
Review, August 1968.

26. LIEUWEN, E.

Blasier (ed.), Constructive Chanqe in~
America in Hispanic American Historical ~
~. February 1969.

27. LIEUWEN, E.

Bonilla-Michelena, Strategy £2£ Research in
Venezuela in Journal 21 American Academy gt
Political ~ Social Science, Fall, 1968.
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28. ROTHENBERG, G.

David Mackenzie, The ~ .s.n,g RusSian
Pan Slavism in ~ European Quarterly,
II (1968).

29. ROTHENBERG, G•

Lavender Cassels, The Struggle~ the
Ottoman Empire in Balkan Studies VIII
(1968).

30. ROTHENBERG, G.

Thomas M. Barker, Double Eagle
Crescent: Vienna's Second Turkish
Siege in American Historical Review,
October, 1968.

31. ROTHENBERG, G.

Hermann Schreiber, Teuton and ~: The
Struggle £2£ Central Europe in Balkan
Studies, IX {1968).

32. ROTHENBERG, G.

Louise Nalbandian, ~Armenian ~
lutionar~ Movement in Canadian Slavic
Studies, III (1968) •

33. SZASZ, F.

5.

sns

Winthrop Jordan, ~ ~ Black in
York Historical Society Quarterly.

~

Research
A. Completed
1. CUTTER, D.

Director, American Indian Historical Research Project, sponsor Doris Puke: sup,port $'67, 500 for 1968-69, renewed for
1969-70 for $50,000.

2. DOLKART, R. "Caciquismo in Argentina" in Rern, R.
and Cutter, D. Caciquismo in#?tin America.
3. DOLRART, .R. "Argentine Industrialization in the 1930s:-

The Case of the Province of Buenos Aires''
4.

ELLI~,:R.

5.

E~iS,

"Civilians, the Army and the Indian Problem
on tl)e Northern l?lains. " Accepted by ~
Dakota History,

R. "Political Pressures and Army Politics on the
Northe~n Plains, 1862-1865," accepted by
Minnesota ~istory.

"'

------------ -

-

.'

-116.

~~i!J_;I:S,

R.

"General Pope's Report on the West, 1966, "
(edited) : accepted by the Kansas Historical
Quarterly.

7. ELLIS, R.

"A Campaign Against the Sioux: The Diary
of Charles Springer," submitted to Journal
&m~-

a. 'ELLIS, R.

"General John Pope and the Indian Problem,
1862-1886," manuscript accepted by UNM Press,
pending revisions.

9. ELLIS, R.

"Civilians, the Army and the Indian Problem
on the Northern Plains." Accepted by~
Dakota History.

10. l<ERN, R.

"Caciquismo in the Ibero-American world,"
edited book accepted by UNM Press.

ll. LIEUWEN, E.

Book MS: "U.S. Policy & Latin American
Social Revolutions (with Needler) •

12. LIEUWEN, E.

"Latin America: The Social Revolution"
for Contemporary Civilization ~

13. LIEUWEN, E.

"U.S. Policy Towards Latin America" in
canada (a Handbook) (Praeger) •

~ ~ §!.

14. SKABELUND, D.

"The Structure of Theory," submitted to
.!.§.!§..

15. SZASZ, F.

16.

TOBIA~,

Ph.D. Dissertation "William Bell Riley, John
Roach Straton, and William Jennings Bryan:
Three Leaders of Fundamentalism"

H. Book MS "History of the Bund to 1905" accepted by Stanford University Press, 850 pp.
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B. In Progress
1. CU'l'TER, D.
2. DABNEY,

"Macquinna, Chief of Nootka"

w.

Guide to materials in American biography
for the Univ. of New Mexico Press.

3. DOLKART, R.

"Leopolda Lugones; A Political Biography"

4. ELLIS, R.

Revision of Warren Beck, ~Mexico: _a .ill..!tory Qi ~ Centuries for Univ. of Oklahoma
Press.

s.

Study of New Mexico Territorial Press
the Indian Problem.

ELLIS, R.

an~

6. ELLIS, R.

Study of the reaction to Negro Troops in the
Southwest.

7. ELLIS, R.

Study of Volunteer Soldiers in the West at
the close of the Civil War.

8. ELLIS, R.

Introduction to~~ Brothers ••• by
Laurie Tatum, to be reprinted by University of Nebraska Press.

9. ELLIS, R.

"The Army, the Indian Bureau and the
Southern Apaches"

10. ELLIS, R.

"New Mexico History, A Book of Readings"

ll. ELLIS, R. . Ed., "The Diary of Lieutenant Frank Bald-

_win"
12. FLOYD, T.

Book MS. "The Spanish catholic Church in
the Late Middle Ages"

13. IKLE, F.

Book MS. "Diplomatic History of the Far East"·

14. KERN, R.

"The Crisis of Spanish Liberalism"

15. KERN, R.

"Madrid under Seige: A Social History" accepted for publication by Dutton.

16. LIEUWEN, E.

Book fdS, "Social Revolutions in Latin
America"

r---~-------

-

I
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I

17. ROEBUCK, J.

~olume

for Routledge (London) Series
English Social History entitled "English
Soci1=1ty Since 1850."

18. ROTHENBERG, G.

Translation of The Austrian Military
Croatia, 1522-1881 to appear
Herold Verlag Vienna.

~~in

19. ROTHENBERG, G.
20. SI<ABELUND, D.
21. SULLIVAN, D.

''The Army of Francis Joseph" for UNM
Press.
"The Structure of Theory in Physics"
Monograph: "The Prince-Bishops of
Germany in the 15th Century"

22. SZASZ, F.

Essay "Protestantistll_ and the ,Se.arch for _
Stability" for Building ~ Organizational
Society, ed. by Jerry Israel of UTEP,

23. TULGA, L.

Research in aspects of Roman regulation
of morals at Rotlle (First Century A.D.)

24. WAGAR,

w.

Research for book entitled "Good Tidings:
The Belief in Progress Since Darwin and Marx"

6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
a. CUTTER, D. General Program Chairman, Western History
Assn. Conf. Tucson, October. Council Member, Rocky Mt.
Council of Latin Amer. Studies. Banquet address at San
Diego Hist. Conv. (Calif. Bicentennial) "Plans for the .
Occupation of California.? (March): Paper "Tadeo Haenke,
Precursor or Fraud" at Annual Conf. Rocky Mt. Council of
Latin American Studies: Member, Board of ..~di tors o.f 1)
~ Americas: 2) ~ American ~: 3) Arizona ,2!lS! ~
West: 4) ~Mexico ~~Review. Independent
evaluator of projects for National Endowment for the Humanities: Chairman of session at 5th Annual San Diego
History Conference (March) : Chairtllan of Session at lOth
Annual Arizona History Conference, Tucson, (May): Banquet
address for First Southwestern History Conference sponsored by New Mexico Historical Society, 110ral History
among the New Mexico Indians," (April): Attended organizational meeting of Advisory Committee for Archival Affairs, Federal Records Center, Denver, (March).
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b. DABNEY, W. May 2 and 3, 1969. Attended the Lubbock
meeting of the Rocky Mountain Social Science Association; read a paper there on Sir James Steuart Denham's
view of the American Revolution.
c. ELLIS, R. Commentator: Western History Assoc. Conference, Oct. 1968. Papers read at Pacific Northwest Historical Conference, April, 1969; Arizona Historical
Conference, May, 1969; Colorado Historical Society meeting, May, 1969.
d. I.I<LE, F. Paper "Sir Aurel S~ein" given at Pacific Coast
Historical Meeting, August, 1968, Santa Clara University,
California. Panel commentator on Japanese modernization,
Western Branch, Association for Asian Studies, Provo,
Utah, October, 1968.
e. KERN, ·R. Paper presented at Spanish Study Group, AHA,
New York, July, 1968.
f. LIEUWEN 1 E. Attended American Historical Association
meetings, New York, December, 1968 and American Political Science Association meetings, Washington, September,
1968. Delegate to Cuba Bibliography Project, Library of
Congress, June, 1968.
g. PUGACH, N. Chairman of session on Post World War Ii
Problems at Rocky Mountain Social Science Association
Convention, Lubbock, Texas, May, 1969.
h. ROTHENBERG, G. Appointed to Editorial Board of Military
Affairs. Read papers: "The State of European Mi·litary
History in America~, Convention of Organization of American
Historians, Philadelphia; "Professional Education in the
Habsburg Army," USAF Academy Third Annual Conference on
Military History.
i. SZASZ 1 F. Attended American Historical Association meet- .
ings, New York, December, 1968.
j. TOBIAS, H.

Attended American Historical Association meetings, New York, December, 1968.

k. TULGA, L. Served as History Section Program Chairman for
Rocky Mountain Social Science Assn; attended these meetings May 2 and 3, 1969, at Texas Tech., Lubbock, Texas.
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l. WAGAR, w. Attended XIVth International Congress of
Philosophy, Vienna, September, 1968, and read paper,
"The Role of Historical Thinking in Cognitive Synthesis. " Attended meeting of Board of Directors, Council
for the Study of Mankind, Chicago, October, l96B.
7. Other Professional Activities
a. CUTTER, D. TV interview KCST {San Diego) (March):
Speaker for Albuquerque Chapter of American Meterorolagical Society (March): Speaker, Phi Alpha Theta,
San Diego State College (March); History Guest Speaker,
Univ. of Albuquerque {April): Manuscript evaluator for: UNM
Press, University of Texas Press, Univ. of Oklahoma Press,
Holt-Winston-Rinehart.
b. DABNEY, w. Various talks to c1v1c groups. Member of
Woodrow Wilson Selection Committee, Region 13.
c. ELLIS, R. Member, Advisory Committee for Archival Affairs,
Federal Records Center. Selected as member of Sub-committee
on Archival Utilization.
d. I:KLE, F. Public lectures, "The Mid .. East crisis" and
"Russia Enters the Middle East" at Eastern New Mexico
University, Portales, March 19, 1969. The Gleeb Lecture,
Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas, April 7, 1969,
"Sino-Japanese Relations, 1949-1969."
e. TOBIAS, H. First Unitarian Church; International Club
panel discussion.
f. TULGA, L. Held an adult study program for five nights
(June, 1968) at Faith Baptist Church on the topic of
"The Old Testament and Contemporary Culture in the
Near East."
g. WAGAR, w. Three lectures on world order given at The
Institute on Man and Science, Rensselaerville, N.Y.,
July 11-12, 1968. Lecture on world order given at Union
College, Schenectady, N.Y. , July 11, 196B. Keynote
address for world conference of the International Fellowship of Reconciliation, Oslo, August 7, 1968. Four
lectures on world order given for University of California (Riverside) Extension course, "The Human Predicament,"
Jan. 27-30, 1969. Reading of original poetry, St. John's
College {Santa Fe), April 27, 1969.

,.
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-168. Non-teaching Univetsity Service
a. CUTTER, D. Director, American Indian Historical Research Project: Faculty Advisor for Phi Alpha Theta;
University Publications Committee; Departmental. Advisor for History majors. Prepared UNM Extension
High School C9rrespondence .Course, U.S. History .•
b. DABNEY, w. Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee;
American Studies Committee; various depqrtmental a~
hoc committees; faculty advisor to graduate students
in ¥•S· history.
c.

DO~KART,

R. Student-Faculty Committee; University
College Advisor.

d. ELLIS, R. Assistant Director, American Indian His•
torical Research Project; Member, Board of Editors,
~ Mexico Historical Review.
·
e, FLOYD,· T. Library Committee, 1968-69; Chairman, Committee for Evaluation of History Department; Outstanding Teaching Award Committee 1969-70; Advisor, Latin
American History graduate students.
f. IRLE, F. Subcommittee on Study of Graduate Residence
requirements; UNM Joint Committee with College of Santa Fe regarding summer school program.
g. RERN, R. Chairman, European Session, Phi .Alpha Theta
Conference, UNM, April 18-19.
h. LIEUWEN, E. Director, Ford Research Project on Latin
America; .A & S Dean Selection Committee; A & S Promotion Committee for Social Sciences; A & S Latin America Research Committee (Chairman) •
i. PUGACH, N. UNM Chapter, Phi Beta Rappa - Historian
(May 1969) at initiation ceremony.
j. ROTHENBERG, G. Chairman, Graduate School Committee on
Visiting Lecturers; Member, University Research Allocations Committee.
k. SRABELUND, D. University College Advisor: Honors Program Advisor~ arranged for two guest lectures by Romano
Harre, Oxford University, speaking on philosophy of
science •.

~----------------------------

--
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1. SULLIVAN, D. Faculty Advisor: Member, Committee on
Evaluation of History Department.
m. TOBIAS, H. Chairman: Russian Studies and western European Studies Committees; Faculty Advisor -- above programs and History majors.
n. TULGA, L. Faculty Advisor for University College, Fall
1968-69: Faculty Advisor for History majors, Spring,
1968-69. Member, Curricula Committee.
o. WAGAR, w.
mittee.

Member, National/International Affairs Com-

9. Public Service
a. CUTTER, D. Moderator, Immanuel Presbyterian Mariners
program "Civil Disobedience." Spoke to Albuquerque
Study Group "Spanish & Mexican Land Grants in N.M."
b. DABNEY, w. Various church talks and activities7
Member of Eagle Scout committee.
c. FLOYD, T. Member, United Campus Christian Ministers'
Board: Member, United Nations Association, Albuquerque;
Chairman, United Nations Gift Shop Board.
d. IKLE, F. Talk at Albuquerque Congregational Church
"The u.s. and Southeast Asia, '1 December, 1968.
e. ROTHENBERG, G. Talks to Temple Albert, Hadassa Southwestern Regional Conference.
f. WAGAR, w. Sunday sermons at First Unitarian Church,
Albuquerque, June 9, 1968, and Feb. 9, 1969. Chairman, Summer Services Committee, First Unitarian Church,
summer, 1968. Talk on feminism for National Organization for Women, Albuquerque chapter, July 21, 1968.
10. Personal Information
None

..

...
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ANNUAL REPORT, DIVISION OF INTER-AMERICAN AFFAIRS
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Martin C. Needler,
I.

Director

General departmental information.
A.

Significant achievements.
1.

The most notable achievement during the current
year was the sharp increase in the number of
M.A.'s granted.

The figures for. the last four

yeaX'S are as follows.
1966:

1

1967:

3

1968:

4

1969:

15

This increase has responded to several factors.
The number enrolled in the program has doubled
since 1966, some proceduX'eS have been simplified,
and especial care has been taken with counselling
and the attempt to find sources of financial
support for needy

stud~nts.

However, the major

factor involved was clearly the introduction
this year of a "Plan II" option.
1

The large
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number of students receiving the degree this
year thus represents in part the liquidation
of a "backlog".of candidates, and is therefore
clearly exceptional.

It is expected that next

year the number of M.A.'s granted will be
around the six set as an annual target by the
present Director on assuming the position in
1966.
2.

The graduate program appeared to be becoming
better known, with some improvement in the
quality of the applicants becoming noticeable,
and an increase in applications coming from
students at more prestigious universities and
abroad.

Students leaving the program seem

increasingly to be going on to doctoral study.
3.

A new course, Latin American Studies 495,
Undergraduate Problems, was added.

4.

The Division was the leading department in
number of students enrolled in the university's
Quito Center, with four graduates and seven
undergraduates, or about 25% of the total enrolment there.

5.

A proposal was submitted to AID for the establish•
ment of a Center for Latin American Development
Studies at UNM.
2

,.,
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6.

A reprint series of journal articles written
by UNM faculty on Latin American topics was
begun, with distribution to over 100 addressees.

7.

A consortium of about 140 Latin American area
programs has been organized, in collaboration
with the Latin American Studies Association.
The Director of the Division has been elected ·to
:'".

I

the consortium's national steering committee for
a three-year term.
B.

Present Problems and Future
1.

•

I

··:

Plans~

The most acute problem felt by' the Div;l'sion is
the decline in the availabill.ty o~ financial

. ,'.

assistance for graduate

students~·,

a significant adverse effect on
of the better applicants.

th~

This has had
recruiting

Of course, there is

little that can be do~e at our level except to
wait for the easing of the generally tight money
situation everywhere;
2.

Changes in the draft regulations meant the inter-:
ruption of graduate study for some students.

3.

Attempts continue to try to get a consortium of
Southwestern universities on Latin American
Studies organized and to have New Mexico included
in the State Department's Partnersoc the Alliance
3
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program.

The Division continued to participate,

through the Committee on International Programs
and in other ways, in the development of plans
and projects for the university in the. field of
international programs,
C & D.

Appointments and Separations.
Mrs, Emma Woodard

re~igned

tive August 16, 1968.

as secretary, effec-

The position was taken by

Mrs. Lydia Sipp (September 1 to September 10, 1968),
Mrs. Lupe Browne (September 16,

196~

to February 14,

1969), and finally by Mrs. Cathryn Reed, effective
date February 17, 1969.
II.

The professional activities of the Department's on1y
faculty member, its Director, have been reported through
the Political Science Department.

4

r~----------

THE REPORT OF THE DEPARmENT OF JOURNALISM
July 1, 1968--Juna 30, 1969
Anthony G. Hillerman, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Progress was made toward the department's goal of broader
University program in communications.
1. Art/Journalis 388 (Cinematic Photography) for which we
supplied equipment through a grant and which the Department
of Fine Art teaches, has filled an important need for
students interested in the visual forms of journalism.
2. Art/Journalism 277 {Graphic Design), to be offered by
Fine Arts in 1969-70, \•till be a.nother keystone in this
program,
3. Journalism 253, a one credit course offered to LOBO staff
members, has been moderately successful and will improve
for .next year.
4. Journalism 440 (Ne~1s Programming} will be designed by
Professor Crow this summer and offered in the fall semester.
It will fill an important gap in the broadcast ne~ts option
we now offer in cooperation with the Department of Speech.

5. If manpower allows, both 401 (Advertising) and 469 {Media
Management) will be offered in the next Spring semester.
6,

Experiments with use of video~taped news events as laboratory
materials in basic newswriting courses were conducted with
enough success to indicate this approach should be expanded
and improved.

7. Instructor Bob Lawrence's plan to enrich and accelerate
Journalism 261 (News Photography} proved extremely
successful.
B. Our plan for the future involves an inter-departmental expansion to offer a complete and well-rounded curriculum in
broadcast journalism, as first priority. We also hope to
gradually add a small number of courses in 11hich students
would be prepared for careers in advertising/pUblic relations.
This program l~ou1d involve--if details can be \'torked out~~
Marketing Communication 410, Theories of Communication 411,
Visual Fundamentals and Graphic Design, all already offered
in other departments or colleges.

------------

Journalism Department Report
Page 2
We recommend authorization to add a fifth regular faculty
position effective in 1970-71. With this additional person
we could--through cooperation with the department of Speech
and the College of Fine Arts .and the School of Business and
Administrative Services, provide the nucleus for a complete
and well-founded program~ across the spectrum of mass media
and communications.

c.

Appointments to staff--Mrs. Emma Mcleod, as assistant professor
effective .July 1, 1969, (Filling vacant position authorized
in 1967.)

0. No separations.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS
JULY 1, 1968 -

JUNE 30, 1969

J. R. Blum

CHAIRMAN

During the academic year 1968-69 the Department provided instruction to
6,945 students totaling 23,lfll credit hours.

This is an increase of 219

students and a decrease of 809 credit hours compared to the academic year
1967-68.

The decrease in credit hours is due to the fact that in 1968-69

1-re abolished all five hour credit courses.
I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION.
SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS.

A.

This was the first year that the National Science Foundation
Departmental Development grant was in full operation.

Because of it

we were able to bring in on a permanent basis several excellent new
'-4

faculty members.

Also we had with us three visiting professors and

two post doctoral fellows who contributed greatly to the scholarly
atmosphere of the Department.

Next year we will again have several

visiting professors and postdoctoral fellows, and one additional
permanent appointment on the grant.

Thus the quality of the Department

is moving up, although we were unable to attract any nationally
prominent mathematicians to New Mexico this year.
A second achievement was the initiation of the console
computer program in our calculus sequence.

This pioneering venture

will be in full operation during the next academic year when every
calculus student will spend approximately one hour a week in the
new Mathematics Computation Laboratory, and from our experience this
past year we feel that this is an outstanding pedagogic device.
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graduate program expanded somewhat due to the initiation

of the new Master's degree in Computing Science and we now have
eight students enrolled in this program.

Seven Ph.D. degrees and

twelve Masters degrees in Mathematics were awarded at the June
Commencement.
The undergraduate program stayed at approximately the same
level as

during the year 1967-68.

A new course, Mathematics 101,

should prove popular with students in the humanities and social
sciences.
Research activity in the Department was lively as may be
seen by the accompanying data.

Three new National Science Foundation

research grants were awarded to the Department during the year.
During this summer the N.S.F. is continuing its support of the annual
Summer Institute for High School Teachers.
B.

PLANS AND IlECOMMENDATIONS.

To begin with, I must strongly emphasize that unless we do
something about the weakening salary structures, we shall undoubtedly
lose the major proportion of our good people.

This trend has become

obvious during the last year or two and it will surely continue unless
immediate and drastic action is forthcoming.
Secondly, as I have said in my last two annual reportsJ there
is urgent need for additional office space, conference rooms, and
seminar rooms for mathematics.

With regard to housing, the Department

has been treated as a second rate department, while it is in fact one
of the strongest on campus.

Consequently I urge again that immediate

plans be made for a new mathematics building.

-2-
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On a final note, I should like to urge strongly that
Mrs. Carol Marsh, our

a~inistrative

assistant, be given a substantial

i.

salary increase.

I cannot begin to detail all the tasks she performs

for this Department, but in my opinion her salary pays for approximately
half the services she performs.
C.

APPOINTMENTS TO STAFF.
In the Fall of 1968 eleven new appointments were made.

They are:

Professors Hille (visiting), Basu, Zacks;

Associate Professors

DeMarr, Guinn;

Assistant Professors Allen, Derr, Gevirtz, Gibson, Hahn

and Loustaunau.

For the Fall of 1969 we have made seven appointments,

as follows:

Associate Professors E. Marchi and

w.

Zimmer (visiting);

Assistant Professors A. Carasso, G. Erroymson, I.Hsu (one year appointment)
and
D.

c.

Onneweer; Instructor R. Grassl.
SEPARATIONS FROM STAFF.
The following people have resigned:

Assistant Professor

Lamar Bentley, to Bucknell University, Pennsylvania; Assistant Professor
Ronald Bierstedt; destination unknown; Assistant Professor Henry Davis,
to Brookhaven National Laboratory, New York.
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II.

JM'ORMATION FROM BIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS.
1.

ADVANCED STUDY.
None.

2.

SABBATICALS, LEAVES OF ABSENCE, etc.
None.

3·

NEW SCHOLASTIC HONORS, FELLOWSHIPS, etc.
Henry w. Davis: Offered National Bureau of Standards Postdoctoral Fellowship.
Richard J. Griego: Mexican government grant to study at the
Centro de Estudios Avanzados del Politecnico Nacional in
Mexico City for 1969-70.
Richard

4.

c.

Metzler:

Elected to Phi Kappa Phi.

PUBLICATIONS.
Debabrata Basu:
'On Invariant Sets for Translation Parameter
families of Measures•, (1969) Ann. Math. Stat., Vol.·4o, No.1.
'Sufficient Statistics in Sampling from a Finite Universe•, (1967)
Proc. 36th Session of Inter. Statistical Institute.
Richard C. Allen, Jr.: 'Numerical Solution of a Certain Class of
Non-linear Two-point Boundary Value Problems'(Jour. of Comp. Physics,)
•A Numerical Algorithm Suggested by Problems of Transport in
Periodic Media', (Journal MAA, 1969)
•Functional Relationships for Fre<lholm Integral Equations Arising
from Pseudo-transport Problems', (Journal MAA, 1969).
H. L. Bentley: 'T-Categories and same Representation Theorems•,
UNM TeCh. Report, No. 172, March, 1969.
Jeffrey R. Davis:
•same Remarks on Finite Section Wiener-Hopf
Operators', w/I. I. Hirschmann, Jr., Jnl. D'AnalyseMathematique,
1969.
R.

c. Entringer:

n

'Representation of m as ~

7=-n

Mathematical Bulletin 11 (1968)

kK

1,

Canadian

289-293.

Archie G. Gibson: ''Triples of Operator-Valued Functions Related
to the unit Circle', Pac. Jnl. Math., Vol 28 (1969) pp 513-542.
•On the Asymtotic Condition of Scattering Theory', He1v. Phys. Acta,
Vol. 41 (1968 , pp 513-527, w/ J. Jauch and B. Misra.

-4-
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Richard J. Griego: •Local Times for Transforms of Markov
Pl•ocesses, 1 J. Math. KYoto, V. 8, No. ~, ~968.
1A Note on Projections of Continuous Additive Functionals,'
Ann. Inst. Stat. Math., v. 20, ~968.
'Random Evolutions, Markov Chains, and Systems of Partial
Differential Equations,' PNAS, V. 62, ~969.
'Brownian Motion and Potential Theory', Scientific American,
v. 220, March, ~969.
Theodore Guinn: •Same Approximation and Density Theorems',
Proc. Int. Symp. on Top. and its Appl., Belgrade, Yugoslavia,
August, 1968 (w/P. H. Doyle).
'An Embedding Theorem for Ordinary Differential Equations, 1
Jour. Optm. Th. and Appl., Vol. 2, No. 2, ~968. wjM. Hestenes.
'Boundary Arcs for a Class of Differential Games, Journal Opt.
Th. and App~., Vo~ 2, ~968.
'Minimal Solutions to a Class of Parabolic Partial Differential
Equations, 1 Proc. Am. Math. Soc. Vol. 20, ~969.
Liang-shin Halm:
•A Theorem on Multip~iers of Ty:pe (p.q.)
May issue Proceedings of American Math. Soc.:
Reuben Hersh: 'Finite Difference Approximations•, SIAM J.
Numer. ADria:l. Vo~ 5, •
'Brownian Motion', w/R. Griego, Scientific American, March,~969.
'Random Semi Groups', w/Griego, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., Feb., ~969.
1A Class of Central Limit Theorems•,
Trans. A.M.S., May, ~969.
Einer Hille: 'Same properties of the Jordan Operator', aequationes
mathematicae, Feb. ~968.
'First-Year Calculus' w/Saturnino Salas, B~aisdell Publ. Co., ~968.
'On the Thomas-Fermi Equation 1 , Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. ~969.
'Lectures on Ordinary Differential Equations• , Addison-Wes~ey, ~969.
L. H. Koopmans: 'Same Simple Singular and Mixed Probability
Distribution 1 (classroam notes)J Math. Monthly, Vo~. 76, No. 3,:P297-300 • ...
Book Review of •Stationary Random Processes 1 by T. A. Raganov,
Technametrics, Vol. ~0 pp 628-630.
Richard c. Metzler: 'Representation of Ordered Vector Spaces with
the Riesz Decomposition Property•, Jru. of the London Math. Soc., Jan.
1969.
Donald R. Morrison: •Arithmetic in Galois Fields of Characteristic 2, 1
Mathematical Algorithms, Nov. ~968.
'Matching Algorithms, 1 Jru. of Combinatorial Theory, Jan., ~969.
'Patricia - Practical Algorithm to Retrieve Information Coded in
Alphanumeric, 1 Jru. of Association for Computing Machinery, Oct. 196t3.
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Clifford R. Qualls:
'On the joint Distribution of Crossings
of High Multiple levels by a Stationary Gaussian Process.
UNM TR, Oct. 1968.
'Fixed Length confidence intervals for parameters of the Normal
Distribution based on Two-stage Sampling Procedures. 1 UNM TR,l969.
Lawrence F. Shampine: 'Existence and Uniqueness for Nonlinear Boundary
Value Problems•, Jnl. Diff. Eqn. L(1969)
Error Bounds and Variational Methods for Non-linear Boundary Value
Problems 1 , Num. Math. 12 (1968 )400-415.
•Concerning Periodic Solutions of Y''+f(t,y,y') = o, 1 Jnl. Math.
Anal. Appl. 23 (1968)558-574.
•over-Determine Boundary Value Problems, 1 , Jnl. Math. Anal. Appl.
23 (1968)558-574.
•over-Determine Boundary Value Problems, 1 23(1968)117-120,
1 0n the Eigenproblem for Displacement Integral Equations, 1
Num.
Math.l2(lg68)170-179·
'On Shooting Methods for Two-point Boundary Value Problems,'
J. Math. Anal. Appl. 23 {1968)235-249.
'Boundary Value Problems for Ordinary Differential Equations',
SIAM J. Num. Anal. L (1968 )219-242.
'Contraction Mappings for Nonlinear Boundary Value Problems•,
Computing L(l968)205-214
•some Nonlinear Eigenvalue Problems, 1 J. Math. Mech.l7(lg68)lo65-1072.
'Existence From Uniqueness for Boundary Value Problems,' J. Math.
Anal. Appl. 23(1968).
G. Milton Wing:
•an a Generalization of a Method of Bellmand and
Latter for Obtaining Eigenvalue Bounds for Integral Operators, 1
J. Math. Anal. and Appl. 23,g(1968)
•Solution of a Certain Class of non-linear two-point boundary value
problems, 1 w/R. c. Allen, Jr., and M. Scott. J. of Computational
Physics.
1Bayes Sequential Design of Fractional Factorial
Shelemyahu Zacks:
Experiments for the Estimation of a Subgroup of Pre-assigned
Parameters•. Ann. Math. Stat., 39: 973(1968).
'Bayes Sequential Design of Stock Levels.• Nav. Res. Logistics
Quarterly, June, 1969.

5·

OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS IN PROGRESS OR COMPLETED.
D.•,Basu:
Book - 'Role of the Sufficiency and Likel:lliood of Principles
in Sample Survey Theory• to be published in Sankaya this year.
R. C. Allen, Jr.:

Project Themis (Bureau of Engineering Research)
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J. R. Blum:
'Fixed Precision Estimation in the class of
IFR Distributions (w/Rosenblatt) to appear in Annals of
Statistical Mathematics.
'Fixed Length Confidence Intervals for Parameters of Stochastic
Processes' (w/Rosenblatt) Annals of Mathematical Statistics.
'on Orthogonal arrays of odd index, ' (w/ J. Schatz) Jnl. of
Combinatorial Analysis.
'A Characterization of Weak Stability for Transformations•,
(w/Natarajan) to appear Zeitschrift fur Wahrscheinlichketheorie.

Henry w. Davis:
Submitted two I>apers on inductive limits of ~
spaces for publication. Have been studying Besicovitch almost
periodic functions on groups.
Ralph DeMarr:
'Convergence of a Sequence of Powers•, to be
published :in Proceedings of AMS.
Notes on Partially ordered linear algebras.
James B. Derr: Submitted one paper on finite solvable groups to
the Pacific Journal of Mathematics.
Continuing research in ordered fields, real
Donald W. Dubois:
varieties, etc. with partial support of National Science
Foundation.
R. c. Entringer: 'Enumeration of Permutations of (1, ••• ,n) by
number of maxima•, accepted for publication.
'Enumeration of certain binary matrices• -accepted for publication
'A direct proof of Konig's Theorem'- submitted for publication.
'Divisibility properties of the function enumerating chain topologies~'
submitted for publication.
Bernard Epstein: Made progress on research in several topics,
supported by NSF Grant No. 12365-000. Completed writing of text
on Functional Analysis, to be published January, 1970, by
W. B. Saunders Company.
Archie G. Gibson: Doing research on scattering theory and the
mathematical foundations of quantum mechanics.
Richard J. Griego: Random Evolutions-Theory and Applications,
submitted to Journal of Functional Analysis (NSF Grant GP 8290)
•Crisis in New Mexico' (w/G. W. Merkx); submitted to Trans-Action,
sociology magazine.
Theodore Guinn: •A Lagrange Multiplier Rule in Hilbert Space,
to be published. (w/Landerman) •

. -7-

Reuben Hersh:

Three papers in progress.

Einer Hille:
Writing a treatise with tentative title,
'Introductory Functional Analysis' for :1\:ddison-Wesley.
Simon T. Kao: Research carried out under the provisions of
Grant GE-2680.1 in the amount of $2000 supplement to the academic
year extension for the period June, 1966 to Sept., 1968, sponsored
by Special Projects in Science Education section, National Science
Foundation.
L. H. Koggmans: 'Fixed Length confidence intervals for Parameters
of theN
Distribution Based on Two-Stage Sampling Procedures'
(.,rjc. Qualls). Submitted for publication.

rmai

First draft of a text book on Time Series Analysis completed.
Research on prediction theory.
for summer 1969.

NSF Contract granted (with

c.

Qualls)

James V. Lewis: Research on estimation of coefficients in a
different1al equation from the solution with error.
1 0n HY.Percamplete Locally Convex Spaces•,
J. Loustaunau:
submitted for publication to Journal of Functional Analysis.

R. C. Metzler: 'Abstract Dirichlet Problems and the Choquet Boundary',
UNM TR, Dec. 1968 and to be submitted for :publication.
Clifford R. Qualls: Two papers in progress, 'In moments of number
of cross1ngs of a stationary process• and 'in recursive prediction
of time series•.
Lawrence Shampine: Submitted papers: 'Difference Methods for
Nonlinear F1rst order HYPerbolic Systems of Equations'; Existence
and Uniqueness of Solutions of a Class of Nonlinear Elliptic Boundary
Value Problems 1 ; and 'Boundary Value Problems for Ordinary
Differential Equations II'.
G. Milton Wing: Research and lecturing sponsored under the following
grants: (1) NSF GP 5967
(2) Themis (3) Air Force Special Weapons
Center, Air Force Systems Command, Kirtland, AFB and B.ASA Contract
F 29601-68-C-0093·
"

s. Zacks: Awarded an NSF research Grant GP-9007, July 1, 1968 June 1, 1969. The seven papers written under this gr~t have been
submitted. for publication.
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6.

ACTIVITIES IN LEARNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES.
a)

Meetings attended: Professional meetings in various cities
-were attended by the following people: R. C. Allen, Jr.,
D. Basu, H. L. Bentley, J. R. Blum, J. Davis, H, Davis,
R. DeMarr, D. Dubois, R. Entringer, B. E:pstein, J. Gevirtz,
A. Gibson, R. Griego, T. Guinn, L. Hahn, R. Hersh, E. Hille,
A. Hillman, s. Kao, L. H. Koo:pmans, J. Lewis, J. Loustaunau,
D. Morrison, C. Qualls, L. Shampine, A. Steger, S,Zacks.

b)

Offices held:
A. Hillman: Governor, Southwestern Section, MAA (Annual Meeting.
College Chairman, Albuquerque Council of Teachers of Math.
S. Kao:

c)

Secretary-treasurer of Southwestern section of MAA.

Papers read, invited addresses, etc.
D. Basu·- Invited address, at IMS Regional meeting, Iowa City.
R. DeMarr - Read paper at AMS Meeting, New Orleans.
Archie Gibson - Invited address at regional meeting of AMS, MAA,
and SIAM in Portland, Oregon.
R. Griego - Presented talk AMS .Annual Meeting,
R. Hersh - Read :pa:per at AMS Annual Meeting.
E. Hille - Papers read at Los Alamos, N.M. and .Tulane Univ.
A. Hillman - Invited talk, Albuquerque Council of Teachers of
Mathematics.

7.

OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES.
R. C. Allen, Jr. - Presented talk at Math Conference for Teachers
and Administrators, Artesia, N.M.
Henry Davis - Gave colloquium at Brookhaven National Lab,
R.

c.

Entringer - Reviewer for Zentralblatt f'!1r Mathematik

B. Epstein - Presented Colloquium at Drexel Institute of Tech.
R. Hersh - Consultant for 'Scientific American' Magazine.
Colloquium speaker a.t Univ. of Wash, Arizona., Tulane Univ., Drexel
and Univ. of Illinois.
E. Hille - Read and reported on dissertations for three students,
one from Monash Univ., one from Australia and one from India.
A. Hillman - Editor of Elementary Problem Section, Fibonacci Quarterly;
Problem Editor, New Mexico Math (Journal of the N.M. Council of
Teachers of Math.)
L. H. Koopmans - Gave short course on Time Series Analysis, Aug,
Sandia Corporation.

J. Loustaunau - Summer job with White Sands Missile Range.
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7.

Continued.
Merle Mitchell - Talk at National Council Teachers of Math.
Meeting in Corpus Christi, Tex.;
Talk at Matheson Park Elementary School on their In-Service Day.
Panel discussion on Teacher Training at NMCTM meeting in Artesia.
G. Milton Wing - appointed Associate Editor, Journal of Math.
Analysis and Applications.
Consultant to LASL.
s. Zacks - Consultant to the Logistics Research Project,
The George Washington University.

8.

NON-TEACHmG UNIVERSITY SERVICES.
During the year most of our faculty served on various Doctoral
Committees, Committee on Studies, and advisors at one level or
another.

Dr. Allen served as Director of the Mathematics Computing

Laboratory, Dr. Metzler was supervisor of the Calculus sequence,
and Dr. Bentley was in charge of the Mathematics Departmental
Library.

Various member.s served on the following committees:

Departmental Advisory Committee, Departmental Undergraduate Committee,
Faculty Policy Committee, Ad Hoc Committees, Student Affairs Committee,
Master's Examination Committee, Retirement and Insurance Committee,
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, Dr. Griego was Director of
the Upward Bound Program, Dr. Hillman is the Director of the
Mathematics Honors Program and Director of UNM-ACTM Mathematics Contest
for Secondary Students.

Dr. Mitchell servefr as the NSF Institute

Director.

9·

PUBLIC SERVICE.
R. c. Allen - Active in Church and Scouting activities.
R. Hersh - Albuquerque Friends Meeting.
S. T. Kao - Member of Catholic school board in Archdiocese
L. H. Koopmans - Board of Deacons, First Cong. Church.
J. V. Lewis - Albuquerque Urban Progress - Executive Committee
Conservation Round Table., Boy Scout Troop 432 Committee.
R. C. Metzler - Member executive committee, Rio Grande Ch~ter
of the Sierra Club.
c. R. Qualls - Member and youth leader, First Assembly of God Church.
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The Report of the Department of Modern and Classical Languages
July 1, 1968 - J1,me 30, 1969
R. -M. Duncan, Acting Chairman
Robert Holzapfel, Assistant Chairman
I.

General departmental information.
A.

Significant achievements.
1.

A good departmental innovation this year was the
appointment of Assistant Professor Robert Holzapfel
as Assistant Chairman.

He shows a max.ked ability

fox painstaking detail and it would now be impossible
for a chai;rman to do without his able assistance.
2.

New programs.
a.

The Ph. D. in Romance Languages approved by
the General Faculty last year received approval
pf the necessary state agencies this year and
will be ready fox candidates in the fall of
1969.

b.

The Andean Center in Quito, EcuadQX was inauguxated in September, 1968 under the
direction of Professor Sabine R. Ulibaxr!.
Reports from staff and students indicate that
the enterprise has the approval of the Ecuadoxean
community and provides art excellent opportunity
fox our students to immerse the.mselves in a
Spanish American culture.

3.

Cultural activities.

a.

We have continued the lecture

se~ies

under the

title, "Aspectos de la cultura hispanica, 11 ,
financed fr.om overhead funds p;t:ovided by the
NDEA Title !V Fellowship program.
i.n this series
(1)

11

The lectures

we~e:

Los to;ros 11 'by Professor Kenneth

V~nderford,

October 9, 1968.
(2)

Voice and
and

(3)

Jes~s

guita~

recital by Sofia Noel

Gonzalez Tutor, December 11, 1968.

''No hay tal Generaci6n de 98 11 by Professor
Ricardo Gull6n.

(4)

11

El Quijote,

p~qd:otipo

de la antinovela

hispanica 11 by Professor Bruce Wardr.opper,
May 15, 1969.
b.

Aliied with this program but done on a more informal level we brought to the campus figures
who spoke to students and faculty on a, social
level:
(1)

Father Alfonso M. Escudero, Chilean professor and critic, October 10, 1968.

{2)

Sra. Ana Mar!a Matute, Spanish novelist;
March, 1969.

c.

Professor

Theodo~e

Sackett trained a group of

graduate students who gave a ;reading of Morat!nts
"El s! de la,s niii.as 11 on November 1, 1968.
d.

Lacking Title IV overhead money we were, handicapped in providing similar programs :for French.

_z,..

However, it was possible to bring the dis.tinguished
French novelist caaude Simon for a lecture entitled
"Lectures commentees des romanciers Borges, Stendhal,
Faulkner, Proust, Joyce" on November 4, 1968.
e.

The Department also took advantage of the presence
of Profes.sor Germaine Bree, Phi )3eta Kappa guest
lecturer, to have her talk to an informal group
of French students and faculty on November 11,
1968.

f.

The French section, in conjunction with the
Cultural Affairs Committee, sponsored
11

Moli~rels

Les Fourberies de Scapin11 (produced by Le

Treteau de Paris) on February 12, 1969.
g.

Professor Jack Kolbert gave a reception for
M. Didier Raguenet, Consul General de France
at Los An9eles, April 20, 1969, to which he
invited faculty and students of French (as
well as other guests).

3.

Plans for new language building.
Professor Robert Holzapfel continued his collaboration with George Pearl, the planning architect
the new language building.

~or

Together they visited

several universities for observation of technical
installations.

Professors Robert Jespersen,

Robert Holzapfel, and the Director of the Language
Laboratory, Neddy Vigil, attended the Conference
on Audiovisual Instruction in Portland, Oregon,
-3-
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April 24-27, 1969, looking for possible new technical
improvements that might be incorporated into the
building.
B.

Significant plans for the future,
1.

New courses approved:
a.

Modern Languages 518,
(3)

b,

Medieval Romance Lyric.

Tomlins, White.

German 105-106,
(3 1 3)

Staff.

~~~Graduate

Students.

Accelerated course for students

interested in a reading knowledge of German.

Will

not satisfy the language requirement in College
of Arts and Sciences.

2,

Italian 295-296.

d,

Spanish 502,

Proseminar in Spanish Medieval

~·

Tomlins.

(3)

Advanced Italian.

(~,

c.

3)

Staff,

Requirements for the graduate degrees in Spanish
have been overhauled with significant changes.

3,

A committee, made up from the Spanish staff and
two representatives of the Union of Mexican American
Students, has undertaken a review of the entire undergraduate offerings in Spanish and includes revision
of the :requirements for the Spanish major.

4,

The departmental Administrative Committee (composed
of the faculty who have two years tenure or more as
Associate Professor or Professor) came to the conclusion that perhaps the Department needs reorganization and has proposed that as a first order of
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business in September, .1969, a committee shoUld
prepare a new "table of organization" in which
young faculty have a stronger formal role in
determining departmental policy.
I

this years

~cting

(lt seems to.

Chairman that the young faculty

have not been left. out of consul tatio.ns which
determine policy but he recognizes the advantage
that accrues to. a formal arrangement over a mere
~ ~

c.

arrangement. )

Appointments to staff
1.

Professor William H. Roberts as Chairman, effective
September, 1969.

2.

Professor Michel Buto.r as Visiting Professor of
French, effective September, 1969.

3.

Dr. Garland D. Bills as Assistant Professor of
Spanish Linguistics, effective September, 1969.

4.

Dr. John J. Bergen as Visiting Assistant Professor
of Spanish, effective Septem"l:>er, 1969.

5.

Mrs. Sigrid l. Dunn as Instructor of Ge.rman,
effective September, 1969.

6.

Mr. Delfin Carbo.nell-Basset

as Visiting Professor

of Spanish, effective September, 1969.
D.

Separations from staff
1.

Professor Robert M. Duncan retires June 30, 1969,
after 31 years on the faculty.

2.

Assistant Professor George A. Jocums resigned as
of June 30 1 1969.
-5-
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3.

Mrs. Marilyn Metcalf Olaechea, Instructor of
Russian, resigned as of June 30, 1969.

L4.

Assistant Professor Enrique L~madrid has approval
for a leave of absence for 1969•70;}

II.

Composite information
1.

~

individual biographical supplements.

Advanced study.
a.

Claude Book completed her doctoral dissertation,
Theophile Gautier,

~

dramatique, and received

the degree of Doctorat de 1 1 Universite de Paris on
lB June 196B.

b.

Alice Gilbert attended the German summer School

~t

Middlebury College.
c.

Robert Herron completed his doctoral dissertation,
~

Individual, Society,

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

£!Lima Barreto, and teceived the Ph. D. from the
University of Wisconsin.
d.

Rosemarie Welsh attended the German Summer School
at Middlebury College.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere, travel, etc.
a.

Jack.Kolbert traveled throughout Ontario and
Quebec university systems.

b.

Enrique Lamadrid taught half-time so that he could
work on a series of high school texts.

c.

Raymond MacCurdy spent Semester I on sabbatical
leave, working in the libraries of Harvard and Spain.

d.

Patricia Murphy spent the summer in France.

e.

Mar~Shall

Nason spent Semeste:r II on sabbatic.al leave
-6-
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doing research in Argentina.

Additional travel in

Paraguay, Chile, Uruguay, Colombia, and Ecuador.
:f.

David Thompson was in Florence on leave o:f .absence
during Semester II.

g.

Sabine Ulibarri spent the year in Qui to .as director
o:f the Andean Center.

3.

New scholastic honors, :fellowships, etc.
a.

Claude Book was eiected to the Societe d'Histoire
Litteraire de la France.

She was also chosen to

be a :founding member·of the Centre d 1 Etudes du
Romantisme Fran)!ais.;
b.

Ruben Cobos was elected Professor o:f the Month :for
March, 1969 by Las Campanas.

c,

Ned Pavison was awarded a

Fulb;right~Hays

Grant :for June and July, 1968.

Research

He traveled in

Argentina, Chile, Peru, and Colombia.
d.

Tamara Holzapfel received a summer research grant
:from the UNM Latin American Fund and spent July
and August, 1968 in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

e.

Sabine Ulibarr! was elected President o:f the
American Association of Teachers of Spanish and
Portuguese.

4.

Publications.
a.

Ruben Cobos,

11

New Mexico Spanish Proverbs, 11

Folklore~.

b.

Ned Davison,

11

~ ~

Vol. 12 (1969-70), pp. 7-11,

tThe Raven' and iout o:f the Cradle End-

lessly Rocking'

11 ,

~

Newsletter, Vol. 1 (April 1968),

pp. 5-6; Miscellaneous articles :for

~

U1timas Noticias,

----------

-

-
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(Apri.l-July, 1968);

translation of a poem by

Enrique Molina Campos, "When a dead one grows icy
~ ~

cold ••• ",

Photostory, "Old Town",

(Winte:r:, 1968), pp.

78~79;

~ ~ Maga~ine

(October,

1968)' pp. 2-5.

c.

Robert Duncan, "Names in the Documentos Lingii:!sticos
~Espana", ~ ~ Folklore ~· Vol. 12

(1969-70), pp. 12-16;

"The Impact of I:Iispanic

f:.

Culture on the United States",
Teachers

£!

Handbook

~

Spanish -~ Portuguese edited by

Donald D. Walsh, Lexington, Massachusetts, pp.
114~126;

"Adjetivos de colo;r en el espanol

medieval", Anuario

~

Estudios Medievales, 1969,

10 pages._

d.

Tamara Holzapfel, "Dostoevsky's
2round and Sahoto' s

g

~·

,.

(September, 1968), pp, 440-446;
~:

~ ~ ~ ~-

Hispania, LI, 3
11

~ ~

l

novela del siglo", Revista Iberoamericana,

XXXIV, 65 (January-April, 1968), pp. 117-121;
book-review: "Anthony N. Zahareas:

~ ~

£!

~

Ruiz", Symposium, XXII, 1 (Spring, 1968), pp. 88-89,
e.

Jack Kolbert,

~ ~ ~~

~Stranger,

:f'ield-Adams-ERA Series, New Jersey, 1969;
Rolland-B:i.ographie",

~ ~

September, 1969, pp. 380-390;

"Romain

Litterature Com2aree,
"Les Nouvelles

Li ttera:i.res, Histo;ry of a Paper',', Legion
No. 1, 1969, pp. 25-40;

Little-

11Histoi:re

~ ~~

des Nouvelles

Litteraires", ~ ~· ~., Paris, May, 1969,
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pp. 1-6;
~.

book reviews:
~ ~.

Butor' s Repertoire

March, 1969, pp.

ill•

1969, pp. 329-330;

~

~

les

627~628;

Review, December,

Grossvogel 1 s

~ •.~ ~.

f.

Butor 1 s &Ssais

~ ~

£!

~

February, 1969, pp. 457-458.

Raymond MacCurdy, Francisco

~Rojas

Zorrilla

(New York, Twayne Publishers, 1968), 172 pp.
g.

Marshall :lll'ason,

11 U~tin

American Area Studies at

UNM" (brochure), UNM Printing Plant;
Latin American Literature,
review of Englekirk and

article,:; on

~~Encyclopedia;

R~mos

critical bibliography

and history of Uruguayan Literature, Hispania.
h.

Theodore Sackett,

~ ~:

!!£Annotated

Bibliography (Albuquerque, UNM Press, 2968); 144 pp;
review o:f De Coester's "Art:!:culos de Juan Valera en
1

El

contempor~neo'"•

Hispania, LI, iii (September,

1968), p. 557.

:l..

Jack Tomlins, "Toward an Aesthetic of Gil Vicente's
Drama 11 , American Portuguese Cu:ltural Society Bulletin
(Winter, Spr:i.ng, Summer, 1968), pp. 42-64;

"Visit

to t.he Old Harlequin", Bulletin £!Brazilian American
Cultural Institute (Fall-Winter, 1968), pp. 2-4.
j.

5.

Julian White, review of Alain Renoir,

~Poetry

~

Lydgate, Comparative Literature Studies,

Vol.

v.,

of

# 3, pp. 343-348,

Research in progress or completed (not previously reported}.
a.

Claude Book and Jack Kolbert have finished a Butor
reader for Oxford Press.
-9-
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~eview

article and a

on Gautier and

ha~

started

wo;J:k on an edition of Gautier,
b~

Ruben Cobos is completing a wor.k on Spanish games
and songs for New Mexico Children.

c.

Ned Davison is working on sound
Sp;;~nish

d,

struct~es

in

American poetry.

Robert Herron is reworking his disseJ;tation for
publication in Brazil.

e.

Robert Jespe;rsen is working pn an article on
Feuchtwanger~s

f.

novel 1

Raymond MacCurdy had

~·
th~eeqooks

accepted

fo~

~

~ ~ ~:

2!_

completed and

publication in 1969"70:

Cent~y-crofts),

2016 ms.

de Rojas, Numancia cercada

Spanish

Twelve Plays (Appletonpp.~
~

edition of Francisco

Numancia

dest~uida

(Madrid, Editorial Porrua Tura.nzas), 400 ms. pp;
~ isle'ilos ~ ~ Estados ~:

~ ~ folklore

canaries .!:.!! Luisiana, 194 ms. pp., to be published as
a supplement to the Revista

~

Bstudios Atlanticos

(Madrid).
g.

Marshall Nason is working on a chapter for a joint
study of the phenomenon of Caciguismo in the IberoWorld.

h.

Theodore Sackett has c.ompleted articles on Galdos
and

i.

Ib~ne:z.

David Thompson has a book in progress on humanist
ass·essments of Dante, Pet:t'a:rca, and Boccaccio.

j,

Jack Tomlins has several translations and reviews
-10-
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in

p~ogress.

He is also continuing research on

Mario de Andrade.
k.

Julian White has corrected galley proofs on his
book for Twayne, Nicolas Boileau.

6.

Activities in learned and
a.

p~ofessional

societies.

The following persons attended the RMMLA meeting
held at the Air Force Academy, October 10-12, 1968;
Truett

Boo~,

Rpbe~t

Duncan (Member of Executive

Council), Pelayo Fernandez, Robert Holzapfel,
Tamara Holzapfel, Robert Jespersen, Jack Kolbert,
Theodore Sackett {Chairman of the Teaching Section),
David Thompson.
b.

The following persons attended the annual meeting of
the MLA in New

Yo~k,

December, 1968:

Claude Book,

Robert Duncan, Pelayo Fernandez, Jack Kolbert

(Ex~

ecutive Committee of Comparl).tive Literature Se.ction).
c.

The following persons attended the American Association
of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese meeting, San
Antonio, August, 1968:

Robert Duncan, Raymond MacCurdy,

Sabine Ulibarr! (President).
d.

Claude Book attended the
Internationale des Etudes

e.

Congr~s

de 1 1 Association

Fran~aises

in July, 1968.

Ruben Cobos read a paper at the southwestern Folklore
Conference, Ogden, Utah, Summer, 1968.

f.

Robert Duncan and Robert Herron attended the Rocky
Mountain Council for l..a.tin American Studies,. Denver,
May, 1969.

g.

Alice Gilbert is secretary and acting president of

-11-
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the New Mexico Chapter or the AATG.
h.

Robert Her;ron was secretary ror the Luso-B:razilian
Section or the Midwest MtA meeting, cincinnati,
Octobe;r, 1968.

i.

Robe:rt Holzapfel and Robert Jespersen attended a
Comparative Literature Conference at Los Angeles
and the Department of Audio Visual Instruction
Meeting at Portland,. oath in April, 1969.

j.

Jack Kolbert was elected Executive Council Member
ror the

Ame~ican

Association of the Teachers of

French.
k.

Raymond MacCurdy is a member of the Executive Boa:rd
of the RMMLA and also of the Program Committee of the
Mode;rn Language Associa.tion.

1. · Marshall Nason was the UNM delegate to t.he first

national meeting of the Latin American studies
Association, New York, November, 1968.
m.

Theodore Sackett is serving as a member of the
RMMLA editorial board for the Bulletin.

n.

David Thompson read twcr papers at meetings of
the RMMLA and PAPC.

o.

Jack Tomlins read a paper at the
Cincinnati, October, 1968:

11

~dwest

MLA,

The Hallucinated City

Revisited: Mario de Andrade's Poeticstt.
7.

Other professional activities.
a.

Truett Book continued to serve as president of the
Alliance Franyaise and was also sponsor or Phi
Sigma :tota.
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b.

Ned Davison gave a series of lectures in Chile,
Summer, 1968.

c.

Robert Duncan was Vice President of the University
Faculty Club.

d.

Jack Kolbert gave several off-campus lectures.

a.

Raymond MacCurdy served as. a reader-consultant :for
the University o:f Pennyslvania and North Carolina
Presses.

:f.

Marshall Nason gave a lecture at the University o:f
Cuyo, ;Mendoza, Argentina, April, 1969.

g.

Theodore Sackett was di;rector o:f a Spanish dramatic
reading, and co-organizer o:f a Spanish Poetry Reading.

h.

Jack Tomlins served on a committee to choose the
best a,rtic:I.e published in Hispania during the last
three years.

s.

Non-teaching University service •
a.

Claude Book served on the Library Committee and as
:faculty advisor :for :foreign students.

b.

Truett Book served on the Awards and Scholarships
Committee.

c.

Ned Davison was g;raduate advisor :for the Spanish
students, chairman o:f the Advisory Committee on
Bilingual Education, and served on the University
Committee on Minorities and the Greater UNM Fund
Allocations Committee.

d.

Robert Duncan was chairman o:f the Committee to
Study Reorganization o:f the College o:f Arts and
Sciences.

He also continued to serve as chairman
-13-
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or the University

Co~ittee

on Retirement and

Insurance and as a member or the Policy Committee.
e.

Alice Gilbert was director or the German Club.

r.

Robert Herr.on served as actin9 director or the
Langua9e and Area Center ror Latin America.

g·.

Robert Holzaprel served on the Bi-lingual. Committee
and the Linguistics Committee.

h.

Tamara Holzaprel and Theodore Sackett were advisors
to under9raduate Spanish majors.

i.

Robert Jespersen was advisor to German majors.

j._

Jack Kolbert was President or the New Mexico
Chapter or the American Association or Teachers
.or French and served as Coordinator ro;r the
Humanities Section on Self Evaluation Day.

He

also continued to serve on the Policy Committee
and on the Cultural Affairs Committee.
k.

Jack Kolbert served as President and Patricia
Murphy as secretary of the local Phi Beta Kappa
chapter.

1.

Marshall Nas.on arran9ed the inau9uration o:f the
Andean Center.

m.

Theodore Sackett will be Acting Chairman o:f the
Department during Summer, 1969.

9.

n.

Jack Tomlins served on the Scholarship Committee.

o.

Julian Whi.te served on the Gxaduate Committee.

Public Service.
a.

Robert Jespersen served on the Albuquerque Council
:fox Children with Learning Disabilities and was
-14-
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chairman for the New Mexico Conference on Learning
Disabilities.
b.

Jack Kolbert was a .member of the board of the
Albuquerque Jewish Welfare Association.

.•.

-15 ...
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The Report of the Department of Philosophy
July 1, 1968 • June 30, 1969
Melbourne G. Evans, Acting Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A. Significant Achievements.
During the present year, the department undertook an extensive study and revision of
its curriculum. The Symbolic Logic course was extended to a full year, and senior level
courses were added in Philosophical Movements and Individual Philosophers, paralleling
M.A. level seminars in these same areas. The Introduction to Logic course was raised
to the sophomore level, while Philosophy of Language, Philosophy of Natural Science,
Philosophy of Social Science, and Philosophy o:f History were raised to the senilor level.
At the same time, the Philosophy Major was raised to 30 semester hours and given
a definite structure. Under the present plan, a core consisting in The History of Ancient
Philosophy, The History of Modern Philosophy, Introduction to Logic, Ethics, and
intensive courses in both Philosophical Movements and Individual Philosophers will be
required of all majors. Likewise, a course in either Metaphysics, Symbolic Logic,
or Epistemology will be required, as well as a course chosen from among such courses
as Philosophy of Religion, Philosophy of Law and Morals, Philosophy of Science, Philosophy
of Language, or Philosophy of History. It is anticipated that this strengthening of the
major will have a healthy effect on our undergraduate students, forcing them to take at
least some of the more difficult and rigorous courses offered in the department. Also,
the new major will give a basis on which to evaluate the preparation of new graduate
students for serious work toward advanced degrees.
The Minor in Philosophy has been left unstructured, but has been raised to 15 hours
in courses numbered 200 or above.
The final two seminars in the Ph.D. cycle, namely, Metaphysics and Ethics, were
offered by Professors Hassett and Tuttle, and by Professors Bahm and Sanborn. Also,
the Ph. D. Comprehensive Examination was given for the first time. The result was not
entirely satisfactory, and the candidate will be required to repeat one part of the
examination in the Fall.
1
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The department has contributed to the General Honors program throughout the year,
with Professor Hassett teaching in the first semester and Professor Sanborn in the
second semester; Likewise, the department was co•sponsor of a lecture by Professor
Walter Kaufmann of Princeton University, and two lectures by Professor Romano Harre
of Linacre College, Oxford.
B. Significant Plans.
No firm plans have been made for the immediate future. However, new staff must be
sought, and it is our intention to do this in a slow and careful manner. Also, further
experience with the curriculum will no doubt indicate the need for yet other changes.
C. Appointments to Staff.
None.

D. Separations from Staff.
Professor Hassett, while on leave during the second semester, resigned to become a
permanent member of the Environmental Defense Fund. Also, Professor Sanborn resigned
so that she might join her husband in Georgia. Both resignations become effective as of
the end of the Spring semester. The loss ofProfessor Sanborn leaves a very large gap
which will be hard to fill.

II. Compos it of Information on Individual Biographical Supplements
1. Advanced Study.
None
2. Sabbaticals, Leaves, Travel, etc.
Professor Hassett was granted leave of absence for the Spring semester, and Professor
Fall
Schmidt was on sabbatical for the~ semester and on leave of absence for the Spring
semester.
Professor Alexander taught at the Philosophy Institute, University of the Pacific,
June 20 • 26, and at the Philosophy Institute, Northern Illinois University, July 1 - 5.
Professor Tuttle attended the International Phenomenological Society meeting, in
Chicago, and the International Congress on Husserl, Waterloo, Canada.
3. New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc,
Professor Tuttle: Danforth Associate; Who's Who in the West.

2
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4. Publications.
(A) Books:
Sanborn, Existentialism.

Pegasus Books, 1968.

Tuttle, A Critical Analysis of Dilthey's Doctrine of Historical Understanding.
Brill, 1969.
(B) Articles :
Alexander,

"Communication, Technology, and. Culture." Thesis article for
1968 Philosophical Institutes. The Philosophy Forum, Vol. VII,
No. 1, pp. 3- 40.

Bahm, "Some Aspects of Dialectic: Part I, Synthetic Dialectic." Darshana
International, Vol. VII, No. 4, Oct., 1967, pp. 31 - 46.
"Stages in the Development of Religious Experience." Newsletter-Review,
VoL III, No. 1, pp. 26 - 27.
"The Aesthetics of Organicism." The Journal of Aesthetics and Art
Criticism, Vol. XXVI, No. 4, Summer, 1968, pp. 449 - 459.
"Is There a Soul or No Soul? The Buddha Refused to Answer. Why?"
East-West Studies In The Problem of the Self, The Hague, 1968,
pp. 133- 141. (Invited paper.)
"Interdependence and World Philosophy. " Proceedings of the X(V International Congress of Philosophy, Sept. 1968, Vol. I, pp. 54 • 58.
"Organicism as a Way of Integrating Knowledge." Ibid., Vol. II, pp. 321• 327.
"Philosophy--1968," University of New Mexico Fifteenth Annual Research
Lecture, published by Graduate School, Oct. 1968, pp. 24.
"Creativity Through Interdependence." The Personalist, Vol. XLIX,
No. 4, Autumn, 1968, pp. 523 - 530.
"World Demo-speci-ocracy." Democracy and World Peace, Vol. I, NO. 3,
Dec., 1968, pp. 111 • 119.
"Our Philosophical Revolution." The Journal of Thought, Vol. IV, No. 1,
January, 1969, pp. 4- 11. (Invited paper.L_
Schmidt, "Analytic Comparative Philosophy: Nagarjuna and Whitehead." The
Visvabharati ~uarterly, Vol. 32, 1967, pp. 121- 129. (Not
previously reported.)
"Knowing How in Religion." Religious Humanism, Vol, II, 1968,
pp. 80- 85.
"Comments on Mysticism, in Art, Mind, and Religion. University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1967, pp. 151 - 155.
Review of Whitehead's Metaphysics : A Critical Examination, by
Edward Pols, in Jou.;rnal of the History of Philosophy, Vol. VII,
January, 1969 1 pp. 99 - 101.
3
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Review of A Christian Natural Philosophy by John Cobb, in Zygon,
Vol. II, 1967, pp. 206 - 209. (Not previously reported.)
Tuttle, "Wilhelm Dilthey's Concept of Ideal Types as a means of Synthesis in
Understanding Socio-Historical Wholes," XIV Congress of Philosophy,
Vienna, 1968.
5. Other Research Projects, in Progress or Completed.
(A) Books:
Alexander, Meaning in Language. Scott, Foreman Co. Final proofs yet to be read.
Bahm, The Heart of Confucius. John WeatherhiU, Tokyo, and Walker, New York.
Page proof read.
Bhagavad Gita: The Wisdom of Krishna. Mimeographed edition, 1969.
Submitted to publishers.
Polarity, Dialectic, and Organicity.
\Nhy Be Moral? A Humanist Replies.

Submitted to publishers.
Submitted to publishers.

Interdependence. A proposed cooperative volume by UNM professors
representing different fields. Nearly completed.
International Directory of Philosophy, Vol. II. Third co-editor.
Schmidt, Metaphysic of the Concrete. Manuscript completed.
Tuttle, The Role of History in Philosophical Thought. Work started on a book
that will examine the thought of Weber, Heidegger, Ortega, Scheler,
and Mannheim.
(B) Articles :
Bahm, "Some Neglected Aspects of Dialectic. " Accepted by The New
Scholasticism for publication in 1969.
"Is a Universal Science of Aesthetics Possible?" Accepted by Proceedings of the Sixth International Congress on Aesthetics. - "Peace Through Interreligious Ecumenism. " Accepted by Democracy
and World Peace for publication in 1969. Invited paper.
"How Intrinsic Values Interdepend," Accepted by Journal of Value Inquiry.
Invited paper.
"Stages in the Development of Interreligious Attitudes." Tentatively
accepted, Journal Df the Society for the Scientific Study of Religion.
"Science is not Value-Free." Tentatively accepted, Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists.
"Obstacles to Developing Ethics as a Science." Submitted.
"Development of the Organicist Theory of Truth. " Submitted.
"Systems Theory: Hocus Pocus or Wholistic Science." Submitted.
O'Nei1, Invited Review out to Religious Humanism. Articles in preparation.
4
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Sanborn, "Habit, Change, and Evolution in C. S. Peirce." Submitted,
Schmidt, "Knowledge Without Truth." Submitted.
Zacks, "Is Determinism a Tenable Doctrine?"
"The Identity Theory, A New Doctrine on

Mind~Body

Relations."

6. Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
Alexander: Invitation paper, "Rhetoric and the Philosophical Problem of Language,"
at Convention of Speech Association of America, Chicago, Dec. 27 ~ 30, 1968.
Continued as Secretary~Treas. of New Mexico West Texas Philos. Society.
Continued as m~mber of the Executive Council of Phi Sigma Tau.
Bahm:

Secretary of the American Philosophical Association Committee on Inter~
national Cultural Cooperation.
Paper, "Interrelations of Axiology, Aesthetics and Ethics," Taos Aesthetics
Institute, June 12, 1968.
Paper, "Is a Universal Science of Aesthetics Possible?" Sixth International
Congress on Aesthetics, Uppsala, August 15 ~ 16.
Paper, "Ethics and Science.," Second International Seminar in Philosophy,
Zurich, August 21 " 27, 1968.
Lecture, "Interdependence and World Phiosophy." Paper, "Organicism as
a Way of Integrating Knowledge." XIV International Congress of Philosophy,
Vienna, Sept. 2 - 9, 1968.
Paper, "Eastern and Western Ideals: A Comparison." UNM Twenty-One
Club, Oct. 28, 1968.
Paper, "Dyadic Logic and Organic Logic: Complementaries." Western
Behavioral Sciences Institute, La Jolla, Nov.13 " 14, 1968.
Attended, Metaphysical Socient of America, Nashville, March 14- 15, 1969.
Paper, "How Intrinsic Values Interdepend." Third Conference on Value
Inquiry, Geneseo, N. Y., April 25- 26, 1969.
Discussant, Society. for the Study of Process Philosophers, Cleveland, 5/l/69.
Attended, American Philosophical Association, Cleveland, May 1 ~ 3, 1969.
Founding member of the International Metaphysical Scotety; member of
the Council of Consultants for the Foundation fur Creative Philosophy; and
member of the American Academy of Religion.
Invited, Fifth East" West Philosophers' Conference, Honolulu, June 22 " 27,
1969; International Seminar on World Philosophy, Madras, Nov." Dec. 1970.

Sanborn: Attended, American Philosophical Association, New York, Dec. 1968.
Tuttle:

Attended, International Phenomenological Society, Chicago, and Inter"
national Congress on Husser!, Waterloo, Canada.

7. Other Professional Activities.
Alexander: Continued

open~circuit

television Humanities Series.

Bahm: Continuing as Editor & Publisher, Directory of American Philosophlfers.
Co" Editor of International Directory of Philosophy, Vol. II.
Member, Editorial Board, Darshana International.
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Member, International Center for Integrative Studies.
Member, Advisory Board, California Institute of Asian Studies.
Invlted lecture, "The Human Situation: The Philosopher Looks at Man's
Predicament." Lindenwood College, St. Charles, Missouri, March, 1969.
Invited to become contributing editor, Lexicon der Philosophie.
8. Non"Teaching University Service.
Alexander: Chairman, Faculty Policy Committee; Chairman, Ad Hoc Special
Advisory Committee to report on Williams and Pollack; Member, Graduate
Committee; Faculty Advisor to Phi Sigma Tau; Represented Faculty in talk
at Presidential Inauguration, and served as Committee Member for Inauguration.
Evans: General Honors Council; Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Work-Loads.
Sanborn: American Studies Undergraduate Advisor.
Tuttle:

Advisor in University College; Philosophy Faculty Secretary.

9. Public Service.
Alexander: Talk to Air Reserve Unit at Kirtland Air Force Base, November, 1968.
Bahm:

Lecture on "Comparative Viewpoints of Eastern and Western Minds,"
Philosophers Anonymous at Tradewinds Restarurant, August l, 1968.
Member of the Commission on a World University of the World Constitutional
Convention.

10. Personal Information.

O'Neil: Married, June 1968; one child, three step"children.
Tuttle : One child ... Carl.
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The Report of the Department
of Physics and Astronomy
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Victor H. Regener, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A,

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year 1968/69
1.

Departmental Operation

The following table shows student credit hours (averages
for Semester I and Semester II) for this department over
the last three years, the number of graduate students in
the department, and the number of degrees granted.

Campus

faculty of this department contributed to the teaching
at the Los Alamos Graduate Center, with three faculty
members commuting in Semester I, and two in Semester II.
Student Credit Hours, Physics and Astronomy
(Average, Semester I-II)
1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

3,796

4,046

4,378

Increase

6.6%

8.2%
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Number of Graduate Students Enrolled
(Semester I figures)

1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

68

68

75

Number of Degrees Granted
June 1967

June 1968

June 1969

B.S.

8

10

19

M,S.

10

6

12

4

8

2

Ph.D.

The heavy involvement of the department in research, and
the growth of this involvement, is shown in the following
table for 1966-67 through 1968-69.

Starred figures for

1968-69 include extrapolations for the last few months,
for which final data are not yet available.

1966-67

1967-68

1968-69

$233,000

$263,400

$280,000

233,000

267,000

280,000*

965,415

669,133

520 , 000*
.

93,071

113; 603

102,000*

190,168

536,855

365,300

2~192,770

1,849,017

2,020,621

(1) Departmental budget,
original figures

(2) Departmental budget,
actual expenditures

(3) Sponsored research
expenditures
(4) Overhead to University
from grants and contracts

( 5) Money for grants and
contracts received
during the year from
outside sources

(6) Active grants and contracts at end of year

~-

---

--••-~

•

---~-·

. - - -•

-·-~•••

,_ _ _ ""> •

-

-•n,c

---

.;..~-,~--

......
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2.

Reorganization of course offerings

Courses at all levels were scrutinized in the fall of
1968.

B.

Three new courses were added:

Physics 108

Introduction to Musical Acoustics
(Dean)

Physics 524

Quantum Mechanics IV
(Thomas)

Physics 540

Introduction to Nuclear Physics
(Leavitt)

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Fut.ure
The most urgent need for our physical plant remains a
building for physics instruction.

New instructional

laboratories for the department were recommended by the
Building Committee in

April~

1968.

Vice President Sherman

Smith, in a memorandum dated December 6, 1968, described
construction of this project beginning in the spring of
1970 as a
C.

re~l

possibility.

Appointments to Staff
James Daniel Finley, III, Assistant Professor of Physics
David N. Glidden, Lecturer
Alan H. Paxton, Lecturer

D.

Separations
Philip M. Campbell, Assistant Professor of Physics,
resigned at the end of the report year.
Mohammad Shafi, Visiting Assistant Professor, is leaving
at the end of the report year.
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Sabbaticals
Howard

c.

Bryant, Associate Pro£essor of Physics, will

return from professional leave without pay at the beginning
of the next academic year.

II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical
Supplements
1.

Advanced Study
David N. Glidden
M.S. in Physics, June, 1969, UNM.
Stuart F. Hayes
Progress on dissertation.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere,
travel, etc., during the period
Seymour S. Alpert
Attended Debye Memorial Symposium on Liquids, Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. Y., June, 1968.
John G. Breiland
Attended International Ozone Commission Symposium,
Monte Carlo, September 2-7, 1968.
Howard C. Bryant
On professional leave at Stanford University for academic
year 1968/69 £allowing a year of sabbatical leave.
Charles L. Hyder
15 June 1967 - 30 January 1969 at Sacramento Peak Observatory,
Sunspot, New Mexico.
Derek B. Swinson
Travel to Ireland and Canada.
Alan vl. Peterson
Travel to Russia in connection with research.
below.

See Section 5
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Numerous trips on research projects to Goddard Space
Flight Center, to west coast, etc. One international
meeting, see below.
3·

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Mohammad Shaf;i
Listed by the American Men of Science

4.

Publications
Harjit.S; Ahluwalia
"Solar Cosmic Rays of 13-14 July 1961, 1' Bu.ll. Am.
Phys. Soc. 13, 908 (1968).
"Forbush Decrease of 23 March 1966, 11 Bull. Am. Phys.
Soc. 13, 908 (1968) (with J. Ericksen).
"Unusual Worldwide Decrease of Cosmic-Ray Intensity
on 17-18 November 1966," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 13, 908
(1968).
"The Physical Significance of the Unusual Worldwide
Fluctuations of Cosmic-Ray Intensity on July 14-15, 1961, 11
Solar Physics 4, 453, 1968 (with others).
"The Increase in Low-Energy Cosmic Ray Intensity on
7 July 1966," Annals of IQSY 3, 254, 1969 (with others).
"Solar Cosmic Rays of July 13, 1961, 11 J. Geophys. Res.
74, 1230, 1969.
"On Currently Available Coupling Functions for Underground Muons," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 14, 595, 1969 (with
J. Ericksen).
-"Cogent Arguments Against Mere Local Origin of StormTime Increase in Cosmic-Ray Intensity," Trans. Am. Geophys.
Union 50, 307, 1969.
Charles L. Beckel
"Power Series Expansions of Vibrational Potentials.IV.
Radii of Convergence," J. Chern. Phys. 49, 5199 (1968).
"Rotational Properties Associatedwith the HeitlerLondon Model of B2 ," J. Chern. Phys. 2.9_, (1969).
John G. Breiland
"some large-scale features of the vertical distribution
of atmospheric ozone associated with the thermal structure
of the atmosphere,'' J. Geophys. Res. TI, 5021 ( 1968).

''

-6John G. Breiland (continued)
"Four-hourly observations of the vertical distribution of
atmospheric ozone at Albuquerque, New Mexico,!' (Abstract)
Proceedings of tbe International Ozone Commission Symposium,
Monte Carlo, September 2~7, 1968.
"Variation in the vertical distribution of atmospheric
ozone during the passage of a short wave in the Westerlies,"
accepted for publication in the Journal of Geophysical
Research.
·
Philip M. Campbell
"Classical Transformation Operators and the S-Matrix,"
Am. J. Phys. 36, 931 (1968).
"A Numerical Method for Discrete Ordinate and Moment
Methods in Radiative Transfer," Int. J. Heat Mas& Transfer,
12 (May or June) (1969).
,Charged Particles and the Equivalence Principle," Am.
J. Phys. (May or June) (1969).
"An Annotated Bibliography on High Temperature Radiation
Gas Dynamics, '1 Air Force Weapons Laboratory Report, AFWL-TR68-119, November 1968; 230 pages.
"An Introduction to High Temperature Radiation Gas
Dynamics, 11 Air Force Weapons Laboratory Report, AFWL-TR-69-10,
March 1969; 105 pages.
[Three papers on astronomy, radiative transfer, and
classical mechanics submitted and under review.]
[An expanded version of the Radiation Gas Dynamics
bibliography is currently being reviewed for publication
by Gordon and Breach, Science Publishers, Inc.]
John R. Green
"Phase Transformations in Solid Cyclohexanol: Growth
Rates and Morphology .from Visual Observations, 11 Journal o.f
Crystal Growth, Vol. 5 (1969) 13 pages (with W. T. Griffith).
"Polymorphism in Cyclohex:anol Reexamined," Molecular
Crystals and Liquid Crystals, VoL 5 (1969) 18 pp., (with
W. T. Griff'ith) .
"X-ray Investigation of Some Crystals I. Structure and
Rotation: Cyclopentanol and dl-Camphene 11 loc. cit., 11 pp.
(with D. R. Wheeler).
"X-ray Investigation of Some Plastic Crystals II. Density
of' Vacancies in Cyclohexane, Cyclohexanol and d1-Camphene 11
loc. cit .. , 9 pp. (with D. R. Wheeler).
John L. Howarth
11
Acute Response.of' Germ-free and Conventional Mice to
Ionizing Radiation;' Arch. Path. 86, 676-680, (1968)(with
Anderson, R. E., Stone, R. S.). -"Literature and Science," Rocky Mountain Mod. Lang.
Assoc. Bull. 22, 177-182, (1968).

-7-
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Charles L. Hyder
11 A Phenomenological Model for DB Followed by Flarelike
Brightening I: The Model, its Consequences ahd Observatiohs
in. Quiet Solar Regions," Solar PhysicsJ 52, 49-74 (1967).
"II: Observations in Active Regions,rr-Solar Physics
52, 267-284 (1967).
"Polarized Light, Magnetographs, and Solar Magnetic
Fields;• Solar Physics 5, 29-41 (1968).
"A Concentric Ellipse Multiple-Arch System in the Solar
Corona," Solar Physics 5, 61-68 (1968) (with K. Saito).
"Polarization of Emission Lines in Astronomy . VI. Observations
and Interpretations of Polarization in Green and Red Coronal
Lines During 1965 and 1966 Eclipses of the Sun," Astrophysical
Journa1154, 1039-1058 (with H. A.• Mauter and R. L. Shult).
"The Infall-Impact Mechanism and Solar Flares, Nobel
Symposium 9: Mass Motions in Solar Flares and Related
Phenomena" (Y. Ohman, ed.) 1968, 57-65, John Wiley and Sons,
Inc.
"Transits of Mercury and the Sizes of' Small Solar
Features," Solar Physics (in press) 1969.
David s. King
"Pulsating Stars," Publication of Astronomical Society of
the Pacific 80, 365, 1268 (senior author) with J. Cox.
lllohammad Shafi
"Comparison of Actual and Linearly Extrapolated Dissociation
Energies of Diat·omic Molecules," Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 13, 425
(1968) (Co-author).
"Vibrational Properties of a Simple Ionic Model and
Comparison with the B State of H2 , 11 Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.
14, 65 (1969).
Derek B. Swine. on
"'Sidereal' Cosmic Ray Diurnal Variations," submitted
for' publication.
Alan W. Peterson
"The Coronal Brightness at 2.23 Microns,'' Astrophysical
Journal 155, 1009-1015, March 1969.
Victor H. Regener
Final Report, Air Force Contract AF19 (628)-5934 (on
atmospheric ozone), March 15, 1969. Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories ..
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Other research projects or creative work in progress during
period
Harjit s. Ahluwalia
Research Proposal, 11 Fine Structure of Worldwide Cosmic
Ray Intensity Variations' 1 submitted as UNM 135/74, approved
by NSF
Research Proposal, "An Analytical Study o.f Solar Energetic
Particles" submitted as UNM 139/82 to Sandia Corporation for
consideration.
Seymour s. Alpert
Sandia Corporation, $17,259, "Thermally Induced Optical
Interference," July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969..
Unfunded, "Bragg diffraction by ultrasonic waves in
organic liquids.n
Charles L. Beckel
Sandia Corporation, $19,810, "Theoretical Analysis of
the Vibratj_ons and Rotations of Diatomic Molecules," July 1,
1968 - June 30, 1969.
John G. Breiland
National Science Foundation Grant GA~426, $51,000, 1'The
vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone in various weather
systems," 24-month project, plus l5~month extension.
Philip M. Campbell
US Air Force Special Special Weapons Lab, $12,158.78, "A
Research Grant to Catalog Basic Radiation Transport Methods, 11
June 17, 1968- December 31, 1968.
Christopher Dean
National Science Foundation, $55,300, "Relaxation Effects
in Nuclear Resonance," extended to September 15, 1969.
John R. Green
National Science Foundation, Research on organic plastic
crystals, $43,400, September 15, 1965 to December 15, 1969.

.

Stuart F. Hayes
Development and use of monographs and class outlines for
Physics 112.
Development and use of class outlines for Physics 102.
John L. Howarth
NIH Grant: "Application of digital computing techniques
in radiological problems," 1964-1969. $13,044 for year enO.ing
September; 1969.
NIH Grant: "The pathology of accelerated aging in germ
free mice," (with R. E. Anderson and R. S. Stone of UNM
School of Medicine) $75,312 for July 1966 - June 1970.
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Charles L. Hyder
Studies of Primary ESP Responses in Plants (preliminary
stages).
Studies of Thermodynamic Equilibrium (TE), Local TE (LTE)
and Statistical Equilibrium Effects on Line Formation.
David s. King
National Science Foundation Grant 11 Stellar Pulsation
Theory,." renewal for two years, $18,500.
Christopher Leavitt
NASA 080-G Neutron Experiment
NSF Solar Neutron Balloon Experiment
CNN Polarized Neutron Experiment at LASL (J. E. Simmons
Mohammad Shafi
Completed:

Compilation of data on Dissociation Energies
of Diatomic Molecules and Comparison with
values predicted from near equilibrium
vibrational data.
Partial Vibrational Spectrum of the Hydrogen
Molecular Ion.
In Progress: Final Re~ort on Dissociation Energies Comparison.
More on H2 spectrum and related problems.
Three lectures to Philosophy 264.

Derek B. Swinson
NSF Grant, "Solar Activity Influence on the Time Variations
of Cosmic Rays Underground," $120,100, July 1, 1968 - June
30, 1970, with v. H. Regener.
Alan W. Peterson
NASA Grant, "Thermal Emission from Interplanetary Dust,"
$36,755, April 1, 1968 -March 31, 1969.
NSF Grant, "Infrared Scans of the Corona and Dust Emission
Zones at the Eclipse of September 22, 1968, $12,700, to 8/15/69.
UNM Research Allocations Grant, "Infrared Photometry,"
$1,000, to June 30, 1969.
Victor H. Regener
NASA Grant, Satellite project for ultraviolet solar
radiation survey, $663,000, 1966-69.
AF project on atmospheric ozone, $35,000, for 1969.
NSF Grant, with D. B. Swinson, on cosmic rays, $120,100,
1968-70.

-----------

--

-
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Harjit s. Ahluwalia
Southwest Meeting, American Physical Society, Los
Alamos, 1968.
Golden Anniversary Meeting of American Geophysical
Union, \vashington, 1969.
Pulsar Symposium organized by National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, 1969.
Spring Meeting of American Physical Society, Washington,
1969
Read four professional papers at above meetings.
Charles L. Beckel
Attended the International Symposium on Quantum Chemistry,
Solid State Physics, and Quantum Biology, January 13-17, 1969;
presented paper entitled "Theoretical De~ermination of
Vibration-Rotation Properties of the B'Eu State of H2 . 11
John G. Breiland
Presented paper, "Four-hourly observations oi' the
vertical distribution of atmospheric ozone at Albuquerque,
New Mexico," at the International Ozone Commission Symposium,
Monte Carlo, September 2-7, 1968.
John R. Green
Chairman, Committee "Z", UNM Chapter of the A.A.U.P.
John L. Howarth
Attended Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association
Meeting in Colorado Springs, October, 1968.
Read paper on "Literature and Science" (by invitation)
at plenary session.
Charles L. Hyder
Annual SPO-HAO Solar Meeting, May 1968 and 1969.
Annual AAS Solar Meeting, February 1968 and February,
1969; presented paper on Solar Flare Observations and
Their Interpretations.
DaVid S. King
Attended meeting of American Astronomical Society held
in August, 1968 at Victoria, B. C., Canada. Attended and
presented a paper entitled "Non-linear Cepheid Pulsation
Calculations" at meeting of American Astronomical Society
held in Honolulu, Hawaii in April, 1969.

-------------

--
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Mohammad Shafi
Read a paper at the American Physical Society Meeting
in New York, February 3-6, 1969.
Derek B, Swinscoh
Paper presented at A.P.S. meeting, June 1968, Los
Alamos, "Diurnal Variation of Cosmic Rays Observed Underground" with V. }I. Regener.
Alan W. Peterson
Evaluated three research proposals for NSF.
Refereed one research paper for Astrophysical Journal.
Answered numerous questions for Albuquerque Journal
11 Actionline."
Victor H. Regener
Three papers read on atmospheric ozone in Monaco,
September 1968.

7.

Other professional activities
Harjit s. Ahluwalia
Judge at New Mexico Science Fair, Soccorro, 1969.
Referee for Journal of Geophysical Research Publications,
1969.
Re~eree for National Science Foundation Research Proposals,
1969.
Seymour S. Alpert
Consultant: Compusys Inc. (design of optical projectors)
Judge: State of New Mexico Science Fair, Socorro.
Charles L. Beckel
Kirtland AFB Seminar June 26, 1968; "Excited Vibrations
and Dissociation of Diatomic Molecules."
UNM Physics Dept. Colloquium March 7, 1969; "Some
Problems in Molecular Physics. 11
Attended First Annual Southwestern Regional Conference
on the Improvement of University Instruction at New Mexico
State University, November 22-23, 1968.
Consultant at Dikewood Corporation
Philip M. Campbell
Delivered summer lecture series at Kirtland AFB on
high temperature radiation hydrodynamics.
John R. Green
Colloquium speaker, University of Denver, October, 1968.
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John .L. Howarth
Consultant: Veterans Administration Hospital, Lovelace
Clinic, Lovelace Foundation for Medical Education and
Research.
New Mexico Academy of Sciences Visiting Scientist
Program - Lectured to High Schools.
Abstractor for Physics in Medicine and Biology.
Christopher P. Leavitt
Member, Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility Users Group.
Advisory Panel for LAMPF Nucleon-Nucleon Area.
Mohammad Shafi
Signed as a consultant to the Dikewood Corporation in
F:ebruary 1969.
Give a talk to the tertiaries of the Carmelite Order
on "Why should religion appeal to reason?
Derek B. Swinson
Guest colloquium speaker at New Mexico State University,
Topic - Cosmic Ray Astronomy.
Consultation with G. Goodman, Attorney, on automobile
accid.ent reconstruction.
Alan W. Peterson
Gave talk to Albuquerque Astronomical Club.
Gave tour of campus observatory to 75 grammar school
students.
Victor H. Regener
One potential patent disclosed to university and
submitted to Research Corporation for determination
of patentability.
Roy Thomas
Consultant at Kirtland Weapons Laboratory.
8.

Non-teaching University servi.ce
Harj i t S. Ahluwalia
Member of two Ph.D. committees.
Member of one M.S. committee.
Seymour S. Alpert
Advisor• to Physics Club.

----------

-

-13Charles L. Beckel
Advisor to Physics Club.
Co-chairman Ad Hoc Committee on the Improvement ot
Instruction; set up day of Teaching Self-evaluation at
ill~M, April 15, 1969.
Judge tor Engineering Open House February 21, 1969.
John G. Breiland
Retirement and Insurance Committee
Philip M. Campbell
Advisor tor undergraduate physics majors.
Two Ph.D. committees (engineering), one M.S. (physics).
Christopher Dean
Science Fair, Socorro.
John R. Green
Chairman, Committee on Academic Freedon and Tenure.
Member) Special Advisory Committee.
Member, Contract Research and Patnet Committee.
John L. Howarth
Member: Committee ot Enhancement of the Educational
Process.
Medical Radiosotope Committee (School of Medicine).
Student Publication Board.
Advisor for undergraduate physics majors.
David S. King
Served as member ot University Library Committee
Faculty Advisor in the University College.
Continued serving as member of subcommittee on Astronomy
to the Rocky Mountain Science Council.
Christopher P. Leavitt
Advisor for Los Alamos Graduate Students.
Moderator for Structured Session ot Evaluation Day.
Mohammad Shafi
Advisor to:

Islamic Society.
Arab Students Association.

Derek B. Swinson
Faculty advisor to:

University College.
Physics Club.
Ski Club.
Men's Ski Team.

•)1'1>.·9
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Department Chairman
Ad hoc committee of Policy Committee on V. P. Research.
Ad hoc committee on reorganization of .A and S College.
Roy Thomas
Library representative for . .the department..

9.

Public service
Charles L. Beckel
President of the Kidney Foundation o.f New Mexico, Inc.
Stuart F. Hayes
Occasional preaching.
Member of troop committee of Boy Scout Troop 6.
Derek B. Swinson
Ski instructor, Sandia Ski Area.

10.

Personal information
Harjit s. Ahluwalia
A son, Raja~ l;Jorn on July 15, 1968.
Seymour Alpert
Second child (son) born July, 1968.
Christopher P. Leavitt
New daughter born November 6, 1968.

3:10
The Report of the Department of Pmlitical Science
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
E. c. Hoyt; Chairman
I.

General Departmental Infermation
A.

The Ph.D. program in Political Science was approved during

1968-69 by the State authorities, having already been approved by
the faculty and Regents.

Although finaneing for an additional

faculty member and several teaching assistantships, as envisaged in
the Department's Ph.D, proposal, did not materialize, the program is
under way, with one student already on campus doing post-.H.A. work
with specialization in Latin American politics (Thomas Walker) and
three other students slated to enter the program in September.

Part

of the plans for the Ph.D. included the offering of a Plan l i M.A.,
in addition to the Plan I M.A. in the Department, to enable students
to take additional course work in lieu of the Master's thesis.
New courses inaugurated this year include:
*359.

Politics of Brazil. (3) This course will be taught in
the fall by ~cary Bastes, a Brazilian political
scientist visiting under the Ford Foundation Program in
Latin American Studies.

*476.

f!yg Rights.

*542,

Pro-Seminar in International Relations.

*581,

Pro-Seminar in Comparative Government,

(3)

Sickels
(3)
(3)

Hoyt, Brisk
Staff

Graduate students in the Department took the initiative in
requesting conferences with the Department on such matters as improvements in curriculum, advisement, and preregistration.

The

Department welcomed these suggestions and set up a committee to work
with the students, including representation of Pi Sigma Alpha, the

..

-------------

--
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-2Political Science Honorary.

These consultations developed some

useful proposals which are being effectuated, including plans to
offer preregistration for Department majors on a regular basis.
The Department also co.llaborated this year in working out the
new interdisciplinary Master's degree program in Public Administration,
to which Political Science will contribute certain courses, along
with the Colleges of Business and Education, and Departments of
Economics, Sociology, Architecture, etc.

B.
C.

A major activity during the year was the search for a new Chair-

man of the Department, consequent upon Professor Hoyt's resignation
of the Chairme1nship.

Although a Departmental committee turned up

some excellent candidates, four of whom were invited to the campus,
and three offers were made, it was not possible to fill this position.
Professor Rhodes

~rill

be Acting Chairman in 1969-70, while the

search for a suitable candidate continues.

Because of separations

from our faculty (see Paragraph D.) we still have two unfilled positions which we are seeking to fill for the fall.
D.

Separations from staff:
Arthur H. Hanhardt, June 30, 1969
Helen M. Ingram, June 30, 1969

II.

Composite of Information requested on individual biographical supplements.
1.

Advanced Study:

BRISK, WILLIAM J. Ph.D. dissertation--penultimate draft will be
finished (May 15), but reading and final revision will be delayed
because principal adviser shall be out of country. Anticipated date
of oral defense: September 10, 1969.
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2.

Sabbaticals, etc.:

INGRAM, HELEN. On leave Spring Semester to study Patterns of Policy
Making in Water Resource Development.
NEEDLER, MARTIN C. Research in Mexico, July and August 1968, sponsored by Ford Foundation
NEUWELD, MARK. Travel to the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia
and Hungary during the summer of 1968. Conferences with local professors and others working in my field.
STUMPF, HARRY P. Leave of absence without pay to direct research
in San Francisco, June, 1967 to September, 1968. (1967-68 Biographical
Supplement not submitted.)
3.

New Scholastic Honors:

ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H.

Wilton Park Fellowship, 1968

WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Awarded UNM Development Fund grant for research in
England for the 1969 summer.
4.

Publications:

BRISK, WILLIAH J. "Anguilla and the mini-state dilemma," Center for
International Studies, Policy Paper (New York University), No. 5
(September, 1968) 40 pp.
CLINE, DOROTHY I. Guest columnist for Fred Buckles, "Inside the
Capitol," 6/18/68; "Constitutional Convention," NewHexico Review and
Legislative Journal, May, 1969.
HANHARDT, ARTHUR M., JR. The German Democratic Republic (Baltimore:
The Johns Hopkins Press, 1968)
HOYT, EDWIN C. Review of C. Wilfred Jenks, Law in the World Community
(1967), in Am. Pol. Sci. Rev., Vol. LXIII (1969), 251-2.
INGRAM, HELEN. "The Impact of Constituency on the Process of
Legislation," Western Political Quarterly, to be published June, 1969.
NEEDLER, ~~RTIN C. Political Development in Latin America:
Instability, Violence & Evolutionary Change, Random House 1968;
"Pol. Dev. & Socio-economic Dev. , 11 American Political Sci, Review·
Vol. LXII No. 3 Sept. 1968; "Ecuador" Ency. Amer. 1969, ed., Vol. 9;
"The Latin American Military: Predatory Reactionaries or Modernizing
Patriots?" Journal of Inter-.Amer. Studies, Apr. 1969; "The u.s. &
the L.A. :Military," Forensic Quarterly, May 1969.
RHODES, HAROLD V. "Introduction" to Nullification and Interposition
in American Political Thought, by Diane Tipton (The University of New
Mexico: Division of Government Research) January, 1969.
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-4ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H. "Preparing the Science Administrators of
Tomorrow: An Evaluation of the NASA /!!anned Spacecraft Center
Management Intern Program, 11 Public Personnel Review, April 1969,
pp. 70-75.
SICKELS, ROBERT J. "The Power Index and the Electoral College,"
14 Villanova Law Review (Fall, 1968) pp. 92-96; Review of Robert
Dixon's Democratic Representation in the Winter, 1969, ~
University Law Review.
STlJ"MPF, HARRY P. "New Mexico: The Political State," in "Frank Jonas
(ed.), Politics in the American West (Univ. of Utah Press, 1969),
pp. 258-295 (co-authored with T. Phillip Wolf) (previously reported
as forthcoming); "Law and Poverty: A Political Perspective, 11
Wisconsin Law Review, Vol. 1968, No. 3, pp. 694-733; "Judges and the
Poor: Bench Responses to Federally-Financed Legal Services,"
Stanford Law Review, Vol. 21, No. 5 (May, 1969), pp. 1058-1076,
(co-authored with Robert J. Janowitz).
WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Co-author with Harry P, Stumpf, "New Hexico: The
Political State," in Frank Jonas, ed., Politics in the American West
(Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1969), 259-295; Book
reviews (3) of: Jack Holmes, Politics in New Mexico in Rocky Hountain
Social Science Journal (April 1969), 209; Kurt and Gladys Lang,
Voting and Nonvoting and Kurt and Gladys Lang, Politics and Television
in The Annals (March 1969), 178-180; Stanley Anderson, ed., Ombudsman
for America? in Social Science Quarterly (September 1968), 391-392.
5.

Other research projects:

BRISK, WILLIAM J. Anguilla, the Mini-State (a 120 page book) w.ill be
published July 1, 1969, by the University of South Carolina Press;
Am just beginning a study on interest group analysis of Latin American
politics, which, hopefully, will include a publishable manuscript
for an article to be prepared by September, 1969.
CLINE, DOROTHY I. National Science Foundation Study; amount of
grant, $3,155; Title of study, Science Advice in New Hexico State
Government; duration, July 1968 to July 1969.
HOYT, EDI-IIN C.

Research on John Bassett Moore--still in progress.

INGRAM, HELEN. Matching Grant from UNM and Water Resources Research
Institute ;in La·s Cruces; Duration September, 1968 to August 31, 1969;
Total amount of grant--$16,484. Project title: Patterns of Policy
Haking in Water Resource.Development.
NEEDLER, MARTIN C. Completed various articles and chapters on Mexico,
Ecuador, and U.S. policy in Latin America for late 1969 and 1970
publication. Continued work on books on u,s. policy in Latin
America and on Mexico, under Ford Foundation sponsorship.
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-5NEU"toiELD, MARK. A biographical essay on N. S. Khruschchev (to be
included in a collection of essays on world Communist l~aders).
RHODES, HAROLD V. Manuscript, Recent American Political Thought,
under contract to Wadsworth.
STUMPF, HARRY P. Contract with Office of Economic Opportunity (June,
1967-September, 1968--$80,000) to study the socio-legal impact of
legal services programs in Bay Area, California. Final Report completed--352 pp. (mimeographed) plus end notes, appendices and
bibliography; Research underway on the political ramifications of
Tijerina trial for Theodore Becker (ed.), The Political Trial (BobbsMerrill, forthcoming); Research underway (under contract with D. C.
Heath) for book: Justice and the Poor: The Politics of the Legal
Services Program; "The 1968 Elections in New Mexico," (co-authored
with T. Phillip Wolf), for a collection to be issued as a 225-250page supplement to Jonas (ed.), Politics in the American West.
WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Research with Harry Sttn11pf on legislative apportionment in New Hexico; Research on the 1968 elections in Ne~1 Hexico;
Research on anti-Hispanic and pro-Hispanic voting in New Mexico;
Editorial reading of 2 manuscripts for the Social Science Quarterly.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Active member, American Society for Public
Administration; Executive Committee on Intergovernmental Seminar
for Executives.
HOYT, EDWIN C. Executive Council, Am. Soc. of Int. Law; Member of
Study Panel, ASIL, on "Relevance of Int'l Law to Goverpmental
Decision-Making."
INGRAM, HELEN. Participated in 14th Annual Water Conference, New
Mexico State University.
NEEDLER, MARTIN C. Elected to 3-year term on national steering
committee, Consortium on Latin American Studies; attended meetings
of Latin American Studies Assn. & Western Political Science Assn.;
invited to National Archives Conference in Washington.
NEUIVELD, MARK. Chairman of one panel and discussant in another panel
during the annual meeting of the Far Western Slavic Conference at
Stanford, April 1969.
ROSENTHAL, ALBERT 11. Participated in Wilton Park Conference, Wiston
House, Sussex, England, July 21-August 3, 1968; Consultant, N.M.
State Dept. of Hospitals and Institutions, January 1969-present;
Speaker, Society for Personnel Administration, Albuquerque, 1969.
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STUMPF, HARRY P. Executive Council, Southwest Political Science
Association; "Legal Services and the Poor: The Response of Local
Bar Politics, 11 paper delivered to Rocky Mounta.in ·.Social Science
meeting, May 3, 1969; "OEO Legal Services Programs in the San
Francisco Area," paper delivered to Midwest Political Science
Association, Chicago, May, 1968.
WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Elected President-Elect of Rocky Mountain Social
Science Association, 1969-70; Selected as an associate editor (pol.
Science) for the Social Science Quarterly; Elected to the Executive
Council of the Western Political Science Association; Presented
paper at Southwest Social Science meeting, Houston, April, 1969;
Presented paper and served as panel discussant at Rocky Mountain
Social Science meeting, Lubbock, May, 1969; New Mexico correspondent
for the National Municipal Review; Member of: American Political
Science Association, Interna.tional Political Science Association,
Southern Political Science Association, Western Political Science
Association, Rocky Mountain Social Science Association, American
Society for Public Administration (ex-officio member of Executive
Council for New Mexico chapter,).
7.

Other professional activities:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. (See #9) Off campus appearances included Duke
City Business and Professional Women's Club; New Mexico League of
Nursing, Citizens for Humphrey, National Organization for Women,
Conunittee witness, New Mexico Legislature; Special Lecturer, Civil
Defense Institute, Battle Creek, Mich.; Awarded first Lifetime
membership, New Mexico Recreation and Park Association.
INGRAM, HELEN.

Authored New Mexico article in Americana Annual, 1969.

NEEDLER, ~~TIN C. Gave lectures by invitation in Cuernavaca and
Mexico City; consulted on establishment of School of Political
Sciences in Costa Rica, on Yale Political Data Program, and on
various publishing projects.
NEUWELD, MARK. Participant in a panel discussion on Czechoslovakia
(on campus); Lectures at Sandia Corporation and the Holloman Air
Force Base; Lectures to local high schools and civic groups.
ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H. Board of Directors, American Friends of Wilton
Park, May 1969; UNM representative on Technical Committee of Urban
Observatory, Albuquerque, New Mexico 1969; Member, Steering Committee
on Science, Technology and State Government, Federation of Rocky
Mtn. States, 1969.
SICKELS, ROBERT J. Talk on the Electoral College to the Bernalillo
County Young Democrats, April, 1969.
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-7WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Panelist, XNME-TV, August 1968 (Opinion Polls and
the Primary Election); 1968 State Election Supervisor for NBC News;
Election night analysis for KGGM-TV, August 1968; Speech to Sandia
School, February 1969 (Public Opinion); Speech to Gallup League of
Women Voters, March 1969 (Reform of the Electoral College).
8.

Non-teachitig ·University service:

CLINE, DOROTHY I. Director, Division of Government Research 2/3
time; Member of Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, Political
Science Department Chairman Search Committee; Policy Board, Division
of Public Administration.
HOYT, EDWIN c. Chairman, Department of Political Science; Committee
to plan M.A. Program in Public Administration.
NEEDLER, MARTIN C. Chairman, University Committee on International
Programs; chairman, M.A. program in International Affairs; Language
& Area Center Committee; etc.
NEUHELD, MARK. Inter-departmental Committee on Russian and West
European Studies.
RHODES, HAROLD V. Faculty Publications Committee; American Studies
Committee; Faculty Advisor, Pi Sigma Alpha; Chairman, Department
Chairmanship Search Committee.
ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H.
and Sciences, 1969.

Promotion of Tenure Committee, Dean of Arts

SICKELS, ROBERT J. ISRAD Advisory Committee; Faculty Advisor to the
New Mexico State Government Intern Program.
STUMPF, HARRY P. Advisory Committee on selection of new Dean of
Arts and Sciences.
WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Publications Committee; A & S Committee, Research
on Human Subjects (Acting Chairman, Fall 1968); Hesley Foundation
Board of Directors.
9.

Public Service:

BRISK, lVILLIAM J. Speech (American interests in Latin America)
delivered March 15, 1969, to 60 women representatives of the International Fellowship Committee (Grants, New Mexico).
CLINE, DOROTHY I. Member, Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations, Washington, D. C.; Local Government Committee, Albuquerque
Goals; Governor's Committee on Aging; Steering Committee, Rubert
Humphrey Campaign.

,-------------

--
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-8ROSENTHAL, ALBERT H.
Albuquerque, 1969.

Member, Citizens Committee - Goals for

WOLF, T. PHILLIP. Albuquerque Goals Committee:
committee on Government.
10.

Member of Sub-

Personal information:

BRISK, WILLIAM J.
1969.
HOYT, EDWIN C.

Daughter (Angelica Allende Brisk) born March 25,

Divorced, July 1968.
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The Report of the Department of Psychology
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Frank A. Logan, Chairman
I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Undergraduate education.

At the undergraduate level, the

department handled a total enrollment of 2650 in introductory lectures
(of whom over 880 participated in the optional additional laboratory
hour), and 1800 in advanced courses (of whom 105 participated in the
advanced laboratory courses).

The graduating class of 1969 included

48 psychology majors, of whom 2 were awarded General Honors, and 42
psychology minors.

Departmental honors were awarded to 4 graduates:

Allen Blue, Janice Couey, Thelma Giomi, and Charles Tatum.

Based on

a FTE staff of 13, the above figures represent approximately a 34:1
student-faculty ratio.
There were no formal changes in the undergraduate curriculum
during the year.

Karl Koenig taught a special seminar in the General

Honors program during Semester II.

The major problem continues to be

that of adequately housing and staffing the existing program, which
currently is well designed to meet both the specialized needs of our
majors and the more general needs of the student body.
B.

Graduate education.

At the exclusively graduate level, the

department handled a total enrollment of over 295, distributed among
62 registered students.

The doctoral degree was conferred upon 8

candidates:

Bellingham, William

·Stimulus Compounding and Generalization
Advisor: Frank A. Logan

Berch, Daniel Bruce

Observing Behavior in Children's
Discrimination Learning under Constant,
Variable, and Covariable Delay of
Reinforcement
Advisor: Louis E. Price

3:19
Dattiel, Terry

c.

The Nature of the Effect of Verbal
Labels on Recognition Memory for Form
Advisor: Henry c. Ellis

Feuge, Robert E.

Verbally-Controlled Selective Perception
in Stimulus Predifferentiation
Advisor: Henry c. Ellis

Hurlock, Richard

Interhemispheric Transfer of Reaching
Skill during Forced-Practice Training
in the Rat
Advisor: Geo, M. Peterson

Lee, Dean Ray

The Effects of Type of Rule, Instructions
and Practice upon Focuaing Strategies in
Conceptual Behavior
Advisor: Peder J. Johnson

Malloy, Thomas E.

The Effects of Concept Learning on
Stimulus Selection in Recognition Memory
Advisor: Henry c. Ellis

Padilla, Amado M.

An Analysis of Incentive and Behavioral
Contrast
Advisor: Frank A. Logan

Master's degrees were conferred upon 6 candidates:
(Advisor:

Douglas Ferraro), Kilby Long (Advisor:

Susan Mendenhall (Advisor:

David Grilly
David Bessemer),

Karl Koenig), Ronald Shaffer (Advisor:

Henry Ellis), Jules Shrage (Plan II), and Mary Warner (Advisor:
Peder Johnson).

Based on an FTE staff of 13. the above figures

represent approximately a 2.3:1 student-faculty ratio.
New seminars were introduced to take advantage of Distinguished
Professor Grice's long experience in experimental psychology:
in Behavioral Research, and Classical Conditioning.

Methods

Our seminar in
~:

Social Psychology was reactivated by Assistant Professor

Harris~

Our

application to the National Institute of Hental Health for a
developmental training grant in clinical psychology was not approved,
largely because the existing base was felt to be inadequate,

Addi-

tional university support for this part of our total program is a
necessity.

The numbmr of gtaduate students receiving financial support again
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increased during the past year, principally in conjunction with
increased support by our NIMH

t~aining

grant.

The number of graduate

teaching assistants was 10, and the number of research assistants
supported by extramural funds was 14.

The number of fellowships and

traineeships was 18, one of which was in conjunction with Professor
Rhodes' program,

Thus, virtually all of the qualified applicants for

financial aid were supported.
C,

Staff,

The full-t;l.me staff during the 1968-69 acadendc year

was composed of Professors Benedetti, Ellis, Grice, Logan and Norman;
Associate Professors Price, Rhodes and Rosenblum; and Assistant Professors Bessemer, Ferraro, Harris, Johnson and Koenig.

Professor

Norman was on sabbatical leave during Semester l and attended several
International Congresses.

Our staff was thus thirteen, in addition

to which Associate Professor Ruebush continued to be active in departmental affairs.

There were no losses to the staff during the year,

although Professor Benedetti will become part-time Associate Dean of
the Graduate School next year.
G, Robert Grice assumed his position as Distinguished Professor
of Psychology and Richard Harris assumed his position as Assistant
Professor in September, 1968.
1969-70 academic year:

One new appointment was maue for the

Dennis Feeney (Ph.D., 1969, University of

California at Los Angeles) was appointed as Assistant Professor to
augment our coverage of motivation and physiological psychology.

~

Drs.

Lynnette Plumlee, Douglas Spanier and Robert Webster taught on a parttime basis.
Four promotions were effected during the year:

John M. Rhodes

and Sidney Rosenblum were promoted to the rank of Professor, and
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Douglas P. Ferraro and Karl Koenig were promoted to the rank of
Associate Professor.

Each of these was well-deserved

re~ognition

9f

their varied contributions to the University.
Our faculty continues to be active in regional and national affairs.
They recorded 30 convention attendances, at most of which they participated in paper or symposium sessions.

They gave 11 colloquia or

conference presentations and served as consultants to 16 organizations.
Professor Ellis served as President of the Rocky Mountain Psychological
Association and Professor Rosenblum as President of the New Mexico
Psychological Association.

Professor Logan served on the executive

committee of the Division of Experimental Psychology of the American
Psychological Association; ·frofessor Grice served as chairman of the
Experimental Psychology Study Section of the National Institutes of
Health; and Professor Norman served as a member of the Commission on
Colleges and Universities of the North Central Association.
D.

Colloguia.

The colloquium series during the year continues

to be an important adjunct to our regular graduate program.

Included

were several informal talks by candidates being interviewed for
positions:

Dennis M. Feeney (U.C.L.A.), Lawrence Melamed (Kent State

University(, Terrance R. Dolan (Indiana University), and Sidney R.
Roth (University of Pennsylvania),

Distinguished visitors were:

W. N. Schoenfeld (Queens College). Robert A. McCleary (University of
Chicago), Alan N. Epstein (University of Pennsylvania), Neal Miller
(Rockefeller University). Frank A. Beach (University of California,
Berkeley), Karl H. Pribram (Stanford University), Boyd

R. McCandless

(Emory University}, and Richard F. Tomasson (Chr,, Department of
Sociology, UNM) •

.-
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E.

Research.

The department faculty pUblished 23 articles or

monographs during the 1968-69 year and delivered 19 convention papers
or invited research lectures.

Extramural research support totalled

over $218,000 primarily from the National Science Foundation, the
National Institutes of Health, and the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research,

It is important to note that this figure has grown so as

approximately to equal the total departmental budget, and provides
the major resource for graduate education within the department.
F.

Space.

During the year, Professor Rhodes moved his labora-

torY into the building at 1821 Roma, and Professor Grice moved his
research into a portion of the projected space in temporary building
Y-1.

In lieu of the remaining space, several rooms in Yatoka Hall

were made available to house graduate assistants, but the need for
the latter space for other research purposes and the need for the
remaining space in Y-1 have become critical.

The firm of Flatow, Moore,

Bryan and Fairburn was appointed as contract architects for a new
Psychology Building, and preliminary floor plans were drawn.

On the

basis of these, application has been made to the National Institute
of Mental Health for funds to assist inoonstructing this building,
the remaining funds already being committed.

Until this building

is completed, both our teaching and research efforts will be below
the level of which our resources are already capable.
G.

Administration and Support.

During the year, Eleanor Orth

continued as Departmental Executive Secretary,

Elna Parks doubled as

Graduate Secretary and secretary to Professor Grice.
became Research Secretary.

Ilene Bradley

Jannine Perkins assisted in the departmental

office, and Jackie Cochran, Herbert Briggs, and Paul Zimmerman worked
as shop technicians.

--+-··~--.....;-.~'

..... ,_._
~~-~~~

H.

Summa~

and Conclusions.

The attached table summarizes the

most relevant statistical facts about the Department of Psychology
over the past five years.

1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69
9

9

10

11

13

1900
1500
34

2200
1500
52
48

2300
1750
.40
49

2450
1600
44
54

2650
1800
48
42

160
8
4

200
9
6

200
10
11

2

5
4

8
9

250
10
14
14
8

300
10
14
18
6

()

2

5

8

FTE Faculty
Undergraduate
Introductory
enrollment
Advanced enrollment
Majors
Minors
Graduate
Graduate enrollment
Teaching assistants
Research assistants
Fellows and Trainees
Master's Degrees
Doctoral Degrees
Research
Books and articles
Lectures and reports
Extramural support

6
1

21
23
18
15
19
16
19
17
16
11
$68,000 $110,000 $153,000 $170,000 $218,000

The most conspicuous fact in these statistics is the rapid growth
in our doctoral training and research program while maintaining a
proportional increase in our undergraduate program.
to be drawn is equally obvious:
an expanding program.

The conclusion

our staff is too small to carry such

We need two additional people to round out

o~r

general experimental program and at least five new people to staff an
effective clinical emphasis within that program.

While several of

these might be supported in training grant funds, continued strong
University support is vital.
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II.

1.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
Advanced study,
None

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching e lsewhcre, trave 1..
Harris, Richard J. --Employment at UNM began September l, 1968.
Through August 8, 1968 I was Psychology Research Associate in
the Behavioral Research Lab, Palo Alto Veterans Administration
Hospital, California.
Norman, Ralph D.--Sabbatical leave, Semester I. Travel to United
Kingdom, Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, France, Italy,
Denmark, Austria.

3.

New scholasti.c honors, fellowships, etc.
Ell .. a, Henry C.--Elected fellow, American Psychological Association,
Experimental Psychology Division.
Rosenblum, Sidney--Who's 1-lho in the West, Volume 12, 1969.

4.

Publications.
Ellis, Henry C.
Generalization gradients in recognition memory for visual form:
The role of stimulus meaning. Jom:na 1 of Experiments 1
Psychology, 1969, JJ.., 288-294 (with Feuge).
The transfer of stimulus predifferentiation to shape recognition
and identification learning~ The role of properties of
verba 1 labels. Journal of Experiments 1 Psycho logy, 1968, 78,
401-409.
Tactual-kinesthetic feedback from manipulation of visual forms
and nondifferential reinforcement in transfer of perceptual
learning. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1968, ]]_,
495-Soo· (with Bennett).
Trans fer in perceptua 1 learning following stimulus predi fferentiation. In R. N. Haber (Ed.), Contemporary Theory and
Research in Visual ·Perception. New York: Holt, Rinehart, &.
Wins ton, 1968. (Reprinted from Journal of Experiment a 1
Psychology, 1964).
Discussion of Pt·of. E. J. Gibson's paper on "Perceptual
Learning" and Prof. M. Wittrock's paper on "Three Conccptua 1
Approaches to Transfer of Training," In R. H. Gagne (Ed.),
Symposium on 1\c>~:earch Approaches to the Learning of School
Sub jccts. Annua 1 Phi Delta Kappa Symposium, University of
California, Berkeley. Itasca, 1968.
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4.

Publications (cont.)
Ferraro, Douglas P.
Variability of response duration during regular and partial
reinforcement. Paychological Reports, 1968, ll• 1023-1031.
Transfer of a differentiation along a response continuum.
Journal of Comparative and ~1ysiologica1 Psychology, 1968,
66, 791-796.
A failure· to obtain disinhibition in FI operant conditioning.
Psychonomic Science, 1968, ll• 47-49.
Effects of reinforcement magnitude, Psychonomic Science, 1968,
.!.Q., 177-178.
.
An inexpensive retract mechanism. Behavior Research Methods
and Instruments, 1969 (in press).
From free responding to discrete trials. In Theory of
Reinforcement Schedules. Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1969
(in press) with F. A. Logan.
Grice, G. Robert
Stimulus intensity and response evocation. Psychological
Review, 1968, 75, 359-373.
Mediat'iOnal effect"; in finger conditioning. Journal o!
Experiments 1 Psycho logy, 1969, J:l, 358-362.
Harris, Richard J.
Deterministic nature of probabilistic choices among identifiable
stimuli. Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1969, ]1,
552-560.
Dissonance or sour grapes? Post- 1 decision' changes in ratings
and choice frequencies. Journal of Personality and Social
Psychology, 1969, Q, 334-344.
A geometric classification system for 2x2 interval-symmetric
games. Behavioral Science, 1969, 14, 138-146.
Familiarity vs. novelty in desire to own long-play rccor;dings.
Psychonomic Science, in press (scheduled for publication
in Hay, 1969).
Johnson, Peder J.
Yoked group comparison-of .se 1ection and reception-paradigms- of·
concept attainment: A biased procedure. Psychological
R£P.orts, 1968, ll, 1143-1149 (with B.· Lowenkron).
Effec.ts of sfimulus composition upon biconditiona·r·rule learning.
Journal of Experimental Psychology, June, 1969 (with R. White), '

.-

4.

Publications (cont.)·
Koenig, Karl P.
Self-disclosure and anxiety change, In press, Behaviour
Research and Therapy.
False feedback and longevity of the conditioned GSR during
extinction: Some implies tions for avers ion therapy. In
press, Journal of Abnormal Psychology (with D. del Castillo).
Logan, Frank A.
Avoidance of a warning signal.

Psychonomic Science, 1968,

11•

53-54.

Frustration effect following correlated nonreinforcement.
Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1968, ~. 396-400.
Norman, Ralph D.
Job preferences and preference shifts as functions of job
information, familiarity, and. prestige level. Journal of
Applied Psychology, 1968, ~. (4), 280-285 (with David W.
Bessemer).
Price, Louis E.
Associative interference as a function of amount of first-task
practice and stimu'lus similarity. Journal of Experimental
Child Psychology, 19'68, .§_, 20.2-211.
Rhodes, John H.·
A preliminary report on single unit responses in the thalamus
and cortex of the chimpanzee under sedation. Ne1~ York
Acade~ of Science, in press.
Electrical activity of the brain as a reflection of inhibitory
phenomcna. Neuropsychologia, in press,
Chimpanzee performance; computer analysis of electroencephalograms. Nature, 1968, 220, 879-881.
Etude chez ~mpanze ev;ille des relations entre afferences
et efferences au niveau du cortex sensorimoteur,
J. Physiologic, 1968, .§Q (2), 371.
Rosenblum, Sidney
The academic administrator.
1968,

z,

,~allege

and University Journal,

35-42.

Ruebush, Britton K.
Review of "To change a child", Contemporary Psychology, in press.
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5.

I

Other research projec-ts or creative work in progress or completed
during period.
Benedetti, David T.
Wrote review of textbook, The Psychology of Perception, by
William N. Dember, for publisher, Holt, Rinehart and 1-linston.
Ellis, Henry

c.

NSF Grant, $34,000. Conditions of Learning Affecting Perceptual
Performance, 1 August 1968 - 31 July 1970.
NSF Grant, $6,600. Supplement to Conditions of Learning
Influencing Perception. 1 Hay 1968.
NSF Grant, $7,200. Undergraduate Research Participation.
1 June 1969 - 31 October 1969.
Trans fer and retention. Four chapters in M. H. Harx (Ed.),.
J,earni.ng: Processes, New York, Macmillan, 1969.
The learning, retention, and transfer of pattern recognition:
A discussion. To appear in B. R. Bernstein (Ed.), Symposium
on Learning 1 Retention 1 and Tranafer.
Continued research on theoretical interpretations of perceptual
learning, transfer, memory, mediation, and visual form
perception,
Ferraro, Douglas P.
Work on NSF grant in the amount of $28,192 • .Grant is.entit1ed
"Conditioned Response Variability" and runs from July 1,
1968 to June 30, 1969.
·
.
Grice, G. Robert
NUIH Grant 16400, Conditioning and Response Organization,
April 1, 1969 to March 31, 1974.
Harris, Richard J.
Research on experimental games (especially the Prisoner 1 a
Dilemma), sponsored by UNH Grant-in-Aid and grant of computer
time from Computing Center, ·through June 30, 1969.
Hod ificat ion of existing computer programs, and deve 1opment of•
. new "programs' for multivariate statistical" a·nalysis, with
emphasis on use as instructional aids in Psychology 482.
Supported by grant of computer time from Computing Center .• ------Johnson, Peder J.

.

NICIUID Grant $15,460; Conceptual Rule Learning in Children;
February 1968 to February 1971.
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· 5.

Other research projects or creative work in pr·ogress or completed
during period, (cont.)
Logan, Frank A.
N.S.F, grant, $30,000 (d.c.), Conditions of reinforcement.
H.I.H,H. grant, $24,000 (d.c.), Free behavior situation.
Norman, Ralph D.

Ji. review of some problems related to the Hovement Response on
the Rorschnch.
Price, Louis E,
Studies of learning in elementary school age Albuquerque children,
Verbal and non-verbal discrimination learning in Pueblo Indian
Pre-school age children.
Planning of conference on Research in Child Psychology applied
to Indian children, to be held in June 1969--sponsored by"
NIMH.
Rhodes,_ John H.
"Investigations of Cl:IS Inhibition l1echanisms Related to
Performance", Air Force Missile Development Center, Contract
F29600-68-C~0006, Sept.· 18, 1967 to September 17, 196~,
$145,876.50.
Rosenblum, Sidney
Development of sensation-seeking scale for children.
progress.

Work in

Ruebush, Britton K.
Analysis of learning and other cognitive processes in children
with learning disabilities.
Childhood Psychopathology. HcGraw-Hill, in progress.
Psychological intervention with children of He:Kican ancestry.
A.C.A. Press, in progress.
6.

Activities in learned and -professional sodetins-.·-- ·-Benedetti, David T.
Chaired paper session at RMPA convention, May 1969 1 Albuquerque.
Served as Publicity Chairman for RMPA convention,
Delivered paper at IU1PA convention, "Relationships between
Adjustive Hodes and Adjustive Adequacy."

------·--

6,

Activities in learned and professional societies. (Cont.)
Bessemer, David W.
Attended meetings of Roclty Mountail! Psycholog:Ccal Assn., Nay, 1969,
Albuquerque, N.H.
Read paper: "Instructions in test anxiety research" (with K •. K.
Long).
Ellis, Henry C.
President, Rocky Mountain Psychological Association.
Presidential address, Albuquerque, N.M., May, 1969: Mediational
and attentions! processes in transfer and perceptual memory.
Read paper at Symposium on Similarity and Human Learning:
The transfer of stimulus discrimination and intralist
similarity.
Attended·meeting of Psychonomic Society, Chicago, October 1968.
Read paper: Linguistic determinants of visual pattern
perception following verbal pretraining.
Attended meeting of Southwestern Psychological Association, Austin,
Texas, April, 1969.
Read paper: Stimulus codability and recognition memory
(with Daniel).
Attended meeting of Mid~1este;-n Psychological Association, Chicago,
May, 1969..
·
·
NSF Visiting Scientist, New ~!exico Tech., American Psychological r
Association.
Ferraro, Douglas P.
Attended meetings of Roclcy I1ountain Psychological Association,
Albuquerque, N.11., May, 1969.
Publicity Director for convention of RMPA.
Read papers: Effects of differential reinforcement of
stimulus and response variability on ~;esistance. to
extinction.
Shape recognition in pigeons.
Effects of probability of reinforcement on ba~dwi.dth
differentiation choice behavior.
Attended· meetings of American Psychological Association, September,
1968, Chicago.
Read paper: Differential punishment of high and low rates.
Attended meetings of Southwestern Psychological Association,
Austin, Texas , April, 1969.
·
Read paper: Effects of conditioned response variability on
resistance to extinction:
Attended meetings of Midwestern Psychological Association, Chicago,'
May, 1969.
Read paper: Free-operant investigation of the partial
reinforcement sequential response hypothesis.
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies,

(Cont.)

Grice, G. Robert
Attended meetings of American Psychological Association,
September, 1968, Chicago.
Attended meetings of Psychonomic Society, October, 1968, St. Louis.
Attended meetings of MidHestern Psychological Association, May,
1969, Chicago.
Attended meetings of Rocky Mountain Psycholegical Association,
Hay, 1969, Albuquerque .
Harris, Richard J.
Accepted as member of American Psychological Association,
Ja~uary, 1969.
Johnson, Peder J,
Attended tooetings of Psychonomic Society, October, 1968, St. Louis,
Read paper: Direct assessment of mediational responding.
Attended meetings, Rocky Hountai~l Psychological Association, May,
1969.
Read papers: Consistency of type of solution to conceptual
problems.
Effects of pre training and type of stimuli upon biconsii- r
tional rule learning.
Koenig, Karl P.
Attended meetings and presented paper at .l~estern Psychological
Associ~tion, San Diego,
Program Chairman for Rocky t-iountai.n .Psychological Association
meetings,· Albuquerque, Hay, 1969,
Logan, Frank A.
Attended meetings of American Psychological Association,
San Francisco, SeptembeJ:, '1968 (Exec, Com, Di.v, 3),
Attended meetings of Psychonomic Society, St. Louis, October, 1968.
Attended meetings of Southwestern Psychological Association,
Austin, April, 1969 (gave paper).
Norman, Ralph D.
Attended: International Congress- of Rorschach and Other Proj .---Techniques, London, Engla~d, August 5-9, 1968.
International Congress on Mental Health,.London,
England, August, 1968.
International Congress of Applied Psychology, Ams.terdam,
August, 1968.
President, ffilli Chapter, Sigma Xi.

...

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.
Norman, Ralph D.

(Cont.)

(cont.)

Member of Commission on Colleges and Universities, North Central
Association, and attended Commission meetings, March 1969,
Chicago.
Consultant-Examiner, North Central Association.
Chairman, Paper Session, Rocky Mountain Psychological Association
meetings, Albuquerque, Nay, 1969.
Price, Louis E.
Attended meetings of SRCD, Los Angeles, March, 1969.
Session Chairman at Rocky Mountain Psychological Association
meetings, Albuquerque, May, 1969.
Paper given at R}WA, Albuquerque, May 1969
Placement Chairman at RMPA.
Rhodes, John M.
Attended Winter Brain Research Conference, Aspen, Colorado,
January, 1969.
Attended meetings of the Associat,ion for. the Psychophysiological
Study of ?leep, Boston, March, 1969.
Presented ·paper at XXIV International Congress of Physiological
Sciences, Hashington, D. C., August, 1968: Hippocamp<ll EEG
Correlates of Learning:
.
Presented paper at meetings of American Psychological Association,
San Francisco, August, 1968: Electrical activity of the brain
as a re flee tion of inhibitory' phenomena,
Rosenblum, Sidney
President, NeH Mexico Psychological Association, 1968-69.
Convention Manager, Rocky Hountain Psychological Association,
Albuquerque, Hay, 1969.
Seminar Leader: New Dimensions of Research and Practice
with the Mentally Retarded.·
Attended Conference of Officers of State Psychological Associations,
San Francisco, August 28, 1968.
Attended meetings American Psychological Association, San Francisco,
__A~gust 29-3"1, 1968.
-· - - - ·
Attended Southt~est Conference on Improvement of University
Instruction, Nm~ Mexico State University, November, 1968.

,.
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies.

(Cont.)

Ruebush, Britton K.
Chairman, Paper Session: Personality and Motivation, Rocky
Mountain Psychological Association meetings, Albuquerque,
May, 1969.
Member, Executive Committee, Rocky Mountain Psychological
Association,
Chait~man, Committee on Public & Professional Affairs.
Rocky
Mountain Psychological Association.
Attended meetings bf American Orthopsychiatric Association,
New York.
Read paper: Cognitive and therapeutic innovations in children's
centers, AOA, New York.
Hember, Committee on Ethics. Divis ion 12, Section 1, American
Psychological Association
7.

oeher professional activities.
Bessemer, David
Consultant:

I~.

(1) George Hasl;tington University, Human Resources
Res'earch Institute, DiviSion 115 (Air Defense).
(2) i~estinghouse Learning Corporation,

.. Elli.s., Henry C.
Invited Talks, Symposia, Colloquia:
University of Missouri (Colloquium)
Texas Christian University (Colloquium)
Oklahoma State University (Colloquium)
New Mexico Tech (Colloquium)
Invited Symposium on Learning, Retention and Transfer,, IVinter
Park, Florida.
Invited Symposium on The Improvement of Instruction, .NeV? Mexico
State University.
Consultant, New Mexico State University.
Consultant, Texas Christian University.
Editing and Reviewing:
Member, Editorial Board, Journal of Experimental Psychology
Psychological Reports
Perceptua 1 and Motor Skills
Review Proposals for NSF
Consultant .to:. i~estinghouse Corporation
Minneapolis-Honeywell Corporation
Ferraro, Douglas P.
Consultant:

(1) Hestinghouse Learning Laboratories
(2) Department of Justice
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7.

Other professional activities.

(Cont.)

Grice, G. Robert ·
Colloquium - University of Arizona - October 1969.
Chairman, NIH Experimental Psychology Study Section, Division of
Research Grants
Harris, Richard J.
Consulted with Kirschner Associates on development of coding
system for open-ended responses to questionnaire used in study
of impact of Jlcad Start program in representative cities
around country.
Translated a revie~1 of experimental games literature from French
to English. (Listed in Translations Register-Index as
translation # 68-14980.)
Logan, Frank A.
Consulting Editor: Journal of Experimental. Psychology, Journal of
Comparative and Physiological Psychology, Wm. C. Brown Co.
Presented paper at Conference on the Smoking Habit sponsored by
American Cancer Society.
Colloquia: University of Texas, Texas Christian
Norman, Ralph D.
Consultant, Personnel Training Program, Soil Conservation Service,
Hestern Area TrainiF~g Program.
Price, Louis E.
Invited address, February 1969, EPI conference, Little Rock, Ark.
Invited paper, Apr;ll 1969, OEO conference, Los Ange.les, California.
Consultant to Indian Community Action Project on Language Research.
Consultant to Albuquerque Public School System.
Rhodes, John M.
Consultant:

·-

·-

( 0 Holloman Air Force Base.
(2) Wright-Patterson Air Force Base.
(3) UCLA Space Biology Laboratory.

-----~---
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7.

Other professional activities.

(Cont.)

Rosenblum, Sidney
Consultant, Girls' Welfare Home, 1968 to present.
Advisory Board, Continuing Education Program, UNM Department of
Psychiatry, 1968-present.
Professional advisory Committee, Children's Coordinating Council,
UNH-APS, 1968 to present.
Public lectures:
Albuquerque Council for .Learning Disabilities, July 1968,
Intelligence and Learning.
Menaul High School, October 1968, Sex and the Teenager.
Sandia High School, December 1968, Mental Retardation.
Armijo Elementary School, January 1969, The Gifted Child.
Mental Health Association-APS Workshop, February, 1969,
Identifying Disturbed Behavior in the Classroom.
Washington Junior High School, March 196 9, Approaches to
Motivation of Early Adolescents.
B'nai Israel Religious School, March 1969, Discipline in the
Classroom.
Ruebush, Britton K.
The emotionally disturbed child in the classroom. Workshop for
teachers, New Hexico State Univessity, Lns Cruces, June 1968.
Aggression in children. Seminar Series for Teachers, Menta 1
Health Assn., 1969.
The Child Guidnnce Center. Junior Woman's Club. February 1969.
Learning and lvork in '£e'enagers .. Seminar for the public. Sponsored
by New Hexico Tech University and Socorro Mental Health
Association, Socorro, 1969.
Working with Disturbed Children. Albuquerque Excl1ange Club,
June 1968.
Radio appearance on Stre·tch Shearers Breakfast Club. February 1969.
Identification of Problems in Preschool Children. Annual lnservice ·
training program for teachers of Indian Head Start Program,
UNM, July 1969.
Panel participant. B.I.A. Conference on Problema of Youth. UNM,
October 196,8.
Panel participant. }!ental Health and the Elementary School Child.
Aztec School P,T,A., Albuquerque, November 1968.
8.

Non--teaching University service.
Benedetti, David T•.
4

Hember, Lawrence Ranch Advisbry Committee.
Hcmbcr, Union Board, Semes te):' II.
Supervisor of University College advising for Psychology Department.
Chairman, Departmental search committee for perception man.
Moderator, unstructured discussion group, UNM evaluation day,
April 15, 1969.
·

-----·

~---·--~-~ - - - - - - -

-------··

---

---

~

.. .._____--:""--.-

8.

Non-teaching University service.

(Cont.)

Bessemer, David W.
University College advisor
Ellis, Henry C.
Committees:

Chr. UNM-Sandia Colloquium
Chr. UNM-Science Colloquium
Chr. Contract Research and Patent
Faculty Advisor, Student-Faculty Association
Arts and Sci.ences Advisor
Director, Departmental Honors; NSF Undergraduate Research
Participation Program
·
Conference Participant, Student-Faculty Conference, Lawrence Ranch
Departmental Committees: Colloquium, Building
Ad Hoc Committee on Duties for the Vice-President of Research
Ad Hoc Committee for the Imp1·ovement of Instruction
Ferraro, Douglas P.
Student Publications Board
Arts and Sciences Advisor
Harris~

Richard

J:

Participated on selection committee for local Phi Beta Ka.ppa chapter
Johnson, Peder J.
Summer Session Committee
University College Advisor
Koenig, Karl P.
Committee on the University
Elected to the P_olicy Committee, Ad Hoc Committee on ROTC
Arts and Sciences Advisor
Logan, Frank A.
Chairman, Graduate advisor
University Committee on Hulll!ln Subjects (Chairman)
Ad hoc Advisory Committee re selection of ne1~ dean of
Arts and Sciences (Chairman)
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8.

Non-teaching University service.

(<?ont.)

Norman, Ralph D.
Member, Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
Hcmber, Ad Hoc Committee to select Chief Physician of Health
Service and Dean of Hen
Part-time Consultant in Psychology, Stroke Team, Department bf
Neurology, UNM Medical School
Chairman, Clinical Training Committee, Department of Psychology
Chairman, Arts and Sciences Committee on Huiuan Subject Research
Graduate Advisor
Price, Louis E.
Graduate Committee
~fun~anita Center Policy Committee
Human Subjects Research Review Co=ittee (COE)
University College advisor
. Rhodes, John H.
Faculty advisor (University College)
Rosenblum, Sidney
Acting Chairman, Department of Psychology, Summer Session, 1968
Co-chairman, Ad lloc Corrmittee on the Improvement of Instruction
Chairman, Arts and Sciences Committee on the Improvement of
Instruction
.
Student Affairs Committee
Clinical Ph.D. Committee, Department of Psychology
Graduate Advisor
Ruebush, Britton K.
Director, Child Guidance Center, Dept. Psychiatry
Research Committee, Dept. Psychiatry
Committee for development of a Clinical Psychology Training
Program, Dept. of Psychology
Committee for development of a program for increasing the number
of graduate students from minority groups at U.N.M.
Planning Co~ittce, Rehabilitation Services, U.N.!1.
Administrative and Policy Committee-, Manzanita Center, U.N.H.
Professional Advisory Committee, Children's Advisory Council,
Albuquerque

..

••

!
9.

I

Pubiic service.
Bessemer, David W.

\

Delegate - State Democratic Convention, 1968
Ferraro, Douglas P.
YMCA Indian:Gu.ides
Rosenblum, Sidney
Scholarship Committee, Fraternal Order of Elks
Building Committee, B'nai Israel Congregation
Ruebush, Britton K.

Committee on Executives, United Community Fund, Albuquerque .
10.

Personal information.
Harris, Richard J.
Jennifer Mary Harris (first child) born October 10, 1968 in
Presbyterian Hosp.ital.

-

- - · - - - -...

-
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The Report of the Department of Sociology
July I, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Rlcha~d F. Tomasson, Chairman

i. General ·Departmental lnfo"'!atJon
A. The enrollment in sociology courses. the numberr of maJors, and the
number of graduate students have Increased markedly over 1967-68.
enrollment In all courses Increased by

22% In

year compared with first semester 1967-68.
from 74 to IOJ In the past

24 to 26.

year~

Student

the first semester of this

The number. of majors increased

and the number of graduate students frrom

We continue to be, relatively spealtlng, the cheapest operating

department In ths university and probably the most understaffed.
Five

ne~1

courses ware offered by the department durl.ng tha year:

Sociology of Education (421) taught by Bachelor and cross-listed In Education,

introduction to City Planning {465) taught by W. Weismantel of Architecture
and cross-lls·J·ad ln several <>ther departments, Seminar In Comparative latin
American Social Systems (508) taught by Ugalde, and Seminar In the Sociology

of Education (581> taught by Bachelor and cross-listed rn Education.

A

special course cal !ad Sociology Teaching Practlcum (531) supervised by
Tomasson 1~as Introduced for the assistants In Introductory Sociology.
For new students antadng In Septemba1· of 1959 Elementary Probability

and

Sta·~istlcs

Cl-1athamatlcs 24H242) 11111 be a prerequisite for tho required

coui"se fn Research Mathods (Sociology 48! ).
designed spscif!caily for

st~dents

Th.ls

rrnllthematics course w! I I be

In the social sciences.

The deparl'mant rec.-uli"cd four sanror psopla during the

year~

Pater

Berger CNe11 School for Social Research). sponsored by the University 3nterrn! lglous Council, spent ohnos"l' a week here.
however, thai" thls

~1ould

lt bscama clear on both sides,

not be a congenial appoln·tmant.

Dennis Wrong (New

Yorlt Unfvei·slty) af·tar much serious thought decided to remain at NYU.

Lloyd
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Rogier (Case Westa,rn Reserve Unlvers!ty) continues to be Interested In an
appointment In psychiatry and sociology for
Allen

o.

1970

·ro

be

paid by psychiatry.

Grimshaw (Indiana University) continues to be an active candidate

for an appoln·hnent fn this department and ISRAD In, 1970. He did not come
this year because the ISRAD line was cut from the budget and funds
avallab.ia

for a 42 month salary. Our recruiting efforts have earned the

department several friends from which we have received much favorable
llclty.

not

~;ere

pub~

(New additions to our staff for next year are listed under C.)

During tha past troubled year members of the sociology

depar.hw~nt

have

probably maintained a closer relationship with student radicals and militants
than ·rhe

members of any otha1· department.

ThIs

has carta In I y no1· been soma-

thing we have sought out but a situation arising out of the nature of our
field.

Everywhere student radicals are disproportionately attracted to

scx;lology departments.

(Both Daniel Cohn-Bandit In France and

In Germany are sociology students.)

I believe, however, that

Rudy

\ve

Oeutschl<e

have served

a genuine mediating role between the university and the militant students.
In this role I think we

havs

bean a major asset to the university though !

am afrafd many people do not view us this way.

It must be stressed, however,

that this depari"msnt Is not and vtl I! not becoms poi ftlclzad.
B.
pt"'gram.

In the
~le

n~ar

future the department will write a proposal for a Ph.D.

namaln the only social science department In tha Arts and Sciences

Col logs which is net authorized to grant the Ph.D. The number ot

gradu~te

students has neacbad the point whsre Jt Is lmparatfva that we begin plans
for this program.
C. Appointments to staff for 1969-70.
John Jo:!eph Fashln!;J (B.A.,

f~.A.

University of Csllfornia., Santa

Barbara),

Ph.D. University of Oregon., 1969. Specfaltlas: sociology of education,
political sociology, ethnic relatlons.
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Paws! Horoszowsld (Ph.D. University of l'farsaw, !931}, presently Professor of Criminology aT the UniversiTy of
whether

l'larsaw.

IT is not yet definite

he will be with us the first semester next year but the probability

Is falriy high.

Theodore Abel (Ph.D., 1929, Columbia University>, long time chairman
of sociology at Hunter College, past president of the Eastern Sociological
Society~ 1~ell

known theorist.

He will be visiting professor for the second

semester.
The following

appofn·J-ment has been made for the

1969 summer school

only:

Carolina Banks {B.A.,

l~ellesDey;

M.A., University of New

Msn~co).

WI I I teach race rolatlons and the family.
D. \1e have had the following separation from the staff:

Nancfe

Gonza~

who fs one third !n sociology, wfll leave to become

vlca chairman of sociology-anthropology at Iowa and then chairman of the new
anthropology depei"tmant.

11. Cgmposite of information reguested on Individual biographical supplements.

1. None
2. Odd Grande participated In UN and llO conferences In Geneva, 1\prll
1969~

and lectured to the

~nvegfan

Student Association, ,t\prll 1969.

Ugalde taught the summar session 1968 at Stanford
l·!oodhousa was on

Anthony

Unlvarsf'ty. Charles

sabbatical for the year In New Orleans, louisiana.

3. Gilbert Mark){ received a UNM grant to carry out research In Argeni·Jna.,

Ha was also no1nlnated for the UNM Alumni Outstanding Teacher Award. Anthony
Ugalde received a UNM grant to carry out research In Colombia.
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4. Pub II cations:

Morrts Forslund: "Age, Occupation and Conviction Rates of White and
Negro 1-lalas: A Case Study," The Rocky MOuntain Soefal Science Journal, 1\prll
1969, pp. 141-l46; 20 reviews In the library ,fpurnal.
G! lber:-r W. Merkx: 11lega! ldad, Camblo Poi ltfco, e !mpac'l·o Soelal. an
los Camblos de Pres(dentas Latinoamerlcanos, t930-1965, 11 Ravlsta latinoamarlcana

de Soelologla (Buenos Aires), December 1968; 11 Ciclos EconO!!llcos e lnterve;\n'"'
clones Armadas en Ia Argentina, 8S70-1966, 11 Revlsta latlnoamerlcana de Soclo.l,!),gl~

February 1969.

Richard F. Tomasson: "Relig!'on

Is

Irrelevant In Sweden," Trans-action.

.

December 1968, pp. 46-53; "The Religious Situation in S11eden." Soetal r.ompass,
.

/

No. 6 Cl968), pp. 491-498; Review 'of Blrgltta Llnner, Sex end Society In
Slfaden In Arnarlcan-Scandlnavlan Review •. Summer 1968, p. 200.

Charles E. Woodhouse: Co-editor with Henry J. Tobias of Mlnorltl'es.
and

Pol ltlcs,

.~nlversl.ty of Now Max leo Press, 1969 (Woodhouse wrote the

Introduction to this volume which corislsi·s of flva other original artlcl.es.)
Mary Riege (Teachlng Assistant): "The Call Girl and tha Dance Teacher:
A Comparative j\nalysls,"

Corn~.!)

JourriaLof Social Relatlonf>, 4 (Spring 1969) •

pp. 58-71.

5. other research projects completed during period:
Forslund, "Drlnl{lng Among High School Students" (with Thomas J. Gustafson)

forthcoming In Ths Journal of the National Assoelatlon of Secondary School
Principals;

Revle~1

forthcoming

of ln.Thelr own Baht'!lf: Voices from i·he M<rr91.u.

\Charles McGaghy. at. ,al. eds.» In The American Sociological Review: Article

submitted for publication

11 A Compar~son

of Negro and White Crime Rates, 11

"Soclcaconomle status and Relative Level of Occupational Aspiration'' (with
Lenton Mairy); In progress, a reader. In deylant behavior theory 'tentatlvoly
·J'!tlsd Explanations of Deviance and a study of the contributions of Adolpha
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Quete!et i"o the early deveiopmant of sociology and cr!mlnoiogy.
Grande is ~Jorldng on further developmant of models for organizations In
society related to research projects fn

wnlch

he was Involved at Cornell

during 1967-68.

Maler has two articles submitted for publication: "Instrumentally and
Non-Instrumentally Oriented Col lege Alms of Undergraduates and Their Parents;''

"Sex and Status VarfatUons In Modes of Parental Influence on Students'
Dac!s!ons to Go to College. 11 (the latter tentatively accepted by Q!l!.2.

Soctologlca! Rav1ew; a version of the former accepted for prasentat,on
at the 1969 Annual Meetings of Amarlcan Sociological Association.)
Ma.-l(x:The following articles are to be pub I I shed: "Sectoral Clashes and

Pol ftrcat Change: The Argentine Experlenca, 11 Latln American Research Review,
July-August !969; "Crisis ln New Msxico"(wlth Richard J. Griego), Tr:ans-actlon,
August 1969; "Recessions and

Rebel~

Ions in Argenttna," lni"ernai'lonal Journal

of Comoarat!ve Sociology_ (\'Jfntar 1970); "Ravolui"lonary Ideology In Argentina,"

In Juna Nash (ad.) Ideology and Social Change In Latin America;" 11Mudanca
Polttlca na Argentina Pos-Peron, 11

~

(Rlo de Janeiro>, December 1969;

Ravle\t of Constructive Change In Latin America, Cole Blaslar (ed.), Amar!can
~clologica! Revle~.

forthcoming.

Tomasson submlii·ad complete and edited msnuscrlpt of Sweden:

of the Modern

Socle·~x_

(425 pp.) to Random House, April

1969~

Prototn?.!!.

final revision

of "The 8ttraordlnary Success of the Swedish Social Democrats," (38 pp.)
submittsd to Journar of Pol ii'lcs to1· publication In Augusi· 1969 Issue;
Hna~

l"avlslon

o~

"Scandln<lvlan

Students and ths Polftfcs of Organized

RadlcaHsm, 11 {47 pp.) sobmltted for publication InS. M. llpset 1 ed.#
Students ln ~ (Boston: Houghton Miff lin. September 1969) with Erl k

A4!ardt; Tomasson's co-translation of Tlngsten 1 s The Swedish Social Democrats

-------------

--
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may go to Un.lve;slty of Cal lfQrnla Press; Tomasson Is beginning to learn
Icelandic.
Ugalde completed book: Conflict and Consensus In a Mexican City: A
Study of Political tntegratlon, forthcoming December 1969, UNM Press.
Woodhouse completed project "influence of a Campus Environment on
Student Commltmant i'o a Para-Military Organization," under grant from AIr
Force Office of Selent! He Research,. H years, $26,000 <wrote technical
report,

0fflcer Training In Transition: A Participant-observer Study of an

11

Air Force ROTC Summer Field Training Unlt. 11

Bagan research on Negro

political organizations In the South, starting with field work In New Orleans,
Louisiana.
6. Activities In Learned and Professional Societies:

fo;slund attended workshop on the problems of youth and youth serving
agencies, Los Alamos, N.M., Sept. 26-27, 1968, sponsored by the N.M. Juvenile
P;obatlon Association; Rocky Mountain Social Science Association Meetings,
May 2-3, 1969, lubbocl<, Texas - Paper Read:

11

Standardlzai'lon ot Negro Crime

Rates for Negro-Whli"e Differences In Age illnd Socloeconornlc Status," South~Jestern

and Rocky rt.ountaln Division, American Academy for the Advancement of

Science Meetings, May 7-10, Colorado Springs, Colo. - Paper Read: "The
Relative Influence of Peers, Parents, arid Sex on the Drinking 8ahavfor of
High Scnool Senlors 11

Grande

~1as

(~tlth

Thomas J. Gustafson).

appointed chat rman of the Constitution and By l.aws Subcommittee;

international OommJttee for Rural Sociology, January 1969;

reele~~ed

vfce

chairman of FAO Working Party for Rural Sociological Problems In Europe,
August i 968.
Mark~

participated In the First Annual Conference of the Latin American

Studies Association. New York City, October 1968; delivered paper on '1Ravo-

!utlonary ldsology and Argentine Social Change" at the 1968 meetings of the
Amarlcan Association for 1"he Advancement of Science, Dallas 1 Texas, December
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!968; delivered paper at the COnference on Sectoral Clashes and Social,

Economic, and Poll-tical Change In Latin America, University of \tlsconsin.
Milwaukee, Aprll 15-19, 1969 (papl'!r called "Sectoral Clashes and PoHtlcal
Change: The Argentine Exper"'ence").
romasson attended national meetings of ASA, Boston. September !968;
read paper "Class DJfferences In Swaden and i"he United states: A Comparative

Study," at Pacific Sociological Association meetings, Seattle, April 1969;,
Ugalde attended latin American Studies Association, New York, November
1968.

1·/oodhouse ·attended meetings of the American Soclo,oglcal Association,
Boston, August 1968, and meetings of the Southern Sociological Society, New
Orleans, April 1969.

1. other Professional Activities:
Forslund gave a lecture "A Sociological Perspective on Drug Addiction."
OSi Narcotics Seminar, february 12, 1969, Kl1-tiand AFB; "Alcohol, Alcoholism

and Crime, 11 Sandia Base, April 23, 1989.
Tomasson was director, Generic Training,

Ne~1

Careei"s; lecture "Man and

V!oman In Sweden'' at Unitarian Church, January 1969.
Woodhouse conducted an evaluation of the irish Channel Action Foundation
Advocacy Planning Program In New Orleans, La. (OEO) ior Kirschner Associates;
served as Field Raadar for
presented guest
Net!

hlc·~ure

u.s.

Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare;

for course In Urban Pol !tics at Tulane UnJverslty,

Orleans, May 1969.
3. Non-teaching University service:
Forslund was faculty advisor to sociology majors; on scholarship

committee of Col lege of Arts and Sciences.

Granda was member ad hoc faculty committee tor reinstatement of suspended
students, Fall 1968; member ad hoc committee for screening proposals for

I

.~
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Undergraduate Seminar Prog1·am in the Social Sciences, Spring 1969.
Meier was faculty advisor for University College and Arts and Science
sophomores; Col lege of Arts and Sciences Co11111lttee on Human Subjects In
Research.
Markx was faculty sponsor; SDS, Black Students Union; Member, Advisory
Board, ISRAD; Member, President's Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Minority
Students; Member, Graduate School Fellowship Committee.
Tomasson was chairman, Sociology Department; Member, Graduate School
Speal~ers Committee; Member, Health Services Program Committee; Member, A&S

commit-tee to lnvestfgate relations between administration and. the college.
Faculty advisor to graduate students; faculty sponsor of Amlgos Anonymous.
9. Public Service:
Forslund was a

n~rnber

of Acoma PTA; member, Crime and Delinquency Com-

mittee of Model Cities, Albuquerque; Advisor, State of New Mexico Crime
Commission.
Tomasson was advisor, Albuquerque Goals Program.
10. None.
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I.

REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Wayne C, Eubank - Chairman

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant Achievements during the Academic Year, 1968-69
1.

Enrollment
Enrollment in the Department of Speech for 1968-69 was about

tqe same as for 1967-68--down about 4% the first semester and up
about 4% the second semester.

However, graduate enrollment in

the department was the largest ever--36 students during the first
semester and 31 during the second semester.

Continued increase

in graduate enrollment is expected during the coming year.
2.

New Courses
Thirteen new courses

t~ere

approved during the year--eight in

the field of speech pathology and audiology, two in public address
and rhetoric, one in communication theory, and

tt~o

in general

speech (General Semantics and Seminar in Foreign Accent),
3.

Undergraduate Seminar Program
Under the direction of Dr. Dudley Wynn, a new undergraduate

seminar program will be offered next fall.

The Department of

Speech will participate in this program with an offering entitled
"The Rhetoric of Black Power."
4.

Linguistics and Language Pedagogy Program
In the Fall of 1969 an interdisciplinary major in Linguistics

and Language Pedagogy will be offered,

Courses comprising this

major will be taken from current offerings in various departments
in the Arts and Sciences College and in the College of Education.
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The new major is coordinated and administ~red by a committee composed of members from participating departments.· Some nine courses
in the Department of Spee,ch fail within the proyince ol; this new
Linguistics and Language Pedagogy major.
5.

Television-Radio
As a result of the agreement with the Department of Journalism

for formal interdisciplinary study, it is now possible for a student
to pursue an official emphasis in TV-Radio on any of four bases:
(1) Speech Major with Emphasis in Television-Radio,

(2) Dramatic

Art Major (College of Fine .Arts) with Emphasis :i,n Television-Radio,
(3) Speech Major with Emphasis in Television-Radio-Journalism, and
(4) Journalism Major with Television-Radio Emphasis.

Discussion

with Journalism concerning possible additional interdepartmental
cooperation and relationship is continuing.
Enrollment in Television-Radio courses remained at about the
same levels as in the las.t two years, with the exception of Speech
520, Seminar in Television and Radio, where, surprisingly, student
interest not only justified its scheduling for the third successive
year but resulted in an increase in enrollment to 12, doubling
previous registration for the course.
Students in Speech 251, Introduction to Radio

!

Television,

this year not only had the opportunity to observe on-the-air operation of KNME-TV but also the operation of KUNM-FM, the student
radio station, through the cooperation of KUNM management.
265, Production Procedures

in~~

Speech

Television: students

participated in one of three weekly lab sections, gaining experience
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as cameramen, floor manager, audio control., switcher, assistant
director, and director.

Speech 480, Advanced Television-Radio

Production and Directing: students produced and directed

lS~minute

program projects with responsibility for all phases of production
and. opportunity for analysis of the videotapedproduct,

Speech

465, Broadcast Programming and Policy.: students made analytical
studies of the programming of on-air radio or TV stations .and
foilowed these with critical analyses and recommended restructuring.
Speech 520, Seminar in 'l'elevision and

~:

reports and discussion

covered virtually every phase of current broadcasting.
During the summer of 1968, Professor Bundy served for the
second time as Visiting Lecturer and Coordinator, "Radio-TV for
Teachers" at the University of Arizona, with several KNME on-air
teachers teaching content units of the course, and also as Visiting
Professor for an NDEA Summer Communications Institute at the Uni•
versity of Idaho.
In this year of expanded Public Broadcasting and experimental
interconnection, Dr. Bundy continued to lead regional planning
and development, serving as Chairman of the Publ.ic Broadcasting
Committee and Vice-Chairman of the Telecomtnunications Council of
the Federation of Rocky }fountain States and as Vice-President of
the Rocky :Hountain Corporation for Public llroadcasting and was
designated to participate in national policy operational development as a member of the Interim Interconnection Management Group
of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting and of the NAEB's
Advisory Council of Regional Networks and its Program Selection
Committee.
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6,

Forensic Program
This year about 25 UNM students successfully participated in

21 intel;"collegiate tournaments in 11 states,

Overall squad win-

loss performance was above average and the educational benefit to
students was both observable and valuable,

One of the better

Senior Division debate teams was in the final rounds in tournaments
in California, Oklahoma and Wyoming.

The UNM team representative

in the Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha national tournament in
Lincoln, Nebraska won four of their six debates.

Next year's

Junior Div;!.sion squad gives promise of being both large and of
high quality since a number of good students around the state have
indicated a desire to participate in the program.

Two outstanding

freshmen from out of state have indicated they would enroll at UNM
next fall.

An increase in the number of students participating

in the forensics program is expected in 1969-70,

During the year

the UNH forensics squad performed numerous services for the high
schools of New Mexico.

The squad hosted a High School Forensics

Festival during the semester break, which attracted about 200
students from throughout the state,
the

Ne1~

This Spring the squad hosted

Mexico State Championship Forensics Tournament.

The forensics staff and students provided judging and administrative services for a number of high school invitational
tournaments in Albuquerque.

This summer, high school students .and

coaches will participate in a forensics workshop held by the
forensics staff at UNM.

This project sl1ould upgrade the number of

and interest irt forensics by students who should eventually enroll
at the University of New Mexico.
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Expanding the nature and usef1,1lness of the forensics program,
the squad participated in two audience debates at the State Penitentiary in Santa Fe.

The squad also provided the services of

judges, lecturers and performers at events sponsored by civ.:i.c
organizations such as the American Legion and the. Optimists Club.
Junior high schools and high schools within the . city expressed
remarkable interest in interpretation programs that were presented
to Speech-Engl.ish classes and other student groups in the
Albuquerque Public Schools system.
Tha Department of Speach of the University of

Ne~~

Mexico hosted

its eighth annual Duka City-Intercollegiate Forensics Tournament
in December, which was attended by 25 colleges and universities
from 12 states.

As an opener for the tournament, a public debate

was held between the University of Southern California and Furman
University of South Carolina.

7..

Communication Area
Dr. Hughey continues to perform near miracles in the contrnunica-

tion area.

Four courses vrere taught in the area this year,

Enrollment increased 250% over last year.

Of the 11.5 students

enrolled in communication courses, more than 30% were graduate students.

Sixteen masters and doctorate· students from Speech, Business

Administration, Educational Administration, Educational Foundations,
Sociology, and Physical Education are currently working under plans
of study •1ith either a major or minor emphasis in commu)lication,
nearly double the number of students in the area last year.
During the year, one doctoral study

~vas

completed, three disser-

tations neared completion, and five pilot studies were executed.
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This year sa1; the establishment of an on-going research
gram conc;!erning communication sensitivity.

pro~

,Several research

instruments were qeveloped .and refined,
8.

Speech Pathology and Audiology
a,

Training Philosophy.

Concurren.t with other program

changes has been a retHinking and formalization' of the philosophy
underlying speech pathology and at1diology a.t the University of
New Hexico.
The

ultimat~

goal of the progeam is to prepare specialists

who are concerned basically with systems, structures and functions
that make human communication ;possible and with· effects of delay,
maldevelopment and disturbances in communicative behavior.

The

training program at the University of New Hexico endorses the ,ASIU\
11

Standards of Clinical Competence" with the masters degreie as the

minimum level of professional preparation,
Basic to the tra;irting philosophy is the concept of the ind;l.vual as a communication unit,

Hith this as a focal point, an

attempt is now being made to provide in the undergraduate curriculum a wide sampling of offerings with emphasis on speech and
hearing science and on study of the physical, biological and
and psychological systems upon which the npxmal communication
process depends,
At

t~e

graduate level, students who elect a clinical program

are prepared as speech and hearing specialists

1~ho

can function

in a variety of professional settings.
Consistent with the above philosophy, the undergraduate may
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receive his first contact with speech and hearing sciep.<;:e
in his sophomore year.

.£!:! ~

From this point on he maintains a one-·

two course per semee;ter contact in speech and hearing science

courses

whi~e

developing a broad background in adjoining areas

such as child development, ·education, psychology, and physical,
and biological science,

He also is given opportunities to

observe in the speech and hearing center and to manipulate certain
types of diso-rdered verbal behavior in laboratori.es attached to
speech and hearing science theory courses.

However, emphasis is

maintained on scientific understanding of the normal processes
of communication continuum,

At the graduate level, the student

moves toward intensive clinical special,ization in speech pathology
or audiology although the total speech-hearing-language function
continues to be stressed,
b,

Curriculum Modifications,

Recognizing that curriculum

development must be an ongoing process and that modification of
course content as well .as introduction of

ne~~

courses must keep

pace with developments in the profession, the entire speech

~:~nd

hearing curriculum has been placed under close scrutiny,
The staff is studying undergr11duate

cou:~:se

offerings from

other departments in an effort to determine what sequence or
sequences of courses might best provide the desired basic science
orientation.

Undergraduate offerings ;l.n the Sjleech department

also are being reviewed with the aim of changing departmental requirements for majors in speech pathology and audiology by
reducing the number of courses required in other areas.

Several

changes have been made to strengthen the speech pathology and
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audiology curriculum both at the undergraduate and graduate levels
(see page 1) ,
.These courses reflect the emerging
and hearing science orientation,

undergraduat~

basic speech

Also, as can be seen fro111 the

course titles and descriptions, formal laboratory teaching is
being integrated into the curriculum as. a major facet of training,
The faculty feels that a lecture-laboratory relationship such as
this will afford .a unique and fruitful approach in teaching fundamental scientific concepts of the communication process.

Current

plans are to extend the lecture-laboratory orientation into clinical science courses in speech pathology and audiology taught at the
undergraduate and graduate levels.
c.

Development of 'teaching Materials.

A teaching film dealing

with evaluation and diagnosis of.cerebral palsied children is being
prepared under the direction of Dr, Dolores Butt.

The film, which

follows cerebral palsied children through vatious steps of speech;
langgage and hearing evaluation, ;is being made through support from
the New Mexico Elks Cerebral Palsy Commission.

Dr, Butt also

participated in the production of "Watch Them Learn," a film made
in conjunction with the Albuquerque Public Schools.

This film deals

with language and learning ;in disabled children.
d,

Training Facilities

!!!!.!!

Equipment.

Training facilities .have

been expanded by the addition of space at 1805 Roma, N,E.
have been designated as

prima~ily

research space.

Two rooms

These rooms

~lso ~

provide additional space for seminars and staff meet;ings.
Dr. fletcher has been granted permission by the Nedical School
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to use the Nedical School anatomy laboratories in teaching the
laboratory portion pf Speech 450: Anatomy and Physiology of Speech
and Hearing,

The facilities .are made. available one afternoon each

week for a three hour period,

rwo adult cadavers were provided

for the class.
A number of clinical and research instruments· have been acquired
during the 1968•69 grant year.

Dr, Samuel Fletcher brought approx-

imately $15,000 worth of equipment with bim from Utah State
University to be used primarily in the study of speech physiology.
A dual beam oscilloscope (Tektronix 502A) was recentl.y purchased to
be used both for research in speech and hearing and also as a
teaching instrument in basic science courses.
ment includes a Phonic Mirror (H.

c.

*ew clinical equip-

Electronics), a wet bath

spirometer (Collins "Vitalometer''), two portable audiometers (Bel tone
lOD) and an infant screening audiometer (H.

c.

Electronics).

An

electto-acoustic impedance meter (Hadsen Z0-70) was acquired partially through support from the mental retardation program of the
Nental Development Center,
e.

Facilities for Supervised Clinical Practicum, Diagnostic

speech, hearing, and language evaluations and therapy were conducted
by professional staff and by graduate students in a number of settings with a variety of patients during the period covered by this
report,

These activities are detailed below according to types of

problems, ages of patients, refe1:ral sources, and facilities at
which the services

~vere

offered.

1) University Speech and Hearing Center.

The number and

types of speech and language evaluations performed in the Speech and
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Hearing Center as part of the regular training clinics are listed
by age groupings in the following table:

Pre-

~£!Disorder

Stuttering
Foreign Dialect
Articulation
Delayed Speech and
language
Voice
Cleft- Palate
Tongue Thrust

scliO'ol

0

2
0

0
0

4
39

8

5

1

1

9
0
0

2
3
1

1
0

0

0

0
1
0
0

4

...i

TOTALS ·20

13

2

49

84

3

9
39
15

0

Referral sources for the above evaluations were as

11
5

l

follo~s:

Medical (Private· physicians and Hedical 'School) 20
Speech pathologists • • • • • • • •
• 3
•• 22
~ persons (Self, family, friends)

. ·~

Agency ~ ~· • • • • •· • • • • •

TOT,t,.L

84

In addition to the above, evaluations were conducted in the
Speech and Hearing Center on a regularly scheduled basis for
children referred through the New Mexico Elks. Cerebral l'a;lsy
Commission and the Mental Retardation Division of the CommunityMedical School Mental Development Center.

A total of 29 cerebral

palsied children and 33 mentally retarded children received comprehe.nsive .evaluations in these clinics.
patients

'~ere

The mentally reta'I'ded

referred directly by James A. B1:owder, M.D., head

of the mental Tetardation program.

The cerebral palsied children

uere referred indirectly by various medical :;ources through the
Elks Commission,
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Taking into account the. regular out-patient clinics

~:~nd

the

evaluations for cerebral palsied and mentally retarded children, a
total of 146 persons received speech and/or language evaluations
in the Speech and Hear,ing Center during the per.iod September l April 21.
Therapy services in ·the .clinic were· provided primarily by
graduate students;

hm~ever,

limited trea'tment was provided by pro-

fessional staff members on a demonstration basis.

Types of prob-

lems and numbers of patients seen for therapy are detailed by age
groupings in the following table:

~

2!._ Disorder

PreSchool

Ages
6-14

~

Adult

Total

0
0

10

1

9
28
2

0
0
1

0
0
0

5
1
5

Stuttering
Foreign Dialect
Articulation
Delayed Speech
and Language
Hyper Nasality
Voice
Tongue Thrust
Aphasia
Other

3
0
0
0
0
0

3

1

7

0
1

0
0

2

_!

2
2

GRAND TOTALS

7

20

5

43

75

0
0

4

1
0
8

2

1
4
3

28

15

Clinical services in audiology as part of the training program
were provided at the Speech and Hearing Center and at Bernalillo.
County Medical Center during this project report period,

Plans

are being formalized to expand auditory testing and aural rehabilitation services to the Veterans Administration Hospital.

The

practicum program will be re-initiated at Lovelace Clinic as soon
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as audiology students reach an adequate :level of clinical profiency to 1rork in that setting,
Clinical activities at the Speech and Hearing Center during
the report period are detailed in the following table:

~

.£!. Disorder

Pre. School

Hearing
Evaluations
Hearing Aid
Evaluations
Hearing Aid
Rechecks
TOTALS

Ages
6-12
13... 18

Adults

Total

64

77

10

40

:).91

7

5

4

18

34

1

5

0

4

_1Q

72

87

14

62

235

The aural rehabilitatic;m program toras started in February 1969,
under the direction of Dr. Richard Hoo4.

Patients in this clinic

presently include four nearing-impaired adults and five young
scltool children who are receiving individual treatment, and a group
of five hearing-impaired junior high school students,

This summer

the junior high group will receive intensive aural rehabilitation
and academic t1,1toring three hours daily for

si~

weeks.

Appro~i-

mately ten other patients will receive less intensive treatment
during the sununer.
2) Bernalillo County Medical

~·

Testing at

Bernali~lo

County Medical Center was recently initiated as part of the E,N,T,
Out-patient Service,

Routine pure tone testing is done in that

setting, with patients requiring more comprehensive evaluations
being referred to the Speech and Hearing Center,

Approximately 30

patients have been tested at the Bernalillo County Medical Center,
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3) Veterans Administration Hospital.
period six graduate

stm~ents

During this report

participated in diagnostics and

therapy at the Veterans Administration Hospital.

:!:he types of

disorders and numbez:s of patients available for observation or
pl;'acticum were as follows,:

1lE!:. of Disorder

Therapy

Diagnostics

Aphasia
Dysarthria
Stuttering
Laryngectomee
Voice
Totals

102
25
2
3
6

30
6
1
3
3

138

43

Clinical activities at the V.A, Hospital were supervised
primarily by Dr. Bruce

~orch,

Chief, Speech Pathology and Audiology,

Dr. Samuel Fletcher and Dr. Richard Hood, consultants to the V.A.
program, also participated in clinical activities and supervised
some practicum.
4)

Other

~rograms.

Other facilities and programs Uti-

lized for training were the Day

Tr~ining

Center £or Retarded

Children, the Albuquerque Public Schools, the Grants Municipal
School System, and the Office of Economic Opportunity pre-school
program.

Dr, Dolores Butt had the major responsibility for

orga~

nization and supervision of the speech and language training
activities in these programs,
Recipients of R.S.A. traineeships were required to participate in as wide a variety of the available diagnostic and therapeutic activities as possible with adult patients.

However, they

also were encouraged to gain practicum experience with children in
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order to develop themselves as well-rounded clinicians.
f.

Inter-Departmental-Cooperation in Planning and Providing

Training.
1)

A program designed to ·orient first year medical students

from the University of New Mexico School of Medicine to communication disorders will be conductedin:.May by Speech and Hearing
Center personnel.

This program will

~onsist

of lectures on audi-

ology and speech pathology, a toui: of the Speech and Hearing Center,
and laboratory demonstrations .of diagnostic techniques. · Enthusiastic
:response has been given the program since its inception in 1965,
Plans now are being made to

e~pand

the program to include lectures

and demonstrations for second and third year students and for resident physicians in various specialty areas.

This year's pt:ogram

will be increased from four hours to appt:dximately eight hours of
lecture and other activities.
2)

Resident physicians in pediatrics are now receiving ex-

perience with speech, hearing, and language disordered persons as
part of their resident training.

Each physician spends one-half

day a week in the Speech and Hearing Center during his neurology
rotation.
3)

Reciprocal teaching arrangements have been made with

several individuals and programs within the University of New Mexico
School of Medicine.
4)
and

~wdical

A formal proposal has been submitted to the University
School administration for development of a Communica-

tion Disorders Unit at the Medical School.

'l'he dean of the School

of Medicine, Robert Stone, has appointed two of his faculty to
serve with Drs. Fletcher and Lamb as a committee to formulate plans
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fot: such a unit and to act as liaison between the present program
and the School of Nedic;l.ne,
g.

Collaboration~~

Rehabilitation ·Agencies and Other

Community Rehabilitation Programs
1) Practicum training and obset;vation fot: students in
sp.eech pathology and audiology is available in a number of; university affiliated programs.

These include:

a.
b,
c,
d,
e,
f.
g,
h,

Veterans Administration Hospital
Rehabilitation Center, Inc,
Albuquerque Hearing and Speech Center
Day Training Center
Albuquerque Public Schools
Public school classroom.s for the acoustically handicapped
New Mexico School for the Deaf
Bernalillo County Medical Center

2)

Lecture

~~

Consultants,

A speech pathology-

audiology lecture series was initiated at the University in the
Fall of 1968,

The f;it:st speaker was Dr, Duane Logue, Di:rector of

the Speech and Language Study Unit of the Child Development Center
of the University of Miami, Miami, Florida.

In

:~ovember,

1968,

Dr, Logue lectured to the speech pathology and audiology group on
"Recent Research in Language: Its Clinical Implications."

lie also

presented a talk at the Medical School on "Pediatric Aspects of;
Communication Disorders."
The second speaker •1as Dr. Richard Hood, Assistant Professor
of Audiology at Colorado State University, who visited the Univet:sity
in Decembet:_, 1968, to lecture on "Recent Trends in Speech Audiometry."
Dr, Hac Steer, Head, Department of Audiology and Speech
Science, Purdue University, visited the University as guest lecturer
and consultant to the pt:ogram in May, 1969,
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Dr, Steer spoke on the

topic "Speech Pathology, Language Pathology and Audiology: Past,
Present and Future. 11 11e also consulted with the speech pathology
and audiology staff and the University administrationregardiil&
program development.
h.

Grant Support,

Several grants continue to enhance the

program in Speech Pathology and Audiology.

,About $100,000 'Will

be received by the Department this fiscal year,

Twelve trainee•

ships' are.presently supported from grant funds as well as portions
of the salaries of nrs. Fletcher, Lamb and Hood.

Additional gr.;1nt

requests are in process and the Department anticipates increased
grant aid in the future, primarily for equipment and traineeships
and fellowships,
B.

Significant Plans artd Recommendations
1.

fo:t;

the Near Future.

~

The Department of Speech anticipates upgrading the position
presei)tly held by Dean Betz at the master's level to a supervisor
with a Ph.D. for the fall semester of 1970.

The large number o!

graduate students now engaged in clinical training necessitates
the upgrading of this position.
During the coming year, the Department will try to fill ·the
vacancy created by the resignation of Dr. J. Douglas Gibb with

~

candidate in the field of general speech 'jith a specialty in Speech
Education.
2.

Core Requirements for Department of Speech Majors
The Department of Speech is currently developing a Core require-

ment for speech majors and minors which
three-hour courses.

~tould

consist of three

The Core program is designed .to: 1) eliminate
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needless duplication in lo1ver division courses; 2) maximize the
advantages of the rich diversity of influences and approaches to
communication presently available in the Department; and 3) provide
the student with a broad base program o:t; communication theory and
practice as early in his career as possible.
3.

Space
!o'er years the Department of Speech has contemplated occupying

the space presently taken by KNME-TV in the front of the building.
Finally the assurance of; a new television station building is
certain.

However, the station will probably not move. be:!; ore the

late Fall of 1969.

Since the space vacated will require consider-

able revamping, the departmental office will probably not be moved
before the Summer of 1970.

Some three or four rooms presently

occupied by the departmental office and professors will then be
available in the rear of the building for SJ?eech pathology-audiology
clinical use.
4.

lJoctoral Program
:(n May of this year, the llepartment of Speech submitted an in-

formal request to the UNM administration regarding a tentative
date for a doctoral program in Speech.

The following reply was

received from Vice President Chester G. Travelstead on Hay 14:
"I appreciate the careful documentation which your memo of May 7'
gives to the need, resources, curriculum, and costs a£ a proposed
Ph.D. program in Speech. The l3EF moratorium on new graduate
programs, ho1vever, precludes the possibility of the program receiving £;i.nal approval for at least a yq<lr and perhaps ~ighteen
months,
"Heam/hile, if you feel that you would like to have a fully developed
proposal ready to submit at the end of the moratorium, you can
plan toward that end; but you should be under no misapprehens~ons
about when approval can be granted and implementation begun."
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The Department of Speech is pleased with administrative approval to develop a final prospectus, which will probably be. submitted
during the first semester of 1970:-71.

The BEF moratorium on ne111

Ph.D. programs is presumed to be in effect for 12-18 months.
Actually, this moratorium will not affect the Department of Speech
plans, since our target date for the start of the doctoral program
is September, 1971.

(Attached is a copy of the. informal proposal

and Vice President Travelstead'.s reply,)
5.

Speech and llearing Facilities in the Bernalillo County

~!edical

~·
Discussions are·in progress regarding the development of a
clinical facility for Speech and, Rearing in the Bernalillo County
Medical Center as a part of the joint Speech Department-Medical
School program,

The timetable calls for allocation of space in

the out-patient department o:f; .the }!edical Center when the new
hospital wing is completed,

Limited space is already available in

the out-patient department for routine testing during weekly E.N.T.
clinics,
6.

New Housing for Speech Pathology-Audiology Clinic.
Discussions axe in progress pertaining to the construction of

a joint facility on the UNM campus for study and treatment of
communication processes and disorders.

Representatives of the

Albuquerque Hearing and Speech Center and the New Mexico School
for the Deaf have expressed keen interest in such a joint facility
through which the speech and hearing programs of each agency could
be coordinated and integrated to the maximum benefit of all.
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TI1e feasibility of such a: facility is being pursued by the· t1qo
.agencies and UNM.

If details can be worked out, a formal request

for such a building will be prepared in the
7.

Proposed

~1

n~ar

future.

Institute for Biocommunication Studies

Early in the Fall o£ 1968, Dr. Samuel Fletcher submitted a pro-:posal to the UNM administration requesting the establishment: of all
Institute for Biocommunication Studies,
On February 17 a meeting was held concerning a.preliminary
proposal for a

~f

Institute for Biocommunication

Studi~s.

Attendees at that meeting included staff member.s .from a number of
departments in Arts and Sciences and in He.dicine.

The specific

purpose of the meeting was to explore on-campus interest .in such
an institute and desire to participate should it be authorized.
The coJ:lsensus of those in attendancewas that:
I.

A need exists for closer contact between and among various
groups and. individuals who are studying the communicatio'{i
process.

2.

The proposed Institute could serve· as an important foCal
point for cooperative research and training.

3.

Federal interest and support which might facilitate such
a development should be explored.

Specific to the final point above was that representatives from
the

Publi~:.

Health Service who had previously expressed interest in

and encouragement for development of a biocommunication program.
should be contacted for further clarification of possible financial
support.
On the basis of these recommendations a continuing dialogue
has been developed with two agencies of the Public Health Service:
the Neurological and Sensory Disease Control Program, and tl1e
National Institute for Child Health and Human Development.
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The NSDCP has recently expressed interest in establishing a
fie:!.cl·resea:i:ch laboratory for interdisciplinary st:t.tdy or commun-.
ication·disorders.

Sucncal~boratot:y

could be aU:I.:Uated with

the Institute .for Bioconununica!:ion Studies if UNM were to be
chosen·as the site for it•
On April 22-24. 1969, Dr, Jqseph Stewart. Director. and Dr.
Terry Genz, Progr;am Management Officer, visited qur c11mpus for
more detailed exploration of the proposal.

During the~isit

Drs, Stewart and Genz expressed keen interest in the proposal
and .seemed pleased with the int~rest and numerous facilities
available at UNN and in

~:lew

Hexico.

Dis.cussion concerning the

feasibility of such a federal laboratory affiliated with. the
Institute for lliocommunication Studies at UNM will continue in
the coming months,
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C.

.Appointments i:o Staff
Faculty
Samuel G. Fletcher
Utah State University
Professor and Director, Speech Pathology and .Audiology
September 1, 1968
Richard .a. Hood
ColQrado State University
Assis.tant Professor of Audiology
January l, 1969
Harold o. Ried
'J.'rartsferred from lJivision of Continuing Education
Professor in Speech
September 1, 1968 ·
Non-Faculty
Michael Crum
University of Tennessee
Clinical Supervisor, Audiology
September 1, 1968
Kerstin Engstr!:!m
Utah State University
Clinical Supervisor, Speech Pathology
January 15, 1969

D.

Separations from Staff
Faculty

J. Douglas Gibb
.Assistant Professor of Speech
Separation Date: June 30, 1969
Non-Faculty
Dean W. Betz
Supervisor, Speech and Hearing Center
Separation Date: June 30, 1969

I
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II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual Biographical Supplements
1.

2.

Advanced Study
a.

Judith 1-1. Carey
Continued progress on the Ph.D. degree, to be completed
June 1969. A revised draft of the dissertation was submitted
to her dissertation committee April 20, 1969 and was approved.

b.

Robert c. Dick
Completed doctoral work at Stanford University. Conferral
of Ph.D. in Rhetoric and Public Address wili be in June, 1969.
Final title of dissertation: "Rhetoric of the Negro Ante-Bellum
Protest Movement."

c.

Lloyd E. Lamb
Received Certificate of Clinical Competence in Audiology,
awarded by the American Speech and Bearing Association.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, travel, etc.
a.

E. Hayne Bundy
Visiting Lecturer, Coordinator, "Radio-TV for Teachers,"
University of Arizona, Tucson, June 17-July 20, 1968 (First
and fourth weel's in residence, coordination responsibility
other weeks ~dth three of our on-camera teachers instructirtg.)
Visiting Professor, NDEA Summer Communications Institute,
University of Idaho, Moscm~, Idaho, July 1968.

b.

Fred

c.

Wayrte c. Eubank
Traveled around the world during the summer of 1968, east
through Europe, the }!iddle East; the Far East, Down Under
through Australia, New Zealand, etc.

d.

Brenda J. Hancock
Traveled in Spain and Portugal, June-September 1968.

e,

Cullen B. Otvens
Tour a£ the Pacific Northwest and California coast.

f.

Bruce E. Porch
Invited lectures and workshop on the Porch Index of
Communicative Ability - Temple University Medical School,
February 1969; San Francisco, California, Narch 1969.

~1. Chreist
Sabbatical leave - Semester II, 1967-68. tvork on book Foreign Accent: Spanish, completion of Lincolnland Conference
on Dialectology paper.
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3,

4.

New scholastic honors·1 fellowships, etc,
a.

Robert C, Dick
Was provided $100 grant from Stanford University for
Summer, 1968, to assist in conducting J:esearch ,on Negro history.

b.

Samuel G. Fletcher
American Speech and Ue~ring Association Fello~, Nov. 1968.

Publications
a,

E. Wafine Bundy

rAn Application of Teaching Via Television to Engine~ring
Education," (with D. c. Thorn)--accepted for publication in
Engineering Education,
-'Report of the Public Broadcasting Committee," Federation
of Rocky Hountain States, Inc,, 1968.
"l'eachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Music-4,)' KNME-TV, Aug. 1968, Editor,
"Teachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Music-S," KNME-TV, Aug. 1968, Editor,
"Teachers Guide for Classroom Utilization of Elementary
Music-6," KNME-TV, Aug. 1968, Editor.
"Report of the Public Broadcasting Committee.," Federation
of Rocky Nountain States, Inc., Feb. 1969.
Publication by Broadcast Hedia:
National network distribution:
11
Science Fare11 (/l's 14, 15 & 16), 3/half•hrs, ProducerDirector (1968) (with George Fischbeck) For WHAT'S NEW,
National Educational Television Network (N.E,T., N.Y.) 159
affiliate stations--479 half-hrs broadcast 1968-69.
''Science Fare" (II 1 s 11, 12 & 13), 3/half-hrs, ProducerDirector (1966) (with George Fischbeck) For WHAT'S NEW,
(N.E,T., N.Y.) 159 affiliate stations--479 half~hrs broadcast
1968-69
"Science Fare" (ll's 1-10), 10/17 min. segments, Producer-Director
(1963) (witb George Fischbeclc) 159 affiliate stations--1590
17/min. segments, broadcast 1968-69,
Total national exposures
2548.
Local broadcast:
"Elementary Science F.:ire-5, 11 34/20 min. segments, ProducerDirector (with George Fischbeck)
34 20 min. bdcsts
"Elementary Science Fare-6," 34/20 min. segments, !'reducerDirector (with George Fischbeck)
34 20 min. bcicsts
"Performance: lilew Mexico," 18/half-hrs, Producer-Director'
(with Tom Phillips, UNM Music Dept. & guests) 54 half-hr bdcsts
"Conversation," 14/half-hrs, Producer-Director (with Dr~ H. G.
Alexander, UNM)
14 half-In~ bdcsts
"Electromagnetic Waves," (EE-362.), 29/half•hrs, ProducerDirector (with Dr. H. D. Bradshaw, EE, UNM telecourse)
29 half-hr bdcsts
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Publications
a.

b.

E. Hayne Bundy (continued)
"The Violin Sonata,'' 12/nalf.;.hrs, Producer-.Director
(with Henri Bit tar, UNM)
26 half-11rs bdcst
"Humanities," 52/hrs, l'!oducer-j)irector
(with Dr. H. G. Alexander, UNH)
· 124 hr bdcsts
"Humanities Specials," 10/hrs, Produce:r-Director
(with Dr. H. G. Alexander, UNM)
20 hrs bdcst
"General Science-9, 11 28/half-hrs, Producer-Director
(with George Fischbeck)
30 half-hrs bdcst
"The Arts," 30/half-hrs, P!oducer-Director
(with Ralph Berkowit.:)
62 half-hrs )Jdcst
"Dental Health Special for Teachers, 11 1/hal:f-hr,
Producer-Director (with GeorgE! Fischbeck) 1 hal:f-hr bdcst
"Veterans Day Special," 1/20 min., Producer-Director
1 20 min. bdcst
Fred M. Chreist
~~£!!.!.!!.Philosophy of Disordered Communication:
Language Aspects, Proceedings of the First Lincolnland
Conference on Dialectology, University of Alabama Press, 1969
(in press). Conference l~as held _in Haren, 1968 but publica•
tion is just now. announced •
.Q!!. Defining ~ Polyglot, Proceedings of the Second
Lincolnland Cop.ference on Dialectology, E<1stern tllinois
University, Charleston, Illinois, 1969 (to be_ published by
Univ, Alabama press),

c,

Robert C. Dick
Review: Informative Speaking, Thomas Olbricht, and
Creating !!. Speech, Fred Amram and Frank Benson, for Quarterly
Journal E!, Speech, Vol. LV, No, z, April, 1969, p. 199,

d.

lvayne

e.

Samuel G. Fletcher
Fletcher, S, G,, Measurement of oral coordination by
syllable rate, Threshold 3:12-17, 1968.
Fletcher, S,G, and Heldrum, J,R., "Lingual function and
relative length of the lingual frenulum.'' J. Speech Hrng. Res,
11:382-390, 1968.

£.

Richard B. Hood
Physical concomitants of speech rhythm of deaf and
normal-bearing speakers. J. Communication Disorders, Vol, Z,
1969 (in press).

g.

Lloyd t. Lamb
Relative impedance measurements. in young children,
Archives~ Otolaryngology, 88, 1968, pp. 162-168.

c. Eubank
"The 1968 Republican Campaign" -- to be published.
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4.

Publications

h.

5.

Marilyn J, VanGraber
"I.£\.. Richards' Theory of Poetry. By Jerome P. Schiller,"
Educational Theatre Journal, Summer 1969 (a·rev:l.ew).

Otber research projects or creative work in progress or completed
during period
E.

fla~ne

a.

.Bundy
Science Fare" Ul' s l4., .15 & 16), 3 half-hr programs,
Producer-Director, For national network distribution on
WHAT'S ~Eiv, N:ational Educational Television Net~~ork (N.E.T.,
N.Y,) available to 159 affiliate stations, 479 half-hrs to
be broadcast 1968-69.
Drafted Articles of Incorporation and Bylmts for the
Rocky Mountain Corporation for Public B:t:oadcasting, 1968.
"Report of the Public Broadcasting Committee," for the
Board of Directors, the Federation of Rocky Hountain States,
Great Falls, Hont,, Sept. 1968.

b.

Dolores S. Butt
Preparation of plates for Children's Speechreading Test,
grant support from UNM fund $1,200.
$5,000 16 mm color film 11 Commurtication Problems of the
Cerebral Palsied: Evaluation"
Experimental Language Disabilities of Pre-Academic
Children. - support from Title VI Elementary and Secondary
Education Act, $5,000, January 1, 1969 - August 31, 1969.
Program to improve services to speech-handicapped school
children, Summer 1968, $5,000.
Fred M. Chreist
Continued work on Foreign~: Spanish; "Speech
Pathology, the Team Approach," a ten-year study of the N:ew
Mexico State Cleft Palate Team and its work as completed
by the Rehabilitation Center, Inc.

d.

e.

Robert c. Dick
Negotiating to collaborate with Keith St • .Ortge, of
Southern Illinois University, on a. revised edition of Creative
Speech, for Wadsworth Publishing Co.
•
Have submitted a prospectus to William C. Brown Publishers
for an argumentation text entitled Rational Debating, and a
prospectus to Rand McNally for a history anthology entitled
Negro Controversy ~ Ante-~ Protest ~·
Samuel G, Fletcher
Instrumentation for nasality and oral coordination,
Easter Seal Research :Foundation Grant No. N-6638, $16,000.
Duration: January 1, 1967 to January 1, 1969.
Continuous Palatography Instrumentation, Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories, $6,500.
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6,

f.

J, Douglas G:ibb
Article sent to Speech Monographs; .co-author, David Jabusch,

g.

Richard B. Hood
In progress: M:iddle-ear impedance of normal and pathological
ears. Book of abstracts of studies in lipreading and auditory
training,

h.

Jim D. Hughey
"Correlates of Communicator Sensitiv±ty11 iu progress.

i.

Lloyd E, Lamb
Reliability of pressure-compliance measurements (tympanometry)
on normal ears (with Richard Hood),
Clinical applications of l:ympanometry (with Richard Hood and
Thomas Norris),

j,

Cullen B. Owens
Continuing long-term research in British public address,
focusing on the Elizabethan and Stuart periods,

k.

Bruce E. Porch
VA Hospital grant - $2,000 11 The Differential Effects of Unilateral Versus Bilateral Cerebral Lesions on Test Performance" 1 year.
VA Hospital grant - $1,000 "Modification of Auditory
Processing Through the Application of Operant Conditioning" 1 year pilot study.

1.

Marilt,n J, VanGraber
;Functional Criticism: The Rhetoric of Black Power" chapter
in criticism volume to appear next year.

Activities in learned and professional societies
a.

Dean W. Betz
American Speech and Hearing Association national convention,
November, 1968, read a paper titled "Recovery from Stuttering."

b,

E; Way_ne Bundy
National Association of Educational Broadcasters, ~ducational
Television Stations Division - Member, Advisory Council of Regional
Net,~orks (one of 12 from regional groups), appointed Sept, 1968;
Advisory Council of Regional Networks, Meeting, Hashington, D,C,,
.Nov. 1968, Heeting, Chicago, Jan. 1969; Member, ETS/PS Program
Selection Committee--1967-1970 (one ofeight)- Meeting, San
Francisco, Calif,, July 1968, Meeting, Bloomington, Indiana, Sept.
1968, Heeting, llloomington, tndiana, Feb. 1969; Instructional and
Professional Services Division- Member, National Membership Committee--appointed Dec, 1968; Attended l'IAEB Annual Convention, Washington,
D.C., Nov, 1968,
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6.

b.

E. Wayne Bundy (continued)
Speech Association of America - Member, Radio-TV-Film
Interest Group; Uember, Freedom of Speech .Interest Group,
Member, Theatre Interest Group.
Phi Kappa Phi - member.

c,

Dolores S, Butt
Vice-President, United Cerebral Palsy Board of Directors,

d.

Judith W. Carey
Attended the Western Speech Association meeting in Salt
Lake City 1 Nov, 1968.

e,

F.red H•.Chreist
Hember, ASHA Committee on History, national committee
Hembe:t, NMSHA Committee on ProtessionalFees, state
committee
Member, ASHA Conference on Undergraduate Requirements
for Speech :Pathology and Audiology, New Orleans, La., Feb.
1969, (By invitation of the national committee)

f.

Robert c. bick
New Mexico. D;l.rector of National University Ej;tension
Association, 1968-69,
Directing a "Problems Paper" which is scheduled to be
read at a Debut Progra!ll of the Western Forensics Association
at;; the Western Speech Association, San Diego, in Nov. 1969,

g.

Wayne c. Eubank
Nember National Council, Delta Sigma Rho-'rau Kappa Alpha
Financial Trustee, Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
Hember, Nominating Committee, Western Speech Association
Attended Speech Association of America convention,
Chicago, Dec, 1968.
Attended Western Speech Association Conventiort, Salt
Lake City, Nov. 1968, presented paper, "'l'he ~epublican
Campaign, 1968."
Attended Del~Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha National Conference, University of Nebraska, April 1969,

h.

Samuel G. Fletcher
"The oral-nasal acoustic ratio (TONAR)," paper presented
at International Cleft Palate Congress, April 15, 1969,
"Learning about communication from animals and infants,"
New Mexico Speech and Hearing Association, October 24, 1968.
Hissouri Speech and Hearing Association, June 1968,
Invited Guest Speaker, 11 Biology of Speech."

i,

J. Douglas Gibb
Attended Speech Association of America convention, Chicago,
Dec. 1968, read paper on message variables.
Attended Western Speech Association Convention, Salt take
City, Nov. 1968.
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6.

7.

--

j.

Brenda J, Hancock
Attende.d !~estern Speech Association Convention, Salt .Lake
City, Nov. 1968,

k.

Richard.B. Hood
Attended Institute on Aural. Rehabilitation, Denver.
Paper read at ASHA Convention, 19613 1 11Air and bone conduction interaural attentuation." Co-author of another
paper at same convention.

1.

Jim D. Hughey
Attended tvestern Speech Association Convention, Salt Lake
City, Nov. 1968,
Attended Speech Association of America Convention,
Chicago, Dec. 1968.

m.

Lloyd E. Lamb
President - New Mexico Speech & Hearing Association, 1968.
Member, ASIIA Committee on Regional Coordination.
l1ember. ASHA Committee on Revisiop. of By-laws.
Papers presented: "Present status of the impedance bridge in
audio logic evaluation. 11 ASHA Conven.tion, Denver, 1968.
"Relative acoustic impedance measurements with the
mentally retarded.". ASHA Convention, Denver>l968.

n.

Cullen B, Owens
Attended Western Speech Association Convention, Salt Lake
City, Nov. 1968.

o.

Bruce E. Porch
InvHed speaker at the Albuquerque Council for Learning
Disabilities - April 1969.
Invited speaker at the Learning Disabilities Conference,
Albuquerque, May 1969.
Developed automated equipment for the treatment of aphasic
patients.
Application of video-tape and closed circuit television
to weekly class lectures.

p,

Harold o. Ried
Secretary-Treasurer, North Central Conference of Summer
Schools.

q.

Marilyn J. VanGraber
Western Speech Association -- officer, behavioral science
interest group.

Other Professional Activities

a.

Dean H. Betz
Summer of 1968, provided daily group therapy for a group
of fifth and sixth grade boys who stuttered under Title VI
arrangement with Albuquerque Public Schools,
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b,

E. Wayne Bundy
Federation of Rocky Mountain States:
Chairman, Public Broadcasting Committee, re-elect;ed July 1967.
Acting Chairman, Telecommunications Council, 1968.
Vice-Chairman, Telecommunications Council, 1969.
"Report of the Public Broadcasting Commit;tee," t() the Board
of Directors, Las Vegas, Nevada, February 1969,
Telecommunications Council meeting~ Denver, Jan, 1969,
Rocky Hountain Public Broadcasting Network, Chairman of
meetings--Washington, D.C., Nov. 1968; Tempe, Arizona:, Dec, 1968.
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, 545 Madison Avenue,
New York,· N.Y.: Member, Interim Interconnection Hanagement
Group (one of six from regions) - meeting, New York, Nov. 1968;
Meeting, Ne\~ York, Dec. 1968; Meeting, New York, Feb. 1969.
Invited participant, informal meeting with regional leaders
in field, .New York, Sept. 1968,
Rocky .Mountain .Corporation for Public Broadcasting:
Member, Board of Directors and Initial Incorporator,
Vice-fresident--elected May 1968,
Meeting of Execut.ive Committee~ March 1969, Denver, Colorado.
Meeting of Expanded Board, March 1969, Denver, Colorado,
National ~ducational Television (N.E,T,):
Affiliates Meeting, Washington, November 1968.
Western Educational Network (HEN)
Member, Board of Directors 1968-69; Meeting, Hashington, Nov. 1968,
Albuquerque Publ~c Schools: TV Program Director; Member,
Elementary Music TV Advisory Committees.
Speaking Appearances·;
"TV in the Public Schools," P, D. K,, Moscow, Idaho, July 1968,
"Education Via the Television Medium, 1' San-Bern Republican
Women's Club, Rio Rancho Estates, April 1969.
1
'Report of the Public Broadcasting Committee," to the Board of
Directors, Federation of Rocky Mountain States, Las Vegas, Nev.,
Feb, 1969,

c.

Dolores s. Butt
In-service training workshops for Office of Economic
Opportunity Child Development Centers.
Workshop for Albuquerque Public Schools Speech Pathology
Department.
Talks to Albuquerque Association for Learning Disabilities;
Ne\~ Mexico Association for Retarded Children; Dulce School
District faculty.

d,

Judith t~. Carey
Served as judge in Universit;y and High School Forensic
competitions.

e,

Fred H. Chreist
Member, Ne;r Mexico Cleft Palate. Team, 1969.
Director, University of New Hexico Voice Clinic, 1969.
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f.

Robert C, Dick
Lecture on "Campus 1Jnrest11 at First Congregational Church,
Albuquerque, April 27, 1969,
Lecture on 11 Ear1y Amel;'ican Negro Protest" at Central
Washington Stste College, April 30, 1969.

g.

Wayne c. Eubank
Addressed various of;f-campus clubs, e,g,, Kiwanis Clubs,
Lions Cl11bs, Opt:imists Cl:tibs, Key Clubs, Circle-1\: Club,
church groups and professional groups.

h.

Samuel G. Fletcher
Program committee, International Cl~ft !'~late Congress,
Houston, April 1969,
Attended ASHA National Convention, Novemper 1968,
Consultant in Speech, Primary Childrens Hospital, Salt
Lake City, Utah, June through August, 1968,

i.

Brenda J. Hancock
Judged speech tournaments at Valley High School and Rio
,
Grande High School.
Traveled with U.N.H. Forensics group to tournaments at
Colorado College and the University of. Arizona.
Served as Director of the U.N.M. High School. Forensics
Festival,
Assisted with tournament administration for the Duke City
Debate Tournament, and the high school state tournament.•

j.

Richard B. Hood
Consultant in Audiology at Veterans Administration Hospital,
Albuquerque,

k.

Jim D. Hughey
Talks, National Secretaries Association; Bernalillo
Medical Society, Parents Teachers Association.
Consultant for Westinghouse Learning Corporation,
Speech Communication Specia:tist for Southwest Management
Development Conference,
Lecturer for National Association of Nursing Homes.

1.

Lloyd E. lamb
Coordinator - New Mexico Speech & Hearing Association
Communication Disorders Study Project,
Talks to various ser~ice organizations and parents
groups.

m.

Bruce E, Porch
Invited speaker at the Albuquerque Counc:l.l for Learning
Disabilities - April 1969.
Invited speaker at the Learning Disabilities Conference,
Albuquerque, May 1969,
Developed automated equipment for the treatment of aphasic
patients.
Application of video-tape and closed circuit television
to weekly class lectures,
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a.

Dean IV, Detz
Acted as clinic coordinator for the Speech and Hearing
Center from January 1, 1969 to present,

b.

E. Wayne Bundy.
KNME-TV, Program Director
Chairman, Student Radio Board
Chairman of one Gradua.te Master's Committee; member of
two Graduate Master's Committees,

c.

Dolores S, Butt
University College.Advisor;
}lanzanita Center Committee;
Vocational Rehabilitation Committee;
Linguistics and Language Pedagogy Committee;
Director, Elks Cerebral Palsy;·
Coordinator, Speech Evaluation for retarded children_
in cooperation with Mental Retardation Center, UNM Medicai
School.

d,

Judith W. Carey
Member of Student Standards Committee
Chairman, Speech 101 course
Asked to serve as a member of the new Ad Hoc Committee
on student: and Faculty Rights and ResponsibilitieS.

e.

Fred M. Chreist
Chairman, Library Committee 1968-69 (resigned May 1969)
Member Univ.ersity Committee on J.inguistics and Language
Pedagogy.
Member, Arts and Sciences Dean's Advisory Comlliittee on
Advancement.
Advisor, University College.

£. Robert c. Dick
Hosted a high school forensic festival, the New Mexico
State lligh School Championship Forensic Tournament, and an
annual intercollegiate forensics tournament on the ~1 campus
this year.
Directed the UNH debate and forensics squad that participated in 20 intercollegiate forensic tournaments throughout
the nation.
Member, Speech 255 curriculum committee,
Headed a committee for publicationand distribution of
an Annual Speech Department Alumni Newsletter.
g,

Wayne C. Eubank
Chairman, Department of Speech.
Faculty Advisor,
Hernber 1 Audio-Visual Aids Center Commi·ttce.

-

3). -

9,

h.

Samuel G. Fletcher·
Hember., UNl1 Center fot: improvement of co,mmunication skills
SUbcommittee on rehabilitation planning
Albuquerque childrens coordinating council

i,

Richard B. Hood
Advis.or to several undergraduate. and graduate st.ud.ents majoring in Speech Pathology'and·Audiology,_Departinent of Speech,

j.

Jim D. flughey
Graduate Committee ~mrk--on 15 masters or docto:ral committees
Various departmental committees

k.

Lloyd E. Lamb
Project director - RSA training grant and N & SDCP training
grant.
Coordinator ~-clinical services in audiology.

1,

Cullen B. Owens
Graduate Committee, Department of Speech
Western Speech Association Committ.ee

m.

Bruce E. Porch
Faculty advisor f.or students specializing in apbasiology

n.

Harold O, Ried
Harwood Foundation

o.

Harilyn J. VanGr.aber
Departmental committees (including development of the Core
program, 255 committee, etc,)
University College advisor.

Public Service
a.

Dean 1~. Betz
Little League baseball coach
Public relations for Cub ,Scouts
!eachirtg fifth grade Sunday.·school class, Han1ood Methodist Church

b.

Dolores s. Butt
United Cerebral Palsy professional and lay boards
Albuquerque Association for Retarded Children
Day !raining Center Committee
Consultant, Albuquerque Public Schools Special Educatiol)
Department

c.

E. Wayne Bundy
The Governor's Commission on the Humanities, Hember, Commissioned
February, 1967.
The Governor's Commission on Statewide Television £or Educational
Purposes, Hember, Commissioned November, 1963,
Member and Director, Broadcast Activity, Albuquerque Great
Decisions Committee.
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9.

d.

Fred H. Chreist
United Community Fund Group.Chairman for Anthropology,
Chemistry, Geology, Biology, and Speech, UNM.

e.

Robert-O. Dick
As part of services of UNH Forensics Program,.arranged
judging and supervisory help for numerous civic organiza...,
tional speech contests, such as. the. Optimists and American
Legion, and for forensic. tournaments at local high schools•'
Provided personnel for two audience perfo'rmant::es at·the
New .Mexico State Penitentiary. ·
·

f,

Hayne o. Eubank
l-1ember; Methodi:st Hen
Aided with Kitvanis Big Brother Program

g.

Samuel G. Fletcher
First Counselor - Bishopric, Albuquerque Sixth Ward,
Albuquerque :East State, Church of JEisus Christ of the
Latter Day Saints.

h.

Jim D. Hughey
National Secretaries Association

PTA
i.

10,

Bruce E, Porch
Hember of the executive board of the Albuquerque Council
for Learning Disabilities.

Personal Information
a.

Fred H, Chreist
Added one grandson, Scott Chreist

b,

J. Douglas Gibb
Adopted a son, Steven,
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UNIVERSITY OF NEH MEXICO
Depurtment of Speech
Nay 7, 1969
Dean Hoyt Trowbl"i dge
Dean George Springer
Vice President Chester Tr.avelstead
President Ferrel Heady

TO:

Hayne c. Eubank, Chairman
Department of Speech

·FROM:
SUBJECT:

Request for a target date for the Ph.D. program in Speech
The request for an approved target date for the Ph.D. program

in Speech is based on the following informal presentation of information:
Need

1.

Doctoral -programs in Speech do not exist in New Mexico or in
several of our surrounding

states--Hyo~nng,

Nevada, Arizona.

He are re-

ceiving mail constantly inquiring ubout a doctoral program in Speech.
Furthermore,

11e

estimate that about

20;~

of' our graduute masters degree

students 11ou1d continue graduate vlork toward the doctorute if such a program were avai1 ab 1e at

u;~;~.

The proposed doctoral program would offer specialization in
t~1o

areas: Speech Pathology and Al.ldiology and Public Address, Rhetoric

and Communication Theory.
2.

Faculty

The Department of Speech facu1 ty at prcs<mt is not only equi valent to but supcriol· to the facu1ty of many institutions now grelnting the
Ph.D.

Our faculty is ;;. relatively young

best institutions in the country:

"'".:.:../.~

representing many of the

.. I

.

•

''-'"•-

---
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£. Wayne Bundy, Ph.D •• Univcl"sity of Michigan
Dolores Butt, Ph.D., UnivmTl·~y Of HeM i';o:(ico
Judith Carey~ Ph.D.*, Univel·s·ity o·,' l11inois
fred H. Chre.ist, Ph. D., r~o;·~: ~·;JS'i:CI1 Ur.i versity
Robert C. Diet<, Ph.D., St~..•.'.:;,•d Univ;;;·sity
Wayne C. Eubank, Ph.D., Louisiana Stute. University
Samuel G. Fletcher, Ph.D., University of Utah
J. Douglas Gibb, Ph.D., Hayne Stntc University
Richard B. Hood, Ph.D., Stanford Univ.:rsity
Jim D. Hughey, Ph.D., Purdue University
Lloyd £. lamb, Ph.D., Purdue University
Cullen B. Ov1ens, Ph.D., Cornel\ University
Bruce Porch. Ph.D., Stanford University
Harold 0, Ried, Ph.D., University of Nebraska
Marilyn J. VanGraber, Ph.D •• University of Iowa.
*expected Summer, 1969.
At the date of inception of the doctoral program, probably no
additional regular faculty will be needed.

Dering the next two or three

years the Department of Speech expects only the

no~nu1

increase in staff

warranted by increased enrollment.
3.

Lib1·ary Holdings

The Depa1·tment of Speech presently rotes its 1ibrary holdings
s~~J."

as "adequate to

Fortunately, pubiic.::tions in

pathology and audiology and
the t1·1entieth century.

television-r~clio,

In the last

t\•to

t1~0

areas, speech

are confined primarily to

or three years, members of our

faculty coming from Big Ten uni versi ties have expressed pleasant surprise
at the breadth and depth of our holdings.

Publications in related fields,

for example, English, History, Anthropology, Psychology. Education.
Philosophy and

~bdicine.

supplem:::nt our ';.ibrt:.:·y .::.1terials in various

areas of Speech.

4,

Curriculum

Hith the cour:>es adc:;d to

t~,,·, J·~~•~rtr;..mt

this year, vie believe that the cuncnt

offe·r~ngs

of Speech curriculum

could be defended as

381
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adequate for a minimal doctora1 progr<Ja:.

Cert;ain1y n:oclest additiot.J ;;,vel'

the next two years would give the Department of Speech a strong

oegi;~ning

doctoral curricu1um.

5.

Current t·f.A. Depl·ee P1·ogN:n

The masters program in Speech is

in its eighteenth year.

ln 1963 we graduated 12 i'·1.A,

We have graduated some 80 f4.A. students.

students.

no\~

This year. 1969, we expect to

gr~duate

13.

In M.A. degree student enrol1m2nt, presently, the Department of
Speech ranks

\~ell

above many departments in the Arts and Sciences College

that offer not only the masters but the Ph.D. degree.

M.A. Degree Student Enrol1mc:1ts in

Ccrt~1n

Chern.

Econ.

Gaol.

Phi:os.

Pr•.vsi cs

1966-67

28

18

20

12

25

1967-68

26

21

22

10

1968~69

26

28

20

10

Sem.

A ~ S Departments
Po1.Sci.

Socio1.

Sj.!;;<!Ch

16

11

21

2G

13

14

<.<.l

31

30

25

36

o~

The quality of our masters d.::grcz program is attested to by ow·
many

stud~nts

who

h~ve

completed or are now continuing their Ph.D. pro-

gl•ams in other institutions, e.g., St.r.n·forJ? USC, University of I11i11ois,

Purdue. 14ichigan State,

!1 linois

Universj·~y,

6.

Northvlcs·~~rn, i.Jn~versity

Universit.J' of l!c.sr.ington.

ProrJram Costs

of Oklahoma, Southern
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At present we teach some thirty sections of speech fundamenta1s and public
speaking each semester.

He expect the m:r.1ber of sections to gradua11y in-

crease thl·ough the years.

Presently. an instructor with any teaching

experience costs about $8,000,
year by year.

This base s<J.1ary will probably increase

Teaching assistants at UNM now are being paid $2800 a

year to teach two sections or at the rate of $4600 for four sections.
\4ith a doctoral program, additional sections of speech fundamentals and
public speaking could be taught by teaching assistants at a saving of
more than $2,000 per year per regular instructor.
At present, tnost of the faculty ·in general speech are teaching

12 hours.

Usually six hours of the

12~hour

load consist of two sections

of 101, Speech Fundamentals, or tvJO sections of 255, Pub1ic Speakir.g.
With the inception of the Ph.D. program, tim teaching load of l<ey faculty
members in the general speech area 1:ould be reduced to nil'le hours.

This

reduction in teaching load 11ould be made at a very nominal cost since
teaching assistants v1ould pick up the extra sections.

At the current

teaching assistant salary of $2800 per year for two sections. the cost of
reducing teaching loads from 12 to nine hours \'IOUld be only $1400 per

pro~

fessor.
Speech Pathology a11d

Audi<llot~v.

To help people with

speech~

hearing and language disorders requi;·es a great diversity of professional '
tl·aining and knowledge in order to understand and coalesce all of the
information ef.icrg1ng from fragn:ented c-?fo:-ts of many disci;J1ines.
nition of this fact has let:
unite the various segraents.

spe:c~<.~'i::;';.:;

in

C>lt

Recog-

1·cgion to explore v:a;r":. to .

...,
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joining together in

011e

~lith

central faci1ity d.::s'igned to deal

the problems of hearing, speech an-:i ;, .. ";:.:.:.~,:;

~;mdicr.!)ped

and sn1w.:

parsons: :;;;e

University of New t·1:;)Xico program in Spcec11 Pathology and Audiology, the
Ne1~

Mexico School for the Deaf preschco1 program, the AlbuquerquCl Hea-ring

and Speech Center, and the !nstitute for B'iocommunication Studies,

spo.~

sored jointly by the University of New Mexico and the Neurological and
Sensory Disease Program of the U.S. Public

He~lth

Service.

This kind of

facility wou1d provide.a ferti1e setting for an exemplary doctoral program in speech pathology and audiology.
One of the major areas of expense th<::t

\~ill

be encountered in

developing a doctoral program in Speech Patilology and Audiology 'lli11 be
the acquisition of clinical and research equipment.

Establishing labora-

tories suitable for doctoral truining \'li11 require a fairly sizable
initial investment with some guarantee of equipment expenditures OIJ a
year-to-year basis.

The University, through

cap~tal

outlay, should provide

a portion of the initial investment and also assu:m'l some of the on-go-:ng
equipment costs.

As the program develops, instrum::!ntation for specific

research projects undot.:btedly l'li 11 be acquired through research grants.
There are numerous sources of gran-::

st.:ppor·~.

both federal and privc:.;:::, foi·

clinical and for basic science orier.ted research in speech and

~JCE:mg

h~aring.
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DAn::

Hay 13, 1969

Professor Wayne c. Eubank
ROM:

-uaJ~cT:

Chester C.

Travelstea~~

Request for a target date for the l:'h.D. program in Speech
I appreciate the careful documentation ~;..rhich your memo of
l>1ay 7 gi vcs to the need, resources, curriculum, and costs
of a proposed Ph.D. program. in Speech. The BEE' moratoriu.-n
on new graduate programs, however, precludes the possibility
of tho program rccoiving final approval for at least a year
and perhaps cightoen months.
~1cam.,hile,

if you feel that you t·/ould like to
developed proposal ready to submi'.: at the end
moratorium, you can plan toward that end; but
under no misapprehensions about 'Vlhen approval
and implementation begun.

cc--Presidcnt Ferrel Heady
VP/R and Dean George Springer
Dean Hoyt Trowbridge

have a fullv
of the
you should be
can be granted

~·
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCES
ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDINQ JUNE 1969
William H. Huber, Acting Dean

INTRODUCTION
Subsequent to the resignation of Dean Howard V. Fins ton and his return
to full-time teaching in the College, a search committee £or a new permanent
dean was appointed and the writer was asked to serve as acting dean until a
new dean was selected.
the school.

Thus the 1968-69 fiscal year was an interim period for

This period, however, was a most active one on the part of

faculty, students and administration.

The major activities and developments

will be discussed below, though not necessarily in the order of importance.
Prior to such a narration enrollment summaries will f:i.rst be re;ported.
I.

Enrollment Statistics
Table I.
Students Enrolled in the
School of Business and ~raduate School

1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69*
Business School
208
268
313
314
370
382
402
186
Graduate School
74
79
81
110
122
137
122
114
*Fall Enrollments
Table II.
Student Enrollment and
Credit Hours in BA Courses
1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69*
Student Enrollment 1487
1740
2063
2238
2317
1958
Credit Hours
4434
5205
6183
7068
7247
6208
*Fall Enrollments

I

2

The undergraduate enrollment in the School of

~usiness

again increased,

It is to be noted however that since l966 the increases have. been. very
small, i.e., 20 students over Fall 1967.

(It should. be remembered that

freshmen intending to pursue the undergraduate degree in the Business
School, as is the case with all freshmen, are enrolled. in the University
College and the above total does not include freshmen and some sophomores
who have a13 yet not transferred to the college,)

From data available

through the University College 8;1 per cent of the beginning freshmen in
1968 designated B A as their objective and this would constitute approximately 197 students.

Considering the attrition rate at the lower division

level these figures are not particularly significant with regard to
projections of future enrollment in the School of Business.

Their only

significance would be in enrollment in lower division courses required.
of all Business students.
Table II. reflects student enrollment in all of the courses offered
by the School without regard to the college in which the student is
enrolled.

There was a significant drop in both student enrollment and

credit hours produced this year.

One explanation for this decrease'is

that Bu<Jiness Education courses a:J;"e no
J:nent o;f

th~

gen~ral

counted in that this depart-

University was trans.ferred from the School of Business to the

College of Education.
the

long~r

The most likely additional explanation would be

short fall in enrollment for the University as a whole.

A word un graduate enrollment is also indicated.

In 1968, the

graduate enrollment fell for the second consecutive year and it is now
just above the enrollment for the fall of 1964.

The most likely explana-

tion here is the major modifications that were made in the graduate

..
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program and the intentionally restrictive regulations adopted with regard
to admitting part-time students.

However, in vi_ew·or the faculty's

emphasis ongraduate.education and a decreasing emphasis on und!;lrgraduate
programs, the trend should be carefully investigated prior to major changes
in the struct1u·e of programs in the School.•
The above statistical data does not include enrollments at either
the Gallup Branch or the Holloman Center.

There were 31 students enrolled

for one course in Gallup with 93 credit hours produced, and there were

44

students enrolled in the Holloman Graduate Center with 170 credit hours

produced.
The School awarded 140 BBA degrees and 11 MBA degrees during this
fiscal year.

For the first time Master of Business Administration degrees

were awarded to students through the Holloman Graduate Center.

11

~IBA's

Of the

6 were Holloman students.

Academic suspensions. from the School continued at a very low level

(10) and there were 80 students on the Honor Roll and 6 students on the
Roll of Distinction.
On balance it would appear that there was no significant change in
undergraduate enrollment or performance when compared with the last
several years but with regard to graduate enrollment there has been a
measurable decrease in the past two years.
II.

Uotable Developments
The new building was occupied during the month of July.

The new

facilities proved most l'lelcome to both faculty and students after the
many years of inadequate housing for the college.
in greater interaction among faculty and students.

The quarters resulted
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Early in the year the facul-ty recommended that the name of the College
of Business Administration be changed to the School of Business and
Administrative Sciences.

After foTWarding the recommendation to the

administration and the general faculty this change in na!lle lias approved.
It

~as

felt by the facultY that this Change in name

~ould

more appropri-

ately describe the kinds of programs that had been offered in administration and would project the image of the thrust of these programs away
from the more traditional undergraduate Business Administration curricula
toward an integrated type educational experience in administrative sciences
in general and also the growing emphasis that the faculty wished to place
on graduate study.
During the first semester

worl~

was done tow·ard getting the branch

library into operation and with the full

coo~eration

of the central

administration and Dr. David Otis Kelley, head librarian, we were most
fortunate in opening the

~Tilliam

J. Parish Memorial Library in the ne1r

physical ;facilities of the School at the beginning of Semester II.

It

was most gratifying to see the large number of students who made use of
this facility upon its becoming operational.

Much needs still to be

done to have an appropriate selection of books and materials in order
that full benefits can be derived by both faculty and students.
committee of the faculty
~rell

~ras

A

created to pursue both policy matters as

as procedures for methodical acquisition of basic materials and much

progress was made in the late spring and early summer.
No major changes vere made in the curriculum at either the graduate

or undergraduate levels.

This was intentional pending the selection and
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and

arr~val

of a new permanent dean, though the thrust of the school was

discussed formally and informally at various times during the year and
with the same general division of opinion among the faculty as has bee11.
alluded to in previous annual reports by the previous dean.
The organizational structure of the college for this interim period
was to.have the faculty act as a Committee of the Whole rather than to
departmentalize or divisionalize in that the faculty was relatively small
and again. because of the interim nature of the fiscal year 1966-69.
An effort was made to recrUit much needed faculty.with only minor
success.

This was probably the most disappointing of. the activiti.es of

the faculty and the administration.

However,groundwork was laid for an

intensive recruitment program for the

1969~70

valuable contacts were made which,it is

hope~

recruitment progranl in the year to come.

fiscal year and many
will permit a successful

!J:'he school did recruit one

new full-time assistant professor and one temporary assistant professor
who are most valuable additions to the staff.
The faculty adopted rather comprehensive policies on promotion,
tenure, faculty evaluation, etc., and created several committees to
implement these types of policies.

Operations should be much more

consistent as a result of these actions and they should provide assurance
to the individual faculty member as well as to the school of a more

,.

orderly approach to major decision making,
Students were added to the various committees of the faculty and an
undergraduate student association was formed by the students with the
support of the faculty,

These efforts rrere attempts to involve students

in some of the decision making processes of the School and

hope~ully

to
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stimulate greater interaction and understanding between faculty and
students.
Various management development programs were continued such e.s the
Southwest Management Development Program which has been sponsored jointly
by the School and the Bureau of Business Research for the past 11 years.
A major training program for field auditors of the State BuTeau Df
Revenue was also instituted in the spring to run. through the summer o£ 1969.
III.

Observations and Recommendations
With regard to the future direction

tha~

the school's program will

take, as briefly referred to above, the writer feels that the faculty
should develop a well thought out and planned philosophy followed by a
timetable for achieving the agreed upon goal.

There are several major

positions which have been taken by various groups of the faculty in the
past several years.

There appears to be a majority sentiment for

instituting a Ph.D. program in the near future.

!n fact the faculty has

approved such a program, as has the administration of the University and
the general faculty.

Concurrently with this desire. there has been much

discussion :regarding the desirability of retaining or phasing out the
undergraduate degree leaving the School of Business and Administrative
Sciences as a professional graduate school with no undergraduate degree
program.

It is at this point that a divergence of opinion within the

faculty has been most noticeable for the past five years or more.

This

divergence of opinion has continued through the 1968-69 fiscal year,
The implications of an abolition of the undergraduate degree for the
school, this university, the community and this population center are

7

considerable and complex.

The writer has always favored a position of

non-major13 and non-departmeirta;J.ization at the undergraduate level with
the exception of a quality program in professional ac.countancy,

To move

to an exclusively graduate program would certainly require an expanded
high caliber faculty capable of offering a quality program at the masters
and doctoral levels.

Thia in turn requires considerable in the way of

financial resources.

Recruiting th.is past year and for several years

previous thereto has been in the direction of this kind of faculty, but
due to financial constraints and the market, success in this effort has
been modest.

The same can be said with regard to library holdings which

would pennit quality master.s work to say nothing of a doctoral program.
At the earliest possible time an analysis or all of these considerations
is required followed by a determination of the direction the faculty of
the School and the Vniversity feels should and can be taken.

Until this

decision is made, it is difficult to write specifications for prospective
faculty recruits as

~rell

as to allocate financial resource::; for various

kinds of library materials, equipment of both the hardward and software
variety, etc.

If a consensus can be reached within the faqulty after

thorough consideration of the kinds of factors mentioned above, an
appropriate plan can be evolved for moving toward the goal emerging £rom
such consensus.
The 1rr-iter's own commitment to emphasis of graduate education has
never extended to the 'point of complete abolition in the foreseeable
future of all undergraduate work and undergraduate degrees, which conviction is based upon peculiar problems faced by the University of New
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Mexico in regard to the physical location of the University, population
of the State, demands both by

stud~nts

"and by prospective employers,

the nature of the economy of the State, the tax base of the State and
similar considerations.

Regardless of these feelings however, this writer

would echo the comments of the previous dean from the last annual report,
"· • , it is apparent that this College is. at the crossroads.

A sharp

and significant difference of opinion does exist among the faculty with
respect to the normative characteristics of this College.

Unless these

differences of view are confronted honestly and quicltly, i t is highly
unlikely that the program thrust of the last few years can be sustained."
It is the personal opinion of the writer that a resolution of this
problem in the School of Business and Administrative Sciences is also
largely dependent on the thrust of the University of New Mexico as a
totality with regard to emphases on undergraduate versus graduate education,
and research and service functions.
IV.

Appointments to and Separations from the Administration and Staff
Dr. Robert R. Rehder was appointed Dean of the School of Business
and Administrative Sciences effective July 1, 1969 and Professor of
Business and Administrative Sciences.

Dr. Richard A. Reid was appointed

Assistant Professor of Business and Administrative Sciences effective
September 1, 1969 and Professor Eugene W.elch was appointed tem;porary
Assistant Professor of Business and Administrative Sc:i.ences effective
September 1, 1969.

Professor Ralph Edgel rejoined the School of Business

and Administrative Sciences as a full-time faculty member effective July
1, 1969 relinquishing his formal staff relations with the Bureau of
Business Research.
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Professor James E. Brown resigned in order to accept an appointment
at another institution and Professor John Yeakel was granted a leave of
absence to complete his doctoral degree during the 1969-70 school Yef3.r.

V.

Promotions
Karl Christman was promoted from Assistant Professor to Associate
Prof.essor in the School of Business and Administrative Sciences effective
with the 1969-70 fiscal year.

VI.

Composite of Biographical Supplements
A.

Advanced Study
Telly, Charles S.: neceived retroactively Juris Doctor Degree (J.D.)
from the University of Buffalo School of La~r.
Yeakel, John:

B.

Continued research tow·ard Ph.D. dissertation.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.
Brown, James E.: Participant, Seminar on Public Utility Economics,
University of Chicago Graduate School of Business, June 16-21 1 1968.
Caplan, Edwin H.: Visiting professor of Accounting, University of
California, Berkeley, Summer, 1968.
Telly, Charles S.: Summer teaching at the University of Washington
School of Business Administration.

C.

Ne"l'r Scholastic IIonors, Fellowships, etc.
Lenberg, Robert A.: March 14, 1969 received an Award "Presented to
Dr. Robert A. Lenberg in Recognition of ~!eritorious Service to GAMIS
(Graphic ArtsJ~arketing Information Service) of the Printing Industries
of America 1966-69" and also a Letter of :Resolution.
Slate, Daniel 11.: Appointed to }fanagement Division Sciences, Arthur
D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, !•fuss., Summer 1969.
Telly, Charles S.: Awarded Outatanding Professor by Business Administration Students Association (BASA) l1ay 1969,

10
Yeakel, John A.: Awarded doctoral dissertation grant from the
American Institute of CPA's for 1969-70. Professor of the Month (of
December-January), (Las Campanas at UNM). Outstanding Professor in
Business School (Delta Sigma Fi, UNM Chapter).
D.

Publications
Brown, James E • vlorkbook and study guide to accompany text (Charles
E. Merrill Publ. Co,), "The Great Failure of SecondarY Education''
~~Journal 19.!:~ ~Sciences,
Spring, 1969.
Edgel, Ralph L.: Contributor to: Economy of New Mexico in 1968;
Estimates of Population of New 1·1exico 1968; Projections of the
Population of Nel-T l<Iexico to 2070 (for the State Planning Office).
Finston, 1Ioward Y.: nsensitivity Training Within an R & D Evironment" Personnel Journal, pp. 10&-114, February, 1969.
Peters, William S. : ~ Maricopa County Land Use ~ Files: A Pilot
Study with Dale W. Merriam, Center for the Study of Urban Systems,
Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona (August 15, 1968), 60 pp.
"Population Estimates and Projections for Ilfaricopa County" with Robert
L. Anderson. Arizona Business Bulletin; XV No. g. (November, 1968),
pp. 245-251. 11.1\ Bayesian Approach to the Construction of Marketing
Control System" with Richard Xuhn, Marketing~ the~ Science of
Planning, 1968 Fall Conference ~roceedings, American Marketing Association, pp. 79-84.
Slate, Daniel Jli.: Systems: Research~ Applications .fQ1: l4arketing
with Robert Ferber. Urbana, Illinois: University of Illinois Press,
Special Bulletin Vol. 65, No. 144, July 26, 1968. Future~~
Cultural Dimensions of ~ranagement, Albuquerque, The University of New
Mexico, Bureau of Business Research, August 1968. "The Future of
Education for Business Administration", Future and Cross-Cultural
Dimensions of l~anagement, The University of NewMexico, Bureau of Business
Research (August 1968). "Brand Competition" (Ch. 5), Grocery ManufacturJ:ng in the~ States (Praeger Special Studies in U.S. Economic and
Social Development), Frederick A. Praeger, N.Y., \vashington, London,
1968. Book Review--Brand StrategY in ~ States ~ Marketing,
\villie.m Applebaum and Ray A. Goldberg. Boston: Division of Research,
Harvard University, 1967. 88 pp.
Telly, Charles S.: 1968 Chapter on Law in Business in Business:
Introductory Analysis, 2nd Edition by Bayard Wheeler, Harper and

E,

An
Row.

Other Research Projects or Creative Work
:Brown, James E.: ~ Theory. Book in progress, under contract
Charles E. Merrill Publishing Co.
Caplan, Edwin H.: Boolc in process, !1anagement Accountinr
Addison-Uesley (Scheduled for publication in 1970 ,

.fu!:r.

~1ith

A Behavioral
Development
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of professional education course in Management Accounting and Behavioral
Science for National Association of Accountants (in process),.
Christman, tarl: Taught 3 courses for Community College in the ~mnage
ment Career Series co-sponsored by the S.B.A. and did, a follow-up study
on the content. Reorganized content, prepared syllabus and texts for
BA 106c (Accounting II) by correspondence and prepared tests. Organized,
used, and investigated effectiveness of an accounting data simulation
model for decision practice in B•./1.. 225. Continued research in Federal
Income Tax and in use of computers in Auditing course.
Edgel, Ralph 1.:

Banking structure and competition in New Mexico.

Fins ton, Ro1rard V.: "Career Frust:ration-Aroerican Style", an article
on motivation, submitted i'or publication. Completed manuscript, "vlhither
Colleges of Business Administration", to be submitted for publication.
Editorial consultant to Prentice-Hall, Inc.
Huber, ~filliam H.: "A Longitudinal Study of the Beginning Freshman
Class of 1963" with Dr. E. Bruce Potter and Dr, Sven F. Winther.
Lenberg, Robert A.: Completing revision of manuscript for book to be
entitled 1!1§. Po1rered Pleasure~ Industry 1947-1970, .Chicago:
]eating Industry Association. Ca. 400 pp. This will be the first
book published abQut the business aspects of this industry. Have
begun work on a book to be entitled either ~ ~ J! Trademarks:
Theocy and Practice or Branding Theory !!!ill Practices. I have initiat(3d
this project and several publishers are interested. Dr. Richard w.
Hansen, Associate Professor of Marketing, University of Arizona, has
agreed to collaborate.
Peters, vlilliam S. : "Bayesian Regression Methods", an invited CbaJ>ter
in Handbook of Marketing Research, edited by Robert Ferber, to be
published by McGraw-Hill, Planning and preliminary manuscript for
text in Elementary Business Statistics with Professor George W. SUlllll!ers
of the University of Arizona. Readings in Applied Statistics. Scheduled
for publication by Prentice-Hall, Inc. in August 1969.
Slate, Daniel M.: Completed book, Barriers .iQ Entry .rulli, the Nature of
Competition in.~ Read:Y-to-Eat Breakfast~· Marcy 1969. (Not
published as yet.)
Telly, Charles S,: Article for Administrative Science Quarterly-"Inequity and Its Relationship to Turnove:r Among Hourly Workers in the
I'fn.jor Production Shops of a Large Aerospace Firm". (liope will be
published later 1968,) Book in process-~~~ Businessman .:1:.!:!
the Society. Hope will be published by Prentice-Hall, Inc,, 1969-70.
Summer 1969--Research study--Creativity of Scientist in Fed. Labs.
U.S, C.s.c., pub. 1969-70. u.s. C.S.C. book in process,~ Corporation
in.~ Society,
Hope will be published by ''lest Publishing Co., 1969-70.
F.

Activities in Learned and Professional-Societies

-.
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Brown, James E.: Southern Economio As13ociation annual meeting, \>lashington,
D.C., November, 1968.
Caplan, Edwin H.: Review of: Proposed accounting text for Macmillan
Co., August 1968; proposed accounting se!'ies for Scott, Foresman & Co.,
Augu,st 1968; Ho!'ngren' s Accounting i2J,: Management Control: .ill! 1J:tl!.2.duction, for author and Prentice Hall, August 1968; proposed accounting
texts for Prentice-Hall, December 1968 and May 1969; proposed accounting
texts for Wadsworth Publishing Co., April 1969; proposed accounting
texts for McG;re.w-Hill, April 1969. Member of: Project Consulting
Committee for American Accounting Association Research Project by A.
L. Thomas, The Allocation Problem~ Financial Accounting Theorz, 1968;
Project Consulting Committee for American Accounting Association
Research Project by J. L. Li:v:;i.ngstone, ~ l!o Theory !2i Management
Information Systems, 1968; Screening Committee for Notable Contributions
to Accounting Literature A1rard, American Accounting Association, 1968-69;
"Toward a New Introduction to Accounting" Research Committee sponsored
by Price Waterhouse Foundation, 1968; Education and Scholarships Committee,
New Mexico Society of Certified. Public Accountants, 1968; American
Accounting Association Behavioral Science Advisory Committee to develop
education program for accounting professors. Chairman, American Accounting Association Committee on the Behavioral Science Content of the
Accounting Curriculum. }!ember: University of Ne''l Mexico Accounting
Advisory Committee. Conferences attended: professional papers read at:
Tulane University, November 1968; University of Minnesota, April 1969;
Kent State University, April 1969. Attended: Annual meeting of
American Accounting Association, San Diego, August 1968; Seminar in
Accounting and Motivation, The Ohio State University 1 October 1968
(invited participant): Seminar on Controllership, National Association
of Accountants, Chicago, November 1968 tdiscussion Leader); Annual
Meeting of American Economic Association, Chicago, December 1968;
Seminar on .Accounting Theory, University of Kansas, April 1969 (invited
participant).
Christman, :Karl: Active in: N.N. Society of CPA; UN!IJ:-School Annual
Accounting Seminar planning committee; Faculty-Practioneers-Public
Accounting Advisory Committee.
Finston, Howard V.: "Integrailion of r4anagement Science and Business
Administration 11 , a keynote address before the Annual l1eeting of the
1-Iomltain-Plains 1-Ianagement Association, Durango, October 1968. 11 \ofhi'ther
Colleges and Departments of Business Administration", keYnote.address
before the Midwest Association of CollegeS· and departments of Business,
Laramie, October 1968. Participant, Georgia-Reliance Symposium on
Automation and Society, February 1969.
Mori, Perry T.: New Hexico State Society of CPA; American Institute of
CPA; Accounting Association, UNM; American Bar Association; President
Phi Kappa Phi; Seminar-Xncome Tax, Internal Revenue Service, Washington,
D.C.

..-
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Lenberg, Robert A.: Attended March 27-29, 1969 meetings of I·Testern
Division of Academy of ~!anagement in Long Beach, California.
Peters, \ofilliam s.: .Annual meeting of the American Statistical Association, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (Augu~;~t); Session Chairman: Statistics
Instruction and Standardized Testing. Annual Meeting of the American
Marketing Association, Denver, Colorado (August); Delivered paper:
! Bayesian Approach ~ the Construction of Marketing Control Syst)m.
Mountain Plains Management Conference, Durango, Colorado (October •
\ofestern Regional Science Associa.tion, Annual Meeting, Newport Beach,
California (February); Session Chairman: ~ Location Qf Health P£9.
\Velfare Facilities. Elected a counselor of the i'lestern Regional Science
Association for the 1969-70 period.
Slate, Daniel M.: Southwest 1~anagement Development Program, Santa Fe,
participant. Professional paper given at Southwest Social Sciences
meeting at Houston, Texas, April 3-5, 1969. Case Study paper for
Public Administration, "Efficiency Standards in Science Administration:
Disposal of AC.F." Attended 28th Academy of ~ranagement Meetings, Chicago,
Illinois, December 26-30, 1968.
Telly, Charlel! S.: December 1969, National Meetings, Allied Social
Sciences and National Academy of Management, Chicago, Illinois; March
1969, Vlestern Academy of ~fanagement, Long Beach, Calii'ornia (paper given).
August 1969, National Meeting, Academy of Management, Cincinnati, Ohio
(paper given),
Yeakel, John A.: Attended American Accounting Association annual
meetings at San Diego; active and regular attendance and participation
in: }lei~ I>fe:x:ico .Accounting Careers Council, Annual New r1e:x:ico Accounting
Seminar planning committee; Albuquerque Chapter of N~M. CPA Society;
National Association of Accountants in Albuquerque; Advisory Committee
to the U1IT1 Accounting FacultY.
G.

Other Professional Activities
Brown, James E.: Luncheon address, Albuquerque Lions Club; Guest
Lecturer National Science Foundation Economic Workshop, El Paso, Texas;
testimony before the New Mexico State Corporation Commission on the
cost of capital, representing General Telephone Co. of the Southwest.
Caplan, Ed1~in H.: Educational consul cant to New Mexico State Bureau of
Revenue System~!; consultant to New f.!exico State Department of Hospitals
and Institutions; Instructor in Southwest Management Development Program,
March, April, 1969.
Christman, Karl: Completed several consulting engagements in accounting
systems; continued modest Income Tax practice. Speaker at College
Awards Banquet, Speaker for seniors demit ceremony of Alpha Kappa Psi,
professional fraternity. Served as faculty chapter adviser for Alpha
Kappa Psi, Continued teaching 105c and l06c (Accounting I & II by
correspondence). Participated in School student accounting association
and Teaching Evaluation Day activities,

,.
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Edgel, Ralph: Consultancies '\-rith Kirschner Associates and a group
proposing to organize a bank,
Finston, Howard V.: Prepared proposals to establish executive development piograms for (1) officials of the State of New 1-Iexiao, (2) Managers
of the City of Albuque2'que, and (3) !>Tanagers of Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory, all under ISRAD sponsorship. Conferenc~ ~rogram coordinator~
Regional Conference f~r Nursing Home Administrators, Conference leader
and consultant, iJN!.l development: program for supervisors in PhYsical
Plant Department. Assisted in planning Southwest Management Development Program; also conference leader. Planned and conducted Sensitivity
Training program for church and educatio11al leaders.
Nori, Perry T.:
Trust and :La~r.

Consulting:

Acco\mting, Income Taxes, Estate Taxes,

Lenberg, Robert A.: Affiliated as Management Consultant with Fry
Consultants, Inc., Los Angeles office. (Fry is a management consulting
firm with natiomlide and international offices and operations.)
Telly, Charles S.:

Speech for Lions Club of Albuquerque, November

1968; speech for Optimists Club, Albuquerque, April 1968; speecn for
Optimists Club, Albuquerque, November 1968; South1-rest Executive
Development Program, Santa ll'e, February 1969 and May 1969.
Yeakel, John A.:
Albuquerque.
H.

Tallrs before various. high school classes in

!{on-teaching Uni\l"ersity Service.
BrO'\m, James E.: Coordinator of Graduate Studies, School of Business
and Administrative Sciences.
Caplan, Ed1dn H.: University Curricula Committee; ISRAD Advisory
Committee; Committee on Procurement of Public Administration Program;
School Policy Committee; Coordinator of recruiting in areas of Finance,
Accounting, and Quantitative l~ethods.
Christman, Karl: Served on University Policy Committee (in place of
Brown both semesters); University Continuing Education Committee.
Served on College Library Committee for organization of Parish Lib~aTY
and Scholastic Achievement Committee. Chaired budget review subcommittee of Policy Committee. Served as University College adviser.
Edgel, Ralph L.: Academic Freedom and ~enure Committee; Search
Committee for Dean of School of Business and Administrative Sciences;
SBAS policy Committee; SBAS Promotion and Tenure Committee; Faculty
Adviser for University College students; Theses: Inman (chairman),
Lin, Storrs and Butler.
Finston, Howard V,: University Committees: Public Administration;
Selection Committee for Director of ISRAD; International Affairs;
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Minorities. School of Business-and Administrative' Sciences:
Library Committee.

Chairman,

Huber, William H.: Acting Dean, School of Business and Administrative
Sciences, 1968-69; Branch College Committee; Computing Science Committee;
Deana Committee; ~!anagement Committee; Committee on Scholarshipl3, Prizes,
etc.; N.C.A. Committee Steering Committee; Ne~r Careers; Program for
Advanced Study in Public Science Policy and Administration.
Mori, Perry T.: Adviser, School of Business and University College,
and Accounting Association. University Committee; Administrative Committee
and Insurance and Retirement Committee; School Committee-Graduate
Committee, Promotion and Tenure and Scholastic Committees. Board of
Directors, Coronado Credit Union,
Lenberg, Robert A.: l~ember of School's Parish Library Committee; served
in ad hoc advisory capacity to School's Policy Committee in developing
the Merit Evaluation Policy. Io!as ter 1 s Theses Committees: Charles D,
Storrs (chairman); Andres J. Phillips (member); James Huang (member),
Peters, WilliamS.: Policy Committee of the School; Scholarship
Committee; Library Committee; University Science Curriculum Committee;
Adviser to ISRAD on Model Cities Sample Surveys; Faculty, Southwest
Management Development Program, Santa Fe.
Slate, Daniel N.,: Chairman, Dean's Selection Committee; Promotion and
Tenure Committee; Representative from University for Policy Board
for Division of Public Administration; Chairman, Committee to Study
Implications of New Mexico-New 1\Iexico State University Joint Education
Study; Graduate School Committee; Recruiting for School of Business
and Administrative Sciences; Adviser to undergraduate and M.B.A. students;
chairman of several M.B.A. committees.
Telly, Charles S.: Faculty Adviser, Delta Sigma Pi (Professional
Business Fraternity).
Yeakel, John A.: Faculty Adviser to the~! Accounting Association;
Chairman of Coronado Credit Union's Supervisory Committee; Chairman
of Business School's Scholarship Committee; Active adviser to students
in University College and Business School; Member, Business School
Dean's Selection Committee,
I.

Public Service
Brovrn, James E.: I·lember of the Board of Directors, New Mexico
Rehabilitation Center.
Caplan, Edwin H.:
Christman, Karl:

Board member, Temple Albert Men 1 s Club,
Church membership.

'·
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Finston, .Howard V.; Vice-chairman, Oity Personnel Board; member,
Board of Directors, Blue Cross-Blue Shield; member Board of Trustees.,
Man.zano Day School; President, Board of Directors, .First Unitarian
Chu~ch of Albuquerque.
·
Mori, Perry T.:

Board of Directors, .The Rehabilitation Center, lnc.

Lenberg, Robert A.1 February 1969 appointed Executive Secretary to
Stake President who presides over Albuquerque 1!1. Stake. (3000 members)·
of Church of Jesus Christ o£ LDs.· Function as Adviser to Stake President and liaison b.etween 1tim and 16 men who p):'.eside over the hea!is 9f
8 Church units (Wards a:nd Branches) and xelated. Cub Scout, Boy Scout
and Explorer Scout groups and Church (High School) Seminaries in
Albuquerque, Los Alam.qs, Santa Fe, Espanola, Las Vegas, and Regina,
Spend each.Thursday evening in consultation and parts of some Sundays
and occasional .Tuesday ev.enings.

,..
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The Report of the College of Education
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Richard E. Lawrence, Dean

I.

Summary
The year 1968-69 was a period of transition for
the college of Education.

Former Dean Travelstead

became Academic Vice-President of the University on
July 1, 1968.

He was succeeded temporarily by Acting

Dean Armond Seidler, who also continued to serve as
Chairman of the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.

Dr. Alvin Howard, Assistant

Professor of Secondary Education, was appointed
Assistant to the Dean on a part-time basis, e.ffective
September 1, 1968.

Dr. Richard Lawrence became

Dean of the college on January 1, 1969.

These changes

in the administration of the College, together with
the continuing efforts of the faculty of the College
to define long-range goals and priorities for action,
contributed to a situation of flux in the College.
It is anticipated that the attention which has been
given to redefining the purposes and functions of the
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college and to reorganizing the College so that it
can better achieve its goals will have positive
results during the coming year.
At the same time, the year 1968-69 was a period
of substantial productivity and development, and of
wide-ranging activity for the College.

Some of the

highlights of these achievements are presented in
the following pages.

Additional information is de-

tailed in the departmental reports which are appended.
A great deal of faculty time and effort was
expended during the year in preparation for the visit
in February of the evaluation team representing the
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education.
Dr. Wilson Ivins served as Chairman of the Faculty
Committee responsible for carrying out the preliminary
self-study required by NCATE and for making arrangements for the visiting team's activities.

Dr. Alvin

Howard served as major compiler and editor of the
Self-Study Report.

A series of recommendations were

presented to the faculty by the team following its
three-day visit.

Following the review of the team's

report by the NCATE, the College of Education was

- 2 -
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fully reaccredited for an additional ten year period.
The College was one of eight institutions which
were selected for experimental application of the new
set of standards which was developed for the NCATE
by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education.
Additional recommendations for change in the
College of Education's programs and procedures were
received from students and alumni as a result of the
faculty's participation in the All-University Dialogue
on Teaching and Learning held in April.
Enrollments in the College continued to grow
during 1968-69.

Details regarding this growth are

presented in the following section of this report.
Unfortunately, financial and faculty resources did
not increase commensurately with enrollment growth.
The College is thus faced with serious questions
regarding the allocation of its limited resources.
It is likely that consideration will need to be given
to the possibility of limiting enrollments and
restricting program development.

- 3 -
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matters related to the future of the College will be
discussed at an All-College Conference scheduled for
early September, 1969, at the D. H. Lawrence Ranch.
Recommendations from this conference will be acted
on officially by the College of Education faculty
during the coming year.
II.

Enrollments, Teaching Loads and Degrees Awarded
1.

Undergraduate and graduate enrollments continued

to grow slowly during the period of this report.

The

details of this growth are presented in Table 1.

(See

page 4a)
2.

Further evidence Of growth in the College is

found in the increased number of student credit hou:r.s
taught in the College.
aspect of growth.
3.

Table 2 presents data on this

(See page 4b)

Table 3 shows the number of degrees awarded

through the College of Education during the last five
years.

The implications of the rapid growth of grad-

uate programs for the allocation of resources within
the College are clearly evident.

How these implica-

tions are to be met within the stringent budget
limitations imposed on the College is a question
which will receive careful consideration by the College
faculty during the next year.
- 4 -
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Table 1

Grad

Summer Session
Undercrrad

College Student Enrollment
Graduate, Undergraduate, and Totals
Semester I
Total
Grad
Underg:rad
Total

Grad

Semester I I
Undergrad

Total

1964-65

312

551

863

414

674

1088

417

748

1165

1965-66

596

403

999

436

740

1176

433

889

1322

1966-67

644

442

1086

617

945

1562

543

1060

1603

1967-68

668

540

1208

603

1152

1755

634

1247

1881

1968-69

638

644

1175

1819

638

*

(515)*

(1140)*

1241

1879

Tentative

-
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0
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Table 2
College Course Enrollments
Graduate & Undergraduate
Summer

Semester I

Semester II

1964-65

2834

6,755

6,855

1965-66

3107

8,418

8,354

1966-67

2776

9,614

9,582

1967-68

3367

10,581

10,499

1968-69

3172

10,816

11,155

College Student Credit Hours
Graduate & Undergraduate
1964-65

7,099

13,846

14,663

1965-66

7,727

16,932

17,757

1966-67

7,220

19,833

20,958

1967-68

8,589

22,524

23,339

1968-69

8,332

23,739

25,793

- 4b -
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Table 3

DEGREES CONFERRED

Bachelor's Degrees

Univ.

.£Q£d

1965

955

252

1966

976

1967

Master's Degrees

Doctor's Degrees

univ.

COE

~

Univ.

.£Q!L

:.~%-L

26

347

134

38.6

48

12

25

252

25.7

375

145

36

48

12

25

1055

286

27.1

436

168

38.5

65

14

21.5

1968

1285

397

30.9

485

200

41.2

84

19

22.6

1969

1422

421

29.2

529

209

39.5

108

35

32.4

%

- 4c -
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4.

Based on degrees awarded by the University of

New Mexico in June, 1969, it can be noted that
approximately one-third of the 2200 degrees awarded
were earned in College of Education programs.

More

specifically, approximately 30% of Bachelor's degrees,
45% of Master's degrees, and 32% of Doctor's degrees
were awarded through the College of Education.

III.

Instructional Programs
1.

During the year the following new undergraduate

courses were approved by the College faculty:
Bus. Ed. 201, Introduction to Data processing
for Business Education
C & I 480, Second Language Pedagogy
El. Ed. 341, Techniques of Literary Presentations
Home Ec. 444, Family Finance
P.E. 488, Motor Learning and Performance
Rec. 321, Recreation Leadership
Rec. 454, Development of Recreation Programs
Rec. 485, Outdoor Recreation
Sp.Ed. 479, Methods and Materials in Special Education
Sp. Ed. 38l,Nature and Needs of Mentally Retarded
2.

During the year the following new graduate courses

were approved by the College faculty:
C & I 561, Practicum-Supervision of Instruction
Ed.Fnds. 504, computer Applications in Education
Ed. Fnds. 510, Seminar in Classroom Learning
Ed. Fnds. 574, Theory and Construction of Educational Measures
Ed. Fnds. 610, Internship I
Ed. Fnds. 611, Internship II

- 5 -
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Guid. 515, Differential Diagnosis II
P.E. 527, Physiological Aspects of Exercise
& Sport
P.E. 540, Sport in American Culture
P.E. 560, Analysis of Teaching Physical Education
Sec. Ed. 546, Economic Education
Sec. Ed. 601, Curriculum Appraisal and Improvement
of School Programs
3.

A Bachelor of Science degree program in Health

Education was approved and initiated.
4.

A joint Master's degree program for ·educational

administrator-s was developed by the Department of
Educational Administration and the Departments of
Elementary Education and Secondary Education.
5.

Efforts to integrate undergradup.te requirements

in Educational Foundations with "blo ck programming"
developments in Elementary Education and Secondary
Education were continued.
6.

Additional steps were taken toward the develop-

ment of an area of concentration in Teacher Education
at the doctoral level.
7.

An inter-college program in linguistics and

language pedagogy was established under the leadership of Dr. Bernard Spolsky.
8.

A Materials Center for Special Education was

developed in cooperation with the State Department of

- 6 -
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Education and the public schools.
9.

The Home Economics Department continued its

work on the development of a new core curriculum
for majors in the field.
10.

The Secondary Education Department successfully

continued its Job Corps Student Teaching Project,
the APSCOE English Project, and several in-service
projects in cooperation with the Albuquerque Public
Schools.
11.

Plans for "blocking" undergraduate requirements

in Secondary Education were developed and subsequently
approved by the College faculty.
12.

Efforts to coordinate College plans in the voca-

tional education fields with those

of the State

Department of Education were undertaken under the
leadership of Dr. William Runge.
13.

Federal support for a graduate program in voca-

tional rehabilitation is anticipated if Federal
appropriations permit.

Dr. Bernardoni serves as the

College's representative to a committee which is
seeking to coordinate vocational rehabilitation
programs in the University.

- 7 -
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14.

An Institute for the preparation of specialists

in bilingual education was planned and initiated by
Dr. Miles Zintz.

Federal support for the program is

being provided under the Education Professions
Development Act.
15.

A number of special in-service programs for

teachers of bilingual and Indian children were carried
out by the Elementary Education Department in cooperation with the public schools.
16.

The College cooperated in the establishment of

an experimental summer session program at the College
of Santa Fe.
17.

As a first step toward an overall review of course

offerings in the College, a three-year analysis of
the number of times each course in the present catalog
was offered and of the enrollment for each offering
was made by Dr. Alvin Howard.

Further study of the

College curricula will be undertaken by the College
curriculum committees during the coming year
18,

In response to the NCATE's expressed concern

regarding the lack of coordinated information on graduate students and graduate programs, Curriculum Committee
B (Graduate) recommended the appointment of a Coordinator of Graduate Programs in the College.

Pending

final action on this matter, Dr. Alvin Howard was
- 8 -
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tentatively named by the Dean to serve in this
capacity.
19.

For additional details on changes and develop-

ments in instructional programs, see the Departmental
Reports which are appended.
IV.

Research and Development Activities
1.

The College Research Center, a part-time,

one~

man without budget operation designed to provide
research assistance and advice to graduate students
and faculty members, continued to operate through
the services of Dr. James Cooper.

Special attention

was given to helping graduate students acqUire
research support through the USOE's small-grant
program.
2.

Dr. cooper and Dr. Horacio Ulibarri planned and

carried out a research dissemination project in
bilingual education with OSOE Bureau of Research
support.

A dissemination conference was sponsored

by the project during the spring of 1969.

A follow-up

conference will be held this fall.
3.

Professors Loughlin and Chisholm secured USOE

support for research on the use of TV tapes in
modifying the affective behavior of young children.

- 9 -
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4.

Professor Spolsky received support from the

Bureau of Indian }l.ffairs for a pilot research study
of the potential and effect of teaching Navajo
children to read in their own language first.
5.

Professor Condie continued to work on the

Navajo culture-based social studies curriculum proj.ect
which is funded by the Bureau of Indian Affairs.
6.

The Bureau of Educational Planning and Develop-

ment completed a number of field studies around the
state.

(See Appendix I for details.)

The Bureau

con-

tinued to be hampered in its operations by the lack
of budgeted support from the University.
7.

The Human Performance Laboratory of the Depart-

ment of Health, Physical Education and Recreation continued to function successfully in spite of the lack
of budgetary support from the University.

Professors

Bynum and McGill devote a substantial amount of their
time to the work of the Laboratory.
who resigned effective

Professor Bynum,.

August 8, 1969, will be

replaced by Dr. Hemming Atterbom who comes to the
faculty from the Lovelace Clinic.
8.

A study of the use and effectiveness of play-

ground equipment for children with special learning

- 10 -
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disabilities was initiated under the direction of
Dr. Elmer Scholer.
V.

Service Activities
Educational service to the state and region
continued to place heavy demands on the resources of
the College.

Because of the heavy assigned toads

which are carried by the members of the faculty,
much of this service work was done on an overload
or individual consultative basis.

(See biographical

reports for individual involvements.)
1.

On February 1, 1969, the Minority Group Cultural

Awareness Center was initiated with Dr. wohn Aragon
as Director.

'The Center is the first "desegregation

center" funded under the Civil Rights Act which is
designed to give special attention to the educational
problems of Spanish-Americans and Indians.

(For

details see Appendix J)
2.

The Bureau of Educational Planning and Develop-

ment under the leadership of Dr. Richard Tonigan
initiated, planned and supervised a number of
projects.

ser~ice

The Office of School Plant Planning which

operates under the Bureau also carried out a number

- 11 -
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of service-type projects.

(See Appendix I for

details.)
3.

The College continued its involvement with the

New Mexico Council on Research and Development by
providing a quarter of Dr. Herbert Hughes' assigned
load for work as Executive Director of the council.
Plans for a revitalization of the Council's program
were developed during the year.
4.

A variety of special in-service programs for

local school systems were carried out during the
year.

Included were programs at Los Lunas, Albuquerque,

Grants and Gallup.

(Details are available in

Departmental Reports.)

In addition, the Department

of Elementary Education provided credit courses at
the Zuni and Laguna Pueblos.
5.

The following special in-service programs were

offered on campus by the departments indicated:
a.

Workshop on Early Education of the Indian
Child (Elem. Ed.)

b.

Workshop for Supervisors of Student Teachers
in Special Education (G. & Sp. Ed.)

c.

Workshop on Vocational Rehabilitation of
the Mentally Retarded (G. & Sp. Ed.)
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d.

6.

Vocational Guidance Institute (G. & Sp. Ed.)

e.

Workshop on the Visually Handicapped Child
in the Regular Classroom (G. & Sp. Ed.)

f.

Petroleum Workshop for Teachers (Sec.Ed.)

The Department of Health, Physical Education and

Recreation continued to provide a wide variety of
services to the University and the community through
such programs as the following:
Therapeutic P.E. Program for University students
Regular P.E. activity courses for University
students
Intra-mural programs
Exercise Therapy Clinic
Summer Sports Fitness School
7.

The recreation and park field service of the

Department of Health, Physical Education & Recreation
under the direction of Pr. Elmer Scholer provided many
significant services to Indian groups through the
cooperation of ISRAD.

The Center for Leisure and

Recreation sponsored by the Department will become a
regular part of the ISRAD program during 1969-70.
8.

Manzanita Center, under the direction of Dr.

George Keppers, provided a variety of clinical and
counseling services to children with special learning
disabilities and to their parents from the Albuquerque
area and from other parts of the state.

The

Departments of Elementary Education and Home Economics

- 13 -
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cooperated in conducting at the Center a nursery
.school and kindergarten for children of Albuquerque
families, including children from a Head Start
program.

A. remedial reading clinic for local

children is operated in cooperation with the Department
of Elementary Education.
9.

The College's Learning Materials Center con-

tinued to serve as a source of assistance to the
Albuquerque Public School·· teachers as well as to
students in the College.
10.

A Special Education Instructional Materials Center

was established in cooperation with the Albuquerque
Public Schools and the State Department of Education.
11.

The Department of Educational Foundations assumed

responsibility for administering the educational
functions of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.
VI.

International Activities
During the 1968-69 year the College continued its
substantial involvement in international education
activities.

(See Appendix L for details.)

Under the

leadership of Dr. Frank Angel the College provided personnel and back-up support for field teams working

14
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in Colombia and Ecuador under AID supported projects.
In addition, the University, through the College,
again served as a sponsor and host to the International Seminar on Higher Education in the
Americas.
Special programs for groups of school administrators, counselors, and extension education personnel
from Zambia and Colombia were planned and carried out
by COE personnel.
VII.

Faculty
1.

The College of EdUcation was allocated

tional faculty personnel for 1968-69.

4~

addi-

These new

positions were allotted within the College as follows:
Dept. of Art Education
Dept. of H., P.E. & R.
Dept. of Educ. Admin.
Dept. of Educ. Foundations
Dept. of Sec. Ed.
(Indus. Ed.
~
(Pt/time Instr.
~
2.

~
1
1
1
1

During the period'of this report the following

regular faculty members were separated from the
College staff:
Ronald Piotrowski - Instructor, Art Education
James Srubek - Instructor, Art Education
Harry Carlson, Assoc. Prof., Elementary Education
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Vivienne Brady - Instructor, Elementary Education
Mary K. Huff, Instructor, Home Economics
Mary S. Lehmer, Instructor,. Home Economics
John Montgomery- Asst. Prof., Health, P.E.
& Recreation
June Young - Instructor, Health, P.E. & Recreation
Patrick Lynch- Assoc. Prof., Educ. Admin.
Elinor McCloskey- Asst. Prof., Secondary
Education (Library Science)
carl Zweig- Asst. Prof., Secondary Education
James Park- Asst. Prof., Secondary Education
(Business Ed.)
3.

The following faculty members were appointed:
Richard Hough - Instructor, Art Education
Frank Steiner - Instructor, Art Education
(~ new position
Bernard Spolsky- Assoc. Prof., Elementary
Education/Linguistics
Hazel Craker - Instructor, Elementary Education
Louella Williams, Assoc. Prof., Home Economics
Carolyn Hill - Instructor, Home Economics
Lawrence Locke -Assoc. Prof., Health, P.E.
and Recreation
Elmer Scholer- Prof., Health, P.E. & Recreation (new position)
Donald Warder- Asst. Prof., Bealth, P.E. and
Recreation
Marvin Heffington, Asst. Prof., Health, P.E.
and Recreation
Helen L. Shearer, Asst. Prof., Health, P.E.
and Recreation
Sandra Suttie- Asst. Prof., Health, P.E. and
Recreation
Paul Petty - Professor, Educational Admin.
Herbert Hughes, Assoc. Prof., Educ. Admin.
Martin Burlingame- Asst. Prof., Educucational·
~
Administration (new position)
Joyce Heemstra- Asst. Prof., Sec. Ed.(Bus. Ed.)
Thomas Baldwin - Instr. Sec. Ed. (I.A.) (~ new position)
David Bachelor- Asst. Prof., Ed. Fnds.
Mary Harris - Asst. Prof., .Ed. Fnds (new position)
- 16 -
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4. The following faculty members were awarded
promotions:
Promoted to Professor:
Woodrow Clements
Robert Doxtator
Peter Prouse
Tom Wiley

Health, PE & Rec.
Secondary
Secondary
Educ. Admin.

Promoted to Associate Professor:
Keith Auger
Elementary
Edwin Belzer
Health, PE & Rec.
Louis Bransford
Guidance & Spec.Ed.
John Dettre
Secondary
Home Economics
Ruth Harris
Health, PE & Rec.
Fred Hinger
Richard Holeman
Educ. Admin.
Alvin Howard
Secondary
Catherine Loughlin
Elementary
Wayne Moellenberg
Educ. Foundations
James Moore
Educ. Foundations
Frank Papcsy
Health, PE & Rec.
Richard Warner
Secondary
Guidance & Spec. Ed.
Helen Whiteside
Promoted to Assistant Professor:
Betty Benison
Health, P.E. & Rec.
Walter Rutkowski
Art ~ducation
5.

The impact of restrictive budgets on faculty

retention and recruitment within the College appears
to be growing.

Faculty turnover between the 1968-69

and 1969-70 years will be considerably greater than
has been true during the past several years.

Special

attention will be given to the analysis of this and
related problems during the coming year.
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VIII

College Organization and Operation
l.

The faculty of the College took official action

during the year to provide for the involvement of
undergraduate and graduate students as voting members
of major College committees.
2.

A revised set of policies and procedures for

making recommendations to the University administration regarding faculty promotions and salary
increases was developed and approved by tne College
faculty during the year.

The new policies and

procedures will be implemented on an experimental
basis during the coming year.
3.

During the year the Administrative and Policy

Committee of the College spent a considerable amount
of time considering plans and proposals for reorganizing the College.

Current operations and activities

were reviewed and unmet needs were identified as the
basis for considering structural changes in the College.
It is anticipated that a new or modified organizational
plan will be presented to the University administration
for its approval following formal action by the
College of Education faculty during the coming year.
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4.

New Department Chairmen
a.

Donald Mcintosh was hired effective

Sept. 1, 1969, to replace Dr. Alex Masley, who
retired, as Chairman of the Department of Art
Education.
b.

Dr. L. c. Bernardoni was appointed to succeed

Dr. George Keppers as Chairman of the Department of
Guidance and Special Education effective Sept. 1, 1969.
On that date Dr. Keppers will assume

full~time

responsibility as Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
in the College.
5.

Dr. Alvin Howard, Associate Professor of Secondary

Education, was named Assistant to the Dean on a parttime basis starting September 1, 1968.
6.

In order to facilitate the development of an

All-University Instructional Technology and Improvement Center, the College of Education agreed to sha.re
the services and cost of a person who is experienced
and well-qualified in the field of educational
technology with the Academic Vice President's Office.
Dr. Robert Kline was appointed to this position
effective August 1, 1969.

Dr. Kline will serve half-

time in the College of Education where he will be
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responsible for the Audio-Visual Program in the
Department of Secondary Education.

In addition,

he will serve as Director of the Learning Materials
Center.
IX,

Physical Facilities
1.

Ceremonies were held on March 16, 1969, to

mark the dedication of the college conference room
to the late Dean Simon P. Nanninga and of the
Learning Materials Center to the late Professor of
Elementary Education, Loyd
2.

s.

Tireman.

On May 18, 1969 the lounge in the Home Economics

Building was dedicated to Elizabeth P. Simpson,
Professor Emeritus of Home Economics and former
chairman of the Department of Home Economics.
3.

A shortage of office space for faculty and

staff continued to plague the College during the past
year.

A total of eighteen (18) faculty members had

to be housed in offices outside the College Complex
or the Physical Education buildings.

Some reduction

in this problem is anticipated when the Data Processing
Office moves out of the Faculty Office Wing of the
College in the fall of 1970.

At the same time, however,
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staff additions and new projects and activities are
expected to continue to put space at a premium.
Plans are being developed to add a number of offices
in the basement of the College Administration Building and in the east corridor of the second floor of
the Faculty Office Building.
4.

Modifications in Johnson Gymnasium which pro-

vided the Department of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation with some additional office and
specialized activity space were completed during
the year.
5.

The demand for additional space in the-College

of Education Complex resulted in the displacement.of the
offices of two statewide educational groups which had
been housed in the Administration Building.
New Mexico Parent

~eachers

The

Association moved to

rented quarters in an office building in the city.
The New Mexico School Boards Association moved to an

,,

office at 1805 Roma.
6.

The New Mexico High School Activities Association

continues to be housed in office space in Johnson Gym.
It is hopefully anticipated that this space will
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become available to the Department of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation in the near
future.
X.

Special Activities
1.

During the year the College served as host and

sponsor for a variety of professional conferences
and meetings.

2.

Among these were the following:

a.

Conference on Teaching the Bilingual Child
(Elem. Ed.) November, 1968.

b.

Conference for Legislators on Special Education
(Guidance & Sp. Ed.) December, 1968

c.

Annual Meeting - New Mexico Council for the
Social Studies (Sec. Ed.) April, 1969

A good deal of faculty time was invested during

the year in building stronger relationships with a
variety of agencies and institutions in Albuquerque
and the state.

Included in this group were the

Albuquerque Public Schools,

the Model Cities program,

the Southwest Cooperative Educational Laboratory, and
the State Department of Education.

Plans to extend

and coordinate these efforts are being made for the
corning year.
3.

Arrangements were completed for a representative
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of the College of Eaucation, Dr. Kenneth Sutton,
and six teachers from the Albuquerque Public Schools
to spend the 1969-70 academic year in residence at
the University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon
University as participants in the Pittsburgh TTT
(Teachers of Trainers of Teachers) Program.

The

team will return in June 1969, as well as several
times during the academic year, to direct in-service
programs for Albuquerque Public School teachers and
College of Education faculty members.

Dr.

Geo~ge

Hirshfield serves as local coordinator of the
Albuquerque component of the program.

The program

is supported under an EPDA, USOE grant.
4.

Members o£ the College of Education faculty

worked with students from ethnic minority groups on
campus to develop and initiate projects designed to
meet the special educational problems and interests
of these groups.
XI.

Plans and Recommendations
During the coming year the faculty of the College
of Education will seek to, arrive at decisions with
respect to its priorities for program and faculty
development.

Every effort will be made to define the

College's long-range goals in terms which are consonant
with the goals and directions of the University as a
- 23 -
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whole.

In considering the future allocation of its

limited resources, the College faculty will undoubtedly
give attention to the possibility of limiting enrollments and to the probable necessity of restricting, or
even cutting back on, program development.

It is

recognized that this will be a difficult task in
light of the increasing social demands to which the
College feels a responsibility to respond.

Such

demands include the desire of an increasing number
of students, as well as persons who normally have not
been considered students, to prepare for socially
significant work, the requirement of schools for more and
better-qualified teachers, and the desperate need of
society for the full and constructive involvement of
its educated citizenry (which includes college faculty
members) in efforts to resolve its fundamental problems.
At the very least, it seems likely that the
College as an institution and its faculty members as
individuals will be drawn, even more than has been
true in the past, into community, state and regional
efforts to deal with the crucial educational problems
of our time.

Under the circumstances it is unlikely

that we will be able to arrive at decisions which will
lighten the load which the College chooses to bear.
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THE

DEPARTMENT OF ART EDUCATION

1, 1968 - June 30, 1969

Alexander Masley, Chairman
I.

General Dcp,artment Information
A.

Signific~nt

achievement during the academic year 1968 - 1969.

This academic year was a difficult one for the Department due
to the fact that four-fifths of the faculty in the Department·
were completely new to

~he

department or, as in the case of

Mr. Rutkowski, were returning to teaching duty after a year of
absence working on a doctoral program out-of-state.

During that

year, several changes in the department had taken place and
Mr. Rutkowski was, in effect, a "new" member of the departmental
staff.
The problems v1ere compounded also

b~cause

this was to be terminal

year for the retiring Chairman and what had appeared to be effective methods of teaching in the past were frequently disregarded
and the "former authority" as departmental chairman

~1as

most dis-

respectfully treated in concerted effort to "overthrow" the
"establishment" even as general student behavior on the campus as
a whole demonstrated.
The absence of a permanent Dean in the Coliege of Education further
weakened the effectiveness of any real authority.

What had been

an integrated and effectively functioning Department,ror many years
had now become one of dissention simply because one member of the
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faculty had decicied either to ascend to the chairmanship in the
_department or to create havoc· if this did not appear to he possible.

Departmental chairmanship of this and any other campus

department requires the guidance and consideration of an experienced person.

Such experience cannot be obtained after only

three years of non-·professorial status of teaching.
Fortunately, for the Department and for the College, an experienced
candidate for the chairmanship was found after considerable search
and the departmental "situation" should, again become normal and
constructively contributory to the best kind of teaching possible
under the circumstances.
One of the most far reaching changes that took place in the College
of Education and affecting the Department of Art Education was the
growing cooperative effort toward a connnon g?al between the Department of Art and the College of Fine Arts on one side and the
College of Education and the Department of Art Education on the
other side,

For too many years, due to lack of understanding as

to the educational function of the Department of Art Education,
there had been considerable friction between the two colleges and
their respective "art departments."

Through the efforts of tqe

Dean of the College of Fine Arts· and the Chairman of the Department of Art Education, any lack of understanding as to the

purpose~

and differences between these two units on the carapus was dispelled
and a ¥rholesome, cooperative relationship was established.

It is

hoped that with the new administration in the Department of Art

-- -
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Education, beginning with the Fall Semester, 1969, even closer
cooperation should be established until all "differences" are
completely erased and the University administration and the
students in the respective colleges will understand that both
the fine arts program in the College of Fine Arts and the education program in the College of Education are together contributing to the elevation of art in New Mexico in all of its
various forms.
B.

Significant plans and

r~commendations

for the future

Due to the fact that a new department head will soon be in
position to guide the department this fall, any real suggestions as to changes to take place were held in abeyance until
the

ne~~

administration takes .over.

It goes vTithout saying, there

is great need for considerable "revamping'~· and updating ~f policies and practices within the

depa~tment

and in its relationship

to other departments in the College and on the campus as a whole.
C.

Appointment to staff
Mr. Richard Hough was appointed to staff to replace Mr. Srubek
who returned to Penn State University to work on a doctoral study
program.
Mr. Frank Steiner was given a one year appointment ~·1hen late :in

August of last year Mr. Piotrowski, faculty member in the department, informed the chairman that he was not returning to the
department because he had signed a.contract for a better position
at Pratt Institute.

This after having already signed a contract

with the University of New Mexico.

.,.
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In order to save a situation," Mr. Steiner was elevated from
Graduate Assistant to Instructor for one year.
Hr. Paul Kravagna, formerly faculty member at the Institute of
American Indian Art in Santa Fe, was awar4ed the Graduate

Assis~

tantship in the Department.
II.

Composite information reguested on individual biographical supplements
A.

Advanced study:

Hr

Rutkowski advanced but did not complete his

doctoral studies.
B.

Sabbatical, etc.:

None.

C.

New Scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.:

D.

Publications:

Norte.

Hasley, La Ensenanza del Arte en La Escula Primaria.

Spanish textbook in art education.
E.

Other re.search projects or creative work
Hough:
Hasley:

Exhibitions.

i~

progress:

Rutkowski Thesis in progress.

Advanced experiments with sand as a "painting" medium,

and new forms of tempera paint for classroom use.
F.

Activities in.learned and professional societies:
Hough:

None.

Rutkowski:

None.

Masley:

Attended the annual

convention of the New Mexico Art Education Association.

Also,

the National Art Education Association Convention in New York ·City.
G.

Other professional activities:
workshops.
Masley:

Rutkowski:

Hough:

Elementary art education

Exhibitions locally and in Pennsylvania.

Exhibitions locally.
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,·H.

Non-teaching University services:
Rutkowski:

Hough:

l..M.C. Col!llllittee.

Art Education Searc:h Collllllitt.ee:

Student Publications Committee.

Masley:

Collllllittee A;

Administrative Committee;

Search Committee; Study of College of· Education Committee; Member
of Advisory Board of the Bureau of Educational Planning.
I.

Public Service:

Hough:

None.

Rutkowski:

None.

Masley:

Children's Art Classes and Judging of Children's Art.
J.

Personal information:

None.

.
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Appendix B

The Report of the Department of Educational Administration
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Richard 1.. Holeman, Chairman

L

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1968-69
1.

The department continued its shift toward advanced graduate

instruction during this academic year.

The number of Master's Degrees

awarded was again reduced, while the number of doctorates and 6th
Year Specialist Certificates were increased.

There were 14 graduates

who received their doctorates in Educational Administration and
Supervision since Commencement, 1968.
2.

Because of state-wide demands to provide the Master's level

educator with temporary administrative credentials, as well as a
permanent teacher license, a joint Master's program with the Departments of Elementary Education and Secondary Education has been developed during this academic year.

This program will not require a

new degree, but will, rather, be a reformulation of the Master's
Degree offered by the two cooperating departments.

Plans are to

have announcements about this program available by mid-summer.
3.

The department has considered with great interest the

possibility of the development of a Graduate School of Administration on the University of

~ew

Mexico campus.

It has been

quite supportive of all plans to study this development.

B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
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Because of anticipated changes in personnel at t.he end of
the next academic year, considerable time will be invested
year in the recruitment of new staff.

ne~t

Members will be selected

so that their skills will compliment the skills and interests of
present staff, an.d continue the direction toward heavier utilization of social science concepts in Educational Administration.
C.

Appointments to staff.
Dr. C.W. Richard, July.l, 1969--Visiting Associate Professor

D.

Separations from staff.
None
Professor Paul Petty was reassigned to the College of Education

Project in Bogata, Colombia, effective second semester, 1968-69.
He continues to hold rank in the Department of Educational Administration, however.
II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
1.

Advanced study
Hartin Burlingame-Ph. D., University of Chicago, June, 1969.
"The NAACP and Equal Educational Opportun:l.ties for Negroes,
1909-1954, II

,.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.
Dr. Hartin Burlingame conducted a Bureau of Indian Affairs
Summer workshop-Principals at Flagstaff, Arizona in June, 1968.
Dr. Richard Tonigan traveled to Central Chile; Bogata, Colombia;
Quito, Ecuador; Lima, Peru as an educational consultant.
Dr. Horacio Ulibarri conducted a Bilingual Institute at the
University of Texas, Summer, 1969.
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3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None

4.

Publications during the period
Burlingame, Martin. "A Fool and His Money,"
School Review, 48 (Jan. 1969) 16-7
&

New Nexico

Wiley, "An Analysis of the 1969 Legislature,"

~w Nexico School Review, 4S (April, 1969)12-14

Holeman, Richard L. The Change Agent in a Multi-cultural
County: A Study in Management of Organizational Tensions.
(With Ulibarri and Hanson), April, 1969.
, Administration of Bilingual Education.

~rch, 1969.

(With Ulibarri),

Hughes, Herbert H. "The Constitutional Convention,"
New Mexico Review and Legislative Journal, January, 1969
Ulibarri, Horacia, "Acculturation Problems of the NexicanAmerican. '' Proceedings: Conference on Adult Basic Education, Southwestern Cooperative Education Laboratory,
Albuquerque, N.N., 1968.
, Final Report-Interpretative Studies on Bilingual

~ucation

, Administration of Bilingual Education (with Richard
---nolemon) March, 1969.
Wiley, Tom. Politics and Purse Strings, University of N.M.
Press, August, 1968.
, School Review, (Article in each of 6 issues) Published

~ NMEA, Santa Fe.

, Education Today, (Article on Education conditions
December, 1968, NEA, Washington D.C.

---rn New Mexico)
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or
Completed during period.
Dr. John Aragon was Director of UNM Minority Group Cultural
Awareness Center.
Dr. Richard L. Holeman was Co-director of "Evaluation of
Concerted Services in Technical Education for USOE and North
Carolina State University-extended from 8-30-68 through 1-31-69.
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Dr. Herbert Hughes conducted a public opinion poll on education
and politics in Albuquerque and Portales--polling methodology
was investigated, along with opinion patterns.
Dr. Richard Tonigan was Director of Branch Community College
Feasibility Study for the University of New Mexico. He was
also Director of Educational Specifications for Espanola
branch of Northern New Mexico State School.
Dr. Horacia Ulibarri directed Changes in Attitudinal Characteristics of i1igrant and Ex-migrant Adult Education Students--Office
of Education, 1968-69. He also was Director of Interpretative
Study in Bilingual Education-:--Office of Education, 1968-69.
(This grant was extended to January, 1970.)
Dr. Torn Wiley is working on a proposed book--Anatomy of the
Elective Official.
6.

Act:ivit:ies 'in'J.earned and:professional societies.
Dr. Martin Burlingame attended Meetings of AERA, AASA,
UCEA Plenary Session, Chairman of liCEA Politics and
Education, Section #4.
Dr. Richard L. Holeman attended meetings at UCEA in Phoenix,
Arizona; AERA, Los Angeles, California. He also read a paper
on "The Adaptive Functions of a Guidance Program" for Fellows
in a Guidance-Administration Program, Indiana State University.
Dr. Herbert Hughes read a paper and chaired one session at
National Educational Research Association meeting in March,
1969.
Dr. Richard Tonigan was U.S. Delegate to CONESCAL/UNESCO/OAS
sponsored Latin America Middle Level Technical Education
Conference in Chile in November, 1968.
Dr. Horacio Ulibarri attended meeting of Adult Education
Association.
Dr. Torn Wiley presented a professional paper to American
Educational Research Association "Politics and State Educational Policy" in February, 1969 at Los Angeles, California.

7.

Other professional activities.
Dr. John Aragon served as consultant to San Jose State College
for the evaluation of its Secondary Education Project in
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic. He was also consultant
to Texas Education Desegregation and Technical Assistance
Center, University of Texas, Austin. He served as a member of
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the Board of Directors of Hispanic American Community Development Corporation, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Martin Burlingame served as Assistant Director, UNM
Bilingual Education Conference, May, 1969. He was also a
participant in School Board Candidates Workshop, January, 1969.
Dr. Richard L. Holemon served as a consultant to several New
Mexico schools; to the UN}!-Los Lunas Teacher and Administrator
Training Project; to Tri-community Branch College Feasibility
Project and the Bilingual project. He also conducted a 5 week
Seminar for Colombian Students.
Dr. 'Herbert Hughes served as State Chairman of Governor's
nonpartisan Citizen's Committee for a Constitutional Convention, with several radio and television appearances.
Dr. Richard Tonigan served as Program Chairman for International
Meeting of Council of Ed\lcational Facility Planners, Washington,
D.C., 10/68.
Dr. Horacia Ulibarri served as consultant for the following:
Southwestern Cooperative Educationai Laboratory, Albuquerque;
Teachers Corps, University of Southern California, Los Angeles;
Headstart Program, OEO, State Planning Office, New Mexico;
Denver Public Schools; Colorado State Department of Education;
Colorado Springs Public Schools; Our Lady of the Lake College,
San Antonio, Texas; Office of Education, Washington, D.C.
Dr. Tom Wiley served as mediator to solve impasse between
Albuquerque Public School Board of Education and Albuquerque
Classroom Teachers' Association.
8.

Non-teaching University service.
Dr. John Aragon is a member of Continuing Education and Curriculum
Committee.
Dr. Martin Burlingame is a member of the Scholarship Committee.
Dr. Richard Holeman was Chairman of COE Organization Committee,
is a member of the Policy Board of- the Division of .Puq;!,:lc.
Administration, member of the Administrative and policy Committee,
serves on the COE Space Committee and is a member of the
Educational Doctorate Committee.
Dr. Herbert Hughes is a member of a temporary departmental
committee to explore change in department core program.
Dr. Richard Tonigan is a member of UNM Ad Hoc V.P. for Research
Committee and of the UNM Contract Research and Patents Committee.
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Dr. Tom Wiley.se1:ves on the UniveJ:sity Policy Committee
and is Chairman of the Continuing Education Committee.
9.

Public se1:vice.
Dr. John Aragon is a member of the Board of Directors of
the Albuquerque Association for Retarded Children.
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The Report of the Dep~rtment of Educational Foundations
July 1, 1968 ~ June 30, 1969
Albert W. Vogel, Chairman

I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year, 1968-69
1.

The Department of Educational Fo'undations began administe-r;ing
the educational functions of the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology,
University of New Mexico.

2.

The Department joined with the Department of Secondary
Education in an expe:rime;ntal program for training teachers
in the Albuquerque Job Corps Center for Women.

The Director

and the Assistant Pirector o£ the project were graduate students
in this Department.
3.

The Department joined with the New Careers Pro grant, UNM, in a
tutoring program for Trainees in New Careers.

A special

section of Educational Foundations 290 was assigned the tutoring
task.
4.

A special "sheltered" section of Educational Foundations 290
was created for another group of students from the New Careers
Program.

The effort of this course was to determine whether

New Career Trainees could survive in a regular college level
course.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
1,

Next year, the Department will begin several new approaches
to teaching its undergraduate courses.

All large sections of

Educational Foundations 290 will be broken into

smalle~

sections

~
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not to exceed 25 in number.

Faculty and teaching assistants

will be assigned to these classes.

All instructors below

faculty rank will be expected to take Educational Foundations
610 and 611, Internship I, II, with the Department Chairman
while teaching sections of 290.

In addition, all students

in 290 sections will .be required to tutor Elementary, Junio:r;
and Senior students in the Albuquerque Public School system.
This program is being coordinated with the APS tutoring council.
2.

Steps are being taken to coordinate Educational Foundations 300
and 310 with the Elementary Junior Block and with the ueveloping
program in Secondary Education.

':!:his is an effort to tie .the

courses more closely to the training programs in those departments, and to avoid overlapping of content material.'
3.

The Department recognized its responsibility for International
Education with the transfer into the Department of Dr. Frank
Angel, who will function as professor of International Education.

C.

Appointments to Staff.
Dr. Mary Harris joined the Department in September to fill
a vacancy.

Mr. Douglas Muller joined the Department to replace

Dr. Lewis Dahman, who was reassigned as a continuing department
member to Latin America.
D.

Separations from Staff.
Douglas Muller left at the end of the academic year to accept
a position at New Mexico State University.
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li.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements,
1.

Advanced Study.
Mary B. Harris received her Ph. D. in June, 1968
Frartk Angel was named Assistant Dean, Special Projects.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves, etc.
James G. Cooper, two weeks in Colorado. and Wyoming (fishing and
camping.)
Wayne P. Moellenberg traveled from Mexico to Canada during
Summer, 1968.
John T. Zepper taught the 1968 summer session at Eastern
Illinois State University, Charleston, Illinois. Sabbatical
leave Semester II, 1968-1969.
Frank Angel, summer teaching in Dominican Republic, July, 1969.

3.

New Scholastic .ha.nors, etc.
None

4.

Publications
D.. L. Bachelor - "Men-Women Ratios, Teacher Wastage, and British
Staffing Policy," International Review of Education, Fall, 1970.
"Teachers in Germany: Current Research," Sociology of Education,
Spring, 1970.
Urban Communities, Canada. Toronto: Bellhaven Press, Fall, 1970.
James G. Cooper - Statistical Programs for Behavioral Scientists.
(with Dr. M. Lurt) College of Education, UNM, l/69.
Nary B. Harris - "A Self-directed Program for Weight Control,"
Journal of Abnormal Psychology, April, 1969.
Wayne P. ~loellenberg - "National Assessment: Are we Ready?"
The Clearing House, April, 1969, pp. 451-454.
"Investigation of Methods to Assess the Effects of Cultural
Deprivation" (Monograph accepted by Educational Research Information Center.)
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James c. Moore - "The .Application of Transmitter-Receiver Units
in Test Administration Programs," Journal of Educational
Measurement, 1968.
"Cueing for Selective Note-taking," Journal of Experimental
Education, 1968, pp. 64-73.
John T. Zepper - ''Time for a Period of Stability' II Insights'
6: 3-4, January, 1969.
Book review of Sylvia Ashton-Warner's Myself to appear in the
April, 1969 issue of the Journal of Thought.,
Frank Angel- "The Mexican-American in Higher Education," paper
for Project at Long Beach College, California.
"A Model Program for Teacher Education for the Mexican-American,"
paper for USOE.
"La Ensenaz;:t del Arte in La Escuela Primaria." Professional
book on the teaching of art in the elementary school, contributor
and editor.
"Instruccion: Base ed la Educaion," a manual for student
teachers in L.A. Normal Schools.
Albert W. Vogel - Monograph, John Hersey on the Educational
Malaise, New Mexico Research and Study Council, May, 1968.
Book Review, "Politics and. Purse Strings," accepted for publication
by the History of Education Quarterly.
5.

Other research projects or creative work, etc.
D.L. Bachelor:

Assisted Professor Spolsky in writing a proposal

for the linguistic analysis of the New Mexico population.
be co-director of the project.

Will

Developed proposal for training

school counseling aides for Northern New Mexico, submitted by
the Educational Service Center.

Will serve as consultant.

Wrote,

with Roger Banks, a proposal to set up an adult education cer,ti:r.
Proposal includes a study of ·minority group students at UNM.
James G. Cooper:

Studied effects upon achievement in elementary

statistics of computer based instruction, summer, 1968.
Completed final report for Bilingual Education project (with
Dr. H. Ulibarri,) March, 1969.

Assisted in obtaining extension

grant for research dissemination w/Dr. H•. Ulibarri, approved
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HEW, USOE, April, 1969.
Mary B. Harris:

Research on behavior modification with

preschool retardates ..
Wayne P. Moellenberg:

"Evaluation of Candidates for Teacher

Education Programs," (Research project being .conducted with
Dr. John Dettre.)
James C. Moore:

USOE #5,197, The Effect of Letter Training

on the Acquisition of Word Reading Skills, 1969-70 (Faculty
Sponsor).

Several other on-going research projects.

John T. Zepper:

Translation of Krupskaya's Public Education

and Democracy from-Russian into English.

Word analysis of

Soviet readers, I-IV.
Frank Angel:
Education.

Negotiation of Columbia Project in Secondary
Negotiation of Extension of Ecuador Project in

Textbook Writing and Teacher Education.

Consuftant, Los

Lunas Title IV Project.
Albert W. Vogel: With Tom Gustafson, "A Procedure to Discriminate
Between Successful and Unsuccessful Pressure Groups Which Mave_
an Interest in Education."

Photographs supplied for the Public

Broadcast Laboratory (Ed. T.V.) Special of Mexican-Americans.
Photographs are scheduled to be published in Nancie Gonzales'
book on Spanish-Americans (UNM Press), and Stan Steiner's book
on Mexican-Americans (Harper' and Row).
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6 •. Activities in learned and professional societies.
'James G. Cooper:

American Educational Research Association,

annual meeting, Los Angeles, February, 1969; presented a paper
on the research described in point 5.
Richard M. Gorman:

Attended American Psychological Association

Convention, San Francisco, September, 1968.
Mary B. {Iarris:

"Some Determinants of Sharing in Children,"

paper read at Rocky Mountain Psychological Association.

Also

chaired a session.
Wayne P. Moellenberg.:

Chaired session at Rocky Mountain Con-

ference on Foundations of Education.

Attended AERA Convention

at Los Angeles.

James C. Moore:

"Unique Applications of Student Data," Executive

Seminar, American College Testing Program, Iowa City, Iowa, 1/69.
"Equal Opportunity in Employment and Promotion Testing,"
Seminar, Albuquerque, ll/68..

"Testing Practices,''

EEO

Human Resources

Council Employment Testing and Affirmative Action Seminar,
Albuquerque, 2/69.
John T. Zepper:

12/6/69 read paper on V.T. Thayer at the Rocky

Mountain Conference on the Foundations of Education, Pueblo, Colo. ,
2-10 and 2-11, 1969, attended Conference of Teachers Aids, Western
Skies, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Frank Angel:

Paper presented at Regional Conference o£ Society

for Comparative Education and International Education.
-6-
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University of California, Berkeley.

Named member of AACTE

Committee on Social Forces and Teacher Education,
Albert W. Vogel:

Attended AACTE meetings in Chicago during

February, 1969, and meetings of the Comparative and International
Education Society at. Berkeley during May of 1969.
7.

Other Professional Activities.
D.L. Bachelor:

Lecture at Unitarian Church;· Consultant on

Feasibi.lity Study for Community College Project; Advisor to
Center for Community Action Services in training of school aides.
Lectured and wrote instructional materials, developed plans for
survey o;f attitude change.

Assisted social workers at Department

of Public Welfare in setting up program to channel UNM students
into aide work with Department.

Advisor to the Model Cities

survey of the South Broadway area.
analysis of the data.

Will

hel~

with the detailed

Supervised the Model Cities surve)T of

the senior class at Albuquerque High School, analyzed the results
and wrote the report.

Abstract articles for the Educational

Administration Abstracts.
Mary B. liarris:

Consultant, Palo Alto V.A. hospital, Summer, i968.

Consultant on evaluation and group processes, Bilingual Education
Project, Nay, 1969.
Wayne P. Moellenberg:

Consultant at Conference on Bilingual

Education.
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John T. Zepper:

Talk to Albuquerque Lions on Marxism, 9/17/68.

NCAA of Santa Fe; New Mexico Dec. 11-13, 1968.

Attended work-

shop for SS teache.rs at Faith Luthern Church conducted by

'R. Hanny (UNM) March 1, B, 15-1969.
Albert
8.

w.

Vogel:

Consultant to the Job Corps Center.

Non-teaching University Service,
James G. Cooper:

Chairman, UNM Computer Use CommitJ;ee,

Curriculum Committee A, Col.lege of Education.
Consultant,

~

Chairman,

COE Research

time.

Richard M. Gorman:

Secretary, Education Doctorate Committee.

Secretary, COE Space and Facilities Committee.
Mary B. Harris:

Faculty Advisor.

Advisory Committee, Bureau of Educational

Planning and Development.
Wayne P. Moellenberg:

3/4 time Assistant Graduate Dean; Entrance

and Credits Committee; Chairman of E & C Subcommittee; Human
Research Review Committee.

Chairman of two sessions of "Evaluation

of Instruction Day,"
James C. Moore:

Chairman, two doctoral committees; member,

thirteen doctoral committees; Director, Testing.Division;
several committees.
John T. Zepper:

General Honors Committee; 25 University College

advisees; Chairman of 5 doctoral candidates; member of 20 doctoral
committees.
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Frank

An~:

Member ISRAD; member UNM;' s Committee on International

Education.
Albert W. Vogel:

Associate Director of the Job Corps Teacher

Training Project with Secondary Education.

Director of the

Educational Program in. the Maxwell Museum of Anthropology, UNM,
9.

Public Service.
James G. Cooper:

Active in conservation activities of the Sierra Club.

Richard M. Gorman:

Active in Democratic Party during presidential

campaign.
Wayne P. Moellenberg:
10.

Seminar leader, First Congregational Church.

Personal information.
Richard M. Gorman:
Mary B. Harris:

Married April 5, 1969.

4 children.

Jennifer Mary Harris, born October 10, 1968.
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THE P3PORT OF 1TIE DEPARTMENT OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
David Darling,

I.

Chairman

General Departmental Information
~

~nificant

achievements during the academic year, 1968-69

A major event in the College of Education this past year was the visit
of the review com;nittee of NCATE.

The Department :fared quite well in the

evaluation and was cited several times in the NCATE report for the soundness
of our undergraduate teacher education program.

Areas commended were the

theory-to-practice approach in our methods courses, the cooperative relations
with the Albuquerque Public Schools (APS), the positive comments of students
and cooperating teachers interviewed, the carefuLly-planned nature of the
program, the well-managed student teaching program, and the efforts of the
staff to study and modify the program on the basis of new or additional
information.
~

The Under1,raduate Program

Plans were made during a department retreat in October and in
meetings to make some
and senior modules.

adju~tments

follow~up

in the placement of courses in the junior

These will be reported in the "Plans for the Future"

section of the report.
The Department of Elementary Education and the Department of

Educa~

tional Foundations have been cooperating to find better ways of integrating,
and coordinating the instructional activities in the methods courses, the
foundation areas, and the field experiences.

This past year our students in

the junior module were taking three methods courses, two foundations courses,
and doing studant teaching,

The Foundations Department set up two .special
-1-
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afternoon sections of 300 anri 310 to acc.ommodate this coordination.

The

Elementary Education Department is very pleased with the cooperative and
accommodating spirit of th<l Foundations Department and is looking forward to
even closer and more complex cooperative activities so that the professional
education of teachers can be a truly integrated and relevant experience.
During the past year a greater percentage of our student teachers
were placed in student·teaching centers.

~e

have not yet reached our goal,

placing 90% in center schools, but we are progressing toward that goal.· We
have had six full-time clinical supervisors from APS during the past year.
This represents art increase of two over the previous year.
four interns in APS classrooms last year.
successfully.

We placed twenty-

All of the interns performed very

These clinical supervisors permit us to keep well within the

supervisory load suggested by the Association for Student Teaching, and have
freed the professorial staff to work in in-service education activities in
our student teaching centers.
A follow-up of the Gay study (1964)

~qas

completed by Sara Dawn and

Bill Smith, under the direction of Pr. Keith Auger.

This study provided

relevant data which is being used to revise our undergraduate program once
agairt.

The study indicated that concerns of students reported in the Gay

study have changed and that the new pt'ogram is by and large overcoming the
problems indicated in the previous study.
A bilingual education minor for elementary education majors was
approved by the Department.

This addition is designed to prepare teachers

for the newly-forming bilingual schools.

The prior consists of a language

competency and courses from English, Speech, Anthropology, Sociology,
Psychology and Education.

'·
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The Graduate Program
The central elements needed for an area of concentration in Teacher
Education at the doctoral level have been established during the past year.
We now have a practicum in the supervision of student teaching and an internship in teacher education available for students interested in pursuing teacher
education as a career.

It is possible for a graduate student tc:> earn tlvelve

semester bouts in each of the above areas. · Three more moves are necessary
to complete the

program~

(1) a seminar in teacher education needs to be

developed; (2) our methods seminars need to be made more flexible so that a
student can earn up to nine or twelve hours of seminar credits in a given
area; and (3) an overall conceptual frame1wrk for a teacher education program
needs to be developed to give guidance to activities in the various elements
of the program.
A program in linguistics and language pedagogy has been brought into
being through the coordinating efforts of Dr. Bernard Spolsky.

The

program~

in its present form, represents the drawing together of a number of existing
courses from various departments (Anthropology, English, Speech, Modern
Languages, and Education) and the development of a limited number of new
courses to provide a foundation for the supporting lvork in the various
specialized disciplines.

The program, although it has just been instituted,

has already received notice on the national level.

If the program continues

to develop; UNM could attract a core of very capable graduate students to
study and research in this area,
The Department was involved in what appears to have been an abortive
attempt to establish a graduate credit summer program in Santa Fe irt cooperation with the College of Santa Fe.

The chairman w·as involved in a number of

meetings, in Albuquerque and in Santa Fe, in an attempt to determine the need
for such an arrangement and to develop operating agreements for the execution
of the plan.

The summer program

~~as

established on an experimental basis
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(:for two summers).

The enrollments are quite

low~

and I would advise that

the second year of the experiment be reconsidered carefully, preferably
dropped.
~

Service and Research Activities

The Department

1-7/lS

(and is) involvcd'lin. a number of service and

research activities, many of which deal with the specific educational concerns
of populations in our region.
Dr. LeRoy Condieis Navajo Culture-based Social Studies program has
received a continuation in funding.

Many exciting teaching units have been

developed and field tested in selected classrooms on the Navajo reservation.
This project has received considerable praise and attention from BIA authorities and other educators and scholars concerned with Indian education.

The

project is in a rather complex phase now where (1) new units are still being
developed, (2) units are being field tested, (3) units are being revised as a
result of the completed field tests, (4) production

~rork

is under way to

produce the tested and revised units in quantity, and (5) teacher training
in utilization of the units is in progress.
simultaneously.

These tasks are being executed

It is the opinion of the chairman of the Department that

the "Condie materials 11 will have a significant and lasting effect on the
education of Navajos and others.

The materials

~vill

demonstrate in an:

effective way how cultural values and traditions can be incorporated into
the educational program in a progressive and forward-looking. manner.
The proposal submitted by Dr. Miles

v.

Zintz under the Education

Professions Development Act to train a task force of bilingual education
specialists was funded with a grant of some $257,000.
year-long institute with twenty-eight participants.

-4-

The project is a
The first eight weeks
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of the institute are to Pc spent in study at the Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara in Guadalajara, Mexico.

The participants will .study the Hispanic

History of the Southwest, Educational Anthropology, and Bilingual Education.
They will also practice the teaching of English to non-English speakers and
study the local and regional culture in a somewhat open but concentrated
manner.

The participants

of course

~~ork

~-Till

return to the UNM campus for two semesters

and field worlt in bilingual-bicultural education.

This is

another project that has high impact potential if some follow-up guidance is
planned for and provided for during the first year or two after the institute,
~ie

are intending to apply for a continuation of the project for another year.
The B. I. A. has funded a research project proposed by Dr. Bernard

Spolsky to study the learning of baginning reading in Navajo by first grade
Navajos.

The first phase of the study will include the planning of a data

collection system, the development of specifications for needed materials, and
the analysis of similar programs in other parts of the world.

'}s the program

becomes adequately funded, a major research project will be undertaken.

This

is an extremely crucial study in_ that there is a strong trend. to have bilingual
educational programs for all persons who come to school with a first language
other than English.

This approach presents significantly different problems

for our Indian groups, since some groups have no written form of their
language, and those

~~ho

do (Navajos, for example) do not have a body of

printed material sufficient for a bilingual educational program similar to a
Spanish-English program.

Provision of sufficient printed materials in

Navajo, or the development of a written form for other Indian tongues, are
very expensive and time-consuming ventures, and should be undertaken only
if basic research has been completed and some knowledge of the effectiveness
of instruction of reading in Navajo is available to justify a venture of
such magnitude.
natives to the

Hopefully, basic research
~elution

of the problem.
-5-
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The Ecuadorian Normai School Improvement project has fallen somewhat
behind scheduie.

Many :factors have contributed to this situation, incluclin:g

the change of ministers in the Ministry of Education (the sixth MOE change
since UNM's arrival), and the change of administrations iti our country,

We

have a new chief-of-party who has had to learn the many si.tbtieties df tlie
project {working with AID officials, MOE officials, Normal School personnel,
and our own UNM Ecuadorian staff.

These subtleties lteep changing as there

are governmental changes in Ecuad.or and tho U. S.
The UNM baclt-up support provided in the 1968-69 budget was not utilized.

The effect of this decision (which was. made without consultation with

the Chairman of the Department of Elementary Education) on staff morale and
UNM coordinating efforts has not been determined.

The logistics of the

business office appears to have had a negative effect on morale.

U~!

7he involve-

ment of the Department in professional services and judgments. diminished over
the past year.

This appears to have affected the Department's commitment to

the project, although general concern for and interest in the educational
concerns of Latin America

have not diminishe4.

The textbooks scheduled for publication in October, 1968 are now
scheduled for publication in October, 1969.
this delay.

Three major factors have caused

First, the project has had great difficulty in getting the

Ministry to provide adequate

illust~~tions

for the texts.

This has slowed

the writing process considerably and taken the time of the director of the
textbook program to try to obtain adequate illustrators,

Second, decisJons

on printing, format, layout, and other technical aspects of production have
been rather dra1m out.
anything else.

This is again a product of the mileau more than

Only the strong efforts of former chief-of-party Dr. John

Aragon, the continuing efforts of the current ehief-of-party, Ambrosio Ortega,
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the excellent technical assistance of Orlando Stephens and Dr. Dolores
Gonzales have precipitated what expediency has been shown in this regard.
Third, probably the October, 1968 deadline was an unrealistic goal.

The

many factors in textbook production beyond the direct control of project
personnel were not all known at the time the tentative 1968 deadline was set.
The textbook program remains the most successful program of our
ject in Ecuador.

pro~

Dr. Dolores Gonzales has done an outstanding job in training

the vriters and directing their work.
count):ies have visited the project,
to several other countries.

Groups from several South American
Dr. Gonzales has served as a consultant

Venezuela has tried quite

insistently to secure

the services of Dr. Gonzales as a full-time employee of the Venezuelan Ministry
of Education.

It is my feeling that we should scope down the activities of

this project to only the writing, publication, distribution and utilization
of the textbooks being produced by the project.

I realize this decif;ion

lvould have political consequences, but so does the decision to over-expand
our obligation beyond what will be funded by AID or accepted by Ecuador.
Our field lfork with the Normales and Annexas improved considerably
during the year.

Mr, George Gonzales developed a good lvorldng relationsbip

lvith the personnel of the Anncxas and the Normales.

He executed several

workshops during the year that were apparently quite successful and wellreceived.

There was closer coordination between the textbook program and

the field work than had been possible the previous year.
de11eloped by the textbook writers were introduced in the

Materials being
~~orl~shop.

The

actiiTit:ie.s of the workshop lvere designed to provide the teachers with some
useful new techniques as lve11 as to prepare them for the methodology artd
concepts presented in the new textbooks.

The field work has tapered off dur-

ing the last few months since Mr. Gonzales was chosen to replace Dr. Gonzales

~7-
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as director of the textbook program.
to prepare for this new function.

He has been working with Dr. Gonzales

Dr. Gonzales

~·Jill
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be returning to Albuquerque

in July.
The Kindergarten of Manzanita Center is being used to study the
effects of the utilization of media (especially T,V, tapes) in the process
of developing the social dimension of affective behavior of young children.
This was funded by the University research fund and continuation of the
project will be sought through the small contract program of USOE.

Drs.

Catherine Loughlin and Hargaret.Chisholm are directing this study.
The department engaged in an in-service teacher training program for
the Grants Public Schools, funded under Title I, ESEA.

The program

~1as

a

year-long effort to improve teaching in the reading-language arts area, with
emphasis on teaching English as a second language, and to sensitize teachers
to help them be more accommodating of the various cultural and ethnic groups

in Grants.

This effort has been extended another year, but the emphasis is

being shifted to a teacher training program in bilingual teaching methodology
for teachers of the first and second grade.

The Grants project was under the

direction of Dr. Miles Zintz during the 1968-69 school year and will be directed by Dr. Dolores Gonzales for the 1969-70 year.

Mari-Luci Ulibarri was a

major participant in this effort.
The department, through the Gallup Branch College, has been providing
on-site instruction for teachers and teacher aides in Indian Headstart programs.
Credit courses were provided on the Navajo Reservation at Zuni Pueblo,
the Laguna Pueblo.

~nd

at

These were funded by Education Projects, Incorporated, a

direct contractor for OEO funds, through Eastern New Mexico University.
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The Department, in cooperation with tho State- Department of Education,
sponsored a highly successful Conference on Teaching the Bilingual Child in
November.

Over five hundred educators from New Nexico and neighboring states

attended the meeting.

It is safe to say. that this conference

h~s

helped to

coalesce a strong movement among educators in, promoting improved educational
opportunities for our group of citizens.
Several members of the Department worked on the Citizens Advisory
Board for Bilingual Education in the Albuquerque Public Schools a year ago.
This work resulted in a proposal for
school in Albuquerque.

a planning

grant to institute a bilingual

The proposal was accepted and funded under Title VIII,

ESEA, the Bilingual Education Act.

The operational proposal has also been

funded and a bilingual school will be started in the Coronado Elementary
Work in Dr. Zintz 1 project will be coordinated with the work being

SchooL

done in the Coronado School.
The Department, jointly with the State Department of Education, is
sponsoring a

two-wee!~

summer wor!tshop on the early education of the Indian

child for teachers from public schools with significant enrollments of IndiaQ
students.

Dr. Spolsky and Hari-Luci Ulibarri will be major contributors to

the workshop.

Dr. Robert Hilson of U. C. L. A. and Mr. Ralph Robinett of the

University of Michigan lvill present their programs.
The Department, jointly w~th Educational Administration, is sponsoring
a six-week summer institute for thirteen school administrators from Zambia.
Seven of these students have been on campus for the past academic year, and
the six additional Zambians attended Tvebst:er College before coming to UNM.
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B.

Plans for the near future
The Department held a retreat at the D. H. Lawrence Ranch in October

of 1968,

The retreat served the purpose of reviewing our current activities

and planning for the future.

Several of the suggestions contained in this

section of the report reflect the deliberations at the Lawrence Ranch.
We intend to expand our "honors" intern and clinical supervisor
exchange program with APS so
feel that

'~e

~qe

will have seven clinical supervisors.

We

have almost reached the limit of expansion of this program given

our current staff size and student body.
We plan to reorganize our junior and senior modules on the basis of
our experience over the past two years.

Major changes anticipated are the

shifting of the math methods course to the junior module and the social
studies methods course to the senior module.

Also, we intend to incorporate

an instructional media segment in the. senior module (this has implications
for staffing needs), and to shift children's literature to the semester between
the junior and senior modules.
We will explore the possibility of teaching our undergraduate methods
courses in selected elementary school buildings to provide ready access to
observation experiences, demonstration teaching, and

micro~teaching

activities.

He wish to continue expanding the number of student teaching centers
until 90% of our student teaching placements are in these centers.
We will have to re-examine the implications of an "approved program"
approach to teacher certification with specific

re~evaluation

of our minor

requirements and the general education requirements.
We need to provide opportunities for in-depth work at the upper
graduate course level for graduate students by offering our 500 level courses
for variable credit (3-12 hours),
~10~
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Efforts need to be expended to increase the number of doctoral
students in reading and to provide the necessary clinical services through
Manzanita Center, University College, and in cooperation with the. public
schools.
He intend to continue the special projects now under way (Dr. Condie's
Navajo social studies Project, Dr. Spolsky's Navajo reading research pro;icct,
and Dr. Zintz' bilingual teacher specialist project) and to expand in ways
that are appropriate.
We have initiated planning to sponsor a six-week bilingual education
institute for school principals and supervisors during the summer of 1970.
We are in the discussion stages to revise our advisement and
registration procedures, particularly for University College students,
He plan to institute a bilingual program in the kindergarten of
Hanzanita Center next year.

The student seiection committee for the kinder-

garten program made the selection of students With this in mind.

The

kindergarten teacher is developing a program for bilingual education at the
kindergarten level.
There is a strong need to add another science education staff person

to the faculty.

The recent turnover of our science education position has

been very costly, both in terms of dollars and in terms of program development and continuity.

One factor contributing to the turnover was the heavy

load carried by the former science education professor.
There is a need to reevaluate our activities in foreign projects, such
as Ecuador and Colombia, to determine the nature and extent of faculty interest
and explore the relative status of such proposed projects as compared to our
ongoing undergraduate and graduate programs and local service and research
projects.
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APpointment to Staff
Mr. Richard Van Dongen was appointed Instructor in Elementa1:y

Educatiqn, with the rank to become Assistaqt Professor upon completion of
his doc tor ate.

Mr. Van Pongen' s appointment is to fill the vice-Gus2:alc

position in reading and will begin in September, 1969.

Mr, Van Dongen has

been an NDEA fellow at UNH.
Mrs. Mari-Luci Ulibarri

'~as

appointed Instructor in Elementary

Education and taken off the "temporary instructor" status.
appointment begins in September, 1969,

Mrs. Ulibarri's

She is currently on loan to the

Minority Group Cultural Awareness Center.
~

Separations from Staff
Dr. Margaret Chisholm, an associate professor and director of the

Learning Materials Center, appointed September 1, 1967, resigned in June,
1969 to accept a position at the University of Maryland.

Her husband,

Superintendent of APS, Dr. Robert Chisholm, resigned earlier to accept a
position as Superintendent of Schools in Arlington, Virginia.
II.

Composite of information requested in individual biographical. supplement
!i:_ Advanced Study;

Miss Hazel Craker, Instructor in Elementary Education, completed
the course '1-Tork on her Ph. D. (at UNM).
1-!rs. Mary Ann Hol'le11, Instructor of the kindergarten in Manzanita
Center, conUnued worlt on her M. A. degree at l'acific Oaks College in
Pasadena, California.
Mrs. Mary-Luci Ulibarri, Instructor in Elementary Education,
completed eigh·teen hours of graduate work toward her Ph. D. at UNM.
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Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Etc,
Dr. Keith Auger served as a consultant to our project in Ecuador

in December of 1968.
Dr. Margaret Chisholm taught in an NDEA Institute, Washington
State University, July, 1969.

She also travelled in Japan, Taiwan,

Hong. Kong, Macao, Phillipines, Malaysia, Cambodia, Thailand, and Singapore
in the summer of 1969.
Dr. David Darling made a field visit to Guadalajara, Mexico to
make arrangements for the summer institute to be held at UNM's field school
at the Universidad Autonoma de Guadalajara.
Dr. Harold Drummond travelled to Mexico City and the Yucatan
Peninsula in January and to Florida a.nd the Everglades National Park in
April.
Mrs. Mary Ann Howell served as a demonstration teacher at Pacific
Oaks College in the summer of 1968.
Dr. Catherine Loughlin taught workshops in language arts and
social studies for primary teachers in Nepal on an NEA/USAID Teacher Corps
project in the summer of 1968.

She also taught in Ind;i.a, t:ravelled in •

Russia and other countries.
Dr. Bernard Spolsky was a visiting lecturer for the English
Teachers' Summer Institute in Israel in 1968.
Mrs. Mari-Luci Ulibarri taught in an institute in the

Dominica~

.

Republic for USAID and travelled in Haiti and Jamaica •
Dr. Miles V. Zintz made a :field visit to Guadalaja;ra in preps ;ration ,
for the EPDA summer institute to be held at the Universidad Autonoma de
Guadalajara.
-13-
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New Scholastic
No change

~

Publications

Rono~a

Dr. Auger (with Dr. Frederick A. Rogers) published an .article,
"The Relationship of Interview Personnel to Attitude Consistency Among
Pre-Service Undergraduates" in the Illinois School Research Journal in
November, 1968,
Dr, Chisholm published "And Miguel· Notq 11 in Elementary English,
November, 1968 and "Change or Progress?: Guidelines for Developing
Auxiliary Media Centers," in School Libraries, Winter, 1969.
Dr. Condie published the seventh edition of his Navajo Calendar.
J)r. Parling had an article, "Affective Evaluation in Reading,"
reprinted in Elementary Reading Instruction: Selected Materials, Allyn and
)3acon, and the International Reading Association, 1969.
Dr. Drummond published
~J~IDLthe

A Journey Through Many Lands and Journeys

Americas, both with teachers' manuals and

~•orkbooks,

by Allyn

& Bacon, 1969. The Western Hemisphere, Allyn & Bacon, with the teachers'
manual and wor!<:book, are to be published in early 1970.
Dr. Loughlin published Organizing the Primary

Classx~~-Sm~ll

Group Instruction (non), Helping Children Understand: Learning Experiences in
Social Studies (non); and Displaying Charts and Teaching Aids (non), all by
the Ministry of Education, l<athmau;l.du, Nepal, 1968.
Dr. Spolsky had an article, "A Psychol.inguistic Critique of Programmed,,
Foreign Language Instruction, 11 reprinted in Prog.rall1D!ed Learning and the
Language Laboratory, Longmac, London, 1968.

He was a contributor to Special

Issue No. 3 of Language Learning, Contributed an article to the TESOL
Quarterly, and also reviewed recent research in TESOL for the Quarterly.
-14-
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',

Dr, Walters (with Dr. Dru!I1lllond) author.ed a workbook for The W!estern
Hemisphere,

Allyn & Bacon, to be published early in 1970.

Dr. Zintz completed a manuscript on his new book,
Process: The Teacher and the Learner, Wm.

Bro1~n,

The Reading

(in press).

book, Education Across Cultures in the South1vest.

He revised his

Zintz had an article in

the Florida Foreign Language Reporter and authored a monograph on 'itvhat the
Classroom Teacher Should Know About Bilingual Children. 11

]h Other Research Projects and Creative Works in Progress
Dr. Chisholm contributed to the bilingual research project to
develop an annotated bibliography of research in bilingual education.

She

(with Dr. Loughlin) is conducting a study on the :role of media in developing
affective behavior in young children.
Dr. Condie continues to direct the Navajo Social Studies Project
funded by the BIA under 89-10 Legislation.
Dr. Darling assisted the APS in writing their operational proposal
(the teacher education module) for the bilingual school.
funded under Title VII, ESEA.

The proposal was

He also assisted the Grants Public Schools

1v:i.th their bilingual schools proposal which was also funded.

He coordinated

supplementary training for Indian Headatart personnel at three off-campus
sites.

He also assisted Dr. Zintz in implementing the first phase of the

Bilingual Specialist Project.
Dr. Drullll1lond has a textbook in progress, The

\~estern

Hemisphere, which

"'

will be published early in 1970 by Allyn & Bacon, along with the accompanying
teacher 1 s manual and v1orkbook.
Dr. Loughlin

(1~ith

Dr. Chisholm) has a s t:udy in progress which is aimed

at assessing the use of media in developing affective behavior in young children.
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Mrs. Sara Dawn Smith (with William D. Smith) did a follow-uv of the
I1se Gay study of the elementary teacher education program.

The study served

as a basis for further changing the program and indicated tha.t the changes
made as a result of the Gay study have bee.n effective.
Dr. Spolsky prepared a proposal to study beginning reading instruction
in Navajo.

The proposal will be submitted to the BIA for possible support.

He also served as an independent evaluator of the new Dr. Robert lolilson
English language materials being used in selected Navajo schools.
Mrs. Ulibarri participated in the UNM Grants Public Schools
communication skills in-service project 1 and in the cultural awareness inservice project in Los Lunas.
Dr. Zintz' proposal to provide a year-long institute to train a task
force of bilingual education specialists was funded ($257,680.00) for twentyeight participants.

L..

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
National meetings were attended by Zintz (Reading &.TESOL}; Auger

(AST and AACTE); Loughlin (NAEYC}; Drummond (ASCD and DESP); Ulibarri (TESOL);
Chisholm (ALA and DAVI); and Spolsky (MLA, Linguistics Society of America,
~Council

on TFL, and TESOL).

Most of these persons served in a leadership

capacity, were discussion leaders, or presented papers at the various meetings.
Many are officers in the listed organizations.

For the details, please see

the individual reports of these persons.
The Department members have been very active in professional associations, organizations, conferences, and consultancies at all levels.
professors reporting indicate significant activities in those areas.

All
The

reader is referred to the individual reports because the activities are so
varied and quite numerous and the task of summarizing is patently difficult
and would likely be an unfair summary.
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.Q:.. Non~teaching University se'rvice
Dr. Auger was on the COE Administrative and Policy Committee,
the NCATE Committee, and the UNM Committee for the Improvement of. Instruction.
Dr. Chisholm served on the UNM.Committee for Planning Campus-wide
Media Service.
Dr. Condie is sponsor of the Kiva Club.
Dr. Darling is on the COE Administrative and Policy Committee, the
l1anzanita Center kindergarten selection committee, and served on several
ad hoc committees, including chairman of the salary and promotion policy study
committee.
Dr. Drummond serves on the Graduate Committee and the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee.

He was appointed by the Policy Committee to the com-

mittee to study the ROTC at UNM.

He is on the Advisory Committee to the

Bureau of Research and Planning, COE.

He also has served as a member and

chairman of various ad hoc committees within the college and university.
Dr. Loughlin is on the Manzanita Center Committee and is director
of the University of Massachusetts exchange program.
Dr. Spolsky is a member of the Advisory Committee on Bilingual
Education and the Center for the Improvement of Communication Skills.

He

is on the academic policy group for the Upward Bound College Enrichment
Program and Chairman of the Program in Linguistics and Language Pedagogy.
Mrs. Ulibarri served as .an unofficHtl counselor for eight Colombian
and seven Zambian students,
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H.

Public Service
Dr. Auger served as a clraft counselor and as a precinct delegate

to county and state Democratic conventions.
Dr. :Pa:ding served on the planning committee for pre-school and
elementary school "Goals for Albuquerque" community project.

He is al.so

on the board of directors for Cub Scout Pack 76 and Boy Scout Troop 76,
Dr. Drummond has presented slide lectures at several elementary
schools and attended the annual meeting of the Salvation Army.
Dr. Loughlin is on the policy board for the child development center
of the EOB and the County Career Development Committee for ll.eadstart and
Day Care.
Dr. Spolsky is Vice President and Member of the Board, Albuquerque
Gan l'lursery School and Kindergarten
Dr. Zintz serves as a board member of the Albuquerque Association,
Committee on Learning Disabilities.
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Appendix E

The Report of the Department of Guidance & Special Education
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
George L. Keppers, Chairman

I.

General Departmental !nformat;l.on:
A.

Significant achievements during the'academic year, 1968-69:
1.

New courses added: Guidance - Differential Diagnosis II,
Special Education - Nature & Needs of the Mentally Retarded,
}fethods

2.

&

Materials in Special Education.

Workshops:

Vocational Guidance Institute (Plans for

Progress), Supervision of Student Teachers (for supervisors),
Vocational Rehabilitation of the Retarded,
3.

Conferences: Legislators on Special Education, Visually
Handicapped.

4.

Development of Materials Center for Special Education in
cooperation with the State Department, Public Schools and
Department of Guidance & Special Education.

5.

Conducted special class for the Neurologically & Other
Health Impaired Children in Manzanita Center(l968-69).

6,

Sponsored a Physical Education Class for Mentally Retarded
Children (Saturdays, Johnson Gym).

7.

Awarded a Planning Grant in Vocational Rehabilitation
Counseling, wrote a proposal and submitted same to
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Washington.
8.

Planning Grant from Department of Health, Education &
~elfare

9.

Anticiyata funding for Fall, 1969.

in Neurologically & Other Health Impaired,

Received funds for Traineeships (Junior and Senior) and
Fellowships from Department of Health, Education and
Welfare and the State Department in area of Special
Education (Mentally Retarded and Emotionally Disturbed).

10. Received N.D.E.A. and U.N.M. Fellows in Guidance and
Special Education for 1969-70.
11. Funds received from State Department of Education for
special classes in Mental Retardation, Emotionally
Disturbed and Neurologically Impaired during summer,l968.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations for the Near Future:
1.

Anticipate starting a program in the area of Vocational
Rehabilitation Counseling to be funded by Vocational
Rehabilitation Division, Washington.

Funds would be for

staff and related activities and traineeships beginning
September, 1969,
C.

Appointments to the Staff:
1.

Dr. Charles Bernardoni will be Department Chairman,
September, 1969.

2,

Dr. George L , Keppers 'iiJ.l continue to be a Professor of
Guidance but will be Assistant Dean for Student Affairs
full time effective September, 1969.
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D,

Separations from the Staff:
1.

Dr. Ted Christiansen, September, 1969.

2.

Dr. Edward J. Kelly, September, 1969.

3.

Dr. Don M, Rice, June, 1969.
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II,

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements:
1.

Advanced Study:

2.

Sabbaticals, etc:

None

Louis A. Bransford
Scheduled to teach summer schoOl in Mexico City, July and
August, 1969,
3.

NeW Scholastic Honors:
Louis A. Bransford
Promoted to Associate Professor; Recipient of Rosemary Dybwad
International Award irt
President of

Ame~ican

~rental

Retardation; elected Regional

Association for Mental Deficiency.

Ted L. Christiansen
Listed in Who's Hho in The !-lest
George L. Keppers
Listed in 1-lho's Hho in America
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs

4. Publications:
Louis A. Bransford
"The Persistent Problems Approach - A Manual", University
of New Mexico, co-authored with Mrs, Judith Dettre.
"El Retardo Hen tal en las Escuelas l'ublicas", published
by the Sociedad Mexicana para las Estudios Cientificos.
"Poverty and Hental Retardation", in press.
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Ted L. Christiansen
"Ten Commandments of Classroom Discipline", ~ Hexico ~
Review.
"Visual Ima~ery as a Factor in Teaching Language to Mentally
Retarded Children'', Psychonomic Science.
"Sex & Level of Hediator Abstractness as Variables in Hediate
Association", Psychonomic Science.
''Role of Special Class and Ethnicity on WISC Factor Scores",
paper for Rocky Mt. Psychological Association.
Edward J. Kelly
''TOl~ard a Comprehensive Paradigm of Special Educational
Functions", !!_. Spec. Educ.
"The Legislative School Study Bill", B.• !!· ~· ! tegislative .f·
"Legislative Responsibilities for Staffing Patterns in Special
Education", ll• !i· Rev. ! Legislative !!_.

George L. Keppe:rs
"No Matter How You Slice It", New Hexico School Review.
"National Certification of CouMe'lors", i~essional
Problems of School Counseling Practice, Interp.ational Text
Book Company.
5.

Other Researcb Projects or Creative Work in Progress:
L. C. Bernardoni
Currently writing a book on Individual Mental Testing; assisting
Rough Rock School, Navajo Reservation, in evaluating the effects
of bilingual education program; setting up a program for the
training of Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors; submitted a
training grant.
Louis A. Bransford
Title VI Projects: Language Development, Pre-School Programs
for the Mentally Retarded and Demonstration Classes for the
Hentally Retarded; pending NIMH Project, "Counseling Parents
of the Mentally Retarded".
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Ted t. Christiansen
Imagery and Cue Arousal as Factors in Learning - a research
project completed with the Albuquerque Public Schools; A
Comparison of Anglo-American, Spanish-American and Indian
Lower Class Children on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale.
Edward J, KellyHouse Bill 173 - An Act Revising New Mexico's Statutes Pertaining to Special Education (29th Legislative Session).
George L. Keppers
Assisted Dr. L. C. Bernardoni in developing Vocational Rehabilitation Counseling Grant and served on committee.
Gordon A. Zick
Several untitled projects related to "Changing Attitudes
Through Group Process" - includes two campus B/W groups.
6. Activities in Learned & Professtonal Societies:
L. C, Bernardoni
National Convention, American Personnel & Guidance Association,
Regional Meeting of Vocational Rehabilitation Counselors,
L. A. Bransford
Council for Exceptional Children - presented a paper at Denver
Convention, served ort Board of Governors; American Association
for Mental Deficiency regional conference; Legislative conference;
NMARC State Conference,
Ted L. Christiansen
President, New Mexico Council for Exceptional Children, editor
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of newsletter; Delegate to Council for Exceptional Children
convent;!. on,
Edward J. Kelly
President and Legislative Officer, Albuquerque chapter of
Council for Exceptional Children; Legislative Chairman,
Albuquerque Council on Learning Disorders; President,
University of New Mexico Education Association.
George L. Keppers
Council for Exceptional Children Convention on State
Legislation; A.P.G.A. Convention; Panel Member, Admission

& Financial Aid for Minority Groups.
Don M. Rice
State Membership Chairman, Council for Exceptional Children;
Attended International Council for Exceptional Children.
Gordon A. Zick
Attended Annual Group Symposium and American Personnel &
Guidance Convention.
7. Other Professional Activities:
L.

c.

Bernardoni

Vocational Consultant, Social Security Administration; Consultant
for Rough Rock Demonstration School; conducted sensitivity t~<~ining ,.
for Los Lunas Schools; various talks to Special Education and
Counselor groups.
L. A. Bransford
\olorkshops on campus; The Visually Handicapped Child in the
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Regular Class and Legislative Workshop on Special Education;
Consultant to universities and school sy:>ten\S in Mexico; two
formal presentations in Mexico; off-campus presentations and
consultancies.
Ted L. Christiansen
Speaker for PTA, private and public groups concerning Mental
Retardation, Emotional Disturbance and the Learning Disadvantaged
Child,
Edward J. Kelly
Consultant to public school Emotional Disturbance programs for
Los Alamos, Clovis and Albuquerque and the New Mexico Girl's
Helfare Home.
George L. Keppers
Consultant, Volt Enterprises He;adstart; Advisory Committee for
State Department of Guidance; member, committee to revise
certification requirements for counselors; Elk's Cerebral Palsy
Clinic; participated in counselors meetings; member, North Central
Visiting Committee.
Don M. J.ti:ce
Presentations to New Mexico Nursing Association, New
Social

l~elfare

}~xico

Agency and other public groups.

Gordon A. Zick
Registration Committee and College of Education Curriculum
Committee.

B.

Non-Teaching University Servicet

-------------

-

--
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L. C. Be mar doni
Administrative & Policy Committee; University Rehabilitation
Committee; Acting Department Chairman; Los Lunas Advisory
Committee; Adviser for 100 Masters candidates, Cnairman of
six doctoral committees and member of six doctoral committees.
L. A. Bransford
Faculty Adviser; member, five College of Education committees;
Director, Learning }laterials Center; Supervisor of Student
Teaching; proposal

~7riting.

Ted L. Christiansen
Faculty Adviser; Member, Honors Committee, Manzanita Center
Committee, Administrative & Policy Committee, Space & Office
Committee, Ad Hoc Committee for Reorganization of College of
Education.
Edward J, Kelly
Nember, Education Doctorate Committee and Committee ilrt Rank,
Promotion & Salary.
George L. Keppers
Chairman, Department of Guidance & Special Education; Director,
~fanzanita

Cgnter and Chairman, Manzanita Center Committee; Assistant

Dean for Student Affairs; Entrance & Credits Committee,

Admini~trative

& Policy Committee; Minority Groups on Campus; Comprehensive
Learning Center (public schools and university); Adviser for
70 Hasters and ten Doctoral students; counseling undergraduate

students; College Day in High Schools; }Ksc. Ad Hoc Committees.
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Don M. Rice·
Hember, Committee B and Education Doctorate Committee.
Gordon A. Zick
Registration Committee and College of Education Curriculum
Committee.
9.

Public Services

,.•

L. C. Bernardoni'
Hember, Episcopal Church
L. A. Bransford
State and Local Associations for Retarded Children, YMCA,
)3rothers of the Good Shepherd, Casa Angelica.
Ted L. Christiansen
Albuquerque Community Council and Chamber of Commerce.
George L. Keppers
Member, Official Board of Central Methodist Church and Usher.
Don M. Rice
Sunday School Superintendent, Heights Haptist Church.
Gordon A. Zick
School Board Hember, Sunday School Teacher, Immanuel Lutheran
Church.
10. Personal Information:
L. A. Bransford
Reclassified Draft Status - 1-A
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ANNUAL REPORT
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREA.TION
July l, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Armond H. Seidler,
I.

Chairman

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year
1968-69:
1.

The department awarded 57 Bachelor of Science
Degrees in Health and ]?hysical Education, 18
Bache.lor of Arts Degrees in Recreation, 23
Master of Science Degrees in Health and Physical
Education, 4 Master of Arts Degrees in Recreation,
9 Doctor of Education and 2 Doctor of Philosophy
Degrees.

2.

The Bachelor of Science degree program in
Health Education was initiated in September,
1968, and a total of 24 students are now enrolled in that program.

3.

The therapeutic Physical Education Program
for UNM students was begun with the cooperation
of the University Health Service.

The number

of students enrolled. in this program has grown
considerably and indications are that it will
continue to do so.
4.

Room 139 in Johnson Gymnasium was converted
to a weight lifting facility.

This has per-

mitted an expansion of services to students
and faculty interested in weight resistance
programs of exercise.
5.

Rooms 4 and 4A in Johnson Gymnasium have been
converted from a weight lifting facility to
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an exercise therapy clinic which is now the
home for the therapeutic programs offered
by the department.

These programs have in-

creased in scope and variety and are now
serving many more handicapped persons.
6.

Partitions were installed in Room 202, Johnson
Gymnasium which enabled us to develop four
private offices in what was previously open
space.

This has belped in some small measure.

to alleviate our acute office shortage.
7.

The Summer Sports Fitness School continued its
growth and enjoyed strong university and community support.

8.

The Adult Fitness programs conducted by the
department served an increasing numbe:J;" of
faculty and citizens of the community and is
strongly supported by these participants.

9.

The Human Performance Laboratory of the department provided facilities and equipment
for the conduct of several doctoral dissertations
and masters theses and a large number of graduate
research studies.

Additionally, the laboratory

provided services to the Summer Sports Fitness
Program, Research Classes taught by the Department, and also was the location of a number
of seminars conducted by tfue departmental faculty
and the faculties of other agencies.
10.

Intramural and student/faculty recreation
programs continued to expand and large numbers
of the university community were .served by
these programs.
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11.

The children's experimental playground was
completed and is now being used for research
in clinical work with handicapped children.

12.

The recreation and park field service was quite
active with the aid of ISRAD and provided many
significant services to Indian groups within
the State of New Mexico.

B.

Significant plans and recommendations:
1.

The University of New Mexico has dragged out
the swimming pool project so that now more
than a year after this project was approved
by the Board .of Regents, the future of this
facility is still up in the air.

The need

for this facility has increased and the arguments which persuaded the institution to
undertake this project four years ago are
considerably more pressing than they were at
that time.
2.

The construction of additional tennis courts
is a continuing need, if the university community is to be served as i t should.

3.

It is recommended that serious planning be
undertaken to make Johnson Gymnasium a more
functional facility.

This building is by

far the most heavily used building on the
campus and was designed to serve a student
population of only 10,000.

A proposal to

build an additional floor in the main arena
would provide 26,000 square feet of floor
space at a cost of $250,000.

This would

greatly enhance the facility.
4.

It is imperative that ISRAD establish the
Center for Leisure and Recreation as an
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integral part of the ISRAD organization.
5.

The department is hopeful that the NMHSAA
will soon vacate suite 201 of Johnson
Gymnasium so that the recreation faculty
of this department may occupy this space
and work as an organized sub group of the
department.

6.

The department hopes that the new athletic
department facility is under construction
soon, because the need for the spaces in
Johnson Gymnasium now occupied by the
athletic department is now most serious.

C.

Appointments to staff:
Hemming A. Atterbom, Assistant Professor of
Physical Education, September 1, 1969
J"acquelyn Anne l3oaz, Assistant Professor of
Recreation, September 1, 1969
Beverly Bond, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education, September 1, 1969
Phyllis Douglass, Associate Professor of Health Education,
September 1, 1969
Linda Kay Estes, Instructor of Physical
Education, September 1, 1969
David Hunt, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education, September 1, 1969
John Mechem, Instructor of Physical Education,
September 1, 1969

D.

Separations from staff:
Robert K. Barney, Instructor of Physical Education,
August 8, 1969
Edwin c. Belzer, Associate Professor of Health
Education, June 30, 1969
William A· Bynum, Jr., Associate Professor of
Physical Education, August 8, 1969
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Marvin D. Heffington, Assistant Professor of
Recreation and Director of Intramurals and
Student/Faculty Recreation, June 30, 1969
Helen Lorraine Shearer, Assistant Professor
of Physical Education, February 1, 1969
Sandra suttie, Assistant Professor of Physical
Education, June 30, 1969
II.

Composite of Information Requested on Individual
Biographical Supplements
1.

ADVANCED STUDY
Erank E. Papcsy, Doctor of Philosophy Degree;
completed 1968; conferred February, 1969, by
New York University. Dissertation entitled
"The Effect of Understanding a Specific Mechanical
Principle upon Learning A Physical Education Skill."
Donald s. Warder, American camping Association
certifications; Registered Instructor, Campcraft
Instructor, Visitor Instructor

2.

SABBATICALS, LEAVES OF ABSENCE, SUMMER TEACHING
ELSEWHERE, TRAVEL, ETC., DURING THE PERIOD:
Lloyd R. Burley: sabbatical June 5, 1968, to
January 31, 1969. Travel: New Mexico, Colorado,
Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,
Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, Minnesota, South
Dakota, Nebraska, Wyoming, Orient, Japan, Taiwan,
Philippines, Cambodia, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong.
William A. Bynum, Jr.: Travel in Mexico and much
of the United States.
Woodrow W. Clements:_ Traveled by car through the
New England States and northeastern Canada--on
the way visiting Washington, D.c. for five days
and one day each in Ottowa, Montreal and Quebec,
canada, as well as to the West Coast of the
United States.
Frank E. Papcsy: Traveled to London, England,
December, 1968.
George T. Petrol: Traveled in Mexico.
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Charlotte L. Piper: Traveled through northern
Minnesota (canoe trip); visited Mankato State,
Minnesota, Recreation Department.
Donald s. warder: .National Committee Work -American Camping Association -- Indiana National
Symposium on outdoor Recreation and Education
by invitation -- Washington, D.C.
3.

NEW SCHOLASTIC HONORS, FELLOWSHIPS, ETC.:
Woodrow w. Clements: promoted to Professor
Fred J. Hinger: promoted to Associate Professor
Frances McGill: proposed for trustee, American
College Sports Medicine
Frank E. Papcsv: Fellow: American College of
Sports Medicine, Awarded: Founders Day Award,
New York Vniversity, Admitted to: Phi Kappa Phi
E. A. Scholer: Award of Merit, Iowa Park and
Recreation Society, 1968
Ella May Small: Elected to the Royal Society
of Health (Great Britain)

4.

PUBLICATIONS:
w. A. Bynum, Jr.: "Effects of Periodic EX:PQsure
to Hypobaria and Exercise on Physical Work
Capacity," Journal of Sports Medicine and Physical
Fitness, Torino, Italy, 1969
Lawrence F. Locke: Research in Physical Education:
A Critical View, Teachers College Press, 1969;
"Movement Education: A Description and Critique,"
in New Perspectives of Man in Action, R.C. Brown
and B.J. Cratty (Eds.), Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1969.
1'The AAHPER Tests: Add a Bit of Common Sense,"
New Mexico AAHPER Newsletter, Vol. 10, No. 1, (Aprii,
1969), pp. 3-7.
Frances McGill: Procedures for Intercollegiate
Athletic Events, AAHPER, 1968 Athletic Administration
for Girls and Women's Programs (in process).
E. A. Scholer: "Camping for Older Adults," Camping
Magazine, March, 1969, Vol. 41, No. 3, pp. 15,16;
"Tennis court Construction The ABC's from Experience,"
Park Maintenance, Oct~, 1968, Vol. 21, No. 10, pp.
84-89; "The Port Wackato Camp: A Case Study,"
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Journal of Outdoor Education, Fall, 1968, Vol.
3, No. 1, pp. 3-6; "An Interpretive Manual far
Park Personnel in Iowa," Des Moines, Iowa. Iowa
State conservation Commission, April, 1969, 35
pages.
Armond H. Seidler: "Recreation and Open Space,"
Goals for Albuquerque Policy and Direction, The
Applied Urban Problem Series, University of
Albuquerque, 1969.
Donald S. Warder: National Survey of Camping,
Office of Economic Opportunity, January, 1969.
5.

OTHER RESEARCH PROJECTS OR CREATIVE WORK IN
PROGRESS OR COMPLETED DURING THE PERIOD:
Lloyd R. Burley: "An Analysis of Several
Evaluative Studies at UNM," 1952-1968
w. A. Bynum, Jr.: sponsored a number of Ph.D.
Dissertations, Master's Theses and Graduate
Research Projects.
Mercedes Gugisbe.tg: searching for Black games
and dances from African States and from day of
slavery for P.E. 319.
Lawrence F. Locke: designed, proposed and supported by testimony before various committees,
three new graduate courses, "Motor Learning and
Performance," "Sport in American culture," and
"The Analysis of Teaching Physical Education."
Designed, proposed and supported the major revision of one existing graduate course "Psychological Aspects of Sport." All proposals were
accepted for inclusion in the offerings of the
Department for 1969-70.
Frances McGill: evaluation of T wave Changes in
the Post Exercise Electro Cardiograph; $5,000
Lovelace Foundation, 2 years; Chairman of National
Gymnastics Rating Committee which produced film
for rating officials.
Frank E. Papcsy: Education (Motor) for the Mentally Retarded, Title III.
Charlotte L. Piper: Study on "Dilemmas of the
College Student on UNM Campus," 345 samples.
Ella May Small: two surveys: Health Agencies in
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New Mexico and the need for Health Education;
Public and Private Schools in New Mexico and
the need of Health Education.
6.

ACTIVITIES IN LEARNED AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES:
Lloyd R. Burley: Constitution Committee, AAHPER;
Board of Directors, SW District AAHPER, Convention, Sacramento, President-Elect, NM Association
HPER.
W.A. Bynum, Jr.: Chairman, College Division of
NMHPER; Chairman, Research Section of NMHPER;
National Convention, American College of Sports
Medicine.
Woodrow w. Clements: Vice-President for Health
in New Mexico Association for HPER; Member of
state-wide committee to write proposals in
Curriculum for Quality Health Education.
Mercedes Glll!gisberg: New Mexico Association for
HPER: Archives, Chairman; Executive Council,
Winter Conference: Speech giving brief historical
development and then honoring Fred Hinger for his
contributions in its development.
Fred J. Hinger: Member of Southwest District
AAHPER Elementary Physical Education Committee;
Member of New Mexico Elementary Demonstration
Team.
Ronald E. Jacobsen: Wrestling Symposium, Waterloo,
Iowa, April ll, 1969.
Sharel A. King: Attended Winter Conference for
Women in Physical Education, Los Alamos; BYD
Folk Dance Camp, Dance Chairman-Elect for NMAHPER.
Lawrence F. Locke: Delivered paper "Teachers and
Researchers at the OK Corral" at National Convention
NCPEAM; delivered paper "The Research and Teaching
Paradigm'' at University of Wisconsin Graduate Faculty
Seminar (Department of Physical Education); attended
National AAHPER Convention in Boston; attended
National Convention of North American Society of
Sports Psychology.
Frances McGill: Governing Council, U.S. Gymnastic
Federation; Chairman, National Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics for Women; attended 1968
Olympics in Mexico City as official observer Winter
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Conference for N.M. Women Physical Educators;
Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics Meeting;
AAHPER Convention, Boston; New Mexico Recreation
and Athletic Meeting.
Russell D. Mitchell: AAHPER, Washington, New
Mexico, California; National Association of College
Gymnastic Coaches, November, Chicago; Foreign Relations committee, USGF-AAU Commission; Games
Committee, World cup, Los Angeles, 1969.
Frank E. Papcsy: Papers delivered at the American
Association :fiJ r Physical Education, Boston; Rocky
Mountain Psychological Association, Albuquerque;
attended Southwest District AAHPER.
George T. Petrol:

NMEA; AAHPER.

Charlotte L. Piper: Western Society for College
Women in Physical Education, Panel, Topic "Dilemma
of the College Student;'' Intermountain Conference
for Women in Physical Education; President NMABPER
Executive Committee; Chairman, Recreation Section;
Co-Chairman for Winter Conference for New Mexico
Women in Physical Education with the University of
Albuquerque; DGWS Rules Committee meeting at Arizona
State University, Tempe; Conference on Intercollegiate
Competition, Estes Park, Colorado; visiting professor
at Graduate Seminar at University of Utah.
E. A. Scholer: National Recreation and Park Congress,
Seattle, Society for Park and Recreation Educators
member; Constitution and By-Laws Revision Committee,
Area representative of SPRE for NRPA; member Public
Relations Committee American Association of HPER;
convention, Boston, member; Council on Outdoor
Education and Camping; Commission on Research and
Evaluation, Phi Delta Kappa, member 1969 Phi Epsilon
Kappa; life member New Mexico Park and Recreation
Association State Conference 1969; Speaker, Education
Curriculum and Internship Program member; Registratiqn
committee; student affairs committee; New Mexico
Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Fall meeting 1968, presented paper:
"Research, Conservation and Outdoor Education."
Armond H. Seidler: Attended: NCPEAM, Durham, North
Carolina, speech; AAHPER, Boston, Mass., Board of
Directors; SW District AAHPER, Sacramento, Calif.,
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speech; Graduate conference, UCLA, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Ella May Small: Unable to accept invitations to
speak at SW District, Sacramento; American College
Health, Oklahoma City; reason: inadequate finances.
Donald s. Warder: National Symposium on outdoor
Recreation, sponsored by National Recreation and
Park Association and AAHPER; reappointed to National
Standards Committee, A.C.A.; Coordinator, National
Standards Re-write Committee, A.C.A.
7.

OTHER PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES:
W. A. Bynum, Jr.: Presented a number of speeches
on exercise physiology to various groups in
Albuquerque.
Woodrow W. Clements: Attended National Meeting
of AAHPER; attended state and local meetings of
Health and Physical Education.
Fred J. Hinger: Gave demonstration for New Mexico
Elementary Principals' annual meeting; Commencement
speaker for Magdalena High School.
Sharel A. King: International Folk Dancers,
Lawrence F. Locke: Attended "Taskforce on Teaching"
Planning Seminar at Rutgers University; attended
International Congress of Sports Psychologists in
Washington, D.C. Presently serving as President
of Teacher Education Section of NCPEAM; nominated
and confirmed for a four-year term as Editor of
Quest; in January finished five-year term as Editor
of kinesiology column in JOHPER.
Frances McGill: "Physiological Aspects of Olympics,"
talk at Lovelace Clinic; ''Record Performances in
Olympics," talk at annual meeting of NM AAU.
Russell D. Mitchell: Consultant, American Athletic
Equipment Co.; 1968 Assistant Olympic Coach 3-1/2
weeks July; National Summer Clinic, Michigan State
University; Kansas, Colorado, California, Washington,
New Mexico, State High School Gymnastic Clinics;
several T.V. and radio appearances, Albuquerque
and elsewhere; Quaker Oats Fitness Clinic; New England
Clinic Conv., Boston; 5 highschools, 10 junior as.senfbly
programs (Albuquerque).
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E. A. Scholer: Member, .Advisory Board, Navajo
Park and Recreation Commission; Advisory Board
Regional Office Bureau of Land Management;
Consultant Service: Indian tribes, communities,
State agencies for Park and Recreation; Lecturer
General Development Seminar for Selected Indian
Tribes area - Tourism and Recreation; Development
of summer recreation program, Canoncito Navajo
reservation - drafting three grant proposals for
Navajo.
Armond H. Seidler: Numerous speeches; consultant
Wayland Baptist College; Consultant, Goals for
Albuquerque Program.
Ella May Small: Mid-Rio Grande Comprehensive
Health Planning In-service education Semester I,
Los Alamos; Semester II, Santa Fe Task Force
Comprehensive Health Education Board; Consultant
Health Education in Albuquerque Public Schools.
Donald s. Warder: Chairman, District Workshop,
A.C.A.; Keynote Speaker, District Workshop, A.C.A.;
Interviewed by KUNM Radio on Outward Bound philosophy;
Consultant to Highlands University's course in
Camping Administration.
8.

NON-TEACHING UNIVERSITY SERVICE:
Lloyd R. Burley: Advisor for eight Ph.D .. or Ed.D.
candidates; one Master's Thesis.

w.

A. Bynum, Jr.: Director: Adult Fitness Program,
Summer Sports Fitness Program; Director, Human
Performance Laboratory.

Woodrow w. Clements: Assistant Chairman for the
Basic Service Program; Advisor to 40 students in
Health and Physical Education; Evaluation of
transfers, transcripts; served on numerous Master's
oral examinations.
Mercedes Gugisberg: In charge of Carlisle Gymnasium
library; Chairman, Committee to improve courses and
experiences in curriculum for women PE majors.
Fred J. Hinger:
Education.

Member Committee A, College of

Sharel A. King: Physical Education Curriculum
committee, Sophomore Major Advisor (35); PE curriculum committee regarding women's physical
education.
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Lawrence F. Locke: NCATE Committee for accreditation of the College of Education;
Departmental Curriculum Committee.
Frances McGill: ASsociate Director, Human
Performance Laboratory; Graduate Committee,
Department of HPER; Senior major adviser.
Russell D. Mitchell: Faculty advisor, twenty
students.
Frank E. Papcsy: Director, Therapeutic Physical
Education Programs; Advisor to 40 undergraduate
students and graduate students; Chairman, two
doctorate candidates.
George T. Petrol: Advisor, Search Committee;
Served on ten master's oral committees.
Charlotte L. Piper: Swim Team Coach; Women's
Major curriculum Committee; Counselor, University College; Coordinating Women's Programs in
HPER.
E. A. Scholer: Assistant Chairman for Recreation,
Department of HPER; faculty adviser, graduate
and undergraduate students.
Armond H. Seidler: Acting Dean, College of
Education, July l,, 1968 - January l, 1969;
Department Chairman, HPER; Several Committees,
Intramural Board, A & P Committee.
Ella May Small: Education Doctorate Committee;
Graduate Committee HPER; Advisor graduate students;
Supervisory Committee Coronado credit Union;
Cooperative Health Planning with Medical School;
UNM representative to NM Coordinating Committee
on School Health; North Central Evaluation -Highland High School.
Donald s. Warder: Coordinator, outdoor Resources
courses, HPER; Advisor, University College.
9.

PUBLIC SERVICE:
Lloyd R. Burley: First Aid Instructor, American
Red Cross; First Aid Merit Badge Counselor, B.S.A.
Woodrow w. Clements: Member Trinity Methodist
Church; Served as Building Collector for United
Fund.
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Mercedes Gugisberg: Newman Center--Assist
in the library.
Sharel A; King: Stake Dance Director, LDS
Church.
Russell b. Mitchell: Boy Scouts, Demonstration.
Lecture.
E. A. Scholer: Assisted United Presbyterian
in establishing youth recreation program;
assisted EOB in evaluating summer recreation
program and youth activity center.
Ella May Small: Speaker: Albuquerque Christian
Women's Club.
Donald S. Warder: Nazareth Hospital; Multiple
Sclerosis Drive.
10.

PERSONAL INFORMATION:
Ronald E. Jacobsen: Boy adopted April 10, 1969.
Lawrence F. ~ocke: Son born November 15, 1968
(Jason Daniel Locke}.
Frank E. Papcsy: Divorced, June, 1968.
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Appendix G

The Report of the Department of Home Economics
July J, 1968- June 30, 1969
Ednell M. Snell
1.

General Department Information
A.

Significant achievement during the academic year, 1968-1969.
The entire faculty worked diligently on a new core curriculum
for a 11 majors in H<:>me Econom i.cs.. The core wi 11 consist of
six courses:

Human & Family Development, Food for Man, Design

Matrix for Living, Clothing & Human Behavior, Freshman Seminar
and Decision Making.

In developing the courses time was spent

identifying concepts and generalizations related to the behavioral objectives.

Hopefully, the plan will be ready for

the 1970-71 catalog.
The Department continued to work to involve students in
field experiences,
Opp~rtunity

In addition to the Office of Economic

Nursery School observations started last year,

students observed in Office of Economic Opportunity Community
Centers, Health and
Job Corps,

Soci~l

Welfare, Maternity Clinics and

Faculty time for this program was extremely

limited which resulted in primarily observation experience.
The Allied Health Profession Basic Improvement Grant for
the Dietetic Program amounted to $13,712.00.

Four students

completed the Dietetic Program and all received internships.
There is a steady increase in the number of students inte.rested
in this Program.
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Full day student teaching in Home Economics was done by
26 students.

All were placed in Albuquerque with 18 cooper-

ating teachers.

The program, started in 1967-68, was continued

and evaluation by both student teachers and cooperating teachers
indicates it continues to be highly successful.
Six students received the degree Master of Arts in
Teaching Home Economics.
during the year.

More graduate courses were offered

A new course, :Home Economics 444- Family

Finance, was approved for graduate credit and was offered
Spring Semester.

Two graduate level workshop courses were

offered for Albuquerque teachers at the request of the Home
Economics Consultant.
Ruth Harris experimented with a new arrangementof class
time in the Food Science course.

An hour of laboratory time

was devoted to a small group discussion.

The success of this

method was such that all sections next year will be scheduled
in this manner.
Five part-time instructors were employed, teaching a total
of 21 hours.

Mrs. Joyce Burgess and Lawrence Brown have pre-

viously taught part-time.

New part-time instructors were

Frances Seaman, supervising student teachers, Kathryn Brown
teaching Family Relationships, Home Economics 418, and Patricia
Weeks teaching Clothing, Home Economics 150.

~
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B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future.
Changes will be made in the Nursery School to make for
greater involvement of parents and to provide for greater range
of social-economic groups.

We will operate three groups

rather than the two groups presently in operation.

There wi 11

be a Tuesday, Thursday (3 year olds) group, a Monday, Wednesday,
Friday (3-4 year olds) group

~nd

Thursday (4 year old) group.

a Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,

Twelve positions in each group

will come from our waiting list which is predominantly middleclass.

Any space vacant (a maximum of 4 for each group) can

be filled by the Nursery School Policy Committee from applications
received from the following agencies:

International Services,

Welfare Office, Economic Opportunity Board, Student Aid,
Council of Churches, Family Consultation Service, InterReligious Council.
For the academic year 1969-70, the Policy Committee will
attempt to place persons of deviant economic levels and no
prior school experience (except Sunday School in the two day
groups, Tuesday and Thursday).

A selection based on racial

background, which is reflective of the Albuquerque Community,
will be attempted in the four day group {Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday).

The procedure and policy was arrived

at after giving thought to the idea of non-discriminately adding
children to the various groups.
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The Friday morning session will involve parent participation
and parent discussion groups.

Hopefully, other areas within the

Department will be involved in the parent groups.
As of July, 1969, the University of New Mexico will be
listed by the State Board for Vocational Education as a reimbursed Home Economics Teacher Education Program at both
undergraduate and graduate levels. ·With thirty four applications
for student teaching in 1969-70, the additional money will be
used to supervise student teachers and for supervision of
community experiences for teacher education.
Initial steps have been taken to offer a degree in Foods
and Nutrition leading to an Internship in Dietetics in the
College of Education.

c.

Appointments to the staff.
Miss Carolyn Hill, Instructor in Home Economics, was
appointed in July, 1968, to teach Nursery School.
Mrs. Joanne Miller was appointed in July, 1968, as an
Instructor for one year in the Dietetic Program.

She will

continue as a part-time appointment during 1969-70.
Miss Luella Williams, Associate Professor of Home Economics,
was appointed July, 1968 for one year to teach Home Management.
Mrs. Mary Margaret Smith, Assistant Professor of Home Economics,
was appointed May, 1968, to teach Home Management.
Mrs. Ann Herry will be a Graduate Assistant for summer,
1969, and Mrs. Dannie Keepler will be a Graduate Assistant
for 1969-70 school year.

~
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Mrs, Jeanie Lucero, Secretary, appointed September, 1968.
Mrs. Agnes Garcia, Laboratory Attendant, appointed September,
1968.
P.

Separation
Miss Luella Williams is leaving at the end of her one year
appointment to retire.

11.

Composite Information on Individual Biographical Supplements.
I,

Advanced study:

none.

2.

Sabbaticals, summer teaching, travel, etc.:
Carolyn M. Hill traveled to South America, observed schools
in Brazil and Argentina.
Florence Schroeder traveled to Guatemala, visited state,
private elementary, pre-schools, day care centers and high
schools.

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships,. etc:

4.

Pub! ications:

5.

Other research projects:

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies:

none.

none.
none.

Ruth B. Harris attended Annual Meeting of American Dietetic
Association and Pre-Convention Meeting of College and
University faculties and Directors of Dietetic Internships;
Southwest College Teachers of Foods and Nutrition; Four
Corners State Dietetic Association; New Mexico Home Economics;
local meetings of Dietetic Association and. Home Economics
Association.
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Carolyn M. Hill demonstration laboratory for New Mexico
Association for Education of Young Children; attended New
Mexico Home Economics State Convention; attended New Mexico
Association for Education of Young Children; attended local
meetings of Albuquerque Home Economists.
lmogean McMurray attended Western Region Meeting of Clothing
and Textiles.
Joanne C. Miller solicitor for American Home Economics
Association Anniversary Fund; attended Albuquerque Home
Economists meetings.
Florence Schroeder attended and participated in two New
Mexico Association Education of Young Children meetings;
attended New Mexico Home Economics meetings; attended
conferences on Teaching Infant Development in College and
Universities at

Merril1~Palmer;

attended National Conference

on Head Start.
Ednell M. Snel I spoke to New Mexico Dietetic Association;
attended and participated in the program of the New Mexico
Home Economics Association State Meeting; participated in
National

Workshop~Consumer

Home Economics Education;

parti~

cipated in Regional Clinic regarding 1968 Vocational Education
Act; attended Albuquerque Home Economics Club monthly meeting;
attended Teacher Education meeting American Vocational
Association.
Luella Williams attended the Western Regional Conference on
Family Economics and Home Management; attended Family Finance
Workshop at Southwest Missouri State University.

"'

------------------------

-

-
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7.

Other professional activities:
Ruth B. Harris:

Committee on Nutrition Education for

Planning Annual Symposium, talk on teen-age nutrition to
junior high teachers; talk on nutrition to Leleche League
(women in the .Community) •.
lmogean McMurray:

Chairman of Scholarship Committee,

Albuquerque Home Economist~and Committee on Handbook
for The University of New Mexico.
Florence Schroeder:

Consultant, Martineztown Nursery School

and Kindergarten Program; Counci J Chi Jd Deve 1opment Committee;
Consultant, Albuquerque Special Education Center; Interagency
Career Development Committee; Albuquerque Public School
Title I summer Program Consultant; Professional Representative
on Child Development Economic Opportunity Board and Consultant
(volunteer); Albuquerque Public Schools Workshop for Teachers
of Navajo Children at University of Albuquerque summer 1968.
All but Albuquerque Public Schools volunteer work.
Ednell M. Snell:

Ass is ted in developing proposa.l for

New Mexico Home Economics Association and Albuquerque
Dietetic Association to submit to Model City.

Consulted

with State Department of Vocational Education regarding
State Plan; Interagency Career Development Committee.
8.

Non-teaching University Service:
Ruth B. Harris:

Advisor to 40 students plus Faculty sponsor

to Kappa Omicron Phi -honorary society; College of Education
Curriculum Committee A; Chairman of the Fiower Fund;

~--
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Advisory Committee - Bureau of Educational Planning
Department; development of brochure for Department.
Carolyn M. Hill:

Home Economics .Recruitment

D~y

Chairman;

University College Advisor; Department Curriculum revision
work; Home Economics Club Advisor; Committee for Reorganizing
Nursery School Proceedures; Trainer for New Career Program.
lmoqean McMurray:

Member of Committee on Curriculum Re-

vision, Home Economics Department; Advisor to majors and
University College.
Joanne C. Miller:

University College Advisor; Learning

Materials Committee Member; Home Economics BrochureDepartment Committee.
Florence Schroeder:

Manzanita Center Committee; Ad Hoc

Committee on Salaries and Promotions; Curriculum Development
Committee, Home Economics Department.
Ednell M. Snell:

Faculty Club Board; Administrative and

Policy Committee; Committee B, College of Education Doctoral
Program; Chairman of Department of Home Economics; Petition
Committee; Advisor graduate and undergraduate students.
9.

Public service:
Ruth B. Harris:

Parish Synod Committee at Newman Center;

Transportation for Senior Girl Scouts.
lmoqean McMurray:

Two volunteer for Neighborhood Drives,

New Mexico Mental Health Association.
Joanne C. Miller:

Albuquerque Indian School Presbyterian

Coordinating Committee; PTA; TAP Nutrition Committee.

..

'
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Florence Schroeder:
Ednell M. Snell:

Community Service Project, Phi Mu.

Altrusa Member- Chairman Vocational

Committee.
10.

Personal information:

none.

'·

Appenqix H

THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Robert Doxtater, Chairman

I.

General Departmental Information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year 1968-69
The department initiated and completed successfully the Job Corps

Project and the West Mesa High School Project.

Also attempted was a proj-

ect involving Washington and Harrison Junior High Schools.
English Project continued successfully.

The APSCOE

All projects were an extension

in various ways of the Valley High School Block Project, carried out fall
and spring, 1966-67.
The Job Corps Project was a twenty-four semester hour professional
program extending over two semesters, involving communication with and coordination of more than fifty individuals.

Personnel in Secondary Educa-

tion and Educational Foundations were involved as well as personnel from
two additional departments in the College of Education.

Personnel from

three secondary .schools were involved (Menaul Presbyterian School, Albuquerque Indian School, and Albuquerque "inner city" High School) as well
as personnel from the Job Corps Center for Women in Albuquerque.

The proj-

ect was an ambitious extension of practice several years ago when student
teachers in Secondary Education were placed in the Job Corps Center locally
for a six- semester-credit-hour experience in student teaching.

The West
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Mesa High School Project continued the practice begun at Valley High
School, fall, 1966, of offering seminar and field work combined (9
credits) rather than a class on campus and student teaching in the field
(3 credits and 6 credits).

The Washington and Harrison Junior High

School ProjeGt attempted to change a second course usually offered on
campus to a second ~seminar-type offering on the site of internship experience for a 12 credit total experience.
The department took a decisive step recently as a result of the
foregoing experiences summed as "block projects".

Two separate courses*

were liminated which have been offered on campus for some years for all
students in academic areas** and in Business Education***·

ln place of

the two courses, a six-credit-hour-offering has been devised for students

*

Secondary Education 301 (3), Foundations of Secondary Education, and
Secondary Education 310 (3), Materials and Methods of Teaching in
the Secondary School.
**
Mathematics, any science, any language art, any foreign· language, and
any social science.
*** The Department of Secondary Education is one of. eight departments in
the College of Education. Secondary Education as a department houses
students in Business Education, Industrial Education, and all aca.demic areas. Prior to the establishment about five years ago of the
three Educational Foundations courses (9 credits) required of all
students in the Departments of Elementary and Secondary Education
(plus the departments of Art Education, Physical.Education, Home Economics, and Hus;i.c), students at the secondary level (all subject
areas) enrolled for Sec. Ed. 301 and Sec. Ed. 310. With the requirements of three "core courses" instituted, the Department of Secondary
Education's enrollments were truncated and coordination of programs
was lost. Students in Business Education and Home Economics have
continued to take Sec. Ed. 301 and 310, and presumably will shift to
the new Sec. Ed. 361 block.
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in all academic areas, Business Education, Home Economics and the new
Dental Hygiene program to prepare teachers in that area.

Secondary Educa-

tion 36i (6 credits), to begin fall, 1969, will involve half-time on
campus or perhaps in seminar-type rooms in various educational settings
(schools, Job Corps, etc) and half-time in the field in a pre-student
teaching experience i.n Secondary Education.
gram are:

Seine intents of the new pro-

better counselling of teachers-to-be, advisement of them, and

scr.eening of them for further preparation for teaching; better preparation
of teachers-to-be prior to a student teaching experience later; seeking
closer relationships between theory and practice; plus exercise of influence in school practice in the field with in-service education of personnel in the field a stated objective.

Additionally, both"·the Industrial

Education program in the Department of Secondary Education (four personnel
and a graduate assistant) and the Business Education program in the Departmetn of Secondary Education (four personnel and a graduate assistant)
have developed 15-credit-hour block projects with 10 to 15 to-be-selected
students in each for pilot purposes for fall, 1969.

Depending upon one's

perception, Sec. Ed. 361 will be represented as 6 credit hours of the 15
credit hours in the two pilots, with special methods in the subject field
and student teaching represented

also (3 credits and 6 credits).

The

whole of each pilot is intended to be a 15-hour professional semester,
with seminars replacing classes and with theory and practice related increasingly more effectively in the semester.

APSCOE does the foregoing

and more, but on APS monies, in the subject field of English.
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In addition to projects mentioned foregoing, the department maintained its regular heavy programs (see previous staff load reports) with
undergraduate and graduate students.

Involved in those activities were:

advisement, counselling, teaching, directing theses, dissertations, and
problems.

Additionally departmental personnel engaged in a wide variety

of services of all kinds (committee service, consultant activity, speaking) plus writing and engaging in research (see individual faculty biographical sketches, 1968-69).
Significantly, the department did all of the foregoing with shorthandedness (one vacancy first semester and two vacancies second semester).
Supplemental part-time help was employed in order to cope with the total
load (Koch, Keppers, 0 1 Flyng, Esterly, Smolich, Stout, for example, and
use. of all five graduate assistants .for teaching and/or supervision).
Problems were thereby introduced into departmental operations.
Additionally, staff members gave consideration to demands by
undergraduate and graduate students to plan, develop, and change programs
plus giving consideration to invitations to submit additional proposals
beyond what they have already submitted for continued and additional outside funding.
During the academic year 1968-69, Secondary Education 301 (to be
phased out fall 1969) was a pilot program in simulation and decision-making.

The pilot was developed by Dr. Dettre.

Aspects of the pilot program

(not simulation) will be involved in reality in Secondary Education 361 in
field situations.

Furthermore, as a regular feature. throughout the year,
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large lecture sections (301) were eliminated with small group sections
established as the standard operating procedure and main structure.

Small

sections will be a major characteristic of Sec. Ed. 361, although not exelusively so.
Departmental personnel developed a Petroleum lvorkshop for teachers and an Electronics Workshop to be offered summer session 1969 (Koch,
Baldwin).
During Summer Session 1968, and Fall and Spring Semesters, 1968-

69, approximately 567 undergraduate students applied for entry into
teacher education through the Department of Secondary Education.
than SO were ineligible to apply.
Approximately 439 were admitted.
Department of Secondary Education.
growth in enrollment.

More

Approximately 104 were denied admission.
The figures are for all programs in the
The admissions represent continued

Generally, however, tightened control of admis-

sions was maintained in the undergraduate program as can be seen from ineligibility figures (college-level action) and "do not admit" figures (departmental-level action).
At the graduate level approximately

~.Q

students were admitted.

Approximately 33 were admitted to master's 1evel programs, none to sixthyear level programs (Education Specialist), and 7 to doctoral or seventhyear level programs.
No new programs were developed, graduate or undergraduate.

One

graduate course was developed, Evaluation and Appraisal of School Programs,
i;""J

in view of a need existing and d.eveloping strongly in the field.

A data
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processing course for undergraduates was developed by personnel in Business Education and will meet a need not being met by any existing courses
on campus.
Visitations by NCATE and NCA teams have resulted in outsiders appraising the program of Secondary· Education. at UNH and making comment for
thought by departmental members.
The department initiated in a more technical manner discussions
and study of behavioral outcomes it expects in undergraduate students who
complete its programs.
Throughout the year considerable time and energy was spent in
.discussions and exchanges of letters between State Department personnel
and Secondary Education personnel

~•here

the matter of vocational educa-

tion and UNN' s role-to-be- were involved.

Personnel were involved addi-

tionally from the college and university level.

Effective working rela-

tionships were established to some degree and some clarity was effected
as to which personnel and programs at UNM would contribute with state
support to the vocational education effort.
The department shifted to the credit or no

report rather

than letter grades for student teachers.
B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the near future
Plans which emerge for the near future are:
1.

The department will continue study of behavioral outcomes
desired in its students and recommends to the departments
throughout the university that they attempt the same,
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2.

The department will turn attention to the suggestions by
the teams from NCATE and NCA.

Inspiration will be sought

from those suggestions to improve both
graduate programs.

~ndergraduate

and

Likely, new programs will be forthcom-

ing at i:h.e graduate level (MAT in Social Studi"es or Social
Science,

~or

example), even though final and formal action

on those might have to be delayed in view of the communication from the Academic Vice President concerning holding in
abeyance any hope of approval of new graduate programs at
the state level.
3.

Considerable energy and time will be required to effect success in the new block program to be attempted at the under.graduate level.

Here, in. the opinion of the chairman, should

be the major emphasis of departmental members for the year
1968-69,.especially in view of AACTE-NCATE evaluation comments, and in

vie~T

of a paraphrase of President Heady 1 s com-

ment that the pursuit of excellence in teaching at the undergraduate level is a worthy endeavor.
4.

Personnel and programs will give increasing attention t:o indi-'
vidual differences and needs in teacher preparation.

5.

Job Corps setting, Indian School setting, church-school setting, TVI, Kirtland and/or Sandia Base. Educational Centers,
private academies, junior and senior high schools outside the
city of Albuquerque will continue to be sites for experiences
for teachers-to-be.
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6.

Continuation of grant programs can be expected and participation in grant programs can be expected (Triple T, Indian
History Project 1 AACTE-OEO-Job Corps, Title I, EPDA, etc.)

7.

Attention can be expected to be given to graduate students
and programs, admissions, COI,I!!S!=Uing, exp.ectancie$ both from
students and faculty, and an examination of experiences provided for graduate students, valuable and lacking in value.

8.

More flexible use of manpower and personnel can be expected
(Sec. Ed. 361) .

C and D.

Appoints to and separations from staff

Turnover in personnel was a significant ¢eature in departmental
fairs, 1968-69.

a~

The department, having failed to replace Alvin Howard

during fall, 1968-69*, was successful in hiring Dr. George Stoumbis, University of Utah, for the school year 1969-70.

Dr. Stoumbis is active in

Indian Education and has been fortunate and successful in securing grant
money for projects in that area.

He will give attention to the area of

social studies education additionally.

The resignation of Dr. Zweig in

mid-year (science education), created additional staffing problems.

The

appointment held by Dr. Zweig was a joint one, elementary and secondary
education.

The two departments were successful in hiring Dr. Paul Tweeten
~veeten

for the school year 1969-70.

Dr.

Education, Des Moines, Iowa.

The resignation of Dr. Hanny, effective fall,

* Dr.

is State Director of Science

Howard was promoted to the position of Assistant to the Dean late
summer, 1968.

r·
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1969, led to the employment of Dr. George Prigmore on a one-year contract.
Dr. Prigmore was formerly with the State Department of Education, New
Mexico, as a specialist in language arts and the humanities,
was an instructional strategist in departmental programs.

Dr. Hanny

The resigna-

d.on of Dr. Dettre-, effective fall, 1969, led to the appointment of Dr.
Bill Engman, University of Wyoming, with specialties in science education
and in curriculum, instruction, and evaluation of school programs.
Dettre specialized in simulation and decision-making.

Dr.

The resignation of

Tom Baldwin, electronics specialist in Industrial Education, effective
June, 1969, led to the one-year appointment of Gerald Cunico, former
teaching assistant at UNM in electronics in Industrial Education and currently planning entry into a doctoral program at Arizona State.

The de-

partment lost certai.n kinds of strengths, in short, in the opinion of
some staff members.

However, some staff members believe that the depart-

ment has gained certain kinds of strengths in replacements for 1969-70.
E.

Comment on promotions
Beginning fall 1968, the department included four professors, four

associate professors, eight assistant professqrs, and two instructors.
Additionally, one vacancy carried the title Assistant Professor.

The

chairman of the department made a comment in writing 1968-69 that such
a distribution in no way symbolized the experience, capability, and
maturity of an effective staff.

Entering the school year 1969-70, the

department carries on its roster six full professors, six associate professors, five assistant professors, and two instructors.

Such a distri-

bution symbolizes more nearly the experience, capability, and maturity
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of what is hoped and expected to be an effective staff, 1969-70, in the
opinion of the chairman.
I

F.

Comment on additional staff
As for the school year 1968-69, so in 1969-70 the department will

give general supervision to the work of one teaching assistant in Audio
Visual Education and 'tO one to three or- four indiVidUals in Library Science Education.

That faculty is carried on the department's budget as

teaching assistant and part-time instructors.

Additionally, part-time

personnel are employed for teaching single courses and for supervision
of student teachers, all listed ultimately as instructors.
II.

Composite of information regu'ested on individual biographical supplements
1.

Advanced study
Miss Heemstra, assistant professor in Business Education, has
taken additional work toward her doctorate at Michigan State
University and two courses at

U~l.

Mr. Warner completed and received his Ed. D. degree from Texas
A&M in January, 1969.
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc,
Mr. Runge was on sabbatical fall, 1968.

This included three

months' travel in eastern United States and to Europe for five
weeks.

He visited many schools in both places with particular

reference to teacher education.
Mr. Crawford was on sabbatical spring and

'

su~er,

1969.

He was

I.
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'on the faculty of the University of Okinawa for two months and
continued his tour of the Far East and Europe.
• Mr. Doxtater and family toured Califcrnia during the summer of
1968.
3.

New scholastic .honors,. fellowships,· etc,
Hr. Baldwin was accepted in the doctoral program in Industrial
Arts at Texas A&H University.
Hr. Doxtater was given a large inscribed Nambe silver plaque
for his service to NHCSS

4.

Publications
Hr. Dettre's book Contemporary Teaching in the Secondary School:
Forces and Sources was published in 1968 by Associated Education
Services Corporation as a book of readings anr:l
lished in 1969 as a text.

also pub-

In the planning stage is Decision-

making in the Secondary School Classrooms:
the Diagnostic Teacher.

t~as

Toward Preparing

He also had three articles accepted for

publication in New Nexico School Review, The Clearing· Rouse, and
Phi Delta Kappan.
Hr. Howard had the following publications during the period covered' by. this report:

"A Junior High Award System that

l~orks",

·

School Activities Magazine, January, 1969, 40:18-20; "Problems
in Junior High School Activities", guest editorial, same issue,
p. 2; and"The Affair at South Overshoe", Clearing House, September, 1968.

His book, Teaching in Middle Schools,

Textbook Company, was published June, 1968.

Intern~tional

He has also sub-

5:10

mitted two other articles with with no word as yet of acceptance.
He is also working on the final revision of a mansucript under
'contract to International Textbook entitled The Junior High
School:

Issues and Practices.

Mr. Prouse, co-authoring with Mr .• White of Se_condary

E~ucation,

is in the process of completing two textbooks for 7th and 8th
grades dealing

t~ith

basic linguistic concepts and learning which

are under contract with the American Book Company.
Mr. Runge completed the ninth edition of the Handbook for Student
Teaching, published by UNH, 58 pages.

He aiso prepared several

Title I project proposals for USOE funds through APS, block program, Spanish project, reading, etc.
Hr. Warner had an article entitled "The Road to Progress" published in the spring issue of the New Hexico Industrial Arts
Journal, pp. 2-3.
Mr. White is co-authoring
and 8, with Mr. Prouse.
5.

Nm~

Dimensions in Language, grades 7

This is in progress.

Other research projects or creative work
Hr. Brown continued research on his proposed book entitled Slide
Rule for Industry and on curriculum revision for Industrial Education.
Hr. Hanny presented a paper on "Instructional Theory:

Nature

of a Discipline" at UNH-COE invited lecture series in April 1969.
He was also co-researcher on a study of teacher self-evaluation.

5:11.

Mr. Hirshfield drew up specifications for the communication and
human relations area for the Vocational School at Espanola (El
Rfto Project).

He also headed two Title I student teaching proj-

ects.
Mr. Ivins had a manuscript entitled "Inner City Teacher's Dilemma" accepted for publication in the April, 1969, issue of the
Ne1~

Nexico School

tentatively titled

Revie1~
11

and he is also working on a manuscript

1\lhat Do We Hean - Relevant?"

Mr. Runge worked on a special mid-school project funded from
APS Title I funds at Washington-Harrison Junior High Schools.
Mr. White was involved in a workshop in applications of linguistics to the teaching of English during the 1968 summer session.
He is at present working on a new program for the master of arts
in secondary education in reading and also teaching English as
a second language.

He is also concerned with the APSCOE Title I

TESOL teacher preparation project.
Mr. Doxtater was director of the Job Corps Project.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Mr. Baldwin attended the New Hexico Industrial Arts Convention
and also the New Mexico Vocational Education convention.
Mr. Hanny attended the annual meeting of American Educational Research Association in Los Angeles, California.
Hr. Hirshfield attended the national conference of NCTE.
'·'

Mr. Howard attended the National Association of Secondary School
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Principals conference and also the annual conferences of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development and North Central Association.
Mr, Doxtater was president of the New Hexico Council for the Social
Studies, 1968-69, and state delegate to National Council for the
Social Studies in November 1968.
Hr. Ivins presided and moderated at the evening session of the
annual NASSP meeting in San Francisco.

He was also junior sponsor

of Phi Delta Kappa.
Mr. Nesbitt was a member of the legislative information committee
of the American Industrial Arts Association and also state membership chairman of the American Industrial Arts Association.
Hr. Rider was the New Mexico delegate to the Executive Board of
the Hountain-Plidns Business Education Association at Wichita,
Kansas.
Hr. Runge attended several vocational. education conferences, including National Teacher Education Conference on Vocational Teacher Education at Blackburg, Virginia, in August, 1968.
Hrs. Sampley was a member of the National Business Education Association and the New Hexico chapter.
Hr. Warner served as a moderator for a panel at the Mountain
States Industrial Educators' and Supervisors' Conference in
Lake City.

~alt

He was president of New Mexico Industrial Arts Associ-

ation.
Hr. White is president-elect of the Albuquerque English Council.

He was a participant in the New Mexico Council of Teachers of
English conference,
I

7.

He was also involved in a demonstration at

the Albuquerque Reading Association spring conference.

Other professional activities
Mr. Baldwin organized and helped set up an electronics workshop
for teaching improvement of the state electronics instructors.
Mr.

Hm~ard

was guest speaker at several schools within the state.

Mr. Nesbitt presented a demonstration at the American Industrial
Arts Association annual convention on "The Effects of Heat and
Pressure on the Operation of the Internal Combustion Engine".
Mrs, Reva prepared national tests in secretarial work and office
management for National Medical Assistants' association.
Mr. Rider was speaker at the American Business Women's Association convention.

He was a member of the NCA visitation committee

at Highland High School and consultant on school plant planning,
El Rito Vocational and Technical Institute.
Hr. Runge also helped with North Central visitations and served
on the feasibility study for establishment of branch UNH colleges.
Mrs. Sampley conducted a

typel~riting

workshop for the secretaries

of the Indian Community Action Project in April.
HJ;. White

l~as

a participant in the New Hexico Bilingual Associa-

tion conference and a panelist on the Albuquerque English Council
program.
Mr. Doxtater helped in the NCA evaluation of Roswell High School.
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B.

Non-teaching University service
Hr. Hanny was on the Graduate Committee.
Hr,. Hirshfield was on KUNH Radio Board; Administrative and Policy
Committee of the College of Education; and secretary of the UNHAAUP chapter.
Mr. HolV'ard 1vaEl chairman of _the (;OE _committee for doctoral progx:ams
and also chairman for the CO.E committee for space facilities and
needs; a member of the COE reorganization committee and also the
UNH steering committee for NCA,
Hr. Ivins was a member of the Academic Freedom. and Tenure Committee.
Mr. Nesbitt was a member of the University Safety Committee, COE
Scholarship Committee,
Mr. Rider was a member of the scholarship committee, COE, and
state adviser for the Future Business Leaders of America.

He

was co-advisor of Phi Beta Lambda.
Mr. Hhite was a member of the Student Affairs Committeei interdepartmental coordinator for the MAT in English; on the Reading
and Comm. Center Committee.
Hr. Doxtater "as secretary and member of the University Library
Committee,

Appendix :I

THE REPORT
OF THE
BUREAU OF EDUCATIO~ PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
JULY 1, 1966 - JUNE 30, 1969
Richard F. Tonigan, Director

NOTE:

Since this is the first Annual Report of the Bureau of Educational
Planning and Development which was formally organized on July 1,
1968, a more complete report is being submitted than requested
in the University Secretary 1 s annu<J.l report instructions.

In

subsequent years the report will contain only the requested content.

BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
Its Mission
The Bureau of Educational Planning and Development helps to plan
and improve education.

It contracts with public and private organiza-

tions to analyze educational problems and to design and develop feasible
solutions.

Activities of the Bureau include working with school systems,

colleges and universities; local, state and national educational agencies;
industry, private planning and consulting firms; and overseas missions and
governments.
In addition to being of service to the nation's educational endeavors,
the Bureau of Educational Planning and Development seeks to provide selected
field service and research experiences beneficial to the development of
graduate students and to the interests of faculty members of The
University of New Mexico.
The Bureau encourages the development of both proven and innovative
planning concepts in areas such as organizational planning, curriculum and
facility planning, administrative planning, teacher training, .financial
planning, and so forth.
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The activities of the Bureau of Educational Planning and Development
are supported by contracts and grants.
The Bureau has two permanent sub organizations, i.e., (1) the
School Plant Planning Service, and (2) the New Mexico Research and Study
Council.
The School Plant Planning Service is
tion, but for several years it was

11

no•~

largely a "paper organiza-

the" organization.

It was, effect,

replaced by the Bureau of Educational Planning and Development but is
maintained, at least in name, because its identity is worthy of continuance for client referral purposes.
The New Mexico Research and Study Council is an eleven-year-old
organization composed of approximately thirty New Mexico public scho.ol
districts, each of which is represented by its respective superintendent.
The College of Education's Department of Educational Administration granted
one-quarter time of an associate professor (Dr. Herbet:t H. Hughes,. whose
resignation was accepted, effective June 30, 1969) to the Bureau in
1968-69 so that the Bureau could continue the COE's practice of having one
of its faculty members serve as Executive Director of the Council.

Dues

collected by the Council in 1968-69 ranged from $200 to $500 per district.
The $10,600 collected in 1968-69 was used to employ two half-time COE
graduate assistants, to pay 5/12's of a secretary's salary, and to finance
miscellaneous expenses of the Executive Director, the staff, and the Board.
The major activity of the Council in 1968•69 was the continuance of the
annual school supply bidding program.

In addition, considerable time was

devoted by the Executive Director and one graduate assistant in seeking
grants, and the Executive Director participated in the
tive session.
tendents.

NewMex~co

legisla-

He issued frequent newsletters to member district superin-

Primarily, these newsletters presented the Executive Director's

,~.--~~~

---

-
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views on legislative actions likely to affect public school
New Mexico.

finan~e

in

One new booklet, "Factors Influencing The Role of Supervisors

.of E:nglish" (authored by George Prigmore); was issued by the Council during
the 1968-69 year.
Two other short-term organizations functioned within the Bureau
duri:ng 1968-69; one operated a contract to train teachers in the Los Lunas
Public Schools, the other conducted a UNM branch community college feasibility study.

Both organizations were disbanded by June 30, 1969.

Its Resources
Personnel.
of the Bureau.*

A small staff performed the annual day-to-day activities
Additional personnel were added as projects required more

assistance and as special funding was secured to offset the additional
cost.

In 1968-69, the size of the Bureau staff varied from a low of two

full-time and three part-time persons, to a high of nine full-time and two
part-time persons.
A consulting staff typically assisted the employed staff on most
Bureau projects,

In 1968-69, the number of consulting staff members

commissioned on each project ranged from a low of two, to a high of 30.
Most consultants were faculty members, although some were graduate
students, TVI and APS employees, and others.
their services.

All consultants were paid for

During the year, over fifty faculty members and five

graduate students worked on Bureau projects as consultants.
A third staff component of the Bureau was a core of graduate
students who enrolled in courses which enabled them to engage in selected
* A one-half time Director, and a full-time secretary.

(A graduate

assistant's position remained vacant throughout the year,)

~------5~8
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portions of the Bureau's field service activities.
student input in 1968-69.

Three projects had

Several additional students wrote Bureau

project-related term papers to fulfill other course requirements.
Facilities.

During 1968-69, all of the Bureau activities were

housed in the Room 123 suite located in the College of Edu.cation office
building.

These facilities, and related utilities and equipment, were

provided by the University.
Finances.

Although the University did not appropriate a budget

to offset any of the 1968-69 operations of the Bureau, it did in fact
assist in a number of meaningful ways.

In addition to providing facil-

ities, equipment and utilities, it permitted the College of Education's
Department of Educational Administration to give one-quarter time of a
professor and other grants and services worth several thousands of
dollars, and at the close of the year it absorbed the accummulated
deficit.

Finally, by permitting the Bureau to charge expenses and to

credit income to the School Plant Planning Service account a means was
established for the Bureau to operate as an entity with reasonable freedom of movement.
As the year closed, the deficit in the £our-year old combined
School Plant Planning Service/Bureau of Educational Planning and
Development account had risen about equal to that of the average of the
first three years.

This again indicated a need for the University (the.

state) to further support funding of the Bureau's operation--at least
until it can find some other suitable solution to solvency.

-------------
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Its Activities
The Bureau's activities can be categorized as projects which were
started prior to the establishment of the Bureau in the District Plant
Planning Service and the projects which started afterwards.

The first

group contained only curriculum planning and educational specifications
projects; the second group in addition included a wider variety of
educational planning and implementation projects.

The Bureau's projects

can also be categorized as completed and in process.

They can be more

clearly summarized in this latter context:
Completed Projects

No.
1.

2.

Project

Estimated Approximate
Value of
Building
Bureau Contract
Value

Preparation of grant proposal
for Canoncito Indian Reservation
Curriculum planning and educational specifications for a
Vaughn, New Mexico public high
school

$ 175

$250,000

885

Designing and conducting a
multiculture inservice teacher
and community sensitivity
training program for the LOS
Lunas, New Mexico public school
district (USOE funded)

...

----

40,000

4.

Conducting the UNM branch community college study

-----

15,000

5.

Title I Workshop

-----

1,000

6.

Educational Specifications
for Deming

800,000

1,000

3.
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In-process Projects

E;~;timated

Building
Value
No,
1.

2.

3.

4.

· Proj(lct

Estimated Estimated
Percentage
Value of
of 13ureau
Bureau
Contract Work Completed

Curriculum planning and
educational specifications for a senior high
school for the Los Lunas
public school district

$800,000

$4,000

98

Curriculum planning and
educational specifications for an elementary
school in the Pojoaque
public. school district

250,000

1,300

98

Curriculum planning and
educational specifications for a middle school
for the East Las Vegas
public school system

900,000

3,500

90

900,000

4,500

80

Curriculum planning and
educational specifications for the Espanola
vocational-technical
branch of Northern New
Mexico State School
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Its Future
Continuous effort is being asserted to broaden the scope and to
increase the size range of projects.

Concurrently, continuous effort is

being asserted to broaden the involvement of students and faculty in the
projects of the Bureau.
of the

~ureau

Illustrating these efforts are recent attempts

to secure project contracts for such activities as a

Regional Vocational-Technical Survey of the Albuquerque region, and a
comprehensive additional Study of the Dayton, Ohio, Metropolitan School
District.

Many efforts are currently being asserted to secure projects

which meet the needed interests of all of the. departments of the College
of Education.
To perform its assigned mission successfully, it will be necessary
for the Bureau to grow.

Additional personnel, more 'stable financing, and

a University-wide interest in the successful operation of the Bureau are
imperative.
Graduate students and faculty members throughout the University, .as
well as additional agencies throughout the state of New Mexico, appear to
be increasingly aware of both the existence and the service potential of
the Bureau.

There is every reason to believe that the Bureau will in-

creasingly service the field service needs of both graduate students and
faculty members.

Appendix J

The Report of The Cultural Awareness Center
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
John Aragon, Director
The Cultural Awareness Center was funded as of
February 15, 1969.

The activities of the first month

were almost exclusively limited to the recruitment of
staff and the acquisition of office space and related
logistics.

The staff was recruited on the basis of

anticipated requests for technical assistance.

It is

currently composed of H. D. Sanchez, a former school
superintendent, who is available as a consultant .in
cultural awareness as it relates to school administrators; Joe Ulibarri, a former staff member of the
Educational Service Center - who consults in the area
of guidance and helps in the group dynamics processes
used in the seminars; Mari-Luci Ulibarri who is a
specialist in bilingual education; and Bryan McOlash
who serves as a research assistant.
~y

April 1, 1969 the staff appointments had been

completed and staff planning was begun on activities
and strategies.

The Center perceived its primary

responsibilities to be:
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a)

The sponsoring of seminars at which we present

data to the participants (school board members, school
administrators, and classroom teachers) which hopefully
will make them aware of the cultural diversity
represented in New Mexico's schools;
b)

Direct technical assistance to individual

school districts; and

cf

The. Center aiding the school districts in

drafting a proposal to acquire their own funding to
pursue a problem which they ha.ve identified and would
like to solve.
The first seminar was planned as a "shake-down '1
for the data which we thought would be meaningful
rather than to sensitize the participants, or generate
requests for technical assistance.

The seminar was

held in Taos on April 18-20 and included 32 participants
representing five school districts.

The evaluation by

the participants indicates that the seminar was highly
successful both as to data and awareness.

Three

unexpected requests were made for follow-up technical
assistance.
The second seminar was held in Albuquerque
June 10-12.

It included 38 participants representing

15 different school systems.

- 2

~

As a result of this
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seminar, requests for technical assistance were made
from Clovis, Deming, West Las Vegas, Gallup, Carlsbad,
Gadsden and Albuquerque.

Most requests have been

f~lled;

the others have been sch,eduled for dates this fall.
In addition to th,e above activities, the CAC staff
has participated in programs already underway in the
schools which have cross-cultural dimensions.

A total

of 116 man days have been given to programs in Los
Lunas, Grants, Bernalillo, Espanola, Santa Fe, Belen,
N.M.E. A.; state Department of Education and SWCEL.
Since the creation of the Cultural Awareness
Center, local projects and funding have been approved
for East Las Vegas, Silver City and

Bernalillo.

A

fourth project at Los Lunas was an on-going one prior
to the creation of the CAC.
Starting on September 26th and running through
November 16th, seven week-end seminars are planned at
La Posada in Santa Fe.

Each seminar will include 42

participants representing 7 school systems who have
been invited to send a cadre of six participants tP the
seminar - a school board member, the superintendent, a
principal, and three classroom teachers.

It is hoped

that teams of this sort will have a greater impact on
the local level than the more limited representation
we have had in the past.
-
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Appendix K
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
College of Education
June 3, 1969
TO:

Dean Richard Lawrence

FROM:

Learning Materials Center Committee, Margaret Chisholm, Chairman

SUBJECT:

Semester Report of the Learning Materials Center

The Learning Materials Center Committee met on May 27th at 3:30 P. M. at
which time the semester report was presented.
1.

An in-service meeting was held for a group of approximately 35 principles of Albuquerque Elementary schools. They requested a presentation on the services of the Learning Materials Center and toured
the facilities.

2.

A similar presentation was given for Mr. Stimson's tutoring class.

3.

Students from C and I 431 and 432 had an orientation session on
March 5th.

4.

The staff of Mark Twain Elementary School requested an orientation
session and tour on May 13th.

5.

Eighty pre-school children from Manzanita Center visited the
LMC on March 3rd.

6.

A display of interest centers for Mathematics prepared by student
teachers was held for a week during this semester.

7.

An extensive picture file has been established. The pictures are
mounted and filed under established subject headings.

8.

Copies of theses and term projects have been cataloged and organized
in a file to make them readily accessible.

9.

Non-book material such as charts, maps, and pamphlets has been
labeled and cataloged with cards placed in the card catalog.

10.

Average daily circulation of materials checked out by students was
88 items, checked out by faculty was 67 items.

11.

Total circulation of materials for the semester was 6131 items
checked out by students and 469 items checked out by faculty.

12.

Orientation sessions on the utilization of audio visual equipment
was held for 40 elementary students and 220 secondary students,
making a total of 260 students completing orientation.

13.

Production services have been provided for the Dental Hygiene
Department, Bilingual Research Project, E~uador Project, and
Compensatory Education.
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14.

Projection equipment was scheduled for use as follows:
8 mm. projectors - 6 times
Single concept filmloop viewers - 39 times
Super micromatic projector - 8 times
Filmstrip & slide projectors - 51 times
Sawyer Carousel projectors - 45 times
Individual viewlex projectors - 50 times
Language master - 1 time
Tracing box - 1 time
Opaque projector - 29 times
Overhead projectors - 178 times
Record players - 35 times
Screens - 139 times
16 mm. projectors - 123 times
Tape recorders - 128 times
Ampex video tape recorder - 13 extended projects
Concord video tape recorder - 30 extended projects
This does not include the number of times equipment was
requested and was. already scheduled so the request could
not be fulfilled.

15.

In addition to deliveries, Scott Chamberlin was scheduled to show
films, filmstrips or video tapes approximately 100 times.

16.

Production services were used extensively. The following is a
list of utilization according t:o departments:
DEPARTMENT

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Educational Administration
Educational Foundations
Home Economics
Guidance and Special Education
Industrial Arts
Physical Education
Art Education
Manzanita Center
Dental Hygiene
Students
TOTAL

191
160
36
26

COST

1051

$152,90
151.79
61:09
18.79
57.92
16.08
97.58
23.88
25.05
23.88
3.80
311.93
930.06

11
1

2..00

10
22

9.55
12.99

47
25
79
6

27
6
2

446

Special Projects
Bilingual Research Project
Compensatory Education
Ecuador Project
Total
17.

Plans for summer staffing are as

6.44

follm~s:

Caroline Davis - full-time librarian
Joyce Brimhall - full-time library assistant
Tom Owens - Full-time audio.-visual assistant
Doris Roady - Full-time secretary and directo.r of production lab
and audio-visual department.
Wo.rk-study students as assigned by student aids o.ffice
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'tHE UNIVERSI',rY OF NEW MEXICO
College of Education
February 24, 1969
TO:

Dean Richard Lawrence and Department Chairmen - College of Education
Learning Materials Center Committee and Margaret Chisholsn

PROM!

SUBJECT:

Semester Report of the Learning Materials Center

1. A title VI proposal for materials and equipment for the improvement of undergraduate instruction was written by the Learning
Materials center Director during second semester of 1968. A
grant of $6,000 was received and the following items of equipment and mate'l:ials were purchased for use in the College of
Ed11cation.

!JUil'MI!NT
2 super 8 mm. filmloop projectors
2 filmstrip projectors
4 viewlex previet~e-ra
2 phonographs
1 language master projector
l super micromatic sound filmstrip projector
2 projection screens

tape recorders
opaque projector
overhead projector
- 16 mm. projectors
pantograph
l dry mount press
2 tracing boxes
2
l
l
2
1

M!I.TERIALS

1,188 filmstrips
6 multi-media kits
94 recordings
6 sets of study prints
7 se.ts of transparencies
109 super 8 mm. loops

2.

lJia brochures were distributed to all faculty members of the
Albuquerque Public Schools to inform them of services: and
materials available to them through the Learning Materials
Center.

3.

Collet Park Elementary School faculty requested a special guided
tour of the center.

4.

Several sections of the Junior Block, about 75 students each,
participated in orientation sessions on the utilitization of
materials and production techniques.

-2-

s.

ArrangetJlents have been made to make the photo lab available
for photographic production, the AV equipment will be stored
in the preview room, and the audio-visual lab will be used
for preview purposes.

6.

Arrangements hav~ been made for several staff changes to take
place at the beginning of the second semester. Scott Chamberlin
will work full-time with the responsibility for delivery and
operating all audio-visual equipment. Mrs. Caroline Davis
will serve as librarian and wUl work full-time.

7.

The entire collection of filmstrips, film 1oopa, records, and
media kits has been processed, classified, and cataloged.

8.

Average daily circulation of books and materials in the
library was. 73 for students and 10 for faculty.

9.

Orientation sessions were held for 44 elementary students and
180 secondary students malting a total of 224 students.

10.

An arrangement has been. made for supplying production services

to the Dental Hygiene Department for eost of materials plus
20% production coats. The depa~tment completed nine projects
at a cost of $26.07.
Production services were also provided for the West Mesa project.
This amounted to 92 projects at a cost of $71.05.
11. During the fall semester, the projection equipment was used
various lengths of time as follows:

~or

8 mm. projector - 3 times
Slide and filmstrip projectors - 39 times
Language master - 4 times
Opaque projector • 20 times
OVerhead projectors - 172 times
Record players - 13 times
Screens - 82 times
16 mm. projector in praview room - 141 times
16 mm. projectors - 53 times
Tape recorders - 85 times
Sawyer Carousel projector - ll times
Viewlex projector - 4 times
Loop projectors - 14 times
This does not include requests for equipment which was not
available because of previous scheduling.
12. The production services were used extensively. The following
is a list of utilization according to departments.
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-3DEPARTMENT

NUMBER OF PROJECTS

Elementary Education
Secondary Education
Educational Administration
EducationBl Foundations
aome Economics
Guidance and Special ~ucation
Industrial Arts
Pbysical Education
Art Education
Hanzanita Center
Dental l!ygiene

.s~udents

COST

154
154
42
19
23
43
48

$ 148.58

1
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.25
19.98
20.54
26.07
291.99

1041

$ 774.08

20

22
!f

125.64
33.53
17.91
14.34
32.82

43.43

.Appendix L

The Report on International Programs
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Frank Angel, Asst. Dean for
Special Programs & Projects

The projects in International Education in the
College of Education during the past year have continued to expand.

The Ecuador Project was continued.

Dr. John Aragon who had served as Chief of the UNM
Field Team in Ecuador completed his two-year tour and
returned to the campus to head the COE Cultural Awareness Ce_nter.

He was replaced .by Mr. Ambrosio Ortega

who was employed as Assistant Principal of Albuquerque's
Technical-Vocational Institute.

Dr. Dolores Gonzales,

who was the UNM specialist in textbook writing and
utilization, completed her two-year tour in July and
returned to the campus where she is taking up duties as
Professor of Elementary Education .

During her tour

the textbooks in Science, Mathematics and Reading were
completed and illustrated.

Additionally, teacher

guidebooks to accompany the texts were completed.
have gone to press as of this writing.

These

George Gonzales

who had been functioning as a Teacher Education Advisor
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succeeded Dr. Dolores Gonzales as Textbook Specialist.
The Colombia project which was initiated last
year was finally staffed with the naming of Dr. Paul
Petty of the

Department of Educational Administration

as Chief of the Field Party.

An extension of the con-

tract was negotiated by Dean Lawrence and Frank Angel
which will extend the contract through 1971 and
added three additional field staff:

two in high school

supervision and administration and one in University
Extension.

The extension also included two participant

groups to be trained on campus:

one of university

extension personnel and another of high schocil principals and guidance-counselors.

The Extension Training

Program was completed under the Division of Continuing
Education.

The second group is to arrive on campus

on September 13 for a 20-week training period, most of
which is of an internship nature.

This pa:rt of the

program is under the Department Educational Administration.
A rather imposing list of professional books have
been prepared in the International Education Office of
the College of Education.

These professional books

are to be used in the Normal Schools of Ecuador in the

,.
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preparation programs for elementary school teachers.
A number of them are being prepared for use by the
field staff in Colombia.
There is an increasing demand for the professional
books prepared in the International Division Office. As
these become known and used, it is anticipated that
they will need to be published commercially.
Another activity which has become institutionali~ed

in the College of Education is the co-sponsorship,

with the University of Kansas, of a yearly seminar on
Higher Education in the Americas.

Under the auspices

of the National Conference Board, administrators of
Latin American Universities are invited to participate
in the seminar.

The seminar begins with a two-week

session in Costa Rica where an evaluation of the College
of Arts and Sciences is undertaken as a means of providing the seminarists with training in university
evaluation,

From there the seminar comes for two weeks

to the University of New Mexico where the program is
designed to acquaint the Latin American visitors with a
North American university as preparation for a later
evaluation of the University of Kansas.

.

'
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The seminar then goes to the University of Kansas for
two weeks and finally ends in Washington, D.

c.

where a seminar evaluation session is held.
Last year it was possible, through the Fulbright
Program to provide Dr. Raul Ruiperez, an Argentine sociologist, with funds to make a comparative study of
North American and Latin American universities.

The

study will form part of the basis for the Tenth Seminar
which will be held on the UNM campus in October.
Through funding of special programs, Dr. Ruiperez will
collaborate with the International Programs Division
of the College, in developing programs at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels in international
education.
Dr. Angel, Mari-Luci Ulibarri, and some APS personnel spent several weeks last summer in the Dominican
Republic assisting an AID project for the improvement
and modernization of the secondary educational system
in that country.

Tom Arciniega, now a doctoral student

in the Department of Educational Administration, was in
charge of the AID program there. (Tom Arciniega has
accepted a position with UNM in Colombia as Director
of the University Extension Services.)
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The International Division has continued to
stimulate the bringing to UNM of Latin American students
who wish to major in Education.

This year a number of

them have come under AID, IIE, and FUlbright Scholarships.

Two of them (one in Honduras and the other

in Nicaragua) have gone back to important positions
in their respective ministries.
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Tl-IE REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

July 1, 1968 - June

~o,

1969

R. c. Dove, Dean

I.

Summary
The total.enrollment in the College of Engineer-

ing, measured either on the basis of student head count
or student credit hours, remained essentially unchanged
for this year as compared to the previous year.
Freshman' enrollment, whfch had undergone significant decreases during each of the preceding two years,
remained essentially unchanged for this year, as compared
to the previous year.

This is an encouraging sign since

the college has been making every effort to reverse this
downward trend in beginning student enrollment.
Graduate student enrollment was also essentially
unchanged.

This was surprising inasmuch as the changes in

the draft laws were expected to result in a sharp decrease
in male graduate student enrollment.
The number of undergraduate degrees awarded also
remained essentially unchanged as compared to the previous
year, and the number of graduate degrees awarded showed a
12% increase.

Tabulation of figures which support and amp-

lify the above comments are given in Section II of this report.

"'·
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The major changes made in the teaching program
involved course changes in the freshman year.

Our purpose

in making these changes, which are discussed in Section III
of this report, is to give the student more flexibility
during his freshman year and to provide increased motivation
to continue in his study of engineering.

Plans. for the intro-

duction of an undergraduate Co-op program are also discussed
in Section III.
With the closing out of

~he

Sandia Corporation

Technical Development Program (TDP) as of June 31., 1969,
our graduate program will enter a new phase.

The effects

of the expected increase in the ratio of Ph.D. to

M.s.

students and in the number of engineering graduates working in the computer area are discussed in Section

v.

Surely the most visible change in the College
during the past year resulted from the completion of the
new Farris Engineering Center.

This new facility, which

was occupied early in December, 1968, \Till have a pronounced effect on the development of the College for many
years to come.
of this report.

This new facility is discussed in Section IX

------------------------~~----

-
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II.

Enrollment and Degrees
Table I presents enrollment figures and Table II

presents data on the teaching load of the College of Engineering.
TABLE I
ENGINEERING ENROLLMENTS - SEMESTER I
Classification

T'11965-66

Freshmen1

435

!

408

343

349

Sophomores

290

1

,,.

359

329

Juniors

176

·1

188

174

174

Seniors

148

I

145

161

143

1 138.:>

1377

1311

______.____ ~j-~_:_ ___3~~~_:~

G:raduate 2
---~""'_.,.....,

..

'l'otal

1397

1 In University College
2 Includes Los Alamos and Holloman
TABLE II
ANNUAL TEACHING I.OAD, COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

'Academi~t·--Unde;g-;~duate

i

Year

\

1965-66

l

13,766

1966-67

!

14,476

1967-68

l.

13,993

Graduate
i
Student Credit Hours2

Student Credit Hoursl

----1-··---------------+------------....,

1968-69

I

2546
2239

I

13,837
. j ___ .. ______ ._ .... ·--·--~-··--J
Courses numbered 499 and below
Courses numbered 500 and above
h ...

1
2

.

2515

. _.______,___ ........
~270

--------------------

-
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· ·"Table :t points up two significant facts.
First:

For the first time in several years the freshman

enrollment did not show a decline from the previous year.
On the national basis freshman enrollment in Engineering
declined by 0. 7 of one percent beb1een 1967-68 and 1968-69.
Second:

Graduate enrollment remained very nearly constant.

This was surprising since on the national basis graduate
enrollment in Engineering decreased by 16.3 percent bet\oreen
1967-68 and 1968-69.

Probably the most significant point made by the
data in Table I I is the fact that total teaching load and
balance bet\·1oen undergraduate and graduate effort have·
remained very nearly constant during the past four years.
Table I I I pres.ents information concerning engineering

conferred during the past four years.

d~grees

TABLE III
ENGINEERING DEGREES

--

·.-- . ......

Degree
B.

s.

-- ·---

--"--

M. s.
Ph. D.

----- ;-------·-

.......

~-·

_!:967-6':.._ ___1968-691

1966-67

124

132

140

137

88

78

64

83

16

10

18

9

104

88

82

92

........

Total
Advanced Degrees

-.

1965-66

----·-

.

1
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III.

Undergraduate Program
During the second semester of 1968-69 the fresh-

man course, CE-l04L, Introduction to Engineering, was offered
for the first time.

The purpose of this course is to moti-

vate the beginning student by exposing him to some real
engineering design projects to which he can relate science,
mathematics, and engineering courses which he is taking or
will be required to take in the future.

Three sections

were offered, one taught by Prof. Huzarski from Civil Engineering, one taught by Prof. Bradshaw from Electrical Engineering, and one taught by Prof. Feldman from Mechanical
Engineering.

Both faculty and students considered this

experiment a success and, as a result, all entering freshmen will be taking this course in the fall of 1969.

As

before, the sections will be taught by faculty drawn from
all of the engineering departments.
As a result of recommendations made by the college
Freshman Curriculum Committee, the faculty voted to eliminate English 102 and Chemistry 102L as required courses
during the freshman year.

Many of the students will con-

tinue to take these courses; for example, all Chemical
Engineers will take Chern 102L (or Chern 122L) during their
second semester.

However, elimination of these courses as

absolute requirements will enable advisors to give their

,,
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advisees considerably more latitude in course selection
during their first year.
During Semester I the Assistant Dean, Prof.

c.

T. Grace, undertook an extensive study of two and four

year programs in Engineering Technology.

Our purposes in

undertaking this study were to determine if and/or how the
College of Engineering'might participate in this very
important area of engineering education.

The information

on costs per student in this program has convinced us that
it would be um·lise for the College of Engineering to undertake to set up an Engineering Technology program at this
time.

However, in connection with this study, we have had

several conversations with the Albuquerque Technical-Vocational Institute (TVI), and, as a result of these conversations, we are now engaged with the TVI in working out
possible ways in which we might work jointly

~'lith

the TVI

in providing this type of education.
During the past year the Dean•s office has

~lso

undertaken a study of the pros and cons of a cooperative
education program for our undergraduate students.

As a

result of the study of existing engineering co-op programs
and of conversations \'lith engineering employers, high school
counsellors, and former co-op students v;e are persuaded that
a cooperative educational program would be a decided asset
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to our undergraduate program.

At the present time the

several departments are working out appropriate calendars
for a

co~op

program and the Dean's office is contacting

prospective co-op employers..

We hope to be· able to place

some students in cooperative jobs during the second semester
of next year and to publicize the program next spring for
high schoo;L recruitment purposes.
During the past year both the Mechanical and
Chemical Engineering Departments submitted proposals to
the

u. s.

Navy to participate in the Navy Enlisted Scien-

tific Education Program (NESEP) which, in the past, has
been essentially an electrical engineering program.

Both

proposals were accepted and, as a result, we expect 40
Navy men to be sent here as full time undergraduate students.
These men will be studying .in three fields:
Mechanical, and Chemical.

Electrical,
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IV.

Undergraduate Student Prizes and Awards
The following awards were made by the College of

Engineering Student Affairs and Awards Committee,
Assistant Dean, Chairman.

c.

T. Grace,

This list does not include those

prizes and awards listed in the departmental reports.
1.

2.
3.
4.

s.
6..

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

Hamil ton Watch Award - Michael '1'1. Edenburn, ME
Harry L. Dougherty Memorial Prize - Michael w. Edenburn
Phi Kappa Phi Award - Michael w. Edenburn, ME
George E. Breece Prize - Gerald R. Chiaramonte, ChE
Albuquerque Chapter of N.M.S.P.E. Senior Award Michael w. Edenburn, ME
Distinguished AFROTC Graduates - James c. Green, ME
Thomas J. Scanlan Jr., ME
Navy League of America Award - Paul Bayard Jr., ME
Reserve Officers Assoc. Gold Medal -Paul Bayard Jr.,ME
Outstanding NESEP Student Award - George W. Ashmore
Reserve Officers Gold Medal for Administration and
Organizational Ability - Manuel Durazo
Reserve Officers Silver Medal for Administration and
Organizational Ability - Albert L. Wellman III
'American Legion A\'lard for Military Excellence Don M. Johnson
Rufus H. Carter, Jr. Scholarships -Albert w. Smith Jr.,ChE
l4arshall L. Cross Jr., EE
Harry and Habel F. Leonard Scholarships William s. Chaney, ME
Robert H•. Davis, ME
Roberto Fantechi, EE
John s. King, CE
Rudy A. Krall, Jr., ChE
Tuck·wai Lee, EE
Fred w. Rummell, CE
Ali Selahvarzi, ChE
John Gardner Stanke, EE
Michael L. Whelan, CE
Fred Williams, NE
Stanley ~. Zygmunt, ChE
Eric H. Wang Memorial Fund A\'lards Badru Kiggundu, CE
William D. Prather, EE
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.16. ·American Society for Testing Materials Awards William Chaney, ME
Travis Crouch, ChE
Gerald Dodd, ME
William D. Prather, EE
Raymond A. Snyder, EE
17. Western Electric Fund Scholarship - John A. Lopez, Ch.E
18. Western Electric Fund Supplemental Scholarships Angela Sue Jeung, ME
Wallace G. Stephenson, CE
19. N. M. Society of Professional Engineers Wives'
Scholarship - Charles A. Cothran, EE
20. George A. Rutherford Scholarship - Ray G. Arnold, CE
21. Phi Kappa Phi Initiates, May 20, 1969 Joe Colvin II, EE
Robert Fredricksen, EE
David Martinez, CE
Bruce Schneider, CE
21. Mortar Board - Angela Sue Jeuhg

.....
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V.

Graduate Program
The Sandia Corporation Technical Development

Program terminated on June 30, 1969.

Under the present

Sandia Corporation Graduate Education .Program (GEP) new
employees with a B.s. degree may be eligible for a "One
Year on Campus (OYOC)" plan to·study for the M.s.

Al-

though UNM is on the list of approved schools for employees
in the OYOC program, neither Sandia Corporation' nor the
College of Engineering expects any significant numbers
of M.S. candidates at UNM.

This change will tend to

decrease the number of students in what are primarily
M.s. level courses and the number of H.s. degrees awarded.
(Of the 83 M.• s. degrees awarded this year, 28 were awarded
to TDP students.)

aowever, the initiation of the Sandia

Corporation University Part Time (UPT) program for certain
employees wishing to pursue a Computer Science Curricula
with an Engineering Option will have the opposite effect.
During the past year, of the several sandia Corporation
employees enrolled in the Computer Science Curricula, two
were pursuing an option leading to an M.S. in E.E. and
one was pursuing an option leading to an l4.S. in M.E.
We have been advised by 1-Ir. HO\'lard Shelton, Sandia Corporation University Relation Division, that during 1969-70
three men in the Computer Science Ul?T program \vill be in
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an engineering option program leading to an M.S. degree.
What the net effect of these various changes on our M.S.
program will be remains to be seen.
During the past year three Ph.D. students
enrolled in the College of Engineering on a full time
basis under the Sandia Corporation Doctoral Study Program.
We are informed that next year five Ph.D. students will
be enrolled in the college under this program. 'In addition,
Mr.·Shelton has informed us that the number of part-time
Ph.D. students taking engineering under the Sandia EAP
program will show a considerable increase next year.
It seems certain, therefore, that in the College
of Engineering the ratio of Ph.D. students to M.S. students
will rise.

This will have a real impact on the cost of our

graduate program - largely because each Ph.D. must be .
supported with faculty time and research facilities for
his dissertation, whereas most M.S. students take a nothesis option.

We

believe that the University must find a

way to provide differential support based on the differing
costs of various types o£ instruction.

,.
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VI.

Placement of Undergraduates
~1e

national demand for·graduating engineers

continues at a very high level.

Table IV shows the average

salary offers and the average salaries for positions
accepted by our 1968-69 graduates.
TABLE IV
STARTING MONTHLY SALARIEs!
r-- ---··

-··~-~-~ci~~-;f-l9GB-

Department

-~r.~£i~_.2_.ffer _ ---

UN.M NATIONAL

r------------;·---··---

Class of 1969

--

~----- NATIOJ:i~

Av. Offer' Av. Accept. Av. Offer

·--------+

----------.

Chemical

800

790

861

868

849

Civil

755

750

781

823

797

Electrical

775

774

848

867

826

J.1echanical

777

768

813

820

820

lnata supplied by UN!>i Placement Bureau.
This data indicates that average offers in 1969
for all types of, engineers increased by an average of 6.8%
over 1968.

.,..
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VII.

Research
The most recent complete data available on spon-

sored research is for the 1967-68 year.

During 1967-68

the Engineering College did sponsored research, for which
the University was reimbursed a total of $592,576.

This

represents an increase of 1.1% over the previous year.
This total reimbursement included $125,692 for reimbursement of indirect cost.
During the·past year, 1968-69, the College of
Engineering has had a total funding for sponsored research
of $904.461.

The exact amount spent and hence reimbursed

to the University is not known at this time, but our estimate is that there will be a slight decrease from the
1967-68 total given above.. Certainly "'e have not experienced the substantial decrease in sponsored research that
almost all engineering colleges feared and which many experienced.

The rate of'new contract approval and contract

renewals during the spring of 1969 indicates that we will
be able to maintain approximately the same level of research
support during 1969-70.
The most disturbing aspect of the research activities within the college is the almost complete lack of
support for unsponsored research.

A college, such as engi-

neering, which is fortunate enough to attract sponsorship
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for research within its area of interest may have som~
what less need for appropriated funds to support research
than other divisions; however, there remains a yery basic
need for a certain level of state appropriations for
research.

~1e

best illustration of this involves research

on problems of interest to the state government and/or the
business community of New Mexico, but in which the federal
funding agencies cannot be interested.

lliis is a parti-

cularly serious problem in the College of

~ngineering

because, unlike other colleges in the University, nQ
faculty time is allO\·Ted for unsponsored research.
During the past year the College of Engineering,
together with the School of Medicine, submitted a joint
proposal to the National Highway Safety Bureau for the
establishment of a Medical-Engineering Accident Research
Project.

This has been funded for $98,000 for 1969-70.

We view this as an important first step in increasing
interdisciplinary research activities.

I.

VIII.
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Faculty
During the past year the following men joined

the full time professorial staff of the College of Engineering:
Glenn F. Cochrane, Ph.D., Ass't Prof. in Mechanical
Engineering
S~yam Gurbaxani, Ph.D., Ass't Prof. in Electrical
Engineering
George H. Quentin, Ph.D., Ass't Prof. in Chemical
Engineering
The following full time faculty resigned at
the end of the 1968-69 year:
Ronald R. Mohler, Assoc. Prof. in Electrical Engineering
Edward J. NowaJc, Ass • t Prof. in Chemical Engineering
The £ollO'I'Ting received promotions in rank
effective July 1, 1969:
l<enneth E. Cox to Assoc. Prof. in Chemical Engineering
Roy L. Johnson Jr. to Assoc. Prof. in Civil Engineering
Ralph D. O'Dell to Assoc. Prof. in Nuclear Engineering
Calvin Patterson to Assoc. Prof. in Civil Engineering
Charles G. Richards to Assoc. Prof. in Chemical Engineering
Shlomo Karni to Professor in Electrical Engineering
Ruben D. Kelly to Professor in Electrical Engineering
Harold D. Southward to Professor in Electrical Engineering
James T. P. Yao to Professor in Civil Engineering
Assoc. Professor 1-!aurice w. vlildin, who served
as Acting Chairman of Mechanical Engineering, will become
Chairman o£ that department, effective July 1, 1969.
Because of the termination of the Sandia Technical
Development Program, Pro£.

c.

T. Grace, who has been serving

as TDP Director (1/2 time), will return to teaching duties
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(l/2 time) in the Mechanical Engineering Department.

Prof.

Grace will continue with his assignment as Asst. Dean.
As of June 30, 1969, Richard H. Williams resigned
as the Director of the Los Alamos Gra<;1uate Center.

Dr.

Williams will return to the Electrical Engineering faculty
on a full time basis.
Ralph D. o' Del.l, Assoc. Prof. of Nuclear Engineering, will assume the directorship of the Los Alamos
Graduate Center as of July 1, 1969.

As a resul.t, next

year he will be on a half time teaching basis .in the
Nuclear Engineering Department.
During the past year the College of Engineering
utilized two faculty members on joint appointment status:
Dr. Lawrence D. Posey - Joint Appointment Assoc. Prof. in
Nuclear Engineering (Sandia Corporation - UNM)
Dr. Sam D. Stearns - Joint Appointment Assoc. Prof. in
Electrical Engineering (Dike>·rood - UNM}
The College of Engineering finds these joint
appointments to be most advantageous and it is our hope
that budgetary arrangements can be made so that each of
the five departments in the college can utilize at least •
one such appointment.
During the past year Dr. Martin Bradshaw, Assoc.
Prof. of Electrical Engineering, received the Western
Electric - ASEE Outstanding Teaching A\·Tard in the GulfSouth\':est region of ASEE.

Three faculty members from this

I

I.
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college have been so honored in the last five years ••••
a rather remarkable accomplishment in view of the fact
that there are more than a dozen engineering colleges
represented in this region.
As my predecessor has pointed out, the practice
of 9-month contracts for department chairmen is grossly
unjust.

Because of the volume of graduate student re-

search and sponsored research that is carried on in the
departments.during the summer someone must remain in
responsible charge.

In our three larger departments the

chairmen spend 2.t_ least one half time "l'lithout

.E.§!Y

during

the summer months on what is appropriate and absolutely
essential departmental business.

In the two smaller

departments the uncompensated time spent by the chairmen
is significant, even if slightly less.

If the College of

Engineering is to establish a cooperative education program
our summer school activities will be further expanded.
Therefore, I recommend that arrangements be made to compensate selected departmental chairmen for summer duties.

~
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IX.

Physical Plant and Laboratory Eqgipment
The $2,600,000 Farris Engineering Center was

occupied early in December, 1968.

The center encompasses

a main building of four floors and a

~eparate

building

housing the laboratories of the Nuclear Engineering Department.

The center is named for Dean Emeritus Marshall E.

Farris who served as Dean of the College from 1931-1960
and as Director of the Sandia Technical Development Program from 1960-1963, 'l'lhen he retired from the University.
The Nuclear Engineering Building contains two
large laboratories, two small laboratories, two pot cells,
and one office.

Up until now the laboratories have been

housed in temporary quarters in the

~1echanical

Engineering

Metals Shop Building.
The main building was built into a small hill to
take advantage of shielding by undisturbed earth and to
allow easy access by trucks to the heavy equipment laboratories.

In addition to this ground floor there are three

stories facing the central portion of the campus.

The

offices of the College of Engineering and the Bureau of
Engineering Research are located on the first floor and
those of the Department of Nuclear Engineering are located
on the second floor.
The building was designed to house faculty and
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research laboratories.

There are

forty~two

attractive

faculty offices and forty stations in gang offices to
house graduate assistants.

The laboratories fall into

four classifications:

small,· medium, and large research
'
laboratories and interdepartmental teaching laboratories,
totalling thirty-one in number.
The design rooms for the freshman graphics courses
and the faculty offices of the graphics staff are located
on the third floor.

These facilities include

t\'10

sixty-

desk rooms, a grader's room, and a key punch room.

In

addition, there are two forty-desk design rooms for use
by all departments of the College.
Three conference/seminar rooms and a large
lounge and study hall for student use are located at the
corners of the first floor.
We feel that this building has solved three very
pressing problems.

First, by making the space available to

teach our freshman courses in the engineering complex, this
building enables us to get the beginning student in closer
contact '\'lith other upper division students and faculty.

l'le

feel that this can provide important motivation and improve
student-faculty interaction.

Second, this building provides

the research space that was essential to maintain our expanding graduate program.

Third, this building provides

for graduate student office space near both their

labor~-
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atories and faculty offices.

This will enhance the effi ...

ciency of both the graduate students and the faculty
working with them.
During the past year the Nuclear Engineering

'
Department was awarded a $40,000 matching grant (SOf">
AEC, 50% UNM).

These funds are being used to purchase

instrumentation for upgrading our reactor and to increase
our facilities for radiation measurement and analysis.
Also, during the past year the Electrical Engineering
Department was awarded a $22,000 matching fund grant
(SO% NSF, SO% UN!-i) •

These funds will be used to improve

the analog computer facilities useg in undergraduate
instruction.

.,,
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X.

College Activities
This year, £or the first time, the College of

Engineering held a Graduation Convocation and .Reception
for our graduates, their guests, and faculty members.
Student reaction was very favorable.
The annual Engineering Open House was held on
February 21 and 22, 1969.

Over five hundred junior and

senior high school groups with their sponsors toured the
exhibits in the five departments of engineering.

Besides

a large number of Albuquerque students making the tour,
groups from Belen, Encino, Los Alamos, Los Lunas, and
Santa Fe were bussed in for the event.

Assistance in

payini3" for the busses. used ,.,as provided by the Council
o£ Technical and Scientific Societies of Albuquerque.

It

is estimated that at least a thousand other persons
attended the Open House.

Eight judges

fro~

the Albuquerque

Public Schools, the University of Ne\'l Mexico, and local
engineering societies selected winners in the competition.
The College of Engineering co-sponsored the
follo\<ling major conferenc'es held on campus during the past
year:
Ninth Annual Symposium of the New Mexico Section
of ASME and University of New Mexico, College of
Engineering, "Responsible Technology, A Mandate
for Engineering.• ", November 15-16, 1968.
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Sixth Annual Paving Conference, December 12-13, 1968.
Co-sponsored with the New Mexico Highway Department,
Portland Cement Association,· and the Asphalt Institute.
Conference on the "Design of Steel Structure," Nov. 1, ·
1968. co-sponsored with the Steel Advisory Committee
of New Mexico and the American Institute of St.eel
Construction.
National Topical Meeting on ''Fast Burst Reactors,"
January 28-30, 1969. Co-sponsored with the Tri·nity
Section and the Reactor Physics Division of the
American Nuclear Society.
The 1969 American Nuclear Society "Student Conference
for the Western States," April 25-26, 1969.
Fourth Annual ISA - UNM Symposium, "Advances in
Recording Techniques," January 17, 1969, co-sponsored
with the Albuquerque Section of the Instrument
Society of America.

----------------

---

--
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Annual Report of the Sandia Technical
Development and Educational Aids Programs
The Accountability Office.for Sandia Equipment
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Charles T. Grace, Director
I-A.

General Information
Sandia T.D.P. and E.A.P.
The University contracts with sandia Corporation to

operate the Technical Development and Educational Aids
Programs were renewed for the school year 1968-'69.

Sandia

is terminating·tbe Technical Development Program as o:E the
June Commencement; What provision, if any, to continue
under a formal contract for the Educational Aids Program
is not known to the Director at this time.
the Office of the Director of the

In any case,

Sandia Technical

Development and Educational Aids will cease to exist as
of June 6, 1969.
THE TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
The Class of 1969 entering the program in September,
1967, was made up of 19 bachelor of science electrieal
engineering students and 11 bachelor of science students.
~10

men withdrew from the program:

ceive their H.

s.

twenty~seven

degrees June 6, 1969.

take the comprehensive examinations.

will re-

One man did not

In addition, one

man from the Class of 1968 passed his comprehensive exam-

,.

.

'
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inations this May and will receive his M. s. degree with
the Class of 1969.
·It is with regret, that we see this fine graduate
program terminate.

To review the nine years that the

program was in existence, the following figures are
presented.

Four hundred and ten bachelor of science

students and 37 students with an M.

s.

degree were

recruited into the program7 of these, forty-one withdrew from the program7 four hundred and six men completed
the prescribed program of thirty-six hours, and of these,
three hundred and forty received their M.

s.

degrees.

Of the total of four hundred and forty-seven students
entering the program, three hundred and five were still
on roll at Sandia or on educational or military leave,
as of March 6, 1969, a retention of sixty-eight percent.
It is of interest to note that seventeen men have advanced to supervisory positions since completing the
program.

0
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TE:E EDUCA.'l'IONAL AIDS PROGRAH
SemesteJ: I, 1968-' 69

Ph. D.·

M. A.
H. S.

Undergraduate

19
10
5

10

28
B

..2

....l

41

16

2
0
1

13

6
0
1
0
0
3

2
,.1
_Q,
20

0
0
_1..
11

1
_Q

Business Administration

0

10

5

Education

1

0

2

Pine .1\rts

0

0

6

37

72

Electrical Engineering
Mecl1anical Engineering
Civil Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Arts and Sciences
Chemistry
Economics
English
Geology
Journalism
Mathematics
Physics
Psychology
Sociology

University College
Total Enrolled For Degree

1
0

=

3
0

0
_Q,
36

3
1
0
0
1

6
2

14

0

62

Total Students in Degree Programs
Graduate Specials - Not ior Degree
Non-D0gree Students
TOTAL E,A.P. ENROLLMENT - Semester I

D1
9

__2Q
230 (DO\'ln 1% from '67-' 68)

~otal

Students in Degree Programs

158

Graduate Sp::wiuls - Not fol· Dsgree

7

Non-Degree Students
~OTAL

E .ll. P.

m.mOLI~W3J>iT

41
- Semester IJ.

206 (Do•,.rn 10% from '67- 1 68)

-

-....-~----'-•-"-'- - - __ ·:..__~-..::..-~..;,..--

+---"-~

~-- · - - '··
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E. A. P. DEGREES GRANTED June, 1969
Bachelor of Arts - Arts and Science ••

2

Bachelor of Science. - Arts and Science •

2

Bachelor of

3

Science~

Electrical Engineering.

Bachelor of Science - Industrial Arts Education.

1

Master of Science - Electrical Engineering •

3

Master of Science - Mechanical Engineering

1

Master of Business Administration ••

2

Doctor of Philosophy - English •

2

Doctor of Philosophy - 1-iath. •
17

'·
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Accountability Oft:Lce for Sandia Equipment Loans to U .t-1 .l-1.
Tnis is

~he

fm.1rth year that this office has had the

duty of accounting for the items of equipment on loan to
the University from the Sandia Corporation.
are in tt-to categories:

~~ese

loans

Excess equipment that is used in

the various depm:tments for educational purposes.

And,

second, equipment that is on loan to individual faculty
members for use on contract research for the Corpor<:ttion.
The annual physical inventory v1as made the v;eek of
March.lO, 1969, by Y.tr. Edsel Gunn of Sandia and c. T. Grace
of the University.

The initial value of equipment on the

campus n0\·7 amounts to $4-80, 000.
With the closing of this office some other arrangement must be made within the University to provide the
services that this office has provided the University and
the Corporation in the past.

Such arrangement should be

made immediately, as the secretary w·il1 terminate July 1 1
1969, and the Director will return to teaching September
5, 1969, and \d.ll be off campus until then.

I-B.
I-C.
I-D. Separations from Staf.f
Mrs. 1-:lary Evelyn Coleman, Secretary, July 1, 1969
Professor Charles T. Grace, Director, June 6, 1969
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II. Biographical Supplement for the Director,

c. T. Grace

1. th roug:h 5. - no nevr i terns
6. Activities in learned and professional societies:

a. Attended the annuaJ. meeting of the American
Society for Engineering Education at the
University of California at Los Angeles, June,

J

~,

~\
I

1968.

·l

b. Attended the \•linter annual meeting of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers, We\·1
York City, November, 1968.
c. -Attended the annual meeting of the Gulf-South\>Test Section of the American Society for
Engineering Education, University of Houston,
'

March, 1969.

!-:!ember of the Policy and Nomi-

nations Committees of the Section.
d. Active i.n the Nevt Hexico Section of the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and
the Albuquerque Chap·t:er of the New Mexico
Society of Professional Engineers.
e. Attended the 9th annual U.N.M. - A.S .1-i.E. Sym··
posium on "Responsible Technology - A 1-1andate
for Engineers," November, 1968.
7. Other professional activities:
Served as a design consultant to the Los Alamos
Scientific Laboratories for the 17th year.
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8. Non-teaching University service:
a. Continued to serve as a liaison· agent

bet~1een

the College of Engineering and the architects
on the completion and occupancy of the new
Farris Engineering Center, occupied on December
9, 1969 •..

b. Served as Engineering College collector for the
University United Fund Drive •.
c. EJdj,ted and circularized tbe sixtb edition of
the Engineering College Ne\·7Sletter.

Over 2, 000

copies were sent out to former students.
d.

ContinU(~d

to \·Tork for newspaper and technical

magazine coverage of the activities of the
facul:ty and students of the College.
e. Continued ·to serve as the faculty advisor for
Engineers•

~oint

Council.

Principals and

Superintendents of the large high schools of
the State ,.,ere contacted and urged to send their
stUdents in to see the annual Engineers' Open
House.

Over 500 attended in organized groups,

and it is es·timated that over 1, 500 visitors
toured the exhibits during the h1o-day show.
f. Served on the Entrance and Credits Committee and
its sub-comaittee on Crcdit-))To Credit Course Offerings.

Chairman of the Engineering College

-

.
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Scholarships and Awards Committee; member of
tl1e Engineering College Administrative Committee; Chairman of the Engineering College
Schedule Committee; Chairman of the Engineering
College

Student Affairs Committee; Ex-officio

member of.the Engineering College Public Relations Committee.
9. Public Service:
Hember of the Albc1querque Optimist Club (Boys
Work.)

I administered the li!ational Junior

Engineering Apti tu·ae Test for the Albuquerque
area.

:.·.
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Th~ R~port

1.

A.

of th~ D~partment of Chemical Engineering
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969 ·
T. T. Castonguay, Chairman

ACHIEVEMENTS

1.

Faculty,
The 1968-69 academic year was a complex year for the Chemical

Engineering Department.

It was a year of change, frustration, and

some development for the future.
The faculty staffing situation
major

det~rrent

the department.

continu~s

to

b~

critical and a

in the planned program of growth and development for
The resignation of Dr. D. D. Phillips and the un-

expected termination of Dr. A. A. Armstrong in August 1968, handicapped
the department.

That the remaining thre~ memb~rs of th~ staff undertook

the increased load of the department is a tribute to thei:r capabilities
and

inter~st

in Chemical Engineering Education.

During Semester I, 1968-69, four adjunct professors, staff
members of Sandia Corporation, were hired to teach courses in the
department.
Dr. G. A. Shelton, Jr.
Dr. P. D. Wilcox
Dr. R. K. Traeger
Mr. c. c. Thacker, Jr.

ChE 353

Advanced Chemical
Engineering Calculations
ChE 361 Material Science
ChE 401 Thermodynamics
ChE 481 Process Development

The capabilities of the staff members from the sandia Corporation
were not

ah~ays

amenable to the needs of Chemical Engineering education.

Consequently, in most cases our use of Adjunct Professors for undergraduate courses left much to be desired.
Dr. K. E. Cox spent the summer months of June 17 to July 19 at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, attending a summer institute

,..
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in Experimental Solid-State Physics.

He l.at.er attended a summer

conference on Fundamentals of Electro-Chemical Engineering
August 5-9, 1968, at the University of Michigan.

A proposal for

research,"The Condensation on Horizontal. Elliptical Surface," was
presented to the UNH Research Allocations Conunittee by Dr. Cox
and Mr. Suresh Chandra, and

1~as

funded for $800.

It is hoped that

such a grant will result in further contract research in. this area.
Dr. E. J. Nowak continued his research in the field of catalysis
during the summer of 1968, under
Universities.

~

grant from Associated Western

During the academic year his time was equally

divided between teaching and research.
investigator for the second year

He was the principal

on an NSF Grant ($54,400) to

study "The Preparation and Surface Chemistry of Sulfided Nickel
Catalysts for Selective Ol•Hin Hydrogenation".

He was also the

principal investigator on a Sandia Corporation

contract ($19,694)

involving "The Role of Surface Defects ,J.n the Hydrogen Reduction of
Nickel Oxide".
Dr. Adam Schuch, adjunct professor of Chemical Engineering and
a staff member of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, taught an
inter-disciplinary course in Cryogenic Engineering on the campus
during the second semester 1968-69.
Through the use of qualified adjunct professors and Dr. K. E.
Cox of the Department, the material pcience program was continued
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

------------------

-
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During the second semester, 1968-69, Dr. George H. Quentin
was added to the staff.
Dr. D. D. Phillips.

He was hired as a replacement for

Dr. Phillips had pioneered the develop-

ment of the department's Process Dynamics and Control courses.
His efforts resulted in an NSF grant of $14,900 and a correspending matching grant by the University.

Dr. Quentin will

continue the work in this important field.
The following adjunct professors, staff members from Sandia
Corporation, were used during the second semester:
Dr. R. K. Traeger
Dr. G. S. Snow
Mr. C. C. Thacker, Jr.

ChE 402
ChE 362
ChE 482

Thermodynamics
Material Science
Process Development

Active participation by the members of the faculty in career
days, Science Fairs and the American Chemical Society, has
brought the faculty in closer contact with the yoUng.men and
women of the junior.and senior high school age who will be
University students of tomorrow.
The Department has maintained its close contact with the
school counselors add chemistry instructors in the Albuquerque
schools through the program of sending them monthly literature
on vocations.

Through the New He:x:ico Section of the American

Chemical Society, other schools in. Ne1v He:x:ico will be added to
the list to receive this information.

A copy of "Chemical and

Engineering News" devoted to career opportunities in Chemical
Engineering, Chemistry and Chemical Technology was sent to high
school counselors throughout the state.

Letters congratulating
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students and pointing out the opportunities available at

~I

have been·sent to members of graduating senior classes in
New Mexico.

The names of the prospective students were

obtained from the list supplied by the UNM Student Aids Division,
2.

Students
Seventeen students were awarded the Bachelor of Science

degree during the June 1969 commencement.
were again.excellent for our graduates.

Starting salaries
The average accepted

offer being $868, compared to $824 for June, 1968.

Approximate-

ly half of the graduates accepted production, development and
process design jobs with private industrial firms at locations
in the

south1~es

t.

The Master of Science degree in Chemical Engineering was
a1~arded

to Jonathan K. Ma, Plan I - Thesis title, "A. Computer

Multi-Stage Optimization Method on Ethane Decomposition".
The eight remaining graduate students are continuing their
work tmvards the M.S. and Ph. D. degree in Chemical Engineering
at the University of New Mexico on graduate or research assistantshit's.
Fourteen of the 17 juniors will be

1~orking

summer in Chemical Engineering positions

1~hich

their theoretical studies at the University.

in indus try this
will reinforce
Six sophomores have

also been placed in chemical engineering indus try.

This arrange-

ment for summer employment bas helped materially in overcoming some
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of the advantages of the cooperative program in other
institutions.
To give the young chemical engineer·an overall viewpoint
of some of the industries in which he will apply hill theoretical
knowledge, plant trips are an important part of the curriculum,
Thirty-two students accompanied by the Chemical Engineering
faculty visited the El Paso-Carlsbad area and had the opportunity to observe the processes involved in the refining of
metals, petroleum, potash and the making of sulfuric acid and
other commodities of commerce,
Several of the undergraduates have been honored by election
to Blue Key and Sigma Tau.
Other important awards are:
Bryan V. Payne
Gerald R. Chiaramonte

Ronald G. Rosenbaugh

Willi9-m D. Gandy.
Kent R. Hoffman

Cabot Corporation
Scholarship
Universal Oil Products
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Scholarship
George Breece A1qard

$300
$300
$300

Harry & Mabel Leonard
Scholarship
Stauffer Chemical Co.
Scholarship

$400

Stauffer Chemical Co.
_Scholarship

$300

Kennecott Copper Corp.
Scholarship
Harry & Mabel Leonard
Scholarship
Phillip D. Miller
Scholarship

$125

"·
$500
$125

$175
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Student a1vards continued:

$300

John A. Lopez

Cabot Corporation
Scholarship
Western Electric Award

Ali Selahvarzi

Harry & Mabel Leonard
Scholarship

$125

Albert lV. Smith, Jr.

Stauffer Chemical Co,
Rufus H. ·carter Schol.

$300
$100

Robert T. Duffy

Universal Oil Products
Stauffer Chemical Co,
Scholarship

$300
$300

Rudolph Krall

Stauffer Chern. Co.
Scholarship
Harry &Mabel Leonard
Scholarship

Rodney IV. Loewen

Stauffer Chemical Co.
Scholarship

Stanley J. Zygmunt

Harry & Mabel Leonard
Scholarship

$300
$125
$300

$125

·1

Many of the student functions in the Chemical Engineering
department are organized and coordinated by the University of
New Hexico student chapter of the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers.

The officers for the 1969-70 academic year are:
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Engineers Joint
Council Repr.
Alternate to EJC
Faculty Advisor

Clark Dickson
John Lopez
Kent Hoffman
Travis Crouch
(To be elected first meeting in Sept.)
Dr, George H. Quentin

The trust fund established in the Chemical Engineering
Department is nmv over $10,000.

The interest from this invest-

ment is used to encourage scholarship and performance among
undergraduates in the chemical engineering curriculum.

~

Department interest in its graduates, as well as its
undergraduates, has been maintained throughout the years by
the issue of a Christmas newsletter.
Vol. XIX, 'qas mailed to the department

It gave the

~ddresses,

This year's letter,
al~ni

in December 1968.

activities and achievements of the more

than 265 members 1qho have received their training in the
department since the first graduating class of 1948.
The Engineering Open House held during Engineers' Week
attracted hundreds of people.
were on display.
11

Many outstanding student

exhibits

The Department received the foll01ving awards;

Flowmapper" - First place to John Lopez, Clark Dickson,
Trayis Crouch

"Poly foam"

- Second place to Fredric T. Diemer, Roland
Marti, Leon Baca
0

UndergraduatE7 activities of a more social nature 1qhich have
been a tradition throughout the years, are;

3.

1.

The Annual Spaghetti Dinner given at Christmas time and
prepared in the department. Attendance last December more than 85 people.

2.

The Annual Spring Steak Fry and Picnic,·with more than
75 attending, held at Pine Flats Picnic area in May.

3.

The Senior Dinner, given annually by the Department
Chairman to the graduating senior class, held this year
at the Elks Club.

Curriculum
The curriculum of the Chemical Engineering Department is

constantly under review.

The faculty is a1vare of the constant

stress and strain taking place in chemical engineering education.
In light of the student's performance and industry's regard for
our graduates, no major changes seemed necessary.

----

A fe1v changes

- __.....,. _____ ..:.,.,. ..

.

~
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were made to increase graduate quality and to provide the
student with greater flexibility.

Cognizant of the important

advancements in engineering, the department offered for the
first time on the University campus, a course in Cryogenic
engineering, open to all qualified engineers and scientipts.
The course was given by Dr. Adam Schuch, a staff member of
the l..os Alamos Scientific Laboratory, "'ho has published
extensively, and is an authority in this field.
In the chemical engineering program there is a high concentration of laboratory courses in Physics and Chemistry as
well as those in our o1m curriculum.
laboratory in the senior year,

There are 21 hours of

As an experiment, ChE 4151,

the terminal laboratory course in the Unit Operation area,
will be taught from the total immersion concept of laboratory
work; that is, a day-to-day approach in the laboratory that
would more nearly approximate the conditions experienced by
engineers as they entered industry.

On

a semester basis the

laboratory course meets six hours per week for 16 weeks or a
total of 96 contact hours,

The course will start Monday,

June 9, on an eight-hour basis.

Beginning Monday, June 16,

it will operate on a six-hour basis and possibly some Saturdays,
depending on the experiments.
June 30, 1969.

The course

1~ould

be completed by

!he pros and cons of such an arrangement as far

as our curriculUJTI is concerned 1~ould be evaluated for future
consideration.

Dr. George H. Quentin, continuing the concepts introduced
by Dr. D. D. Phillips in the Process Dynamics and Control
courses as well as the Process Design course,

emphasi~ed

the

usage of the computer in the solution of chemical engineering
problems.

Tbe Digital Computer Simulation Program CSMP (for

continuous system modeling program) developed by IBM was used
in the Process Design Course and Process Dynamics.
work was also done

~vi

Considerable

th the TR-20 analog computers in the

Mechanical Engineering Department.

This 'also provided an

opportunity for students to gain some experience in simulation while at the same time demonstrating course work
principles
Dr. Quentin

~vas

responsible for the Chemical Engineering

lecture and problem session in CE 104L "Introduction to
Engineering".
4.

Facilities
The main chemical engineering laboratories have undergone
J

needed repair and remodeling.

Through the NSF grant given to

Dr. A. A. Armstrong most of the equipment has been installed and
is in operation.
The Process Dynamics Laboratory funded by $29,800 and under
the direction of Dr. G. H. Quentin should be taking shape shortly.
The Department obtained offices for three members of its
staff and space for graduate students in the nmv Farris Engineering Center.
the basement.

Space was also obtained for a research laboratory in
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5.

Graduate School
Dr. E. J. Nowak handled all of the administrative and

research advisement duties for the department's on-campi.IS
graduate students.

There are presently four candidates for

the Ph.D, degree in chemical engineering.
Dr. K. E. Cox was the coordinator for the graduate progral,ll
"' .in Material Science at the LASL in which nine students continued their progress toward the MS and Ph.D. degrees.
Cox

~~ill

Dr.

assume the graduate advisor duties for 1969-70.

One M. S, degree in Chemical Engineering was conferred at
the June commencement.
Though severely handicapped by lack of personnel in the
graduate field, the department offered three graduate courses.
ChE 521, Advanced Transport Phenomena, Semester I, ChE 594
Plastics, Semester II at the LASL.
by Dr, K. E. Cox,
by D~. Adam Schuch.

Both courses were given

ChE 501, Cryogenic Engineering,

~~as

given

The Department has four graduate assistant-

ships to facilitate the grading and laboratory operations.
6.

Research
Supported research has peen conducted during the academic year

by members of the faculty in their fields of interest.

Dr.

E. J, Nowak's catalysis investigation continues to bear fruit.
The joint venture 'dth the Cabot Corporation involving the heat
transfer characteristics of carbon black laden reactor gases bas
peen temporarily shelved until our staff builds up to strength.
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Our undergraduate program involves supervised research.
Undergraduate students have been actively engaged throughout
the year in the following departmental
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

projects~

Stabilization of Adobe by Cement and Fibers
Se Crystallization Kinetics
The Bromination of Phenol Using CarbonTetrachloride as the Special Solvent
Heat Transfer Characteristics of Carbon Laden Gases
Hydrogenation of Sucrose

It is hoped that some of these projects will

event~ally

yield to larger projects financed by outside funds and that
the "spin-off" from them will result in an increased economic
benefit to the State of New Mexico.
B.

PLANS AND RECOMHENDATIONS
In many respects some of the Department's plans and recommendations

have been stated in the body of the report; but to bring them more
clearly into focus for our own perusal, we may state them as follows;
1.

To continue efforts by the faculty to obtain outside contract

research funds in fields commensurate with the individual and department interest, in both the graduate and undergraduate areas.
2.

To exploit to a greater degree than in the past, New Mexico's

resources in such a way as to help in the industrial development·of
the state.

In some ways we may retard the "brain drain" to other

states,
3.

To exert a greater effort to increase the graduate enroll-

ment in the department with our present staff.

4.

To obtain suitable floor space for the Department 1 s nmv

process dynamics and control laboratory.
5.

To continue to explore and obtain from alumni and industrial

concerns funds for scholarships.
6.

To continue to update and review graduate and undergraduate

offerings in the Chemical Engineering curriculum.
7.

To maintain excellence in teaching, which is the primary

purpose of our existence, so that our graduates will receive in
the future, as they have in the past, acceptance in any graduate
school or industrial concern in the country.
8.

To continue and develop 'the image of the Department, the

College and the University to the public and Ne'v Mexico 1 s schools.
9.

To '·1ork closely \dth the Fission Products Inhalation

Laboratories of the Lovelace Foundation in an effort to develop
one or more cooperative research ventures.
· 10.

To \vork closely with the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,

and the American Chemical Society for a symposium on cryogenics.
p

11.

To establish with interested personnel at the Sandia

Corporation and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory an NSF Summer
Institute for 1970 involving vacuum technology.

12.

To evaluate the possibilities of cooperative education

and summer school in Chemical Engineering.

13.

To continue cooperative research studies with tbe Cabot

Corporation.
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C.

APPOINTHENTS TO STAFF
Dr. George H. Quentin, Assistant Professor, starting date
January 13, 1969.

D.

Began teaching duties Sem. II, 1969.

SEPARATION FROM STAFF
Dr. E. J. Nowak, Assistant Professor, resigned at the end
of academic year, June 1969, returning to industry with
the Sandia Corporation.

II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION REQUESTED ON INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL
SUPPLENENTS
l.

Advanced Study: (None)

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.
K, E. Cox - Visits to Departments of Chemical Engineering,
Summer, 1968, (1) Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, (2) University of Toronto, Canada,
(3) University of lvaterloo, Canada, and (4)
University of Michigan.
E.

3,

J:

No11ak - Research at Sandia Corporation during S\.llTUller
of 1968 under a grant from Associated Western
Universities.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships
K. E. Cox - National Science Foundation, Summer Institute
in Experimental Solid-State Physics, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Participant, June 17July 19, 1968.
Ford Foundation, Engineering S\.llTUller Conference,
Fundamentals of Electrochemical Engineering,
U. of Hichigan, participant, Aug. 5-9, 1968.

4.

Publications
E. J. Nowak - "Reaction Probabilities for Hethane and Oxygen
on (III) Silicon Single-Crystal Surfaces", Journal
of Catalysis, 11, (2), 177 (1968). "Prediction
of Platintun Losses during Ammonia Oxidation",
Chemical Engineering Science 1 ~ 421 (1969).
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5.

Other Research Projects or Creative Hork .• ,
T. T. Castonguay - Research completed: "A Computer Multi-Stage
Optimization Hethod on Ethane Decomposition'', H. S.
thesis ~vith Jonathan K. Ma. In progress:
'~easurement of Heat Transfer Characteristic~ of
Carbon Black Laden Reactor Gases"
K. E. Cox - ·Proposal to the National Science Foundation:
"An Experimental Investigat:i,on of Flow in the
Laminar Sub-Layer at the Surface of Solid
Cylindrical Bodies". $70,436 - 2 years.
Proposal to the UNM Research Allocations Committee:
"Condensation on Horizontal Elliptical Surfaces".
$800 funded,
E. J. No1vak - "Studies of the Preparation and Surface Chemistry
of Sulfided Nickel Catalysts for Selective Olefin
Hydrogenation", National Science Foundation Grant
No. GK-1979; l/4'time for principal investigator
and 2 full-time research assistantships for 2 years,
$54,400, E. J, Noivak, Principal Investigator.
"The Role of Surface De.fects in the Hydrogen
Reduction of Nickel Oxide", Sandia Corporation
Contract No. 53-8398, 1/4 time for principal ·
investigator and one full-time research assistantship for one year, $19,694, E. J. Nowak, principal
investigator.
"Catalysis of the Reduction of Supported Nickel
Oxide", accepted for publication in Journal of
Physical Chemistry.
G. H. Quentin - Supervision of grant for construction of undergraduate Process Dynamics Laboratory, jointly
sponsored by NSF ($14,900) and UNM ($14,900) thru ~ ay 31,
1970. The grant was obtained by Dr. Douglas D. Phillips
1967-68, before his termination June 1968.

6,

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
T. T, Castonguay - }!ember, National Research Committee of
American Institute of Chemical Engineers; Chai.rman,
Central Ne~v Hexico Section of American Chemical
Society. Active in local and national chapters,
American Chemical Society, AIChE, ASEE, national
and state Society of Professional Engineers.
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. 6.

T. T. Castonguay {continued}
b.

6lst Annual Meeting of AIChE, Los Angeles,
California, December 2-6, 1969.

c.

64th National Meeting of AIChE, March 16-20,
1969, New Orleans, La.

d.

57th Petro-Chemical and Refining Exposition,
March 17-20, 1969~ New Orleans, La.

e.

AIChE Continuing Education Committee,
March 15-16, 1969, New Orleans, La,

K. E. Cox
a.; 6lst Annual Meeting of AIChE, Los Angeles,
California, December 2-6 1 1969.
b.

American Chemical Society, Central N. M.
Section, monthly meetings, Albuquerque,
Santa Fe, and Los Alamos, Executive,
Membership, and Nominat,ions Committees.

c.

American Society for Engineering Education,
Albuquerque Chapter

E. J. Nowak

7.

a,

Symposium Chairman, American Institute of
Chemical Engineers Annual Meeting, to be held
November 16-20, 1969, in Washington, D. C.
Now reviewing papers.

b.

Hember, Engineering Sciences and Fundamentals Kinetics and Catalysis program committee, American
Institute of Chemical Engineers.

c,

Attended 6lst Annual Meeting, AIChE 1 Los Angeles,
California, December 2-6, 1968,

Other Professional Activities

T. T. Castonguay
a,
b.
c.
d.

Career Day and Guidance Seminar, Jr. & Sr. high schools
Guest, Standard of Texas at El Paso, December, 1968
Guest, El Paso Natural Gas, May, 1969
Department field trip, El Paso/Carlsbad region, April
16-18, 1969

7.

Other Prof'essional Activities. (continued)
K. E.· Cox

a.

Engineering Consultant to Mr. James Toulouse,
attorney-at-lalv. Also to United States
Fidelity & Guaranty Co., Albuquerque and
Farmington, N. M.

bo

Departmental field trip to El Paso, Texas,
and Carlsbad, N. M., 4-16 to 4-18-69.

c.

Science Fair Judge, Pius High School;
State Fair at NMIHT, Socorro, N. H.

E. J. Nowak

8.

a,

"Holecular Sieves, Their Structures and Surface
Properties", a seminar lecture presented at
Sandia Corporation, June, 1968.

b.

Consultant; Sandia Corporation,
to present.

Sep~ember

1967

Non-teaching University Service

T. T. Castonguay
a.

Engineering College Committees:
Administrative Committee
Freshman Advisory Committee
All Departmental Advisor (Seniors

b.

University Committees:
Chairman, Summer Session

K. E. Cox
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Faculty advisor for International Students in
cooperation 1<1ith UNM Office of International
Services.
Departmental advisor - High School Day.
Student Chapter Advisor, AIChE
Student-Faculty Assoc., Fireside Conferences, Sem. II,
1968-69.
Student-Faculty Assoc., Weekend, D. H. Lal<~rence Ranch
Conference, April 25-27, 1969.
Engineer~ng College Committees:
Scholarship, scheduling
and library.

.'

8,

Non-teaching University Service (continued)
E, J.Nowak
a,
b.
c.
d.
e,
f.
g,
h.
i.

Freshman Advisory Committee, Engineering College
Freshman Curriculum Committee, Eng. ~allege
Graduate Committee, Eng. College
Bureau of Engineering Research Advisory Committee,
Eng, College
Special Committee to Study Humanities and Social
Science Courses, College of Eng.
New Student Orientation Committee, University
President, American Society for Engineering
Education, Local Branch
Graduate Advisor, Department of Chern. Eng.
Sophomore Advisor, Department of Chern. Eng.

G. H. Quentin
a.
b.
c.
9.

Engineering College Computer Committee
Engineering College Mathematics Commit·tee
Convocation Committee

Public Service
T, T. Castonguay
a,
b,
c,

Aquinas Newman Center, Ne,m~an Fortml
Friends of University of N. M. Library
Serra Club

E. J. Nowak
a,

New Mexico State Science Fair Judge, April 19, 1969

G. H. Quentin
a,
10.

N.H. Regional Science Fair Judge, State Science Fail·,
(Socorro) Judge

Personal information:

a.

Fifth child born December 5, 1968
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THE DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
J.u1y 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
c. L. Hulsbos, Chairman

I.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION
A.

Significant Achievements During the Acaoemic
Year 1968-69
1.

Stuaent Enrollment ana Degrees Grantea
Enrollments
Semester I

Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors
Graouate Stuaents
M.S.
Ph.D.

28
36
23

31
35
30

32

28

_n_

~

146

150

Degrees Grantea
B.S.
February 1969
June 1969

"
M.S.
August 1968
February 1969
June 1969
Ph.D.
August 1968
June 1969

Semester II

9
~
. 23

3
3
_8_
14

1
_2_
3
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The undergraduate enrollment seems to have reached a
somewhat constant number.

The Semester II enrollment is

higher than that of the last few years; this may indicate
an increase in next year 1 s enrollment.

The magnitude of

overall University enrollment in the Fall, considering
the unfavorable public relations which have developed,
will be a significant indicator for the future.
The total graduate enrollment had essentially no
change since last year.

The recent developments in the

status of first year graduate students with respect to the
draft has prevented an increase in the number of U.

s.

students in our graduate program.
During this year, the Department published an updated
Directory of the Alumni of the Department of Civil Engineering and a copy of the directory was mailed to each of the
Alumni.

As a result, many contributions have been received
~

which have been deposited in an agency account 290-141-000.
The funds will be used to publish future editions of the
direc·tory and to give a scholarship to an undergraduate
student.

Mr. Raymond Mondragon has been selected as the

first recipient of the scholarship which was established as
$125.00.
2.

Curriculum Changes
A new course CE l04L nintroduction to Engineering 11 was

taught for the first time during the Spring Semester and it
will appear in the 1969-70 catalog.

This course will re-

place CE lOlL and CE 103 and includes a description of
engineering, introduction to engineering design along with
the development of graphical, analytical, and communicative
skills.

An attempt is being made to develop a course which
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Mill provide greater motivation for our freshmen students.
Faculty for instruction of the course are being provided
by the various Departments in the College of Engineering.
The course was taught to a relatively small group (3 sections) during the Spring 1969 and it appears to be quite
successful in meeting our objective.

It will be taught to

a larger group in the Fall 1969 (about 11 sections) •

The

actual effectiveness of the course in motivating our students
will require some time to evaluate.
In addition to our' M.S. program in construction, the
Department has initiated an undergraduate construction
option.

This option, which culminates in a bachelor's

degree in Civil Engineering, allows the students to take
courses in accounting, economics, construction management,
labor relations, and other construction related courses.
The students must enter tne program at the start of their
sophomore year and they will be encouraged to take jobs in
the construction industry during the summer months.

The

Associated General Contractors of New Mexico, Building
Branch, have provided two new scholarships for students in
this program.
The Department has initiated an Honors Program.

In

~

the future, qualified Civil Engineering students may
graduate with General Honors, with Departmental Honors, or
with both.
Program:

Two new courses have been added for the Honors
CE 493

11

Honors" and CE 494

Special Topics in Civil Engineering 11

Honors Seminar".

Two new courses were added which will be available for
advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students:
CE 403 "Linear Viscoelasticity 11 and CE 453

11

Numerical
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Methods in Civil Engineering".

One new course for graduate

students CE 517 "Discrete and Macro Mechanics" was also
added which will provide coverage to keep our mechanics
program up-to-date.
The Department of Civil-Engineering is continuing to
teach the courses in structural engineering for the students
majoring in Architecture.

These courses are constantly

being revised at the request of the Architecture Department
in order to keep in line with their new graduate program.
3.

Conferences
The Sixth Annual Paving Conference held at the University

of New Mexico on December 12-13, 1968 was presented by the
Department of Civil Engineering in association with the New
Mexico Highway Department, Portland Cement Association, and
the Asphalt Institute.
The Department of Civil Engineering in cooperation with

•

the Steel Advisory Committee of New Mexico and the American
Institute of Steel Construction presented a program on the
Design of Steel Structures on November 1, 1.968 to the
practicing structural engineers and architects of New Mexico.
The Department of Civil Engineering was invited to
obtain a speaker under the

UNM~Sandia

Colloquium Program.

Dr. H. B. Seed, Chairman, Department of Civil Engineering,
University of California,

Berkele~

to visit us on April 11, 1969.

accepted our invitatjon

Dr. Seed is an internationally

recognized authority in the area of Soil Mechanics.

He spent

a portion of the day consulting with our faculty concerning
our undergraduate and graduate programs in soil mechanics
and foundationF. Late in the afternoon he presented a lecture
11

The Influence of Soil conditions on Catastrophic Failures

---------------

----
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in Recent Earthquakes 11 •

The lecture was attended by students

and faculty from the University and practicing engineers for
the community.
4.

Student Activity
The student Chapter of the American Society of Civil

Engineers held monthly meetings with guest speake.rs.
officers for the year were:

The

Daniel Armstrong, President;

Albert Brooks, Vice President; Martin Barker, Secretary;
\villiam Benkavitch, Treasurer; and Steven Gabriel, Editor.
The Chapter members participated in building a float for the
Homecoming Parade.

Engineering Open House was held in

February with displays constructed by the students.
The Chapter members made arrangements for and participated
in the Annual Meeting of the Rio Grande Conference of the
Student Chapters of the American Society of Civil Engineers
which was held in Albuquerque in February 1969.

Mr. Ra£ael

Romero, from our Chapter, presented a paper in the annual
student paper contest held at this meeting.
5.

Student Achievements
Sigma Tau, national engineering honorary, elected the

following Civil Engineering students to membership:

Gene

Arnold, Martin Barker, Albert Brooks, Badru Kiggundu, Fred
Rummel, Mekurea Tafesse, and Michael Whelan.
Chi Epsilon, national Civil Engineering honorary,
elected the following to membership:

Daniel Armstrong, Gene

Arnold, Martin Barker, William Benkavitch, Albert Brooks,
Steven Gabriel, and Michael Whelan.
year were:

The officers for the

Rafael Romero, President; Elliott Chalif,

Secretary; Badru Kiggundu, Treasurer; and Larry Walker,
Harshal.

The following scholarships were awarded to Civil
Engineering students during the 1968-69 year:

The Rufus H.

carter, Jr., Scholarship in Engineering to Martin Barker;
The Harry and Mabel F. Leonard Scholarships to AlbertBrooks
and Bruce Schneider; The Rust·Tractor Scholarship to Ronald
Nelson; The George A. Rutherford Scholarship to Gene Arnold;
and the Sandia Fund Scholarship to Thomas Paez.
The following Fellowships were awarded to graduate.students in Civil Engineering:

NSF Trainee -- Charles Jennett;

NDEA Title IV -- Charles E. Weld and Larry A. Walker; NASA -Golden E. Lane, Jr.; UNM

Jhy-pyng Tang and Hsiang-Yueh Yeh.

Mr. Albert c. Brooks was awarded the

11

0utstanding Civil

Engineering Senior Award" by the New Mexico Section of the
American Society of Civil Engineers.
6.

Rental Funds
The Department collected $1, 32.2.16 from the rental of

surveying equipment for the period April 30, 1968 to April 30,
1969.

The money was deposited in account 290-006 whic'h had a

deficit of $1,160.12 on May 1, 1968.
in charge of this account.

Professor M. c. May is

Expenditures were for remodeling

Room lOS in the Civil Engineering Building.
The Department collected $24 from the rental of drawing
equipment which was deposited in account 290-021.

There were

no disbursements from the account which, on May 21, 1969, had
a deficit of $302.12.
of this account.

Professor W. R. Gafford is in charge

7.

Research and Academic Grants 1968-69

Sponsor

Time

Amount

Director

Adaptive Systems for Earthquake-Resistant
Structures

1968-70

$50,300

J. T. P. Yao

Sandia
Corp.

Behavior of a Bi-Material Cylinder
Including the Effects of Fracture

1968-69

12,287

R. L. Johnson, Jr.

AISI

Fatigue Properties of Light
structural Members

9/67-2/69
2/69-2/70

11,000
15,000

c.

3/68-7/69

14,500

J. B. Carney, Jr.

30,000

J. T. P. Yao

NSF

U.S.Dept.
Int. Bu.
of Reclamation
NSF

Title

Gag~

Steel

.The Effects of Pulsating Loads on Pore
Pressures in Soils

UNM

Research Equipment for an Analog
Computation Laboratory

1968-69

AFWL

An Evaluation of Plating Wastes Disposal

1 year

AFWL

Areas of Wave Propagation, Dynamic
Properties of Earth Materials, Soil
Structure Interaction, Soil Stabilization,
and Simulation of Air Induced Ground
Shock
Director of Eric H. Wang Civil
Engineering Research Facility

Conducted at CERF

AFWL

CERF

L. Hulsbos

c. C. Patterson

G. Triandafilidis

E. Zwoyer

GJT

co

,,

cti

?·

Proposals submitted

EY

the Department 1968-69

(~

Title

reply

~

of June 1, 1969)

Time

Amount

Director

Research Equipment for an Analog-Simulation
Laboratory

1 year

$25,000

J. T. P. Yao

Sandia
Corp.

Non-Linear Behavior of a Fractured
Three-Layered Cylinder

1 year

19,562

R. L. Johnson, Jr.

sanoia
Corp.

Finite-Deflection Elasto-Plastic Analysis
of Strain Hardening Rectangular Plates

10 months

14,011

G. W. May

NSF

Short Course-Structural Fatigue

l week

24,620

c.

Sponsor
NSF

L. Hulsbos

0

I

I

II

'li
If
1:

{/l

c.o

.~.

·-··

..

""-

·-

0

9.

Proposals submitted ,hy the Department 1968-69 {Request .!lQ.t granted)

Sponsor
FWPCA

Title
Training Grant in Water Pollution Control

Water
An Evaluation of Shallow Groundwater
Resources Quality in the Vicinity of Albuquerque
Research
Inst.

Time

Amount

Director

5 years

$225,907

c.

1 year

24,465

C. Patterson

c. c.

Patterson

tdT

!>

~
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B.

Plans and Recommendations
1.

Faculty and Programs
We have made reasonable progress in reducing the

excessive teaching' loads in the Department which were
prevalent a few years ago •. Unfortunately, with
research funds becoming more difficult to obtain our
sponsored research has declined.

With our active

graduate program we must develop more sponsored research
activity to support our students -- particularily since
we are building up a greater percentage of doctoral
students.

As our sponsored research develops we will

use Adjunct Professors to teach appropriate courses until
such time as it is feasible to add additional permanent
faculty.

Qualified Adjunct Professors are readily

available for this Department from either CERF or Sandia
Corporation.
We have had discussions to determine the desirability
of developing a Co-operative Student Trainee
Civil Engineering.

Progr~m

in

The New Mexico State Eighway

Department has indicated an interest in developing a
program with us which would be similar to the one which
has been in operation at New Mexico State University
since 1952.

A cooperative work-study program would

enable many New Mexico students to obtain a college education who would otherwise not be able to ao so.

We will

continue to study the possibility of a work-study program·
for the University of New Mexico.
We have discussed the possibility of developing a
Cooperative Technical Institute type of program with
Albuquerque 1 s Technical-Vocational Institute.

There is a

~-
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demand for technickms in the surveying and mapping area.
We have the necessary equipment for such a program while
T-VI does not have such equipment.

It may be feasible

for us to effectively cooperate with them in such a
program.

This idea will be

purs~d

further in the future.

There is an increasing demand for engineering courses,
both graduate and undergraduate, during the summer session.
We must develop a more extensive summer program so that
students can make effective use of the summer months.
Even without additional summer courses, there is considerable administrative work within the Department which must
be handled in the summer.

Consequently, the Department

Chairman should be employed on a 12-month basis.

Also, the

summer salary rates for professors should correspond to
their regular academic rates.

The summer budget shoulo be

handled through the Department Chairman and the Dean of
the College.

•

Some means must be found to develop an

adequate summer program.
Aoditional travel funds should be available for faculty
to attend selected national meetings.

This is one means

for our faculty to become acquainted with leaoers in their
field and at the same time their own capabilities would
become better known.

This participation in technical

meetings is a definite asset in the development of an
excellent graduate and research program.
One item is a must for next year -- we must be

abl~

make a significant adjustment in our salaries to remain
competitive with other Universities.

·to

~

~---

-
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2.

Facilities
The completion of the Farris Engineering Center has

given the Department essential additional space.

Two

laboratory rooms are being used for research in the
sanitary engineering area.

Previously this work with

its equipment was being done in a small and crowded
undergraduate laboratory which was nearly an impossible
situation.

One laboratory room is being used to house the

analog computation equipment recently obtained by the
Department.

A sponsored research project is being carried

on in this space.

A fourth laboratory room is being used

for work in the soil mechanics area.

The new building has

also provided necessary office space and suitable space
in which to teach our freshman engineering courses.

Space

provided for fluid mechanics will be shared by the Civil
and Mechanical Engineering Departments.

Much work needs to

be done to prepare this laboratory for Fall classes.

However,

due to a construction error, we have not been permitted to
occupy this space until corrective measures have been
completed.
In order to keep our laboratories up-to-date and to
provide equipment for graduate student research, our funds
for equipment must be increased.

c.

Appointments to staff
1.

Full-time
None

2.

Part-time and temporary
Mr. Charles Bacchus, Teaching Assistant, Semesters I

and II
Mr. Peter Bussolini, Graduate Assistant, Semester II

,.
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Mr. Elliott Chalif, Graduate Assistant, Semesters I
and II

Mr. Tai-Yo Chen, Graduate Assistant, Semesters I and
II

Mr. ·Thomas Couture, Graduate Assistp,nt, Semesters I.
and II

Mr. Elvidio Diniz, Graduate Assistant; Semester II
Mr. Thomas Duffey, Adjunct Professor, Semester I
Mr. Jeng Wen Hwang, Graduate A.ssistant, Semester I
Mr. Golden Lane, Teaching Assistant, Semester I
Mr. John Murray, Graduate Assistant, Semesters I and
Dr. Balakrishna

I~

Rao, Adjunct Professor, Semester I

Mr. Satwant Rihal, Teaching Assistant, Semesters I and
II
Mr. Bruce Schneider, Graduate Assistant, Semester II
Major Donald Silva, AdjunctProfessor, Semesters I and
II
MF· Larry

Walker, Teaching Assistant, Semester II

Mr. MaharajWanchoo, Graduate Assistant, Semesters I
and II
D.

Separations from full-time staff
None
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II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION
SUPPLEMENTS
1.

Q~

INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL

Advanced Study

CARNEY, J. B., JR.
Received Ph.D. University of Arizona June 1, 1968.
PATTERSON, C. C.
Workshop on plating waste treatment and Disposal
Center for Professional Advancement, Hopatcong,
N. J.; EAI short course on analog computing,
Dallas, Texas.
TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E.
Attended two-week course 11 Vibration of Soils and
Foundations 11 , university of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Michigan.
YAO, J. T. P,
Seminar on Systems Engineering, Pittsburgp, Pa.,
October 4-5, 1968.
b)EAI Short Course on Iterative Analog Computation,
Pullman, Washington, January 26-31, 1969.
~ASCE

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves or absence, summer teaching,
travel, etc.

HULSBOS, C. L.

•

Regional Conference of Civil Engineering Department
Chairman, Manhattan, Kansas, April 18-19, 1969.
JOHNSON, R. L., Jr.
Associated Western Universities, Summer Faculty
Research Grant, Summer, 1968. Research conducted
at the Sandia Corporation.
MAY, G. W.

Summer work: Associated Western Universities grant
at Sandia Corporation.
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OMID'VARAN, C.
Served as senior structural designer with Seelye,
Stenson, Value & Knect, Consulting ~irm, 217 North
Avenue, New Rochelle, New York, June to September
1968.
PATTERSON, c. C.
Summer research at the University of Texas, Austin,
Texas, on modelling of rivers for dissolved oxygen.
Report on project under preparation.
YAO, J. T. P.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
:E)

g)
h)
i)

j)
k)
3.

Santa Fe, New Mexico, July 24, 1968) see 6-L,
Pittsburg~,Pennsylvania, October 3-5, 1968, see
6-n, _1-a,
Las Cruces, New Mexico, October 12, 196B, see
6-o,
New Hampshire, 20-23 October, 1968, see 6-p,
Pullman, Washington, 26-31 January 1969, see
1-b,
Denver, Colorado, 4 February 1969, see 6-s,
Berkeley, California, 27-28 March 1969, see 6-k,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 31 March-April 1,
1969, see 6-q,
Washington, D.C., 9-11 April 1969, see 6-u,
Louisville, Kentucky, 14-18 April 1969, see 6-h,
6-i,
Provo, Utah, 19 April 1969, see 6-j.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.

OMID'VARAN, C.
New member:

New York Academy of Science.

ZWOYER, E. M.
Received the 1969 award of Outstanding Engineer
presented by New Mexico Society of Professional
Engineers.
4.

Publications

CLOUGH, R. H.
Completed rev~s~on of textbook, 11 Construction
Contracting'! John Wiley & Sons (pub. date: August
1969) •
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CLOUGH, R. H.(Continued)
11
0PBID: Competetive Bidding Strategy Model",
accepted for publication by ASCE (pub. date:
July 1969).

MARTINEZ, J. E.
Proceedings, Sixth Paving Conference, University
of New Mexico, December 1968 - Editor,
MAY, G.W.
"The Effect of Holes on the Dynamic Breaking Strength
of Rings" Research Report, Sandia Corporation,
SC-RR~68-784, April 1969 (32pp.) (co-author: D. M.
Ellett).
OMID 1 VARAN, C.
Analysis of Ribbed Plates", ASCE, Jour. of Struct.
Div. Vol. 45, No. ST3, March 1969. Presented at
ASCE National Conference on Struct. Engr. April 14-18,
1969, Louisville, Ky. Prepared in collaboration with
D. L. Dean.
"Discrete Analysis of Unbraced Rigid Frames''
presented at the Winter Conference, New Mexico
Section, of ASCE, February 1969.
TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E.
"simulation of Airblast Induced Ground Motion at
McCormick Ra.nch Test Site, Project Silt Pile" Vol. I,
AFWL-TR-68-27, Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico,
1968, pp. 272.
Parameters, Influencing the Airblast Environment
Induced by High Explosives", Vol. II, AFWL-TR-67-1·26,
Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico, 1968, pp. 450.
"simulation of Airblast Induced Ground Motion at
McCormick Ranch Test Site, Project Drill Hole",
Vol. II, (Submitted to the AFWL for publication),
pp. 193.

·~

____

.....__ .,__._.,.
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TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E. (Continued)
Proceedings, International Symposium on Wave
Propagation and Dynamic Properties of Earth
Materials", Editor, University of New Mexico
Press, Albuquerque, 1968, pp. 999.
"Dynamic Oedometer Study of Lateral Yield Effects:
accepted for publication in the Proceedings of
the Seventh International Conference on Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering, Mexico City,
August, 1969, pp. 9.
"simulation of Airblast Induced Ground Motion at
McCormick Ranch Test Site, Project Back Fill",
Vol. III, (Submitted to the AFWL for publication),
pp. 299.
"Transient Surface Waves Generated by High
Explosives and Ground Motion Phenomena", Paper
summary submitted to the University of Wales for
Conference on Dynamic Waves, (No action) •
YAO, J. T. P.
a)

"Analysis and Interpretation of Fatigue Data:,
Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE, v. 94,
N.St 12, December 1968, pp. 2665-2677 (Co-authors
K. H. Lenzen, B. T. Yen, G. E. Nordmark, and
w. H. Munse).

b)

"Response of Bilinear Structural Systems to
Earthqi.1ake Loads" ASME Paper No. 69-Vibr-20,

ZWOYER, E. M.
"shear Behavior and Ultimate Strength of Deep Reinforced Concrete Beams", by Robert Crist and
Eugene Z\·myer presented at the International
Conference on Shear, Torsion and Bond in Reinforced
and Prestressed Concrete, Sponsored by Structural
Engineering Research Centre, Roorkee of the CSIR
Government of India Institution of Engineers (India)
PSG College of Technology, Coimbatore, India, 1968.
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5.

research projects Q£ creative work in
progress ~ completed

O~her

ABBO'I'T; W. T.
Completed development of a new course, CE 452L
Computer Applications in Civil Engineering.
Gave it for the first time in the Spring Semes~~r.
CARNEX, J. B., Jr.
Research Project Sponsored by u. S. Bureau of
Reclamation $14,500- 15. mos. A Study of the
Effect of Pulsating Loads on Pore Pressures in
Soils.
HULSBOS, C. L.
Research Project 11 Fatigue Properties of Light
Gage Steel Structural Members" sponsored by
American Iron and Steel Institute, $15,000
February 1, 1969 - February 1, 1970.
JOHNSON, R. L., Jr.
Research Project: Sandia Corporation, $12,287,
11
Behavior of a Bi-Material Cylinder Including
the Effects of Fracture", September 1, 1968 to
June 30, 1969.
MAY, M. C.

Worked with Law College on Model Flood Plan.
Ordinance Research Sponsored by U. s. Government.
OMIDIVARAN, C.
Research was conducted in the area of 11 0ptimum
Seeking Method Using Difference Technic 11 • The
results are being compiled as a technical note.
Work is inprogress in 11 Dynamic Analysis of Multiredundant Frames." The results will be compiled
as a proposal for research.

,------------
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PATTERSON, C. C.
Water pollution training grant proposal - Federal
Wa·ter Pollution Control Administration, Groundwater Contamination Research Proposal, State Water
Resources Research Inst., Research in Plating Waste
Treatment and Disposal, USAF, through CERF, Research
in Reverse Osmosis Raffinates - Ph.D. dissertation
director.
TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E.
Research in the areas of: (a) Wave Propagation,
(b) Dynamic Properties of Soil and Rock, (c) Simulation of Airblast Induced Ground Motion, (d) Soil
Stabilization, (e) Load-rate Effects.
Supervisor of above research at the Eric H. Wang
Civil Engineering Research Facility. Research
sponsored by Air Force Weapons Laboratory.
YAO, J. T. P.
a)

"Research Equipment for an Analog Computation
Laboratory" 1968, $15,000 (+ UNM Matching Fund)
National Science Foundation Grant No. GK-2727
(UNM No. 285-024).

b)

"Adaptive Systems for Earthquake Resistant
Structures" 1968-1970, $50,300, National Science
Foundation Grant No. GK-2865 (UNM No. 281-065) .

c)

11

A Formulation of Structural Reliability",
Technical Report No. CE-8, Bureau of Engine.ering
Research, Univ. of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N. M.
June 1968 (Co-author H. Y. Yeh).

d)

"Adaptive Structural Systems", Technical Report
No. CE9, Bureau of Engineering Research, University~
of New Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, June 1968.

e)

"Dynamic Behavior of Bilinear Structural Systems;"
Technical Report No. CE-10, Bureau of Engineering
Research, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
New Mexico, July 1968 (co-author H. Y. Yeh).
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YAO, J. T. P.

(Continued)

f)

11
Low-Cycle Fatigue Failure of Seismic Structures,"
Technical Report No. CE-ll(68)NSF-065, Bureau of
Engineering Research, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, September 1968,
(co-author I. Kasiraj).

g)

11

Fatigue Damage in Seismic Structures," to appear
in Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE
(co-author I. Kasiraj') •

h) "Analog Simulation of Earthquake Motions, 11
Technical Report No. CE-12(68)NSF-065, Bureau of
Engineering Research, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 1968,
(co-author Paul H. Wirsching) •
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies

CARNEY, J. B., Jr.
Attended State meeting of ASCE.
CLOUGH, R, H.
a) Attended national meeting of American Society
for Engineering Education, Los Angeles, California,
June 17-20, 1968.
b) Member of Committee on Engineering Education of
the American Society of Civil Engineers. Attended
annual meetings of committee: Troy, New York,
December 6-7, 1968, and San Francisco, California,
April 25-26, 1969.
c) State Director, New Mexico Society of Professional
Engineers.
d) Member of Executive Board, Albuque~que Chapter,
New Mexico Society of Professional Engineers.
e) Member of national task-force Committee on EducationPractice Liaison, American Society of Civil Engine~rs.
f) Presiding Officer, Sixth Paving Conference, UNM
December 12J 1968.
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COTTRELL, M. M.
Chairman, Structural Engineering and Mechanics
Division, NM Section ASCE. Program Chairman,
NM Section ASCE Winter Meeting, Albuquerque,
Nev; Mexico, February 1969.
Invited panelist, Math. Assoc. Amer. Committee
on Undergraduate Program in Math, Houston,
May 10-11, 1969.
Reviewed paper "Vibration of Beams Under a Load
Travelling with a Variable Velocity," Taborrok
and Hogan.
HULSBOS, C. L.
Annual meeting of the American Society for
Engineering Education, June 17-21, 1968, UCLA.
Meetings of the National Cooperative Highway
Research Program Advisory Panel C66, Section 12:
In Washington, D.C. July 29, 1968,
at Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa., September 3,
1968.
Meeting of Highway Research Board, Committee DC-5
at 0 1 Hare Field, Chicago, Illinois, August _2, 1968.
Highway Research Board Meeting, Washington, D.C.,
January 13-17, 1969. Member of Committee D-C3 and
D-CS, UNM, Liaison Representative to the Highway
Research Board.
Meeting of Task Committee, American Iron and Steel
Institute, New York City, March 11, 1969.
Annual Meeting of the American Concrete Institute, •
Chicago, Illinois, April l-3, 1969, Member of ACI
Committees 115, 215, and 437. Co-author of a paper.
Annual Conference of the American Institute of Steel
Construction, Houston, Texas, May 7-9, 1969. Member
of a Taslc Committee on Cold-Formed Members, ASCE,
which met on May 7.
A number of meetings of the New Mexico Section ana
the Albuquerque Branch of the American Society of
Civil Engineers.
Chairman of the Albuquerque Branch.

,.
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SOHNSON, R. L., Sr.
Attended ASCE Structural conference in Louisville,
Kentucky, April 14-18, 1969. Attended AISC
structural convention in Houston, Texas, May 8, 9,
1969.
MARTINEZ, J. E.
Attended Western Meeting, Highway Research Board,
Denver, Colorado, August 1968.
Attended Arizona Highway Conference, University of
Arizona, April 1969.
MAY, G. W.
Attendance: Southwestern Regional Conference on
Improvement of University Instruction, Las Cruces.
AISC Annual Conference, Houston, Texas. 11 Review
of paper for publication in ASCE Applied Mechanics
Journal."
MAY,

M.

c.

Attended annual meeting American Society Civil
Engineers.
OMID 1 VARAN, C.
Reviewed for ASCE: Haines & Spates, "Behavior of a
Single Horizontally Curved Beam."
PATTERSON, C. C.
ASCE - local chapter meetings, moderator ASCE meeting
on Environmental Pollution, Santa Fe, May 16, 1969.
TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E.
Annual Meeting of ASTM, San Francisco, California,
June 1968, Member of Soils Dynamics and Plate
Bearing Tests Committees.
ASCE Meeting, New Orleans, Louisiana, Member of Soil
Dynamics Committee.
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YAO, J. T. P.
a) ASCE Structural Div. - Committee on Structural
Fatigue.
b) ASCE Structural Div., Task Committee on Structural
Safety.
c) ASTM Committee E-9 on Fatigue
d) ASTM Rocky Mountain District Council SecretaryTreasurer.
e) ASCE Albuquerque Branch - Director (also Alternate
Bra.nch Director to the New Mexico Section).
f) New Mexico Chapter of the Society of Sigma Xi Treasurer.
g) "Response of Bilinear Structural Systems to
Earthquake Loads 11 , presented at the ASME Vibrations
Conference, Philadelphia, Pa., April 1, 1969. (see
4(b)) (co-author H. Y, Yeh).
h) "statistical Methods in Structural Fatigue," presented
at the ASCE National Meeting on Structural Engineering,
Louisville, Kentucky, 16 April 1969 (co-author Paul H.
Wirsching) .
i) 11 Adaptive Systems for Earthquake-Resistant Structures, 11
presented at the ASCE National Meeting on Structural
Engineering, Louisville 1 Kentucky, 17 April 1969.
j) 11 Computer Simulations in Structural Dynamics,"
presented at the lOth Annual Engineering Symposium,
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 19 April 1969.
k) 11 Adaptive Systems for Seismic Structures 11 presented
at the NSF-UCEER conference on Earthquake Engineering
Research at the University of California, Berkeley,
California, 27-28 March 1969.
1) Attended AISC Highway Bridge Design Seminar, Santa Fe,
24 July 1968.
m) Attended the 13th Science Seminar of AFOSR, Albuquerque,
June 1968.
n) Attended ASCE National Meeting on Structural Engineering
Pittsburg~ Pennsylvania, 30 October 1968.
o) Attended ASCE New Mexico Section Meeting, Las Cruces,
12 October 1968.
p) Attended the 1968 Annual Meeting of the Society of
Sigma Xi, New Hampshire, 20-·23 October 1968.
q) Attended the )\SME symposium on Responsible Technolog~,
Albuquerque, 15-16 November 1968.
r) Attended 4th Annual Symposium of the Instrument
Society of America, UNM, 17 January 1969 ..
s) Attended ASIM Committee Meeting, Denver, Colorado,
4 February 1969.
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YAO, J. T. P. (Continued)
t) Attended ASCE New Mexico Section Winter Meeting,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 14-15 February 1969.
u) Attended the International Conference on Structural
Reliability and Safety, Washington, D.C., 9-11
April 1969,
ZWOYER, E. M.
As National Director of the American Society of
Civil Engineers, District 15, the following
activities have been performed:
a) September 30 - October 3, 1968: Attended Annual
Meeting of ASCE in Pittsburgp,Pa., Board of
Directors meetings, Publications Committee meeting,
and l'liembership Qualifications Committee meeting.
b) October 4-5, 1968: Attended Annual Meeting of the
Texas Section of ASCE in San Antonio, Texas.
c) october 11-12, 1968: Attended Annual Meeting of
the New Mexico Section of ASCE in Las Cruces,
NevT Mexico.
d) November 9, 1968: Represented National President
of ASCE at the inauguration of President Ferrel
Heady, UNM.
e) February 1-6, 1969: ASCE Water Resources Meeting
in New Orleans, Louisiana; Publications Committee
meeting and Membership Qualifications Committee
meeting.
f) February 11, 1969: Presented a talk to UNM ASCE
Student Chapter.
g) February 14-15, 1969: Attended winter meeting of
New Mexico Section of ASCE in. Albuquerque, Nevt
Mexico.
h) April 10-12, 1969: Attended spring meeting of
the Texas Section of ASCE in Tyler, Texas. Presented
the Keynote Address: "Opportunities for the young
Civil Engineer".
i) April 13-17, 1969: Attended ASCE Structural
gngineering Conference in Louisville, Kentucky;
Board of Directors Meeting, Publications Committee
Meeting, and Membership Qualifications Committee,
j) May 13, 1969: Presented an address to the El Paso
Branch of Texas Section of ASCE in El Paso, Texas.
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ZWOYER, E. M.

(Continued)

k). May 16-17, 1969: Attended Spring Meeting of
the New Mexico Section of ASCE in Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
1). May 23, 1969: Presented an address to the
New Mexico State Uni~ersity Student Chapter o£
ASCE in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
7.

Other professional activities
CLOUGH, R. H.
Expert Witness for Alison & Haney, contractors on
Canadian River Project, Texas (U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation), October 14-15, 1968.
Consultant to National Park Service (Southwestern
Region) on stabilization problem at Pecos
National Monument.
Lecture to 4th year architecture students, May B,
1969.

COTTRELL,· M. M.
Member, Albuquerque Building Code Committee.
HULSBOS, C. L.
Co-author o£ a paper 11 Ultimate Shear Tests o£ Large
Prestressed Concrete Bridge Beams" presented at the
Second International Symposium on Concrete Bridge
Design, Chicago; Illinois, April 3, 1969.
HUZARSKI, R. G.
Supervised the production of abstracts for Aerospace
Technology Division, the Library of Congress.
MARTINEZ, J. E.
Commencement Speaker, Questa High School, May 1969.
MAY, G. 'V-1.
Consulting: EG & G, Albuquerque. Report titled:
"Investigation of Fiberglass Rod End Connections."
November 1968.
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MAY, M. C.

Advisor to University on Land Planning and Zoning.
PATTERSON, c. c.
Consultant Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
Paper prepared for publication
Analog Simulation
of D. o. Profiles in Streams.
TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E.
Lecture at Rice University, Civil Engineering
Department, 11 The Influence of Lateral Expansion on
Dynamic Consolidation Tests", February 7, 1969.
Consultant for various Foundation Engineering
projects.
YAO, J. T. P.
"An Application of the Binomial Theorem to Traffic
Analysis", presented to the Science Club, Highland
High School, at 3:00 p.m. on 25 February 1969 •
. More than 70 students attended.
ZWOYER, E. M.
presented in-absentia (with R. A. Crist),
"Shear Behavior and Ultimate Strength of Deep
Reinforced Concrete Beams" at the International
Conference on Shear, Torsion, and Bond in Reinforced
and Prestressed Concrete", Jan. 14-17, 1969, PSG
College of Tecnnology, Coirnbatore 4, India; completed
several consulting engineer assignments.
~aper

8.

Non-teaching university service

ABBOTT, W. T.
Chairman, UNM Registration Committee.
CARNEY, J. B,, Jr.
Faculty Adviser Student Chapter of Am~rican Society
of Civil Engineers.
Faculty Adviser of Baptist Student Union~ Student
Speaker Committee.

,.
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CLOUGH, R. H.
Invited participant, UNM - Community Leaders
Conference, Lawrence Ranch, October 11-13, 1968.
Member ~ UNM Committee on Scholarships, Prizes
and Relations with High Schools.
Member - Advisory Committee, Institute for Social
Research and Development {ISRAD)
Member - University United Fund Committee
Member - UNM Outstanding Teaching Award Committee
Member - College of Engineers Public Relations
Committee
COTTRELL, M. M.
Facu~ty Policy Committee
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
Departmental Graduate Advisor

GAFFORD, W. R.
Special Counselor, University College & Counseling
Center.
Coordinator, Structures Courses for Architecture
Majors, Department of civil Engineering.
Member, Entrance & Credits Committee
Member, Faculty Computer Use Committee, The
University.
Member, Engineering College Computer Use Committee.
Coordinator for selection of computer hardware system
for College of Engineering.
~ssignment by the Dean of Engineering.)
Chairman, Freshman Advisory Committee, College of
Engineering.
HULSBOS, C. L.
Chairman, Department of Civil Engineering; Administrative Committee, College of Engineering: Graduate "
Committee; Departmental Committees (Ph.D., M.S., etc).
HUZARSKI, Richard G.
Freshman Curriculum Committee; Humanities and Social
Science Committee; Freshman Advisory Committee;
Advisor to Sigma Tau Fraternity; on Advisory Council
of Natural Resources Journal.

~
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JOHNSON, R. L. Jr.
Member, University College Advisory Committee,
College of Engineering Computer Committee, civil
Engineering Computer Use Committee.
MARTINEZ, J. E.
Athletic Council; College Schedule Committee;
Department Curriculum Committee; Program Chairman,
Paving Conference; Student Adviser.
MAY, G. W.

Member: Ad Hoc Committee on Improvement of Instruction; National-International Affairs Committee;
Engineering Mechanics Committee; Freshmen Adviser.
MAY, M. C.

Master Plan Committee, Safety Committee, Administrative
Committee.
OMID 1 VA RAN, C.

"

Alternate member Student Standards

Committee~

PATTERSON, C. C.
continuing Education Committee, Committee on Radiation
Control, Graduate Fellowship Committee, Departmental
Honors and Curriculum Committees.
TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E.
Member of Committee for the revision of the Albuquerque
city Building Code.
YAO, J. T. P.
a) Contract Research Committee, Bureau of Engineering.

b) Research Advisory Committee.
c) Departmental Committee on Computer Use.
ZWOYER, E. M.
Management

Committee~

.I
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9.

Public service

CARNEY, J. B., Jr.
Adult Director - Hoffmantown Baptist Church,
CLOUGH, R. H.
Member, Advisory Board - Albuquerque TechnicalVocational Institute.
COTTRELL, M. M.
Chairman, Board of Trustees, Wesley Foundation UNM
Democratic Vice-Precinct Chairman, Precinct 40.
GAFFORD, W. R.
Occasional organist, st. Matthew 1 s Episcopal Church.
HULSBOS, C. L.
Sub-Committee on the review of the Albuquerque
Building Code; Member of ,Engineers Council for
Professional Development Ad Hoc Visiting Committee;
Chairman, Albuquerque Branch, New Mexico Section
of the American Society of civil Engineers. ·
JOHNSON, R. L., Jr.
Member of sub-committee to review Albuquerque Building
Code.
MARTINEZ, J. E.
Secretary-Tr.easurer, First Assembly of God; member,
Foreign Missions Board Advisory Council, Assemblies
of Goa.
MAY, M. C.
Director, Albuquerque Metropolitan Flood Control
Authority.

I
I
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PATTERSON, C. c.
Member Comprehensive Health Planning Committee of
the Community Council of Albuquerque.
TRIANDAFILIDIS, G. E.
Greek Orthodox Church.
YAO, J. T, P.
Review technical papers for professional societies
and review proposals for the National Science
Foundation.
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
JT.JLY 1, 1968 - June 1, 1969
A. H. Koschmann, .Chairman
I. GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION
A. Significant Achievements During Academic Year 1968-69.
a. Enrollment Summaries
Undergraduate
Semester t

61-68

115
76
69

Sophomores
Juniors
Seniors

260

68-69
117
77

Semes.ter II

64

67-68
115
68
75

68-69
88
84
87

258

258

259

Graduate

Masters
Ph.D.
Off campus

Semester I

Semester II

67-68
96
32
20

68-69
78
42
32

67-68
82
35
21

68-69
77
30
32

148

152

138

139
...~.

DEGREES AWARDED

65-66
55
33
10

B.S.
M.S.
Ph.D.

..

~

66-67
60
31
7

67-68
55
29
10

68-69
60
34
3
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The overall statistics show that there was very little
change in enrollments in this department this past year.
expected reduction in graduate enrollment

becau<~e

An

of the Sandia

Technical Development Program, was partly offset by students
entering the Sandia Computer Science Development Program.
It is difficult to assess accurately the effect of changes
in the draft rules on our graduate enrollments, but from individual cases it is clear that a significant number of younger
students did not accept our offers for financial assistance,
and, instead, were accepting positions in industry.

While this

did not seriously reduce our enrollment, I believe that it did
prevent an increase in the number of full-time graduate students.
b. Progress in the Undergraduate Curriculum
This year the changes in the senior year went into effect,
the most important feature being a significant increase in the
number of electives.

This increased flexibility poses some

problems in scheduling and staffing, but does give the student
a much better opportunity to tailor his program to serve his
particular goals.

In particular, the students have shown a con-

siderable interest in computers and digital systems, and the
offerings in this field have been accordingly expanded.
·considerable time and energy is still being devoted to
'the development of our laboratory courses.

As part of this pro-

gram, all laboratory courses will now be offered for two credits,
meeting a one hour and a three hour period.

This permits a

senior faculty member to meet with all sections during the one
hour, giving better coordination between sections.
The location of the IBM 1620 in the EE Building has had a
considerable infl.uence in encouraging more students to make use
of a digital computer in their work.

The presence of the computer

has also encouraged more of the faculty to include computer usage

61_5
in their courses, even though they may find it more appropriate to
·use -the facili ti~s of the computer center.
This year there was. a sharp increase in the number of students pursuing Departmental Honors.

This

permitte~

them to work

. as a group, principally under the direction of Prof. Harold K.
·.Knudsen, on the design of an interface unit to connect the IBM
1620 with analog

computer~.

c. Progress in the Graduate program.
The major development at the graduate level has been in the
area of computer and digital systems.

This area is of growing

interest to students in general, and these have been augmented
by a group of students in the Sandia Corporation Computer Science
Development Program.

Staffing of courses in this area has been

difficult, and-the expansion

has been accomplished by using more

adjunc"t professors from local industry, and by pr~sent faculty
members expanding their interest in computers.
The off-campus programs at Holloman and Los Alamos have
continued to improve, not necessarily in numbers of students, but
there has been a noticeable increase in the number of highly
comp~tent,

serious students and in the number of qualified local

instructors.

This year

students have completed their M.S.

degrees at both off-campus centers.
d. Physical Plant
The completion of the new Engineering Center has' resulted ·

in a significant improvement in the research facilities for this
0

department.
now has

For the first time in its history, this department

facilitie~

that are reasonably adequate for experimental

research in" a particular area, that of solid state.
The transferal of the IBM 1620 digital computer from the
computer center to the EE Department in August of 1968 has
resulted in a considerable improvem~nt in the teaching of certain

~
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of our courses, and has brought both students and faculty to
a

greate~

awareness of the role of the digital computer in

engineering.

This computer is not particularly useful for large

scale computation, but serves the main purpose of giving the
students more insight through hands-on operation of the computer.
The operation of this facility has been under the direction of
Prof. A. Erteza.
e. Student Achievements and Awards
The dep.artment was particularly proud of its students this
year for the design and construction of an-electronically controlled message board for the UNM arena.

This was a project

of Eta Kappa Nu, the Electrical Engineering honorary, under the
supervision of Profs. Kelly and Bradshaw.

The project was

supported in part by funds from the Associated Students and
donation of parts and equipment by several industrial firms.
The following students received individual awards:
Harry & Mabel F. Leonard Scholarships
Roberto Fantechi
David Tuckwai Lee
John G. Stanke
Engineering College Scholarships (Rufus H. Carter, Jr.)
Marshall L. Cross, Jr.
Wang Memorial Fund Grant
William D. Prather
Mrs. Gale Miller Sch.olarship
Charles A. Cothran
American Legion Award for military

e~cellence

Don M. Johnson
Outstanding ROTC or NESEP Student, highest academic achievement
for 7 semesters.
George

w.

Ashmore

AFROTC, Armed Forces Communications and Electronic Assoc. Award
Edward c. Stanke, II

.. 61~·
Departmental ·Ho.nors Program
~eorge·

W. Ashmore

-sununa cum

Laud~

Joe F. Colvin II

Magna Cum Laude

James Donnelly -

Magna Cum La.ude

Robert A. Fredricksen-

cum Laude

David ·MacFarlane

Magna Cum Laude

David A. Zerbian

-

cum Laude

.·.
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UNM FELLOWSHIP
Sang Fi Moon
NSF FELLOWSHIP
Ronald Bohlman
NDEA FELLOWSHIPS
Lawrence F. Tolendino
Donald E. Jones
Richard Barnaskas
Bruce Noel

0

.., .
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f. Faculty awards
For the second year in a row the department was honored
'to have one of its professors receive the Outstanding Teaching
Award for the Gulf-Southwest Section of AS.EE.

Professor

Martin Bradshaw received this award this year, as Professor
Ruben Kelly did last year.

It is worth noting that while these

men have been recognized as outstanding teachers, they have
also been making significant contributions to the research activities of this department.
B. Significant Plans and Reconunendations for the Future.
a! Faculty and Personnel
A number of visitors have conunented on the fact that his
department has a somewhat surprisingly excellent faculty, but
that it could do more to establish its reputation nationally.

.

peveral faculty members this past year have used their
sabbatical leave or other leave to help establish the national
reputation of this school.

Prof. Shlomo Karni spent a semester

at the University of Hawaii, Prof .. Ronald Mohler spent a year
at UCLA in a special program in Systems involving international
figures, and Prof. Wm. Byatt spent a semester at Escuela
Politecnica Nacional at Quito, Ecuador.

During this time Prof.

Mohler also delivered two papers in Europe.

Recently Prof.

Karni has been appointed to·the editorial board of the Spectrum,
one of the two major publications of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers.
The department will continue to encourage its faculty
members to engage in activities at the national level.

A

serious problem arises, however, in providing adequate support
for such activities, in terms of travel funds and

~·
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b. Fadilities
While the research facilities have been improved significantly, especia,lly during this past year, additional funds are
needed to keep these facilities reasonably up to date.

The

·department will continue to devote available funds to the
development of one major experimental area, that of solid state.

c. Research
In s9ite of the recent cuts in federal support of research
activities, "the contract research in this department has continued at the same or slightly higher level than in

th~

past.

Much of this stability is because of the sizable grant for the
THEMIS project, which is funded for three years.

Credit for

this stability must also go to the effort and caliber of research
of the professors involved in the various supported projects.
As

~ost

graduate students require support for their disser-

tation or thesis research, it is important that contract research
continues at a high level.
that this

de.p~rtment.

Comparison with national fig\lres shows

is well above the national average in terms

of doctorates completed compared to research dollars expended.
·To what extent this is a measure of efficiency or a measure of
excellence, is a question that deserves further study.
Following is a list of supported research projects during
the past year.

While most of the faculty have support for their

research activities, it should be pointed out that research (which

..

is not funded by outside agencies) continues to be carried
~y

faculty and students.

ou~

Research Contracts in Force
July 1968-June 1969
Research
Contract

Project
Supervisor

281-005

~

Cont]:"acting }.gE;l;nc_y __

~tle _Q];

Grannemann

Office of Naval
Research

A Radiation Effects Research
Program under the Project
Them is

281-027

Erteza

National Aeronautics Study of Electromagnetic
Scattering from Material
and Space
Bodies with Particular
Application to Radar
Astronomy

19,765.00 .

281-028

Grannemann

National Aeronautics surface Recombination
Effects with Magnetoand Space Administrati on
resistance as Applied to
High Current Low Voltage
Switching

17,323.00

281-037

Kelly

AFWeapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Investigation into Fuzing
Problems

26,354.00

281-056

Mohler

National Science
Foundation

Optimal Bilinear Control
Processes

23,100.00

281-063

Bradshaw

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Re-Entry Vehicle Antenna
Studies

67,810.00

281-076

Southward

AF' Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Investigation of Microelectronics Techniques

29,221.00

i,,'
!I.,

i
1\

I,

r)

_P:rojecj:: _ _ _

______ Am_o\lnt

_____ _

$185,000.00

I(

j
t

':!:

..

(JJ

N

~

,_

Research
Contract

Project
Suge;r:-\T_i§_o_r___

281-092

CQJ1J:ract:i,J~g_Agency

Title of PrQiect

Amount

Kelly

AF Weapons Lab
Kirtland AFB

Design of a Laser Radar Receiver
£or Advanced Reentry Vehicles

$57 ,859· 00

281-094~3

DeVries

Sandia

Multilevel Logic Circuits Using
Limited Input NAND or NOR Gates

11,730.00

28l-lo4

Petersen

Dept. of Commerce

A Study of Objective Analysis
Techniques for Meteorological
Fields

17,801.00

281-118

Mohler

National Science
Foundation

Bilinear Control Processes

36,350.00

I'

'

rl

'I

r:

[I

':

OJ

N
~

N
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c. 8£Eointments to Staff
a) Full time
Shyam Gurbaxani, Assistant Profes~or, Feb. 1969
Boggavarapu Rao, Visiting Instructor, Sept. 1968
Samuel Stearns, Associate Professor (Joint Appoint~
ment) Feb. 1969
b) Adjunct Professors
Semester I
James A. Cooper, Sandia Corp.
Samuel Stearns, Dikewood Corp.
Off-campus
James S. Biers, Holloman
Ray Gore, LASL
Shyam Gurbaxani, Holloman
Semester II
Richard Braasch, Sandia Corp.
J. A. Cooper, Sandia Corp.
Floyd English, Sandia Corp.
James A. Nickel, Dikewood Corp.
J. D. Williams, Sandia Corp.
Of£ campus
F. P: Ehni, Holloman
Ray Gore, Los Alamos
D. Separations from Staff
,•.:

Harold T. Cates 1-July 1968
Phadej Savasdibutr, 15 June 1969
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II, COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL
SUPPLEMENTS

l. Advanced Study
i<ARNI, SHLOMO

Studied various computer applications during sabbatidal leave, U. of Hawaii. Participated in Seminar on
bio-engineering, during sabbatical, u. of Hawaii.
SAVASDIBUTR, PHADEJ

Received Ph. D. Degree from University of Missouri
at Rolla, Missouri.
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2.

sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching, etc.
BYATT I WILLIAM
Escuela Politecnica Nacional, Quito, Ecuador, taught
Electromagnetic field course in Spanish, and Solid
State seminar.
GRANN.!!iMANN I

w. w.

Washington, D.C.

research procurement

KARNI 1 SHLOMO
Sabbatical leave, Semester I, University of Hawaii
MOHLER, RONALD R.
Special leave to UCLA (Research on NSF Grant with UNM,
Teaching at UCLA). Lectures at several laboratories and
universities in Europe. Presented research papers to
international symposium: IFAC--Dusseldorf, SIAM-San Remo.
Participated in several seminars at UCLA and took a short
course on Automata.
SOUTHWARD 1 HAROLD D.
IEEE Regional Conference and visit to Motorola
integrated c~rcuit labs, April 1969
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3. New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
BRADSHAW 1 MARTIN D.
Awarded Western Electric Fund Award for E:x:cellence
in Engineering Instruction. 1968-69 for Gul'f-Southwest Section of ASEE. '
DeVRIES, RONALD C.
NASA ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship at NASA's Electronic Research Center in Cambridge, Mass. Summer

1968.
KARNI I SHLOMO
Continued listing in "Marquis Who's Who".
KELLY, .RUBEN D.

One of the subjects of feature article in the Journal
of Engineering Education, September., 1968, which gave
photograph .and backgro\lnd of all Outstanding Teachersof the-Year award recipients for 1968 (West. Elec. Fund
Award.)
KNUDSEN, H2rold K.
Nominated for American Men of Science, Who's Who in
the West.

_____ ......._,_,_~.-

-

--·····4.

~.:.,_.....___:.._.,_;~~-~-c.---~,._._,_.

.•

_u_-_ --•:

4.
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Publications
BOATWRIGHT, LEWELLYN T.
"A Radiation Effects Research Program Under Project
Themis," EE 155, March 1968.
"A Radiation Effects Research Program Under Project
Themis," Sept. 1968.
"Applications of Junction Compensation Techniques in
Reducing Transient Gamma Radiation Effects in Transistor Circuits," accepted for publication in ill]l
Transactions on Electron Devices.
BRADSHAW, MARTIN D.
Notes for EE 361, EE Department, UNM,, 1968-69, approximately 450 page textbook,
BYATT I WILLIAM
~wo

papers ready for
a few weeks.

publica~ion;

will be submitted within

DEVRIES, RONALD C.
Final report for the NASA~ASEE Summer Faculty Fellowship, August 1968.
"Comment on Lawler's Muttilevel Boolean Minimization,"
submitted to JACM.
"Absolutely Minimal Forms and the Logically Passive
Function," ready to submit pending Sandia approval.
ERTEZA, AHMED,
A Cylindrical Coaxial MHD Generator," Applied
Scientific Research, July 1968, Eindhoven, Netherlands.
"The Non-uniqueness of Resolution of Hertz Vector in
Presence of a Boundary and the Horizontal Dipole Probiem," IEEE Transactions on Antenna and Propagation,
May 1969.
11

·'

GRANNEMANN, W. W.
"Magnetic Control of Carrier Density in Semiconductors,;,
Bureau of Engineering Research Technical Report EE 156,
June 1968,
"A Radiation Effects Research Program Under the Project
Themis," semiannual report, ONR N00014, Sept. 1968.
"A Radiation Effects· Research Program Under the Project
Themis," March 1969,

..
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·I<ARNI I SHLOMO
"Synthesis of the A Matrix for a Class of RC Networks,"
Proceedings of IEEE International Convention on Circuit·
Theory, Miami Beach, Florida, Dec. 1968.
"An E:asy Partial Fraction Expansion with Multiple Poles,"
Proceedings IEEE, Feb. 1969.
"Basic Network Theory," (Book review), IEEE Newsl:etter
on Circuit Theory, accepted for publication.
KELLY

I

RUBEN

Prepared a 46-page set of notes on Driving-Point-Impedance Analysis of Electronic Circuits, which.is
sold to students for use in several electronics courses.
Prepared the final report on KAFB contract entitled
"Electronic Modifications to the NAIF," a classified
·report, approximately 150 pages.
KNUDSEN, HAROLD K.
"The Theory of Amorphous Cloud Trajectory Prediction,"
IEEE Transactions on Information Theory, May 1968

MOHLER, RONALD R,
"Completely Controllable Bilinear Systems," J. SIAM
Control, Vol. 6, N?· 3, pp. 477-486 (August •6g).
"Control With a Multiplicative Mode," J. Basic Engr. June 1969.
"Computation.of Optimal Control for Nuclear Reactors",
published by Academic Press in a book on computing Methods
in Optimization Problems (Ed. by Balakrishnan and Newstadt)
Fall '69.
"Reactivity Rate--constrained Time-Optimal Neutron Kinetics," ...
Nuclear Sci. & Engr., Vol. 36, No. 1, pp 125-128 April 1969.
"Optimum Control of the Nuclear Voltage Standard," Trans
ISA, Vol. 8, 1969.
"The Thread of BC Warfare", UCLA Alumni Hagazine-, Spring 1969.
"Multivariable Bilinear System Control", Proc. of IFAC
1968 Meeting on r.1ultivariable Control Systems, Oct. 1968.
Two books in press and to be released in fall '69:
"Optimal Control of N\.lclear Reactors," Academic Press, !)lew
York and "Chicom Resurgence," Tinnori-Brovm, Inc., r..os
Angeles.

·sz9
.

'

PETERSEN, DANIEL P.
"On the concept and Implementation of Sequential Analysis for Linear Random Fields,'' Tellus 20, Nov. 196~ •
'
Measurements and Data Processing in Random Space-~~me
Fields " proceedings of. the S.econd Hawaii Internat~onal
confer~nce in system Sciences, Western Periodicals Co·
1969.
SOUTHWARD I HAROLD D.
"Radiation Effects Upon Gallium Arsenide Devices," ~
Transactions on Nuclear Science, Dec. 1968 •.
Paper presented on the same subject at IEEE meeting at
Missoula, Montana, July 1968.
STEARNS, SAM D.
Surface-to-Air Missile Target Effects, Vol. 2,
Multiple Target Intercept Model and Digital
Simulation, Joint Task Force Two TF/11680034,
Nov. 1968 (secret )•
Surface-to-Air Missile Multiple Target Effects,
~, Model Calibration, Joint Task Force Two,
TF/11680035, Nov. 1968 (secret)•
''Digital Simulation of Frequency-Limited Random
Functions," Simulation, Vol. 11, No.-7, Jan. 1969.
Force Equations, Transducer Characteristics and
Signal Processing for the Trebel Dynamic Balance,
Dikewood Technical Report DC-TR-2088, April 1969.
"Integration of a Digital Computer with a vertical
Balancing System," presented at the 28th ann11al
Conference Society of Aeronautical Weight Engineers
May 1969.
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5. Other re.search projects or creative work in progress or
completed during period (if outside-sponsored research
is involved, give sponsor, amount of grant, title of
project, and duration)
BRADSHAW 1 MARTIN D.
Principal Investigate~, Air Force Contract # F2960168-c-0089, Reentry Vehicle Antenna Studies, Total
67,800 term July 1, 1969. Submitted proposal to
NSF Undergraduate Equipment.Grant Agency for $21,000
for three analog computers for EE Department.
BYATT

WILLIAM

I

Semi-Annual Tech Report on Project Themis.
DeVRIES, RONALD C.
Sandia Contract 53-8386, Task 3. Title: Multilevel
Logic Circuits Using Limited-Input NAND or NOR gates.
Amount: $11,730. Duration from July 1, 1968-July 1,
1969.
ERTEZA, AHMED
"A Radar Method for Determining the Roughness Characteristics of an Extended Target Overflown; "A paper on
this topic is being submitted for publication. Research
is being carried out on the development of a method
to collect the contri1)ution due to E-M interaction
from a family of stationary phase points on a rough
surface.
G~EMIDI,'

w. w.

continuation--ONR N00014-68-A00158, "A Radiation
Effects Research Program under project Themis,"
$444,000 3 years.
NASA NGR 32-004-002 "High
Intensity Magnetic Field Pulse wavevorm Using a
Switchable Superconducting Shield," $97,672.19,
1 years.
KARNI

I

SHLOHO

Worked on second textbook (on analysis of networks)
first 8 chapters completed. Published by Allyn &
Bacon, Boston, Mass. Probable date of publication: 1970.
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5· (cant)
KELLY 1 RUBEN
Research Contract KAFB Weapons Lab Project No. 1.
Research Contract KAFB Weapons Lab Project No. 2.
KNUDSEN I HAROLD K.

Desigri of Near.,-Optimal Feedback controllers in progress.
PETERSEN, DANIEL P.
"A Study of Objective Analysis Tec;:hniques for Meteorological Fields", Contract E-14-69(N), U. S. Dept of
Commerce, ESSA, Weather Bureau, $17,801, July 15, 1968
to August 14, 1969. "Finite and Fast Fourier Transformations in anN-Dimensional Domain", submitted to
IEEE Trans. on Computers. "A Re-Examination of the
Prefiltering Problem in a State-Variable Formulation,"
submitte.d to IEEE Trans. on Information Theory.
Manuscript in preparation with D. Middelton, "Measure~ent and Processing of Space Time Fields, probable
publisher, MIT Press, target date, June 1970.
SOUTrfi~ARD,

HAROLD D.

Sponsoring doctoral research in radiation damage effects
in silicon and doctoral research in transistor device
models. Also active in laboratory developmental research
in microelectronics at Kirtland AFB. Project Themis/
Kirtland AFB Integrated Circuit Laboratory •
. SPARKS, DALE
Development of Computer Assisted Instruction System
Continued,

,·
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6.

Activities in learned and professional societies, etc.
BRADSHAW, MARTIN D.
Attended ASEE National Meeting, UCLA, June 17-20, 1969.
Attended and submitted ASEE symposium on Application
of Technology to Educa~ion, Washington, D.C., Sept.
1968; submitted paper "Combining CCTV and Programmed
Instruction "•
Attended ASEE Section Meeting, Houston, Texas, Mar.

17-20, 1969.
Served as Vice-President-Secretary in local ASEE
branch.
DEVRIES, RONALD C.
Initiated into the UNM chapter of Sigma Xi, the research
society on May 26, 1969.
GRANNEMANN, W. W.
Attended meeting of Electronics Conference, Stanford
University, Palo Alto, California•
Attended meeting of Nuclear and Space Radiation Effects
Conference, IEEE, Missoula, Montana.
GURBAXANI, SHYAM H.
Chairman, Membership Committee of Research Society of
America, Holloman Branch·
KARNI, SHLOMO
Trip to IEEE Subregional Paper Contest, Salt Lake City,
as student advisor.
Invited to serve on panel of advisors, NSF Education
Division, March 1969, to evaluate proposals for undergraduate scientific equipment.
Served on the technical program committee for the
Second Hawaii International Conference on Systems
Sciences, Dec. 1968 - Jan. 1969•
Technical papers reviewer, IEEE International Convention
on Circuit Theory, Dec. 19681
Attended and presented a paper at IEEE International
Convention on Circuit Theory, Dec. 1968.

~

Attended Second Hawaii International Conference
.
on Systems Sciences, Jan. 1969•
Invited to chair the session on System Modeling
and Analysis, Hawaii Second International Conference on Systems Sciences, Jan. 1969•
Invited to chair a session of the March 1969 GulfSouthwest ASEE convention.
Elected Chairman, the Friends of the Technion (Israel
Institute of TechnolC?9Y}, .1\lbuquerque Chapter.
Elected Secretary, Sigma Xi, UNM.
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KELLY, RUBEN
Attended National ASEE at UCLA as Official Institutional Representative, June 1968·
Held the elected office of Institutional Representative
and the appointed office of Activities Coordinator for
the UNM in the Gulf-Southwe.st Section of ASEE·
Selected to assist the Instrument Society of America
(ISA) when the UNM Engineering College and ISA cosponsored the Annual ISA Symposium, Jan. 1969.
Provided wireless microphones for the speakers at the
meeting.
Attended the Gulf-Southwest Section ASEE Meeting, Houston
March 20-22.
Nominated for Treasurer of Albuquerque Branch of IEEE,
KOSCHMANN, ARNOLD
Attended meeting COSINE Committee, Stanford University,
October 1968,
RONALD R. MOHLER

1968 IFAC Meeting on Multivariable Control Systems (Dusseldorf). 2nd. International Symposium of Computing Methods
in Optimization Problems (San Remo). Meeting on Systems
curricula (UCLA). Various local meetings of IEEE in Los
Angeles.
PETERSEN, DANIEL P.
Paper Ob. 1.1, "Algorithms for Sequential and Random
Observations," American Meteorological Society Symposium on Meteorological Observations and Instrumentation, washington, D.C., Feb. 10-14, 1969. Proceedings
to be published.
SOUTHWARD, HAROLD D.
IEEE Meeting, July 1968, Missoula, Montana•
Government Microelectronics Application Conference,
October 1968, National Bureau of Standards,
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7.

~Professional

BOATWRIGHT,

Activities.

~EWELLYN

T.

General Electric Co., Professors-Ind.ustry Conference,
June 1968.
BRADSHAW 1 MARTIN D.
Taught EE 361 and EE 362 over KNME-TV7 consultant
to EVCO Inc., Albuq. revision of technical training
manuals for electronic technicians for Philco-Ford
Corporation.
ERTEZA, AHMED
\

Consultant to the Dikewood Corporation, Kirtland
Air Force Base fusing laboratories.
GRANNEMANN I WAYNE

w.

Consultant Motorola Inc.
Consultant Nuclear Defense Corp.
Consultant Sandia Corp.
GURBAXANI I SHYAM H.
Consultant to "Radiation Service Co." in the Athena
Missile Data reduction and test and evaluation
contract of Holloman Air Force Base in Advance
Re-entry systems program under space and Kissile
Systems Organization of the Air Force Systems Command.
KARl'li I SHLOMO
Consultant to Westinghouse Learning Corp, Albuq.
KELLY I RUBEN D.
Taught in the ~lectrical Engineering Portion of the
Engineering-in-Training Course offered by the Continuing
Education Department of UNM. Possess a City License
to perform Engineering Consulting in Albuquerque as a
Registered Professional Engineer. Taught two special
classes in "Electronic circuit Design and Analysis"
(one beginning and one advanced) for KAFB on Special
Services Contract.
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7. (continued)
KNUDSEN, HAROLD K•.
Reviewed papers for IEEE Trans. on Automatic Control
and·the Joint Automatic Control Conference, Talk on
Engineering, Albuquerque High School.
PETERSEN, DANIEL P.
"The Fast Fourier Transform-~with variations," EE Department Colloquium, November 21, 1968. Consultant to
Air Force Central Inertial Guidance 'I'est Facility,
Holloman AFB, NM.
SOU'I'HWARD, HAROLD D.
Consultant to Braddbck, Dunn & McDonald Inc. and
Nuclear Defense Research Corporation. Presently
writing a senior level text in solid state devices.
KOSCHMANN, ARNOLD H.
Talk on Computers, Farmington Jr. High, April 1969.
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8.

Non-teaching University service (administrative, etc.)
BOATWRIGHT, LEWELLYN T.
Scneduling Committee, Laboratory Committee, NESEP
Faculty Advisor,
BRADSHAW,

MARTI~

D.

Faculty Advisor, Eta Kappa Nu, IEEE (first semester)
General Honors Council.
Radio Board, Engineering Freshman Curriculum Committee.
Engineering Computer Committee, many departmental
committees.
DEVRIES, RONALD C.
EE Computer Committee, Engineering Computer Committee,
Computer Science Curriculum Committee, Engineering
Freshman Advisory Committee, Registration Committee,
Advisor to: 1 thesis, 23 University College advisees;
3 students are working in EE 491 under my direction.
ERTEZA, AHMED
Graduate Advisor, EE Department (PhD and MS programs).
Administrator, IBM 1620 Computer.
GRANNEMANN

I

w. w.

Director, BER University Committee on Human Subjects,
Contract Research and Patent Committee, BER Advisory
Committee.
GURBAXANI, SHYAM H.
PhD Committee of John Stanton Potts.
MS Committee of A. Gene ·Dornhoff •

.. .

KARNI I SHLOMO
Initiated the engineering faculty lunches with HS
teachers; resumed duties of IEEE advisor; elected to
Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee (April 1969).
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KELLY, RUBEN
Member of Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
University College Advisor.
Supervisor of EE Shop Technicians and Manager of all
EE lab equipment,
Assisted Eta Kappa Nu with their power supply for use
in the electronic message board at University Arena.
Faculty advisor to EE students during Open House,
Feb. 1969,
KNUDSEN, HAROLD K.
Curricula Committee, Engineering Publicity Committee.
KOSCHMANN, ARNOLD
Engineering College Administrative Committee,
Chairman, Greater UNM Fund Allocations Committee~
Computing Science Committee.
PETERSEN, DANIEL P.
Member, Continuing Education Committee•
Chairman, Electrical Engineering Colloquia.
SOUTHWARD, HAROLD D.
Freshman and Engineering Student Advisor, Library.
Committee, Solid State Committee Chairman•
SPARKS, DALE
Secretary to the University Computer Use Committee,
Appointed a member of the committee,
WILLIAMS, RICHARD H.
Director, Los Alamos Graduate Center.

...

9· Public Service
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BOATWRIGHT, LEWELLYN T.
Precinct committeeman 1968-69.
BRADSHAW 1 MARTIN D.
Deacon-Del Norte Baptist Church, Superintendent-Early Sunday School--Del Norte Baptist Church
(Since Feb 1, 1969).
BYATT I WILLIAM
Active in poli·tics until Jan 1969.
DeVRIES, RONALD C.
My wife and I have helped organize a Mariner's Club
at St. Andrew's Presbyterian Church.
GRANNEMANN 1 W. W.
Committee Member for troop 165 (.BSA)
Trustee Christ Methodist C~urch
I<ARNI I SHLOMO
Spoke to the political club, Manzano HS on "Israel".
Taught 'Hebrew I" -- UNM Community College.
Elected corresponding secretary, Bnai Brith Lodge, Alb.
KELLY, RUBEN D.
Provided wireless microphone tests (trial) for the Aquinas
Newman Center at Sunday morning masses to determine
suitability of their use by the respective priests.
Volunteered as a Consultant to Albuquerque Public
Schools in the area of Physics, Math·, Electricity,
etc. and listed on the Master list sent to all
schools.
PETERSEN, DANIEL P.
Member, Albuquerque Symphony Orchestra (cello).
Member, Albuquerque Mountain Rescue Council.
SOUTHWARD, HAROLD D.
Helped organize Boy Scout Troop, Scout Troop Committee
Chairman. Teaches Sunday School.
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KOSCHMANN, ARNOLD H.
Member, Board of Directors, Colorado District, Lutheran
Church--Missouri Synod. Board of Directors, Multiple ·
Sclerosis Society.
STEARNS, SAM D.
Sandia Peak Ski Patrol
.WILLIAMS, RICHARD H.
Chairman--commission for College and University Work-Lutheran Church--Missouri Synod. Member of the Scientific Advisory Committee to the New Mexico State
Selective Service System,
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10.

Personal information
DEVRIES, RONALD C.
Our third child, Kevin Kim, was born on May 6, 1969
ERTEZA, AHMED
Wife became a naturalized citizen of the U.S.A.
PETERSEN; DANIEL P.
Mountaineering expedition to Cox-dillera Blanca, Peru,
June 5 to July 10, 1968

•.

ACTIVITIES OF THE PART-TIME STAFF.
1. Advanced Study
BOGGAVARAPU L. RAO ( VIS. INST.)
Complete~ work for the Ph. D. degree at cornell; this
degree was awarded on 21st Jan. 1969.

4. Publications

(Adjunct professors & visiting instructor)

JAMES ARLIN COOPER

(Adj. Prof.)

"Antenna Polarization and Terrain-Depolarization
Effects on Radar Return from the Ground," WESCON
Technical Paper 22/3, August, 1968 (with c.s.
Williams and J.R. Huynen).
·
FLOYD L. ENGLISH (Adj. Prof.)
Inhomogeneities in the Restivity of Single crystal
CdS - II-IV Semiconductor Compounds, 1967 International
Conference, Edited by D. G.· Thomas, W.A. Benjamin Inc.
New York.

5. Other Research Projects
BOGGAVARAPU L. RAO
One short letter on my Ph.D. thesis has been completed;
another letter and a f.ull length paper are under
preparation,
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6. Activities in learned & professional societies.
FLOYD L. Et-l"GLISH

(Adj. )

Seminar at the University of Kentucky.
Paper--ceramic Ferroelectric Field Effect Sj::udies-IEEE Ferroelectric Conference, Wash. D.C.
JAMES D. WILLIAMS (Adj)
Chairman 1968-69 of the New Mexico Section ·of the
American Vacuum Society; Vice Chairman 1968-69, Chairman
1969-70 IEEE Professional Group on Electron Devices.
Attended Solid State Device Research Conference (IEEE)
and AV~ Symp?sium.
9· Public Service
JAMES ARLIN COOPER (Adj)
Cubmaster of ?ack 393
FLOYD L. ENGLISH

(Adj)

Deacon, Monte Vista Christian Church
JAMES A. t-l"ICKEL (Adj)
Scoutmaster, Boy

Scou~.-

Troop 286

JAMES D. WILLIM-18
Active in Pennsylvania St. Church of Christ
10. Personal Information
BOGGAVARAPU L. RAO (Visiting Instructor)
A child (son) was born on 19th Feb 1969
Completed requ~rements for Immigrant Visa in Mar 1969.
Expect to get this visa in the next few months.
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The Report of the Department of Mechanical Engineering
July 1, 1968 -June 30, 1969
M. W. Wildin, Acting Chairman
L

General departmental information
A. Significant achievements
1} Student enrollments and degrees granted
'-.

Undergraduate enrollment for Semester I decreased somewhat
compared to the preceding year, but the Semester ll enrollment was
nominally the same. The graduate enrollment on campus decreased,
but not as much as anticipated. These features are demonstrated by
the data in Table 1.
Classification
Sophomore

Junior. Senior

Graduate

Sem. I, 1968-69
Sem. ll, If

69
56

44
51

35
39

76
73

Sem. I, 1967-68
Sem. II, "

70
53

47
43

46
49

78.
85

Table 1. Enrollment Data
The number of seniors .receded from last year's high to a more
nearly normal value. The number of juniors for Semester IT
,.

increased due to the reduction in the number of hours requjred for
.c

junior classification in the College of Engineering. The relatively
constant graduate enrollment involves, as usual, a large number
of part-time students, which conceals the fact that the number of
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graduate student credit hours taught in the department de.clined
strongly, particularly for Semester II. It appears that a large
percentage of the part-time graduate students who are enrolled in
the Mechanical Engineering Department were taking courses
principally from other departments during this year. This is
thought to be' a temporary phenomenon. However, another major
factor in the decline in student credit hours at the graduate level
is the cessation of Sandia Laboratories' Technical Development
Program, which is not a temporary condition.
A significant decline also occurred in the number of undergraduate student credit hours taught in the department both semesters.
This is primarily due to three factors:

1) The delayed effect of our

decision last year to reduce the number of credit hours required
for the B.S. from 134 (plus 4 P. E.) to 130 (plus 4 P. E.). 2) The
reduction in the size of the senior class, mentioned previously.
0

3) .Greater emphasis on courses outside the department in counseling
seniors with regard to technical electives.
It is anticipated that approval of the department during this

ye~r

for participation in the Navy Enlisted Scientific Education Program
will have a significant effect on both the size and quality of our under- ,
graduate enrollment. However, the effects of this program on the
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department will probably not be perceptible untill970-7l, when the
first class of students would normally begin to enter the Engineering
College.
Degree production decreased at both the B. S. and Ph. D. level
and increased markedly at the M. S. level, as shown in Table IT.

B.S. (M, E.)

M.S.
Ph.D.
Table IT.

1968-69

1967-68

38
24
2

13

45

5

Degrees Granted in June, 1969

The decrease in B. s. degrees was anticipated; the figure shown is
more nearly normal. The decrease in Ph. D. degrees was due to
difficulties encountered with either the foreign language requjre·ment
or with the research for the dissertation. One additional student
will finish his research and dissertation early this summer, and
one of the students having difficulty with the language requirement
has recently satisfied it.
Of our B. S. ·degree recipients, six planned to go into military
service, 4 planned to go to graduate school, and 17 took industrial
or government jobs. The status of the remaining 11 is unknown at
this writing. The striking feature of this data is the relatively very
small percentage of graduates who plan to enter graduate school
within the next four months. An even more striking fact is that
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only one of our graduates plans to return to our department for
graduate study, whereas in recent years we have had several of
our own students return. It i:s 'thought that these features represent
primarily the cumulative effects of changes in Selective Service
regulations. However,. other influences may be present which are
overshadowe'd by the Selective Service. It ap!Jears that we will be
relatively successful in attracting graduate· students from other
institutions and from industry through the various forms of financial
assistance, and we anticipate that a few former military personnel
will enroll during the summer, based on the events of last summer.
Two of our M. S. degree recipie11.ts are planning to continue here
next year on a full program for the Ph. D. Another of our !1:1· S.
recipients has accepted a position in industry at an annual salary
approximately equal to the average eleven-month earning potential
of our assistant professors, all of whom have the doctorate, and
none of whom has less than two years of teaching experience.
One of our Ph. D. recipients is continuing in his position at
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, and the other has accepted a
supervisory position with a recently-established local branch of a
California research .firm. The man who expects to finish his Ph. D.
this summer plans to go into university teaching.

2)

Curriculum changes and improvements
The department acted during the year to integrate more

numerical analysis and computer-oriented techniques into our course
offerings as well as into existing courses. At the undergraduate
level, a required course, Mechanical Engineering Analysis (ME 300),
on numerical techniques and similitude was added for juniors. This
course will both introduce new material on numerical techniques
into the curriculum and shift the· material on similitude to an earlier
and more propitious point in the curriculum. Efforts are also being
made to expand the use of the computer in our previously existing
junior-level courses to better prepare the students for the heavy use
which continues to be required in senior courses. A gradu;1te course,
Numerical Techniques in Mechanical Engineering (ME 500), was
added to consolidate material taught in other graduate courses as
well as to encourage more advanced study in this area. Other course
changes made were in our graduate mechanics offerings, to consolidate
and expand the material that is presented on elasticity and variational
methods in mechanics. This was accomplished by adding a

cours~,

Variational Mechanics (ME 514), and by revision of the content of
Elasticity ll.

~..
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Improvements were made in some of our lecture and laboratory
course offerings, as well as our research laboratories, by assigning
the development of laboratories and teaching aids to interested
faculty members and by giving modest credit for this effort on the
respective individual's total load. This represents a small step
towards satisfying some long-felt needs of the department; namely
greater development and use of demonstration apparatus and visual
aids, and more rapid development of our laboratories. The latter
is a particularly serious need at the present time due to the
approximate doubling of our laboratory floor space which occurred
with the opening of Farris Engineering Center. other aspects of
laboratory development will be discussed in the section on research
and that on plans and recommendations.
3)

Student accomplishments
The students in this department continued to uphold the tradition

0~ outstanding academic accomplishments, as well as extensive

service to the Engineering College, the university and the community.
Perhaps the most notable achievement during the year was the
awarding by the Albuquerque Chapter of the National Society of
Professional Engineers of the outstanding student engineer award
for 1969 to Mr. Michael W. Edenburn. Mr. Edenburn, who is
graduating this June with a perfect 4. 0 grade point average, also
received during this year the Hamilton Watch Award for 1968-69,
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the Harry L. Dougherty Memorial Prize in Engineering, and the
Sylvia W. Farny Scholarship. He also rendered substantial service
to the Engineering College by serving as Chairman of the Engineers'
Joint Council, a coordinating body for the student branches of the
various engineering societies. Other scholarships and awards won
by Mechanical Engineering students during the past year are as
follows:
The Southern Union Gas Company Scholarship
Mr. William M. Eglinton

a)
b)
,

The Western Electric Fund Supplementary Scholarship
Miss Angela Sue Jeung

c)

Harry and
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mabel F. Leonard Scholarships
William S. Chaney
Robert H. Davis
Frederick Williams

d)

UNM Tuition Scholarship
Mr. Charles Gregory Utton
Mr. Thomas William Tesche

e)

Distinguished Air Force ROTC Graduates
Mr. James Craig Green
Mr. Thomas J. Scanlan, Jr.

f)

Navy League of the United States Award
Mr. Paul Bayard Horn, Jr.

g)

Reserve Officers Association Gold Medal
Mr. Paul Bayard Horn, Jr.

The most significant collective accomplishment by our students
was the retirement of the travelling

tr~phy

for the best overall

departmental display in Engineering Open House, by virtue of
winning this competition for the third successive year.

This
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achievement was the result of efforts of the UNM Student Branch of
the American Society of Mechanical Engineers and was coordinated
by Mr. Charles Dillard Dyer.
, The service rendered by' our students to the university has been
recognized by the election of Miss Angela Sue Jeung to Mortar Board
and Mr. Ge~ald Allan Dodd and Mr. Ross Bernard Perkal to Blue Key.
During the past year Mr. Perkal served as Chairman of the
New Mexico Union Board and as a Student Senator. One of our
sophomore students, Mr. Regner Charles Rider, has been elected
a Student Senator for the coming year.
Our students have also been active in various technical, public
service and religious organizations in Albuquerque.
4)

Physical facilities
The greatest improvement in physical facilities accompanied

the opening of FarrisoEngineering Center and consisted of office
space for nine members of our faculty .. With the occ_upancy of this
space, our faculty members all have private offices for the first
time in many years. These offices generally present a significant
improvement in appearance and comfort, although they have some
short- and long-term deficiencies. One of the principal deficiencies
is the physical separation between these offices and those of the
rest of the Mechanical Engineering faculty. However, this deficiency
is heavily overbalanced by the advantages of new, private offices.
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The improvement of the physical facilities in the Mechanical
Engineering Building was continued through special funds made
available by the administration. Two more of our laboratory classrooms were connected to the chilled water cooling system and
modernized by the replapement of incandescent lamps with fluorescent
fixtures. The resulting. change in appearance and utility of these
rooms is remarkable •.
Through the replacement of large woode~ doors on the south
and west sides of the building with tight-fitting steel doors, the
problem of dust leakage into the laboratories was significantly
reduced. The appearance of the main entrance into the building was
improved by replacement of a heavy wooden door with a mpclern
aluminum door. It is hoped that these gradual improvements can be
continued next year.
Improvement in the capabilities of the Engineering College Shop
was made by trading three relatively old and unused machine tools;
a turret lathe, a shaper, and a horizontal mill (circa Hl08), for a
relatively new and highly useful engine lathe. The only cost to

th~

university was the transportation charges, and this cost was shared
by the various departments of the Engineering College. Subsequently,·
a relatively new Universal Milling Machine has been obtained on loan
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from Sandia Laboratories, and there are good prospects for
obtaining additional modern machine tools which are badly needed
to· support the activities of the college.
5)

Research
Resear~h

activity, both sponsored and unsponsored, c.ontinued

at a high level during this year, although the activity in sponsored
research and the funded value thereof declined somewhat. Seven
of our eleven full-time faculty members were engaged in sponsored
research and all of the full-time faculty as well as the part-time
faculty, carried on either sponsored or unsponsored research.
The total funded value of the eight sponsored research projects
was $265,485.00. Considerable effort was expended by m'ost of
the faculty during the past year to obtain sponsors for funded
research, A total of twelve proposals requesting total funding of
$237,288.00 was submitted to various governmental agencies,
professional organizations, and industrial firms during the past
eleven months. Three of the proposals were submitted by faculty .
members who had not previously obtained support for research.
Five of these proposals have been funded to date, four are pending,
and three have been rejected. The total value of the proposals
funded or pending is $154,041.00. _In addition, one of our faculty
members assisted in the negotiation of a contract for research
between UNM and NASA-Ames in the amount of $135, 000. 00.

€SJ.

During this year the first dissertation from this department
based on unsponsored experimental research was completed.
Since this research project required ·a great deal of sophisticated
equipment and instrumentation, this achievement represents the
passing of a significant milestone. Funds for equipment, instrumentation, and personnel were drawn from a number of sources, including
departmental equipment and salary accounts, cost of education
allowances, and special grants from the administration, During
the past two years, in which the activity on this project was at its
height, the department expended, on the average, approximately onefourth of its supplies and expense budget and three-fourths of the
amount budgeted for student help on this one project. In addition
our department technician spent approximately half his time
supporting this project, principally in the Engineering College Shop.
In brief, the level of effort and funding required by this project
0

P.laced severe strains on the financial and human :resources of the
Mechanical Engineering Department. Indeed, these strains were
such as to cause serious doubt about the advisability of undertaking
another project of the magnitude of this one. However, if this
department .is to expand its

capabilitie~

for experimental research

in such a manner as to advance in stature, to serve its present and
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potential doctoral candidates, and to take advantage of the physical
plant and human resources now available to it, such projects should
become more nearly the rule rather

~han

the exception. Since

capability usually must be demonstrated to obtain funded research
from outside agencies, it seems clear that a significantly higher
level of funding will be required from within the university for
personnel, instrumentation and equipment in order to initiate the
development of the necessary facilities.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations
The opening of Farris Engineering Center made available to the
department some additional large pieces of equipment and a great
deal of additional floor space. In view of the availability of these
basic items and the great need for additional experimental facilities,
particularly at the graduate level, the department plans to expend a
great deal of effort and as much of its financial resources as can be
spared during at least the next year on the development of such facilities.
Plans have been made to use available manpower to begin this development early this summer and to continue at a reduced level during
the next acade;mic year. New equipment will be designed and
fabricated, and existing equipment wil! be moved to the newlyavailable space and tested after any necessary repairs or modifications
have been made.
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As mentioned previously in the section on research, and as
pointed out repeatedly by my predecessor, to carry out the developments just mentioned at a reasonable pace will require a much higher
level of university support for personnel and equipment. It is strongly
recommended that a means be found to provide additional funds to the
department for this purpose. One step in this direction w<;>uld be the·
release of the Cost of Education Allowance funds associated with
NSF Fellowship awards. Another helpful step. would be to credit to
the department a greater portion of the COEA funds received by the
university, as was once the case.
Although an effort has been

mad~

to present in this report a

strong case for the need for additional funds to develop

fac~lities,

it

nevertheless seems mandatory to point out that the faculty salary
situation in at least this department has become acute. Therefore
if a decision must be made concerning the allocation of financial

resources between new programs, facilities, development, or
faculty salaries it is strongly recommended that highest priority
be given to the latter.
C.

Appointments to staff
Dr. Lowell P. Martin, Assistant Professor, September, 1969.
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D.

Separations from staff·
Mr. Leon W. Christensen, Teaching Assistant, June, 1969.
Dr. Leroy E. Wilson, Teaching Assistant, June, 1969.

.

.

Both Mr. Christensen and Dr. Wilson have contributed
significantly to the development of the

department'~>

programs.

Mr. Christensen has been particularly active in the development
of the first undergraduate laboratory course and its associated
facilities. Dr. Wilson's efforts have been indispensable to the
development of our present research capability in gas dynamics.
His dedication was singular in nature, and his abilities Will
certainly be missed. However, our sense of loss is overbalanced
by pleasure that he has completed the work for his doctorate.

...

lI
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ll.

Composite of information in biographical supplements
1.

Advanced study
Cochrane, G. F., Jr.
Completed requirements for Ph. D. on May 2, 1969.
Feldman, K. T. , Jr.
Registered Professional Engineer in New Mexico
January ?7, 1968, #4543.
Schreyer, H. L.
Attended an International Research Seminar on
"Continuum Mechanics and Related Numerical Techniques",
June 18 -July 30, 1968, at the pniversity of Calgary,
Calgary, Alberta, Canada.
Wessling, Francis C., Jr.
Toole professional engineers' exam April 25, 1969.

2. Sabbaticals, etc.
Hsu, Youn-Chang
Summer teaching: ME 206, Summer 1968 (UNM).
Skoglund, Victor J.
Presented paper at 1968 HTFMI, Seattle, Washington.
Attended Symposium on Use of Case Materials, Stanford
University. . Attended Symposium on Numerical Analysis
of Gas Dynamics, Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey.
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3.

. .

New Scholastic Honors
Hsu, Youn-Chang
Listed in Who's Who in the West (to appear in the twelfth
edition).
Wildin, Maurice

w.

To be listed in twelfth edition of Who's Who in the West.
4.

Publications
ALBRECHT, B.
Technical Report AFWL-TR-68-100
"On Elastic Wave Propagation in Truncated Conical Shells",
Air Force Weapons Lab. , December 1968.
BAKER, W. E.
"Transducers for Force Measurement on Rocket Sleds",
Air Force Missile Development Center Technical Report,
with V. Gorman and G. Schulz, 348 pages.
FELDMAN, K. T., Jr.
"Heat Pipe Applications", with Glen H. Whiting,
Mechanical Engineering, November, 1968.
"Investigation of a Thermoacoustic Oscillator as an Underwater Sound Source"; with Mike K Berger, Technical Report
ME-38, Bureau of Engineering Research, UNM, Dec., 1968.
HSU, Y. C.
"A Study of the Interactions between Turbulent Shear Flow
and Displacement Flow between Parallel Walls", with
R. A. Burton, ASCE Trans. Vol. II, No. 3, July 1968,
pp. 191-195.
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JU, F. D.
Moire Method for Measuring Large Plane Deformation co-author L. Martin; accepted for publication by Jour. Appl.
Mech. , Trans. ASME; to be presented at the Western
Conference of Applied Mechanics.
RICHARDS, C. G.
"A Note on Finite-Difference Solutions of Viscous Flow
Problems", ME News, Vol. 5, No. 4, November, 1968.
SKOGLUND, V. J.
"Numerical Techniques for Viscous Compressible Flows
with Shock Waves", Proceedings of 1968 HFTMI, Stanford
Univ. Press, June 1968, p. 10.
"Numerical Analysis of Gas Dynamics", Progress Report
PR-85(68)8-082, Bureau of Engineering Research, UNM,
June, 1968.
WILDIN, M. W.
"Error Analysis of Integrating Sphere With Center-Mounted
Sample", pp. 153-158 in Space Programs Summary 37-49,
Vol. ffi, Jet Propulsion Laboratbry, Pasadena, Calif.,
February 29, 1968.
5.

Other research or creative work
Albrecht, B. -Work on Air Force Weapons Laboratory
Contract No. 29601-69-C-0023, "Investigation of Wave
"Propagation Phenomena in Conical Bodies:',
($47, 098. 00).
Baker, W. E. - Director of Research, Air Force Missile
Development Center, Holloman Air Force Base, N. Mex.,
$24, 907. "Development of Measuring Techniques for
Rocket Sleds", 2/l/68 - 6/30/69.

. r•·:.
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Associate Director of Research, Air Force_ Weapons
Laboratory Contract No. AF 29601-6.9-C-0023, $47,098.
Director of "Summer Research for Undergraduate Students.,
FELDMAN, K. T., Jr. -Office of Naval.Research,
Washington, D. C. 1 "Investigation of a Thermoacoustic
Oscillator as an Underwater Sound Source", 9/67 - i2/68,
$18, 910. 00.
Energy Conversion Systems, Inc., Albuquerque, N. Mex.,
"Heat Pipe Fabrication and Performance Evaluation",
1/69 - 6/69, $2906.
HOUGHTON, A.

v. - Sandia Labs. ,
•

Thermal Properties

Research, $18,000 (Extension with $5,000 additional ful_lding.)
Assisted with UNM-NASA-AMES contract negotiation, funded
for $135, 000.
HSU, Y. C. -Sandia Labs., "Formation of Elastic Boundary
Layer Theorem of the Two-Dimensional Couple-Stress
Theory and Couple-Stress Effect on the Infinite Elastic
Plane With a Circular Insert, Loaded by a Radial Source",
7/68 - 6/69, $15,257.
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JU, F. D. - Complete AFOSR-568-67 "Fracture Criterion
due to Low Cycle Dynamic Loading'\ 5 _yr. grant, total
$109, 527. 00.
AFOSR, "Fracture Criterion in Field of Large

~train

Gradient", co-investigator Dr. Y. C..Hsu, 2/69 - - ,
$33, 000/yr.
RICHARDS, C. G. -.:Kirtland Air Force Base, "A Numerical
Study of a Bistable Fluid Amplifier", $11,000, until
August 1969.
NASA, "A Numerical Study of the Vortex Rate Sensor",
$33, 000, until June 1969 (extension requested).
SCHREYER, H. L. - Sandia Corp. ,

"A Study of Conical Shells",

\

'$9 1 961, for one year, beginning 9/67.

SKOGLUND, V. J. - ' 1Numerical Analysis of Axi-symmetrical
Compressible Flows" (with Ken Smith).
0

"Detailed Thermodynamic Characteristics of Parahydrogen
Near the Critical Point in a Heated Tube", (with Mahlon Wilson).
"Spectral Emission and Absorption Coefficients and Non-

,

equilibrium Thickness from Time Resolved Spectral Intensities
of Reflected Shock Waves in Air in a Shock Tube" (with
Leroy Wilson).

Sandia Labs. , "Numerical Analysis of Interaction of an
Oblique Shock Wave .and a Separated Laminar Boundary
Layer" (with Ben D. Gay).

$15, 988. 00.

~/68- - 6/69.

"Numerical Analysis of Non-equilibrium Region Behind
Shock Waves" (with Charles Watkins).
WESSLING, Francis C., Jr. -Submitted research proposal
to NSF for design of mass transfer equipment (support not
forthcoming).

Performing analysis of freezing biological

fluid systems. Submitted research proposal to Sandia Corp.
for study of h.igh temperature measurements. Design of
heat exchanger for blood cooling and heating, Designing
. teaching apparatus for demonstrating basic principles for
undergraduate instruction.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Baker, W. E.
Reviewer of lith Midwestern Mechanics Conference.
Reviewer for "Applied Mechanics Reviews".
Paper titled "A Multicomponent Force Transducer for use
on Rocket Sleds", :written with L. C. Mixon, presented by
Mixon at ASME Vibrations Conference, Aprill, 1969.
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Feldman, K. T., Jr.
Member of Board of Directors o{ New Mexico Section, ASME.
University Liaison Director for 1968 UNM-ASME Symposium
of "Responsible Technology", 'November 1968 •.
Grace, C. T.
Attended: Amer. Soc. for Engr. Educ. Annual Mtg. at
UCLA, June 1968; Amer. Soc. for Mech. Engrs. Annual Mtg.,
Houston Univ., March 1969. Member of the Policy Committee,
Gulf Southwest Section of ASEE.
Houghton, A. V.
Chairman of session, Southwest Section of American
Society Engii1eering Education; Section meetings, ASME.
Hsu, Y. C.
Attended International Conference of Applied Mechanics at
Stanford Univ. (August 1968). Attended ASME Winter Meeting
in New York (December 1968). Reviewer of Journals of
Applied Mechanics and Journal of Lub. Technology.
Ju, F. D.
Attended technical meetings: National Applied Mechanics
Conf., June 1968, Brown University, Providence, R.I.;
ASME Winter Conference, December 1968, New York;

,,

---------

---

-
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I

I
j
International Appl. Mech. Conf. , August 1968, . Stariford, Calif.;
Executive meetings at these .conferences to report progress
on Western Conference of _Applied Mechanics.
Skoglund, V. J.
Member of ASME, AJ.AA, ASEE.
Attended meetings of ASME and AIAA.
Registered Professional Engineer.
Wildin, M. W.
"Investigation of a Model for Bidirectional Reflectance of
Rough Surfaces", (wich C. H. Treat}, AIAA Paper No. 69-74,
presented at AIAA 7th Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
New York city, Jan. 20-22, 1969.
7.

Other professional activities
Baker,

w.

E.

Consultant for Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.
0

Feldman, K. T., Jr.
Promoted to Full Member, American Society of Mechanical
Engineers.
Talks on "Career Opportunities in Mechanical Engineering"
at Menaul High School, Nov. 1968; Moriarty H. S. Mar. 1969.
Consulting: Northrup Corporate Labs., Hawthorne, Calif.
(Heat pipes - 14 days in 8/68); Jet Propulsion Lab.,
Pasadena, Calif. {Heat transfer - l/2 day per week from
8/68- present); Energy Conversion Systems, Inc.,
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Albuquerque, N. Mex. (Heat pipes, l/2 day per week from
8/68 -present).

Patents pending: Flexible heat pipe (assigned to ECS);
ilat plate heat pipe (assigned to NCL).
Grace, C. T.
Consultant to the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories for
the 17th year. Service with the architects on Farris
Engineering Center. Faculty advisor for Engineers' Joint
Council.
Houghton, A. V.
Consultant Sandia Corp. ; Consultant to numerous insurance
companies; Executive Committee Rocky Mountain Science
Council; Federation of Rocky Mountain States; National
Council of University Research Administrators; Rocky
Mountain University Research Administrators meetings.
Ju, F. D.
Consultant, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratories.
Richards,

c.

G.

Invited guest lecturer at Arizona State University on
"Numerical Techniques in Fluid Mechanics", Mar. 21, 1969.
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Skoglund, V. J.
Consultant at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory and
Holloman Air Force Base. Development of Gas Dynamics
and Fluid Dynamics Laboratories of Farris Engineering Center.
Wessling, F. C., Jr.
Consultant, Childers Mfg. Co. (heat exchanger studies).
Wildin, M. W.
Development of Heat Transfer Lab. in Farris Engineering
Center.
8.

Non-teaching University service
Albrecht, B.
Contract Research & Patent Committee, Bureau of
Engineering Research.
Advisory Committee, Ad hoc Committee on VP/R,
Special Engineering College Committee to Study Humanities
and Social Sciences Courses.
Baker, W. E.
Member, Research Allocations Committee; Graduate

Adv~~or 1

M, E. Dept. ; Member, Engineering Graduate Committee;
M. E. Dept. Master's Comprehensive Committee.
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Feldman, K. T., Jr.
UNM Campus Planning Committee; Engineering College

Publicity Committee; M. E. Dept. Publicity Committee;
M. E. Dept. Lab. Committee.
Grace, C. T.
Chairman of Engineering College Scholarships and Awards
Committee; Engineering College Administrative Committee;
Chairman of Engineering College Schedule Committee;
UNM Entrance and Credits Committee; Collector for Univ.
United Fund Drive.
Houghton, A. V.
Chairman, UNM Computer Science Committee; Chairman,
Engineering College Computer Committee,
Hsu, Y. C.
Engineering Math CommitteE); F1·eshman Advisor; Member
of two M. S. Committees; Advisor of Special Topics (ME 561);
M. E. Dept. Master's Comprehensive Committee.
Ju, F. D.
Freshman Advisor; Thesis and Dissertation Advisor;
Engineering College Committee on Applied Mech.

,-------~-----
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Richards, C. 0.
University College Advisement Committee; UNM Insurance
and Retirement Committee; Engineering College Computer
Committee; M. E. Curriculum Committee; M. E. Dept.
Master's Comprehensive Committee.
Skoglund, V. J.
Engineering College Freshman Curriculum Committee;
M. E. Dept. Curriculum Committee.
Wessling, F. C. , Jr.
Faculty sponsor, ASME; helped plan Engineering College
participation in University Evaluation Day; attended student/
0

faculty conference _D. H. Lawrence Ranch 4/26/69;
Chairman; M. E. Dept. Laboratory Committee; Member,
M. E. Dept. Curriculum Committee; in charge of moving
fluid mechanics (etc.) equipment to new building. Attended
regional student paper contest for ASME in Laramie, Wyoming;
Member, M. E. Dept. Master's Comprehensive Committee;
Student Advisor.
Wildin, M. W.
Acting Chairman, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering. Member
of following Engineering College Committees:
(I) Administrative (2} Scheduling (3) Convocation.
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Advisor to one graduate and one undergraduate in Special
Problems courses; Advisor to NSF undergraduate summer
research project; Chairman, one thesis committee.
Member, two terminating dissertation committees; two
terminating thesis committees. Ex officio member,
departmental laboratory and curriculum committees.
9. Public Service
Baker,

w.

E.

Consultant, U.S. Forest Service
Feldman, K. T., Jr.
Church usher; substitute Sut;day School teacher, and
Church Executive Board Member.
Grace, C. T.
Albuquerque Optimist Club (Boy's Work), Administered the
National Junior Engineering ,Aptitude Test for the
Albuquerque area.
Houghton, A. V.
Active in Purdue Alumni Club.
Hsu, Y. C.
United Trinity Methodist Church, Albuquerque.
Ju, F. D.
Committeeman in Cub Scouts.

..
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Wessling, F. C., Jr.
Newman

Foru~-

temporary .chairman, goals committee,

and member, liturgy committee.

10.

Personal Information
Hsu, Y. C.
One son.

•
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
JULY 1, 1968

JUNE 30, 1969

GLENN A. WHAN, CHAIRMAN

1.

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION
A.

Significant Achievements During the Academic Year
1968-1969
1.

Enrollment Summary
Enrollment trends for the past four years
are shown in the table below.

On-campus full-

time enrollment again 'shows a significant increase.

Total on-campus enrollment also demon-

strated a slight increase.
Fall
1966

Fall
1967

Fall
.1968

Full-Time
Part-Time

. 10
16

11

18

21

26

16

27

39

4f

43

Los A1amos "

21

18

Jl.

l§.

]_§_

47

45

52

59

59

.Qfl_ Campus

2.

Spring
1969

Fa 11
1965

21

20

22

21

Degrees Granted
The table below reviews the degrees granted
for the last four years.

The department had

hoped to award a greater number of Ph.D. degrees
this year but two additional students will

l
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complete their degree requirements this summer.

!i:...h Degrees

1966

On Campus

3

Los A1amos
Ph. D. Degrees

3.

5

8

1967
4

2

6

1968
2
1

3

1969
8
1

9

2

Curriculum
No course changes, deletions, or additions
were made in the nuclear engineering curriculum
this year.

4.

Undergraduate Program
The undergraduate course, NE 230:

Applications

of Nuclear Energy, was again offered during the
second semester to an enthusiastic class of twenty
students.

Indications are that this service

course will become very popular for students in
Fine Arts, Education, and Humanities.

5.

Graduate Program
This year Dr. Lawrence Posey has joined the
faculty as a part-time Jl.ssociate P'rofessor on

•.
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joint appointment with Sandia Laboratory.

Dr.

Posey's excellent background in radiation interactions and radiation measurements and dosimetry
lends ·additional strength to the graduate teaching and research program in the Department.
loan of this outstanding individual is

ju~t

The
an-

other example of the excellent educational cooperation between the Sandia Laboratory and. the
University of New Mexico.
Dr. R. Douglas O'Dell has been on leave-ofabsence this academic year to carry out research
in the Reactor Division of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

Dr, O'Dell's work in numerical

reactor analysis will provide strength to this
department's graduate instructton and research
upon his return to the campus next Fall.

6.

Facilities
The Department moved into new offices in the
Farris Engineering Center during January and
equipment was moved and installed in the new
Nuclear Engineering Laboratory during the second
semester.

Through the efforts of Dr. Robert L.

Long, major laboratory facilities such as the
AGN-201 reactor and the Texas Nuclear neutron
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generator were

moved,inst~lled,

checked out,

and returned to service in a .very short time.
Although some additional work remains to be
done, the laboratory should be in full operation for classes and research by September.
This new laboratory represents a dramatic
improvement in the Department's facilities.
A $20,000 matching fuhd equipment grant
was received from the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission in March, 1969.

This money will

be used to purchase radiation measurement and
analysis equipment and to purchase new instrumentation and control equipment for the AGN-201
reactor.
Th i s Fa 11 Dr. Robert L. Long s ubmi t ted a
request to the u.s.A:E.C. for licenss amendment to upgrade the AGN reactor.

The proposed

modifications will include an increase in maximum power to 5 watts, new control instrumentation, and permission to pulse the reactor wfth
the neutron generator.· All of these changes
will make the reactor much more useful for both
teaching and research.

--------------

--
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Through the efforts of Dr. Glen A. Whan,
20,000 curies of surp)us cobalt-60 has been
committed to the University by the U.S. Army
Radiation Laboratory in Natick, Massachusetts.
This material represents a dollar value of
about $10,000.

The new laboratory contains a

well-shielded gamma irradiation cell which will
handle this intense radiation source.

Although

the Nuclear Engineering Department will use
this facility extensively for research, it will
be available to many other departments on campus for gamma irradiation experiments.
0

7.

Research i!!_ Progress, 1968-1969
Project Supervision:
Sponsor:
Title:

Sandia Laboratory
Detailed Analysis and Computation
to .Extract Transport Properties from
Kinetic Theory of Fully Ionized Gases

Time Peri o·d:
Amount:

8.

W.L. Everett

April, 1968 - June, 1969

$24,215

Student Activities and Achievements
The UNM student branch of the American
Nuclear Society elected the following officers
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in

~1 a,Y,

19 69:

John A.. Mi ku1as , Pres i dent;

Charles A. Bischoff, Vice President;

Arlee J.

Holm, Treasurer; and Marshall L. Pendergrass,
Secretary.
The UNM student branch hosted on campus the
Western Regional Student Conference of the
American Nuclear Society April 25-26, 1969.
More than eighty persons attended and thirtyone technical papers were presented by students
in three concurrent sessions.
presented for the
sion.

be~t

Cash awards were

three papers in each ses-

The outstanding success of this conference

was due to hard work on the part of all the students in the department, particularly the two
conference chairmen T.J. Raper ana H. Bridges.
Three UNM students presented papers:
D. L. Mangan:

"Plasma Expansion into a
Vacuum Environment"

S. R. Skaggs:

"Isothermal Irradiator"

J. E. Gover:

"Pressure Have Generation by
Pulse Radiation Heating"

The following students were awarded Special
Nuclear Science and Engineering Fellowships from
the AEC, in national competition, to support
their doctoral study:

Charles A. Bischoff, Arlee

J. Holm, and Johri A. Mikulas.
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The following additional Fellowships and
Traineeships were held by nuclear engineering
graduate students (1968-1969):

--

- NDEA Title IV Fe 11 ows hip

1.

P.H. Buras

2.

C. A. Carossino

3.

A. Guthrie

AWU Fellowship

4.

J.D.

NSF Traineeship

5.

C. R. Morgan

NSF Traineeship

6.

M. C. Rowher

NSF Traineeship

7.

c. c. Shau -

8.

H. Bridges

- NDEA Title IV Fellowship

9.

N. Demuth

- AWU Fell01vship

- OAS Fellowship

--~1addox
--

10.

c.c. Price -

11.

J. E. Spitzer

--

-

UNM Fe 11 0~1 s hi p

- NASA Traineeship
UNM Fellowship

James E. Gover, staff member at Sandia
Laboratory, was selected to conduct full-time
graduate study toward the Ph. D. degree under
the sponsorship of the Laboratory's Doctoral
Study Program.

Q.

Conferences
On January 28-30, 1969, the National Topical
Meeting on Fast Burst

Reacto~s

University of New Mexico.

was held at the

A .total of thit·ty-five

technical papers were presented from industrial
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and government laboratories in the United States
and from laboratories in England,
and Germany,

Dr.

~obert

Italy,

R~ssia,

L.Long, Technical Pro-

gram Co-chairman, was primarily responsible for
bringing this prestigious international conference to the UNt•1 campus.

The proceedings, to be

published by the Atomic Energy Commission, will
be to date the only comprehensive treatment of
this

~Dbject

and will serve as a primary refer-

ence for years to come.

B.

Significant Plans and Recom'ffiendations for the Near
Future
1.

Fa c u1 ty and Staff
The add i t i on of Dr . J ames A. Horak to the
nuclear engineering faculty as an Associate Professor beginning in September will greatly
strengthen the graduate program in nuclear material and radiation effects ·on materials.

Dr.

Horak has had considerable experience at the
Argonne Laboratory and the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory and should develop a strong academic
research program at the University of New Mexico.
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Again it is recommended that a salary budget be provided for Adjunct Professors from the
Sandia laboratory ..

Allowing this exceptional

engineering talent from Sandia to offer courses
for the department in their areas of specialization provides a superior program to the graduate
student.

At this time, however, Adjunct Profes-

sors can be used only when the full-time faculty
is committed to additional research.

This does

not provide for the best advance planning of
course work for the students.
As pointed out last year, the increased experimental work in the

~aboratory

requires a full-

time electronics technician rather than
ent one-half time appointment.

th~

pres-

It is just not

possible to maintain the equipment in good working
.order and thus obtain the maximum usage under the
present technician conditions.

In addition, an-

other Graduate Assistant is needed to assist in
the preparation of experiments and the maintenance
of laboratory equipment.
2.

Facilities
Although $10,000 worth of surplus cobalt-60
has been obtained from the Department of Defense,
an additional $10,000 is needed for the.fabrication
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and installation of storage and handling facilities.
This intense gamma irradiation facility will receive extensive use by many research departments
on campus, as well as provide a first-class research facility for this department.

Well shielded

space is available in the new nuclear engineering
laboratory.

Funds must be located to complete

this facility as soon as

p~ssible.

·

A research proposal will be submitted this
Fa 11 requesting support for a 2. 5 lz Mev Van de
Graaff accelerator.

This additional source of

radiation on campus will compliment the neutron
generator, the AGN-201 ·reactor, the Febetron f1 ashx-ray machine, and the cobalt-60 facility and will
strengthen our requests for support for radiation
interactions and effects research.

3.

Undergraduate Program
The Nuclear Engineering Department is still
seeking ways to

streng~hen

its contribution to

undergraduate engineering education.

Nuclear

engineering options in the bachelors programs
of the other engineering departments has not,to
date, provided significant contact
graduate students.

~ith

the under-

A bachelors program in

68.1.

engineering science, particularly for those
planning graduate study, might allow greater
freedom for the undergraduate engineering students to take a variety of fundamental courses
in many departments.

4.

Research
This Fall Dr. James A.. Horak will initiate
a research program to study uranium base alloys.
This should develop into long range research for·
th'e Department in the nuclear materials field.

c.

Agpointments to Staff
1.

Full-Time Faculty and Staff
··:None

2.

Part-Time Facu'lty and Staff
Dr. George W. Arnold, Adjunct Professor,
Semester II
Dr. Richard !., • Coats, Adjunct Professor,
Semester I
Dr. Jon A. Reuscher, Adjunct Professor,
Semester I
Mr. Robert M. Jefferson, Instructor,
Semester I; Adjunct Professor, Semester II
Dr. Lawrence D. Posey, Associate Professor,
UNM-Sandia Joint Appointment, Semesters
I & II
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Dr. Norris G. Nereson, Adjunct Professor,
Los Alamos Graduate Center, Semesters
I

& II

Mr. Thomas J, Raper, Graduate Assistant,
Semester I
Mr. Ely Yao, Graduate Assistant,
Semest.ers I & II
Mr. Clare P. D~klet, Graduate Assistant,
Semester II
Mr. Marshall L. Pe.ndergrass, Graduate Assistant,
Semester II

D.

Separations from Staff
Miss Bernice Buhrmester, Department Secretary,
May 15, 1969
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II.

COMPOSITE OF INFORMATION ON INDIVIDUAL BIOGRAPHICAL
SUPPLENENTS
1.

Advanced

Stud~

LONG, Robert L.
Attended Programmed Learning Workshop, UNM,
Summer, 19 68 .
.2.

Sabbaticals_, Leaves Qf_ Absence, Summer Teachfng, etc.
LONG, Robert L.
Associated Western Universities research
appointment, Sandia Laboratory, Summer, .1968.
O'DELL, R. Douglas
Leave of Absence: Visiting Staff Member, Los
Alamos Scientific Laboratory, June, 1968 to
June, 1969.

3.

New Scholastic Honors, Fellowships, etc.
O'DELL, R. Douglas
New York Academy of Sciences, December, 1968.

4.

Publications
EVERETT, Willis L.
"Development of a Modified Chapman ... Enskog
Solution of the Lenard~Balescu Equation for
Fully Ionized Two-Temperature Plasmas," ·
UNM Bureau of Engineering Research, Technical·
Report NE-6, June, 1969.
"Theoretical Investigation of Momentum and
En~rgy Transfer Frequencies in TWo-Temperature
Plasmas," submitted for presentation at the
Ninth International Conference on Phenomena in
Ionized Gase$, Bucharest, Romania, September, 1969.
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4.

Publications (continued)
EVERETT, Willis L.
"Development of a Modified Chapman-Enskog
Sol uti on of the' Len a r d-B a l e s c u Equat i on for
Fully Ionized Two-Temperature Plasmas,"
submitted for presentation at the Ninth International Conference on Phenomena in Ionized
Gases, Bucharest, Romania, September, 1969.
LONG, Robert L.
"Reactivity Contributions in the Glory Hole
of the Sandia Pulsed Reactor-II," Transactions
of the American Nuclear Society, 11, l (1968).
Also published in Nuclear Applications, .[,
l (1969).
'Fast Burst Reactors, Proceedings of the ANS
Nationar-Topical Meeting on Fast Burst Reactors,
University of New Mexico, January 28-30, 1969,
AEC Symposium Series, CONF-690102. (To be published, 1969).
~
"Reflector and Decoupling Experiments with Fast
Burst Reactors," AEC Symposium Series, Fast
Burst Reactors, CONF-690102. (To be published
Tm}.
"Survey of Fast Burst Reactor Operating Procedures,"
AEC Symposium Series, Fast Burst Reactors, GONF690102. (To be published, 19'6'91. Also published
in Nuclear News, 12, (April, 1969).
HHAN, Glenn A.
"Teaching Applications of Fast Burst Reactors
in University Programs," AEC Symposium Series,
Fast Burst Reactors, CONF-690102, 1969.

------~-

--

-

--
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5.

Other Research Projects

.Q.t

Creative Work .:iJl Progress

EVERETT, Willis L.
Contract Research ~Jork
Sponsor: Sandia Corporation
Title of Project: "Detailed Analysis and Com~
putation to Extract Transport
Properties from Kinetic Theory
of Fully Ionized Gases"
Amount of Grant: $24,215.00
Termination Date: June, 1969

6,

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
EVERETT, Willis L.
a.
b.

Treasurer, Trinity Section of the American
Nuc 1ear Society
Chairman of the Finance Committee, Fast
Burst Reactor National Topical Meeting

LONG, Robert L.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

f.

1968 Faculty-Student Conference, August
20-23, 1968, Argonne National Laboratory,
Argonne, Illinois
Conference on Fast R~actors and the University,
August 28-30, 1968, Rensellaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, New York
American Nuclear Society (ANS), International
Meeting, November 10-15 1 1968, Washington, D.C.
Technical Program Cb-Chairman for the ANS
Topical Meeting on Fast Burst Reactors,
January 28-30, 1969, University of New t1exico
Conference on Public Health Aspects of Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Explosives, April 7-8,
1969, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Papers accepted for presentation at Summer,1969, ~
meetings of the American Nuclear Society and
the American ·Society for Engineering Education,
Membership Committee Chairman, Education Division,
American Nuclear Society
Member of Program Committee, Education Division
American Nuclear Society
Invited to be chairman of session on "Social
Responsibility and Nuclear Education" at ANS
Annual Meeting, June, 1969
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6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
(continuedTLONG, Robert L.
j.

k.

Member of Nominating Committee, UNM ASE~
Chapter
Member of Membership Committee, ANS Trinity
Section

WHAN, Glenn A.
a.

Arrangement Chairman for ANS National Topical
Meeting on Fast Burst Reactors, University
of New Mexico, January 28-30, 1969
b. Conf~rence Chairman, Associated Western
University Conference on the Use of Fast
Burst Reactors in University Programs,
University of New Mexico, January 31, 1969
c. Faculty Advisor for the American Nuclear Society
1969 Student Conference for the Western States,
University of New Mexico, April 25-26, 1969
d. Member, Nuclear Education and Training Committee, Associated Western Universities.
Attended Committee meeting, Salt Lake City,
Utah, October 18, 1968
e.· Attended Conference on Education for the
Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Explosives, University of Arizona, March 31-April 2, 1969
·

7.

Other Professional Activities
LONG, Robert L.
a.
b.

c.
d.

Consultant to Nuclear Effects Directorate,
White Sands Missle Range, New Mexico, and
Reactor Development Group, Sandia Laboratory
Gave talks on nuclear energy and travel tu
•
groups at Governor Bent and Comanche ~le
mentary Schools and at Sandia High School.
Gave presentation and demonstration on nuclear
energy to El Paso Science Seminar, El Paso, •
Texas, and to Rotary Club, Renovo, Pennsylvania
Chi~f Reactor Supervisor, AGN-201 Reactor

_,.~

..
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7.

Other.Professional Activities

(continued)

O'DELL, R. Douglas
a.

8.

Member, Reactor Operations Committee,
U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, Colorado

Non-teachjng University Service
EVERETT, Willis
~-

b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

~.

Member, Graduate Committee
Chairman, Engineering Doctoral Committee
Hember, Advisory Committee to the Bureau
of Engineering Research
Nuclear Engineering Docttral Advisor
Hember, Ad-Hoc Planning Committee for a
UNM Controlled Fusion and Plasma Program
Member, NuclBar Engineering Curriculum
Committee
Member, Nuclear Engineering Student Support
and Recruitment Committee
Hember, Nuclear Engineering Policy and
Planning Committee
Chairman, Three Doctoral Dissertation Committees

LONG, Robert L.
a.

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Hember Nuclear Engineering Department committees on:
1.~ Reactor Operations
2. curriculum
3. Policy and Planning
4. Facilities Improvement
Chairman, College of Engineering Public
Relations Committee
Member, College Df Engineering Library
Committee
Member, UNM Research Allocations Committee
t1ember, Committee on Radiological Control
Prepared research and equipment grant proposals.
Supervised moving and installation of equipment into the new Nuclear Engineering Laboratory

~

,--·---------

-
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8.

Non-teachjng University Service

(continued)

WHAN, Glenn A.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.
i.

9.

Chairman of Nuclear Engineering Department
AGN-201 Reactor Administrator
Member of University Policy Committee
Member of Engineering Administrative Committee
.
·
Chairman of Departmental Committees:
l. Policy and Planning
2. Curriculum
3. Facilities Improvement
4. Student Support and Recruitment
Member of Steering Committee for NCA Review
Visit
11ember of University Committee on International Programs
University Representative for National Atomic
Industrial Forum
Faculty Advisor, UNM Student Branch, American
Nuclear Society

Public Service
LONG, Robert L.
a.

b.
c.

Served as Chairman of Commission on Education
(1968-69) and elected Chairman of Council
on Ministries (1969-70), Senior High Youth
Group counselor, choir member, church school
teacher, a 11 at Trinity United Methodist
Church.
Gave talks at several local churches
Attended Leadership Training School, Central
United Methodist Church, September 21-26, 1968.
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Report of the Bureau of Engineering Research
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Wayne w. Grannemann, Director
The Bureau of Engineering Research has had a total fund.
'
ing of $904,461.91 fromvGovernment contracts. This was distributed as follows: Mechanical Engineering, $274,102.91;
Electrical Engineering, $492,313; Nuclear Engineering,
$24,215; Chemical Engineering, $46,894; and Civil Engineering $66,937. We have tentative verbal commitments for additional research from ONR, approximately $41,000; from AFWL~
approximately $95,000; and from Sandia Corporation, approximately $81,000. The authorized contract amount based on one
year plus the verbal commitments was $1,121,462.
We have employed 85 salaried personnel and 60 hourly
personnel. The salaried personnel are mainly facul~y and
graduate students, while. the hourly personnel are mainly
undergraduate students. The number of research contracts in
force during the past year was 31. The number of research
proposals submitted to potential Government and industrial
sponsors in the past year was 38, of which to date 11 have
been successful, 8 have been tentatively approved, and the
balance of 22 still pending. Eight research contracts were
~warded as a result of proposals submitted during the preceding fiscal year.
The most pressing need in the Bureau of Engineering Ref;earch is for additional administrative assistant's help and
for a full-time machinist. The additional 1/2 time of machinist time can be largely charged to contracts; however a
guarantee of full time is needed under the Bureau budget.
There is also a need for more research equipment, particularly equipment of the type that cannot be obtained by grant
or contract funding.

Research Contracts in Force
July 1968-June 1969
Research
Contract

'i

;i

Project
Supervisor

Cont:ractiiJ.g .Agency

;,
f

Amohnt

281-004

Schreyer

Sandia

A Study of Conical Shells ·

$9, 961. 00

281-082

Skoglund

Sandia

Numerical Analysis of Gas Dynamics

16,631.00

281-012

Feldman

Office of Naval
Research

Investigation of a Thermoacoustic
Oscillator as an Underwater Sound
Source

18, 910. 00

281-005

Grannemann

Office of Naval
Research

A Radiation Effects Research Program
under the Project Themis

185,000.00

281-013

Hulsbos

American Iron and
Steel Institute

Fatigue Properties of Light Gage Steel
Structural Members

15,000.00

281-015

Richards

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

281-021

Nowak

National Science
Foundation

Studies of the Preparation and Surface
Chemistry of Sulfided Nickel Catalysts
for Selective Olefin Hydrogenation

27,200. 00·

281-023

Baker

Holloman AFB

Development· of Measuring Techniques
for Rocket Sleds

24,997.00

281-027

Erteza

National Aeronautics
and Space
Administration

Study of Electromagnetic Scattering
from Material Bodies with Particular
Application to Radar Astronomy

19,765.00

t

,,:I,,

_Title of Project

l

;l

Numerical Study of the Fluid Flow in
• Monostable and Bistable Fluidic
Devices

11, 711..00

l'

O"J
c.o

~

0

ci

Research
Contract

Project
SuJ2ervisor

Contracting Agencl

Title of Project

Amount

281-028

Grannemann

National Aeronautics
and Space
Administration

Surface Recombination Effects with
Magnetoresistance as Applied to High
Current Low Voltage Switching

$17,323.00

281-031

Richards

National Aeronautics
and Space
Administration

A Numerical Study of the Flow in a
Vortex Rate Sensor and in the Tube at
the Exit of the Sensor

33,416.00

281-037

Kelly

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

II].vestigation into Fuzing Problems

26, 354. 00

281-040

Carney

Dept. of Interior

A Study of the Effect of Pulsating Loads
on Pore Pressures in Soils

14,500.00

281-056

Mohler

National Science
Foundation

Optimal Bilinear Control Processes

23,100. 00

281-063

Bradshaw

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Re-Entry Vehicle Antenna Studies

67,810.00

281-064

'Everett

Sandia

Transport Characteristic~'! of Partially
and Fully Ionized Plasmas

24,215.00

.281-065

Yao

National Science
Foundation

Earthquake-Resistant Structures

25,150.00

281-068

Skoglund

Sandia

Numerical Analysis of Gas·Dynamics

15;988·. oo

281-071

Albrecht

AF Weapons Lab,
'Kirtland AFB

The Continuation of the Investigation in
the Area of Contact :Fuzing Studies

31,015. 91
;•

.· .

.' ._,_ ..P·

281-074

Ju

Air Force Office of
Scientific Research

Fracture of Materials in the Presence
of High Strain Gradient·

32,300.00

281-076

Southward

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Investigation of Microelectronics.
Techniques

29, 221. 00

O'J

il

c.o

!l

"*

'

.
Research
Contract

Project
Sup_ervisor

f

Title of Project

Amount

Kelly

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Design of a Laser Radar Receiver for
Advanced Reentry Vehicles

$57,859.00

281~093~1

Hsu

Sandia

Couple-Stress Effect on the Infinite
Elastic Plane with a Circular Insert,
Loaded by a Radial Force

15, 257. 00

281~093~2

Johnson

Sandia

Behavior of a Bi-Material Cylinder
Including the Effects of Fracture

12,287. 00 .

281-094-3

DeVries

Sandia

Multilevel Logic Circuits Using Limited
Input NAND or NOR Gates

11,730.00

281-102

Houghton

Sandia

Further Studies on Experimental Determination of Thermal Conductivity by
Guarded Hot Plate Method and Expansion

13,912.00

281-104

Petersen

Dept. of Commerce

A Study of Objective Analysis Techniques
for Meteorological Fields

17,801.00

281-109

Nowak

Sandia

The Role of Surface Defects in the
Hydrogen Reduction of NiO

19,694.00

281-114

Albrecht

AF Weapons Lab,
Kirtland AFB

Investigation of Conical Bodies and
Sensor Materials for Hypervelocity
Impact Fuzing

47,098.00

281-118

Mohler

National Science
Foundation

Bilinear Control Processes

36,350.00

281-122

Feldman

Energy Conversion
Systems

Heat Pipe Fabrication and Performance
Evaluation

I~..

:!

Contracting Agency

281~092

2,906.00

0'~

-~,r.'

CD.

§,

N
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HOURLY PERSONNEL
Al:>bott, Paul S.

Andreoli, r.:ynette

Brewer, Charleen

Bronson, Richard A.

Brooks, Albert

Chapelle, Edsal

Clayton, Robert

Cochran, Ronald

Cohen, Jane I.

Danenburg, Roy

DuBeau, Edward L.

Dunham, David

Dyer, Charles D.

Evans, Harriet

Field, Marta

Fort, Marguerite

Halstead, Donald

Headrick, Joseph

Hoffman, Robert

Hoke, Erle F.

Jacobson, Robert F.

Johnson, Don

Jones, Donald E.

Kane, Dennis

Lander, Eleanor

Larkin, Adrienne

Lobato, Donald A.

Martinez, David R.

Mathews, Patz:icia

McDonald, J. David

Mitchell, Dennis E.

Moyer, Owen D.

Packwood, Del

Paez, Thomas L.

Payne, James

Pierce, Donald R.

Prather, William D.

Reese, Robert

Revel, Daniel

Rihal, Satwant S.

Ritchhart, Roger

Ritchot, Claire

Romesberg, Gaye

Rouse, Michael

Sanders, .Jack

Schneider, Bruce

Schulz, George

Seaman, Ronald

Smith, Jackie E.

Smith, Raymond E.

Takach, Stephen D.

Tarbell, William W.

0

· Tarleton, Glen M.

Tesche, ·Thomas

Utton, Greg

Wade, John H.

Wieland, Mark

Wilson, Greg

Zumwalt, C. T.

Zumwalt, Jack

-

-

~~-

,,
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SALARIED PERSONNEL'

0

Abbott, P.

Albrecht, B.

Allen, R. C.

Baker, W. E.

Berger, M.

Boatwright, L. T.

Bradshaw, M. D.

Bohlman, R.

Broell, F. G.

Browning, R.

Bussell, C.

Byatt, W. J.

Carossino, C.

Chavez, S.

Colclaser, R.

Day,

DeVries, R.

Djuric, J.

Dove, R. C.

Erney, T.

Erteza, A.

Everett, W. L.

Feldman, K. T.

Gay, B.

Grannemann, W. W.

Gustafson, J.

Hight, S. L.

Houghton, A. V. ·

Hsu, Y. C.

Hulsbos,

Johnson, R.

Jones, D.

Joung, J.

Ju, F. D.

c.

c.

L.

Kanipe, J.

Karni, S.

Kasiraj, I.

Kelly, R. D.

Kim, T.

Koller, D. C.

Kopp, R. J.

Lander, E. M.

Liu, T. T.

Martinez, J.

Meirelles, 0.

Merritt, W.

Mitchell, D.

Mohler, R. R.

Moon, S.

Neamen, D.

Nowak, E.

Park, B. K.

Petersen, D. P.

Phelan, J. R.

Philipp, L..

Pierson, J.

Potts, J.

Pritchard, R. S.

Richards, C. G.

Schulz, G. L.
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Skoglund, V. J.

Smith, W. D.

Southward, H. D.

Stanley, A.

Tan, G.

Tang, J.

Truske, T.

Valathur, M.
Walters,

Williamson, T.

Wirsching, P.

Wing, M.

Wolk, M.

Wright, D.

Yao, J. T .. P.

Yeh, H.

Yu, H.

Ivey, J.

Stallbaum, A.

Krampetz, V.

Chavarria, C.

Lo;ng, J.

Scales, J.

0

w.

Wang, W.
Weld, C. E.

----~------
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REPORTS PUBLISHED
July 1968 - June 1969
EE-155

"A Radiation Effects Research Program under the
Project Themis," W.W. Grannemann, L.T.·Boatwright,
W.J. Byatt, H.D. Southward, G.M. Wing, G. Davis,
Jr., J.H. Pierson; T.A. Williamson, March 1968.

EE-156

"Magnetic Control of Carrier Density in Semiconductors," Lee Hight, W.W. Grannemann, N.!!.SA
NsG 279/62 290-353, June 1968,

EE-157

"Modern Control Aspects of Nuclear Reactors," J.
Phelan, H. K. Knudsen, R.R. Mohler, July 1968.

EE-158
(68) ONR-005

"A Radiation Effects Research Program under the
Project Themis," W.W. Grannemann, R.C. Allen, Jr.,
L.T. Boatwright, W.J. Byatt, J. Djuric, H.D.
Southward, G.M. Wing, G. Davis, Jr., H. Yu, R.
Colclaser, C. Gwyn, R. Kopp, D. Neamen, L. Philipp,
J. Pierson, T. Williamson, Annual Report,
September 1968.

EE-159
(69)NASA-027

"Reflection and Transmission of Dipole Radiation
in Presence o.f an Extended Boundary, Smooth and
Rough," B.K. PaJ;"k and A. Erteza, March 1969.

EE-160
(69)0NR-005

"A Radiation Effects Research Program Under the
Project Themis," w.w. Grannemann, L.T. Boatwright,
W.J. Byatt, H.D. Southward, H. Yu, R. Coclaser,
R. Kopp, D. Neamen, L. Philipp, J. Pierson,
T. Williamson, o. Mierelles, Semi-Annual Report,
March 1969.

EE-161
(69) ONR-005

"An Expereimental study of Radiation Effects on
Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor Materials,"
Robert J. Kopp and W. w. Grannemann, May 1969

EE-162
(69)8-094

"Multilevel Logic Circuits Using Limited-Input
NAND or NOR GATES, " Ronald C. De Vries and
s. Lee Hight, July 1969.

ME-37
(68)AFWL-071

"Elastic Wave Propagation in Thin Conical
Shells," B. Albrecht, R. C. Dove, and P. N.
Sonnenburg, December 1968.

ME-38
(69)0NR-122

"Investigation of a 'l'hermoacoustic Oscillator
as an Underwater Sound Source," K.T. Feldman, Jr.
and M.E. Berger, January 1969.

ME-39
"A Criterion for Dynamic Low-Cycle Shear Frac(69)AFOSR-074 ture," F.D. Ju, J.T.P. Yao, and T.T. Liu,
March 1969.
CE-9

"Adaptive Structural Systems," J.T.P. Yao,

. 697
June 1968.
CE-10
(68)NSF-065

"Dynamic Behavior of Bilinear Structural
Systems," H,Y. Yeh and James T.P. Yao, July 1968.

CE-ll
(68)NSF-065

~.

CE-12
(68)NSF-065

"Analog Simulation of Earthquare Motions," Paul
H. Wirsching and James T.P. Yao, November 1968.

NE-6
(69)S-064

"Development of a Modified Chapman-Enskog Solution
of the Lenard-Balescu Equation for Fully Io~ized
Two-Temperature Plasmas,".Wallace F. Walters and
Willis L. Everett, June 1969.

PR-85
(68) S-082

"Numerical Analysis of Gas Dynamics," Victor J.
Skoglund and Ben D. Gay, July 1968.

"Low-Cycle Fatigue Failure of Seismic Structures,"
Kasiraj and J~es T.p. Yao, September 1968.

PR-86
· (68)NASA-031

"A Numerical Study of the Vortex Rate Sensor,"
C.G. Richards, October 1968.

PR-87
(69)AIS-013

"Fatigue Properties of Light Gage Steel Struc-,
tural Members," C. L. Hulsbos, February 1.969.

PR-88
(69)NSF-021

"Sulfided Nickel Catalysts for Selective Olefin
Hydrogenation," E. Nowak, February 1969.

·PR-89
(69)NASA-028

"Magnetic Control of Injected Carrier Density in
Semiconductors," W. W. Grannemann, February 1969.

PR-90
{69) NASA-031

c.

"A Numerical Study of the Vortex Rate Sensor,"
G. Richards, April 1969.
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Tim REPORT OF THE COLLEGE OF FINE 1\RTS
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Clinton Adams, Dean

This report. is in five sections:

I. Enrollment and Statistics,

II. Faculty, III. Space, IV. Other Events, and

I.

v.

Recommendations.

ENROLLMENT AND STATISTICS

The University's increase in enrollment in 1968-69 was less than
in any recent year.

Measured in terms of student credit hours,

fall

semester. enrollments were only 2.9 percent greater than in 1967-68.
As has often been the case, enrollments in the College of Fine Arts
advanced more ra.pidly than in the University as a whole.

Arch.
Art
Drama
Music
CFA

STUDENT CREDIT HOURS (ANNUAL TOTI\LS)
1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69
1,178 ·1,148
1,494
1,928 2,447
2,550 2,952
3,144
6,239 6,138 7,310
8;964 11,295 12,553 13 ,02lf 14,207
1,407
1,558
1,751
2,382
2,391
2,574
2,916
1,181
4,724
7,008
6,827
4,650
5,290
5,084 6,493* 6,764
13,548

13,117

15,652

17,727

22,617

24,258

25,558

27,094

UNM

190,599 209,683 231,976 267,796 315,432 342,755 361,038 371,406

Arch,
Art
Drama
Music

PERCENTAGE INCREASE IN SCH OVER PREVIOUS YEAR
1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 .
-13.6
-2.5
30.1
29.0
26.9
4.2 *
15.8
6.5
16.3
-1.6
19.1
22.6
26.0 11.1
3.8
9.1
13.4 -16.1
31.9
12.4
3;6.0
.03
7.6
13.3
25.1 - 1.6
13.8 - 3.9
27.7* 4.21*
3.6
-2.6

CFA

15.3

- 3.2

19.3

13.2

29.2·

7.2

5.4

6.0

UNM

7.5

10.0

10.6

15.4

17.8

8.7

5.6

2.9

~rected figure,

.1.
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STUDENTS ENROLLED IH THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69
111
l3lf
Slltl1111er
66
88
102
120
143
lOS
lf29
442
Fall
248
263
292
323
3lf8
375
426
487
Spring
256
275
302
34lf
378.
376
The

ne~1

degree, Bachelor of Fine Arts in Architecture, was

granted to the first graduating class in the four•year curriculum
in architecture.

In the fall of 1969 these

student~

"1ill be the

first to enter the new h1o·year graduate program leading to the
degree, Haster of Architecture.

During 1968-69 the final class

under the old five-year curriculum

'~as

the degree of Bachelor of Architecture.

also graduated, receiving
As a result of the over·

lapping of the old and new programs, the total number of degrees.
awarded by the College of Fine Arts was sharply, but temporarily,
increased.
DEGREES GRANTED BY THE COLLIDE OF FINE ARTS
1961·62 1962-63 1963~64 1964·65 1965·66 1966-67 1967-68 1968•69
··1
BA:FA
10
10
12
12
12
9
5
BFA:Arch
lll
BFA:Art
3/f
3lf
19
30
36
31
40
24
BFA:Drama
6
11
6
7
10
8
7
9
'i<B •Hus /Nus Ed
6
12
16
15
7
4
22
25
B.Arch
7
13
14
12
llf
3
9
24
Total

19

53

63

87

85

69

92

116

As additions to the faculty onee again failed to !(eep pace with
rising enrollments, student•faculty ratios continued to rise, reaching"
a new high in 1968·69.

These increases in S/F ratios inevitably had

a negative effect upon the quality of instruction.

*

~

The BFA in Uusic was granted prior to 1966.

The College~~

I
I
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largest department, the dep·artment of art, depem:ls far too heavily
upon graduate assistants in lower division courses, and the size of
the faculty has not been increased sufficiently to ensure adequate
and proper supervision of teaching in these courses.

STUDENT FACULTY RATIOS (SEMESTER I)*
1961-62 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968•69
Arch
10.9
8.9
11.2
11.6
13.9
11:7
12.5
12.7
Art
16.5
16.4
19.6
21.8
23.1
21.0
22.6
15.2
Drama
10.9
9.5
11.4
14.0
16.1
15~5
14.7
17.9
Music
7.9
7.2
8.2
8.3
10.5
9.7
10.9
9.7
11.1

CFA

10.5

11.7

U.

13.0

15.6

15.1

15.2

15.8

FACULTY

Administrative Changes
DON P. SCHLEGEL, acting chairman of the department of architecture
after the resignation of Mr. Vreeland, was appointed chairman of the
department.
GARO

z.

ANTREASIAN served as acting chairman of the department of

art in the spring semester, during Mr. Coke's sabbatical leave of
absence,
DON McRAE, assistant dean of the College of Fine Arts, served as
acting dean in the fall semester, during Dean Adams'· sabbatical leave
of absence,
Promotions in Rank
CARL PAAK was promoted from asseciate professor to professor in
the department of art.

Mr. Paak, whose primary field is ceramics, holds

degrees from the Chicago Art Institute and Ohio State University.
has been a member of the university faculty since 1956.

*Totals may not add due to rounding •
• 3.

He

.r
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In the department of music both JOHN BATCHELLER and
MORTON SCHOENFELD were advanced from associate professor to
professor.

Mr. Batcheller, who teaches principally in the field

I
f

of music education, came to the university in 1956 after com-

!.

pleting his Ph.D. degree at the University of South Carolina.

l

Mr. Schoenfeld has been active both as a teacher of piano .and as
conce~t

pianist since coming to the university in 1947.

He has

also participated in the university's General Honors program.
Additions to the Faculty
Continuing appointments:
FRANK D. BOYDEN, Instructor in Art (painting)
B.A., Colorado College; M.F.A., Yale Univ.

I'
i

I.

It

r'
I

l

MILTON HOWARD, Assistant Professor of Art (painting, sculpture)
B.A., Univ. of Colorado; M.F.A., Pratt Institute. Study
at the Univ. de Madrid, Formerly Assistant Professor of
Art, Univ. of Minnesota.
THO~S

H. PHILIPS, Jr., Professor of Music (opera)
A.B., A.M., Harvard Univ. Study at Yale Univ., Longy
School of Music, Berkshire Music Center and the Akademie
Fuer Musik, Vienna. Formerly Director, Opera Department,
New England Conservatory,

KENNETH. RAY, Assistant Professor of Art (drawing, painting)
B.F.A., Herron Art School; M.F.A., Yale Univ. Formerly
Assistant Professor of Art, Univ. of Illinois.
ROBERT B. RILEY, Associate Professor of Architecture
Ph.B., Univ. of Chicago; B.Arch., Massachusetts Institute
of Technology. Formerly Chief Planner, Office of the
Univ. Architect, Univ. of New Mexico.
DAVID L. RODGERS, Instructor in Art (drawing, sculpture)
B.A., N.F.A., Indiana University,

[.

,. t

EMIL F. SCHULTE, III, Instructor in Dramatic Art (technical
director) B.A., Univ. of Mississippi; M.F.A., Pennsylvania
State Univ.
CAROLYN A. SIRKEL, Assistant Professor of Dramatic Art
(costume design) B.F.A., Univ. of New Mexico. Formerly
teacher of drama and stagecraft, Rio Grande High School.

t
l

!.

' To

~.
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Vle!ting appointments:.
JOP.ll A!IDEUSON, Visiting Lecturer in Art (sculpture)
Hr. Anderson, whose aculpture is ~7ell-known th:rot•gh
major New York exhibitions, was at the univeJ~sHy durin3
Semester II.
ILYA BOLOTOWSKY, Visiting Professoz: of /u:t (painting)
Hr. Bolotowsky, one of tee pioneers of abstract art in the
United States, was .at the university during Semester II.
FREDERICK HANNEP.SLEY, Visiting Lecturer in Art (Painting)
A noted California painter, Mr. Hanune:;:sley was at the
univer.sity for the full year, 1~61"-6~. J:-~e will :;:eturn
in H6~·-70.
CHARLES Ht\TTOX, Visiting Associate Professor of Art (sculptute)
Hr. l.fattox, who came to the university in Februa~·y, 1~6e,
::emained fol: !:he fall semestel:, 1!:6"-69. A distinguished
sculptor, Nr. Uattox will again .1oin the faculty for the
fall semeste=, 1~6~-70,
SEBASTIAN C, SCP.ItOEDER, Visiting Lecturer in Architecture.
Mr. Schroeder came to the university for the full year,
1%8-69, from his position at the Swiss Federal Institute
of Architecture in Zurich.
Part-time, temporary, and adjunct appointments:
HILDRETH BARKER, Part-time Lecturer in Architecture.
!1r. Barker is a practicing architect in Albuql!erque.
E, BOYD, Adjunct Professor of Art (history of art)
Hrs. Boyd, a noted scholar, is Cur a tor of Spanish
Colonial Arts at the Museum of ~ew Mexico.
MAURICIO FUKS, Assistant Professor of Music (violin)
Diploma, Juilliard School of t1usic. Forme7.'ly Associate
Concertmaster with the Dallas Symphony Orchestra, .
THOJ.fAS.PERKitlSON, Instructor in Art (drawing), Semester!.
B.A., Oklahoma Baptist Univ.; M.A., univ, of New 11exico.
Separations £;:om the· Facult:z:
JOSEPH BLANKE!lSHIP, Professor of 11usic and former chairman
of the department, resigned to accept an appointment
as Dean of the Conservatory of Husic at the Univ. of
Hissouri, Kansas City,
WALTER GATffi1A~, Part-time Lecturer in Architecture since 196263, resigned to devote full time to architectural prac~ice.
in Albuquerque.

.s.
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ARTHUR JONES, Assistant Professor Architecture, resigned to
return to architectural practice in Philadelphia,
DOUGLAS McEWEN, Associate Professor of Music and director
of the University chorus, left New Mexico to accept a
faculty position at Arizona State University.
JAMES THORNTON, Associate Professor Music, accepted an
appointment at Illinois State University.
GABRIEL WEISBERG, Assistant Professor of Art (history of art),
resigned to accept a position at the University of
Cincinnati.
'
III.

SPACE

The west addition to the Fine Arts Center, designed to provide

I

additional space for the Fine Arts Library and improved office and
storage facilities for the University Art Museum, received final
approval during 1968-69.

Working drawings are in progress, and

construction will begin in the fall of 1969.

An extensive remodelling of Sara Raynolds Hall was completed
in the fall of 1968, providing the department of art with greatly
improved facilities for the teaching of classes in still and
cinematic photography,
The lack of adequate studio space for use by graduate students
in painting and sculpture continued to have a negative effect upon
the College of Fine Arts' largest graduate program.

Without such

space, many students are forced to work off-campus.

This deprives

them of normal and productive associations with their colleagues,
while at the same time placing an undue burden upon already overloaded
faculty members who must travel from studio to studio to see the work
their students are doing.

In 1968-69 the department was given temporary

.6.

I
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use of space in the old stadium building.

With demolition of the

stadium, the department will move to the Engineering Annex (the
old music building).

Although well•1ocated in relation to the

department's other buildings, this is again only a temporary
solution, for major construction is scheduled on that site in

1971.
Minor modifications were made in the basement of the
Architecture Building so that students in architectural design
might use a portion of that space.
assignment of space during

1968~69

Other internal shifts in
brought about a more efficient

use of space on the upper floors of the building.
The deplorable physical circumstances in which the department
of drama conducts its academic programs were in no way ameliorated
during

1968~69,

nor is early relief in sight.

Recent reductions

in federal funds for higher education facilities are likely to
further delay construction of the new theater bu''ilding.

IV ,

OTHER EVENTS

The All-University Dialogue on Teaching and Learning, held on
April 15, 1969, was but one of a series of events which served to
focus attention upon student attitues and feelings about the
University: its faculty, its courses, its curricula and its
administrative procedures.

Aware for some time of student complaints

about inflexible and irrelevant course requirements and curricula, the
College Faculty began in 1968 to expl6re the possibility of establishing one or more "open" or unstructured curricula.

During 1968-69

the first such curriculum was established, the "Special Curriculum" in

.7.
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art.

Open to a selected group of students who wish to concentrate

in painting, drawing, sculpture, lithography, photography or film,
the new curriculum will have no course requirements,

Each student

admitted to the program will pursue an individual program of studies
approved by a faculty committee,

This new program, which will begin

in the fall of 1969, will serve to provide information about student
response to such curricula and hence may lead to other changes.
Simultaneously, the Faculty revised the College Faculty

Consti~

tution to provide for student membership ou faculty committee.
Student members were elected to the College Policy Committee in the
spring of 1969, and subsequently students were appointed to the
College committees,

The new committee structure will become opera•

tive in the fall of 1969.
Two new graduate programs received final approval by the Board
of Educational Finance during 1968·69.

The six-year curriculum in

architecture was fully implemented with approval of the Master of
Architecture degree, and the first class will enter this program in
September, 1969,

Also approved was the Ph.D. program in the history

of art, the first such program to be offered by an institution in
the Rocky Hountain region,

As approved by the B ,E ,F,, this program

will be limited in scope to five area.s: (1) Pre-Columbian and
American Indian art, (2) Hispanic and Spanish Colonial art and
architecture, (3) the art and architecture of the United States,

,,

(4) the history of the graphic arts, including photography, and
(5) twentieth century art and architecture.
During 1968-69 twelve new courses
in the catalog; one was deleted.

'~ere

approved for inclusion

With the net addition of eleven

.a.
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courses, the total number offered by the four departments of the
College has reached 270.

It would be highly desirable in a period

of rising enrollments and restricted budgets if the.faculty could
find some means to reduce the number' of courses offered without
seriously sacrificing breadth of instruction.

Student comments with

respect to overlapping of course content lead one

t~

suspect that

i

this might be possible.

I

I

COURSES OFFERED, ADDED AND DELETED*
1968-69

Added

Deleted

1969-70

Architecture

28

l

l'

28

Art
General
Studio
Art History

1

0
3
4

0

43
38

0
0

l
46
42

Drama

32

0

0

32

2

0

0

2

98
17

2
2

0

100

0

19

259

12

1

270

Fine Arts
Music
Music
Music Educ,
Total

The department of architecture was visited in March, 1969,
by an evaluation team representing the National Architectural

Accrediting Board.

I

Subsequently, the University was advised that

accreditation would be continued for a three-year period.

Although

the evaluation report was generally favorable, concern was expressed
on a number of points, most of them related directly or indirectly
to insufficient funds.
Despite .reductions in legislative support for the Institute

* cr'oss-listed courses are included only in the department of the
primary listing.
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for Social Research and Development (ISRAD), action was ta!ten to
establish a new Center for Environmental Research and Development
within the ISRAD structure.
director of the center.

J!.!.r, ROBERT B, RILEY was app_ointed

Although its work will be limited by the

money available, it is hoped that this center may effectively
contribute to the preservation and improvement of Pew I1exico's
physical environment.
The quality of life is not,
the physical environment.

h~~ever,

entirely dependent upon

The College of Fine Arts through its

diverse performances, exhibitions, and other public events plays
an important role in the cultural life of Pew Hexico.

During

1968-69 the department of music presented a continuing series of
performances by students, faculty, and visiting artists.

The

number of outstanding performances was so great as to make it
impossible to mention them all in this report.*
The department of drama was honored when its production of
Jules Romains' Dr. Knock was selected to represent the state of
~1 ew

Mexico in the American College Theater Festival, held this·

year in Ft. Worth, Texas.

Dr. Knock was but one of a series of

excellent productions presented during the year.
Both the drama and music departments have expressed concern

.

~ ·~

that audiences at.plays and concerts have at times been disappointingly small, partially because of inadequate publicity.

There

* A detailed account of the programa and activities of the
College's departments and of the members of the faculty is
contained in the departmental reports and in the Annual
Supplements to Biographical Records •

•10.
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are two results when this occurs:

first,

t~e

university fails to

gain the benefits of affirmative community response to performances
of high quality; and, second, the loss of box-office revenue adversely
affects the production budgets of the departments concerned.
In an effort to reach a broader New 11exico audience, music
department performance groups presented concerts in Santa Fe.
Los Alamos, and Socorro, as well as in the Albuquerque public
schools.

A series of wee!tly television programs, Performance UNI1,

directed by

~1r.

with KN11E·TV.

TJIOHAS A. PHILIPS, JR., was presented in cooperation
We believe this extension of the College's proe;rams

to the citizens of the state can be of great value in the
university's public relations, and we hope that after completion
of the new television studios it will be possible to present a
well-produced and lively series of programs reflecting every aspect
of the College's activities.
The University Art Huseum continued its active program of
changing exhibitions during 1963-69.

As in the past, exhibitions

organized by the Museum were circulated to other museums and
university galleries throughout the western states.

Harin in

New Hexico: 1929 & 1930 was shown in Fort Worth and San Antonio;
Colonial Art of Hexico, an exhibition organized in cooperation with
the Hexican Government, was shown in Colorado Springs, Austin,
New Orleans, Los Angeles and Ciudad Juarez,

It is ironical that

exhbitions such as these, organized by the University of New l:!exico,
often receive more extended coverage in California, Texas, and
Colorado newspapers than they do in New Mexico.

Despite limited funds for purchase of works of art, a total
of 167 paintings, sculptures, drawings, prints and photographs,
v1ere added to the University's permanent collections during 1968·69, ·
Particularly notable among tne year's accessions are those donated
to the .Museum by its auxiliary organization, The Friends of Art,
and those purchased through the

V.

Juliu~

Rolshoven Memorial Fund.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is difficult to. compose this section of the Annual Report
without unduly repeating reports of earlier years.
Last year's report discussed at length problems of under•
staffing, quoting reports of the Danforth visiting committees
in art and music.

The art committee observed that "the greatest

problem which faces the department.,. is the altogether too large
number of major students as related to the staff."

The music

staffed in the number of major teachers," !he data included in the

I
l"

first section of this report attest to the fact that problems of

1.

committee similarly described tha·t department as "inadequately

understaffing became worse, not better, in 1968-69.

As the budget

for 1969-70 provides for only a 1.3% increase in the size of the
College faculty, it is likely that even a minimum increase in
enrollment will cause the situation further to deteriorate in the
coming year.
Closely related to faculty staffing is the use and supervision
of graduate assistants.

An extended discussion of this problem

was included in last year's report (pages 10·13).

The incident of

l

)'
1.

'

---~·--
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,.,

h.~
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I

"the poem" may serve to give even greater meaning to olaorvations
made then.

I

A faculty that is overloaded and insufficient in

numbers cannot give adequate supervision to graduate assistants
teaching freshman courses, with the

ris~

that through inexperience

and errors in judgement, serious problems may occur.

j

IIrl

Less dramatic

but equally important is a probable loss in quality of instruction.
The high rate of student attrition at the University of New Mexico*

I

Cllay have a direct relationship to faculty overloads and to the ex·
cessive use of inexperienced

teachers~-

both junior faculty and

graduate assistants·- in freshman classes.
Whether it will be possible to convince the Legislature of
the necessity to provide funds to increase the size of faculty
is problematic.

In these circumstances it ·is essential that the

university move to assure a more equitable :Lnternal distribut:l.on
of such funds rur are available.

At present, there is evidence to

show that the more rapidly a college or department grows, the
worse its position becomes relative to other colleges and
departments.** Growth is hence penalized by administrative
practices.
In a study of this problem by the University Office of
Institutional Research the Colleges are ranked first according
to the rate of growth in SCH between 1968-69, and then by the
~e The Invisible Student, a report of the University College
and Counseling Center, May, 1969.
See two memoranda from Morris Hendrickson to Chester Travel•
stead, dated February 25 and March 11, 1969, subject: "Five
Year Growth Study at UNM." All of the following data and
quotations are from these memoranda •

**

•13.
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ratio of enrollment growth to faculty growth.
includes actual

f~culty

Column 1 (below)

but not graduate assistants; column 2

includes budgeted faculty but not GA 1 s; column 3, actual faculty
including GA's; nnd column 4, budgeted faculty including GA's,

RATE OF GROWTH: 1968-69 OVER 1963-64
Growth in Faculty
Growth in
(3)
Enrollment
(1)
(2)

College
Nursing
Law
Education
Fine Arts
Arts & Sciences
Pharmacy
Business Adm.
Engineering

1
2
3

4
5
6

7
8

(4)

6
7
4
6

6

6

6

7

7

l~

5
8

7
2
8

4

5

3

3
1
2

1

5

3
4

2

8
2
1
5
3

1

Dr. Hendrickson has the following comments on the table above:
"The unfavorable position of the Fine Arts
College shows up very strikingly here, whether
we look at actual or budgeted faculty. But
the most striking thing in the whole .table io
the fact that,,, when budgeted faculty ore
considered the rank order is almost perfectly
reversed, In all cases there is a strong
negative correlat.ion between the rankings on
SCH increase and those on any of the ratios
shown in the other four columns,"
In :mother table Dr, Hendrickson gives data on student/£aculty
ratios in the various colleges and departments,

(please see following page)

.. ,

~

..

-~.'
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Colleue

CONPARATIVE STUDENT FACULTY RATIOS : 1963 AND 1968
J:ncluding GA's
Excluding GA's
1963
1968
1963
1968

Arts & Sciences
Business Adm.
Educatiop
Engineering
Fine Arts
Law
Nursing
Pharmacy

27.62
28.80
16.65
11.28
11.50
12.31
5.38
7.34

19.07
20.90
12.66
8.53
12.72
14.48
6.14
6.18

20.67
23 .Ol~
14.27
9.43
10,66
12.31
5.38
7.34

25.98
29.70
16.78
10.89
15.20
14.48.
6.14
6.18

~;

)

He COilllllents as. follows on the changes in student/faculty ratios:
'~en we look at this ratio with GA's excluded, there
was a slight drop in this ratio university wide and
a significant rise; only in the case of .the Fine Ar.ts
College, Law also had a fairly substantial rise. If
we examine this ratio when GA's are included, then
in all the five colleges which use GA 1s there was a
drop except in Fine Arts, The figures certainly
support £th~ contention that [Fine Arts_? has not
been receiving its f1.dr share."

The inescapable conclusion of these studies is that the

"I

University should first seek to make internal adjustments among
its departments and colleges, and then revise its budgetary

I

procedures so that future allocation of faculty positions will

r

I

be those areas which can demonstrate the greatest need,

I.

The issues considered above, having to do with inadequate
teaching staff and rising student/faculty ratios, are the most
critical problems facing the College today,
Among other proble~ and deficiencies that give cause for
concern are the following, most of which have been discussed in
detail in past annual reports:
(1)

Faculty salaries must be improved,

I

The modest

I

increases of the past two years have failed even to keeP pace

!-

!
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with inflation in the cost of living, and the University's
'relative position in the national competition for, qualified

i.

faculty members has sharply declined.

Visiting Committee of the North Central Association commented

I

in its recent report that "the library is one of the weakest

f.

(2)

The University Library must be strengthened.

The

i

t

resources of the institution.'' The Committee's observations
l~ith

[

respect to a need both for added funds and for "a more,

1:

energetic, creative, and service-minded administration" will

I-

f

find 'l-7ide support among the faculty and students of the
College of Fine Arts.
(3) Attention must be given to the critical needs of the
department of drama.

The University's continuing inability to

proceed with construction of the new building indicates the need
for a thorough and comprehensive study of the department.' s pro.;
gram' so that academic planning may be realistica11y related
to physical possibilities.
(4) Added funds must be found :tor departmental expenses and
equipment, either through an increase in state appropriations or
through imposition of special course fees, a matter presently
under study.
(5)

The

Un~versity

must take a more affirmative and aggressive

position in making its strengths and accomplishments known to the
citizens of the state.

At least a portion of the hostility toward

the University which became so painfully evident during 1969 bas
its origin in a lack of information.

Unfortunately, in the arts

as in ·other fields, ''bad news is news; good news is not news," and

.16.
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it is the controversial publication, perf'ormance or exhibition
that makes the f'ront page headlines •

In the

arts ·such contro-

versies are inevitable, particularly away f'rom metropolitan
centers and in times of rapid change.

In these circumstances,

the University should make a major ef'f'ort, first, 'to distinguish
betyeen the controversy which is necessary and that which should
be avoided; second, to inform and educate its public; and, t~ird
to publicize the "good news" more effectively and to increase
the audience at the many concerts, recitals, plafs and exhibitions
which will predictably gain wi!le support and applause,

.J,
.

. r.
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The Report of the Department of Architecture
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Don P. Schlegel, Chairman
I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic
year, 1968-69
1)

The Search Committee, after careful consideration

and review of three candidates for the chairmanship of the
department, recommended to Dean Adams that Professor Don
P. Schlegel be appointed chairman of the department.

This

appointment was confirmed by President Heady and the Board
of Regents effective July l, 1969.
2)

On March 11, 12, and 13 the Department of Architec-

ture was visited by an evaluation team selected by the
National Architectural Accrediting Board.

The team chair-

man was Ambrose M. Richardson, FAIA, Champaign, Illinois,
and other members were

w.

J. Burke, Arizona State Univer-

sity, generalist, Dean L. Gustafson, AIA, Salt Lake City7
Robert

s.

Harris, University of Oregon7 and Alan Y. Tani-

guchi, University of Texas at Austin.

The department was

advised that, effective June 20, 1969, accreditation would
be continued for three years.

The usual five-year accredi-

tation was withheld pending the implementation of the new
two-year graduate program, the appointment of a permanent
chairman, and a review of new faculty appointments.

,,

The committee noted the following strengths:

I.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f}
g)
h)

a strong faculty
enthusiastic student body
adequate facilities to house the program
a well-rounded architecture program
interdisciplinary involvement
close association with practicing
architects and the University Architect
a knowledgeable college dean
a sympathetic administration

and the following weaknesses:
a}
b)
c)
d)

the design sequences and technology programs
need to be broadened to include general educational content
low faculty salaries
insufficient emphasis on use of library
facilities
·insufficient budget for visiting lecturers,
faculty research, and travel

The committee was impressed, however, with the quality of the department and with the progress made since
the last visit.

The committee listed the following im-

mediate needs:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

additional faculty in the areas of design
and building technology
increased budget for visiting critics and
lecturers
increased budget for faculty travel
broaden scope of introductory courses in
architecture
allow more flexibility in the graduate
program
complete proposed facilities in the basement

Less immediate, but also important, needs are:

- 2 -
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a)

Develop regional planning program at graduate
level to provide an arena for interaction
among various disciplines with common interests.
Such a puogram can enrich some of the graduate
options by utilizing the various resources of
the university which seem t.o be still untapped.

b)

Develop architecture courses which would be of
general educational value to other disciplines.
This would increase enrollment, thereby increasing the budget.

3)

Professor Robert B. Riley of the Department of

Architecture was designated as director of the new Center
for Environmental Research and Development within the
Institute for Social Research and Development effectiv.e
June 1, 1969.

This appointment will allow the architec-

tural faculty to participate in research and service in
architecture and planning.
4)

Professor John J. Fleimerich was certified by

the Office of Civil Defense as a qualified analyist and
instructor for fallout shelter construction.

He received

a grant of $20,248 for the period June l, 1969 to May 31,
1970.

Professor Heimerich will teach two-thirds time, and

the remaining one•third will be devoted to the grant.
5)

Professor William Weismantel taught courses in the

School of Law and Department of Economics, thus strengthening the interdisciplinary relations of the department.

- 3 -

6)

Money was available for the first time which

allowed the department to employ, on an hourly basis,
local professionals with an expertise unavailable on
our staff.

Claude Lyon delivered twenty lectures on

mechanical design; Dean Powell gave ten lectures on
illumination; John Conran gave fourteen lectures on
interior design; and Robert Mallory gave sixteen lectures on production drawings.

Sibylle Schroeder served

as an assistant to Professor Eichorn in Arch 202.

The

department feels this is an excellent method of broadening our teaching base without appointing permanent
faculty.
7)

Architecture students participated in community

problems with the university's Home Improvement Program.
They functioned as student architects and planners in
poverty areas and received credit for their work in
Arch 429, Problems.
8)

A department student advisory committee was

formed with representatives from each class in the fouryear program.

Meetings with the chairman were held twice

a month to discuss departmental problems and suggest
possible solutions.

- 4 -
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9)

Architecture students participated in joint

planning courses in recreation and education offered by
the College of Education.

An

interdisciplinary program

for the future is being considered.
10)

At the annual student awards banquet the Popejoy

medal in honor of the former university president, was
presented for the first time.

Mr. Popejoy, as guestof

honor, presented the medal to a graduating fourth-year
student who has shown outstanding ability in architecture.

11)

The content of the third-year program was com-

pletely reorganized under the direction of Sebastian
Schroeder, visiting lecturer from zurich, Switzerland.
The design sequence was coordinated with the students'
previous experiences in design, technology, and theory.
12)

A professional advisory committee was established

by the department, consisting of practicing architects,
planners, engineers and contractors.

The purpose of

this committee is to develop a liaison between the university and the building industry.

A long-range attempt is

being made to relate the educational process to the future
needs of industry.
13)

Lecturers sponsored by the department this year were:
October 9, Ralph Brill, "On the Advocacy Plan
in Harlem"
October 25, Rory Fonseca, "The Walled City of
Old Delhi"

- 5 -
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November 6, Sebastian Schroeder, "The Last
Building of Le Corbusier:
November 15, Philip Hendren, "Computers in
Architecture"
November 20, .Michel Pillet, "Works of Six
Young French Architects"
December 9, Roger Montgomery, "The History
of Urban Renewal" ·
February 24, Bertram Berenson, "Architecture
for the Disadvantaged"
February 28, David Rineharf, ."Habitat-Montreal Fair"
Mardh 28, Eduardo Langagne, "Mexican Architecture"
April 28, .Jose Yguado, "Landscape Archi tecture"
May B, John Eberhard, "Systems Approach to
Urban Problems"
B.

Significant pl·ans and ·r·ec·oooendati·ohs ·for 'the n·e·ar
future
1)

Additional space will be needed by 1970-71 to

house the new graduate program.

The existing parking

space should .be utilized for a two-story structure of
3,000 sq. ft. with building technology lab on the first
floor and graduate design studio on the second.
2)

A course in

computer graphics should be initiated

inasmuch as many students in architecture and art are becoming interested in the computer method of design.

In

order to staff the course with existing personnel, consideration should be given to sending Professor Ronald
Eichorn to the University of Texas at Austin during the
second semester of 1969-70 to study with Professor Philip
Hendren, who is an authority in this area.

- 6 ...
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3)

Continuing efforts should be made to establish

a community design center in Albuquerque in conjunction
with the city's urban renewal a1m model cities programs.
The center would be staffed by architecture students enrolled in Arch 429, Problems, and would be supervised by
local architects.
4)

It is important to reduce the graduate program's

total c:cedit hour requirements·for four semesters from
62 to 48 hours.

This would enable our graduate students

to approach their course work in depth.
5)

The scholarship program should be expanded by

continuing efforts to interest more building suppliers
and contractors in architectural education.
6)

A five-year projection, incorporating the ac-

crediting team's goal suggestions, will be developed.

c. Appointnlents to staff
1)

Hildreth Barker, a graduate of our department and

now in private practice in Albuquerque, was appointed parttime lecturer to assist with third-year design class.
2)

Robert B. Riley, who was

Ch~ef

Planner in the

University Architect's office, joined the architectural
faculty at the rank of associate professor.
3)

Sebastian Schroeder, a graduate of the Swiss

Federal Institute of Technology, was appointed visiting

- 7 ...
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lecturer for a one-year term to teach third-year design.

D.

Bep'arati'ons· ·from ·s·t·a'ff
1)

Part-time lecturer, H;i.ld:tethBarker, resigned to

return to full-time architectural practice.
2)

Walter A. Gathman, local architect who has taught

design and, more recently, the building technology courses,
has returned to full-time architectural practice.
3)

Arthur

w.

Jones, who has been on the faculty

since 1966, resigned to return to private practice in
Philadelphia.
4)

Sebastian Schroeder, Visiting lecturer from

zurich, Switzerland, will return to Switzerland to go
into film work.

- 8 -
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II.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical supplements.
1)

Advanced study.
Ph.D. in City Planning awarded June 12, 1969
from Harvard University. William WeiBmantel.

2}

Sabbaticals, etc.
Heirnerich, John J.
Travel through Northwest United states and
southern Canada
Jones, Arthur W,
Forty percent leave of absence

3)

New scholastic honors, etc.
none

4)

Publications.
Jones, Arthur W.
Book review, LANDSCAPE magazine, Spring 1969
Weismantel, William
Editor, "The Postindustrial City," issue, New
Mexico Quarterly, Vol XXXVIII, No. 3, Fall""T968;
11
A Credit Card System for Model Cities," JOURNAL
OF THE M4ERICAN INSTITUTE OF PLANNERS, Vol XXXV,
No, 1 (Jan 1969);
"Collision of Urban Renewal with Zoning: The Boston
Experience 1950-1967, '' (unpublished Ph.D. Thesis,
Harvard University, 1969}, por an extended discussion of the above thesis, see "Administrative
Discretion in Zoning," Harvard Law Review, Vol 82,
No, 3 (Jan 1969), 668-685.

5)

Other research projects, etc.
Ronald R. Eichorn
Preliminary drawings for Dr. Theodore J. Goldbloom
residence;
Preliminary drawings for La Floresta Nursery School

- 9 -
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Heimerich, John J.
Director, Professional Advisory Service Center
sponsored by Office of Civil Defense; amount of
grant $20,248; June 1, 1969 to May 31, 1970
Jones, Arthur t"1.
All Indian Pueblo Center: schematic plans and
programming for Pueblo Cultural Center, $400,
spring 1969;
Garden design for l:lrs. Sally Whiteley, Taos,
New Mexico
Schlegel, Don P.
Design for doctor's office, $75,000
6)

Activities in learned and professional societies, etc,
Eichorn, Ronald R.
Design Methods Group Conference, M.I.T., Cambridge,
Massachusetts, June 1968;
A.I.A. Architect Researchers' Conference, Wisconsin
Dells 1 Wisconsin, September 196 8
Heimerich, John J.
American Institute o£ Architects, Albuquerque Chapter
attended 11 board meetings and 10 chapter meetings;
Chapter treasurer
Riley, Robert B.
Attended annual meeting, Society of Architectural
Historians;
Guest lecturer, School of Architecture, University
of Oregon.
Don p, Schlegel
American Institute of Architects, local chapter
A.C.S.A. Re~ional meeting, Boulder, Colorado,
November 1968
~-

7)

Other professional activities, etc.
Heimerich, John J.
Completed work on 74-unit apartment complex;
Several small architectural commissions,
Various analyses for Office of Civil Defense

-

1. 0 -
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Riley, Robert B.
Buildings designed ~nd under construction: Keith
residence, Corrales, Ne\'1 n-Iexico; Gonzalez residence,
Iowa City, Iowa
Schlegel, Don P.
Series of talks on campus;
Consultant to District Attorney;
Consultant to Albuquerque Goals Committee;
Consultant, University Architect
Weismantel, Nilliam
Made radio tape of talk for UNM;
Participated in ''Urban Futures, USA" Conference as
guest of Rice University, Houston, March 1969;
Participated in ''American City Seminar" in Memphis
as visiting scholar for Brookings Institute
B)

Non-teaching university service.
Eichorn, Ronald R.
Faculty search committee
Heimerich, John J.
Adviser for 91 architecture students;
In charge of transfer work for students entering
architecture;
Schedule committee for architecture
Jones, Arthur 'V-7.
Fine Arts Policy Committee;
Chairman, Search committee;
Department graduate committee
Riley, Robert B.
Consultant to Director of ISRAD;
Department library committee;
College library committee;
Faculty adviser
Schlegel, Don P.
Student Union board;
Academic Freedom-Tenure committee;
Fine Arts policy committee;
Student adviser

- 11 -
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Weismantel, William
ISRAD advisory board;
Campus planning cowmittee;
Fine Arts graduate committee;
Department graduate committee
9)

Public Service.
Heimerich, John J.
Member, Monte Vista Christian Church Board and
various committees
Riley, Robert B.
Member, City Advisory Committee on Old Town
Schlegel, Don P.
Urban renewal committee;
Historical Preservation committee;
Design Standards committee
Weismantel, William
Served as expert to help a residential neighborhood fight total clearance urban renewal;
Advised Albuquerque Model Cities Director;
Recruited five members for Albuquerque Goals
committee;
Consultant to new tovm of Columbia, Maryland

10)

Personal information.
Jones., Arthur w.
Resigned to return to private practice of architecture in Philadelphia
Schlegel, Don P.
Marital--separated

- 12 -
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The Report of the Department of Art
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Garo Z, Antreasian, Acting Chairman
I •

A,

Significant.achievements during

~he

academic year, 1968-69,

The enrollment in the Department of Art in the past
year has again shown a marked increased despite observations
in the last annual report ~hat it appeared to be levelin&

1,

A steady demand for courses by art
majors,

2,

An increase of non-art majors. Many
of these students elect subsequently
to transfer into art as a major sub•
ject after their int~oductory experience,

3.

An increased retention of Lower Division
students produced by improved teaching
and more effecient integration of course
content.

4,

A continually increasing demand from
highly qualified new students desiring to undertake graduate programs,

Especially sharp increases in enrollment have occurred
at the undergraduate level in Visual Fundamentals, Fundamentals of Drawing, Contemporary Art, Beginning and Intermediate Drawing and Beginning and Intermediate Sculpture.
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!he department accepted forty new students into the
graduate program,

Ten of these had previously received

undergraduate degrees .from UNM,

Additionally, students

from the following twenty-nine schools were represented:
Ball State University, Bennington College, Art Institute
of Chicago, Cooper Union, Elmira College, Hofstra University, Hunter College, Indiana University, University of
Iowa, Lawrence University, Kansas City Art Institute,
Eastern Michigan University, Mills College, University
of Minnesota, Morris, University of Missouri, Mt, Holyoke
College, New Mexico State University, State University of
New York, Geneseo, Ohio State University, University of
Omaha, !ius XII Institute, Florence, Sactamento State
College, St, Cloud State College, St, Louis University,
San Francisco State College, University of Tennessee,
Wesleyan University and University of Wisconsin,

In sum,

fifty-eight colleges and universities are represented by
all students currently enrolled in our graduate program,
In keeping with swelling enrollment, the

depar~ment

awarded a record number of graduate and undergraduate
degrees this year,

The following figures are shown for

purposes of comparison:
Degree
Master of Fine Arts
Master of Arts in Studio

1967-68

'1968-69

2

2

12

20
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. 196'7'... 68

Degree

. "1968.069

Master of Arts in Art
History

z

2

Bachelor of Fine Arts

34

33

4

7

Bachelor of Arts in
Fine Arts

It is worth noting that the spread of disciplines represented virtually every division

wit~in

the department with

painting and sculpture showing the greatest number of
recipients.
This record of scholastic achievement could not have
been possible without the selfless efforts of the entire
teaching staff,

Given the limitations of teaching staff•

work space and overcrowded classrooms, the'undergraduate
faculty have outdone themselves as evidenced by the increased retention of lower division students.

Even more

commendable have been the efforts of the faculty in the
graduate program whose work loads this year reached proportions that cannot be ethically sustained,

In addition

to standard classroom teaching responsibilities many of
these staff members endured very heavy overl?ads by
serving on an unusually large number of thesis and dissertation committees and departmental and university committees
as well as having to commute to widely separated off-campus
locations to confer with studio majors for whom on•campus
work space could not be provided,
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The photography program moved into newly re-modeled
space in Sara Raynolds Hall.

This acquisition has greatly

accelerated activity in the subject.

Nevertheless the

rapidity of enrollment growth has already absorbed all
available space in this facility and it appears that
future enrollment must again be curtailed in order to
maintain efficiency in this program.

It is hoped that

plans for a University-Wide Media Center will be realized
in the near future in

ord~r

to dffer supplemental resources

and to enable the exploration of other creative endeavors
in our photography program.
New course offerings in Cinematic Photography, the
History of the Cinema and the History of Photography have
proven to be extremely popular among the current generation of students.

Despite the limitation of facilities

it is anticipated that these courses will continue to
exhibit heavy student demand in coming years,
The graduate painting program (traditionally one
of the most vital in the department) has been severely
hampered this year by lack of studio space.

Because

many students have been forced to work off-campus, the
usual close supervision of their progress has not been
possible.

By consequence, the overall quality of graduate

level painting (excluding thesis work) has suffered somewhat.
Part B.

Plans to overcome this problem are described in
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A renewed vitality has occurred in the sculpture
program through the stimulation provided by reconstituted courses in Visual Fundamentals and by advanced
level course offerings by two distinguished visiting
professors; Charles Mattox in Semester I and John
Anderson in Semester II.

Thus, input at the lower

division is providing a greater number of potential
sculptors and output in the upper division is producing
extremely

p~omising

artists.

Plans for sustaining

momentum in this area are described in Part B.
Student achievement in all areas has been parti•
cularly gratifying this year,

In addition to the

record number of degrees conferred, works of art executed by students were shown in the following professional
exhibitions throughout the country:

Young Americans

(sponsored by the American Craftsman's Council),

Univer~

sity of New Mexico; Lithography 1969, Florida State
University; National Print and Drawing Annual, St.
Benedict College; National Print Exbibition, San Diego
Museum; International Invitational Exhibition, International Peace Garden; George Eastman House; 5th Annual
Leverett House Experimental Film Festival; Focus Gallery,
San Francisco; and Refocus Exhibition of Photography,
University of Iowa.

Additionally drawings and lithographs

by twenty-three students were exhibited at the Roswell
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Museum as a major group showing.
A considerable part of the spring semester was
spent evaluating departmental policies and procedures.
Upon request of the Acting Chairman 1 the departmental
Advisory Committee recommended changes of procedure
for the graduate studio thesis process which should
provide more effective utilization of t'hesis committee
time and enable a somewhat more flexible requirement
for written papers in fulfillment of the M.A. degree.
A very revealing and much broader analysis of
departmental programs was the outcome of lively student
and faculty discussions during April 15--Self-Evaluation
Day. instigated by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Improve- ,
ment of Instruction.
Several meetings of the Department of Art were
held to discuss course structure and content 1 curriculum 1
student evaluation of teaching 1 relevance of certain
required courses. and communications within the department.

Problems relating to the role of the Art Museum 1

lower division art histor¥ ~?urs~~. the relevance and

.,

.

requirements of the graduate program, language requirements 1 and Fine Arts Library hours were raised and some
solutions offered,

Among recommendations made were to

provide additional exhibition space for faculty and
students, that survey art history courses be re-evaluated,

.. '-."*:.
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to clarify certain aspects of the graduate bulletin,
that certain graduate requirements should be altered,
to abolish required physical education courses, and
to provide future meetings between faculty and students to discuss current programs,

There was a feel•

ing that student evaluation of the teaching staff
shou1d be initiated by the individual instructors
within the classroom and that students should make
recommendations about the selection of new instructors.
It was also suggested that communication among students should be improved, perhaps with centralized
bulletin boards for notices and more meetings with
undergraduate students,

There was general agreement

that the self-evaluation should not end with the
April 15 dialogue, but that there should be •imilar
meetings in the future if the faculty demonstrated
interest in solving the problems raised,
Two additional meetings were held subsequent to
the April 15 meetings.

One meeting examined problems
•••

!

•

restricted only to undergraduate programs and the
other was confined to issues relevant to art history
majors,

Plans for meeting the issues discussed

throughout all of these meetings are discussed in
Part

c,
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B,

Significant plans and recommendatiQns for the near future,
Having received final approval. the Ph.D, program
in Art History will begin next fall as a major new program of studies,

Already. inquiries about this program

from across the country verify earlier estimates of its
value,
The College of Fine Arts has established a new
"special curriculum" in certain of the studio areas of
the Department of Art,

Unlike other curricula offer

by the College. it is essentially unstructured,

There

are no "group requirements" nor any specified course
requirements within the major field,

This program has

been initiated on an experimental basis to provide
especially qualified students maximum flexibility in
the planning of a curriculum for creative work,

Stu-

dents within this program will enroll in existing studio
courses. however. their overall progress will be
individually scrutinized throughout their entire career
of studies,
A new course, Art 537--Methods and Theories of
Visual Fundamentals and Drawing, will be initiated
next year.

All graduate assistants in studio subjects

will be required to enroll in this course during their
first semester in residence,

Course content will be

designed to introduce the student to theoretical and
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practical problems encountered in studio instruction,
Inasmuch as a major percentage of beginning level studio
instruction is staffed by graduate assistants. it is
anticipated that this class will improve teaching
effectiveness as well as enable a closer coordination
of content between differing courses and between
different sections of one course,
A new course, Art 277--Graphic Design, will be
I

initiated next year to expose students to the problems
of graphic design and visual communication.

The course

is offered primarily for students in Journalism who
desire fundamental technical exposure and for art
majors who desire to learn practical elementary skills
for part-time work in advertising art,

Interest for

this course offering has also been generated by local
advertising agencies,
In an effort to overcome space problems in advanced
and graduate level painting the department will acquire
substantial additional space in the Engineering Annex
building next fall,

Conversion of this space into

graduate painting cubicles should in large measure
enable the majority of graduate painters to work oncampus,

A large classroom in the building will be used

for advanced painting classes exclusively, thus relieving
pressures on the studio classroom presently used which
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is currently shared by three different levels of
painters.

The proximity of the Engineering Annex

to other Department of Art buildings is ideal; it
assures a uniform complex from the Art Building
northward to Parsons Hall.

Nevertheless it should

be mentioned that occupancy is assured only through
1971, at which time new construction is scheduled
on this site.

Thus another move will be necessary

along with a disruption

~f

operating efficiency.

Given the limitations of space for the foreseeable future, it is clear that the Department of
Art must take steps to curb graduate student enrollment.

Accordingly, for next year thirty new student

applications have been accepted from a total of one
hundred and ninety-two applications.

Although more

than 50% of all applicants were qualified, only those
with the highest creative and scholastic record could
actually be accepted.

It is estimated that graduate

studio enrollment (including returning students) will'
total approximately fift:l, ~ tu.dents.
r

1: •

In keeping with the accelerated activity in the
sculpture program. an additional appointment (see Part
C) has been made for next year to preserve continuity
in this field.

Plana for next year call for an ex-

tensive review of this program with recommendations
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for modification of course content in order to provide
for a more homegenous evolution of creative experience·
for the student,

Modifications of shop layout and the

addition of new equipment will also be necessary in
order to supplement existing resources for sculpture,
It should be mentioned that much· of.the present equipment was repossessed (when the College of Education
acquired new equipment) and consequently has long ago
outlived normal use-expectancy,
'

As a result of self-evaluation meetings previously
mentioned, the department plans the following:
l,

provide a basis for on-going discussions
between students and faculty,

2,

encourage the formation of a student
organization within the department,

3,

attempt a closer rapport between students and staff,

4,

produce a departmental guidebook for
graduate students,

5,

produce a departmental guidebook for
undergraduate students.

6,

explore the provision of continual
exhibition ~pace for.~~udents works,

7.

explore the possibitil-Y of extending
Fine Arts Library hours,

8,

re-examine course content and tequirements for various degree programs,

U'

... !l-

C,

Appointments to staff.
To replace members of the staff who are leaving and
to further the development of existing programs• three
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new faculty members have been appointed for next year~
Bernard Cohen, distinguished British painter and
teacher has been appointed as a Visiting Professor for
one year effective September 1,
Professor Bolotowsky.

Mr. Cohen replaces

He will teach advanced painting

and advanced drawing as well as offer special lectures
for undergraduate and graduate students,

Hr. Cohen is

noted for his paintings and lithographs which have been
exhibited in major exhibitions•throughout the world.
He was among the relatively fe'.r artists chosen to repre•
sent Great Britain at the Venice Biennale Exhibition in
1968,
Frederick Hammersley, who was a Visiting Associate
Professor during 1968-69, has again accepted an appointment as Visiting Associate Professor during 1969-70.

He

will teach lower and upper division painting courses.
Charles Hattox,

~1ho

was a Visiting Associate Professor

during Semester Il, 1967-68 and again during Semester 1,
1968-69 has again accepted an appointment during Semester I,
1969-70.

lie will replace Professor Anderson and will

teach advanced and graduate

lev~t courses in sculpture,

Gerald Johnson, who received his H.F.A. at the
University of Colorado, has been appointed Assistant
Professor, effective September 1, to expand our
Sculpture program,

Mr, Johnson is particularly

. i

-------------------

-

-
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·interested in environmental sculpture and the newer
technologies irt art,

He previously taught at the

Denver Center of the University of Colorado; he has
exhibited extensively and has executed several public
-sculpture commissions,
James Kraft, who received his M,F,A, degree at
UN!i this June, has been teaching at Humboldt State
College,

Be has been •ppointed Assistant Professor,

effective September 1, to teach intermediate and
advanced level photography and to offer a new course
in graphic design,

Mr, Kraft has considerable pro-

fessional experience as a graphic designer and has
exhibit.ed in numerous photography exhibitions throughout the country,
Howard Rodee has been appointed Assistant Professor
to replace Professor Weisberg in art history, effective
September l,
in August,

Mr, Rodee is expected to complete his Ph,D,
Ria primary field is Social Realism in

English Painting, 1850•90,

In addition to teaching

undergraduate courses in art history, Mr, Rodee will
assist in the doctoral program by offering graduate
·level seminars,
D•

Separation from staff,
Gabriel Weisberg, Assistant Professor, who has
been an active member in our art history program has
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accepted a position at the University of Cincinnati,
effective July 1, 1969.
Ilya Bolotowsky, Visiting Professor, is returning
to his position as Chair-man of the Art Department at
Southampton College in New York, effective July 1, 1969,
John Anderson, Visiting Lecturer, is returning to
New Jersey to resume his active career as a sculptor
and teacher at the New School for Social Research in
New York City, effective July 1, 1969.
Tom Perkinson,

Instruc~or,

resigned his position

at the end of Semester I, 1968-69, for personal reasons.

Composite of information requested on individual biographical
supplements.
1.

Advanced Study
George, Douglas R. - Final draft of dissertation

completed~

Lazorik, Wayne R. - Progress toward M.F.A. degree,
2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching elsewhere;
travel, etc., during period
Adams, Clinton- Sabbatical leave of absence, Semester I.
Creative work in painting and lithography; completion of
ms. for a book on lithography (in collaboration with
Professor Garo Antreasian) scheduled for publication by
Abrams in 1970.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Taught summer school at Harvard
University. Sabbatical leave of absence, Semester I.
Worked with Camb-ridge (Haas.) Historical Commission.
Wrote draft of volume on Old Cambridge.
Coke, Van Deren - During summer traveled to Mexico - 2
weeks. Sabbatical leave of absence, Semester II. Trav~
eled to England - 2 months; Portugal - 2 weeks; France 1 week.
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Ellis, Robert M. -Two trips to Mexico City·in preparation of the "Colonial Art in M~xico" exhibition.
George, Douglas R. - In preparation of exhibition traveled to Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth,
to arrange for loans.
Kacere, John - Sabbatical leave of absence, Semester 11.
Traveled in Europe.
Ray, Kenneth - Taught summer school at the University of
Illinois,
Rudisill, Richard - Summer research travel in British
Columbia, Washington, Oregon and California.
In the
fall 1968 research trip to George Eastman House,
Rochester, New York.
·
Smith, Sam - Summer 1968 spent in Telluride, Colorado
painting.
Weisberg, Gabriel P. - Taught summer school at New York
University.
3,

·New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
Adams, Clinton - Tamarind Artist Fellowship, December
1968 - January 1969, for creative work in lithography
at the Tamarind Workshop, Los Angeles,
Antreasian, Garo z. - Distinguished award: Tamarind
Master Printer for contributioas to art lithography.
Paak, Carl E. -Marquis, Who's Who in the Southwest,
1969.

4.

Publications
Adams, Clinton - "Art Ampng the Letter Writers," ~
Mexico Quarterly, Vol, XXXVII, No. 4 1 Winter 1968,
pages 377-385.
Coke, Van Deren - "Snapshots as works of Art," Creative
Camera, No, 6, June 1969, pp. 222-223.
"I endeavoured
to render photography as an auxiliary to the artist"-Brady, Creative Camera, No, 7, July 1969 1 PP• ~42-243.
George, Douglas R. - Articles on seven contemporary
sculptors completed for World Book Encyclopedia now
in press.

•
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Weisberg, Gabriel P, - "Felix Bracquemond and Japonisme,"
Art Quarterly, Spring 1969.
"Felix Bracquemond and a
Japanese influence in Ceramic Decoration," The Art Bulletin,
in press (September 1969), "Samuel :Sing: Patron of Art
Nouveau~" (three articles) The Connoisseur in press.
5.

Other research projects or creative work in progress or
completed during period
Adams, Clinton - Completed a suite of ten color lithographs, "Venus in Cibola," seven other lithographs, and
seven paintings during the period October 1968 January 1969.
Antreasian, Garo z. - Technical Advisor to the Board
of Directors, Tamarind Lithography Workshop, Loa Angeles
(Ford Foundation Project). Completion of manuscript
"Tamarind Lithography Research Book," to be published
by Abrams for release in 1970.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Research with others of Las
Trampas Foundation on dates and architectural charact,eristics of 1761 church at Las Trampas, New Mexico.
Coke, Van Deren - UNM Research Grant.
George, Douglas R. - Preparation for exhibition, Images
of the West in American Art, University Art Museum, late
fall/winter, 1969-70. Completed arrangements for a
summer European Art Tour with KLM Airlines for UNM
Summer Session credit. Negotiations postponed until
next Summer Session (1970).
Hammersley, Frederick - Computer drawings, University
of New Mexico Computing Center.
Howard, Milton B. - Summer Research Grant, Greater UNM
Fund.
UNM Research Grant~.

w. -

H

Lewis, Ralph
Continuing research in new materials
and processes for painting and jewelry.
Ray, Kenneth - UNM Research Grant.
Rudisill, Richard - Continuing research toward major
daguerreotype exhibition (1970) for UNM Art Museum and
Amon Carter Museum of Western Art. Haunted exhibition
"Photographic Processes--A Historical Survey" (FebruaryHarch 1969) for UNH Art Museum.
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Weisberg, Gabriel P. - "Philippe Burty: An Important
Critic of the 19th Century," Apollo, in press.
"Francois Bonvin and the Influence of Painters of
the 17th and 18th Centuries," Gazette des Beaux-Arts,
in press.
"Philippe Burty: Japoniste, 1830-1890,"
L'Arte, in press.
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Antreasian, Garo z. - Attended the College Art
Association meeting, Boston, January.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Attended the annual meeting
and two board meetings of the Society of Architectural Ristorians, Lead a tour of Cambridge historical houses for members attending annual meeting.
Attended yearly meeting of the R. M, Soc, Sci.
Association. Read paper on the church at Las
Trampas.
Coke, Van Deren - Attended: Midwest College Art
Conference, Minneapolis, October; College Art
Association, Boston, January; Society of Photographic Education, Oakland, California, March
(Member of National Board of Directors).
Ellis, Robert M. - Attended: Western Association
of Art Museum meetings, Phoenix, Arizona, October;
American Museum Association meetings, San Francisco,
May.
Lazorik, Wayne R. - Attended the Society of Photographic Education meeting, Oakland, California,
March.
Paak, Carl E. - Member of the American Craftsman
Council. Attended the World Craft Congress meeting,
Lima, Peru, summer 1968.
Ray, Kenneth - Member: National Sculptors Association;
College Art Association. Attended meeting of the
Institute of Industrial Designers, Kansas City,
Missouri.
Rudisill, Richard - Attended: 1968 Organizational
meeting Society of Photographic Collectors of North
America, Athens, Ohio, October; The Society of Photographic Education meeting, Oakland, California, March.

11-¥-1
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Smith, Mary Elizabeth - Attended: Conference on
Chavin Civilization, Dumbarton Oaks, Washington,
D.C., October; College Art Association, Boston,
January.
·
Smith, Sam - Member of Committee Z, American
Association of University Professors.
Weisberg, Gabriel P. - Attended the Midwest College
Art Conference, Minneapolis, October. Read paper on
"Samuel Bing Patron of Art Nouveau."
7.

Other professional activities
Adams, Clinton - Exhibited paintings and lithographs
in juried and invitational exhibitions at the Brooklyn
Museum (16th National Print Exhibition - Invitational),
the Huseum of Modern Art (Tamarind: Homage to Lithography), Museum of New Mexico, University Art Museum
and elsewhere, including traveling exhibitions in
Texas and California.
Antreasian, Garo z. -Exhibits: Homage to Lithography,
Museum of Hodern Art; San Francisco Huseum of Art; Los
Angeles County Museum; San Diego Huseum; University of
Kentucky; University of Florida; Humboldt State College;
Wichita Art Association; Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art
Museum.
One Man Exhibition, Martha Jackson Gallery,
New York.
Coke, Van Deren - Lectures: February 1969, in observance of Founder's Day at the Marion Koogler McNay Art
Institute, "John Marin in New Mexico." February 1969,
Pratt Institute, "Concepts of Contemporary Photography."
During April, May and June gave a series of lectures
at St. Martin's School of Art, London, on Photography
and its influence on painting. Also lectures on "The
Use of Muybridge's Photographs by 19th and 20th Century
Photographers," at the Institute of Contemporary Art,
London, May; "Why the Photograph is a Major Source for
Many Painters Today," Baling Technical College, London
and "Photographs--help or hinderance for painters,"
Derby University, England.
Exhibitions: 5 prints in
13 Photographers, February, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn,
New York; 35 prints, Focus Gallery, San Francisco,
March; Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum. The San
Francisco Museum of Art acquired five photographs and
the Oakland Museum acquired two.
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Ellis, Robert M. - One Man Juror, lOth Annual Exhibition, Phoenix Museum, May, Designed catalog: ~
in New Mexico,
In cooperation with Programa National
Fronterizo, helped organize the exhibition "Colonial
Art of Mexico" and designed the catalog.
Supervised
a series of eight spring lectures for Friends of Art
- participated in two lecture programs. Faculty
Exhibition, UNM Art Museum.
George, Douglas R. - Review of Albuquerque Museum
exhibition, Walt Kuhn, in Albuquerque Tribune.
Chosen to jury national art fellowship given by
Alpha Delta Kappa (Honorary sorority for women
educators) Kansas City, Missouri.
Hammersley, Frederick - One Man show, paintings,
Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum. Invitational
shows:
three computer drawings, University of
Judaism, Los Angeles; twelve computer drawings,
University of Illinois; twelve computer drawings,
Institute of Contemporary Arts, Londo~ England,
Howard, Milton B. - Exhibitions: "Three Cultures
--Three Dimensions," The Museum of New Mexico, Santa
fe; The Gallery of Modern Art, Taos; Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum.
Lazorik, Wayne R. - "9 Minnesota Photographers," The
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis; Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum,
Lewis, Ralph W. - Designed and executed tabernacle
for an Albuquerque church. One man show of paintings,
Unitarian Church.
Invited participant of "New Mexico
Painters," Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe.
Invited
particpant, University of Montana "Survey 1 69"
painting exhibit, awarded one of five awards for
latter.
Invited to exhibition, Southern Utah College.
Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum,
Paak, Carl E. - National Invitational Ceramics Exhibit,
Wichita, Kansas; National Invitational Craft Exhibit,
University of New Mexico; Craft Exhibit, Museum of
International Folk Art, Santa Fe; Albuquerque Designer
Craftsmen State Craft Exhibit, Museum of Albuquerque;
Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum, One Man ceramic
exhibit, Craft House, Tao~.
Judge for Five State
Craft Show, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Ray, Kenneth - Color consultant, Gulf Products,
Plastic Division. Pittsburgh Installation Design
Light Display, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Exhibited:
Mid-America, Art Museum, St. Louis, Missouri;
Nelson Adkins Gallery, Kansas City, Missouri; Art
USA, Oneonta, New York; ;Faculty Exhibition, UNH
Art Huseum.
Two man show, Student Union Gallery,
State University of New York, Stony Brook, New
York.
Rudisill, Richard - Exhibitions: Photographs included in Faculty Exhibition, UNH Art Museum; "9
Hinnesota Photographers," University of Minnesota,
Hinne•polis. Lectures: "Photography. and Sentimentality," New Hexico Genealogical Society;
"American Daguerreotype Portraiture," Sigma Alpha
Iota Honorary Sorority, Albuquerque.
Smith, Sam - Lecture and demonstration to Telluride
Art League, Telluride, Colorado, summer 1968. Purchase Prize, "Albuquerque I," Museum of Albuquerque;
Invitational show, Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe;
Faculty Exhibition, UNM Art Museum.
One painting
now hanging in Santa Fe Capitol Building. Represented in Eight State Rocky Mountain traveling exhibition sponsored by the Federal Arts Commission,
representing one of four New Mexico artists. :Four
paintings, Baker Galleries, Lubbock, Texas; two
paintings, Artist Equity Exhibition, State Fair
Grounds, Albuquerque; Second prize in sculpture,
New Mexico State Fair Art Exhibition; Second prize,
watercolor, Telluride, Colorado Coloride Exhibition;
2 paintings, Little Theatre, Albuquerque (invitational); Between twenty and thirty paintings on .
exhibition in the UNH complex.
Juror: Albuquerque
Youth Council Arts & Crafts Fair, Winrock Center;
14th Annual Show, Belen Art League. Large oil
painting purchased by Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
"·.'#' • •

'

Weisberg, Gabriel P. - Lecture at University of
Texas, Austin on "Jelix Bracquemond •nd Japoniame,"
November.
8.

Non-teaching University service
Adams, Clinton - Dean, College of Fine Arts.

---~~-.........,.--·~··~
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Antreasian, Garo z. - Acting Chairman, Department
of Art, Semester II.
Committees: University Policy;
Committee on Committees; R.O,T,C.; College of Fine
Arts Policy; Museum Advisory. Graduate student
advisor.
Coke, Van Deren - Chairman, Department of Art.
Graduate student advisor.
Ellis, Robert M, - Committees: Department of Art
Advisory; College of Fine Arts Advisory; Chairman
o£ special committee on thesis procedures for
Department of Art Advisory committee; UNM Faculty
Publications Committee,
Faculty advisor,
George, Douglas R. - Continuing Education Committee.
Faculty advisor.
Hammersley, Frederick - Member of seven thesis
committees~ chairman of one.
Howard, Milton B. - Department of Art Advisory
Committee. Faculty advisor,
Lazor~k,

Wayne R. - Faculty advisor.

Lewis, Ralph W. -Member of Student Standards
Committee; Department of Art Advisory Committee
and the Department of Art committee on selection
of graduates students and assistants, Monitored
meeting, Self-Evaluation Day.
Faculty advisor,
Paak, Carl E, - Member of the Board of the Harwood·
Foundation and Research Allocations Committee.
Faculty advisor for art education students.
Ray, Kenneth - Member of the Department of Art
committee on selection of graduate students and
assistants.
Faculty advisor,
Rudisill, Richard - Member of the Committee for
American Studies; Department of Art Advisory
Committee,
Instrumental in arranging UNM purchase of the Labhard Collection of historical
photographs. Faculty advisor,
Smith, Mary Elizabeth - Member of Committee on
International Programs.
Faculty advisor.

,.,.
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Smith, Sam - Chairman of Scholarship, Prizes,
Loans and High School Relations Committee.
Faculty advisor.
Weisberg, Gabriel p, - Member of the Library
Committee; College of Fine Arts Library
Committee and book purchaser for the Art library.
Chairman of three thesis committees, Faculty
advisor.
9,

Public Service
Adams, Clinton - Member, Board of Directors,
Opera Association of New Mexico.
Bunting, Bainbridge - Member of the Board:
·Albuquerque Museum; Verde Valley School, Sedona,
Arizona; Society of Architectural Bistorials;
and Architectural Review Board for Old Town~
Albuquerque.
Coke, Van Deren - Vice President, Board of
Trustees, International Folk Art Foundation,
Bxhibition of 50 photographs, Unitarian
Church, Albuquerque.
George, Douglas R. - President. Albuqueique PreSchool Cooperative.
Paak, Carl E. - Vice President, Rocky Mountain
Desert Art, Unitarian Church.
Supervisor,.Boy
Scout Merit Badge in Cetamics.

10.

Personal information
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THE REPORT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DRAMATIC ART
July 1. 1968 - June 30, 1969
Ed~in Snap~.

I.

Chairman

GENERAL DEPARTMENTAL INFORMATION
SIGNIFICANt ACHIEVHIEtiTS DURING THE ACADt:"liC YEAR

A.

1968- 1969

The Department of Drama's production of Jules Romains'

DR. KNOCK was selected by reaional judges to represent the state
of New Mexico in the American College Theatre Festival.

The

entire production, including scenery, costumes, cast, crews, and
participating faculty members were transported to Fort Worth,
Texas for a five-day festival with other representatives of
theatre departments from Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas,
In addition to presentinp their own production of DR, KNOCK,
our Drama students were able to view the other college theatre
productions, to take part in critiques and to discuss their
work uith other callenfate players.
finest

teachin0~1aarnin0

could offer its students.

It was probably one of the

situations that a Department of Drama
Funds uhich i'lade it possiblu for the

Denartnent to pat·tici;>ute in the American Colleg.e Theatre
festival were provided by the College of
Dffice of

~evelopnent

~ine

Arts and the

of Thd University of fiew Mexico.

Thcl'e 11ere no nc~1 Ocpartnental oroaniz&tion:;, offerinos

or eMphases

durin~

the academic year.
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SIG~IIFICANT

NEi'l:R FUTURt

It

\~as

PLMCS AND REC0W•IEN.£lATIONS FOil THE

requested jast year that the University

Architects, University SafetY lnHector, and the Department
Manager of the University Physical· Plant conduct a thorough
inspection of the University Theatre building to detefmine its
current stability and safety for occupancy as a
theatre.

Although a

lightin~

cla~sroom

and

batten was installed in the

theatre auditorium by the Physical

~l~nt

during the current.

year, there is no indication that any safety inspection has
ever been made of the theatre's rigginn equipment or structural
defects.

It is urgently requested that such an inspection be

conducted without delay and that necessary repairs and equipment
replacements be made prior to the fall session,
It is also urgently requested that paint and plaster
repairs to the building be made so as to keep it as attractive
and presentable as possible for our student and community
audiences.

ilona
D.

SEPARATIOrlS FRON STAFF

:lone

II.

C0t1POSITE 0::-

r:tF!Jrt~PSION

UIOGRAPHICAL SUPPLEMENTS
1.

Advanced Study

tJone

RE'liJESTED Ott INDIVIDUAL
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Sabbaticals, Leaves of Absence, Summer Teaching
Else1~here, Travel, et.c., Ourinq the Per1od

2.

YELL, Joseph E., Jr.
Producer-Owner of ~arrett Couity Pliyhou~e (Oakland,
~·1ary1and,

July, August). ,produced eight ?J,ays in an eight
..

.

.

1·1eek season.

.

,-

t

''

'

'

Employed seven UtH:l Drama Najors.

etc.

New Scholastic Honors,

3,

None
Publications

4.

None
Other Research Projects for Creative Work in
Progress or Completed DurTng the Period

5.

None
Activities in Learned or Profesl,onal SocietiBs

6.

SNAPP,

Robert E.

rlefllber- New f1exico Theatre Guild,

Corporate

.tlember of American National Theatre and Academy.

Nember of

the American Educational Theatre Association and National
Theatre Conference.

YELL, Joseph E., Jr.
Member - American Association of University
Professors.
A~erican

Member - Local UNM Chapter of AAUP.

Educational Theatre Association.

Member -

Member -

Childre~'s

Theatre Conference.
SIRKEL, Carolyn A.
!1entber - Ame1·ican Association of University
Professors.

!!eMber- Local UNI! Chapter of AAUP.

f1ember-

---------

~
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4 -

American Educational Theatre Association.

r1embel' ~ Children's

Theatre Conference.
7.

Other Professional Activities
The Department nf Drama again offered

theatre~goers

of both the student body and community a varied and stimulating
theatre program.
·DR. KNOCK, by Jules Romains, directed by Gene Veil;
BECKET, by Jean Anouilh, directed by Edwin Snapp; VOLPOKE by
Ben Jonson (adapted by Stefan Zweig), directed by Edwin Snapp;
HONDERFUL TOHN (a musical, Bernstein, Com.den, Green), in
conjunction with the University of New Mexico Department of
Music, directed by Gene Yell of the Drama Departmerit, and
Thomas Philips, Department of f·1Usic.
Scene design and technical direction af the plays
were handled by Emil Schulte; Costumes by Carolyn Sirkel;
Lighting and Make-up were provided by Nadene Blackburn.

Each

of the productions ran for six performances in the University
Theatre, 11ith the exception of the musical, \JONDERFUL TO\·IN,
which ran for three performances in the Popejoy Concert Hall.
An important part of the Department of Drama's
service to the community at large is its Children's Theatre
production.

This past year the presentation was FLIBBERTYGIBBET.

The play was directed by Gene Yell;

Scene design, mounting,

construction, and shifting were the responsibility of Emil
Schulte;

Nadene

Blac~burn

was in charge of lighting and

Costumes were by carolyn Sirkel.

make~up~
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The Student 14o:rkshop T(;'eatre, • under the supervision
of Edv1in Snapp, presented· the following productions: Anton·
.

,,,,..

Checkov's THE FORCED TRAGEplAN ~ dire:c.te~ by Su~.a.n, Gr.egq; Eucgene
lonesco's MAID TO !lARRY, directed by Miibut'n /1eh1hop; 4 AND 90
BLAcKBIRDS, an original play written and directed by Milburn
!·1ehlhop; Tennessee
by

~Jilliams'

27 lU\GOt{S FULL OF COTTOtt, direct.ed

Susan Gregg; Anton Checkov's THE BOOR, directed by

Gregg1 John Hawkes' THE WAX MUSEUM,

direQte~

DR. BURKE AND THE PHAROAH OF EGYPT, an
Florian

(U~lll

by

~riginal

student) dit'ected by Susa.n Gregg;

Su~an

Milburn Mehlhop;
play by James
AFTERNOON,

written and directed by Milbut'n Mehlhop; Alice Gerstenberg's
OVERTONES, directed by

~yrna

AHD OTHER GAI'lES OF CHAI·ICE,

Smyer; 101 WAYS TO PLAY SOLITAIRE

~/.ri

tten and. di 1•ected by fH 1burn

t1ehlhdp; and THERE STANDS UlNACIO, an original by Lee Schaefer,
directed by Susan Gregg.
The lighting for the plays was supervised by Nadene
Blackburn.

Each of the productions ran for three performances

and were open to the public.

Four of the Student Workshop Theatre

productions, THE FORCED TRAGEDIAN, 4 AND 90 BLACKBIRDS, MAID TO
l:ARP.Y ~ and 27 H/\GONS FULL OF COTTON 1<1ere later presented on tour
at Valley High School in

Albu~uerque

for one performance and

at the Institute of !lining and Technology in Socor1·o fo.r two
performances.
8.

qon-Teaching University Service
S:.IAPP, Robert E.
College of Fine Arts Policy Committee, Fine Arts

Advancenent

__.,_-

-·

.

--~---

Committee~

Fine Arts Library Committee, Executive

,

" 6 -

Director of the University Theatre,
YELL, Joseph.E.,Jr.
University College Advisor, Concert Hall Board
Committee, Cultural Committee, AAUP Faculty C1ub, lligh School
Senior Day.
BLACKBURN, Nadene S.
Advisor to Drama Department students, Chairman of
Department hospitality, State 'Thespian Festha1'P'1antling
Committee.
SIRKEL, Carolyn A.
Fine Arts College Advisor.
SCHULTE, Emi1 F,
Design of setting for fund raising iilm for United
Community Fund of Albuquerque.
9.

Public Service
YELL, Joseph E., .Jr.
Judge " Miss Star Contest, Judge - Stunt Night.

10. Personal Information

None

:·
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The Report of the Department of Music
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
'Halter B. Keller, Chairman

I.

General departmental information
A.

Significant achievements during the academic year,
1968-69

1.

The most conspicuous phase of the department's

activities during the year has been the outstanding series of
performances by student groups, individual students, faculty
members, and visiting artists.

There can be little doubt as

to the inspirational value of hearing fine performances by
professionals in the field.

There is no question in the

collective thinking of the department as to the great importance of student performance as a learning process in music.
The fact that these performances also impress the audiences
from the community, which all too often have been smaller
than hoped for, is not to be discredited.

It can only add

prestige to the department as a teaching institution and to
the image of the university as a whole in the community.

But

in the long run it is the benefit which accrues to the student
that justifies the time and energy expended on preparing for
public performances of which the department can be proud.
The large music organizations presented an excellent
series of concerts on campus in Popejoy Hall.

-1-
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Orchestra, directed by Professor Kurt Frederick, gave three
concerts, two of which featured department faculty members
Mauricio Fuks and Joanna de Keyser, respectively, as soloists.
The third concert presented the outstanding violist Martha
Strongin-Katz as guest soloist.

Her appearance, which was

sponsored by the CUltural Committee and the Associated Students,
was an educational experience for the students in the orchestra
as well as an exciting musical reward for those in the audience.
The University Chorus presented a varied Christmas program under the direction of Dr. Douglas McEwen and also a concert
of large scale choral works assisted by the University Orchestra
and directed by Dr. McEwen, as the final musical event of the
school year.
Professor William Rhoads presented the UNM Concert Band
in three concerts during the winter and spring season.
year's band represents one of the best groups the

This

depa~tment

has

ever had, and Mr. Rhoads has had the foresight to have a connnercial recording produced to preserve its outstanding performances.
Student groups performing in the Recital Hall have ineluded two programs by Dr. McEwen 1 s a Cappella choir and two
programs by the Chamber Orchestra, under the baton of Dr.
Frederick and both featuring faculty and student soloists.
The UNM Stage Banc'j., directed by student Ernest Kazmier, gave
a concert which starred former UNM student, Bobby Shew.
The Stage Band also served during the basketball season as
a pep band.

-2-
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Finally, two perfonnances of a more theatrical nature
produced by student groups included a three-night run of
Elizabeth 1vaters' dance workshop and four perfonnances of
Menotti' s "Old Maid and the Thief" in a highly imaginative
production staged by the University Opera Studio under the
direction of Professor Thomas Philips.
In the category of solo performances by students,
there were thirty-one junior, senior, and graduate recitals
during the year.

Faculty members presented a total of eight

scholarship benefit recitals during the season with the proceeds deposited in the department's scholarship fund to aid new
students.
Concerts performed in the recital hall but presenting outside talent included three programs sponsored jointly by the department and the New Mexico Arts Commission.

Unfortunately,

these represented something of a financial loss to the department
but were of extremely high musical calibre.

The problem of

obtaining adequate publicity is felt to be partly responsible
for the poor turn out.

The series included the Concentus

Musicus of Vienna, the Czech Nonet, and the violin-harpsichord
team of Sonya Monasoff and James 1-Teaver.

Two organ recitals

were sponsored by the department, one by local organist Lois
McLeod, the other by Anton Heiller of Vienna.

Mr. Heiller

also presented a most valuable workshop for organ students.
Other visiting lecturers and artist-teachers sponsored

-3-
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b~

the department were Gardner Read, professor of music at

Boston Universit~, vho gave an illustrated lecture on "The
Dilemma of Modern Notation," and John Barrows, of the Universit~

of Wisconsin,

2.

who gave a master class in horn.

An innovation in the music department's series of

performances instituted this year has been the television series
"Performance UNM," directed by Professor Thomas Philips and
broadcast
facult~

by KNME-TV. Assisting in the programs were several

members and students.

These thirty-minute programs,

presented weekly with two reruns of each, were meant to
disseminate to a wider audience the activities in the performance ·area of the music department.

Some evidence has been

received that the programs were quite successful in their
purpose.
Other off-campus music performances have been appearances
b~

the A Cappella Choir in Los Alamos and at several schools and

churches in Albuquerque, by the Chamber Orchestra in Los Alamos
and Santa Fe (twice), by the University Orchestra in Santa Fe
and Socorro, and by a student woodwind quintet, coached by Mr.
James Thornton, at the regional convention of the Music Educators
National Conference in St. Louis.
Although it

m~y

be questioned whether the off-campus

performances by student groups can be considered instructional
as distinct from being of publicity value, it is the belief of

-4-
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the

de~artment

that such performances do indeed contribute to

the student's broad indoctrination into the role of music in
society.

In the case of participation at conventions of

professional music organizations, there is the additional
benefit of exposure to the work of comparable groups and
to the discussions generally associated with such meetings.

3.

The music department has continued to serve the

cause of public education in several ways.

Along with the

Albuquerque public schools it has co-sponsored the Albuquerque
Youth Symphony.

It served again as host to the All-State Music

Festival in January.

In October it sponsored a two-dey string

clinic in coordination with the first concert of the UNM
Orchestra.

In the late summer of 1968 it held a clinic for

choral conductors from high schools around the state.

In

mid-spring it offered a wo;rkshop for elementary school teachers
with Barbara Grenoble, of Denver, presenting the teaching
ideas of Carl Orff and Zoltan Kodally.

In early June, 1969,

it presented a one-week string teachers workshop endorsed by
the American String Teachers Association and coordinated by
Professor Paul Rolland of the University of Illinois, assisted
by Josef Gingold of Indiana University, Agnes Vadas df the
University of Texas, Wiley Weave1· of the Dallas Symphony, and
members of the

de~artment

string faculty,

-5-
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4.

Aside from the pronounced emphasis on performance in

the department described

certain innovations in teaching

above~

have been introduced for the first time this year,

One of these

is the remedial course in music theory which is designed to
develop a strong foundation in the rudiments of music for those
students with weak backgrounds.

It is anticipated that this

will be of great help in reducing the attrition rate in the
normal first year theory course.
Another

e~erimental

course has been the workshop in

comprehensive musicianship, a loosely structured course for
teachers already active in the public schools,

Through a

variety of methods such as demonstrations, lectures, and
open discussions, the various aspects of musicianship were
studied.

Supported by Ford Foundation funds, the program was

supervised by Professors Stephenson and McRae.

Practically all

the members of the department faculty contributed to making
this project a meaningful

5.

e~erience

for those enrolled,

In line with a general trend across the campus,

a departmental student organization has begun to take shape.
In the course of a series of open meetings, a committee of three
students was elected to serve as a line of communication between students and faculty.

It is believed thst the nucleus

of students seriously concerned with the general policies
of the department will be of benefit in the future planning
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of the department, and revised committee structures alreaqy
show more student membership on department committees.

6,

The Friends of Music completed its first year of

activity and more than met its commitment to the scholarship
fund for the year.

At the Mey 2 orchestra concert, Kurt

Kubie, president of the Friends of Music, presented to the
chairman of the department a check of $1075 for scholarship
aid for thirteen freshmen currently enrolled, and a second
check of $2500 to be reserved for freshman music majors
entering the university in the fall of 1969.

B.

Significant plans and recommendations for the

near future
l.

Having achieved great momentum in the areas of

performance, the department will now focus on improved advising procedures for all students, end graduate students in
particular.

2.

As a result of student criticisms and suggestions,

the curricula and contents of courses will be reviewed by
student-faculty committees assigned for the purpose.

3.

A series of student-faculty forums has been recom-

mended to discuss all aspects of policy in the department.

-7-
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is not the department's

~eeling

that jurisdiction over these

matters ought to be handed to students, but rather that :free
communication between faculty/administration and students
probably can eliminate some sources

o~

unrest and discontent.

4. A significant experiment to be conducted in the
coming year consists of the hiring of specially qualified
public school teachers and professional musicians as parttime lecturers in music to teach applied music in certain
areas, namely trombone, horn, and oboe.

At best this is a

stop-gap measure and does not completely cover the areas of
specialization in performance.

The need for a composer to

develop the interest present, but latent, in creative writing
is no less urgent than a year ago.

5.

There 1 s a. desperate need

the music department's performances.

~or

better publicity

o~

Newspaper coverage has

been inadequate and other media have done little to announce
or review these activities.

All avenues which might improve

this situation will be thoroughly explored.

6,

There is still a great need to win friends and attract

students from around the state.

Sending per:forming groups to

other schools and communities can help.

The

ne~r ~aculty

ap-

pointments already made for next year will enable the department

-8-
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to have two exceptionally fine faculty chamber music groups
which can be utilized as a showcase for advertising the school.

7.

In the same vein, both the university orchestra and

the university band have been invited to represent the southwest
region at the ,national meeting of the Music Educators National
Conference in Chicago in the spring of 1970.

Whether funds can

be found to send one or the other of the groups is still to be
seen.

8.

A serious problem which the department will have to

face in the coming year will be the selection of a chairman to
succeed the present chairman, whose term of office as original:cyagreed upon will expire June 30, 1970.

It is the hope of the

present chairm!lll that operating procedures can be organized to
a smoother routine during the next year so that fewer ad hoc
decisions will be needed to keep the department fUnctioning.

d.

Appointments to the staff

The following persons were appointed to the teaching
staff beginning their teaching duties in September, 1968.
a,

Thomas Philips, professor of voice and opera

b,

Mauricio Fuks, assistant professor of violin

-9-
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D. Separations from the staff
l.

The folLowing persons have resigned from the teaching

staff as of the end of the 1968-69 academic year:
a,

Professor .Toseph Blankenship, who has accepted the
post of Dean of the Conservatory of Music of the
University of Missouri at Kansas City.

b.

Associate Professor Douglas McEwen, who has accepted
a post as Choral Director at Arizona State University.

c.

Associate Professor James Thornton, who has accepted
a position at Illinois State University,

2..

Assistant Professor Mauricio Fuks will terminate his

employment in the department as of June 30, 1969, having served
one year on the faculty.
3.

Ralph Mirabal will terminate his employment as

recording technician (part time) on June 30.

II.

Composite of information reguested on individual

biographical sunplements
l.

Advanced study
Hector Garcia: advanced master clsses with Maestro
Emilio Pujol, musicologist, in Lerida, Spain.

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, summer teaching

elsewhere , etc.
John Batcheller: travel in Canada and Mexico;
taught extension seminar in Belen, N.M.;
taught course in pre-school music at Aspen,
Colorado.
Joanna de Keyser: taught chamber music at University of Southern California in sununer 1968.
Travel in Europe concertizing (see item 7).
Hector Garcia: travel in Spain
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Thomas Philips: travel to East Coast in December
and. June.
George Robert: travel to Aspen for Music Festival.
Jane Snow: travel to Aspen, Boston, North Carolina.
Elizabeth ~raters: travel to Aspen for Music Fea.tival;
to Ashland, Oregon, for Shakespeare Festival; Canada.
James Whitlow: taught at Hobbs l4usic Camp.
3.

New scholastic honors, etc.
William Rhoads was accepted into membership of the
American Society of Composers, Authors, and
Publishers.
Wesley Selby and William Seymour were elected into
membership of Alpha Chi Chapter of Pi Kappa Lambda.

4.

Publications
William Rhoads: "Gentle Ballad," for band. Pittsburgh:
Volkwein Bros. "Mazatlan," for band. Ssn Antonio:
Southern Music. 11 Lament and March,'' for band, San
Antonio: Southern Music.
James Thornton: "Make a Choir out of Woodwinds,'' in
~Educators Journal, Vol. 55, No.6 (Feb, 1969).

5.

Other research projects
Joaeph Blankenship: Research project in progress:
11
The Administrative Structure of College Music."
Hector Garcia is in the process of writing a book
"Introduction to the Classical Guitar," is transcribing music of the 15th and 16th centuries
written for guitar and vihuela, and has composed
several works for solo guitar and for guitar and
orchestra.
Douglas l~cEwen is preparing for publication 11\fith a
Voice of Praise and Thanksgiving," introduction and
chorus by Handel-McEwen.
Donald McRae and Jack Stephenson have served as directors of the Contemporary Music Project for Creativity
in Music Education (second year of a Ford Foundation
Grant).
Jiugh Miller has written "Keynotes Introduction to Music"
to be published by Barnes snd Noble, Inc., in their
Keynotes Series.
Thomas Philips is in the process of re-orchestrating
Donizetti 1 s 11Le Convenienze ed Inconvenienze
teatrali."
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William Rhoads has prepared for publication by LeBlanc two pieces fqr wood~Tind choir: "Caprice" and
"Tarantella."
James Thornton has prepared for publication by G.
Schirmer a band arrangement of "Poem," for flute
and orchestra by Charles Grii'fes.

6.

Activities in learned and professional societies
Joseph Blankenship has served as national vicepresident of Pi Kappa Lambda, and as a member of
the Board of Regents and the Publications Committee,
Attended national conventions of NASM in Washington,
D.C. and MTNA in Cincinnati.
~Talter Keller attended annual meeting of National
Association of ~fusic Executives in State Universities,
Colorado Springs.
Thomas Philips attended the meeting of The National
Opera Association, Los Angeles.
vlesley Selby served the American Guild of Organists
as State Chairman, Board Member of the Albuquerque
Chapter, and as nominee to the National Council·
Hilliam Seymour participated in the southwest division of MENC convention in St. Louis and serv.ed
as moderator for the Reading Program of the NMMTA
convention in Las Vegas, N.M.
James Thornton presented the UNMvoodwind quintet in
a demonstration-recital at the SW Division convention of MENC in St. Louis.

7.

Other professional activities (a. music performances,

b. lectures, c. adjudication, d, miscellaneous professional
activities)
a,

Music performances

Frank Bowen: solo flutist with UNM Chamber Orchestra
and Albuquerque Symphony, Two programs on KNME-TV
series. Two faculty recitals. Principal flutist
with ASO for 1968-69 season. Concert in Arrqyo Beco.
Joanna de Keyser: recorded for BBC in London, Radio
VARA in Holland. Recital in Oslo. Soloist with
orchestras in Arizona, Colorado, California, Georgia,
Illinois, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Michigan, Minnesota, Ohio, South Dakota. In New Mexico: soloist
with Albuquerque Symphony, UNM Orchestra (two progr!ilns)
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in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Socorro. Solo recitals
in Albuquerque and Alamogordo. Faculty Trio Recital.
School concert in duba, New Mexico.
Kurt Frederick: conducted three concerts of UNM Orchestra
on campus and two out of' tmm (Santa Fe, Socorro); four
concerts with UNM Chamber Orchestra in Albuquerque
and also concerts in Los Alamos and Pojoaque. Four
programs with UNM Chamber Orchestra on KNME-TV series.
Three concerts with Albuquerque Chamber Orchestra.
Guest conductor: All-City High School Orchestra in
Denver and Lincoln Nebraska; All-State Orchestra of
Wyoming.
.
Hector Garcia: numerous concerts and lectures on tne
guitar for schools. Solo recital at UNM. Soloist
with Albuquerque Chamber Orchestra.
Walter Keller: harpsichord soloist with UNM Chamber
Orchestra. Two programs on KNME-TV series, Harpsichordist in two joint recitals with Andrew Bolo•
towsky, flutist. Faculty recital with Frank Bowen.
Directed Albuquerque Early Music Ensemble in program
for national convention of' Music Library Association.
Douglas McEwen: Conducted two concerts of the A
Cappella Choir on UNM campus, two concerts with same
group in the city, one in Los Alamos. Two concerts
of University Chorus in Popejoy Hall. Directed
Chamber Singers on KNME-TV series. Guest conductor:
twenty engagements as conductor of choral festivals
in California, Colorado, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota,
Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoml;l., Texas,
Wisconsin, and \>lyoming.
Donal.d McRae: music director and baritone soloist,
Temple Albert (Albuquerque), Three concerts and
five special services beyond weekly services.
Thomas Philips: directed UNM opera studio production
of Menotti' s "The Old Maid and the Thief'" ( 4 performances). Directed sixteen programs for KNME-TV
of "Performance - New Mexico." Musical director
of Bernstein's 1'vronderful. Tmm" (3 performances)
in collaboration with the department of drama,
1-Tilliam Rhoa(ls: conducted three nerformances of UNM
Concert Band on campus. Guest- conductor at University of Pacific, Stockton, Cali.fornie., and in
Texas. Directed workshops in El Paso, Texas, and
Emporia, Kansas
George Robert: .Joint recitals with Agnes Vadas,
Mauricio Fuks (2) end Joanna de Keyser (4). DuoJ?iano recital with Norton Schoenfeld. Three concerts with Amadeus Trio (UNM facult,r trio); accompanist for four concerts in Farmington and Albuquerque,

,,

I
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Morton Schoenfeld: solo piano recital (faculty series);
joint recital with Frank Bowen; duo-piano recital
with George Robert; three other chamber music recitals
in Albuquerque and Arroyo Seco.
Wesley Selby: solo organ recital at Uffl4; soloist with
UNM Orchestra; keyboard player for Albuquerque
Symphony Orchestra. Organ soloist with Albuquerque
Chamber Orchestra.
lfilliam Seymour: three piano recitals in St. Louis,
Missouri 1 and Springfield, lllinois.
Jane Snovr: joint recitals (with Jeanne Grealish, mezzosoprano) in Ne'~ Mexico (under Title l project), in
Boston, Raleigh, North Carolina, Chicago (SAI National
Convention), Albuquerque (National Federation of Music
Clubs convention). Two programs on campus (faculty
series). KNME-TV series (one program).
James Thornton: faculty recital; two programs for KNME-TV
series.
Elizabeth 'ifaters: directed annual dance workshop program ort ca.mpus. Choreography for Albuquerque Symphony:
Children's series. Program for KNME-TV series.
James Whitlow: faculty recital. Guest soloist at Righ
Schools in Albuquerque, Clovis. Guest clinician in
Colorado, Texas, Uew Mexico. Youth Concerts in New
Mexico.
b.

Lectures

John Batcheller: panel member at State Teachers Convention, lecture for ASO -women's association. Keynote speaker and lecture-demonstrations at Kansas
Music Educators convention,
Walter Keller: lecture for Albuquerque Chapter of
American Guild of Organists.
Thomas Philips: lectures for ASO women's association,
Santa Fe Opera Guild, National Federation of
vTomen Is clubs.
Morton Schoenfeld: lecture recital for Friends of
Music.
Jane Snow: lecture recital at Meredith College, Department of Music.
Elizabeth Waters: lecture demonstrations (two) for
Albuquerque Public Schools
c.

Adjudication

Frank Bowen: Texas Solo and Ensemble Festival, El
Paso. District 7 Music Festival, Albuquerque,
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Douglas McEwen: Arizona State Choral Festival, Tempe.
Albuquerque Baptist Choral Festival.
Kurt Frederick: Young Artists Competition, National
Federation of Music Clubs.
Donald McRae: New Mexico Music Educators Association.
Thomas Philips: Young Artists Competition, National
Federation of Music Clubs.
Jane Snow: New Mexico Music Educators, Gallup. Young Artist Competition, National Federation of Music Clubs.
d.

Miscellaneous professional activities

Jack Stephenson: served as general chairman and coordinator of New Mexico All-State Festival, Chairman
of New Mexico String Clinic. Director and coordinator
of American String Teachers Association workshop.
B.

Non-teaching university service

John Batcheller: member of Popejoy Hall board; secretary of music department faculty; curriculum committee.
Frank Bowen: student recital committee; theory barrier
committee (ad hoc),
Joanna de Keyser: applied music committee
Kurt Frederick: CUltural Committee
Halter Keller: Chairman, Department of Music; Fine
Arts College Policy Committee; General Honors
Courtcil.
Douglas McEWen: Department of Music administrative
committee; Fine Arts College Policy Committee.
Donald McRae: Assistant Dean, College of Fine Arts.
Acting Dean, Semester I. Music department administrative committee; Fine Arts College Policy
Committee, scholarship committee.
Hugh Miller: graduate committee; Fine Arts College
and m1.lsi c department graduate committees.
George Robert: music department administrative
committee, theory coordinator.
Morton Scl:)oenfeld: Music Performance Awards Committee
chairman; Friends of Music Liaison Committee, chairman; Cl~on-Barber selection committee.
Wesley Selby: applied music committee,
William Seymour: applied music committee; music department student-faculty committee.
Jane Snow: Department• of Music Scholarship Committee;
applied music committee; faculty advisor for Sigma
Alpha Iota;
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Jack Stephenson: Committee on the University; music
department administrative committee; committee on
recruitment; College of Education liaison.
James Thornton: music department administrative
committee; ad.hoc committee under Scholarships,
Prizes, and High School Relations.
James Whitlow: faculty advisor to Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia.

9 • Public Service
John Batcheller: board member, Santa Fe Opera Guild,
Albuquerque Community Concert Association.
Kurt Frederick: board member, Albuquerque Community
Concert Association.
Halter Keller: board member, Friends of Music,
Albuquerque Youth S~hony, Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra.
Donald McRae: Community Chest coordinator, College
of Fine Arts
Morton Schoenfeld: board member, Friends of Music.
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REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY ART MUSEUM
July 1, 1968

~

June 30, 1969

Robert M. Ellis, Director

Robert M, Ellis served as Director during
Lewis continued as Curator.

1968~69.

Mrs. Louise M.

Mrs. Madelyn Kempf succeeded Mrs. Louise G.

Carter as Museum Secretary, Ronald V. Potee served as Preparator and
Sterling Coke and Robert Diercks were Graduate Assistants.
There were fourteen exhibitions during

1968~69

in the Museum.

dance was 33,053, a decrease from the previous year of 13 1 972.

Atten~

However,

during the previous year the sixth grade classes of all the Albuquerque
public schools included a visit to the Museum as a part of their art
curriculum.

Attendance for 1966-67 was 321 641.

The Museum was open 223 days during 1968-69 and there was a tot.al of
90 tours.
Exhibitions
Ward Lockwood--summer exhibition.

This was a retrospective exhibition

of the paintings, prints and drawings of Ward Lockwood, a Taos artist who
died in 1963, organized by the University of Texas.

One hundred and four-

teen works were shown.
Architectural

Photography-~september

15

~

October 6.

This exhibition

included 75 representative photographs by twelve internationally famous

,.,
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architectural photographers illustrating current trends in building by
prominent contemporary architects throughout the country.
Nineteenth
November 3.

Century~

Lithographs--Upper Gallery, October 13-

An exhibition of nearly 100 prints, this was the first major

showing of the Museum's study collection emphasizing this important field of
print making.

Included were works by Delacroix, Daumier, Red on, Picasso,

Bannard, Toulouse-Lautrec and Cezanne,

The exhibition traced the development

of the medium in France during the nineteenth century.
Museum

Bulletin~

Selections
November 10.

~

The University Art

l catalogued the exhibition.

the Permanent Collection--Lower Gallery, September 15 -

Many of the recent acquisitions of the Museum

~o~ere

exhibited.

Various works were changed during the exhibition to show more of the collection.
Fifth~

Purchase Exhibition--Upper Gallery, November 11 - 30,

selection of works of art for purchase by collectors and art lovers.

A

OVer

75 drawings, prints and paintings were assembled from galleries in New York,
Los Angeles and New Mexico and included such artists as Picasso, Renoir,
Bellows, Dllrer and Daumier.
~in ~~-Lower

Gallery, November 18 - December 29.

A major

exhibition of watercolors painted by John Marin in New Mexico during 1929-30,
Van Deren Coke organized the exhibition ancl wrote the essay for the catalog
documenting this period of Marin's work.

The exhibition travelled to the

Marion Koogler McNay Art Institute in San Antonio and to the Amon Carter Museum
in Fort Worth after its showing here.

__,.._
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Colonial Art of

~--Upper

Gallery 1 December 8 - January 30.

An

exhibition of the painting, sculpture and architecture of Mexico from the
seveuteenth and eighteenth centuries.
from Mexican Government collections.

All works were loaned to the Museum
The exnoition was organized by the

Programa Nacional Fronterizo of Mexico in collaboration with the University
Art Museum and was shown at four museums in the United States and is to be
shown at the Museo de Arte e Historia de Cd. Juarez in Mexico during September
and October 1969.

A catalog for the exhibition was prepared and published by

the University Art Museum.
Sources for

Tomorrm~--February

2 - Harch 2.

This exhibition, organized

by the Smithsonian Institution, was a selection of fifty works by Americans
dating between 1946 and 1966 from the Michener Foundation Collection representing two decades important in the development of new directions and
leaders in American art,

Works of Albers, Bischoff, Dine, Francis, Graves,

Hofmann, Indiana, Kline, Louis, Harris, and Rivers, among others, were included,
A

48-page catalog with photographs prepared by the Smithsonian Institution

accompanied the exhibition.
Photographic Processes:

~

Historical Survey--February 16 - Harch 30.

An exhibition organized by Richard Rudisill of the Art Department showing
examples of various photographic processes from the ni.neteenth and twentieth
centuries.
A.nnual ,mM Faculty Exhibition--Upper Gallery, Harch 9 - 30,
teachers from the faculty of the

U~

Twenty artist-

Art Department were represented.

Those
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whose works were shown were Clinton Adams, Garo Antreasian, Ilya Bolotowsky,
Frank Boyden, Frank Van Deren Coke, Robert Ellis, Fred Hammersley, Milton
Howard, John Kacere, Wayne Lazorik, Ralph Lewis, Charles Mattox, Kenneth Ray 1
David Rodgers, Richard Rudisill, Carl Paak, Sam Smith; and Professors Emeriti
Ralph Douglass and Raymond Jonson.
media.

Their works were of a number of different

A special exhibition of the work of Fred Hammersley, Visiting Painter,

was held in one section of the gallery and a checklist of his work was prepared
by the Museum staff.
Bauhaus--April 8 - May 4.

This exhibition was organized by the Foreign

Office of the German Federal Republic to cover the ideas and work, the spirit
and life at the Bauhaus during the years 1919 - 1933.

Consisting primarily

of photographs, the exhibition was accompanied by a catalog prepared by the
German Foreign Office.

A checklist for the exhibition was prepared by the

Museum staff.
Masterrs Thesis Exhibition .12.§2---April 27 - May 4, May 11 - 18, June 22 29.

The works of twelve students, candidates for the Master of Arts degree

at UWM, were shown.

Sculpture, painting, drawings and other media were

included.
Young Americans 1969--Upper Gallery, May 28 - June 15.

Sponsored and

organized by the American Craftsmenrs Council, this exhibition was a juried
selection from national competition covering a wide range of activity in the
crafts among young people between twenty and thirty years old.

The show

opened here to coincide with the sixth national conference of the American

,.
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Craftsmen's Council held in Albuquerque and is subsequently being shown
during the summer months at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts in New York
City.
Annual Student Exhibition--Lower Gallery, May 30 - June 28.

The

exhibition of works by students in the UNM Department of Art was juried this
year by Mr. Ulfert Wilke, Director of the Art Museum at the University of
Iowa,

Mr. Wilke is a distinguished painter, calligrapher am collector.

He

awarded prizes in painting, drawing, print making, sculpture, photography,
ceramics and jewelry.
The Young Photographers exhibition organized by Van Deren Coke in 1967
and first shown at the UNM Art Museum continued to travel this year and was
shown at the University of South Carolina, Indiana University, the Wisconsin
Art Center in Madison, Murray State College in Kentucky, Mills College,
Washington University and the University of Florida.

The exhibition will

have two or three more showings on the west coast before its tour ends,

Publications
The Museum published one Bulletin, two catalogs and two checklists during
1968-69.

Copies are a.ttached to this report.

Bulletin Number

~'

Fall 1968.

This issue of the Bulletin is devoted

1

primarily to the University s collection of nineteenth century French
lithographs with a monograph by Louise Lewis, Curator.

It was published
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on the occasion of the exhibition Nineteenth Century French Lithographs and
includes photographs of 23 works in the exhibition,

(24 pp., 23 black and

white illustrations.)
Marin j_g

~

Mexico/1929 §:. 1930,

:Oesigned by Robert M. Ellis with a

text by Van Deren Coke, the catalog lists the paintings in the exhibition
held at the Museum and other paintings done in New Mexico by John Marin.
The catalog is illustrated with a number of photographs.

(32 pp., 24 black

and white and 3 color illustrations.)
Colonial Art of Mexico.

Introduction by Felipe Lacouture, Architect,

Museo de Arte e Historia de Cd. Juarez, text on the paintings in the exhibition
by Lie, Gonzalo Obregon, National Institute of Anthropology and History.
in Spanish and English.

Catalog design by Robert M. Ellis.

Text

(36 pp., 24

black and white and 2 color illustrations.)
Frederick Hammersley.

Checklist, Annual UNM Faculty Exhibition.

and biographical notes by Louise M. Lewis, Curator,

Text

(6 pp. 1 2 illustrations,

black, white and grey.)
Bauhaus.

Checklist.

A fold-out poster designed by Robert M. Ellis with

illustrations and information on the Bauhaus period and influence.
for the checklist by Museum Docents.

Research

The checklist was distributed to Albu-

querque public school teachers and accompanied the exhibition shown at the
Museum in the spring.
New Acquisitions
One hundred-sixty-seven works were added to the Museum's permanent
collection,

Notable among them are the following:
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Three gifts from the Friends of Art:
in~'

Jefferson~

1918; George Ault,

and a lithograph,

an oil by Marguerite Zorach, Women

~ ~'

Tower, 1927, a watercolor;

1924, by George Bellows.

Ansel Adams, TWenty Photographs (taken in New Mexico).
0. E. Berninghaus, Cottonwood

~Ranch.

Oil.

Gift of the artist.

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. J. P.

Brandenburg of Taos.
Hans Hokanson, Fool's Tool.

Sculpture.

Gift of Mrs. Margaret Schultz,

N'ew York City.
Charles Mattox, Blue Harp.

Sculpture.

Gift of Mrs. Dorothy Newmark, California,

Pissaro, Baigneuses .e_ 1 1 ombre des berges boisees.
Robert Rauschenberg, The Blue
Steinlen,

La~·

~.

Lithograph, 1896.

Lithograph, 1967.

Purchase.

Purchase.

Purchase.

Friends of

!!:!:.

The Friends of Art showed continued growth.
were held by them:

Lithograph, 1895.

Two fund raising events

"Buck Bohemia" in November of 1968, and a spring tea

with a sale of student art work in May, raising $1200 and $150 respectively
for their purchase fund.
Three thousand dollars was voted for the Frienoo of Art Purchase Fund.
This represented a considerable increase·over 1967's purchase fund of $600.
The funds were used for the purchase of three gifts to the University Art
Museum, listed above

under~

Acquisitions.

The Friends of Art also voted
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$150 to the Museum's Docent Program for costs of preparing the Bauhaus Checklist.
A series of eight

lectures~

"Confrontation - 1969 11 , was sponsored and

organized by the Friends of Art and was held during the spring semester.
Speakers were Louise Lewis, Curator, Art Museum; Clinton Adams, Dean, College
of Fine Arts; Don Schlegel, Acting Chairman, Department of Architecture; Milton
Howard and Carl Paak, Art Department; Donald Robb, Dean Emeritus, College of
Fine Arts; Henry Ellis, Department of Psychology; and Robert M. Ellis, Director,
Art Museum.

The lectures concerned a variety of aspects of contemporary art,

including music,
Receptions were held for the openings of five exhibitions at the Museum,
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COLLEGE OF NURSING

There is no Annual Report for the College of Nursing
for the years 1967-68 and 1968-69.
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The Report of the College of Pharmacy
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Elman L. Catal ine, Dean

I.

General College Information
A.

Significant College Information
I.

Pursuant to the deferment of the imposition of probationary status
in regard to the continuation of the accreditation of the College
of Pharmacy by the American Council on Pharmaceutical Education in
June, 1968, the College, wi1hthe support of the administration, has
made real progress during the year.
a.

New Courses.
Since a part of the Council's concern was with the
limited number of courses offered by the

Colleg~,

a decided effort has been made to improve this
phase of the College's program.

The following

courses were either instituted during the year or
approved for the year 1969-70:
-

Pharmacy 380. Veterrnary Medicine. 1 semester hour
This course is taught by a Doctor of Veterinary
medicine who is also a

graduate of a college of

pharmacy.
Pharmacy

~50.

~

Hospital Pharmacy. 3 semester hours

Five local chief pharmacists are involved in the
teaching of this course,
is the coordinator.

A regular faculty member

781.
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Pharmacy Administration 421. Pharmacy Record
Keeping and Financial Analysis. 3 semester hours
This course will round out the offerings in
Pharmacy Administration.
Pharmacology 479. Psychopharmacology. I semester hour
This course will be elective.

It will deal with

a most important segment of pharmacology which has
been slighted in our program heretofore.
b. The Continuing Education Program.
The appointment to the faculty of a man trained in Pharmacy
Administration and with a definite interest in developing a
program of continuing education has already paid handsome
dividends.

The first seminar was held on April 21-22, 1969.

The subject was "New Drugs" which were discussed from the
chemical standpoint by Dr. Kenneth H. Stahl, Associate
Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, and from the pharmacological point of view by Mr. Gary G. Ferguson, Assistant
Professor of Pharmacology.
A total of 95 community, hospital, and government pharmacists
registered for the Seminar.

They were enthusiastically com-

mendatory and, without exception, urged the College to continue
and to expand the continuing education program.
Furthermore, on April 25, 1969, the College partic:lpated in an
interprofessional seminar on drugs at Roswell, New Mexico.
Faculty members from the Colleges of Nursing and Pharmacy and
the School of Medicine appeared before a group of nurses,
physicians, and pharmacists.

The program was funded by the

~

r----------------------------
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Regional Medical Program.
c. Pharmacy Extension Services.
This unit of the Col lege of Pharmacy, under the direction
of Professor Harold L. Bober, will coordinate all activities of the College in the area of inter- and intraprofessional communication.

The Continuing Education Program and

the interdiscipl !nary seminar are the first accomplishments
of the Service.

It is hoped that many other programs will

be developed- including the publication of an informational
bulletin for pharmacists in New Mexico.

In these efforts the

Pharmacy Extension Services will cooperate with the University
Extension Division, as well as the New Mexico State Board of
Pharmacy and the New Mexico Pharmaceutical Association.
2.

The College takes pride in the installation of Alpha Mu Chapter of Kappa
Epsilon, national pharmacy girl 1 s fraternity, on December 7, 1969.

The

installing officer was the national president Miss Metta Lou Henderson of
Battle Creek, Michigan.
alumnae.

The total of ten charter members included three

The major credit for all the work involved in the establishment

of the chapter is due Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Stahl.
B.

Significant Plans and Recommendations
1.

The addition of a faculty member whose area of competency is hospital
and clinical pharmacy will enable the College to proceed with the planning
of courses and a program in hospital and clinical pharmacy.
This area, which is becoming increasingly important, has been sadly
neglected heretofore.

A close association of the College of Pharmacy with

the local hospitals, and especially the Bernalillo County Medical Center,
the School of Medicine, and the College of Nursing will be vital

~
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in the development of hospital and

~1

inical pharmacy.

As the faculty of the College becomes larger, it will be possible to
broaden the offerings in other ways and, perhaps, it will even be
possible to provide optional programs which will make i.t possible
for students to prepare for some of the specialty areas of the
profession.
2..

It is strongly urged that planning of the projected joint-occupancy
building be intensified forthwith.

No long-range planning can be

consummated until more space (and it must be appropriate space) is
provided.

The committment made to the American Council on Pharma-

ceutical Education to the effect that the building would undoubtedly
be a reality by 1973 must be honored.
3.

The weaknesses pointed out in the report of the 1967 re-examination for
accreditation must be eliminated if the College of Pharmacy is to prosper
and grow.

To date, the College of Pharmacy has enjoyed the unqualified

support of the administration.

It is vital that this support be continued.

ln this connection, recent studies have shown that the salaries of the
members of the College of Pharmacy faculty are substantially lower than
those of their counterparts in other colleges of this university and in
other colleges of pharmacy.

While the difficulties interposed by limited

funds are recognized, it is strongly urged that steps be taken next year
to eliminate the existing discrepancies.

~

The alternative is loss of faculty -

especially the younger, more mobile people - and a corresponding decrease in
the effectiveness of the College of Pharmacy.
It is equally important that a most competent, energetic, and ambitious
dean be appointed to administer the affairs of the College.

The next few

years will be critical ones for pharmacy and for the College of Pharmacy

784
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since they will see fundamental changes in the role of the pharmacist.
These changes must be accompanied by like changes in the educational
program and vision and wisdom will be required of those who administer
the educational program.

Lacking a dean who is possessed of these

characteristics, the College of Pharmacy wi 11 mos.t certainly fail to
realize its full potential to make an important contribution to progress
in pharmacy.
C.

Appointments to Staff.
Bober, Harold L., Assistant Professor of Pharmacy Administration,
effective September 1, 1968.

D.

Separations from Staff.
Cataline, Elman L., Professor of Pharmacy and Dean of the College of
Pharmacy, effective June 30, 1969.

II.

Composite of Information on Biographical Supplements.
1.

Advanced study
FERGUSON, GARY G.
Completed requirements for the Ph.D. degree in Pharmacology at the
University of Colorado.

2.

Sabbaticals, etc.
none

3.

New Scholastic Honors, etc.
FERGUSON, GARY G.
Recipient of H.A.B. Dunning Memorial Fellowship for work on Ph.D.,
1967-68.

4.

(not previously reported.)

Publications
BOBER, HAROLD L.
"It's Academic" - a series of three articles on the pharmacist as an
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advisor in the sale of over-the-counter products; in 5_l Boticario,
October, November, and December, 1968.
"Drugstore or Pharmacy - What's in a Name?" - Rocky Mountain Druggist,
May, 1969.
FERGUSON, GARY G.
"'Memory' Transfer Associated with Transfer of Brain RNA,"

E.!_ Boticario, Jan., 1969, pp.

4-~

FIEDLER, WILLIAM C.
"Pharmaceutical Aerosols,"

£

Boticario, Vol. 15, No. 2 ( .eb., 1969),

p. 16.
STAHL, KENNETH H.
"New Products", E.!_ Boticario, Mar. 1969, pp. 10-12.

5.

Other Research Projects, etc.
BAKER, GEORGE L.
Chemical analysis of Contra Verba in progress
BOBER, HAROLD L.
Continuing education survey of New Mexico pharmacists.
FERGUSON, GARY G.
Pharmacological investigation of a series of cinnolone compounds
originally synthesized as possible anti-cancer agents
Pharmacological investigation of several Indian and Spanish medicinal herbs."'
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Synthesis of hydrazides as possible psychotherapeutic agents

6.

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies.
BOBER, HAROLD L.
"Continuing Education in Pharmacy11 , a talk given at the annual convention
of the New Mexico Pharmaceutical Association, May 11-13-1969, Albuquerque
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CATALINE, ELMON L.
Attended annual convent ion of the New Mexico

Pharmac~uti

cal Associ at ion

FERGUSON, GARY G.
Attended annual convention of New Mexico Pharmaceutical Association
FIEDLER, WILLIAM C.
Attended annual convention of the American Pharmaceutical Association,
Montreal, May 17-23, 1969
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Represented College of Pharmacy at 27th annual meeting of District No. 8,
A. A. C. P. and N.A.B. P. Gearhart, 0 regon, October 13-15, 1968.

Elected

Chairman for the Colleges for 1969 meeting in Salt Lake City.
Represented the College of Pharmacy at the annual Western States Drug
Conference, February 15-16, 1969, at Seattle, Washington.

Presented a

paper on "Pharmacy Technicians."
7.

Other Professional Activities
BOBER, HAROLD L.
Interview on KUMN
Assisted in establishment of a drug abuse education program for the high
school and college level
FERGUSON, GARY G.
Speaker at 2-day narcotics seminar for military and civilian law enforcement

...,

personnel sponsored by Office of Special Investigation, Kirtland Air Force
Base.
Speaker, Continuing Education Seminar for New Mexico Pharmacists, April 21-22,
1969
Spoke on "Narcotics" for youth group at First Congregational Church, Dec. 12, 1969.
Member of University's "Drug Information Group."
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Member of Continuing Education Seminar on "Managment of Cardiac Emergencies",
with representatives of School of Medicine and College of Nursing, Roswell,
New Mexico, April 28, 1969.
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Speaker, Continuing Education Seminar for New Mexico Pharmacists, April 21-22,
1969.
8.

Non-Teaching University Service
BAKER, GEORGE L.
Academic Advisor
BOBER, HAROLD L.
Development and Adminstration of Continuing Education Program, Pharmacy
Extension Services.
Member, Tripartite Committee (College, State Board, State Association)
to develop an intership program
CATALINE, ELMON L.
Administrative Committee
Committee on Entrance and Credits
Committee on Health Sciences
FERGUSON, GARY G.
Advisor, University College Students
Faculty Advisor, Student Chapter of American Pharmaceutical Association
Member, Committee for the Use of Human Subjects
FIEDLER, WILLIAM C.
Faculty Advisor and Secretary-Treasurer, Rho Chi Honor Society
Student Advisor
STAHL, KENNETH H.
Advisor, University College Students

..
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Special Advisor, University College
Faculty Advisor, Alpha Mu Chapter, Kappa Epsilon
Faculty Advisor, Maia Chapter, Mortar Board
Member of Polley Committee
Member of ad hoc Committee of the Health Sciences
Chairman, Executive Committee of the College of Pharmacy
Chairman, Advisory Committee for selection of a new dean for the College
of Pharmacy
Program Director for the HEW-Health Professions Scholarship Program,
beginning February 6, 1969
Moderator for one of the unstructured sessions for the evaluation of
,the

teachi~g-Jearning

process on April 15, 1969

Representative of the Col lege of Pharmacy on the grievance panel. for
non-academic personnel
Represented the American Association of

Coll~ges

of Pharmacy at President

Heady's inauguration November 9, 1968
9,

Public Service
none

10.

Personal Information
FERGUSON, GARY

~·

Da.ughter, Laurie Elizabeth, born June 28, 1967 (not: previously reported.)
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THE REPORT OF TRE DENTAL HYGIENE PROGRAM
July 1, 1968 - June 30, 1969
Monica Novitski, Director
I.

General Information
As a result of the proposals made at the Faculty Conference of the

Dental Programs at Lawrence Ranch in May 1968, the
saw a reorganization of the faculty with

1 68-69

committee~formed,

school year
members

of which have assumed responsibility for curriculum revisions and for
policies of the operation of the clinical teaching facility.

The most

dramatic change is in the clinic where minor physical changes and a
number of policy changes have resulted in a more efficient operation,
freeing instructors to provide closer supervision and mox:e individual
teaching to students.

In a step-by-step process each course offering

of the program is being reviewed with the goal toward closer integration
and correlation in clinical performance.
In a further effort toward a more unified approach to dental hygiene
education, a Student Coordinating Committee was organized to meet
monthly with the Director.

Six students, elected by their classmates,

serve to advise the administration of the Dental.Programs of student
suggestions.

Several valid and workable suggestions resulted from the

meetings and have been implemented.

The formation of the committee

has provided several intangibles:
1.

A closer, less hostile relationship between students and
facuJ.ty.

2.

Better morale among both students and faculty and the
development of a deeper sense of loyalty of both groups
toward the program.
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A pilot program in teaching more int;ra•oral procedures
year qygiene students was inaugurated in the fall.
most

encouraging~

Its success was

this· was a move in the direction of increased respon•

sibilities for hygienists as desired by dentists-employees.
s.tatistics

to second

and evaluations were made and will be made

continues .in the coming academic year.

as

Careful

the study

It is the .feeling of the faculty

that the new .Program after evaluation and with refinements will be a
significant addition to clinical education; student reception of the
addition is a,healthy approval.
The year ended with approval by the University Faculty of a Bachelor's Degree in Dental Hygiene.

The degree has a three-fold aim:

1.

To qualify a dental hygienist to serve as a dental health
educator (a teaching specialist)~n elementary and secondary
schools;

2.

To qualify a dental hygienist to teach in dental hygiene
certificate programs·;

3.

To qualify a licensed dental hygienist to assume more
intra-oral responsibilities in clinical practice.

~he

degree will be implemented as soon as funds from outside sources

are secured.
next biennium;

The University budget cannot provide any funds in the
hol~ever,

it is felt that grant money will be easier to

obtain with the assurance the proposal of a degree has met with faculty
and administrative approval.
Personnel Changes
Staff appointments:

Barbara McCollaum as Clinic Assistant
Effective January 8, 1969
Dorothy B. Buhrmester as Secretary
effective May 15, 1969
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Faculty appointments:

w.

K. Graham (dentist) as Clinical Instructor
Effective September 16, 1968

Clara Miera (dent:al assistant) as Laboratory
Iiistruct.or
Effective September 16, 196!3
Judith Swortwood Pederson (dental hygienist)
as Instructo.r
Effective September 16, 1968
Staff Separations:

Maxine Fine (Clinic Assistant)
Effective December 13, 1968
Devona Bonnie Kostelnik (Se~retary) Effective May 23, 1969

Faculty Separations:

Judith Swortwood Pederson (Instructor)
Effective June 8, 1969.
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II.

Composite of Information - Faculty Members
1.

Advanced study
KEEFFE, Margot Lue
27 cred,it hours

2.

Sabbaticals, leaves of absence, etc.
duFAULT, M-Louise
travel New England

3.

New scholastic honors, fellowships, etc.
None

4.

Publications
NOVITSKI, Monica
UNM ~ Facility ~ the Dentists 2£ New Mexico, New
Mexico Dental Journal, November 1968 pp 24=27 p.38.

11

5.

Other research projects, etc.
duFAULT, M-Louise
In progress:

design of instrument to measure perceptual
ability

MELLOTT, Velma Ruth
Coordinator for Senior Dental Hygienists for a course at
the U. S. Veterans Hospital, Dental Clinic
Development of a dispensing center in the dental clinic
and supervisor of the center
6.

Activities in learned and professional societies, etc.
duFAULT, M-Louise
Annual Meeting of American Dental Schools session;New
Mexico Dental Hygiene Meetings
NOVITSKI, Monica
Regular Meetings: Albuquerque District Dental Society and
American Society of Dentistry for Children
Annual Meeting: American Association of Dental Schools
Secretary: NMDA Council on Professional Dental Education

- 4 -
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7.

Other professional activities, etc.
NOVITSKI, Monica
Consultant:

American Dental Association Council on Dental
Education
Division of Dental Health N.M. Dept. of Health
and Social Services
New Mexico Elks, Cerebral Palsy Project

Staff
Member:

St. Joseph's. Hospital

Coordinator: Certification Examination for American Dental
Assistants Association
New Mexico State Board of Dental Examiners
Annual Dental Seminar

Administrator:

8,

National Board Examinations in Dental
Hygiene

Director:

UNM Medical School Dental Clinic for Handicapped Children

Member:

Rehabilitation Center Cleft Palate Team

Speaker:

October, 1968 Albuquerque District·Dental Society
April, 1969
WAABI
June, 1969
Workshop for Dental Hygiene Directors

Non-teaching University service, etc.
dUFAULT, M-Louise - Faculty advisor
NMU Dental Programs Policy Committee
KEEFFE, Margot Lue- Chairman, Curriculum Committee
Faculty Advisor
MELLOTT, Velma R. - Chairman, Special Occasions Committee of
the Denta,l Programs
NOVITS~I,

Monica - University College Advisor
Member of all Committees of Dental Programs
Faculty

- 5 -
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9.

Public Service , etc.
NOVITSKI, Monica
Member:

Citizens Committee for Flupridation

- 6 -
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The Report of the Dental Assisting Program
July 1, 19.68 - June 30, 1969
Monica Novitski, Director
I.

General Information
Since its inception in September, 1960, the Dental Assisting

Program has been a combined curriculum of credit and non-credit courses.
The credit courses included English 101 and 102, Speech 101 (or Psychology or Sociology 101), Health Education 164, and three dental hygiene
courses:

Orientation, Dental Anatomy and Oral Anatomy.

total 19 credits for one academic year's work.

All of these

However, all courses

specifically designed for dental assisting students and required of
them, a total of ten different subject areas, carried no credit value.
When the program was initiated, there were a variety of reasons
fot; having designed it in the way described.
these reasons have not applied.

For the past sev«;!ral years

Effects of the credit-non-credit cur-

riculum were:
1.

Dissatisfaction and resulting disinterest on the part of
enrolled dental assisting students because they earned so
few credits for one year's work;

2.

Disinterest on the part of qualified and academically strong
prospective students;

3.

The tendency for lazy, less-motivated students to be attracted
to the program;

4.

An attitude on the part of prospective employers that students
who completed the course were "second rate."

-1-
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Obviously, these worked to the University's disadvantage in recruiting
students with aptitudes for and interests in dental assisting.

Con-

sidering that the students in the program spent approximately 26 hours
per week in classes artd/or laboratories and that they had to earn a
2.0 average in all courses, credit and non-credit, to be granted a certificate, an inequity existed.
In the fall of 1968 the Faculty of the Dental Programs pDoposed to
the administration of the University that the ten dental assisting
subject areas be consolidated into four course offerings, each with
credit value.

The proposal was an outcome of the study of the program

initiated at the Dental Programs Conference at Lawrence Ranch in May,
1968.

Under the proposed plan the curriculum would be composed of

credit courses only and a student completing dental assisting education
would have earned 31 credits,

The plan was approved by the administra-

tion and will be effective beginning with the fall semester, 1969.

As

altered the curriculum is:
First Semester
Engl 101 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Expos
Psych 101, Soc 101 OR Spch 101
DH 100 Orientation
DR lllL Dental Anatomy
DA 121L Intra Dent Sciences
DA 131L Prin of Dent Assisting
PE Activity
15 +

Second Semester
Cr.
Hrs.
3
3
2
2
3
2
1
PE

Engl 102 Wrtng w/Rdgs in Lit
DH 110 Oral Anatomy
H Ed 164 First Aid
DA 122L Adv Dent Sciences
DA 133L Practicum in Dent
Assisting
3
PE Activity
1
16 + PE

A student who cannot type is required to take a 1-semester course in
typing the first semester.

-2-

Cr.
Hrs.
3
3
2
5
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II.

Financial Support
A portion of the budget for the Dental Assisting Program is financed

by funds from the Vo.cational Education Division of the New Mexico Department of Education.

The balance are monies allocated by the State

Legis~

lature of the University.
III.

Future Plans
Plans for the coming academic year involve physical changes of the

facilities and minor changes in course content.

Plans are being made,

too, for some extension courses to be offered to employed dental assistants in various communities around the state.
A five-room trailer is to be attached to the east wing of the
barracks, B-2, by a six-foot long ramp.

Access to the trailer will be

through the reception area of B-2 only.

Three of the five rooms in the

trailer will be used for offices of

£ull~time

faculty members; one will

serve as a dressing room for the clinical faculty and the fifth room
will house audio-visual and reference materials and will serve as a
study area for students.

The trailer addition frees one faculty office

in the barracks proper; the space will be used to enlarge the secretary's
office which has been extremely inadequate in size.

A second physical

improvement is the construction of a central supply and sterilizing
area in the west wing, the clinical facility of the building.
The major change in course content will be in the Radiography
courses.

Rather than graduating dental assistants capable of taking

dental x-rays, the faculty believes graduates of a formal educational
program should be proficient dental x-ray technicians.

Therefore,

emphasis will be on the clinical phase of the course w.ith the dental
assisting students working more with patients than in previous years.
-3-
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Minor experimentation in increased intra-oral procedures for dental
assistants will be attempted.

These will include the placing of restora•

tive material in prepared teeth and restoring anatomy and the placing
of rubber dams with clamps.
At the request of dentists practicing in various smaller population areas, the faculty of the Dental Assisting Pr.ogram will take
several short courses to dental assistants in their communities.

The

students will be assistants who have not had the benefit of formal
training but have learned their skills "on the job."
be offered by the Continuing Education Division.
Radiography for Dental Assistants.
offering.
IV.

The courses will

The first will be

It will be a two to three day

The prospective date is in early 1970,

Faculty and Staff
To be found in College of Pharmacy report.

-4-
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lfrlPO!{T OJ!' THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE .MID COUNSELING CENTER

July 1, 1967 -- June 30, 1968
~/illiam H. Huber, Director
I.NTRODUt:TION

There are four separate divisions that are included in the structure
of the University College and Counseling Center.

These are the Univer-

sity College, an administrative academic division for all freshmen and
many sophomores, the Counseling Center, 1,.hich provides psychological
counseling and guidance for all students of the University, the Testing
Division, which supplies group and individual testing

~or

the entire

University and the Office of Veterans Affairs, which under contract with
the Veterans Administration processes, counsels and tests all persons
eligible for educational benefits under any ot' the public laws providing
for such benefits.
Each of these divisions

~1ill

be discussed separately in this

report even though the activities of the four are inextricably related
and complementary to each other.
period covered by this report.

All divisions grew rapidly during the
This growth 1·1as not limited to quantita-

tive growth in numbers enrolled or served, but also many new activities
were assigned to these divisions or begun by them.
~1ill

These developments

be enumerated belO'tl.
University College
The University College was established by action of the faculty and

1·1as activated in tne fall of'

19~7.

The considerations prompting this

move and the nature, functions and responsibilities of the college can
be found detailed in the Tidal 'tlave Report of the Tidal Wave Committee
dated Nay, 1956. copies of which are available to interested persons on

• ..,.~i

-~-~ .•..•.•
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request from the University College office.

Much of the discussion that

follm;s 1'1ill be with direct reference to this report, wi t.b. particular
regard to demonstrating the extent the purposes and functions assigned
to the college are being performed.
Admissions and Enrollment
The enrollment of the university College continued to grow substantially during this year at the beginning student level, though the total
enrollment changed but slightly.

4897.

The Fall Semester enrollment totaled

This represents a decrease of 1.4% over the Fall Semester enroll-

ment of the 1966-67 school year.

This total enrollment 1;as made up of

2601 new freshmen, which represents a 7.5% increase over the beginning
enrollment of last year.
w-ho re-enrolled.

Additionally, therel were 22·96 returning students

It might be noted that ne1; stt<dents accounted for 53%

of the total enrollment and returning students 47%.

This ratio of new

to returning students does not vary appreciably from the experience over
the past five years.
of all

ne~r

The enrollment of the University College consists

beginning freshmen, all transfer students from other insti tu-

tions who have less than 26 hours of acceptable collegiate credit and
all students 1;ho are returning to the University at either freshman or
sophomore level ;rho have not decided on a degree-granting college as
yet, or l'lho have not done sufficiently well to earn their way into a
degree-granting college.

One further observation with regard to numbers

is to call to the reader's attention that in the Fall of 1966 there had
been a drop in freshman enrollment of 10%.

As a result, the 1967

beginning freshmen still numbered 74 fewer students than the beginning
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freshmen in .the Fall of 1965, or of two years ago.
With regard to the quality of the beginning freshmen, it should be
remembered that the University departed from the practice of administering its own placement tests to entering students in the Fall of 1966.
At that time the University adopted the American College Testing Company's
Students took this test during their senior year in high school

program.

and in the summer directly preceding their enrollment in college.

Tris

particular program is used by all other schools in the State of New
i'Iexico and by the largest percentage of the colleges and universities
throughout the United States.

The test is not directly comparable to

those that the University previously administered and therefore a continuation of longitudinal norming became impossible.

This being but the

second year that the ACT has been used presents too short a period of
time and too fev1 students to make an

~ntensive

study of trends regarding

quality of the freshman class as measured by placement tests.

Roughly,

however, it is forecast that the beginning freshman class placed considerably above national norms for college-bound students.

The freshmen at

U1'M averaged considerably above the composite average of all other state
institutions in the State of New Mexico.

As previous annual reports

concluded, UNi1 beginning freshmen are quite capable both from the standpoint of high school grade
and placement tests.

poi~t

averages and performance on

~dmis~ion

The University College is in the process of

developing data which will result in a. complete analysis of both intellective pnd pen-intellective factors of the UNi1 student body, which
'

should provide invaluable information to the University community and
which information should be sufficiently valid to warrant distribution
in another several years.
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Enrollment statistics for Semester II of this

~iscal

year show

that 4090 students registered in the University College at the beginning
of Semester II.
~1ere ne~1

Three hundred and eighty-five (385) of this enrollment

students or readmitted students.

Three thousand seven hundred

and five (3705) represented students who had been enrolled in the University College during Semester I.

Therefore, 1192 of the students enrolled

in the University College during Semester I did not re-enroll in the
University College in Semester II.

602 (12.3%) of these transferred

from the University College to one of the seven undergraduate degreegranting colleges between Semester I and Semester II and presumably
enrolled in those colleges.

This number would not constitute a loss in

total enrollment to the University.

Five hundred and ninety (590)

students or 12.1% did not return to the University for the second semester.

161 (3.3%) were suspended for poor scholarship and 429 (8.8%) voluntarily
dropped out.
Staff
University College staff consisted of the Director, the Secretary to
the Director and four full-time clerical people.

There had been a great

need for additional professional help in the college considering the
increased functions and the tremendous growth in enrollment.

In August,

1967, Hr. E. Bruce Potter was employed to fill the vacancy created by
the departure of !1iss Narguerite Monk at the end of the previous fiscal
year.

Mr. Potter assumed the duties of Assistant to the Director of

the University College as well as a part-time counselor in the Counseling
Center.

Mr. Potter had completed all course-work requirements for his
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Ph.D. in Social Psychology from the University of New
expects to receive the doctorate in

l~tie.

1~exico

and

In addition.to Mr. Potter's

professional competence in the field of social psychology, he also is
schooled in computers, computer programming and statistical research.
It is felt that his qualifications are such that he will prove to be an
invaluable asset to the University College and Counseling Center.

Dr.

Sven Winther was hired to head the Counseling Center at the end of the
last fiscal year.

(See the Annual Report 1966-b'l.}

Dr. Winther assumed

his responsibilities at the beginning of this fiscal year and began an
·intensive program for the development of counseling services for the
entire University community.

Specific reference will be made to these

developments under the section of this report devoted to the Counseling
Center.
University College Activities
The University College continued to perform the functions specified
in the Tidal v/ave Report, which docUment led to the creation of this
division.

Some of the more crucial and problem creating of these functions

are briefly mentioned bel01·1.
A.

By virtue of the adoption of the ACT test considerable difficulties
were encountered in developing nmr methods of placement of students
in English and J1athematics.

1·1any meetings were required between the

University College staff and those responsible for freshman work in
these tlio academic departments during the 1966-67 school year and
this school year.

It is felt that satisfactory placement formulae

have been worked out to serve the great majority of the beginning
students and to the satisfaction of these two academic departments.
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B.

Considerable

~10rk

has been done during this school year

~lith

reference·

to Remedial English, with a view to providing better services to
those students requiring assistance to permit them to increase their
chances for academic success.
C.

Advisement proved to be the usual difficult problem that has been
referred to in every annual report since the creation of the Univer'
sity College. The number of advisers available has resulted in a
very heavy load of advisees per adviser and the process has resulted
in little more than assisting a student in filling out a program of
studies as distinguished from offering the student individual
attention with regard to his academic and vocational goals and
similar help with his personal problems.
is no better than it 1'1as in the past.

The quality of advisement

(See previous University

College Annual Reports for detail.ed observations and pleas for
relief for the faculty adviser as well as incentives for the faculty
adviser.

Also the Tidal Wave Report foresaw this problem.

See

p. 9, 2-c.)

Counseling Center
The Counseling Center which became an integral part of the University College in 1965 began to develop into an effective service during
this fiscal year.

Dr. Sven vTinther began to organize co~seling services

for all students attending the University and the existence of this
service began to'be recognized by both faculty and students throughout
the University community.

His staff, however, was severely limited.

It consisted of approximately one half of the time of Mr. E. Bruce Potter
and four persons who had been classified as Special Advisers in the
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University College in previous years, but who became members of the
counseling staff under Dr. lvinther.

These part-time advisers were

available ten hours a week each and this constituted one full-time
employee.

Additionally, several graduate students were available for

several hours a week as they pursued practicum work through the College
of Education.

Organizational staff meetings were held regularly and in-

training sessions were instituted.

Liaison was developed with the

Medical School and the Psychology Department 1·rhereby Dr. Robert Senescu,
Chairman of tho Department of Psychiatric Medicine, Dr. Karl Koenig of
the Psychology Department and Dr. Jerome Levy of the Department of
Psychiatric Medicine met with the Counseling staff regularly assisting
in developing an effective service.

Dr. 'llinther and Mr. Potter met

with staff of the Student Affairs Division and particularly the staff
of the offices of the Personnel Deans and the Student Health Service in
an attempt to coordinate the activities of the Counseling Center and
these offices.

Similarly, Dr. lvinther and 1-Ir. Potter met with the

religious advisers of the various off-campus groups with a view to
coordinating efforts.

Dr·~

'llinther pursued contact with the leaders in

student government and student advisers in the various residence halls.
These efforts resulted in closer liaison behreen and among these various
service-oriented divisions of the University and resulted in an

a1~are

ness of the existence of counseling services through this division.
In the Summer of 1967 for the first time, the University College
and Counseling Center participated in conjunction with the Student
Affairs Division in conducting a Summer Orinetation program for students
who had been admitted as beginning freshmen.

These sessions were attended
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on a voluntary basis by admitted freshmen and their parents.

Each

session lasted for one day and numbered ten separate sessions.
evaluation of this

ne~r

The

program jointly sponsored by the Student Affairs

Division and this division was such as to recommend a continuance in
future years.
~ras

Reception by the students and their parents who attended

most gratifying.
On the following page is a tabulation of the Counseling Center

interview record for the academic year 1967-68.
tabulation and compares it with

intervie~~s

I£ one examines this

held by special advisers in

the University College in prior years, one will note that the number of
students voluntarily seeking counseling has risen to 63% with 37% having
been invi t.ed for intervie1·rs.
voluntary and approximately

This compares to approximately 20%

eo%

invited in the past.

The number of interviews has risen dramatically and the colleges in
~rhich

the students were enrolled show that approximately one-third of

the total came from sources other than University College.

To demonstrate

the effectiveness of the development of liaison with various parts of
the campus, it 1'fill be observed that students were referred to the
Counseling Center from nearly every other office and division of the
University.

The same can be Said for the places to which students were

referred once their problems were identified.

The difficulty that has

arisen is that the success of the Counseling Center has resulted in a
demand for the service that exceeds the staff's ability to supply the
service.

Additional staff is necessary if appropriate counseling is

to be afforded the student

~rithout

lengthy delays and if other activities

such as research, administration, etc. are to be engaged in by the

..
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INTERVIElv' RECORD TABULATIONS
Academic Year 1967-68
Preu~red

D~t;:

by E. B. Potter
November 21, 1968
Referrals. from:·
Self-referral
Admis. & Records
Academic Adviser
Faculty !-!ember
Univ.Coll.Office
Dean of Students
Test:i.ng Division
Counselor
Orientation Prog.

Sem~~

Stunmer Session
Full Semester
Spring Semester
TOTAL

255
1300
1170
2725

Intervim1s Scheduled
First-Fifth
Sixth-Tenth
Eleventh & over
TOTAL

2599
90
_26

2725

Intervie11s
Self-initiated
Shovr
1532
180
No Sho11
TOTAL
1712
Specific Invitation
Sho1·1
750
No Sho~r·
262;
TOTAL
1013
Grand. Total
Interv:l.e1:ee College
Unknolm, None &
No Sho;.r
Arts & Sciences
Bus. Admin.
Education
Engineering
Fine Arts
Law
l<iedicine

Clergymen
Psychiatrist
Other
TOTAL
(63%)

(37%)

2725 (100%)

333
132
22
70

25
16

3
16
Pharmacy
5
University College 1810
53
Non-Degree
Graduate
31
Not enrolled,
not admitted
76
Not enrolled
admitted
94
Former student,
not admitted
_2.9.
TOTAL
2725
~:-ursing

Peers

Referrals to:
None,
Admis. & Records
Academic Adviser
Faculty member
Univ.Coll.Office
Dean of Students
Testing Division
Counselor
Other Universities
E & C Committee
Academic Dept. Chr.
Acad. Call. Dean
Reading Specialist
Other
·
TOTAL

1064
98
14
22
1080
21
233
17
123
12

5
1

_35.

2725
1789

53
38
83
197
23

275

24.
12
14
50
51
12
104
2125
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Record Tabulations

TYPE OF INTERVIEli
IllTERVIE':IS BY:
Practicum
Interviei'ler
Interrie;·rer
Intervie•,Ter
. Interviewer
Intervie1~er
Intervie~rer

//1
#2
/13
/f.4
//5
#6

In'cerviewer lf.1.
TOTALS

Unkno;m
No Sho;·r
73
46
3
·50
50
99
43
89

Info.
148
78
64
176
llO
302
164
283

452

1225

Voc-Educ.
53
28
16
lOl::J.
.16
158
32
160

TOTALS

Pers-Soc.
41
2
' 12
40
,.
6

315
154
95
367
182·
642,
245
725

83
6
193

564

2722

282

-- .....

TYPE OF INTERVIEI'l
INTERVIEI'/S BY:

Unknown
No Sh01'1

Practicum
Speci;;_1 Advisers
Counselors

73
192
188

TOTALS

Info.
148
592
585 .

Voc-Educ.
53
'193
318

453 16.8% 1325 48.6% 564 20.6%

TOTALS

Pers-Soc.
41
66
276 .·. .

315
1043
1367

383 14-.o%

2725 lOo%

•'

:.

.;

1

j
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members of the Counseling Center staff.

It should be remembered that

the intervim·rers listed on the tabulation consist of the Director of
the University College and Counseling Center, the Director of the
Counseling Center, the Assistant Director of the University College
i

and four ten-hour a Heek special advisers.

•

If one equates this to

!'

j

full-time equivalent and administrative obligations are subtracted from
available time for counseling, the Uounseling Center consists of

.l

t~ro

full-time equivalent persons.
This tabulation also indicates the nature of the problems students
bring to the Center.

Fourteen percent had personal-social problems

that required professional assistance, 20% had vocational-educational
problems with regard to academic and vocational role preferences.

This

latter percentage matches almost exactly the number of students who are
undecided when they first arrive on campus.
General
University College and Counseling Center embarked upon a project
to further study the high attrition rate of the University of New Mexico.
The magnitude of this problem was pointed up by the longitudinal studies
done bet1mert 1957 and 1965 by the Director of the University College.
Through the good offices of the Academic Vice President, Dr. Ferrel
Heady, authorization and financial support was given to permit a research
project of the 1963 freshman class in the hope that intensive study of
the total beginning freshmen of 1963 over a five year period to June

196e would furnish useful information concerning this problem. . It is
hoped that this project will be completed prior to the end of the next
fiscal year and will result in publishable findings.

~

I
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I

l
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l
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Physical Facilities
The entire staff of the University College and Counseling Center,
as

•~ell

as the Testing Division are looking for1·1ard to the completion

of the ne1·1 building that 1-Till house this division and the Student Health
Center.

After eleven years of housing in Zimmerman Stadium, the new

facility promises to be a distinct improvement which will contribute to
higher morale and more efficient and effective service to the student.
It appears that this facility will be completed early in the next fis.cal
year and-that before the 1968 summer is over this division will have
moved into its new quarters.
Professional Activities of the Staff
r

The Director, together with Dr. Sven Winther and Mr. E. Bruce
Potter, attended the annual Counseling Center Directors meeting in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.

The Director has been asked to assume the

Acting Deanship of the College of Business Administration for the

1968-69 fiscal year in addition to carrying on his present responsibilities •.
The Director, lvilliam H. Huber, as lmll as Dr. vlinther and Hr. Potter
each taught coursec for various colleges on the campus~

Committee

assignments and other professional activities will be found on the
biographical supplements of these personnel.
Testing Division
The development and activities of the Testing Division during the

1967-bS year are described below.

The format is basically the same as

the 1966-67 report.
A.

Services

1.

Psychometric services to the Counseling Center
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2.

Psychometric services to the Veterans Affairs Office

3.

Testing center for institutional and national testing programs

4.

Provide data reporting services to UN!>! colleges, departments,
anO. offices

5.

Institutional and related

6.

Measurement information resource center for the institution and

res~arch

studies

community.
7.

Heasurement Services Center (NSC)

Each of the above will be briefly discussed.
~;ill

1.

Where relevant they

be related to last year's report.

Psychometric services to the Counseling Center
This service provides individual testing of counselees as
prescribed by the Counseling Center.

During the 1967-68 year, 332

counselees were administered one or more tests.

Since this is a

decrease in testing from the previous year, several aspects should
be noted:
a.

The Counseling Center was in,,a period of personnel growth.

Due

to the addition of ho nevr full-time counselors, a conservative
estimate by Dr. 1;Tinther of the UCCC indicates that the number
1·rill more than double during the 1968-69 year.
b.

The figure of 332 includes 47 Wechsler Adult Intelligence Tests
(1·/AIS) administered for the UCCC.

(This figure does not

include those administered to VA counselees.)

Prior to 1966

the Testing Division·did not offer this service due to the lack
of psychometrists trained in its use.

The significant point,

however, is that the administration of one

~TAIS

requires an

,~

'.

;

I
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average of 3-1/2 hours of a psychometrist's time.
administering, scoring, and write-ups.

This includes

Thus, the decrease in

tests administered still reflects an increase in time and
sophistication required to service the UCCC.
2.

Psychometric service to the Veterans Affairs Office

549 counselees were administered an average of 4.5 tests each
for the VA Office.

While this number reflects a slight increase over

1966-67, the same can be said for the VA testing as indicated above
for the UCCC.

That is, for the first time, the VA counselors could

request administration of the WAIS, as well as several other individual
tests.
3.

Testing Center for institutional and national testing programs

8121 examinees

~rere

tested under these programs.

It should be

noted that this figure approaches.that of 1966-67 even though the
EPE and GRE institutional programs were eliminated.
4.

Provide data renorting services to UN11 colleges, departments. and
offices
These services are continuing to be expanded and up-dated.
Data processing applications were implemented and improved.

It

might be noted that this aspect of our services has been noted on

.

a national level and a section of a book
on uses of ACT data·is
.
'
.
devoted to UN!-1.
institutions
5.

~rho

This book has been distributed to the nearly 3000
participate in the ACT program.

Institutional research studies and related services
Again, a wide variety of studies 1iere either initiated or
participated in by the Tecting Division.
started

~rhich

For example, a study

will result in our being one of the

fe~r

1~as

±nsti tutions

8:13
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in the country doing research on the student population with Spanish
surnames.

\1'hile our data will be a bit gross in that our Spanish

surname population likely subsumes several sub-populations, we will
have data on how this population performed on the ACT in addition
to ACT performance correlated 1d th GPA.

Thus, a first approximation

will be. made t01·1ard more knodedge of this group.
be completed in November or December of 1968.

This study will

Although this report

1dll not go into detail on any of the studies in progress or
completed, it can be pointed out that ;1e are continuing to work
with the colleges, etc., that were indicated in last year's report
in addition to a few nevi ones.
6.

Neasurcment information resource center for the institution and
community
The Test Library is virtually complete and will be continually
up-dated.

Many people have made use of the materials.

This service

has not been formalized to any great extent due to lack of personnel.
However, a much greater amount of informal contacts and discussions
have taken place than in the previous year.

For· example, our Senior

Psychometrist has appeared before the Economic Opportunity Board
Adult Education Group to discuss the GED program, as well as being
intervie1ied on KABQ radio station regarding the GED and related
Testing Division responsibilities.
7.

i•ieasuremcnt Services Center (~iSC)
Although the MSC did not get officially underway until the tail
end of the 1968 fiscal year, a great amount of effort v1as expended
throughout the year on this matter.

The HSC will be discussed

8:14
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periodically in separate reports.

Ho~mver,

it is appropriate in

this report to indicate that the responsibilities of the l<!SC are
to provide test scoring and measurement services to the public and
private schools of Ne;r I>lexico.

This is a joint effort between the

State Department of Education and The University of New Mexico.
The NSC should prove of major impact on both the state schools and
the University.

The

i~SC

1-lill be discussed

aga~n

in this report

under the Staff and Extended Develonment sections.
B.

Staff
Due to the increase both in staff and the nature of Testing
Division services, this section will be divided into two parts.
Part one ;rill discuss staff as related to Testing Center .activities,
1-rhile Part t1-ro 1-lill be devoted to the l<!easurement Services Center.
In addition, a new services chart is presented for clarification
(page 18).
1.

The Testing Center stafi' has continued to become more proi'essionally sophisticated.

"~ile

the Division Director devotes

considerable time to Testing Center activities, the primary
responsibility of the day-to-day function of the Center is that
of the Senior Psychometrist.

There are presently eight staff

members (omitting the Director) directly associated 1-ri th the
functions of the Center.

Three have advanced degrees, two of

1vhom will complete their doctorate de-grees by fall of 1969.

T1vo

are college seniors, t1-ro are undergraduates and one is a highly
competent secretary.

Of the eight, only two work full-time, the

Senior Psychometrist and the Division Secretary.

The remaining

8:15
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s:.x 1rork a combined eq_uivalent of approximately ,120 hours per
week.

It should be pointed "out too, that on 15-20 Saturdays

per year another 10-15 part-time staff are employed to assist
with institutional and national testing programs.

It may be

observed again this year that the staff is operating at maximum
output in regard to services rendered.
2.

The

Neasure~nent

Services Center staff currently has t1ro full-

time employees and t1ro half-time employees.
are computer programmers.

T~ro

of the four

Another 1ras a computer operator for

the UNM Research Center, and the fourth has had several years
experience with data processingrand test reporting activities.
Both of the computer programmers have had considerable experience
1'1i th "test scoring and reporting.

The Division's Director will

also lend considerable time and experience to staff development
until the r1SC becomes fully operational.

During peak test

scoring periods (September through December and I1arch through
blay) 4 to 8 additional part-time clerical assistants will be
employed.

Thus, for being in operation only a month at the time

o1· this J·rriting, considerable progress has been made in NSC
staffing.
C.

Equipment
Equipment is a ne1" heading this year.

The initiation of the

!1SC meant the procurement of speCial equipment.
equ~pme~t

Although all of the

has not arrived at this date, the following configuration

~rill be. operational in a few months:

Services and Personnel
Testing Division (Division Director)
(Division Secretary)

I

Testing

?>I

enter (Senior_ Psychometri s t)

1

Measurement Services Center (Senior Programmer)

1_ _ _ _ _ (Division Secretary)

I

I

Psychometric
Services

1--UCCC

I

VA

Related
Services

·-I

I
lnsti tutional
and
National

I nst i tuti on a 1

Research

r----'

Note:

I
Test
Library

Test

I
Data

'T'"'

(Division Secretary)
Score

,.,of"'

Data
Analysis

I

Reporting
(Staff)

(Psychometrists)

*

(Divisi.on Director)

(Di •·ector)

(Staff

(Staff)

Personne 1 is denoted by parentheses.

m

roA
'!\

(j)
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l.

2.
3..
4.
D.

IB!1 1130 computing system
IBH 1230-534 Optical Scanning system
NCR Sorter..:Comparator
T110 key-punches

Extended development, 1968-69
Testing Center services
of last year.

Ho~rever,

~rill

remain fairly similar to those

an increase in users is expected and

flexibility 1dll be retained.
Since the NSC services are just originating, I will

~rait

until

next year for an "extended" development section for this aspect of
the Testing Division.
On the following page is the Services and Personnel chart for the Division
for the 1967-68 fiscal year.
Veterans Affairs Office
The Veterans Affairs Office on this campus has two primary functions
to perforr.1.
l.

To p=epare the ncessary documents in placing the eligible student
into training under the benefits of one of the V.A. educational
programs.

!
)

a.

Certification of-the student's enrollment.

b.

Change in the student's enrollment that may affect his training
~rhile

2.

j

These include:

enrolled.

To furnish vocational or educational counseling, tutorial services,
and to obtain readers for any blind veteran as agreed upon by the
contract held jointly by the University and the V.A.

Region~l

Office.

Under the contract held by the University, this office provides
complete vocational and educational counseling to all those eligible

1

I

.I
i:

81.8
2.0

for such service provided by the Veterans Educational Act.

This

service is provided for all those living within the confines of the
city of Albuquerque and also a large portion of the State of New
Mexico,

For complete counseling the University receives from the

V.A. a total of e64.35 per case and $28.70 for psychometrics only.
Considerable time is involved in each case that is handled
through this

of~ice.

Each must be reviewed by the Veterans Affairs

l
I

,

.I
i
!
l

Administrator for assignment to one of the counselors who prepares
a narrative report on the case.

Appointments must be scheduled and

if the counselee is eligible for transportation costs to the Center,
this must be arranged.

These duties are met by the Veterans Affairs

Administrator, one full-time counselor, one part-time counselor hired

...

on a case basis, and the necessary psychometric professional aid
provided by the Testing Services •. All clerical duties are carried
out by a clerk-typist under the supervision of a full-time Veterans
Affairs Technical Advisor.
It should be pointed out that this counseling service is not
restricted to-~nly those planning to attend the University, but is
for all those

~rho

have elected to go else1vhere for college training.

They may also attend business schools, trade schools, or seek onthe-job training.
Durin'g the fiscal year 1967-68, this office scheduled· a total of

942 cases for counseling.

Of this number, 61 cancelled their appoint-

ments, 16~ did not appear, and 113 were rescheduled.
~ade

for services on 22 cases.

No charges 1-;ere

The University received from the V.A. a

total of 034,017.40 for counselins services covering 584 cases completed.

l

Ii
l
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This is only a slight increase in revenue over the previous fiscal
year.

It is anticipated that the number of cases 1'lill shov1 a greater

increase for the next year since a larger number of servicemen are no1v
being discharged.

Also greater benefits recently made possible by

Congress and pending legislation would cause one to believe the demand
for counseling services v1ill step up in the near future.

Effective

October, 1967, the V.A. regulations provided a payment to institutions
of 83.00 for each eligible student who is cert:i:fied by that institution.
This fee was to help offset the expenses incurred by this certification.
For this service the University received $3,057.00 which increased to
~\37 ,074.40

the total received by this office for this fiscal year.

It is interesting to note that since the effective date of the
Korean G.!. Bill, September 1952 through June 30, 1968, the University
has received a total of Zl67,597.00 for service rendered by this Veterans
Affairs Office.
In looking to the future, it is difficult to maRe a prediction as

to v;hat the full impact

~Till

be of the present V.A. educational assistance

programs upon this office as well as upon the University.

It is felt

that there v1ill be a slicrht increase in counseling cases for the next
fiscal year.

If pending legislation is passed by Congress this year or

early in 1969, the increase could be substantial.

An increase in

veteran student enrollment can be expected for several years to come.
Durincr Semester II, 1968, the total enrollment of eligible students
under the V.A. procrrams was 1,101, which represented. an increase of 3%
over the fall semester.

The 1968 summer session shov;ed an increase of

i

II
II

I
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nearly 20% over the 1967 summer session.
increase of 7 or
semester,

s%

This office is· estimating an

for the coming fall semester over the last spring

This would mean a total enrollment of nearly 1,200 students

in this program for Semester I, 1968-69.
Personal and telephone contacts arc another indication of the
interest of eligible persons desiring to come to the University to use

'

their V.A. educational benefits.

\I

These contacts along with the normal

everyday inquiries made by the veteran students are most time consuming.
1:/e feel that these contacts have greatly increased over the previous
fiscal year, as reported at that time.

For the most part, these inquiries

are handled by the Veterans Affairs Technical Advisor,

~rith

approximately

15% of the cases being referred to the Veterans Affairs Administrator

i
1

for further advice and consultation.

I

Since the veteran student load is on a steady increase and vrill

'

I

continue to be so for a number of years, we pause to reflect 1;hat impact

I

this has had and will have on the economy of the city of Albuquerque.

I

For example, for the present fiscal year, 1967-68, it has been estimated
by this office that our University veteran students alone have received
a total educational assistance allo;1ance of $1, 500.00.

This does not

reflect the amount received by veterans who are attending other training
facilities in this city.
At this time

l·Te

10~

feel that our present staff is adequate to handle

the e':isting counseling load and the general duties that are carried
out.

It is necessary that extra help be called in during the registra-

tion periods of each term of school.
by student help.

This has been provided and usually

However, as mentioned above, if pending legislation

I
l
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is passed, there will be a greater demand for the services of this
office.

Another counselor might then be necessary, as

additional clerical help.

~rell

as

Since this department is taking over some

of the space formerly occupied by the Testing Service 1fe feel that if
additional help had to be added, our present space would be adequate.
The annual report of last year mentioned the importance of careful
scrutiny of the present contract held by the University and the V.A.
to determine if the charges should be revised up1·rard to compensate for
increased salaries, cost

of

fiscal year of 1968-69.

Rowever, we feel strongly that this should be

materials, etc.

This has been done for the

done next year; no doubt some revision should be made.
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REPORT OF THE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AND COUNSELING CENTER
July 1, 1968 -- June 30, 1969
William R. Huber, Direotor
INTRODUCTION
There are four separate divisions that are included in the
structure of the University College and Counseling Center.

These are

the University College, an administrative academic division for all
freshmen .and many sophomores, the

Counseling~.

which provides

psychological counseling and guidance for all students of the University, the Testing Division, which supplies group and individual testing
for the entire University and the Office of Veterans Affairs, which
under contract with the Veterans Administra.tion :processes, counsels and
tests all persons eligible for educational benefits under any of the
public laws providing for such benefits.
Each of these divisions will be discussed separately in this
report even though the activities of the four are inextricably related
and complementary to each other.
period. covered by this report.

All divisions grew rapidly during the
This

gro~rth

was not limited to quantita•

tive growth in numbers enrolled or served, but also many new activities
were assigned to these divisions or begun by them.
will be enumerated below.

These developments

Before reporting on the activities of each of

these separate divisions some general observations are indicated.
GENERAL
The Director in addition to his responsibilities for this unit of
the University served as the Acting Dean of the College of Business

...
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Administration.

I.fore than half of his time was devoted to that college

and thus considerable burden was placed upon the staff of this unit
beyond their normal duties.
assumed and

~ras

The manner in which this overload was

carried out was most commendable and deserves express

recognition in this report.

This is particularly true of Drs. I<l:oore,

Potter and Winther and the Director's Administrative Secretary, Mrs.
Katherine Pelouze.

Were it not for their efforts beyond their normal

responsibilities, the Director would not have been able to perform these
t110 functions •
At the inception of this fiscal year, literally on July 1, 1968,
the physical move from the Zimmerman Stadium Building to the newly
completed Student Health and University College and Counseling Center
Building was undertaken.

Though long delayed, the new quarters have

proved most conducive to increased efficiency, raised morale and increased
acceptance of the services provided by this unit of the University by
the student body and the general public.

Considerable credit and

gratitude are owed to the Administrative Vice President, Sherman Smith,
the University architect, Van Dorn Hooker and his staff and the architect
for the building, William R. Buckley.

The building has proven to be very

functional, well designed and a handsome addition to the architecture of
the campus.

It might also be noted that this was the last building to

be designed for the University by the late Edward Holien whose contribution
to the preservation of the architectural scheme of the University of New
Mexico will long be remembered and appreciated.
For the first time since the merging of the University College and
the Counseling and Testing Division in 1965,
2

whi~h

latter division
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included the Office of Veterans Affairs and the Remedial Reading Clinic,
all of the sub-divisions of the University College and Counseling Center
were housed under one roof, with the exception of the Office of Veterans
Affairs.

The advantages of the physical proximity of the Testing Division

to a rapidly expanding Counseling Center and to the University College
and its responsibilities to the thousands of freshmen including advise.ment, testing and placement cannot be overstated.

The same can be said

with regard to the Reading, Study Habits and Skills Laboratories,

The

physical separation, and previous to 1965 the organizational separation,
of these related activities resulted in a much less effective operation
of each of the divisions and much less by way of service was afforded
the individual student.

It is to be regretted that the building did not

permit sufficient space to incorporate the Office of Veterans Affairs
in that this office uses counseling and more importantly the Testing
Division as major aspects of its function.

The plan originally was to

locate the Veterans Affairs Office adjacent to the new building in the
south end of Mesa Vista Hall.

Delay in necessary remodeling has in turn

delayed this proximate location of these related services and it is to
be hoped that the original plan can be implemented in the very near
future.

This becomes even more imperative as Veterans benefits are

being expanded and returning veterans are increasing in number due to
the Vietnam conflict.
It also seems to have been most foresighted to locate the Student
Health Service in the same structure.

Increased rapport has been

established between the Counseling Center and the Student Health Service
and with particularity between the Counseling Center staff and the

3
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psychiatrists attached to the Student Health Service.

Continued coordi-

nation and cooperation between the divisions responsible. for the physical,
mental and emotional health of the student is anticipated.
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
The University College was established by action of the faculty
and was activated in the fall of 1957.

The considerations prompting this

move and the nature, functions and responsibilities of the college can
be found detailed in the Tidal 1vave Report of the Tidal Wave Committee
dated May, 1956, copies of which are available to interested persons on
request from the University College office.

Much of the discussion that

follows will be with direct reference to this report, with particular
regard to demonstrating the extent the purposes and functions assigned
to the college are being performed.
Admissions and Enrollment
The enrollment of the University College rose again this year.
Ho1;ever, the composition of new and returning students was reversed over
that of last year.

The Fall Semester enrollment totaled 5046 students,

up 3% over the total enrollment of last year.

It should be remembered

that the total enrollment of last year was down for the first time in
the history of the University College.

However, the beginning enrollment,

i.e. beginning freshmen, was 2509 students or a decrease of 3.5% compared
with the beginning enrollment of last year.

This would indicate that the

retention of students into the second year had improved while freshmen
enrollments declined.
students shows a

50% -

The composition of beginning students and returning
50% relationship.

4

~
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With regard to the quality of the beginning freshmen, it should be
remembered that the University departed. from the practice of administering its own placement tests to entering students in the fall of 1966.
At that time; the University adopted the American College Testing
Company's program.

Students took this test during their senior year in

high school and in the summer directly preceding their_ enrollment in
college.

This particular program is used by all other schools in the

State of New Mexico and by the largest percentage of the colleges and
universities throughout the United States.

The test is not directly

comparable to those that the University previously administered and
therefore a continuation of longitudinal norming became impossible,
This is the third year that the ACT has been used and considering theinformation and analyses that is provided by this testing service in
addition to test scores, the decision to adopt the ACT program in place
of self-administered tests has been more than justified.
English and

~!athematics

placement by the use of these test data

has now been worked out to the general satisfaction of the two academic
departments involved, this college and most of the students.

Through

the cooperative efforts of the University's Testing Division, computerized
determination of individual student placement has replaced hand computation and has increased the accuracy and efficiency of placement.
Muc~

information has been provided by the ACT testing service in

the areas of demographic background on each student as well as a wealth
of information of the non-intellective variety concerning individual
student's aspirations, attitudes, psychological felt needs and similar

5
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matters that previous investigation and research by the University
College indicates is more predictive of the individual's likelihood
of success at the University than quantitative measures of ability
from test scores and high school grade point averages.

The ACT service

also provides the University with large quantities of information
regarding sources from which students are drawn, fluctuations in numbers
of students attending the University from various parts of the state
and nation, projected academic and vocational goals as well .as information concerning students who indicated the University to pe their first
choice but who did not actually enroll,

This division is in the process

of reducing this data for presentation to the University community in
the hope that better input will make possible more effective utilization
of physical and human resources cf the University.
The quality of the beginning freshmen remained approximately the
same as that of the 1967 freshmen as measured by the ACT test scores.
There was neither a significant increase or decrease.
Enrollment statistics for Semester II of this fiscal year show
that 4257 students registered in the University College at the beginning
of Semester II.
students.

449 of this enrollment were new students or readmitted

380t:! represented student.s who had been enrolled in the Univer-

sity College during :>emester I.

•rnerefore, 1238 of tne students enrolled

in the University College during Semester I did not re-enroll in this
college Semester Il.

746 (14.8% of the first semester's enrollment)

transferred from the University College to one of the seven undergraduate
degree-granting colleges between Semester I and Semester II and
6
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presumably enrolled in those colleges.

This number would not constitute

a loss in total enrollment to the University.

492 or 9.7% did not

return to the University for the second semester.

176 (3.5%) were

suspended for poor scholarship and 316 (6.3%) voluntarily dropped out.
Attrition rate between Semester I and Semester II was 9, 7%.·
§Eff

It should be noted that through retirement, the University and
this division lost a loyal and effective employee, Mrs, Gene Chievitz,
who retired June 30, 1969.

Mrs. Chievitz joined the staff of the Univer-

sity of New Mexico in what was then the Counseling and Testing Division
in the Student Affairs Division of the University in September, 1949.
Mrs. Chievitz served as a Remedial Reading and Study Habits and Skills
specialist for hundreds of students who profited from her understanding,
sympathetic attitudes and professional assistance as they endeavored to
make adjustments to the University and

~TOrked

to overcome variou.s'

learning disabilities.
Mr. E. Bruce Potter who assumed the duties as Assistant to the
Director of the University College last year received his Ph.D. degree
in Social Psychology from the University of New Mexico this year.
Other biographical information regarding activities of the
professional staff will be found as an appendix to this report.
University College Activities
The University College in addition to carrying on its usual
activities in performing the functions set out in the Tidal i'Tave
Report engaged in two major projects during this year,

7
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The f;i.rst of these was an in-depth in.te.rnal study of a single
freshman class to ascertain the performance of a given group of s.tudents
over a five-year period.

Through the good offices of the Academic Vice

President, Dr. Ferrel Heady, research funding was made available to
defray part of the costs of carrying out this project.
Data was collected on all of the new freshmen who enrolled in

1963 regarding their actual performance through June, 1968.

During the

current year this data was reduced and evaluated, and by means of a
stratified random sample an intensive effort was made to contact students
in this sample to obtain individualized data, particularly in the areas
of students' backgrounds, reactions to their collegiate experience,
their current activities and similar matters.

A sufficient response

was received by mid-spring to permit the writing of a comprehensive
report on the findings.
titled:

The result was a publication by this division

Ji Longitudinal Study of the Beginning Freshman

At The University of

New~:

~

~

of 1:.9.§2

Invisible Student, more commonly

referred to by its sub-title, The Invisible Student.
Many of the findings were surprising, particularly with regard to
the causes for the high rate of attrition at the University of New Mexico.
The performance o:f a Spanish surnamed sub-group
the total group.

~1as

compared 1vi th that of

Also, male and female performance comparisons were made.

The findings confirmed some assumptions that had been held by many persons
and disproved many other assumptions.
This study received fairly wide distribution, both within and
without the University community, and has since been used both within
and without the University as a basis for evaluation and proposing changes
8

,.
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in both the University and the State's educational programs,

(A copy of

this study is submitted as an appendix.)
It is anticipated that a second phase of this study, to be pursued
next year will permit identification of those non-intellective factors
that are common to students who proceed from freshman status through to
successful completion of a bachelor's degree and those factors which
are common to the group who become dropouts from the University at
various stages of their formal ·educational experience.
The second major project was planning a more intensive orientation
program of beginning freshmen during the summer prior to fall enrollment.
For the past two years the University College has participated in a
series of summer orientation sessions for beginning freshmen, which
program was instituted and coordinated by the Division of Student Affairs.
The University College has obtained agreement from the Registrar's
office and the various degree colleges to permit the pre-registration
of students attending the orientation program as a first step toward a
new approach to academic program advisement.and pre-registration.

As

of the close of this year, this activity is in progress and its effectiveness will not be ascertainable until an evaluation of it is made next
fall.

It is also the intention in conducting this pre-registration to

obtain a sufficient sampling of student demand to permit this

o~fice

to

provide to the degree colleges, and their respective departments, beginning freshman enrollment projections for particular courses, in order
that better allocation of faculty resources and better scheduling of
sections of classes can take place with a view to serving the needs of
freshmen in providing them with their first choice of courses, rather
9

than compelling,.ithem to take second or third choices as has been the
case so often in the past.

The major difficulty with implementing

such a project has been the lack of personnel and funding which is
requiring the use of counselors in the Counseling Center, special

ad~isers

in the University College, University College staff and staff of the
Personnel Deans offices to act as academic advisers at the expense of
these personnel carrying on their regular activities.

If this program

proves successful and is continued, it will be necessary to provide
funding for it in order that other important activities not be slighted
during the orientation period l'lhich extends over a twelve week span of
time.
A further important development in the University College arose
out of the recognition that many of the students who are admissible to
the University are disadvantaged in the area of communication skills.
Reading comprehension and

~Triting

problems for a significant number of

students coming in as freshmen militate against satisfactory academic
performance in their regular course work.

An intensive attention to

these problems is necessary if the student is to have any real chance
to succeed in his academic endeavor.

A committee of faculty members

from various disciplines, chaired by the di.rector of the University
College, met regularly to formulate an approach which would promise
meaningful assistance to these students.

The members of this committee

had expertise in the area of linguistics and tutorial techniques in
aiding individuals in overcoming communication problems.

The committee's

report recommended a tutorial and linguistics approach to these students.
It was recommended that this work be done under the jurisdiction of the
10
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University College.

This report was accepted by the Academic Vice

President and the provision was made by him for immediate implementation.
Beginning with the 1969-70 academic year, a comprehensive English
Tutorial Program for a selected group of students is to be undertaken
by the University College.

A copy of the committee report and the

implementing proposal is attached as an appendix to tbis report.
A major development in undergraduate education took place in the
late spring of this year.

On recommendation of the Committee on the

Enhancement of the Educational Process, the General Faculty approved a
new degree program to be known as the Bachelor of University Studies,
This program in essence is a completely unstructured bachelor's degree
where the student has unlimited control over his four years of work.
The requirements for the degree are 128 hours of credit, forty of which
must be at the upper division level and with a minimum grade point
average of 2.0--a C average--in order to graduate.

The administration

of this program was assigned to the University College.

This program

was proposed by the afore-mentioned committee after several years of
deliberation and on the basis of input by members of the student body,
various members of the faculty and information provided by this office
concerning student body characteristics, unmet educational needs as these
were perceived by this office and various members of the University
community and with reference to the high attrition rate,

It is hoped

that a considerable number of students who wish to construct an interdisciplinary-oriented curriculum will be able to do so by crossing
college lines in the selection of courses, and as a result will find a
more meaningful educational experience within the limits of the present
11
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educational offerings of the University.
The administration of this program will have its main impact in
this office in the areas of required entry interviews as provided by
the Faculty and working out arrangements for information and advice for
those students who feel the need of it but without requiring the students
in the program to comply with the existing structured advisement,
programming and registration procedures.

This office is eagerly antici-

pating the impact this program will have on certain segments of. the
student body and the accumulation of

infor~ation

that will permit an

evaluation of this unique program.
Also, the Faculty of the University approved the first Associate
of Arts degree program upon recommendation of the academic deans.
This degree is titled "Associate of Arts in Human Services",

The

program was precipitated by the New Careers program, t'unded by the
central government under contract with the lnst;i.tute for Social Research
and Development at the University of New Mexico,

Only persons who have

been accepted into New Careers will be admitted to this Associate of
Arts program.

The great majority of the New Careers students would not

qualify for admission to baccalaureate degree status at the University,
This first step in recognizing the feasibility of providing a subbaccalaureate track for otherwise inadmissible students is a major move
in meeting presently unmet educational needs of a large segment of the
population of Albuquerque and the State of New Mexico, as well as
recognizing society's increasing need for sub-baccalaureate paraprofessional
personnel.

The administration of this first t1;o-year degree program

was placed under the jurisdiction of the University College,
12
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increased the responsibility for another sub-set of students with
regard to administration of the ;program, record kee;ping and certification
for the alofarding of the degree.
Additional programs of this nature are needed and hopefully will
be instituted to serve large numbers of students who do not find the
traditional baccalaureate degree track compatible with their interests
and needs.
Academic Advisement
Academic advisement as it has been carried on since the University
College was established still proves inadequate and unworkable,

The

reader is referred to past University College reports and other special
reports on academic advisement which point out in detail the reasons
the present system proves unrealistic, inadequate and totally unworkable.
Neither before the University College, nor during its existence to date
has academic advisement in the great majority of instances been more
than a clerical programming of courses for the individual student.
Surging enrollments, coupled with limited numbers of faculty assigned
to University College advisement have resulted in an overloading of the
adviser.

The method by which deans and department chairmen select and

name faculty to the University College advisement activity has not
resulted in choosing the most interested, knowledgeable and effective
faculty members for this task.

Failure on the part of departments and

colleges to consider advisement as a major

responsibil~ty

of the faculty

member and recognize the time spent by the conscientious adviser when
consideration of salary increment and promotion arises has not been
conducive to good advisement.

The turnover in the University College

13
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faculty member advisement staff has run around 50 per cent a year.
Students have resisted the requirement of seeing faculty advisers and
other students have become discouraged with the quality of assistance
received and have reacted by not returning to the adviser for information and assistance.

Much more in the way of detail could be set out

but it would be reiteration of that which has been said over a period
of more than ten years.

These criticisms have been raised in meeting

after meeting with the Board of Deans of the Universi.ty College, central
administration, in various faculty committees.

Various recommendations

for change have been proposed by this office, but to this time no
action has been taken to rectify the matter.

Some of the past recommenda-

tions have been in conformity with the prophecy in the Tidal Wave Report
that these advisers should receive either additional compensation or a
reduction in teaching load.

Neither of ·these have been well received by

central administration, primarily because of the costs involved, but
certainly the present arrangement is a contributing factor to disillusionment of students and concurrent attrition rates.
The efficient processing of student records and the provision of
flexibility to students at the lower division level with regard to
adjustment to college and exploration of various program offerings
before making a final selection continue to be the most successful
aspects of the University College device as the division was originally
structured.

The additional functions mentioned above .as added activities,

i.e. degree programs and research activities, are also most successful
and welcome developments for the University as a whole.
The University College has taken major steps in using Data

14-
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Processing and computer facilities to perform many of the repetitious
and detail tasks that previously were done by hand with regard to the
keeping of student records, the assignment and re-assignment of academic
advisers, the determination of scholarship standings and the storage,
retrieval and reduction of data for research and reports on various
aspects relating to the student body and the University's programs and
activities.

On the basis of the best information obtainable, this is

the only academic office that has adapted its record keeping functions
and data collection from hand to machine processing.

Without this

development, staff support would have had to be increased drastically
in order to handle increased enrollments •
.COUNSELING CENTER

The Counseling Center continued to expand its service to the
University community, and the existence and nature of the service
appeared to become more 1'1idely recognized throughout the University
community.

Two additional junior-level full-time positions were

authorized in this year's budget.

This resulted in the employment of

two persons with counseling and guidance training at the master's level
and with a minimum of three years of experience in either public school
or college guidance work.
counselor.

~!rs.

Mrs. Sue Vrooman accepted employment as a

Vrooman previously was an Assistant Dean of

the Student Affairs Division of the University of New Mexico.
Robert 1!orris accepted the other authorized position.

~lomen

in

Mr.

Mr. }!orris came

to the University from the public school system of Denver, Colorado,
where he had worked as a counselor for thirteen years.

Considering the

condition of the market and the budgeted funds, the University was most

15
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fortunate in obtaining the services of these two experienced and excellent
people.

Dr. Sven Winther acted as the coordinator of the counseling

service and was most effective in recruiting the personnel referred to
above and in pressing for recognition by the student body and various
other divisions of the University in this developing activity.

Concur-

rently, he devoted much time and effort to the supervision of the
internal study referred to earlier in this report and together with Dr.
E. Bruce Potter and the director of the University College brought the
study to fruition.

The Counseling Center staff were also deeply involved

and committed to the expanded approach to freshman orientation

~;hile

continuing to provide services to individual students from all colleges
and schools on the campus by way of academic, vocational and personal
counseling.
Data obtained from the activities of the counselors were also
placed in:.a machine format to permit retrieval in the form of sUiilmaries.
The distribution of counselees by referral source and classification by
colleges, as well as the incidence of various types of problems are shown
on the following pages.

The growth in demand for the service will be noted

by comparing a similar report for the 1967-68 academic school year.

One

of the more interesting observations is the increase in self-initiated
interviews rising from 63 per cent in 1967-68 to 86 per cent in 1968-69
of the total interviewed.

This demonstrates the increasing awareness

and acceptance of the service by the individual student.

It is also

interesting to note that the great majority of students who used the
service had problems in the areas of academic information and vocational16

INTERVIEif RECORD TABULATIONS
Academic Year 1968-69
Prepared by E. B. Potter
Preliminary Rep9rt 9/1/70*
Number of individuals interviewed
NvJUber of interviei·r sessions
Semester
Summer Session
699
1198
Fall Semester
Spring Semester
1043
2940
TOTAL
Intervie~rs Scheduled**
lst - 5th
2766
6th - lOth
115 .
11th- 15th
26
16th - 20th
13
21st - 25th
9
26th - 30th
5
31st - 35th
5
36th- 40th
__
1
TOTAL
2940
**Current interviews, arranged
according to number of interviews per
student held since September 1, 1967
Intervie;rs
Self-initiated
Show
2282
No Show
246
TOTAL
2528
(86%).
Specific Invitation
Sho;r
331
:No Sho·11
_m,_
TOTAL
412
(14%)
Grand Total
2940 (loa%)
Intervie;ree College
Arts and Sciences
195
B C'e J\S
30
Education
65
Engineering
24
·Fine Arts
55
Law
5
JIIedicine
1
Nursing
15
Pharmacy
2
Univ. Coll.
1~95_
Non-Degree
47
Graduate
60
Not Enrolled
l~ot admitted
176
Admitted
276
Adm. pending
135
Readmitted
72
Former student
168
. 'I'OTAL

25MO
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• • • • • 2940
Referrals from:
Self-refer:t'al
lrJ,95
Housing Of:t:ice
18
Orientation Program
17
Academic Dept. Chair. 13
Faculty member
17
28
Academic Adviser
u. c. Office
499
28
Dean of Students
Student friend
13
Testing Division
147
Admissions Office
87
Referrals to:
Other Universities
UNM Community Coll.
Admis. & Records
Academic Dept. Chair.
Academic Coll. Dean
Faculty !1ember
Testing Division
E & C Committee
u.c. Scholarship Comm
Univ. Coll. Dean
, UNM Counselor
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17
17
112
58
28
76
294
16
15
44
25
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Intenie1~ Record Tabulations - Academic Year

1968-69
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TYPE OF INTERVIEl·T
INTERVIE~1S

BY:

Practicum
Interviewer
Intervie;rer
Intervie;rer
Intervie;rer
Intervie1·rer

#1
lf.2.
#3
#4
#5

Interviewer '116

lf.'T
Interviewer liB
InterViewer #9
Intervie1·rer

TOTALS

Unknown &
No Shovr

32
5
1
72

29
. 26
. 45
32
68
46

·.·

Info.

. 72
: 29
8
.210
76
137
.... ' ,...204 ..
73
196;.
•.
93 ·.. '

...

.

Voc-Educ.

.

39
16
5

...
:

:~

-·
_,46:

•'.

'

3:
17:.
8
I
1711
. .120'!
211;

'

TOTALS

158
50
16
444
152'
274
285
384
589
588
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116

44
93
27
·108
204
238

Pers-Soc.

..

i

596 20.3% 2940 10o%

356 .. 12.1% 1098 37.3% 890 30.3%

'·.

.,.8/31/70·

*Tentative·tabulations based upon preliminary· computer run. of
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educational choice.

The number requiring assistance with personal

problems identified as psychologically oriented comprised but one in five
of the students counseled.
TESTING DIVISION
This paper follows, in most aspects, the same format as the reports
for 1966-67 and 1967-68.
A.

B.

Services
l.

Psychometric . services to the Counseling Center

2.

Psychometric services to the Veterans Affairs Office

).

Testing Center for institutional and national testing programs

4.

Data services to UNM colleges, departments, and offices

5.

Institutional and related research·. studies

6.

Measurement information center for the institution and community

7.

l~easurement

Services Center

Discussion
1.

Psychometric services to the Counseling Center
This service provides testing of counselees as prescribed by the
Center.

During 1968-69, 360 counselees were administered one

or more tests.

This is an increase of 28 examinees over last year.

In addition, as was the case last year, the figure represents a
more sophisticated level of testing for many of the examinees.
For example, 68 of the 360 counselees were administered the WAIS,
resulting in nearly a 5o% increase in this type of testing.
2.

Psychometric services to the Veterans Affairs Office

508 counselees were administered an average of 4.7 tests each.

17
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This is a slight decrease in the number of counselees tested.
Again, the test sophistication has increased somewhat due to
allo~1ing

the V.A. counselors to prescribe individually administered

tests such as the \vAIS.
It should be noted also that the testing services for the
V.A. underwent a procedural change due to the moving of the
Testing Division offices
offices.

a~1ay

from close proximity to the V.A.

The Testing Division currently assigns one psychometrist

to the V.A. offices to facilitate'·the V.A. testing program.

3.

Testing Center for institutional and national testing programs
6327 examinees were tested under these programs.
figure was 8121.
examinations.

Last year the

However, the figure of 8121 included 3207 EPE

Thus, the 6327 cases represent a considerable in-

crease in the overall on-going testing programs.
4.

Data services to UNM colleges, departments, and offices
These services remained constant the past year,

Due to the

addition of a computer-data processing position for 1969-70, the
services in this area will be assigned a significant priority
for increased development during the present year.

5.

Institutional research studies and related services
An increased number of studies were participated in during the
past year.

For example, the Testing Div.ision, in cooperation with

Dr. Spolsky of the COE and with the Educational Testing Service,
is involved in a study of the Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL).

In addition, the Testing Division has partici-

pated in two studies with ACT unique to the ACT program.
18
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Data have been collected and are being analysed related to
a study on the effect of preparing examinees to take analogies
tests.

Likewise, data have been collected on the effect of

different methods of obtaining responses to questionnaires.
6.

I4easurement information center for the institution and community
The test library has been continuallY up-dated and refined and
is enjoying greater use by faculty and graduate students,

For

example, a psychology class in tests and measurements held two
class periods ih the Testing Division.

The Senior Psychometrist

has continued to increase her role in the area of working
faculty and students in this manner.

~1ith

The Director of the Testing

Division presented two formal papers to community.and state
associations related to the testing of minority groups.
7.

Measurement Services Center (HSC)
The MSC has been discussed in previous reports.

c.

Staff
The Testing Division staff consisted of three full-time personnel,
the Director, Senior Psychometrist, and Secretary, and from six to
eight part-time people.

Overall, the staff has continued to be up-

graded and has become more professionallY sophisticated,

The outlook

for the present year is also quite good.
In summary, this report shows that the Testing Division has continued to increase and improve services.

The present year's objectives

will be concerned with continued improvement in psychometric services,
In addition; data services and institutional research will receive a
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significant proportion o£ administrative attention.
I shall be happy to go into more detail or to clarify any aspect of
this report if requested.
VETERANS AFFAIRS OFFICE
The Veterans Affairs Office on this campus has two primary functions
to perform.
1.

To prepare the necessary documents in placing the eligible student
into training under the benefits of one of the V.A. educational
programs.

These include:

a.

Certification of the students enrollment.

b.

Change in the student's enrollment that may affect his training
allowance

c.

Change in enrollment status

d.

Scholastic progress and general status with the University

e.

Records of attendance

f.

Date for completion of his educational benefits

g.

Any other general matters pertaining to his educational training
while enrolled

2.

To furnish vocational or educational counseling, tutorial services,
and to obtain readers for any blind veteran as agreed upon by the
contract held jointly by the University and the V.A. Regional Office.
Under the contract held by the University, this office provides
complete vocational and educational counseling to all those eligible
for such service provided by the Veterans Educational Act.

This

service is provided for all those living within the confines of the
20
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City of Albuquerque and al13o a large portion of the. state of New
Mexico.

For complete counseling the University receives from the

V.A. a total of $68.80 per case and $28.70 for pi3ychometrics only.
Considerable time is involved in each case that il3 handled
through this office.

Each must be reviewed by the Veterans Affairs

Administrator j'or assignment to one of the counselors who prepares
a narrative report on the case.

Appointments must be scheduled and

if the counselee is eligible for transportation costs to the Center,
this

~ust

be arranged,

These duties are met by the Veterans Affairs

Administratov, one full-time counselor, one couni3elor hired on a case
basis, and the necessary psychometric professional aid provided by
the Testing Services.

All clerical duties are carried out by a

clerk-typii3t under the supervision of a full-time veterans Affairs
Technical Adviser.
It should be pointed out that this counseling service is not
restricted to only those planning to attend the University, but is
for all those who have elected to go elsewhere for college training,
They may also attend business schools, trade schools, or seek on-thejob training.
During the fiscal year 1968-69, this office scheduled a total of
923 cases for counseling.

Of this number, 78 cancelled their appoint-

ments, 176 did not appear, and 135 were reschedUled.
made for services on 14 cases.

No charges were

The University received from the V.A. a

total of $33,928.50 for counseling services covering 513 cases completed.
It will be noted that this is a decrease from the previous year, being
due to felier cases of only psychometric services rendered.
21
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anticipated that the

nun~er

of full counseling cases will show a greater

increase for the next year since a larger number of servicemen are now
being discharged.

This is made evident since there were a total of 152

counseling cases during the first three months of the 1969-70 fiscal
year.

Effective October, 1967, the V.A. regulations provided a payment

to institutions o;f' $3.00 for each eligible student who is certified by
that institution.

This fee was to help offset the expenses incurred by

this certification.

For this service the University received $3,471.00

which increased to $37,399.50 the total received by this office for this
fiscal year.
It is interesting to note that since the effective date of the
Koream G.I. Bill, S\'lptember, 1952 through June 30, 1969, the University
has received a ,total of $238,296.31 for service rendered by this Veterans
Affairs Office.
In looking to the future, it is difficult to make a prediction as
to what the full impact will be of the present V.A. educational assistance
programs upon this office as well as upon the University.

It is felt

that there will be a slight increase in counseling cases for the next
fiscal year.
early in 1970,

If pending legislation is passed by Congress this year or
~rhicb

will provide a greater veteran 1 s training allowance;

the increase could be substantial,

Al1 increase in veteran student

enrollment can be expected for several years to come.

During Semester

II, 1969, the total enrollment of eligible students under the V.A.
programs was 1360, which represented an increase of 10% over the fall
semester.

The 1969 summer session showed an increase of nearly 19%

over the 1968 summer session.

This office is estimating an increase
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of 11-12% for tbe coming fall semester over the last spring semester.
This would mean a total enrollment of nearly 1550 students in this
·program for Semester I, 1969-70.
Personal and telephone

cont~cta

are another indication of the

interest of eligible persons desiring to come to the University to use
their V.A. educational benefits.

These contacts along with the normal

everyday inquiries made by the veteran students are most time consuming.
tfe feel that these contacts hava greatly increased over the previous
fiscal year, as reported at that time.

For the most part, these inquiries

are handled by the Veterans Affairs Technical Adviser, with approximately
15% of the cases being referred to the Veterans Affairs Administrator
for further advice and consultation.
Since the veteran student load is on a steady increase and will
continue to be so for a number of years, we pause to reflect what impact
this has had and will have on the economy of the City of Albuquerque.
Wor example, for the present fiscal year, 1968-69, it has been estimated
by this office that our University veteran students alone have received
a total educational assistance allowance of $1,700,000.

This does not

reflect the amount received by veterans who are attending other training
fllcili ties .in this city.
At this time we feel that our present staff is adequate to handle
the existitlg counseling load and the general duties that are carried out.
rt is necessary that extra help be called in during the registration
periods of each term of school,
student help,

This has been prvvided and usually by

However, as mentioneu above, if pending legislation is

passed, there will be a greater demand for the services of this office.
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Another counselor might then be necessary, as well as additional clerical
help.
The annual report of 196!:l mentioned the importance of careful
scrutiny of the present contract held by the University and the V.A. to
determine if the charges should be revised upward. to compens11te for
increased salaries, cost of materials, etc.

This has been done and the

contract was revised effective April, 1969, providing $68.80 per co.unseling case; however, for psychometric servic.es only, the fee of $28.70
remained,
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CO!<!POSITE OF BIOGRAPHICAL

SUPPJJE~lENTS

Advanced Study
Potter, E. Bruce:

Ph.D., University of New

~iexico,

June, 1968,

Research Pro,jects or Creative \•lork in Progress
Huber, William H.:
Potter, E. Bruce:
Committee.

Continued research into student body characteristics.
Draft of Report for North Central Association

Activities in Learned and Professional Societies
Huber, 11illiam H.: Southwest Management Development Program,
Santa Fe, participant. New ~rexico Ear Association, member.
Uorris, Robert: American Personnel and Guidance Association
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, March, 1969, participant.
Potter, E. Bruce: American Personnel and Guidance Association
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, March, 1969, participant. American
Educational Research Association, member. Phi Delta Kappa, member.
Association of University Religious Advisors, member.
Winther, Sven F.: American Personnel and Guidance Association
Conference, Las Vegas, Nevada, March, 1969, P?rticipant.
Other Professional Activities
Huber, William H.: Group meetings with counselors at several
Albuquerque High Schools.
Morris, Robert:

Presentation to sorority on campus on counseling.

Potter, E. Bruce: Instructor, Fall, 1968, "Introduction to Guidance",
UN!-i. Instructor, Spring, 1969, "Socio-Economic Information in
Guidance", UN!-!'. Panel member, Humanities class, Highland High
School, Albuquerque.
1finther, Sven F.: Taught two classes in the area of counseling in
the College of Education. Supervised six in-training students in
the College of Education in the area of counseling,
Non-teaching University Service
Huber, William H.: Acting Dean, School of Business and Administrative
Sciences; Branch College Committee; Computing Science Committee;
~!anagement Committee; N.C.A. Committee Steering Committee.
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Ifon-teaching University Service

Winther, Sven F.: Speech to Town Club, umr. Student Aff'airs Staff
Meetings, participant. 1-leetings with groups engaged in Counseling
activities--Student Health, Campus Chaplains, Dorm counselors.
Service to Community
Morris, Robert: Boy Scout Troup Leader,
School and Sunday School teacher.

Superintendent of Sunday

Potter, E. Bruce: Presbytery of Rio Grande--United Presbyterian
Church, U.S.A., member.
Winther, Sven F.:

Group leader, !ndian Guides.
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·

Coordinated'program of reading, study skills artd language development
for undergraduates

This fall at least four different groups of faculty on campus have demonstrated
their interest in the area of "remedial" reading and language development. Two
of ~hese groups have proposed special programs to meet the needs of undergraduates
with an inadequate background in the English language. These proposals have
directed their concern tow·ards various minority groups and other students who
need additional training in the basic skills necessary for college study.
A general proposal, dated November 5th, was distributed·bY Bernard Spolsky,
Associate Professor of Linguistics and Elementary Education, and Gerald Slavin,
nirector of International Services, which identifies the basic elements necessary
for a program comprehensive enough to aid all those students who might be in
need of special educational assistanc~ due to linguistic and cultural disadvantages.
~'he program outlined in this proposal illustrates the desirable scope of such a.
venture if it is to reach more than a few students and actually affect the chances
of a large group of marginal students ~o s~ay in ~he University and pursue their
educational goals.
On }oovember 19th, navid Darling, chairman of the department of' Elementary Education, 1~rote a memorandum at the request of the members of his department v.rging
that the "University should establish a Language, Reading and Study Center that
~1ould be inter-professional in nature, drawing from such areas· as neurology,
psychiatry, rehabilitation, speech therapy, language development, remedial and'
developmental reading, and guidance." This proposal discussed the necessary
facilities and the value of such a program as a training ground for graduate
students ~rho are majoring in related areas. Also, the description of specific
serYices necessary ~ri thin the general concepts of Langue.ge development, reading
and Dtudy s}~lls are detailed enough to form n job description of- the professional
qualifications necessary on the part of 1·rhoever ~rould direct or carry out the
i~?lenentation of this type of program.
O':;h~r developments within the department of.English relate to this general area
of co~cern. Department chairman Joseph Frank has indicated that the emphasis
in the "remedie.l" course (English 010) 1~ill be focused less on reading and more
on the development of language skills through written expression. That depart!'lcn':; does, ho~rever, wish to support and cooperate with e. University-wide program
focused on Language development.

The common concern for a program in this area has been shared also by Fred
Chreis':; of the Department of Speech ~rho has lo~g been aware of the needs through
his ~:ork 1dth students in the Speech clinic. Since language dev-elopment often
to~ches these other areas in addition to speech, he also supports the idea of a
broader, more comprehensive progr~ than has yet been attempted at tmrr1.
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At this time University College and Counseling Center is seeking a reading
specialist to replace Mrs. Gene Chievitz who retires at the erld of this year.
'i1e he.ve hoped to employ someone who could direct a developmental reading program
for large groups of students as 1·rell as be competent to 1~ork effectively with.
learning problems and complex language difficulties. The need for this type of
se:::-vice is amply demonstrated among counsolees >·iho seek assistance through the
Counseling Center. This group alone is too large to be adequately dealt 1·rith by
our reading specialist ~rho presently has no assistants to 1~ork 1'1i th her and
direct groups of students in their practice sessions. i·Tc have planned, therefore, to seek E:ome involvement ~rith the training of graduate students and expand
the range of se!'Vices available in this area.
·-.:
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Th:i.s outlines the separate yet related positions of different departments and
faculty regarding the issue of improving educational opportunities for the·
predominant minorities in Ne~1 Mexico. On December 18th these positions 1·rere
expressed at a meeting at which the above-mentioned departments and divisions
•·:ore represented. It 1-ras the concensus of this meeting that a program of considerable scope will be required .to involve different departments in meeting the
e:dstine needs. The response of interest and willingness to cooperate on these
matters has no doubt been stimulated by
portion of President Heady's inaugural·
e.ddress, but in order to respond more actively ·to these concerns it appears that
the matter should now either be taken up by the appropriate standing committees
or a new committee should be established to investigate the available resources
and propose a plan ~1hercby these resources be organized and supplemented to meet
the existing needs.

·''

a
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The people indicated below have expressed interest· in working towards the
establishment of such a program in 1-rhatever manner seems appropriate or most
helpful at this point.
1'/Iill :lcp

cc:

Fred Chreist
David Darling
.S<.muel Fletcher
Joe Frank

Roy Pickett
Bruce Potter
Gerald Slavin
Bernard Spolsky
Sven ivinthcr
Kiles Zintz
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The follov1ing report and recorr.mendation::: :is·. based on a survey of eXisting
UNM facilities and programs in English~ 1;i th special reference to the Freshrr.".l'l
English program. Prilnary consultants Here as follo1-1s:
JuqyBer~zn~ Graduate Assistant~ Dept. of Speech.

'Anna Boyd, President KIVA Club.·
Louis A.

Bransford~ Asst. Prof. Guidance and Special Education
(associate of u1ffi3).

Fred M. Chreist 3 Professor of Speech.
Leroy Condie, Assoc. Prof., Elementary Education.
Caroline Davis, Librarian, Learning 1-I:l.terials Center,
College of Education.
Paul B. Davis, Assoc.• Prof., English_; Director of Freshrna."l English.
Ned J. Davison, Prof. Hod. and 'Class. La.'lguages (Hispanic lit.)
Kirstin Engstrom3 ·Clinical Supervisor, Department of Speech.
Gina Harvey, Instructor, English (English as a·second 1a.'lguage).
Robert Holzapfel, Asst. Prof., Mod. and Clas~. Languages; Asst.
Chai>.""ll'An, Dept. of Noda·n Languages •.
William H. Huber, Director~ Univ. Cell. a.'ld Couns. Ctr.; Professor~·
Business Administration; Acting Dean, Bus. Adm.
La'l·l'rence Lomako, Asst. Dea.'l of Students, Housing.
James C. Moore, Director, Testing Division;
Foundation:..

Jl~sst.

Prof. Educ.
I.-

I

David Peter:::on, Clinical Supervisor, Dept. of Speech.
Edi>ard B. Potter, asst. to the Director, Univ. Cell. and Couns. Ctr •

.

'

Gerald M. Slavin, Director, International Services; Fulbright Prog.
Advisor; Foreign Student Advisor.
Bernard Spolsky-, Assoc. Professor, Linguistics and Elementary Educ.
Dal

s.

Syn:es, Teaching assistant, English (English as a Second
Language).

Sven F. Winther, ..tsst. to the Director, Univ. Cell: and Cour.s. Ctr;
Asst. Professor, Education.
Miles

v.

Zintz, Professor, Elemontary Education (Bilingual Educ.)

I
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ENGLISH TUTORING SERVICE
and INTERCULTURAL ENGLISH PROGRAJ1
A double title suggests itself for these reasons: ENGLISH TUTORING SERVICE is
a simple, recognizable function applying to any student l·1ith English deficiencies
a~d avoiding overtones of ethnic identification which may be distasteful to.some
of those seeking aid; l·Thile Il¥rERCULTURAL ENGLISH PROGRA.l-! calls attention to ths
programls important function of service to those non-Anglo ~2rican groups or
il'ldividuals ;mo choose to be so identified, and who ;rant English tutoring ,,'ith
full cogniz~ce of their ethnic and lin~uistic differences.

The linguistic and cultural ~variety of t:r..e peoples of New Mexico is l·rell kno;m~
and attempts to eradicate differences :b.ave been discredited. If ths University of
New .r;exico, a state supported institution serving all of- the state, is serious
about recognizing the desirability of ~aintaining cultural and linguistic variety
i·;hile providing higher educational opportunities in a bi- or multi-lingual situation,
English language services on campus must be completely restudied and revised.
Recent university surveys indicate that cultural minority groups are eithei'
poorly represented at the university or appear prominently among early dropouts.
Among the ~.:my complD.in:ts centered on :i.n:tdequa.te tu'~oring and counseling, English
disabilities are frequently mentioned. Evidently, traditionally oriented u.~iversity
policies ;lith respect to English proficiency, namely, that the university fu.~ctions
as a screening device to preselect the most proficient and relegate the remaineler
to non-credit, sub-universi·0y ::remedie.ln courses for the unqualified, have not thus
far met the challenge of suitable ~~glish instruction in a linguistically diverse
community.
The field of English as a Foreign Language has contributed much to a~ysis
of tho specific problems of students of other linguistic and cultural backgrounds
engaged in higher educational pursuits in P..marica~ univzrsities. It is ;roll
rccognii::ed that a llforeignn studerrG is able to perform effectively in an .A.-nerican
university, competing with American students, and that this can be done ••ithout
either atta~~ing perfect native-like proficienqy in all aspects of Americ~Jl English,
or by substituting .Alrerican cul'!;ural standards for his ovm except as these t1m
factors directly impinge on his academic progress. In othe~rds, a foreign
s'.;udont; is no·.- expected to become a middle-class A.'1glo-American as a result of his
university experience. It seelllS that this sort of standard ought to apply as 1·rel1
to those native-born Ne;r .Mexicans ;.;ho choose to remain linguistically and culturally
different. ESL m:J.y not have ready a~swers to the Nc~r 1'.e:Y.ican problem~ but perhaps
offers more than usual sensitivity to the issues, both from an ar~ic and pedae;ogical point of viel~, and in philosophical outlook.
This statement is not to imply that all English language problems on campus
arc necessarily restricted to the cultural m~'1orities. English deficiencies extending to il:he Anglo-American majority undoubt,edly exist and reCJ.uire special service.
The intercultural emphasis of this program is reiterated~ h01;ever, in recognition
o:!: vr:b.at is considered to be the more crucial issue for the collllJ!Unity at largeo
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REV!El~

OF Eli'GLISH D!STRUCTION

1. Freshman English
Elw.miuation of the ACT English 'vest, intervie>·lS >·rith the Director of freshlr.an
English, a.'ld a review of ne1·1 c.Lass assignment criteria being used brings up
serious questions as to the evaluation of English proficiency and the approach
'uo lansuage instruction for students >o~ith "underdeveloped" language.
As a discriminative tool, the ACT English section appears to be suitable for
separating out only the highest levels of English perforwanceo The test consists
of a series of passages requiring e~uorial revision. The student chooses multiplechoice substitutions for underlined phrase·s. Emp:b.asis is on discrimination of
fine shades of levels of usage; typically
Even before his crc~-r crur.e aboard '.;}"l..s courage
vrhich Heycrdahl :oossessed 1-ras again tested.
1.

2.

3.

4.

NO CHANGE
Heyerdahl's ll'.:mly courage
Heyerdahl's courage
The courage of this tran

Alae tested in a fetv items arc paragraphing indication, agreement of number,
transi·!Jion phraseology, the syntcc·&ical position of 11 onJ.y 11 , punctuation of runon sentences, choice of levels of usage, and such lexical 11 units" as "in11-eighed
contra::-.r ·t;on, nspeculated about Hhether", "considered as if whetheru, etc.
Heretofore, entering fres:bJnen have been assigned to English classes on the
bcsis of scores on this tes·i:.o An arbitrary set of cutoff scores resulted in:
assizning students to either En<;lish 020, a non-credit nremedial" class requir:i..'18
a ~20 fee, ~'"l.glish 101, a class ~~ the elerr@nts of co~osition3 or English 102,
the advanced course introducing literatttt'eo Recognizing some of thEldeficiencics
of this ~.;est, the F:rci.7r.an English staff has insJ.;ituted a nc~r test of their Ol·i.il. •
consist:Lllg of a 'i·rrit:'ven composi7,ion (·t,his term on t.he theme UThe :i.nfl!3ncc of the
~.ass ~odia -- especially movies 3 r.ngazines and television -- is so pervasive in
our society ·t.hat mos·& P.mer:i.cons have become passive pawns of J.;he media -vriJ.;hout
;:ni..~dc of their 01Jn& 11 )o Criteria for judging compositions 't·1ere not made e,.:pl:!.cit,
but evidently agreement on overall iqpression of a composition as rated on a
i'cur-poi."lt scale •ras high among all sixty :i..'"l.Structors. All s·t.udents :i..'"l. 101 c:nd
020 <rere required to v1l'ite the essay, and ~rore reassigned bet1>'een the tvro courses
on this basis o
'

.

.

I had the opportunity to look at eleven.randorr~y chosen co~ositions vrhich
1:ere used i."l '.;esting tho reliabilit-,r of '.;he four-point scaling method.· In g:neral,
I felt in agreement with the ratings noted on each co~osition. Hovrever, a first
ir.:;?re::;sion 1;-as tlw.t the topic "'as one >·rith not a little cultural bias: :r..an:r foreign
atudents unaccuatomod to an:Uytic criticism of t:r.e Jr..ass :media >-rould probab1y reply
in ;.-apid pla'.;itudes, and this :i..'ldeed appeared in several of the co~ositions.
l'-:oreo;rcr, I thought that the criteria beir>.g u::;ed in overall judgment could have
been !l'zde fairly explicit ;;ithout too r.mch ·o::oublc (use of' paragrapl}s to define
unific~ sections, use of transitioP~ pr~·aseology 3 use of specific examples to
~~P?O~ the argument, use of persop.al observation rather than stereotypical
asaertions, etc.) It might be said t:r.at studen·bs i·Tho can do th~se things have
:L~ .fact 9~ssed a rco.sona.b!e czo:!:G:e:-:!.on ~zsJy. of freshman conroosition, a'ld one 't·tculd
<:.::n~ ·co kmm how the criteria of English 101 differ from this. In other ••oj;ods,
;.;b.y •·•crontt hicrh scoring stude:-~ts passed to English 102?

,

i
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At

present~

the 010 staff 1-Jll.s rr.ade some au-cemp-c -co pinpoin:t objectives for

'.;roe coming semester, and these 1-;ere described roughly as follO'\;s:
1.
2.

3.

4.

To Ufeel cow.fortC~blell with the pen.
To l!'.aster the basic 3-paragraph, ,500-l·rord
essay structure (the standard for 101).
To show· a1-;areness of consistency in levels
of language usage (called ne:>qJressionn).
To identify importarrc and supporting ideas
in reading and m:it:L'lg.

The desire to spec:L.""y objectives is corn,"Tlendable and should certainly be cont:L'1.ued .
in the future. It would be ·interesting to es·~ablish some good objective measures
of achievement of these objectives as 1·rell. This seems particularly desirable in
the light of the existence of t~~e separate instructional stre~£, described as
II rhetorical"~ "argumentative", and '~gestal"t. 11 • These are '.;he preferred '.;eaching
modes of particular instruc'cors and m:e no·b at this time a matter for student
choice. Again, the faculty is described as being divided on-the importance of
ttorigina.litiyu ·in student, compositions!)
A number of experimental approaches are to be tried this semester •~th the
010 c;roup, includinc; the use of a composition 1-rorkbook f'ea·turing photogra:ghs -'
l·ri·th high emo'vional content, reminiscent, of psychoal:'.alytic projective tep:(;hniq_ue.
Also, stress 1-~11 be placed on student-to-studerrb comrr.unication in an effort to
i3"i:.:L'11Ulate the free passage of ideas in •·r.rit:i.n.g. In addition, there are plans for
irr.plcmenting certa:L'l. etl:>.nica.lly-oriented special sections next yem:. EViden·bJ.y
o:::.e or t:-;o staff rr.zmber·s who m.·e experienced in ·beaching Indian and minority
st~dents have expressed interest ~'l conducting freshman composition classes using
e·bbnic or w.inori"i;y-e:>.:perience subject matter. It is not clear what special
linguistic skills these instructors might have or might choose to bring to bear on
their teaching, but such talents on c~~us should not be ignored.
1'/hile a'rare of the special language problems of U1'1>! students, and "v-ery l·~ll:L'lg
'uo consider :r0scarch and ne1·i proposals~ the Director seemed basically un:i.n.teres'ued
in incorporating ·l;his sort of ;rork in·bo the existil"1g English department progr.~.m,
nnd was am:ious to encourage the dcveloprr.c;ri; of a program in basic English skills
ou·l;side of his immediate real:n, p~·ei'erably in the College and Counseling Center.
By this might be meant the general run of 010 problems in reading, vocabula~J,
synt~, and such ~IYPical second-lanc;uage and second-dialect difficulties. It is
to be hoped that ·!:,he D:iJ.·ectorls in·berest in seeing that such a program is established at liNI-r 'iill also encourage h:iln to support its development in necessa...7 ways.
In terms of numbers, ·C.hc 010 an.d 101 classes are approxilr.ately as follot·:s:
010
J.OJ.

280 students
2~400 st~dents

If all 280 students in 010 m:e potential tutorial subjects, the load on the ne~i
Thus, the need for a net; set of placement

~u·torial Se:nrice could be considerable.
and d~gnostic tests is reemphasized.

In te~$ of morale, one English 010 instructor reports that her class is both
be;;iJ.dorod and demora.lized at being assigned to "dumb" no-credit English work.
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These are a fe;·r e;{cerpts from the sample of freshman essays I had a c{l..ance 'oo
e:x:a..,.ine. I have chosen them i·rith an eye to possible linguistic :i.na.dequacies of
a rather basic ·natu:ce; :i.na.dequacies >·rhich v.ay reflect language.or dialectal interference as i·rell as simple inexperience with college English usage. There is no
evidence i·rhether the 'fresh."Tan English s·~aff did or did not conside:f.' these features
as the writers vrere evidently assigned both to English 010 a.'1d :'English 101.
·
English 101
The ini'lence of ~3ss media - - especially movies, maga~ines, and television - is so spread i.'1 our society t:r..at most Americans are listening to much of this
~ Hithout using their o;m r.rinds 0
These adver-bisements can consist of allr.ost. any consumers product.
There are so many advertisments on cigare-ttes, and each of these advertisments
claim to !:ID-e the best cigarc·t.te or to l">..ave comeout with the best cigarette
on the market.
Ho11 then~ a person to decide 1vhich cigarette

io

choose?

He doesn't.

Sometimes television does such. a great job of influencing the People about
cert~in consumers items, that the people do not even use their Ovnl minds •
In concludi.'lp.;, the 1vriter agrees • ; • In fact, the influence o:f these medium
rr.ay
One type of mass ~ and its infLuence
Enr;lish 010
Seen1s to me the ~.ass media d:I:rec·cs everyones thoughts to an exterrt. But it
seem:saparent that as trend p1·ogre::rses, i"(, becomes easier to decide, or for
some television personality ·~o d.eC:ra.Ei; on not 1·rhat is right or i·IDong, but
1;i>..at is the ••thing" to do.
·
Though it is not al<rays the ignorant t:P.at fall for this. But it does, admittedly,
take a bit more subtle means to psrs~ade others to use their product.
No;; then Ilm sitting d<hm in front of the T.iJ. and here comes sorr.e on ~.aybe just
'oi:ie 'cit irry favorite personalities and lo and behod he's . wearing a. mousetash. I
say to lli)Tseli' !!EJ!l he looks :."'8al great so I grow one.
I

As far as I'm concerned clothes keep you 1·rarm and! cover you:c body, not as ~
status. :1>\)r on.l.y status should be t}l..at I have a mind of l1i)T oimo
I:n;;l:i.sh 020
, The rr.ass media of today inflences people one way or another; i't leaves definite
imprints or marks ~~ ones persor..ality.
ii.n example of some of the ha2n.• :i.s the violence sho1m in cl.l three of these
tJ~es of rr~dia., people rr3y get-the idea that violence is the thing to do these
·days" ·a·nd "pick Up a gun and go out and shoot a .fe1·1 people •

....

~--~·~--
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2.

Speech.

Interviel·IS with the teaching staff of the Speech department and 1ri.th Dro
C!lreist revealed t;1o things: 'vhat ths approach to pronunciation training for·
foreigners as conceived by the Speech department and as practiced by ESL
teachers is for all purposes identical, and that the Speech department as a
•·,bole does not look favorab.l;y' on a service func'vion for the university.
At present not more '.;han eleYen studen'cs are enrolled in Speech 105, and
cf ·t,hesc perhaps one is concur.rc:r:hJ..y e!'l_:rolled :in ·(;he ES.L programo PrcsGnt
p~licy

1·1i"i:.h reg::~rd to foreign students is ·t.h:lt, they :must, take a speech :L>1tervie1·1
tr.e Speech dcpartlr.ento Studerrbs having excessive pronunciation or comp:-ehension problerr~ are reco~~ended to take Speech 105, but enrollment is on a
voluntary basis.
·
~.:C.

The inter-..riew itself consists of a brief, i."!lpressionistic evaluation -vrl.thout
:::-i;andardized testing procedures, but ·!;his is probably as good as anyth:L'lg goi."l.g
and ra·bher be·i:.ter than microscopic analyses of uronunciation defic:i.encies.
For clo.sswork, ano.lytic '.;ools used include the Tucker Test: a fair.ly lengthy 4
ii' primitive test of aural diecriminu'l:.ion of phonemic minimal pairs in Erir,lish;,
o:L'llpl0 intona·~ion patterns (que:::tions), and sentence and \oiOrd-strcss indication~
The classoa thcmsGlvcs are conducted on a communicative levcl1dth a tendenC"J
to abandon sound discri."ll:L'lation drills in favor of the larger communication
needs of t,he st~udents,:, ioCo "'rha.t to say in a given situation, etco Therefore
for many l:'lpeech students classes becor.:e roughly equivalent to the type of ESL
c::ontrorsatio..l"l classes norrrzlly giv"'0n i...~ the S.SL program itself, the rr.::d.n excep~i:;ion
being that students are self~selccted fo=- ·C.rouble <lith oral corr"'l!Unication. Dr.
Ch::'eisti also elT'l..pha.sizes the higher-level a.spcct,s of aural conrmu...'rlicv:bion in the
sense of comprehendi,~g lectures, and us8s rr~terials exemplified by the BDL
11 Listen and. Reac.Jr 'uapes and v10rkbook series 1-rhich are, incidentally, designed
for use by natiYe speakers of English but ·,rhich 'IrJ!3J' be useful ;.rlih others.
The Speech ::la.boratory11 it.scli' is l!lin:!Jr..'ll~ consisting ot' one Bell a11d Hm;ell
!>!astern '·lith theil' set of recorded pronunciation drills, several portabl·a Juz.p~ recorde::..,s,; but no library of English language tapes. The facili~t:;ies of
·c!lc Department of Hodern Languages are being used for laboratory work i."l pronunciation
and aur~l discrimination.
11

La~tr.:lage

Among staff members~ !{;:-. Petsrson alone e)::pressed considerable enthusiasm at
·bhe prospect of s:b.aring me·l;hods and teaching l1'.3.terials ,.lith the ESL staff'. There
seemed to be no av1areness at all that a considerab].e body of teach:L'lg materiE.ls
for for0ign accent problems already exists in ESL libra:rieso It ·t-ras 't·tith some
surprise that I found tr.e Speech department to be lacking in any extensive research
:j.i·~era'.;ure on the accent problem comparable 'vo the work done for functional
disorders.
The three teachers .assigned to foreign· students were unanimous in their feeling
·c:r..at they h<we full teaching loads and could not extend their services. JF.oreover,
"tl".3y ;;ere co::tcerned that only highly motivated students should appzy for Speech
105, a."ld that ·i;he current practice of ·i;eaching '.;l'>.ree hours per 1·reelc for one sen;ester
::houE!.d be re1rised in favor of t1·:o hour a 1·:eek for t't·lO se!r,esters, since long te:rm
:>:9eech improvement is so r.ard '.;o come by in a tight sched1lle. I agree in this, "
proYiding that the course is ·actually aimed at remediation o:f sevel'a oral corr.rm;..'lication diffiCulties and is not seen ~s just ~~o~her ESL convers~tion class: gr~~ting
easy C::.'c<iit to shy students.

.,
'
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Oi' special note 1·ras Dr. Chreistls mention of a previous policy of requl!':U1g
oral inteme;rs of all incoming s.t'Udents. Evidently this was discontinued in
the ;Light o:f social protest, since speech remedia'i:.ion was required i f strong
signs of foreign accent 1-reJ;e ci.etectcdo Hm1ever, I wot1ld suggest that some oral
i:lterview procedure, however surreptitious, might be a Yery good idea, if only
to give the benefit of voluntar~v choosing an accent correction course to those·
studen·cs v:ho <rant it. ObviousJ.y this is a very ·touchy social issue. But it seems
to me that a student 1-1hose educational goal is one tha·t will require good,
standard American English pronunciation (teaching out of state, etc.) the
opportun.ity for hi;n to take Speech courses should be there. I believe Dr. Chreist
concurs in this.
Given the unusual difficulty of changing speech habits in most "remedial''
:a.ses ~ it should nonetheless be possible to offer accent improve::1ont courses
I.or many students •·rho are demonstrabJ.,y good m:i.r.Jics and vrho desire such training
B.eal results should be obtainable 1-1ith Sl1Ch students, i f they existo
•

.i

,.

3.

Eng~ish

as a Foreign Language

D~. Harvey and Mr. Syrr@s teach all classes in English 103 (basic, 3-credit)
the special sections of English 101 and 102 assigned to foreign students
on]y. Tha'~ these three courses provide a "separate but equalII stream for
i'ol·eigners is coimnendable. It has long been recognized that foreign studen'Gs
do no·b succeed in classes ;rhich pu;t them in direct linguistic competition with
native speakers (especially English classes) and that :L~ l1'3UY respects a double
standard of English proficiency is 't·rarrantcd. For graduate students and students
in the sciences it has been noted that a foreigner can achieve a very high level
of subject-w.atter proficiency wi'Gh considerable control of English as it applies
to his o;m specilll field. At the same time, he may be rather weak in English usage
in other areas >·rhich. are colJilllon kno;rledge for it native speaker. This raises the · .
interesting question of linguistic double s'vandards for Jl.me~ican students for Whom
English is in effect a foreign language (particularly some Indians), a second
~~nguage (perhaps many Spnnish-Americans), or even a second dialect requiring a
high level of stylistic judgment. One ought to consider the functional utility
oi smooiih "standard college Englishu for those vrith different cultural backgnunds
and life goal~.
·
a-~d

English 103 stresses basic syntac·~ical skills and conversational English, lOi
composition, and 102 requires more elaborate research reports; etc •.
There are at present approximat,ely 25 students enrolled ID the ESL program. The
diversity of stu~ents in language skills, native language, and academic interests
makes objective placement, procedures difficul"::,. All foreign students are required
to take the Hichigall Test of EngHsh as a Foreign Language, vrhich is entirely
different from tho ACT. Al"though the University of Hichigan has attempted to
;<Uidate this test in terms of predictiDg college success, the results are quastionable.
Jio;.;eve:: 3 it, does give a detailed r.:eas=e of perforrr.:mce on a number of skills 't·Thich
are not tapped by the ACT, and provides a means to measure :improvement in these
skill:;. A 't-r.~·itten composition provides part of the test, but methods for scoring
it are not IDdi-cated. Professor Kaplan of II!.C;FSA recoiJilllended that UNl1 design its
o1m test, but evidently this ms not.been done.
~1troduces

Once assigned to the 103 class,, a foreign student is obliged to take 101 and
102. There is no provision for advancemerr~ b.r testing. It is possible for a
foreign student to transfer into a 101 or 102 class for native speakers i f he so
desires; but the ESL staff sensibly discourages this.
Hav~,g advanced this far in special English treatment for foreigners, it seems
astonishing that equivalent consideration for native-born non-English speakers has
n?t been :rr.::.dc. At presen·~, fo1• example, an A:r.erican Indian fresll!r.an is sent :L~to
010 •,1ithout ;my option for a class. fer non-:r.-ati·v-e speaha's. This is not entirely
the fault of the ESt staff, for,as tr~y point out, American-born students are not
"· good match for foreigners, i·rho tend to be older, and ;rho tend to have better than
c:.verage scholarly skills and achievemen·bso I concur in this, and ;-muld reco:m:ner.d
that special classes for Indi&'1. and Spanish-speaking students for whom English is
IDdeed a foreign language should by all means be provided. These should be creditgrantiDg classes just as English 103 is. (A psrtinent issue here is that the tribal.
councils 1-.Lll not accept non-credit English courses under the terms of their scholarship grants. )

S(}parate treatment in English should not be a compulsocy Ir.atter, of course. P..xry
indiviclual i·rho chooses a standard program should be allm;ed to do so, prov:i.ded the
adv.?.ntages of special English trcatrr.:mt are understood b.r him. The mam issue is
tr.at the entire notion of bonehead, non-credit, nremedial11 English should be given
a second look in this COll1l11'Jlri:by, and probably discarded altogether.

,;

·.
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Reading and study skills.
The University College and Counseling Center :r.as a i-7ell-supplied reading
l.?.boratory including eight booths 'f!i·th. controlled readers, conference tables
and chairs. A variety of reading text:> and self-instructional materials are
on hand i!'lcluding '.;he SRA developn:ental reading kit, EDL reading filmstrips
and workbooks on several levels, ~vwo se'os of .CRAIG reading programs and reading
lC.2.Chincs, ·a co11lprehensive set of PDL- films and worl-cbooks and a Perceptoscope
for group ins~ruction, etcQ, etc~
\iitl.'lout exception, these materials have been designed and sta11dardized 1·ri'.;,h
typical Arr.erican school populations and wi~hout regard to the linguistic differences
of foreign or. second-language learne~·s. Or..e characteristic l:'esul'b is tha:i; foreigne::s usir_,_g the standardized reading 'cests a11.d progra'llS find t:r.at ~chey dont·t "fitn
clearly :Ln·bo the norr.1a" Grc:.duate students rrey be ignorant of·· details of English
id:.o:rE.tic usage vhich are familiar to every American .five-yeal:'-old. Vocabulary
scor•es rray sb.o;1 up extremely lo;-; in comparison 1-ri'ch Americans at high school or
ev-on junior high school level, while t:he student himself' feels 'chat he is :::eading
i'airJ.y e.fficier:bJy at graduate level :L'l. Psychology or Engineering. In the same
vein, cultural conten·1; is assurr.ed to be common kno1;ledge in the.se reading :in:[9roveJ-:;,ent ·b:Jxts~ v1hile 'chis is obviousJy a false assurap'oion vlith ll'.a'ly foreigners.
To a lesscl:' exterrlj, but probabJy not altor;e·bhG.r absent, second-languar,e and
sccond-dio..Lcct speakers in :Nel-l Mexico may sui'fer from some oi' tho sa1ne culturo.l
and linguistic blind spo·bs. Therefore all :materials and equipmorrb designed
spcci.fically for typical Ame:dcan studcn'os are ·t;o an e)..-tent suspect, and in need
of evaluation.
UtilizaJoion of these reading clinic facilities •·rlll depend in large part oh

the

numbe~

of tutors assigned to the Tutorial Service. Although the materials

themselves are to a large extent self-iiJStructional, clinicians invariabJy
recommend close it1dividual supervision',in i:.heir usc.
It is fur·bhcr recommended that in addition 'co the formal texts, a suitable
of current class textbooks and reading assignments, and also current
books on ethnic topics should be obtained.
libra-~

'

~

.
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III
IHSTRUCTimT.liL RESOURCES
FOR E;.WLISE

Een.clinK." Clinic:

The fc.cilities of the rou.cling lab have been described.

J.n.'l.r;t::v,.c 1:-~bor~~tory: T:.11e Dollurtmcnt of' !1odern Langt.iagos is able to offer us-e'
o::· 2~rlaboro.tory booths equipped ;rith inclividuul ta.pe decks and optionul console
iacilitios. They have also offered to provide collections of' old tapes which
cun be erased end used for recording now ~glish lessons. There is no collection
of' prc-recordod Englis:b. instruc.!viona.l mo. teriuls, ho1-l'ever. Plans for tha new
l~CUD.il'e lab to be located on the site of the ild football st~ds uill increD.se
these facili~i:.ics~
Dcn~.rt:n~n-~ of Snoech:
Sneech h.cs c. nun;"oer of i~dividual tape recorders, and ~
i:ioi'i u1.d :Ho1·:c11 11 La.nGU~3e 1-lc.steru ui·Cth prontl..l!cia..c.ion co.rd sets. Dr. Ch:reist orms
c ::;ct of' EDL ''Listen end Reud" mo.terial::;: n!!d undoubtedly othe!' i terns of interest
to ~ccc~t correction and aurul co~prehonsion instructoro.

J.. :::.:.::n~'1r; .... 11o.torj.o.ls Cantor., 'coller:e or~ F.tiu.cs.ti6n: This center ho.s assembled d.:.J.
"0itensive collection of textbooks in fu(l•lish as a. Foreign Lo.ngucge,. a.s Hell. as ,.
bilin~uc~ inct=uctionul m~tericls~
The collection c~~ot be used .for ongoinS
i.n:.;;tl~uctio:no.l :progrruns us· claasroom -'ccxts, but may be used 1'or col·tuin dcimo:J.ot:ration
:flUl.'J?Oscs or as inspection copies. Fz-ce copies of' new textbooks o.ncl tea.ching pro(;;l'C.ir.S chould be prdered Hhencnove:r.· possible o.nd shelved here f'o!' reference.
Zi!:Hn~!':n:t..~ J.ibrn!',y:
Especiall-y useful- for research in English instruction is the
l:!.'~r~y 7 n complete collection of ERIC documcn·Cs: ~ept up to dn.te in microfiche
:roJ..,m ~d iiith microfiche readel...::l ~vailublc en the third floor~~

~3a.tL~P C~nter:
~us oxam~lcs of

The testinG center in tho University Colleffe ~~d Counseling C~nter
av~ilcblc tests ~d can order sufficient couioz
o:2 c::5.y civcn tost. for udminis'.:.r~t:!.on on a. l~rge scclo ~ithin the ca.rnpuc. Dr: Hoo:::-e
c:.'.ll o'£f~Yr o:.:pcrt. ~dvice in evaluCltion t.cchniquG:s ~d the constl"Uct~ion of nou English
tooto. Rc~di:c.e test.:z for individu~ls seeking tutoz·ing ere nol·r being 5iveno

ull commerciully

ScC.ool Li.b:co.r:v: In co:a.nec 1,jion ui th the L:.?..rT School p:re-lu1v orientation progrem
to oncou~~co ~i~o~ity students to aim ~o~ c~cers in lau, I understand that UAcre
ic n collection of books o~ Indi~ topics end possibly other minority subjoct
:::o.t-tor.
L·~.~r

So~'l>.ioct-l"lc.ttcr

1

tu'c.or:i.nP:

t.t:'..J.:.orins zcr-viccs.

The dormitoric::; nolr provide certain counseling o.nd

Accdemic o.lld sui<!c.nce counseling techniques. ere no;., being

·:.~.:.~cLrt. to :2 special grouJ?s or recident ncotn:lselorsn rrho have the responsibiliJ~y
of :;:'o:!.lo1;ing up on the accden1ic end cmotio!l.D.l adjustment of students in thcil•
li-.ring co:nplc:!. liouovcr, only c.bout 10% of' tho l'renh.."!lo...'"l clo.ss receives this
r:'.:::eist::.nco. .!J. n<nr tutorins proerc.m e:r.:tenc1ine to the entire student body is bein.g
o::':.:'ered th::.s ~Jomcoter ttS c. re:.ml t ·of' o. S500 con'~ribution to the dormitory tutoring
J?XOijr~il nc.dc by the Ul>J.H Associt!.tic:n of Students.
Studont tutors are pt1.id 01~00
:?O:-: hour to meet in the dormitories ,,;ith students rrho request individucl. or arou:p
ho::9 }tit!:t .S!_)Ccific u.cudemic courecs. Thus, tutoring -'L.enO.s to become a.. one-shot
:::.:C.tcmpt to crC4il i'or c. cpccific e::=.m, :::~ec.!lor tb.::m ~ aid in ·developing long term .
:.:.~::::.lJ~cG
It is :!.ntercstinrr, hot1Gver 1 t:lu.t studcn.ts seem to be e:tzer t·o o:f'fer their
co:""rioes c.~ tutors £or this very lo1.; =c-'v3 ot: p:;.y. .Also useful is the doriilitory
oollcction of old cz~~~tions.

!:~·)':'!""rl ~0·-~rl:.!!P.':
Com::-~unity College offers a. s-nocd xeo.di.."'lg course for $25 for 12
~:?.:=--r·~~70t!.!JO.cit:r ::~t prooont is i'al" too limited, e.nd should be exp~"1.d.ed to meet
~::... . .· ~oct: o::' c<:·)!:.i:rtic.·.~.:tcC. :;t::d.cr-~:J ~;~c::.v c..::~c" :2t.-..,·::..::;::. :roc.clinz- problem io speed.
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IV
J 03S '1'0 BZ D01rE
iof!lat EnGlish laneuase services ;o;hould ti;\o university provide, and what
C.0partmen'cs should p);'ovido them? I'c eoems to me that the foll01dng are in:t:?orto.nt
c.ctivitios 1·1hich could leo.cl to lcne;unge skills improvem0nt. ~he question isr . '
ho;; should these :=.ctivities be diot:d"otttod Dl:long e:r.:isting university departments,
b.ou should they be coordinc..ted, c..nd nho ;;ill' foot the bill?
l.

RoU:'~inc testing of lv.rge gro~ps, such c..s incoming ;freshmen, 010 claseee,
identifiable minority groups,. etc.; for the purposes of advisement or
simply the e~therinff of UDe~ul d~te.

2o

Enrlich cou.nsol'i"':!R :n~d ndvisemcnt of individual students trying to set
up ·!;heir ac"'demic prog::oams.

3o

Inatrttction in busic Enelish skills on a class level, presumin5 a complete
rev;!.sion ot: the jfrooo:'lt 3jt£:d:.cm such u.s eliminating E!lelish 010 .:md au.bsti·t:.t.tin.g i.l.e-rr cl~cs 11 Gtroo.rm:tt f'oz- Indic.no, Irispcno-..~.Jnericc.ns, and othe:t•s,
similar to the forcign-stttdcn.t s·::.rQnmo

4•

Individual tutorin.r~ .(no'.; .clo.ss ;;ork) for research purposes o.nd especioJ:ly
the oa.rly sto.cco of dcvelOl)ihz a comprehenSive nou English .l'rograon
uhcro tho ctudy of ind.ividttcl Encli:Jh problomo would soom to bo tho boot
Ho.y to <U'l'ivo ut formulo.e i'or nm·l clv.so offerings.

dm:~ine

5.

Bnsic research in defining tho linguistic probleme of OU);' students~ in
de:volopine ne'tt te.sts? cv~luo.ting ncH ·::.c:1.ching methods, eva.luc.ting old
mo."'c.orio.ls, tu:.d d'esienine neH coUl"se content and sol£-instructionaJ. aids.,

6.

Px-escz•ibinp; ~toals of ins"'vru.ction in beho.viorD.l terms: Hho.t Enalish pro~iciencies uro needed for ilha.t ,l)Ur"'.flOSes?
l-1llo.t oro the a.cD.demic Englinh.
requirements nececs:J.rY to major i!l Pharmacy~ Physics, All'Ghropo:!.o[l'yp ./Jxt?
How c~m the English pro~T~m rri'oet the needs o'£ these depo.rtmcnts a.s the
c.co.clomic fa.cul ty sees :chcm t:.nd c.s ~te cc.n shol·l they exist?
Ezchc.ntte of in-Por:na.tio:n ciilons ell oo.m:fm.a Et1glish services a.nd the subjccJc.m.:::.tter,- deeroc-[;-ra.nti:ng faculties" Comrnunicu.t.ion uith the student bodyo

8.

li tuta::--lo·'n se!""'rice providine; :::!cilled English tutors to cDJnpus orga:n.izutionc such o.s tho KIVA club~ ltho hcye roquestec't such o. sorf1ice.

9·

J..•-y_ in service tr1>.in.:i.nr.: n;~oP.ro.m :ror future inetruotors and tutors eq_uippcd
to ctop into our specicl typo of pro~~~~ ns other tutors leave.

10.

Ev.:tlt~c/bion

of the c~cllJUS-Iolide iiapc.ct of the English pro(J!"um in i 't,s ne~ts
o.nd ns a ;rhole; how has it l011ered tho dropout re.te, increased GPl.s~ oJ.•
incro~scd Enrrlish skills par se?

,i

t
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v
THO ?ROPOS.LiLS
On the· f'ollo1dne paees are diagrruns of two ,Proposals for development of o.
ne1r English pro(iTa.."ll. The first i;:, the diae;rma of <J:t ideo.l plan to go into effect
in one your. It :t'outurcs seDurate instructional streams for students uith vary-.
ing linguistic abilities and cultural buckgTounds, uith regular credit-granting
classes to be provided.
T~c second diagrmn is an interim plan :t'eo.turine; individuul tutorin~.as a
prelimi..'l.ar;f ucti-.rity ·~o determine oxac·i;ly <rhat student abilities are and the
best r.10r.:ns of developing fuelis}l skills; uhcther in ethnically-oriented classes, .
in clusses se]?arated by na.',;ive ltm,.,e-u:lae, in clcasos in particular skill m.-eo.s
(roadine in special oubjocts 1 uriting term pc.pers, etc.) Fi11dinas of this investigation .can then be applied to the ne::::t st~e in terms of plw.ninff particular
clo.sz/st.rerun structures :.:md content.,
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IlUDGET.illY PJ!Xl.ULlU!:i-lENTS
· Tho follolling is a brief list of the most imuorto.llt items in the program
buclget,, although I have not attempted ',;o make c. dc'co.:i.led es'cimate of the cost.
o:... co.cho
A. Salary for full-time Director.
D.

Salaries for five tutors. (If g~aduate students, these could
take the fo:t.'"Ill of research o.o~is to.nships or work-study grants
l'hore 'che student is elie;iblc. !!owever,- ·it should be stressed
that co.larios should bo commenst:ro.tc Hith o:ltain:illg woll-tr.:tined
D.lld experienced persons only.)

c.

&llories for strea..<n coordinat:ors. Coordinators will receive a
higher stipend tb.un clcsn instructors.·l'r With threo strea.'":ls, t!lree
coortlino.tor so.lo.~·:les 11ill be rog_uired. If graduate studentl:l co.ll
be ob~~nod £or these .positions the oources lioted above may be
suitable. Tutors in the fir~t semcztor m~y become coordinntoxm·~l~tcr.

D.

So.larics for cleric<~~ hcl)?.. Typing, arrc.ll[ling tutorio.l schcdulec,
contc~cting students, Xld ::::uporvising routine handling of selfin~:-~:i-uctional m::~tori::.ls arc· typical clerical duties rec1uircd.
'£his could be to.kon cc.re of Hith cufficiont 1<ork-l:ltudy helpers,
althoush p~t-timc csnistcnca of a professional secretary is
dosiro.ble for tho p~oaram director.

E.

.Allocation for C:l..l?C!ldc.blo sU2_)plies { sto.tionery., postage, telephone,
etco for tho director ~d~taroe coordinators).

F.

..Uloco.t:'.on for obttlinine :acu instructional mu.'~orials for the reading
lo.b 1 ~~J:'itina clc.oscs, opcoc~1. clu.s::::es 1 etc. (including commercin.lJ.y
publiohed texts, prOI]rC~Jocd m.:d:,m~ials, end J~apes).

Go

.Uloco.tion for obtaininrs mo.t.eriels a:cd procesz services necessm-y
for the production of e~~crimontul tecching materials (includi~g
such items as duplicatinG pupe~, masters, vis~a1 m~tcrials, tap~s,
etc .. )

!!.

Office space o.nd eQ.V.i!Jmont, including a. desk for ec.ch coordine.tor
and the director, t~t least tuo tYJ?ellriters, and suitable office s:po.ce.

-~

,..
The question of cala.rios for program instructors should also be noted
hero. The extent of ·bho proara:n 11ill determine the number of such
instructors needed. Hith 280 students nm: enrolled in 010 uroviding
Xl. instructor for each 15 ..., 20 students (o. good ESL stand~d) 11ould
mean 12 to 15 instructors, including coordinators 1fho would also teach.
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Il'il1EDI11.TE PLA11S
For the reminder of' this semester, I plan to obtain 'a representative su.-nple
of' cotmtJelEJes (5 to 10) including Imliuns, l:Iiopano-.tlmericans, and others. Those
;rill be individua.lly tutored td'vh an eye to e:otablishing grounds for research, ,
:r-eferraJ.,· und likely directionn for course ond matel·ials development for similar
students. In addition, the facilities of the reading lab have boon opened to all
stu<lents capable of getting·some benefit.from the self-instructional matel•iclEJ.
I intervie11 ond. test each student Hho inquires and assien h:iln to whatever prograrmneci. materials so0m most suitable. 'Approxilnu'~ely fifteen students are included
in this g.t'OUJ? oo far.
..

·'

In the :f'ollotdng semester, I would hope to obtain the tutors d0sc:dbod tmd ·
to commence a more extElnsive, seznes'~or-long study ·of the larger g.t'OUp of students
to b~ tutored.
By the· fall of 1970, it should be possible to offer a semine.r-ty:pe cotl:r'se
in the College of Eduo;:,tion dealing with College EngoJ.ish Development in azrul'cicultural setting; such a course to bo assienod throe hours of credit with additional
credit for i:il-service training as tutora in the pJ.•og.rnm.

i
:;

Th0 summo~ of 1969-70 also presents on op~ortunity ~or participating in any
orientation program planned. It seems doubtful that any direct English
instzuotion of usc could take place in less th.m <:m eight week period, and the
possibility of orin51n~ off· a summer orientation program of th.e typo developed
a;t Fort Le;lis College tfederally ftmded) could be investigated.
fros~~an
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December ), 1969
Vic~-Frr.sidont'Chcstor

Advisqry Committee:

C.

1

Travelstead

Center for the

Improve~ent

'I

I

·j

of Communication Skills

·:t,,

!';:;r.~;:nrrt; to your estc.blishment of this ~qnanittee tb study and roco!lll110nd ways
to J.t:lpl·ovc r:nsl:loi:l communicatfon skilis among students of the unive.rsity,· the·
co::c:::i t~;c(:' hns tlct in ocveral ocscions and no1·1 puts forward the following pro- .
;;Jon.:•.J. fo'r .e:..J?.O:Qir.rn\11 of individualized inctruction in SCESOLD (Standard Col10ge
Dnclinh ".foa· 8pool:0r:> of Other Lansuao;es and Dialects) to be organized within
·ti1o \Jnivcrsi ty Collec;e and Counseling Center and to beein op0ration in the
f:'.;~nt

IJCm!mtm·,

I

··~;

Ucport nnd recommendations ·

,,
'I

l

F
·;I
j

·t.·.

1970-71.

j

Tho vrcgr."lm which rre propooc is ambitious in both size and cost. 'Despite woll'i:no~~n bt:olr;::Jtary arises ~;e feel justified in presenting these plans in the light
o~· ::.n o••or~·idine concern for the social mission of this university as outlined
b~· 1'::-ca:tclcnt l!eC!.dY at hio inauc;uraHr)n ceremony on November 9, 1968. Ao one
of h~.c imporo.tivoo he asked "thnt we otrive to reVitalize the misoion of tho
t;~::.\··~r;:;i.ty, pu~·ticuJ.arly ns it is directed nt the libel·al educa.t:i.on of underO'Z!<\uates . • • in view of o. ne.tl'lork of factors during the last two decades
:-}!'\'~ ht:Yo tended to dcomphasi;;e and dilute undergraduate instruc:Ucn," and
C()IIt:i.nu<Hl ::ay:l.nc, "I urge that 1~e aive more attention to the problem of ·equal::.r.::i.~,;; OlJpori:uni ty for higher educo. tion for young adults from all social, economic,
md,,l, :md otlmic c;roups in this sto.ta • , • ~1e ho.ve an obligation to offer
clt•.<::. <::.on::tl onrichm01~t program::: to !hose' 1·1hose educational experience throue'h
l:i;r}l cchcol :mts them at a competitive disadvantage academically. Less directly,
•,:.;; cnn tra:Ln tco.chers equipped to cope in the elementary and secondary schools
o:: i:c;·; J:c":ico ;1Hh special problel:ls such as the teaching of, English as a second
1:-;~::rr.r:;o.
lfo sriould striYe for tne dc.y 11hon only ability and motivation, un.:n'.::'cctcd by ::;ociil.l or ethnic backe;!'ou.>d, shall determine whether
young man or
~~·):·~~tn cn.·~·::ro tho university or graduates from it."

a

J:;1 ~;1.\pr;•.>::-t of the need for a ne;1 English lanc;ua.ge program in the University
Co:'..J.cr;o .ccnd Coun!Jcling Center vlhich would be int.erdiscipline:cy in nature nnd
i"c·.p.~lllc cd' bdnc oubsttmod under existing university departments or created
....
1:;.- rJi::~plc nur,:;-Ticntntion of existinc cournos, viC cite the Proposal for an English'
~..~-::o::::io:c; So:"':ico and Intcrculturo.l Englioh Program dated October 1, 1.969, lihich ·.
::-~·,~-~;,;:, tho :;>::'cocnt status of Ent;lioh language instruction throughout the
'-'!':~•rc:r:JH;r; a:J.C. oats forth n policy sta'•cment for a nm·r program in ha.mony ~;ith
:i.:·::··:.:.!J.'~r..'ic:-!·~~ 4ccdy' s nics.
A copy of this document is enclosed.
,,j
~.~

;· '

.~t:

1,

.~11 inct:ructiozt i.n
; .•1;,;, .opn.·,~:l:::::;, and
. 1:1,;.;:-!cl, tmt:;M;, c.nd
tJc'ti.cr •. I·t sho\tlci

basic Enslish liJ.n,:;-uage skills (rending, \lriting, listen"otudy") :::nould be offered in one program to be adcinisr;iven credit ~1ithin the Un:tvcrsi ty College and Counseling
be identified as the university program in SCESOLD, The
r:oo.::;:;,rJ s:1oul<l. not consiot oi' "clo.sseo" but :::hould be oreanizcd around blocks
~·i r.:!:ilb ond ckill-deveJ.op::~ent mntc1•ials, much of a self-inatructional type.
::::•:>!.~ ,:,'!'cup ··ror!c ;1ould be advicable in oot:o instances, just as self-instruc- .
U<:.!!:J.l r.:.'ltnrinlG tlay· be v.nsuitablc for some students, Tho proe;ram should
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co.pitali~:c ori 'a\·ery narro~r'(.l to 5) ratio of te;chers to .studAnts. Unlike

..: ..
~

:J

'j
~

. :j

ty:picr.~J,

Enclizh department couroes, 'che SCESOLD program should not include _
ot: Englich lit•,rnture, 1Hornry criticism, creative· uri.ting, or , .
J.it.-.:rc.t\tre-w:;-cul turc. It GhO\tld conccnh·nte on dsvelop:ncnt' of the Enzlish.
J.a.n~;:u!!ce J:lk:t:U1.l ncceosary ·for 'minimal. :m tisfac~ory Pe.r:formance in the yariotw
'·'-'l.t:.orc:;:-sdu:li:c ccurG<:w_, t1i th s_poci.:ll l"eferenco to the freshman program .•

·J!

t!w :>~~uly

2,

~'ht;

::>roarnm Ghould supersede or ·modify ·existing English lnnguoea· courses in

';,he .=rollowine mmnor:
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-~~:1L~~l-9~Q (non-credit, ~20 fee) should be discontinued,altogether as a
I:Oll~.'b0' of~'erinz

~-.

itt the Enslish -department.

5.!1!.:12.£J:J&J, ::houJ.d be continued as

t.1 parallel alternlltivo to 'the' SCESOLD
l::1trancc ·to Engl:!.sh 101 or SCBSOI,D &hould be deterrn:tnr~cl 'by reg-..1le.r'
o:(Ci:>illr..tio:.:; 3.n English langua.:;e okiJ.ls, Those students needing "Orilnarily
:;·~nU.:lc,.J. an(l critical thinking i.Ja:p:rovement should 'enter 101, ~rllile· those 1rith ·
c;:'b::a:tvc second lc.n{;U;te;e and dialect problems .should enter SCESOLD.
""'''·'~".rlhl:J of both co"t•se::~ should be eligible Jco enter English 102. ·The
CCE~OLD prorr:cc.m should not be consid?red a prerequisite to l~ncrlish 101.
·'·
;1"1:1.2:.91~0.;1 and ·~ho special sections o,f Exlt;lish 101 for s:ponkors of English
1.\::: .~~ uocor.d lnnc:v.ugo should be diocontinucd as separate courses and should
uo offol·cd ,,;:; an inteeral pal•t of the SCESOI,D program. The v.pproxima tely '·
<• .; "tudcnta in tho· I~SL atr<:lau could be easily abso:r'oed,

lJ:i:Our=.

£n·)!;;,~~1.JQi.

in 11cccnt correction fo1• foreign students should be coordinated
:·:;' ·i..h tho SCBfolOI.D pro;;rum so a.s to avoid duplicatf.on of content nnd pt•ovide
O~·J!Ol'tiLtlit~· i~o:r: Gpooch porsonn•~l tt' contribute to the SCESOLD proerr.m. Both
~:.iJ:~::: ,cour;·Jo ur.\l.futoech_l.Q.2. (spaoch imp,rovement) should ultimately be .inJccg:re.ted
::.zr·~o the ~;CESOLD program.
The goal should be to pzoovide services in speech
'1ouif:f.ca'Gion for all univcrsi'i;y otudents ~;ith academic, professional, and · . /
:1ocinl nuotl:J in this area. Such i11togration liOuld alloli maximum utilization
of cl~:'.l:?.o :f:rom o;pecch :pat.h.olO[..'Y and. 'other s;pec:i.al'ties concerned 1dth tho
l:lnzulc '.;ic:JJ.ly il::tndicappocl.

:.':;I:c.0-;...x:!.bL:i:.!.G. as no>; offered· in tho Bxt0!11'liou Division should be cont:l.nued

,. ;;,:. oJ:]?;m•1ett to ~ccor.noduto all tmivcrsi'ty stucl,ilnta uho desire thio special·
n•)\'. J::YJ. ·~h~ S25 :fee noH in effoo'G should continue.
t, ':.r::·<,;:.:;i.:''' L·;•JS 500 entt>rine .freoi1Lzen should be served by the SCESO!JD program·,

:::'":1Gt:i;tlli;:1.r.c the

lo~rcot \llA~:rter

of the freshman class on testa of English, ·

:'.:::~··:;.:~,C(;' :-:!~.Hi,o.
This i:J tm oilti;;1a'ce of the number likely to be identified
•!::; C.c•:>or'r:m.; n;pod,al lanG'ltv.co trD.inins beyond that ;r:oq_uirad for English 101.

l,

::·':;:; r-:::c[;r;:,m ahou1cl b(' critezoion-~·cfcrcncecl. Performane6 tests should be used·
:::.-, ..z,_,~;:~·,r,i::lO 11hen o. st~tdcnt il::!S ucb.i.evocl a necessary skill, thereby avoiding
.~ . u~,:~<::c
~~ . ::.~d:~

of

on teacher :i.mpresoio:1s, on
the C0\.1roo.

i11~·,::.. r.g ·~t:onG 11

claa~-rela.tive

gradin'g, or. on the .bare
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5. Crod.:tt ohou.ld be a1·rarcied for all study. A formula for givinG credit baaed
on '.;he .nur.Jbel' of actuul instructional sessions· per semester should be worked
out. An up?er limit of 12 semeste~ hours credit should be set.

6. Thoro should be no spociai tuition fee for the. SCE30LD program.
A D::.l•rJctor and. three or four Coordinators of faculty rank should supervise
instJ:uction and research. co·ordinatora should be specialists ili readine;
and atudy aldlls, frcahman ;.;ritine;, English as a second language, and speech·.··.
Bach Ehould be a Ph.• D. or Ed.D.
Tl"m proe;ru~ ohoulc1 :provido time for the Coordinating faculty to conduct
::::c::Jco.rch. itcscm:·ch ahould include the design of criterion tests, tho design
of frcsm~~n placement teats, the design of self-instructional mater~nls, the,
c,•;alun:bicll of co:r.1'ilercial onterialo and texto, a::td the desie;n of controlled.
ir::::'cructJ.onal recenrch. Tho rcseou•ch s'w.f:f should also provide for communic::-.tion with ·tho colleco facuH:r in order to ascertain the Enslish performance
rcquirorr,onts of specific couroes. It should a;Loo provide for communication
1:ith other co:tleeos and univo:rcitioo offering similar English skills improve-·
;:v·)n t J?X"ocrc.ms ,

9. A 'coltchine staff should be provided in the approximate ratio of one teacher
to five students. Teachers should design study programs tailored to the
:needs of ev.ch individual. Teachers should be experienced, preferably haYing·
':or!cod 1t±th r::exicnn-Amcl"icans, Inclians, Blacks, foreign students, and other
oulturaJ.ly and lincruistically atypical people.

w.

lm i;\-oo::-vico traini::tg proa;r!lm fol· teaching staff should be offered in con-

junction 1vith specified linguistics and language pedagogy courses in the
CoJ.. lt~C'C of T:!du.ca tion ..

J.l ..

'l'hc e-thnic and lnnffUage-g:t-oup di-visiono among students at Ul\'1-1 ~ or may not
influence the form of the SCESOLD p~ogram. There io as yet no clear
J.in:;uj.rJtic reason for uboolutcly segrec:atine; any particular ethnic group for
all c.speotn of EnGlish study, Hore importantly, segregated st1.1dy hao become·
a hiGhly charged Gocial iMue and the SCESOLD program ~rill have to respond '
acoordincly, a ending toachero to ethnic t;roupc ~rhich request them, trea'dng
ottt<Icnl;c no .:i.n<lh•iduals 1·1hcn thoy clesire it, hiring qualified teachers of
o:mc:tf.i.c ethnic backgrounds as recom:nended, etc. Ho1iever, the usefulness of
inoll.•.c1~.nc; e'chnic-interest study materials in the resources of the SCESOLD ..
}'ro.:;:~f.\!::1 nhould be explored.
·

12.

Ev:.~luation. of the campus-wide effects of th'e SCESOLD program with respect'

to ntudont GPA's, dropout rate, morale, etc. should be conducted by the
U:1ivcrsHy Colle.;:e and Counseling Cen'cer staff, including counselors and
:.:cotin:; Division :personnel. In cddi'cion, the Tostine; Division liill administer
all toots and ;'fill cooperate in the development of new tests'.
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STAFF, Si.i'PPLIES, AND FACILITIES

Projected for complete procrram implementation
J..

Pr<lp;l'·'tm Director.
status.

2.

Coordinutorn. Ph.D~ or Ed.D; with faculty status.
(Ac~i-stunt professors),

·i

Ph.D. or Ed.D. l·rith both administrative and faculty

1 specialist in rending: and

stud~

On 12 month contracts,

skills' (full-time),

1 s:pccialict in En.:rlish conroos1. tion (full-time),
1 spocialiot in Englioh as a second lane;::t3age (full-time),

1 specialist in Speech (1/2

ti~e).

3. 7.£Mbinll..§j;gff. 100 half-tirno teachers to accommodate the approximately
500.o'Gudcnts anticipated in the program. Those must be experienced ,rofes- ..
,:i,ontlLf.nrl:i,_"h lan(i;"'_.ll.t'je teachers including persons experienced in teaching
:·' ·
1-!c::dcrm-Jir.JCricanc, India\'ls, Blacks, foreic;n students, and .other linguistically·
end culturally atypical c;roups. Teachers may be drawn from graduate student
·
programs as teachine; assistanto, or from the community at largo as visiting
lccturors.

4.

ft~ni~tnnts.

20 clerical and labo4atory assistants to aid the teaching starr·
in typin5, ~cheduling students, and supervising use of laboratory materials.
'l'hi:; (;'roup may include in-serv'ice trainees who have had little or no previous
tooching c:cpe1·icnce.
·

[:t~~rX·

One professional full-time secreta~ for the program Director
and Coordinators.

6.
Library of subject-matter textbooks and taped lectures.
Library of high-interest pocketbooks for reading practice•
Library of theoretical reference books.
·
Libra~ of oelf-inotructional kits, tapes, film strips, etc.
Lnb machinery, tape recorders, controlled readers, etc.
Library of rending,· study and 1triting textbooks.

',1.''

•

I

a. Office and clasoroom space and equipment as required, (Currently available
1::i.ttin the un:i.veroity College and Counseling Center building.)
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PREFACE
Annual reports of the University College of the University of New Mexico
from 1957 through 1965 raised considerable interest in many quarters of the
University regarding the nature of the student body. The primary concern
resulted from data reflecting the proportions of students who graduated and
students who dropped out, This widespread interest has resulted in the present
study which is intended as the first phase of an attempt to discover patterns
of abilities and value systems that might aid both in explaining these proportions and in predicting with greater accuracy which student would likely fall
into one or the o·ther of these categories. Endorsement of such a project,
together with financial support, was provided by the Office of the President
and the Office of the Academic Vice President. This support is gratefully
acknowledged.
Dr. Sven F. Winther of the Counseling Center constructed the model
followed in making the study, supervised the gathering and distillation of the
mass of data from which observations have been made and conclusions drawn, and
prepared the first draft of the report. This final text is the joint effort of
Sven F. Winther, E. Bruce Potter and William H. Huber. The graphic illustrations
are the work of William R. Gafford. Lawrence Salpeter acted as Research Assistant.
Mrs. Katherine V. Pelouze edited and prepared the final manuscript for printing.
These contributors wish to acknowledge and express their sincere appreciation
to Mr. J. c. MacGregor, Director of Admissions and Registrar of the University,
and his staff; the deans of the several degree-granting colleges of the University and their office staffs; the Committee on the Improvement of Instruction
in the College of Arts and Sciences; the Alumni Office, and all other University
personnel whose direct and indirect support during the preparation of this
manuscript proved invaluable. Without the cooperation of these divisions of
the University and their personnel, this study would have been impossible.
William E. Huber, Director
University College and Counseling Center
The University of New Mexico.
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FOREWORD
The University College is in the closing months of its twelfth year.
In this period considerable data have been collected which have raised many
questions for the University.

What is the nature of the student body that

is attracted to the University of New Mexico?
the student body?

~That

if.hat is the ability level of

are the characteristics other than intellectual

abilities of the student body?

How homogeneous, or one might better put it,

heterogeneous are the students?

What trends, if any, can be observed with

regard to goals of the students by field of major, levels of educational
aspiration and attitudes toward the University and its system?

Why does the

University of New Mexico experience an attrition rate higher than that of
comparable state institutions of higher learning?
The relatively low "success" rate by way of completing degree programs
has resulted in expressed concern from various quarters of the University
community among students, faculty and administration as well as segments of
the community outside the confines of the University.

These concerns have

led to this study which attempts to examine these broad questions with a
view to narrowing them by providing detailed information about the students,
their view of the University, 'their interaction with the system, in the hope
that interested segments of the University will have better insight with
regard to these problems.
This report, as a first study, affords a beginning in providing answers
to some of the questions, and in turn raises more specific and basic questions
to which answers must be given by the University community.

To do so would

seem to require the University to state its mission in philosophical terms
and to set goal priorities among the many possible avenues or choices open
to it.

Following this a system of implementation would be devised that prom-

ised achievement of the goals.
study is but a beginning.

It must be emphasized that this first intensive

It is hoped that it will lead to more extensive

examination by the University in an effort to further understand the student,
his capacities and his needs to the end that he and the state can better be
served.

v.
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INTRODUCTION
l~en

one tries to think of the model or typical University of New Mexico

student, several images come readily to mind.

There is the clean cut, well

mannered, industrious, all-American type, who graduates in four years, obtains
employment and later marries.

Currently, this image is being replaced by the

somewhat shaggy, pacifist and activist oriented type of student, who is irregular in his academic progress, but nevertheless stays close to the University.
During the prolonged span of his young adult life, parents provide all or most
of the necessary financial support.

As people observe, discuss and ponder

this transition, in which the one image gradually replaces the other, it is
ironic that we fail to realize neither image fits the typical UNM student.
It seems as though the typical student at The University of New Mexico is,
and has been for some time, almost invisible.

It is difficult to say why he

does not stand out or at least take form in people's minds,

Possibly, it is

because the indigenous UNM student does not conform to any of the popular
stereotypes that people hold concerning college students.

This typical student

lives at home, attends college for one year to two years, and then drops out
to pursue work or marriage.

His educational career ends at that point because

he does not transfer to another college or seek to return to UNM, even though
he is eligible.

What he does, therefore, is incongruous with his previous

aspirations to get a college degree, so it may be that the University and the
community £inds it easier and more comfortable simply to deny that this type
of student even exists.
Though the term is not completely descriptive this type is usually known
as a dropout.

Locally, the rate of dropouts appears to be high, since around

75 percent of the students who enrolled at UNM during the late 1950's did not
graduate here.

This decreased to around 70 percent in the early 1960's, but

is still a large percentage in comparison with other institutions.
It is difficult to gauge which other colleges and universities are most
comparable to U}!M because numerous characteristics, such as size, location,
curriculum, student population, affect the retention of students by an institution.

State universities generally have a dropout rate of about 50 percent.

UNM has a larger percentage of commuting students than do many state universities, and the commuter type colleges often exceed a 50 percent dropout rate
though these seldom approach 70 percent.

The most one can say is that state

institutions grossly comparable to UNM seldom exceed an attrition rate in
excess of 50 percent.
1

·ass·
The literature concerning college dropouts,is extensive, and the problem
has been dealt with from many points of view.

Some writers have approached

it as an administrative problem, others as part of a nationwide social phenomenon, and still others as a particular kind of psychological reaction that can
be identified and dealt with on an individual basis.
All of these approaches have something to offer, and students dropping
out of this particular University can be expected to do so for a wide variety
of reasons, some of which are common throughout the United States, and others
which are peculiar to the region and the specific locality of UNM.

In dealing

with the issue at this institution, a basic question is, "to what extent do
local conditions mirror the general nationwide phenomenon, and to what extent
are they unique to this institution?"

Until this basic question has been

answered, the extensive literature on college dropouts is of unknown value as
a basis for planning changes to deal with the problem at UNM.
Until recently, the amount of attention given dropouts at UNM has been
minimal.

Beginning with the University College annual report for the year

1957-58 (Huber, 1958), statistics were presented to show the magnitude of the
problem within University College, but there has been no

'~ay

of accurately

estimating the overall dropout rate for the entire four year undergraduate
program at UNM.

The number of eligible students who have not re-enrolled in

University College since its origin in 1957 has reached 15,000 in just over
ten years.

Outside of a study conducted by Goetz and Leach (1967), there has

been no attempt to contact any of these people.

Goetz and Leach did receive

questionnaires from 90 students (42%) in their dropout group of 215, and
concluded that these people had faced the same kinds of problems as those who
continued in college.
These findings may tend to reinforce the common belief that students
drop out because they cannot succes13fully meet the intellectual demands of
college life.

It is expected, after all, that college should be rigorous and

that it should test the mental discipline and capacity of entering students.
These expectations continue to generate concern in prospective

student~'>

and

their parents for "adequate preparation" or "ability" on the part of the
student and for "higher standards" on the part of the college and its faculty:
The assumption underlying this common point of view is that educational
"success" depends entirely upon the intellectual dimensions.

This assumption

probably dominates the thinking of both college personnel and students and
their parents because it provides an "answer" to the failure of so many
2

.
students to stay in school.

However, this assumption that "successful" college

education depends altogether on the ability of the entering student is a
dangerous one because it precludes consideration of ways for the University to
promote the growth and welfare of its students, and furthermore this assumption is not borne out by the facts.
In examining this assumption it is important to note that entering UNM
freshmen have for a number of years performed well on the tests of the American
College Testing Program (ACT) required of all students entering the University,
but used only for counseling and placement.
diploma and a C average.

Admission requires only a high school

As a group they score at the average for Type IV or

doctoral degree-granting institutions.

These institutions representing a

nationwide spectrum of state universities and some of the larger, better known,
private universities comprise a very acceptable norm group for comparison purposes,

The fact that our entering freshmen have adequate preparation in terms

of this norm could be seen as a commendable achievement for the public school
system of New !•Texico.

It can also be observed that

UN~4

attracts and selects

the better students in terms of preparation or ability from within the state,
because on the basis of ACT composite scores students beginning at
1
superior to those entering all other New Uexico state colleges.

~~rare

STATEWIDE ACT RESULTS, ENTERING CLASS OF i967
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1The number of high school graduates who leave New Nexico to attend
college outside of the state is unknown and unavailable currently.
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There has been a continuous rise of ability level on the part of entering freshmen since 1957.

This rise has been recorded in the annual reports

of the University College.

These reports point out that the continuous rise

of ability level on the part of entering freshmen has not been met by a comparable increase in transfers to degree colleges or in the percentage of
students who graduate from UNM.

This has been the experience locally, and

it is not inconsistent with the findings of more than 2,000 studies in colleges
throughout the nation aimed at the prediction of college success on intellec2
tive factors alone.
Ability can account for college success in very gross
terms, but non-intellective and often unmeasured factors have a greater influence on a student's performance.

Therefore, one of the primary ideas behind

this study is the belief that the spiral of rising expectations involving the
concern for the "ability" of students and "higher standards" for the University should receive a closer and more considered look, and that particular
attention should be given to the non-intellective influences on student performance.
In February 1968 the Committee for the Improvement of Instruction of the
College of Arts and Sciences began to inquire into the effectiveness of Arts
and Sciences instructional programs as indicated by the tendency of students
to discontinue their program of studies.

With their cooperation, access to

the records of the College of Arts and Sciences was obtained and later the
other undergraduate colleges at UNM participated and made available the raw
data on students who had entered their colleges from the University College.
This information has made it possible to look longitudinally at the experience
of a freshman class at UNM for a period of five calendar years.
DEFINITIONS AND PROCEDURE
Definitions
The general category of dropouts, as it has been defined for the purposes
of this study, includes all students who failed to return to UNM once they
enrolled as beginning freshmen.
1.

The sub-categories are:

Students ~ ~ suspended. They become eligible to reapply in one year.
However, less than 35 percent of this group has reapplied in the past,
even though readmission is almost automatic. As a group, their subsequent

2
The very highest multiple correlations obtained between several intellective variables and college grade point average are from .60 to .65,
accounting, therefore, for only 36 to 42 percent of the variance in college
achievement.

4
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performance has been poor in that the majority are resuspended in a
session or two. (Huber, 1965)
2.

Students who withdraw ~ring~ term. \•/ithdrawals occur during a term,
usually near the beginning with some tuition refunded, Other withdrawals
occur as late as the end of the twelfth week of a semester. The reasons
offered by these students have to do with family, finances and "personal",

3.

Students who~ ineligible to~· Students who academically perform
well enough in the University College to avoid academic suspension but
who do not achieve at the level required to transfer to a degree-granting
college eventually exhaust eligibility to re-enroll in the University
College. These students then are barred from re-enrolling in the University
of New Mexico but are not under traditional academic suspension,

4.

Students .!:illQ. fail to return. After one or more completed semesters in
attendance, large numbers of students do not re-enroll making this the
largest of the four sub-groups of dropouts, The largest proportion quit
after the first full year with a decreasing percentage failing to return
after ea.ch subsequent session. Figure II below is illustrative of the
relative proportion of students in each of these four sub-categories, This
figure is based on data which were available prior to the present study on
freshmen who enrolled for the first time in the fall semesters of 1957
through 1961. The composite data are totals as of June 30, 1965. This
provides eight years' experience for the fall group of 1957, seven years'
for the 1958 group, etc.
FINAl DISPOSITION Of FAll ENTRY GROUPS 1957 THROUGH 1961
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FIGURE II
It is apparent that some of the students in these four sub-categories, all
of whom are dropouts according to the previous definition, may enroll in some
other college or university.

These people have dropped out of UNM but may be

5
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continuing or have completed their education elsewhere by the time the data for
this study was collected.

Counting the number of students who requested that

transcripts be sent to other institutions is a way to determine the percent continuing their education elsewhere.

It was thought that this would represent

the maximum number who transferred as it was considered most difficult for one
to enroll in another school without a complete set of transcripts. However,
as some of the people who have transcripts sent are not admitted to other schools,
procedures for determining who actually transferred to other institutions might
be better indicated by the student's self report.

A significant discrepancy

between these two indices of the number of students transferring from UNM will
be reported and discussed later. Using either approach, however, transfers
are not a sizeable group, and for the remainder of this report these students
will be defined as dropouts.
Also, some people continue their college education after a lengthy interruption.

For example, males who enlist in the Armed Forces, and females who

leave to marry and raise a family may continue their formal education many
years later.

In the broadest perspective, these people also should not be

considered dropouts.

On the other hand, there is no practical way to distin-

guish them from students

~rho

leave here and never return to a university.

In

this study those who were no longer in attendance five years after they enrolled
as beginning freshmen were defined as dropouts.

Students readmitted to UNM

within that period of time were not defined as dropouts if they were in attendance five years later.
In selecting a group to study, the entering class of 1963 was chosen for
several reasons.

This group is current enough so that the findings should be

relevant to the present and at the same time the majority of students who will
graduate from this entry group have already done so and have acquired some perspective from which to evaluate their experience at the University.

Though

the primary focus of this study is on those who don't graduate, this group
cannot be assessed in a vacuum, and graduates and current students provide a
valuable reference group for comparison with the responses of dropouts.
Hence, certain information was obtained on every new entering freshman of 1963.
This group totaled 1596 students.

Actually, 1910 freshmen enrolled in the

fall of 1963, but transfers--students from other colleges and universities,
students entering from UNM Non-Degree status and previous UNM students returning in freshman status were not included.

The kinds of data which were found

to be available within the University in reasonably complete form on the 1596
new entering freshmen are as follows:

6
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

g.
10.
11.
12.

Name
Sex
Location of high school
High School grade point average
Semesters in attendance at UNM
Probation information
Suspension information
School and College Ability Test composite scores
Semesters in University College
Grade point average in University College
Grade point average in degree college
Initial choice of degree college

Procedures
Data were obtained from University College on each subject from entrance
to the time he was admitted to a degree-granting college.

Each student who

transferred out of University College was followed in the records of the
college to which he transferred.

The students were followed until June of

1968, and were assigned whatever status they had at the time, i.e., current,
dropout, graduate.
Data were obtained from the degree colleges for all students who transferred from University College.
examined.

Records in the various college offices were

This task was quite time consuming since some of the colleges kept

non-current records in back rooms or in files that were not arranged or ordered
according to any easily understood system, and parenthetically it should be
observed that common definitions and a policy of controlled access to a central
data bank would constitute a valuable step to expanded and efficient selfstudies of this nature.

At each college office the 1963 group was categorized

into those graduated, those expected to graduate in June 1968, current and noncurrent.

All these lists were later updated by the use of the Certified June

Graduation List and the suspension lists from each college.
Data in the form of transcripts were obtained from the Records Office for
all non-current students.

From these transcripts it was noted whether copies

of transcripts had been sent to other colleges at the student's request subsequent to his last semester in attendance at UNM.

These were used primarily to

gauge the number of students who might have transferred to other institutions
of higher learning.
Because of the current concern for minority groups and the high percentage
of Spanish-Americans in the State of New Mexico, a sub-group was identified at
this point in the procedures.

The surname of each student was categorized as

"Spanish" or "other" by two Spanish-speaking students with a high rate of agreement between them.

This was done to provide a basis for comparing enrollment

7

and performance between this large minority group and all other students.
As a first phase in studying dropout problems at UNM, the data collected
on the total 1596 students in the entering class of 1963 were analyzed by
comparing each of the variables on page 7 against every other variable which
appeared to be independent.

For example, since probationary status and college

G.P.A. are not independent, this comparison was not made.
potentially meaningful or
was made.

However, every

revealing type of comparison between two variables

The results of these analyses and some possible interpretations are

presented beginning on page 10 in the section entitled Results--Total Class
of 1963.
At the same time it was decided that the information available at UNM on
the total 1963 class was not precise and extensive enough to permit a very
interpretative or analytical assessment of the problem.

For this reason con-

tact with the students via mail and using a questionnaire seemed necessary.
Because some data were available on the total class, only a sample was needed
for more intensive study.

Therefore, a sample of approximately 25 percent of

the students was selected that accurately represented the entire population of
1596.

The stratified random sample of the entering class of 1963 was set up

as follows:
TABLE I
Representation in Sample of 1963 Entry Population
Dropout
Univ. Coll.
A*
B*
61
243

College

Dropout
Degree Coll.

A

B

Current
A
B

33

142

14

57

EDUC

36

142

11

46

2

14

ENGR

30

118

6

20

2

16

BUS ADMIN

35

141

5

12

2

10

FINE ARTS

13

52

4

17

4

18

6

22

3

4

2

9

A & S

PHARM
NURS

TOTAL
*A
*B

8

30

2

2

0

1

189

748

64

243

26

125

Grads
A
B
50
190
34 136
16
60
12
47
7
23
6
16
4
8
129
480

Sample

= Population

For certain sub-groups, larger percentages of students were chosen in that
several degree colleges are very small.

For example, 50 percent or 4 subjects

were chosen from the graduates of the Nursing College.

University College

students were assigned to colleges according to the last preference of degree
8

college noted in their records,

The sample is representative of the entire

spectrum of students contained within the entering class of 1963.

This is

seldom the case when faculty or students attempt to assess student opinion,
The usual procedure is to consult student leaders, interested students or even
a sample of students presently enrolled,

Such samples are strongly biased in

favor of the interested, verbal type of student who is managing at least to pass
his courses,

These are the "winners" at the college game.

The larger propor-

tion of students disappears from the campus and these individuals remain silent
about their experiences, presumably because such experiences are associated with
failure.

These are the "losers" and they readily accept any blame or liability

as theirs because they accept the popular explanation concerning "high standards"
and "low ability".

At least this is a frequently observed condition in counsel-

ing with students who are about to drop out or who have dropped out, yet who
possessed adequate "potential" for academic success.
In recognition of the above tendency to rationalize, an effort was made in
designing the questionnaire to avoid general questions such as "How did you
like college?"

Too often the student would already have arrived at an answer

that is acceptable socially and to himself.

Principally, the items were dis-

tilled from a lengthy list suggested by the American Psychological Association,
and some were devised to correspond to questions asked by the American College
Testing Program,

From inspection of the attached version of the questionnaire

in the appendix, it can be seen that some items deal with biographical information, some with matters of opinion and some with understanding or knowledge,
The emphasis is on the area of vocational and educational experience and
aspirations. 3
Initially, the questionnaire was sent out accompanied by a cover letter
signed by the president, Dr. Ferrel Heady, (see Appendix page 46).

Addresses

were obtained from the Records Office, past student directories, phone books,
the Alumni Office and various other college offices.
were still returned "address unknown''.

Yet many questionnaires

More current addresses were then

sought, usually through contact with parents.

Of the initial 408 people in

the sample 31 turned out to be "hard core unlocatables".

Most of these were

3The final version of the questionnaire was the result of many revisions
and comments by the following people who are thanked for their criticisms and
suggestions. In addition to the staff of the University College and Counseling Center, Dr. Sidney Rosenblum and Dr. Ralph Norman of the Psychology Department and Dr. Charles Beckel of the Physics Department, who served as liaison with
the Committee for the Improvement of Instruction, helped with the questionnaire,

9
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people who attended briefly in 1963, and whose parents have since moved.

About

36 percent of locatable subjects responded on the basis of the initial contact.
A second letter was sent over the signature of William Huber, Director of
the University College and Counseling Center.

This letter asked the subjects

either to call or write if they did not want to respond or if they needed another
questionnaire.

Only nine subjects called and said they did not want to complete

the questionnaire, and the letter raised the response rate to around 52 percent.
The third contact with non-respondents was by phone.

Students and former

students in Albuquerque, greater New Mexico and throughout the continental
United States were called "station to station" after 6:00 p.m.

Frequently,

brief conversations were held with parents, wives or husbands, roommates, or
someone other than the subject.

Generally, the interaction was positive, and

this type of contact increased the response rate to 64 percent of the contactable subjects.
At that point, it was decided to proceed with some analyses, mainly to
determine what kind of bias existed in the group of responding subjects and to
look at the necessity of continuing to pursue the remaining 41 percent of the
sample.

Other follow-up procedures which are still likely to increase the

number of respondents are 1) to use registered mail or 2) to directly contact
the subjects, obtaining responses verbally and having the interviewer fill out
certain parts of the questionnaire.

The advisability of continuing to try to

increase the number of respondents is one of the principal questions underlying
this report.
Some analysis of the questionnaire data will be reported in the section
entitled Results--The Questionnaire on page 26.

A good deal of attention is

given in this section to the question of who responded and whether this group
constitutes a representative sample of the entering class of 1963.

However,

the first results to be discussed are those obtained by following the progress
of the total beginning class of 1963 consisting of 1596 subjects.
analyzed are those listed on page

The variables

7.

RESULTS--TOTAL CLASS OF 1963 PERFORMANCE PATTERNS
Overall Performance
After tracing the progress of each member of the entering class of 1963
the population of 1596 students was subdivided into one of the following four
categories as of mid-June 1968.

Students who dropped out and re-entered prior

to the mid-June cutoff date were not classified as dropouts provided they were
in attendance during the spring of 1968 and were not suspended at the end of
that term.
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TABLE II

Dropout
University College
N

748

%

(46.9)

Final Status of the Entering
Class of 1963
Dropout
Current
Degree College
Graduated
II
%
N
%
N

243

(15.2)

125

(7.8)

480

%

(30.1)

Total

N--%
1596 (100.0)

DISPOSITION Of ENTERING CLASS OF 1963

Figure III
The percentage of students graduating after five academic years (30.1%) is
probably near the maximum that will graduate from the 1963 entry group. Previous
studies showing the annual increase of the graduation rate after five years
(Huber, 1965) indicate that in the sixth and seventh years the rate may be
expected to increase only four to five percentage points. By inspecting the
academic records of the 125 students from the 1963 entry group who are currently
enrolled, it appears that about one third of this group has a reasonable chance
of graduating at some future date. Of course, a few of the people who are
categorized as dropouts in the above table may return in the far future and
extend their academic progress to the point of graduation. Taking these possibilities into account, a minimal estimate of UNM's present rate of attrition is
around 66 to 67 percent. The dropout rate within University College is at, or
very near, its maximum and the dropout rate from degree colleges will most
likely rise to above 20 percent.
A great deal of speculation is involved in estimating how many students
intended to graduate when, they enrolled in the University in 1963 and how many
11
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planned to quit short of a bachelor's degree.

However, 95 percent of the

students who now come to UNM state, when they take the ACT test during their
senior year in high school, that their goal is at least a bachelor's degree.

If

this figure is regarded as an accurate indication of the intentions of the 1963
class, we may conclude that a majority of that group changed their plans with
regard to a formal education.

No doubt a large number of these made this change

with considerable frustration, disappointment and anger.
Though it is clear that 95 percent intend to obtain at least a bachelor's
degree, large numbers of students come to the University hoping to discover
their interests and talents through involvement with fellow students, faculty
and the system as they do not know with certainty what degree they wish to obtain,
For the last three years around 25 percent of freshmen were undecided as to
their major when they entered and an even larger percentage changed their plans
one or more times during their enrollment.

Some of these changes appear to be

positive responses to new challenges within the system and others seem a result
of following the path of least resistance.

In general, there is a great deal of

interaction between the University system and students, once they arrive on campus.
The complexity of this interaction cannot be accurately traced in the
present study because of inadequate data on the changing intentions of the 1963
class. However, some gross indications of what has been taking place may be
obtained by looking at the relative performance of students in terms of their
designated degree objective at UNM,
TABLE III
Distribution of the Entering Class of 1963
According to Final Degree Objective
Degree
College

NURS

Designated
Objective
N
%
632 (39.6)
338 (21.1)
214 (13.4)
210 (13.2)
llO ( 6.9)
51 ( 3.2)
41 ( 2.6)

TOTAL

1596 (100.0)

A& S
EDUC
ENGR
BUS ADMIN
FINE ARTS
PHARM

Dropouts
Univ. College
N
%
243
(32.5)
142
(18.9)
ll8
~15.9)
141
18.9)
( 6.9)
52
22
~ 2.9)
4.0)
30
748

Dropouts
Degree Colle,g:e
N
%
142
(58.5)
46
(18.9)
20
( 8.3)
12
( 4.9)
17
~ 1.6
7 .0~
4
0,8)
2

(100.0)

243

(100,0)

Graduates
N
%
190 (39.6)
136 (28.3)
60 (12.5)
47 ( 9.8)
23 ( 4.8)
16 ~ 3.3)
8
1.7)
480 (100.0)

Current
N
%
57 (45.6)
14 (11.2)
16 (12.8)
10 ( 8,0)
18 ~14.4)''
9
7.2~
1 ( 0.8
125 (100.0)

A chi-square test was run on this table to test the null hypotheses that
the distribution of students according to status does not differ significantly
from what would be expected if each college contributed proportionately to the
four classifications.

This hypothesis was rejected at the .001 level by obtain12

ing a chi-square value of 148.59 with 18 degrees of freedom.

Therefore, the

perforreance of students with different final degree objectives is not the same.
First, students intending to enter the professional schools, particularly
Nursing, Business Administration and Engineering, tend to drop out of the University before they qualify for transfer to these colleges.
OROPOUYS FROM UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, ENTERING CLASS OF 1963

INTINDID MAJOI

Figure IV
This may indicate a higher level of difficulty of prerequisite or beginning
courses in these fields or discrepancies between the popularized role of these
professionals and the actual demands of the profession, or
study among professional or work-oriented students.

le~s

motivation to

This is simply pointing out

some of the kinds of interpretations that are possible.
Second, of students who transferred to a degree college, it was found that
those in Arts and Sciences tend to drop out with greater frequency than those
enrolled in other degree-granting colleges.

This may reflect less incentive

for these students to finish because of less-perceived immediate vocational
value to degrees from this college.

It may also indicate that this college was

easier to enter initially, or students who cannot narrow their choice to a
specific objective eventually transfer there because of the more general nature
of the curricula of this college.
tions at this point.

Again, these are only possible interpreta-

(.!!'ine Arts and Pharmacy have a higher percentage of

students currently enrolled five years after entering because the programs
within each of these colleges are longer than the usual four years.)

13
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DROPOUTS FJIOM DEGREE COLLEGES, ENTERING CLASS OF 1963

........
Figure V
Third, of students who graduate, those in the College of Education do so
in greater proportion than those designating other degree-granting colleges.
Numerous explanations have been offered, such as accessibility to vocational
opportunities for those 1dth an education degree, the concern of the Education
faculty for the individual student, less severe grading practices within the
College of Education, and even that education majors more readily conform to
the system,

It is difficult to judge the validity of any of these or other

possible explanations on the basis of data presently available,

The Colleges

of Arts and Sciences and Pharmacy graduate students at a rate equal to the
proportion expected based on original designation of degree college choice,
All other degree-granting colleges fall below expected rates.
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GRADUATES FROM DEGREE COLLEGES, ENTERING CL"SS OF 196~
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Figure Vl
Fourth, of students currently enrolled after five calendar years, three
colleges exceed expectations based on rate of original designation of degree
objective.

These are Fine Arts, Pharmacy and Arts and Sciences.

Pharmacy

specifies a five year program and Architecture in the College of Fine Arts
required six years.

This tends to account for the larger than expected pro-

portion of currently enrolled students in these colleges.

There is no compar-

able explanation for the College of Arts and. Sciences.
CURRENTLY ENROlLED, ENTERING CLASS OF 1963
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Performance--Transfers to Degree-Granting Colleges
Another way to look at this data is to disregard the 48 percent of the
entering cla.ss who have not transferred to a degree college and pay attention
only to the performance of the remaining 52 percent or 829 students who did
transfer,

Initially it is interesting to compare the relationships between

percentages of students designating the various degree colleges as their first
choice to the percentages of students actually transferring to different colleges,
TABLE IV
Designated Objective in Relation to
Degree College Transfer
Designated
Objective

College

%

A& S
EDUC
ENGR
BUS ADMIN
FINE ARTS
PHARM
NURS
TOTAL

Total
Transferred

%

39.6
21.1
13.4
13.2
6.9
3.2
2.6
(1596)

100.0

(829)

46.8
23.0
10.6
8,0
6.9
3.4
1.3
100.0

A chi-square test was run on this table to test the null hypothesis that
the distribution of students actually transferring to the various colleges does
not differ significantly from what would be expected if each college received
its proportionate share on the basis of original designations of degree college.
This hypothesis was rejected at the .001 level by obtaining a chi-square value
of 2.76 with 6 degrees of freedom.
The College of Arts and Sciences exceeds its expected proportion of
transfers while the Colleges of Engineering, Business Administration and Nursing
fall below expectations.

The most likely reasons for this shift are the less-

structured curricula of the former college and the number and nature of freshmen
prerequisite courses required for transfer to the latter three colleges,
Once students are enrolled in degree-granting colleges it is possible to
compare their performance in the different colleges,
Table V on page 17 illustrates the experience in the various colleges,
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TABLE V
Distribution of Entering Class of 1963
After Transferring to Degree Colleges
College
A & S

EDUC
ENGR
BUS ADMIN
FINE ARTS
PRARM

NURS

Dropout
N

388
191
88
66
57
28
11

829

TOTAL.

142
46
20
12
17
4
2
243

%

(36.6)
(24.1)
(22.7)
(18.2)
(29.8)
(14.3)
(18.2)
(29.3)

Current

'N%

56 (14.4)
9 ( 4.7)
8 ( 9.1)
7 (10.6)
17 (29.8)
8 (28.6)
1 ( 9.1)
106 (12.7)

Graduate

N
190
136
60
47
23
16
8
480

%

(49.0)
(71.2)
(68.2)
(71.2)
(40.4)
(57.1)
(72.7)
(58.0)

Total
---r
(100.0)

(100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)

Engineering, Business Administration and Nursing, which had large numbers
of their intended majors dropping out in University College and which also had
substantial numbers changing majors prior to transfer, do fairly well with their
students once they are enrolled in the college.

These three colleges have

among the lowest dropout rates together with the highest graduation rates when
viewing their performance as beginning at the point when students transfer to
them.

The College of Education poses a unique performance compared to the other

colleges which is discussed below.
This raises a question.

Do these colleges lose fewer of the group of

students who transfer in because so many are "weeded out" in University College?
Further, if this is the criteria of the efficiency and "success" of a college,
then discouraging 70 percent before they transfer into the college will make it
possible to graduate 70 or more percent of those who do transfer.
raises a more basic question:

But this

"Is education a process of admitting students in

large numbers and then screening and reduction to distill quality out of large
quantities of raw material?" or "Is education a living-learning process that can
create or produce the desired quality by stimulation and motivation of the
individual?"

To strengthen the importance of this question requires only an

examination of the data relating to the College of Arts and Sciences.

It was

previously shown that this college lost considerably fewer students at the
University College level who designated this college, and received considerably
more students by transfer than was anticipated.

It was suggested that the less

demanding and less structured curricula of this college in the lower division
years were the most likely explanations for the lower losses of its own designees as well as its capturing of designees of professional colleges.

At this

point it is noted that the College of Arts and Sciences loses more than its
expected share of dropouts from the degree college, and furthermore these drop
out later than those enrolled in other degree colleges.
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mast of these students have the ability to perform satisfactorily in an academic
program,

Evidence exists that indicates these students lack the non-intellective

factors of commitment to educational and vocational goals, persistence and
general educational motivation but who concurrently are motivated by external
social pressures to persist in school.

These students find a false security for

a longer period of time in this relatively unstructured college,

However, the

curricula of this college finally overtakes these students irt the last several
semesters and they find themselves in a situation that mitigates against their
eventual graduation.

This fact was not recognized by the student at an earlier

date nor was he appraised of it by the college when these conditions first manifested themselves.

(One might question the performance of Fine Arts and Pharmacy

as being comparable to Arts and Sciences.

It must be remembered that these

colleges have five and six year programs and have high percentages of currently
enrolled students.

This again distinguishes them from Arts and Sciences, See

page 17.)
During the course of this research, some academic folders were perused
where it was found that students in their eighth semester needed to gain twenty,
thirty or more grade points to be eligible for graduation.

This would mean

achieving a grade-point average of better than a 3.0 for two or more terms, and
yet these same students had never in the previous seven or eight semesters
achieved a grade-point average above 2.3..

These students encounter insurmount-

able difficulties in their fina·l terms and drop out without graduating.
Keeping this in mind, it is interesting to look at the performance of the
different degree colleges in terms of the final or last semester in attendance
for students who drop out of degree colleges.

Whereas we would anticipate a

pattern showing that more people dropped out in their earlier semesters in
degree colleges the opposite is more nearly true,

Contributing most strongly

to this pattern is the College of Arts and Sciences.

This college has a signif-

icantly greater proportion of its students dropping out during the later semesters
than do all other colleges combined (chi square= 4.4; d,f,=l; p<.05).
See Table VI page 19.
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TABLE VI
Dropouts from Degree Colleges by
Last Semester of Attendance
College

Number

A& S
EDUC
ENGR
BUS ADMIN
FINE ARTS
PHARM

NURS

142
46
20
12
17
4
2
243

Early*
Semesters
N
%

54
22
12
6
8
3
1
106

(38.0)
(47 .8)
(60.0)
(50.0)
(47.1)
(75.0)
(50.0)
(43.6)

Late*
Semesters
N
%

88
24
8
6
9
1
1
137

(62.0)
(52.2)
(40.0)
(50.0)
(52.9)

~25.0)

50.0)
(56.4)

Total

-r
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

TOTALS
*"Early semesters" are defined as those through the fifth semester
of attendance at UNM; "Late semesters" are defined as the sixth
semester and beyond,
At this point a consideration of the College of Education is indicated, which
previously was mentioned as having unique performance patterns compared to the
other degree-granting colleges,

The students of the College of Education have

performed well at each level in relationship to the other colleges.

Fewer

students drop out in the University College, a larger than projected number
transfer to the degree college, fewer drop out in the degree college and most
significant more graduate than do the students of the other degree colleges.
The graduation rate is particularly noteworthy in that no other degree college
substantially exceeds its expected rate and only one college having sizable
numbers, Arts and Sciences, equals its expected rate. (See Figure VI page 15.)
At various points in this study conjectures have been made to explain differences in performance such as these.

Several possible explanations were suggested

earlier when the College of Education was discussed.
can be added in this general summary.

Several other possibilities

1Vhen transferring to the College of

Education, students must also qualify for admission to Teacher Education which
involves a review of their academic records and a personal interview.

Again, a

couple of semesters later, students must qualify for admission to Student Teaching.

This involves another such review of academic performance, future require-

ments and personal characteristics,

It is possible that such individual

attention explains the performance of students in the College of Education which
in turn suggests that comparable individual attention might result in higher
retention and graduation rates in the other degree colleges.

These conferences

with the individual should not be confused with "academic check sheets" and
"form letters".

There is strong suggestion that a personal interview that goes
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beyond mere intellective or academic performance but includes a frank discussion
of the non-intellective factors relating to goals, probability of attainment
and alternative courses of action is critical and experience shows it is welcomed
by most students.
Performance--High School Grade-Point Average
It was found that high school grade-point average is related to length of
stay at the University.

A large proportion of eventual graduates enter with

high school grade-point averages in the 3.0 to 4.0 range (chi square = 83.39;
d.f.=3; p<.001), students who drop out in degree colleges tend to have high
school grade-point averages in the range from 2.50 to 3.00 (chi square = 25.32;
d.f.=3; p<.OOl), and the dropouts from the University College tend to be
admitted to the University with averages right around 2.00 (chi square= 97.75;
d.f.=3; p<.001).

These findings are at least partially explained by the relation-

ship between high school G.P.A. and college G.P.A. because college G.P.A. is in
turn related to suspension at the lower end of the scale resulting in compulsory
dropping out of the University, and graduation at the upper end of the scale.
However, even after eliminating those who are suspended and those who graduated,
the relationship between length of stay at the University in terms of number of
semesters and high school G.P.A. is still significant (chi square = 16.9; d.f.=9;
p

< .05).
These findings sho1r that a higher proportion of students entering with

high grade-point averages from high school will graduate or at least stay longer
at the University and that a larger proportion of students who enter with gradepoint averages near the minimum of the 2.0 required for admission will leave or
become suspended after their first few semesters at the University.

Further,

if those who graduate and those who are suspended are removed from consideration,
among those who voluntarily leave the University there still is a positive
relationship between the number of terms they attend and their high school gradepoint average.

Findings such as these are not unexpected.

It should be pointed

out that high school grade-point average has consistently been found to be the
index most highly related to performance in college, because it is a global,
general indicator of 1·1hat an individual has done in the past.

This includes not

only his intellectual ability but what has been heretofore referred to as nonintellective factors such as aspirations, motivation and cultural background.
By working with the specific correlations between the School and College
Ability test, high school G.P.A., college G.P.A. and length of stay in the
University it will be possible to further refine the distinction between intel20

lective factors and show what each of these proportionately contribute to the
''success" of students in college,
Performance--Male-Female
A finding not anticipated was that males and females perform substantially
the same with reference to staying or dropping out of the University,

.Studies

conducted at other universities usually show that females drop out more often
tha.n males and that they drop out earlier in their college career, usually after
the first or second year,

However, Figure VIII shows no statistically significant

difference in the performance of males and females in the entering class of 1963.
FINAL STATUS OF MALES AND FEMAlES, ENTERING C:LASS Of 1963

- - . Main- 969 (60,7-!e ol l!ntarhtg Clan)

h"'alo•- 627(39,:1,.. ol fntath~g Clan)

Eliminating those

~1ho

Figure VIII
graduate from the University, and considering only

the dropouts, there is a slight tendency for males to persist or stay longer,
Though this is the type of finding anticipated, it is not statistically significant.

As can be noted from Figure IX, the difference is almost entirely due

to more females leaving during or after the first and second semesters,
the third semester on, females actually drop out less often than males,
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NUMBER OF SEMESTERS ATTENDED BEFORE Dfi:OPPING OUT, E_NTERING CLASS Of 1963,
MALE- FEMALE ANALYSIS

. . M.. ru-st2IS9,7"/..ofTotall

E3

hmolu-399(40,3"/.olh!al)

Figure IX
Though the overall performance of males and females does not differ
significantly with regard to eventual graduation or dropout, there is clear
evidence that in other ways, females tend to perform better than males,
Females spend fewer semesters in University College before transferring out
(chi square

17.50; d.f.=7; p<.02).

Throughout their stay in the University

females are also suspended less often (chi square= 52.89; d,f.=7; p<.OOl).
These findings are consistent with a tendency for females to have higher gradepoint averages both in high school and college,
It appears, therefore, that while females drop out as often and at about
the same time as males, they do so for different reasons,

Fewer are suspended

and the others tend to be in better academic standing when they leave the
University.

It is likely, then, that they leave voluntarily because of greater

interest in the more conventional approaches to womanhood such as marriage,
work and having a family, than in getting a college degree.

To put it another

way, they are not pressured or forced to leave the University for academic
reasons to the extent that males are.
Performance--Spanish Surname
The total population of the entering class of 1963 was divided into the
categories of "Spanish-American" and ''Other" on the basis of surname,

Two

Spanish-American students made these judgments with a very high rate of agreement.

They differed on roughly ten out of 1596 names.
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The result of this

..

sorting procedure was that 198 students were judged to have Spanish surnames,
or 12.4 percent of the total class,
Before proceeding to an analysis of relative performance, a further breakdown examining New Mexico residents in these two groups might prove interesting.
If one eliminates non-resident and foreign students from the totals, the following distribution and percentages emerge.

One hundred sixty-eight with Spanish

surnames and 899 "Others" were New Mexico residents, or 15.7 percent of the
total New Mexico residents were Spanish surnamed,
A further breakdown shows 94 (56%) with Spanish surnames from Albuquerque
and 74 (44%) from greater New Mexico.

All "Others" numbered 566 (63%) from

Albuquerque and 333 (37%) from greater New Mexico.
The validity of using Spanish surname as a criteria for identifying persons
having a Spanish-American cultural background can be questioned because some
Spanish-Americans are named Jones, and other non-Spanish-American people may be
named Chavez or Martinez,

To get a rough idea of the accuracy of the surname as

an index, one of the items asked on the questionnaire was what languages were
spoken in the home,

Table VII is based on the 234 respondents who answered the

question concerning language spoken in the home.

A comparison was then made be-

tween surname and whether Spanish was spoken in the home as a first or second
language, and it was discovered that identification by surname is a fairly
inaccurate procedure.

If the results of our small sample hold more generally,

about as many errors are made by using only surnames as are correct identifications,

These errors are about evenly split between falsely indentifying non-

Spanish speaking people as Spanish-American and not identifying some of those
who speak Spanish in the home as Spanish-American.
TABLE VII
Relationship Between Spanish Surnames
and Spanish Spoken in the Home

Spanish spoken
in the home
Total

Yes
No

Judged
"Spanish-American"
15
8

Judged
"Other"
7
204

23
+
211 = 234
Contingency coefficient = .56

To the extent that surname does not absolutely identify those of SpanishAmerican cultural background, such differences as may exist in the performance
of Spanish-American and other students are more difficult to ascertain,

There-

fore whatever differences might exist would be more exactly determinable if it
were possible to use more valid criteria.
23
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Overall the Spanish-American group initially does not perform as well as
the "Other".

From Table VIII and Figure X it can be seen that a greater propor-

tion tend to drop out in University College and the observed difference in dropout rate when tested statistically is significant by itself, (chi square

6.08;

d.f.=l; P<·02). There are also significant findings to the effect that SpanishAmericans have poorer grade-point averages in University College (chi square
50.13; d.f.=3; P<·OOl).
TAJ3LE VIII
Distribution of Spanish-American Surnamed and Other
According to Final Status in the University
DrOEOUts U.C.

%

N

DroEouts Call.

%

N

Graduates

Current

N

N

%

%

Total

N--%

SpanishAmerican

109

(55.8)

28

(13.7)

49

(24.4)

12

(6.1)

198

(loo.o)

Other

639

(45.7)

215

(15.4)

431

(30.8)

113

(8.1)

1398

(100.0)

CURRENT STATUS Of ENTERING CLASS Of 1963, SPANISH• AMERICAN SURNAMED AND OTHER
SURNAMED

Sponlsh•AmerltCiri Surnamed: 198

-OtherSurnamlld1139B
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Figure X
This initial difficulty appears to be overcome in the first two semesters.
There is no noteworthy difference in grade-point between Spanish-Americans and,
others during the later semesters, and the dropout rate is lower or just about
the same for Spanish-Americans in every semester after the first.

This seems

to indicate that the most trying and difficult period is the first one or two
semesters in college.

Of course, this is true of all students, but even more

so of those with Spanish surnames.

This could also be interpreted as a result
24

of rural and small town background, but the majority of those 1d th Spanish surnames entering UNM in 1963 came from high schools in Albuquerque, rather than
from greater New Mexico or from out of state.

Also it can be observed there is

no significant difference in graduation rate between the Spanish-American surnamed
and "Others" (chi square= 3.8; d.f.=l; P>·05).
NUMBER OF SEMESTERS ATTENDED BEFORE DROPPING OUT, ENTERING CLASS OF 1963,

SPANISH-AMERICAN SURNAMED AND OTHER SURNAMED
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Figure XI
It can be observed from Figure XI that the patterns for "Spanish-American"
surnamed and "Others" are different.

~lhereas

the "Spanish-Americans" show the

highest dropout rate in the first semester and thereafter a diminishing rate
semester by semester, the "Others" show the highest dropout rate after the
second semester and thereafter alternating dropout rates semester by semester.
This alternating pattern shows a relatively low dropout rate at mid-year and a
relatively higher rate at the end of each academic year.
This indicates that the Spanish-Americans do not wait until they are forced
to leave by suspension, and it tends to support the idea of a more difficult
initial period of adjustment for these students.

The fairly even decrease in

dropout rates by semester suggests that the "Spanish-Americans" are less influenced by the traditional academic year cycle than are the "Others".

This is

an important finding as it suggests the likelihood of differential influence of
the formal academic system upon those of different cultural backgrounds.

As

mentioned before, these patterns would probably be clearer if more valid criteria
were used to accurately identify Spanish-American background.
25
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Summary
This section of the study has dealt with all the significant findings on
the performance of the total entering class of 1963.

These have been total

performance of the class of 1963, transfers to degree-granting college, high
school grade-point average and comparisons of two sub-groups--male-female and
"Spanish-American surnamed" and "Others",

The findings provide a basis for

conjecture about the interaction of the University and its student population,
as well as providing a basis for suggesting how this interaction can be
improved,

Such suggestions will be covered in the final section of this

report entitled Summary and Recoillillendations,

In the next section results thus

far obtained from the contacts made with a representative sample of the class
of 1963 will be presented,
RESULTS--SAMPLE OF 1963 CLASS QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSE
A sample of the entering class of 1963 consisting of 408 individuals was
selected according to stratified random sampling procedures designed to insure
that graduates, current students, and dropouts would be represented in the
same proportion as they exist in the population.

Also students who were either

enrolled in or intended to transfer to each of the seven degree-granting
colleges were represented in appropriate proportions.

Questionnaires were

sent to each of these people following the procedures described on page g,
Eventually, 31 people or 7.6 percent of the sample turned out to be unlocateable, and in all probability these people did not receive a copy of the
questionnaire.

At this time 241 questionnaires have been filled out and

returned for a response rate of 64 percent of the locateable subjects or 59
percent of the total sample.
These 241 respondents were compared with the original sample group to
ascertain how representative they were of the original group.

It was found

when the respondents were matched to degree-granting college choice that there
was no pronounced bias shown on this basis.
However, dropouts, particularly those from the University College, did not
respond as frequently as current students or graduates.

The difference in

response rate between these groups was significant at the .001 level (chi square
34.9; d.f.=3; P<·OOl).
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TABLE IX
Distribution of Responses to Questionnaire
Dropouts u.c.
Dropouts Coll,
Current
Graduates
Total

ResJ:londing:
N
%
83 (44.1)
38 (58.5)
23 (82.1)
97 (76.4)
241

(59.0)

Not ResJ:londing:
N
%
84 (44.7)
20 (30.8)
4 (14.3)
28 (22.0)
136

Unlocateable

(33.4)

Total

21
7
1
2

%

(11.2)
~10.7)
3.6)
( 1.6)

N
188
65
28
127

31

( 7.6)

408

N

-%
(100.0)
~100.0)
100.0)
(100.0)
(100.0)

From the table it can be seen that a fairly representative sample of
graduates and current students was obtained since around 79 percent of these
students responded.

On the other hand, 58 percent of those who dropped out

of degree colleges and only 44 percent of those who dropped out in University
College responded.

It could be that response rate represents the strength

of a student's association with the University.

If we arranged these four

categories either in terms of length of stay at the University or in terms
of time since last enrollment in the University, they would be arranged in
an order that corresponds perfectly to degree of response to the questionnaire, i.e., current students highest, then graduates, followed by dropouts
from degree colleges and University College dropouts lowest.

This response

pattern supports the assumption that the strength of a student's relationship
with the University is proportionate to his length of stay.

Conversely, it

tends to confirm that early dropout is a reflection of "alienation" or "lack
of identification with institutional goals and values".

It should be pointed

out that traditionallY a University allocates its resources and services
following this same pattern; that is, the longer a student remains the more
attention he receives.

For example, alumni are shown a great deal of concern

and attention by the institution, and the alumni reciprocate to some extent.
But as was pointed out before, virtually no attention has been shown the
greater proportion of students who have not graduated from UNM and the least
attention is given the beginning student.
Dropouts receive no announcement of new programs or alumni bulletins.
Current addresses are not kept for these people.

No concerted effort is made

to ascertain the reasons for dropping out by way of exit interviews or other
contact.

In fact, in most instances the identity of a dropout is of no

apparent concern to the University or the student's college,
With regard to beginning students, it is well established that the bulk
of University services is reserved for upper division and graduate students
at the expense of the beginning student.
27

Several illustrations are:

the
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large lecture sections, contact primarily with teaching and graduate assistants,
academic advisement primarily bY new, inexperienced faculty, lack of freshmanoriented extra-curricular activities and related student services.

In fact,

most services are reserved as rewards for the "winners" rather than their being
considered as aids to the student in "making an adjustment" and "identifying
with the institution".

The system is oriented in the direction of requiring

a student to prove himself, unless he has done so by outstanding high school
performance, before he can participate in most activities or receive many of
the services and recognition provided by the school. To ignore the beginning
student and the early dropout in this manner contributes to the student's
"alienation" and "lack of identification with the institution", which tends to
insure that such explanations for attrition will be self-fulfilling.
Other likely interpretations of the lower response rate from dropouts can
be suggested.

The university experience is colored by failure for the dropouts

making it a "touchy" or sensitive issue with which they would rather not deal.
This leads to "forgetting" the questionnaire, misplacing it, etc.

The nature

of the questionnaire, since it vaguely resembles a final examination in general
psychology, is more often rejected by the disaffected dropout for the same
reasons that led him to drop out.

Still another possibility is that the dropouts

have not thought through to any great extent their university experience.

They

are therefore simply at a loss and have nothing to say.
However, whether dropouts do not want to speak out, cannot speak out or
need a different means to do so, it is important that they be heard.

It does

not seem reasonable or safe to conclude that the dropout group is adequately
or fairly represented by a response rate of 40 to 50 percent.

The error that

would be committed by assuming that dropouts are adequately represented among
the respondents would be to assign greater weight to the opinions of the
"winners", just as most analyses and reports currently do.
To further emphasize this point, we might look at the final item on the
questionnaire which is an open-ended "essay" item.

This item asks the respond-

ent to generate an answer or to think out, organize and write some constructive
criticism of the University.

The question is reproduced below, but keep in

mind that it came at the end of a rather lengthy questionnaire.
We are further interested in whatever ideas you may have as to how the
educational experience at the University of New Mexico could be improved
from the student's point of view. You may leave this item blank, if you
feel that previous items have covered the areas in which you would have
major suggestions; but if you have other points to add or areas you wish
to emphasize indicate these below:
28
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Again, by college there were no significant differences in whether students
wrote on this question or in the nature of complaints, though Nursing, Pharmacy,
and Engineering students tended to be a bit more critical on all student services while Business Administration students confined their complaints to
classes and professors,

But the significant matter is that even among those

who sent back the questionnaire, students currently enrolled and graduates
wrote more often and more critically than dropouts on this particular item
(chi square = 11.42; d.f.=4; p, <.01).

Of course, the critical nature of the

responses is no surprise since this is what the item calls for,

But outside

of spontaneous positive comments offered, one in support of the Newman Center
and two in support of the graduate assistants who have time to provide individual attention, and several on the questionnaire itself, all other comments were
negative in nature,

A tabulation of the complaints follows,

A.

Classes
1. too large (14)
2. lecture method (4)
3. use of grades (7)
4, use of graduate students (1)
5. curriculum is restrictive and unrealistic (22)

B.

Professors
1. don't care (6)
2, don't know how to teach (15)
3. are not accessible (2)
4. assign busywork (2)
5. are not fair (2)

c.

Administration
1. lack of involvement with students (6)
2, lack of involvement with the community (1)
3. too much bureaucracy (2)
4. rules too strict or lenient (5)

D.

Student Services
1. lack of individual attention (1)
2. poor counseling and advisement (28)
3. lack of social activities (8)
4, lack of financial assistance (2)
5, poor library facilities (1)
6. complaints about student government (1)

E.

Questionnaire (2)

These findings tend to support a general thesis that the "winners" are
more verbal and expressive, at least in writing, and the above outline gives
us a general idea of what they are saying,

However, can we assume that the

"losers" would say the same thing if they had taken the opportunity to speak
out as often?

Perhaps their relative silence on this item means that they do

not wish to be critical of the University or have not looked at the University
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as sharing the responsibility for their unrewarding educational experience.
Because the dropouts are not adequately represented in the sample and
because other evidence indicates the very method of measurement exerts some
biasing effect, it seems important to try to increase the size of the sample
and to introduce new methods such as directly interviewing the subjects.

It

would be possible to get a fair indication at this time of what the "winners"
or the current students and graduates have to say on the questionnaire, since
roughly 79 percent have responded.
contrast in their responses.

Little is known concerning how the "losers"

To compare these groups with a view to ascertain-

ing any variance in their responses would be inappropriate at this time.
One very interesting finding that can be reported at this point is that
according to the self-report of the respondents, 35 out of 121 responding dropouts had continued their education at a four-year college after leaving UNM;
this does not include vocational schools or in-service business training programs.
In checking to see how many of this group had requested that transcripts of
their UNM work be sent to another institution we found that 31 had had transcripts
sent to one or more schools and 4 had no transcripts sent.

Six of the 31 asked

that transcripts be sent to one or more schools, but not to the one they had
listed themselves as currently attending.

Based on self-report, the actual

number or proportion of students who leave UNM and go to other schools is somewhat higher than the number projected from examining transcripts.

On the other

hand, it may be that some of these people took extension courses or were not
actually enrolled in the college they reported attending, and therefore were
not required to report all schools they had previously been enrolled in.
The above figures would seem to suggest that 26 to 29 percent constitutes
the maximum percentage of UNM dropouts that later enroll in some other college.
Rowever it must be remembered that these figures are based on responses from
only 5o% of the total dropouts in the sample.

It is reasonable to assume that

those who did not respond were the disaffected students as mentioned above.

If

all dropouts had responded the above percentage would likely be considerably
lower.

When checking the transcripts of the total population of dropouts of the

..

1963 entering class, it was found that 18.4 percent had requested that transcripts
be sent to other institutions.

In view of the close relationship between these

two methods of identifying transferring dropouts, this lower percentage of
transcript requests provides additional evidence to support the assumption that
actual transfers constitute a far smaller proportion than the 26 to 29 percent.
Thorough statistical analysis of the responses to the questionnaire will
not be undertaken at this time because of the bias referred to above.
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After

further contacts are made with non-respondents in the sample, which it is hoped
will provide a more adequate proportion of dropouts, a detailed comparison will
be made between dropouts and graduates, male and female, "Spanish surname" and
"Other'' as well as relationships among the items of the questionnaire in order
to identify patterns of responses and differentiations in categories of students,
if any,

However, in the Appendix a copy of the questionnaire and a tabulation of
the answers given to each item by the total 241 respondents is provided,

Addi-

tionally a tabulation of the responses of the "Spanish surname" group is
attached,

(It must be remembered that this sub-group is included in the tabula-

tion of the total group if one wishes to make his own comparisons.)

The reader

is encouraged to examine these tabulations keeping in mind that at this point
it is possible only to get a general idea of what most students are saying without regard to their current academic status as previously defined, i.e., dropout,
current, graduate.
To illustrate to the reader and perhaps encourage such independent examination, the following items are discussed with suggested interpretations.

These

have been chosen either because of their high interest value or because the
patterns of response are so clear that reasonable assurance exists that future
responses will not alter the results.
Item 22, How did your father or guardian feel in regard to you going to
college?
1. Did not want you to go. (2)
2, Seemed indifferent. (5)
3. Showed some interest but did not think it was really necessary,

(10)

Maintained there was some need for a college education. (52)
Constantly impressed on you the need for a good education. (169)
The above item illustrates a clear pattern of responses.

It demonstrates

that from the students' point of view strong parental pressures exist to pursue
a collegiate experience.

This raises a question of whether enrollment in college

is the result of a student's internal desire and commitment to an educational
experience or whether his enrollment is the result of strong external pressures
without regard for the student's felt needs?
Item 27.

Who influenced you most to attend college?
1. Yourself.
2. A parent.
3. Both parents. (78)
4. Teacher, minister, or other adult. (11)
5. Friends your own age, (12)
6. No special person. (39)

~~1~
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The pattern emerging from responses to this item tends to support the
suggestion that attending college is attributable more to external influences
than self-determination.

Only 27 percent of the respondents viewed their

enrollment as primarily their own decision.
Item 30.

While in school, when did you first consider most seriously
quitting and going to work?
1. During the early years in high school, (2)
2. On graduation from high school. (14)
3. During the early years in college. (86)
4. Late in college. (23)
5. Never. (113)

Considering those respondents who enrolled and had not thought of quitting
school prior to enrollment it is most interesting that an even split occurs.
Fifty percent continued, giving no serious thought to interrupting their attendance while 50 percent gave it serious consideration.

A further observation

that needs to be made is that most who thought about dropping out did so in
the first several semesters,

This reinforces the assumptions concerning "alien-

ation" and "failure to identify with the institution" and the high incidence of
these reactions in the beginning semesters.
Item 42.

If you were to begin college now, would you:
1. Choose the same courses at the same school? (98)
2, Choose the same courses at another school? (30)
3. Choose other courses at the same school? (81)
4. Choose other courses at another school? (25)
5. Not enter college? (5)

One cannot use this item at this time to demonstrate alienation from or
affinity for UNM as graduates and current students are the greater number of
respondents.

Until the detailed analysis is done, this kind of conclusion

would be inappropriate.

But one can properly observe that of those who would

again choose to go to college (98 percent or all but five) 45 percent would
pursue a different course of study.

This significant number lends further

weight to previous observations regarding indecision, vacillation and lack of
personal commitment other than to obtaining an "education" or a degree.

In

short, regardless of the nature of the first collegiate experience, the same

,.

pressure to "attend college" is present.
Item 44,

\fuen you attended college,
did you earn?
1. Less than lo%. (102)
2, More than lo% but less
3. More than 25% but less
4. More than 5o% but less
5. 11ore than 75%. (64)

what percent of your college expenses
than 25%.
than 5o%.
than 75%.

(23)
(22)
(29)

This item points up the bi-modal nature of the student population of UNM
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with regard to financial backing for a college experience.

A large group

receives total or nearly total support while another sizeable portion support
themselves either totally or nearly so,

The financial pattern is one of

extremes and raises a crucial question for further examination in reference
to a possible relationship between graduates and dropouts and also possible
forced choice of college because of location and financial constraints,
Item 47,

in college, the areas in which I found little or no
assistance available were: (circle those which apply)
1. Selection of course, (77)
2. Tutoring. (37)
3. Financial aid. (21)
4. Vocational planning. (68)
5. Personal-social counseling. (63)
6. Academic information. (34)
7. Spiritual guidance, (10)
8, Reading and study skills. (49)
9, J"ob placement services, (22)
~lliile

Responses to the above item lead to two related conclusions.

The first

reveals that students seek individualized assistance in getting to know themselves better,

They seek help in ascertaining their vocational interests and

counsel regarding their personal and social problems.

They also feel a need

for assistance in overcoming weaknesses. in academic skills relating to study
habits and linguistic deficiencies.
Tlle second observation is related to the failure to find adequate services to fill these needs.

Academic advisement, vocational planning and

personal-social counseling head the list of inadequacies with reading and
study skills, tutoring and acadeJnic information services coming as the second
group in this order.
It should be noted that this same pattern is found in the answers given
to the open-ended question which is discussed on pages 28 and 29.

These find-

ings further support earlier suggestions that serious deficiencies exist in
the system that is the University.

1'/hen one considers that increasing size

tends to create an atmosphere of depersonalization, efforts to offset this
atmosphere require more attention.

Such efforts can be greatly aided by

increased support of individualized services to convey to the student a sincere feeling that he
or a "student",

matters~

as an individual

and~

as a "freshman"

More typical of the large university however is the reserva-

tion of such recognition for upper-classmen or graduate students with less
attention given to those beginning students seeking to develop a satisfying
relationship with their college and therefore those most in need of such services,
Hany items not noted specifically in the above discussion prove most
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interesting if one examines them, However, most are more significant when they
are related to other items and the responses are correlated, particularly if
such correlation is made with regard to status, i.e., graduates, late dropouts
and early dropouts. Patterns of background, value structure and motivation
orientation are sought by this device and if such emerge, a more reliable basis
for making specific predictions and recommendations will exist, But as previously noted, the bias in the responses received at this time, in that many
more graduates and currently enrolled students than dropouts have cooperated,
makes reporting of such relationships inappropriate. As will be noted more
particularly in the final section of this study, every intention exists to pursue non-respondents with the view to increasing both total responses as well
as to eliminate the bias so that complete analyses can be made, It is usual
when using the questionnaire device to experience such incomplete data results
and in fact the measuring approach of the questionnaire itself produces a
"response set" that is predictable and biased, These known factors dictate
that follow-up by way of structured and unstructured in-depth personal interviews and other measuring devices be used before final conclusions are arrived
at.
Some grouping of items that might well be generally examined by the
reader, but without these being considered as all-inclusive, are suggested as
follows. a) Items 60,62 and 63 tend to demonstrate the values and goals of
those who enter and experience some college exposure. The present sample is
heavily weighted toward a kind of gregarious, socially-oriented person who
places primary emphasis on job, family and leisure, with experience combined
with formal education as the most promising route to attainment of these goals.
Few are concerned with activism in either local or national problems or
affairs. b) Items 80 through 84 are worded in a less personal, or more abstract,
fashion and relate to less practical and more idealistic values and goals,
In these cases the respondents appear to shift their responses accordingly,
i.e., support in the abstract of critical examination of ideas, individual
exploration of social and moral ideas and development of creativity in the
individual rather than the responses showing an orientation toward structuring
educational programs to prepare one for a job or career that would tend to
lead more directly to job security, family and leisure. These two sets of
items and responses can be reconciled, but the divergence in responses seems
striking and tends to support a thesis of "response set" or responding
as one believes he "ought" to when dealing with abstract principles,. but
responding more directly when the item is worded in a personal fashion.

~
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c) Items 40, 41 and 67 with the responses seem to reflect a pattern that emphasizes
a philosophical commitment to mass education with few or no failures in the educational, endeavor,that both admission to and completion of an education at the
higher level is more a matter of right than one of earned privilege. This pattern
is more interesting when compared with the responses to item 72 dealing with
reaction to competition and other items regarding assessment of the respondent's
relative "success" or "failure"level with that of his peers.
The possibilities of other similar general analyses are innumerable.

But

those discussed above should serve the purpose intended, namely to illustrate.
Further treatment of the questionnaire at this time will be left to the reader.
SID!MARY AND RECOMr>IENDATIONS

Gross data accumulated on the entering freshman class of 1963 at UNM
demonstrates that 47 percent of the students dropped out of college in their
early semesters in attendance and few continued their education at another college
five years after initial enrollment.

An additional 20 percent drop out of degree-

granting colleges, most in the third, fourth and fifth years.

Those who drop out

comprise 67 percent of the enrollment that came in contact with the University.
Little has been done in studying this large group or in providing services to them
either to persuade them to continue or to assist them in moving to other tracks
promising an upward thrust in general growth and development as well as preparing
them for usefUl employment and a satisfying life.
Simultaneously, many services and the bulk of available resources are made
available to those who graduate.

As the "winners" emerge from the mass, the

system rewards them with smaller classes, privileges in participative activities,
increased opportunity for financial aid, placement services, individual recognition
and awards, and finallY follow-up alumni services.

The tradition and trend is

service to the "winners" and forget the "losers".

Nearly all programs, services

~nd

structure lead

one to conclude that most of those responsible for the system

view the mission of the University as solely production of students who have
earned a degree at the bachelor's level or above and that possession of the degree
is the sole proof of a successful educational experience.

Those who come and for

any reason "do not make it" are largely left to their own devices and after the
fact are explained, if at all, by "they didn't belong here in the first place".
But the more basic question seems to be what a formal educational experience
actually is and whether this University's mission is not to provide the opportunity
for a satisfying and valuable experience to all that are admitted and who enroll.
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The following Figure is based on a study conducted by the Department of
Guidance of the New Mexico State Department of Education published in March, 1967.
The youth that entered grade nine in 1959 was followed to graduation from high
school.

Follow-up of those who entered college and performance at this institu-

tion to graduation by June, 1968 is added.
DISPOSITION OF STUDENTS. ENTERING NEW MEXICO HIGH SCHOOLS IN 1959
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Figure XII
The overall picture should cause anyone to question the nature of the
educational system in New Mexico, and particularly as this system relates to the
needs of this state and its citizens.

The emphasis appears to be to push people

upward on the academic ladder through high school, to and through college at
exceedingly high financial cost, and the end result of this thrust is to supply
the "indispensable credential" of the "educated man" to approximately 10 percent
of those who initially entered high school.

Additional data exists to show that

a sizeable portion of those who receive the ultimate benefit then leave the state.
If one accepts the premise that the educational system should be so organized ,.
and the financial resources used in a manner that will provide the greatest
benefit to each youth as his abilities and interests permit, recognizing that
four year degrees and graduate degrees are but one of the desirable ends and
fill the need of but a few of those served, then it follows that a reallocation
of available resources take place.

Presently nearly all resources are expended

on a system that provides maximum benefit to only 10 percent of the users, the
"winners".

An appropriate system would recognize the diverse nature and diverse
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needs of the users and use the system and its resources to assist each individual
in deriving maximum benefit from whatever time he is involved in and exposed to
the formal educational experience,
In the light of the findings set out in this study and the conclusions
suggested by these findings, several recommendations of a rather specific nature
emerge which hold promise for

the~~·

These recommendations are but interim

until a consolidated, long-run master-pian for education. in general and higher
education in particular can be evolved and implemented for the State of New Mexico
and UNM in the light of the needs of the citizenry in the latter years of the
twentieth century,

It should be stressed that this long-run approach is finally

being suggested in many quarters after years during which a few voices advocating
wide-sweeping reform went unheeded and action was limited to reaction to fragmented pressures, both statewide and within individual institutions.

This approach

has resulted in a patchwork growth and in the overlapping and inefficient arrangements that serve neither the youth as individuals nor the general society for
whom the educational system exists.
The first set of recommendations relates to creation of significant official
contact with students.

A decade or more ago casual and informal associations

between faculty and students served the basic needs of most students and the
institution.

Size and emphasis of the school made such contacts possible and

relatively fruitful.

As enrollments soared, as programs multiplied and fragmented,

as class sizes rose, as faculty increased with constantly more emphasis being
placed on graduate education and research, and as social change both on the
campus but more importantly in the larger community took place, these informal
contacts were then officially encouraged through university-wide large-scale
talk-ins, teach-ins, self-evaluations and other devices in the hope that increased
communication and understanding would result.

As commendable as these activities

might be, only a very small faction of faculty and administration, and more
importantly only the most active students, a fraction of the "winners 11 1 have
participated,

Little direct action by way of help to the individual or modifica-

tion of the system has resulted from these activities.

And most crucial of all,

the 70 percent who drop out have had little contact with these activities and
there has been no significant lowering in attrition in the past twelve years.
Probably these efforts have diminished the general problems of student discontent
by encouraging self-expression by these minorities, but strong evidence indicates
more reliance has been placed in the effectiveness of these methods than they
merit.
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In order to begin closing this "open-bottomed" system where students are
free to come and go with hardly any official acknowledgment, there must be more
involvement with students at crucial, decision-making stages,

The first of these

points is advisement in University College, particularly for freshmen.

Most

advisement contacts are presently ineffective (see page 33, and item 47 of the
questionnaire), At present students are required to obtain their adviser's
signature on a program of studies during registration and are also expected to
pick up mid-term grades from their advisers, Spot checks have indicated that far
fewer than 50 percent of the students do pick up mid-term grades or otherwise see
their adviser during the term,

Failure of the student to take the initiative is

quite understandable in view of their orientation evidenced by various findings
set out in this study, thus the initiative must come from the individual adviser,
Such initiative is effective.

A few advisers manage to meet with most of their

advisees each term for a pre-advisement planning session by using initiating but
non-coercive devices to arrange appointments with their advisees.
To encourage this type of interaction of the students and advisers does little
good if advisers are not interested in the student who is not performing up to
expectations academically or those whose past records do not promise outstanding
performance,

Advisers themselves seldom did poorly in college, so they simply do

not understand,

They find it difficult to lose their negative attitudes or are

just plainly disinterested in students who "don't belong here",

A few advisers,

because of special background or experience, can tolerate working with the
student who is marginal and some thoroughly enjoy it, but the majority are
clearly more interested in the "winners",
In order to perform effectively as an adviser, one must desire to work with
all the students he encounters.

This requires a great deal of time and thus it

becomes necessary that effectiveness in this activity must be rewarded both
financially and with a recognition of the activity as a "respectable" function
along with research and community service.

Together with advanced registration

procedures, much advisement could be done in late summer before freshmen actually
arrive in that the majority live in the Albuquerque area,

,.,

A corps of advisers

selected for interest and appropriately compensated could handle the bulk of the
freshmen at a level of quality and individuality presently unknown to UNM.
Such a corps of advisers would need special training in understanding the problems
of students and in becoming acquainted with the options open to the student as
he grapples with and learns to deal with a university system,

The effects of

such a comprehensive training program would not be limited to the freshman class
38
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or the selected group of faculty, but would surely spread to other members of the
faculty and administration.

To put this type of training program together would

require time and financial support.
A second area where it is important to have meaningful official contact
with students is during withdrawal from the University,

Interviews with students

at the point of readmission reveal the diversity of reasons that led to withdrawal.

For many of these students withdrawal would have been avoided or the

impact of withdrawal with regard to the system and the students' status on return
could have been minimized with pre-exit advisement and counsel.

For example,

questions as to academic status and grades have been left unanswered as far as
the student is concerned, so that he did not know his status,
Item 35.)

(See Questionnaire

It seems that it would be much better for students to both exit and

re-enter through the same process so that they might show that such conditions
as were related to their leaving initially (be they health, family, or financial)
had now changed.

Also, it may be possible to provide some help in terms of

advice or information on managing these outside circumstances and to recommend
when or in the wake of what kind of change the student should seek readmission.
The Counseling Center and the Health Service should be jointly responsible for
managing this type of traffic since the major concerns are health, both physical
and mental, the area of social relationships and responsibilities, and the
student's ability in relation to his academic plans and program.
interpreted by students as

If this is

paternalism, it should be pointed out that private

industry and government show at least as much paternalism in their personnel
policies, and in later life these kinds of contacts are likely to increase.
The third recommendation is that the University should maintain contact with
students who are under academic suspension.

If the theory or philosophy behind

suspending a student is that he needs time to increase his general preparedness
for college before being given another chance, the University should also be
concerned about the availability of community resources and provide the additional
services necessary to help students discover their needs and correct their
deficiencies.

Our present lack of involvement with students under suspension

projects the image to nearly everyone that suspension is a purely punitive
measure designed ·to improve student performance in the same way that "a whipping"
was supposed to have helped one to become morally sound.
Students under suspension should have the opportunity to follow a reading
and study skills program geared specifically to learning how to learn in a
university setting.

The only community resources that have come close to providing

this kind of educational experience have been commercial reading dynamic courses
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and the Community College speed reading course.

However, none of these courses

base their offering on an analysis of the student's individual needs regarding
the learning process.

Furthermore, because of the emphasis, these courses tend

to be of greater benefit to those who begin courses with at least average reading
ability.

Other commercial courses emphasize content or subject matter rather than

how to learn.

Educational and vocational guidance should be combined with such a

course or program, if one were initiated, to form a complete diagnostic and
correction service.
The last specific interim recommendation to be made here deals with degree
college dropouts.
individual students

Following the thesis that significant official contact with
at crucial times during their college experience is highly

desirable, annual review of records in some form or manner should be instituted
by the degree colleges.

This type of formalized contact should help decrease

the high number of dropouts from degree colleges in the third, fourth and fifth
years.

Advisers are presently expected to perform this function in most depart-

ments, but apparently they are hesitant to accept this responsibility.

Perhaps

some kind of periodic statement, analogous to a financial statement, might be
issued,

Clerks might do a better job than professors in handling this aspect

of advisement, since the detail work necessary to determine a student's standing
can become frustrating to someone who is not used to handlirtg it.

On the other

hand, the student might be required to submit an annual report of classes taken
and grades earned, worked out in relation to requirements for graduation.
would be similar to what is now done at the graduate level.

This

This type of self-

accounting and reporting would help the student to become aware that he is
ultimately responsible for seeing that he will meet requirements and be able to
graduate when he anticipated,
Other specific recommendations can be made that would prove helpful to some,
if not all, students such as calendar modification, changes in curricula structure
and re-examination of regulations regarding academic and non-academic programs
of the University.

Many of these are under discussion in various quarters of the

University and furthermore they require much more study before changes are insti-¢
tuted.

They therefore would be better considered in the nature of long-run

rather than interim possibilities.
This study has demonstrated how much is not known about the nature of the
youth enrolling in the University and their interaction with the policies and
practices of the institution.

Without such knowledge, it is impossible to make

intelligent decisions regarding directions the University should take in carrying
out an educational mission,

This certainly is true also at the planning level
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for a state educational system.
Nature of degrees, curricula, admission criteria, services and their
relative priorities for support through claims on scarce resources must be considered in the light of the nature of those who enroll, their needs and demands.
Even if one takes the position that the exclusive function of UNM is to offer
traditional programs of higher education, ignoring the heterogeneity of the
students and their needs and demands, and that only those who seek this type of
higher education should enroll and continue, then a clearer knowledge of what
kind of person this is becomes necessary in order to set admission standards that
would select this homogeneous group.

Without this knowledge one must be content

to continue with the present state of affairs which tolerates large admission
numbers and a (0 percent attrition.
It is doubtful, however, that either of the latter alternatives are real
options even if large numbers of faculty and staff might cling to the "traditional".
The commitment of society to some form of higher education for all, the emphasis
on providing individuals with a variety of post-high school educational opportunities, the increasing concern about social problems and the resultant pressures
upon the educational systems to find solutions all tend, in the long run, to
mitigate against the narrow view of academe as a community of scholars mutually
pursuing the traditional type of undergraduate and graduate education.
If one were to take the above position and attempt to defend it, it would
be found that the mass admissions and dropout approach is so costly in both
human and financial resources that other more efficient educational and training
institutions would arise and demand financial support.

The pressure from such

developments would soon impact upon UNM and upon the educational system of the
state to an extent far greater than that now existent.
The development of UNM in the past several decades, and particularly in the
most recent past, is strong evidence that the direction is to retain quality
traditional-type programs and, simultaneously, to offer increasingly diverse
programs to meet the demands of society and the needs of its youth.

However,

most of these developments have occurred as a result of a widely perceived need
or external pressure, but with little advance study of the nature of the youth
to be served or of the most efficient and effective

metho~

of organization of the

program.
Thus, it is strongly urged that research be carried on in an organized and
continuing fashion into student characteristics and institutional policies and
practices.

Masses of potentially useful data are presently in the hands of the

Office of Admissions and Records, the University College, the Testing Division,
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the degree colleges and the Graduate School, as well as various other student
service offices such as the Placement Center and the Student Aids office.

Each

of these divisions makes some use of the information in terms of annual reports
and by taking note of unexpected trends or changes.

However, the integration

and analysis of this information as it bears on a specific question, such as
dropouts or the Spanish-American student, is presently left to independently
interested groups or individuals.
This means that each of the various offices is faced with continually
recurring questions concerning 1) whether to provide the data; 2) what form to
provide it in, and 3) should they provide clerical assistance or otherwise permit
their operations to be interrupted.

Since this study has cut across the opera-

tions of many of these offices, it should be pointed out that obtaining interest
and cooperation was not a problem.

The problem was in asking these offices to

provide information or make it available to an outside agency without adequate
guidelines relative to who should have access to such data.
taken but such need not have been the case.

The risks were

Because of growing interest in, and

need for, this type of research, the problem will grow and offices will be faced
with the contention that since data was provided for this group or individual it
should be provided for that one.

It may then become necessary for these offices

to withhold their cooperation for self-protection.
Two problems arise which are related to support for a coordinated research
effort as suggested.

The first is one of mechanics and the second involves

determination of policy.

With the availability of high speed data processing

and computer equipment, a uniform definitional and coding system should be
developed.

All records and information on students kept by all colleges and

offices should use these definitions and codes.

This information can then be

stored for immediate retrieval without the necessity for hand search of each
original record in the various offices throughout the University.
data bank is the essence of this suggestion.

A central

Speed of data retrieval and reduction

as well as speed in analysis would permit research to proceed more rapidly and
at lower cost after the initial outlay for installation of the system.

(It

should be observed that the University College and the Office of Admissions and
Records have cooperated in such a venture that permits machine processing of '
data for limited studies up to the point of student transfer to degree colleges.
But this is but a small start in the suggested direction.)

A consolidation of

all data now available, such as matriculation date, academic record, status,
college, etc., and personal profile data from the American College Testing
Program together with test scores, high school attended and all similar data
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could well be included in any centralized data storage plan. The details need
not be spelled out here to demonstrate the advantages that would flow from such
a system.
The second critical problem deals with the establishment of policies governing access to such data. Access can be limited or unlimited. Certainly academic
records of a college's own students would be available to the college. But
should personal data be available? Should any individual or group, faculty,
student, or combination thereof have unlimited access for any proposed research
project? The question of confidentiality on the one hand and appropriateness of
proposed use and responsibility of the user or user agency on the other requires
both carefully drawn guidelines and a method of applying these guidelines. The
judging of requests is critical now, and if a centralized system is instituted,
it will become more crucial as more demand for access is generated.
The closing request is that the other phases of this study not now complete
receive support to permit continuation of this research into student characteristics.
Continuing research of this nature needs encouragement and financial support.
The worth of such studies depends on the questions they raise in the minds of the
readers and the changes that take place in the system as a result of the information and insight that the study may supply. It has been the intention of the
authors of this report to generate such questions and to provide information
relevant to changes at this institution.
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APPENDIX
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ALE!UQUERQUE

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

July 29, 1968

You are being contacted as a member of the freshman class. that
entered The University of New Mexico in the fall of 1963. Our
attention has been narrowed to a small portion of that class in
order to ask some questions which should reflect the overall experience of the total class in their relationship with the University,
You have been selected as a member of this smaller group or sample,
Will you please participate by filling out the enclosed questionnaire and returning it to us? We are depending upon a sample of
only one-fifth of the original class, so your particular reactions
are all the more important to us,
Why are we doing this? Why is this important, and why should you
be asked to participate? The picture in higher education is a
rapidly changing one, but it often changes without benefiting from
the experience of those who have directly confronted the challenge
of classes, degree requirements and other features of the University
setting. The beginning class of 1963 seems to be a group whose
experience is both tested to some extent and yet fairly current and
therefore relevant to present conditions.
Please begin by reading the directions on the first page of the
enclosed questionnaire. As a result of filling it out you may have
further questions or issues which you care to discuss, Write the
University College and Counseling Center, or contact them by phone,
Sincerely yours,

~-e/vlkCY~
Ferrel Heady
President

FH:kp

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AND COUNSELING CENTER
TELEPHONE 505, 277-2631

You should have received from the President of the
University, Ferrel Heady, a questionnaire concerning
your relationship with the University of New Mexico,
Your response will be valuable to us in assessing the
effects of education from the student's point of view.
by completing the questionnaire and mailing it back,
you will put your experience to work in a way that may
profit other students who are just coming to the
University.
If you did not receive, or have mislaid, the questionnaire we would like to send you another. If you do
not wish to participate please inform us so we may ask
a different member of the beginning '63 class to respond.
We invite you to communicate with us so that we may know
the effects of our research and the extent to which
our efforts in reaching people have been successful.
Write or call 277-2631.

~~~=-::.6/c..-----=:::v;
Williarn H. Huber
Director

WHH:kp
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University of New Mexico Questionnaire
General Directions:
Most of the questions relate to the value of your educational background. Whether you are continuing your education or
working and becoming involved in new experiences seemingly
unrelated to formal education, we are asking you to look
back and give us thoughts and opinions concerning your formal education.
Necessarily, some of the questions pertain to family background, present circumstances and future aspirations,
information which is essentially personal. We recognize
this, and offer assurance that such information will be
held in strict confidence. At the same time, we appreciate
and in fact depend upon your being forthright. Such information will help us to realize the significance of your
other responses.
Answer the questions as best you can. We recognize your
right to skip an item you consider to be private. At the
same time we have tried to eliminate such items from the
questionnaire. It will take approximately 35 minutes of
your time to answer all the questions. Please complete
and return the questionnaire to us by - - - - - - - - -

,,
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Today' s date,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Name: ______________~L~a-s~t-----------------~F~i~r-s7t--------------~M~i~d~d7l-e---------

Age: __________________________
J~ari tal Status: (check one) Married ( )

Sex: _____________

Single ( )

Divorced ( )

Widowed ( )

Children ( )

Your chief' occupation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Father's chief occupation: (if deceased list mother's). _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
Name of high school from which you graduated: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
List all colleges, trade schools and training programs you attended since the fall of 1963:

1£:

Attended from:

I.

Place a number next to the languages spoken in your home while you were in grade school and high school.
Use the number (1) through ·three (3) with "one" indicating the most frequently spoken language, Where
only one language was spoken just indicate by placing an ilxu next to the appropriate category.
a)
--b)
c)

II.

III.

English
Spanish
French

d)

-e)
___f)

Italian
German
Other (specify) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

Before answering the main part of this questionnaire, please state briefly why you left UNM. [(For example,
graduated, -was suspended., etc.) If you have been in continuous attendance during the regular school year
since enrolling in 1963 1 please indicate.)

If you were again a graduating senior (high school) would you want to enter UNt~?
please briefly give your reasons.

I f the answer is no,
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1•

Please choose the single best answer for each of the following questions by circling the
·number preceding the statement of your choice, unless otherwise indicated.

How old are you now?

7.

1.

2.
3·
4·

2.6-30.

2. Town of less than

31-35·

3.

4.

36-40.

5·

6.

1·

What is your sex?
1.
2.

3.

Male.
Female.

8.

1.

How old were you when you were married?
1.
2.

3.
4·

5·
6.

Not married.
Less than 18 years old.
18 to 20 years old.
21 to 25 years old.
26 to 30 years old.
Over 31 years old.

3.
4.

5·
6.

2.

3.

4•

5·

1.

~one.

2.

One other child.
Two other children.
Three other children.
Four other children.
Five other children.
Six or more.

3.

Alone.
With spouse.
With one or both parents.
With other relative.
Other.

5· How many persons (not including yourself) are

4•
5·
6.
7•
10.

dependent upon you for all or most of their
support?

With regard to your brothers or sisters you are the:
1.

2.
1.
2.

3.

~one.

4•

1

J. 2 or 3.
4· 4 or 5·
5· !!ore than 5·

5·
11 •

6. In what part of the country did you live most
1.

3.
4·

5·
6.

The ~ortheast (including Pennsylvania and
~e" Jersey).
The Southwest (including Oklahoma, Texas,
and New 1·!sxioo).
The South
The Middle West (including the Rooky !!ountain area).
The Paoifio Coast.
Outside the continental United States.

Oldest.
Youngest.
A middle child.
Have no brothers or sisters.
Other.

In what -type of community are you now li viilg?

1.
2.

Farm or open country.

Town of leas than 2 1 000.
3. Town of 2 1 000 or more but less than 10 1 000.

of the time before you were 18?

2.

Both natural parents.
Two parents.
One natural parent.
A relative.
Foster parents or non-relatives.
In a home or institution.

9· How many other children were there in your family?

With whom do you live?

1.

Town
City
City
City
Over

]Juring mo~t of the time before you were 18, with
whom did you live?
2!'

4·

Farm or open country.
2,000.
of 2 1 000 or more but less than 10 1 000.
of 10 1 000 to 50 1 000.
of 50,000 to 100 1 000.
of 100 1 000 to 500,000.
500 1 000.

20-25.

5· 41 or older.

2.

The place in which you spent the most time before

1.

4· City of 10 1 000 to 50 1 000.

5·

6.

City of 50 1 000 to 100 1 000.
City of 100 1 000 to 500 1 000.

7. Over 500,000.
12.

In what size city would you prefer to live?
1•
2.
3.

4·
5·
6.

7.

Farm
Town
Town
City
City
City
Over

or open countrY.
of less than 2, 000.
of 2 1 000 or more but leas than 10,000.
of 10,000 to 50 1 000.
of 50,000 to 100,000.
of 100 1 000 to 500,000.
500,000.

,,
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13.

month?

During your junior and senior high school days 1 iii
which type of activity did you participate the most?

1.
2.
3·
4·
5·
6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5·
6.

What is your present total family income per

1·
8.
14.

5·
15.

6.
7.

5.

6.

Less than 100.
100 to 499•
500 to 999·
1,000 to 1,999•
2 1 000 to 2 1 999·
3,000 or more.

4•

23.

1•
2.
3·
4•

5·

Liked i t very much.
Liked it most of the time.
Just accepted it as necessary.
Was often a little unhappy with it.
Disliked it and was glad to finish.

6.
·?.
24.

How do you now feel concerning the adequacy of your
high school preparation ;for college?

1.
2.
3·

VIas superior.
t-las weak in certain areas.
Was very inadequate.

Grade school or less.
Some high school.
High school graduation.
Some college.
College graduation (liberal education).
College graduation (scienti:t:ic education).
Graduate or professional degree.

How did your parents feel about the marks you made in
high school?
1,
2.
3.
4•
5.

25.

Did not want you to go.
Seemed indifferent.
Showed some interest but did not think it was
really necessary.
Maintained there was some need for a college education.
Constantly impressed on you the need for a good
education.

How much schooling did your mother have?
1•
2.
3.
4·
5·

How did you feel about high school?

Grade school or less.
Some high school.
High school education.
Some college.
College graduation (liberal education),
College graduation (scientific education).
Graduate degree.

How did your £ather or guardian ;feel in regard to you
going to college?

How many students were there in the high school
you graduated from?

1.
2.
3·
4•
5·

19.

1.
2.
3.
4·
5·

22.

Athletics.
Jloy Scouts, 4-H Clubs, FFA, or YMCA.
Student government, school politics.
Student paper 1 yearbook.
Science clubs.
Musical and artistic activities.
Other activities.
Did not participate,

How much education did your father have?

1.
2.
3,

4·

18.

8.
21.

Military.
Private, church related.
Non-denominational.
Public.
Received a graduate equivalency diploma.

5·

17.

1·

Never.
One or two times.
Three to five times.
Six or more times.
I can •t remember.

From which kind of high school did you
graduate?
1•
2.
3•

16.

Under $300.
S300 to $374•
$375 to $424·
$425 to $499 •
$500 to S599·
$600 to .$699·
$700 to $800.
Over $800.

How many times did you change schools before
you were 16 years of age (other than by graduation)?
1.
2.
3·
4·

20.

Were very pleased.
Were satisfied but thought you should do better.
Did not care about· marks as- lohg as you did your
best.
Did not care about marks as long as you -passed.
Paid very little attentioh to your marks.

rlhen you first left home for college or a job, parting
from your family was:

Were you employed regularly while in high school1
1.
2.
3·

Yes, in order to help support my family.
Yes, in order to help support myself,
Yes, in order to have extra spending money.

4•

No.

1.
2,

:3.
4·

5·

Very easy.
A little difficult because you were reluctant to
to leave.
Difficult because your family was reluctant to
have you leave.
Very difficult because your family was very close.
You have never left home.
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26.

About how often have you changed your mind
about future vocational plans since the time
you entered high school?
1.

2.
3.
4·
5.

27.

Still have not decided.
Have not changed them.
Once.
Two or three times.
!lore than three times.

33.

1•
2.

3.
4•

34· Do you plan to continue your formal education?
(circle as many- as apply-)

1.
2.

1.
2.
3.
4·

3. Take vocational courses.

6.

Yourself.
A parent.
Both parents.
Teacher, minister, or other adult.
Friends your own age.
No specia,l person.

6.
7.

3.
4.

Are you eligible to return to UNM?

A waste of time.
Unrealistic when compared to the outside
world.
Valuable.
Prepared me well for the problems I will
face.

1.
2.
3·

4•
5·

36.

4•
5·
6.

7.

Just graduating.
Still attending.
Less than 3 months.
3 to 11 months.
1 year to 1 year 11 months.
2 years to 2 years 11 months.
3 years to 4 years 11 months.

How would you classify- y-ourself as a student in
co liege?

1.
2.
3.

4•
5·
37.

During the early years in high school.
On graduation from high school.
During the early years in college.
Late in college.
!fever.

38.

3.
4·

1.
2.
3.

Yes, married before I entered college.
Yes, married while in college.
!To, unmarried while in college.

5·
39.

1.

1.

2.

4•

5·

Yes 1 my- spouse supported morally and financially.
Yes 1 my spouse supported morally.
Yes, my spouse supported financially- but not
morally.
No, my- spouse did not support the idea.
I was not married.

Far above average.
Above average.
Average.
Below average.
Far below average.

How much freedom do you think a student should have
in planning his college curriculum?

If married, did your spouse favor your going to
college?

2.
3·

Much better than expected.
Somewhat better than expected.
About as expected.
Poorer than expected.
l~uoh poorer than I expected.

At UNM where did you stand scholastically?
1.
2.

Are (or were) you married while an undergraduate
in college!

Considerably above average.
Somewhat above average.
Average.
Below ~verage.
Poor.

How do (did) your grades in college compare with wha
you expected to achieve before you entered?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5·

While in school, when did you first consider most
seriously- quitting and going to work?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5·

32.

Yes 1 in good standing.
Yes, on probation.
No.
I don •t know.
I graduated.

How long have you been out of college?
1.
2.
3.

31.

Complete my doctorate.
Complete other advanced degree.

I consider my formal education:
1•
2.

JO.

No.
Take additional college courses.

4• Complete my- B.A. (B.S.).
5· Complete my !~.A.

35.

29.

One of the best.
Above average.
About average.
Below average.

Hho influenced you most to attend college?

5·

28.

What is your opinion of the University of New Mexico?

3.
4•

Very- little; he should have a definite program
planned out for him, with a few electives. ~~
He should have a general program planned for him
with room for a number of electives.
He should be required to take a few basic course
specified for him, and choose the remainder of
his program :for himself.
~
He should be givan complete freedom in determini1
his program.
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40.

\'lha.t is your feeling concerning the most desirable entrance policy' for a college?
1.

2.

3.

41.

2.
3.
4·

5·
47.

9·
48.

1•

3.

4·

5.

Choose the same courses
school?
Choose the same courses
school?
Choose ather courses at
Choose other courses at
school?
Nat enter college?

5·
at another
the same school?
another

6.

usually treated me this way:

1.
2.

3.

44.

No, it was a complete mystery to me.
I had a vague conception of it.
I had a fairly good conception of it.
I had a very good conception. of it.

50.

Less than 10;&.

~!ore than 1o% but less than 25%.
~!ore than 25% but less than 5o%·

51.

52.
Scholarship(s) (service free).
Assistantship(s) (service rendered).
Veteran's benefits.
Part-time job.
Family, relat;.ves, or friends.
Full-time job.
Other.

In your opinion, how do college teachers feel about
their students 1 performance in their courses?

1 • Most of them care.
2. Some of them care.
3. A few of them care.
4· Almost none of them care.

More than 5o% but less than 75%.

From what sources r1as your education financed? (circle more than one if necesoary)

1.
2.
3.
4·
5·
6.
7.

Require too much work of their students.
Require about the right amount of work.

3. Require too little work of their students.

5· J.!ore than 7'%>·

45·

Gave me very general instructions or directions
and then left me alone to do the assignment.
Were somewhat specific in their assignments and
followed me up from time-to-time.
Went into thorough detail and followed my work
frequently.

Generally I feel most teachers in college:
1•
2.

When you attended college, what percent of your
college expenses did you earn?
1.
2.
3·
4.

Asked teachers for help.
Asked parents for help.
Asked schoolmates for help.
Figured i t out for myself.
Never had trouble understanding.
Nothing.

49· The teachers I got the most out of in school,

Before you entered college 1 did you know what
college would be like?
1.
2.
3.
4·

Selection of course.
Tutoring.
Financial aid.
Vocational planning.
Personal-social coWlseling.
Academic information.
Spiritual guidance.
Reading and study skills.
Job placement services.

What did you usually do during your collage days
when you found matf)rial hard to understand?
1.
2.
3.
4.

at the same

Lecture.
Laboratory.
Dis.cussion.
Had no -preference.
Did not attend college.

vlhile in college 1 the areas in which I found little or
no assistance available were~ (circle those which
apply)

1.
2•
3.
4.
5·
6.
7.
8.

If you were to begin college now, would you:

2.

43.

A sizeable proportion of the group should
fail the course in order to keep up the
standards.
Grading should be done on the normal
curve (some will fail).
Only a few who do an exceedingly poor job
should be failed.
No one should fail the course (except
poss;ibly in extreme Qr unusual circumstances).

In college, which type of course did you most enjoy?
1.
2.
3.
4•

What is your feeling concerning the best grading
policy for a freshman course in your department?

1.

42·

The entrance requirements should be strict
so that only the best students can enroll.
The entrance requirements should be such as
to eliminate only those students at the
bottom.
Every student who wants to do so should be
allowed to enroll in colle(l"B.

46.

How far did your wife (husband) go in school?
1. Some high school, but did not finish.
2. Graduated from high school.
3. · Some college.
4. Undergraduate degree.
5· Some graduate work.
6. Advance degree.
7. Secretarial or vocational school.
8. Not married.
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53.

How far do you intend to send your childl;'en in
school?

1.
2.

3.

61 •

How often have you considered leaving your present position for some other line pf work?

1 • Regularly.

High school.
College.
Graduate or professional school.

2.

Occasionally, at one time.

3. Occasionally, at present.
4· Rarely.

54. Where do you feel that you gained the most

5· Never.

knowledge?
<i2.

1.
2.
3.
4·

55·

School.
Home.
Personal experiences.
From other individuals.

Which one of these ~<ill help you most in speeding up your progress toward better jobs?
1•
2.
3·

4·

For what reason did you choose your particular profession?

Knowing the right people.
Having a better educational background.
O:aining more experience on the job.
Something else.

63. What three things or activites in your life do you
1•
2.
3.

4·
5·

Interest in the area.
Influence of parent(s}.
Influep.ce, of friends or rela.ti ves other
than parents.
Opportunities available in the field.

expect to give you the moat satisfaction?
(circle three)

1.
2.

~Ioney.

3.
4·

56. If you could do it again would you go into

5·

your present field?
1.
2.

3.

Yes.
No, but would go into a closely related :field.
No, would go into an entirely different
field.

64. Albert Einstein was '!"Oted as saying that in any
eiven field "· . . imagination is more important
tha.n knowledge." Ho>1 does that statement strike
yOU?

57· rlhat is your wife's (husband's} job status?
1.

2.
3.

4·

Not married.
Wife (husband) not employed.
Wii'e (husband) employed part time.
Wife (husband} employed full time.

1. True.
2.
3.

Not true.
No opinion.

65. While attending college, your closest friends:
1•

58.

Career or occupation.
Participation as a citizen in community
affaire.
Family relationships.
Leisure-time recreationai- activities.
Participation in activities directed toward
national or international betterment.

Have you been in the Armed Forces?

2.

Continued in college.
Started college but didn't continue.

3. Did not attend college.
1.
2.

3.

4•

Yes, as an officer.
Yes 1 as an enlisted man.
Yes, both as an officer a.nd as an
enlisted man.
No.

4· I didn 1 t havs a.ny close friends.

66.

How well do you like to be >1ith people in a

social setting?
1•

59· How close to your present place of employ-

2.

ment is/was your parental home?

1•
2.
3.

4•

5.

Within 5 miles.
Within 25 miles.
Within 100 miles.
Within 500 miles.
Over 500 miles away.

3·
4•
67.

60.

rlould your choice of an ideal job be one
which:

Which of the following most closely represents
your viewpoint?
1.

1.
2.
3.

4·

Allowed a. great amount of interaction
>~ith other people.
Would re'!l'ire working >lith a small group.
rl ould allow you to work closely with one
other person.
Would allow you to work by yourself.

Enjoy being with people very much; very rarely
like to be by yourself.
Usually enjoy being with other people; prefer
to be by myself only occasionally.
Like being with other people sometimes, a.nd at
other times like to engage in private aotivitie.
Prefer to enga!Je in private activities, and
only occasionally like to be with other pe$Pie.

2.

3.

Our civilization advances on the backs of a
few people who must be given the breaks.
Since the u.s. is a democracy, our ·concern must
be for all people.
Certain disadva.nta~:ed minorities in our
societies presentlY" deserve the f'oc'"s of our
concern.

(6)

68.

How do you usually behave in a group session
with people you know?
1.
2.

3.

4·
5·

I feel free to express, my views, and sway
the group considerably.
l feel free to express my views, but the
group doesn't always share them.
I am reluctant to express my views 1 but
they are usually very well received.
I am .reluctant to express my views and
unsure of the~r reception.
I don't usually participate.

74• Do you consider your achievements to date to
have been:
1•

2•

3·

75· Where do you think that the period of your peak
performance is:

69. How do you tend to react to an unpleasant

Sometime in the past.
About now.
3 • Sometime in the future.
4. Doubt there is a "peak period".
5· Can't be sure.
1•
2.

situation?

1•
2.

3.

4·
70.

Generally try to react immediately and
figure out the best solution.
Most of the time I put off a decision for
a little while so I can think it over.
Often want to sleep on it or put off a
decision for quite a while.
I don't worry about it 1 things will take
care of themselves.

76. When some difficult problem is bOthering you
with whom do you usv.ally talk it over?
1.
~.

3.

Comparing yourself to others you work with,
how do your decisions seem to stack up on
quality?
In most instances, my decisions are
better.
2. ,About the same as decisions of others.
3 • In most instances my decisions are poorer.
4• Rarely make decisions.

4·
5.
6.
7•

1.

71.

vi ell provided for?

2.
3.

Satisfactorily provided for?
Somewhat meagerly provided for but
tolerable?
Unsatisfied most of the time?

4•
72.

do you think the average man reaches his period
of peak performance?

1.
2.
3.

4·
5·

78.

How well do you do most things you have decided to do?

2.

1.

2.
3.
4.

I almost always succeed in the things I
have decided to do.
I often find I have bitten off more than I
can chew.
Once I have decided, things seldom go as
well as I expected them to.
I f1nd. it almost impossible to make a
decision.

3.

4.

5·

79•

When he is single.
When he is married, but childless.
When he is married, and his family is young.
vlhen he is married and his family is grown.
There is probably no difference among the
above.

If one receives a surprise "F 11 in a course you
thought you had passed 1 it is best to:
1.

In the past, how have you reacted to competition?
1. Have enjoyed competitive situations.
2. Have been unaffected by competitive situations.
3 • Haven't liked competitive situations.

73 •

Father.
Mother.
Friend.
Older adult, not parent.
;are or husband.
Professional (counselor, clergy).
I usually don •t discuss it.

77 • From your experience, at what stage in his life

During most of your school years, were
your needs:

1.

Less than those who have the same amount of
education?
Equal to those who have the same amount of
education?
!•lore than those who have the same amount of
education?

See the administration in order to :find out
about the situation.
Check with your professor to find out what is
wrong.
Accept it; you must have flunked the final.
Accept it and repeat the course.
Wouldn't do anything.

"It was very difficult to cope with University
policies and regulations."
1•
2.

3.
4·
5·

Strongly disagree.
Disagree.
Undecided.
Agree.
Strongly agree.
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80.

"The goal(s) of education should be dictated
by a student 'a interests as well as by the
larger demands of &ociety •''
1•
2.
3.
4•

5·
81.

The traditional moral standards of our culture
should not just be accepted; they should be
examined and tested in solving the present
problems of students."

5·
82.

strongly disagree.
Disagree.
Undecided.
Agree.
Stront>lY agree.

11

1.
2.
3.
4•

83.

"Students should be allowed more freedom than
they usually get in the execution of learning
activities •. u
1 • Stront>lY disagree.
2. Disagree.
3. Undecided.
4· Agree.
5· Strongly agree.

84.

Strongly disagree.
Disagree.
Undecided.
Agree.
Strongly agree.

Learning is essentially a process of increasing one's store of information about the various
fields of knowledge."
11

1.
2..
3.
4·

5•

Strongly disagree.
Disagre~.

Undecided.
Agree.
Strongly agree.

''Education and educational institutions· must
be sources of new social ideas; education must
be a social program undergoing continual reconstruction.''
1.
2.
3.
4.
5·

Strongly disagree.
Disagree.
Undecided.
Agree.
Strongly agree.

Directions:

85 •_ _The

For items 85 through 94 place a 11 1 11 in the blank preceding those statements which you consider to
be wholly true or mostly true, according to your own experience. Place a 11 2 11 before those statements you consider to be false.

most difficult courses in college are the upper division or advanced courses in a department.

86. _ _In taking an essay test, it is best to answer the most difficult questions first.
87 •_ _Class notes should be taken or put down in your own words.
88. _ _Poor grades can usually be attributed to a lack of preparation or background.
89._ _To get good grades you should concentrate on what the professor thinks is important.
90. _ _Studying two hours outside of class for every hour spent in class is usually enough study time.
91. _ _It is best to read textbook assignments after they are discussed in class.
92. _ _Beginning students should postpone their choiOA of major as long as possible.
93. _ _The most difficult decision to face in choosing a major is whether to take something practical or
something you enjoy.
94. _ _The best professors are those who grade the easiest.

(8)

Directions:

For items 95 through 104, ~a.nk each of the items h~gh-1 1 mediurn-2, or low-3, in importance
to you. Place 1,2,or 3 in the blank preceding each statement.
The ideal job for me would have to:

95. _ _Provide an opportunity to use my special abilities or aptitudes.
96 •_ _Provide me with a chance to earn a good deal of money.

97 •_ _Permit me to be creative and original.
98._ _Give me special status and prestige.
99 •_ _Give me an opportunity to work with people rather than with things.
100. _ _Enable me to look forward to a stable, secure future.

101. _ _Leave me relatively free of supervision by others.
102._ _Give me a chance to exercise leadership.
103._ _Provide me with adventure.

104. _ _Give me an opportunity to be helpful to others.

105.

We are further interested in whatever ideas you may have as to how the educational experience at the
University of New !.texico could be improved from the student •s point of view. You may leave -this
item blank, if you feel that previous items have covered the areas in which you would have major
suggestions; bu.t if you have other points to add or areas you wish to emphasize indicate these
below:
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES OF SAMPLE 1963 ENTERING CLASS
N = 241
Questions
I 1st Choice
I 2nd Choice
III

i
'

\J1

CD

2

232
3
4 23
(Yes)(No)
183 52

3
1
1

Choices
6
4
5
6

8

4

Questions

1

20

2

Choices
4 _5_ 6

87

3
13 30

15'

5_

24

7
42

21

25

30

62

51

5

27

29

22

2

5

10

52 169

23

19

34

87

46

35

24

78 127

26

3

4
24

12

151

89

3

114

4

48

67

4

25

100

50

28

34

37 114

51

1

38

26

27

45

48

74

42

44

29

2

27

63

34

78

11

12

39

3_2 163

4

26

11

2

25

52

14

93

51

27

43

23

28

166

7
8

21

12

25

216

10

15

18

9
10

20

63

78

42

17

86

84

52

14

2

11

10

7

19

41

13 110

35

8

13

28

3

34 175

29

8

46

24

40

30

2

14

86

23 113

31

15

41 178

32

36

21

8

33

35 105

87

12

24

4

12

42

25

97

35

13

21

24

18

27

20

23

32

14

102

70

49

20

23

37 213

7

52

43

74

53

17

89

95

33

10

13

18

77 139

22

40

59 158

41

15
16

19

7
:.').

16

2
11

61

28

88

26

65

93

129

33

3

31

41

36

22

87 101

20

5

37

16

30

81

79

31

38

16

58 100

42

16

3 112 103

22

10

87 141

4 133

81

12

4

34

39

8

3 133

35

15

8
18

91
I

I
I

224

5
6

2

q

2

2

1

2

7

1

4

I '
I

1

Questionnaire Responses of Sample 1963 Entering Class (continued)

2

3

42

98 30

81

43
44

27 103
102 23
61
8

96
22

, _Questions
i

45
46

IJ1

1..0

1

Choices
4 5_ 6

25

13
29 64
6 108 170
88 39

69

42

77
26

37 21
6 107

49
50
51

61 127 47
50 149 33
61 88 71 18
32 49 20 11

53
54
55
5_6
51_
58
59
60
61
62
63

8 123 99
82
8 122
155_ 6
4
164 32 _2_0

41

149

60

30
10

87

7

5

12

49

22

70

94 127
115 107

73

20

177
193

90

9
2
16

9
2

34 29
31 10

5

75
76
77

3 14 170 22 28
13 14 58 10 88
5 12 89 45 74
7 229
5

81
82
83
84
85

25 21
8 156

7
40

].5_

18 132

4 17
10 50

23 121

64
73

51

96

25

7 5_1 17 116
85 12_2

36

6

8

_9_

5

28 1'31 77

44 143
10 25

7

6

74

80

50 28 44 li7_ 33_
27 103 85 16
202 63 217 144 45_

44
46

132

79
80

153

Choices
6
4 'i
3
40
6 11

69

72
5 100

2

67
68

71

7

1

177
32 85 115
8
16 157 58
52 142 30 11

78

14 3_2
8

25
34

21

Q.uestions

66

63

109 44 ],2 lil.
12_ 48 12 165_
62

_9_

64
65

68

42

8

5

47
48

52

7

3

51
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Questionnaire Responses of Sample 1963 Entering Class (continued)
Choices
Questi<ms
86

192
166

89
90

192

73
47_

176

64

91

5~

93
94

3

61 177

87
88

92

0'1
0

2

l

47

145 94
14 222
ll

65 143
1'39 80

33
22

43105
125 81

92
33

100

123

20

101

101 108 30

102

100 116

24

103
104

103 82
158 65

55
16

105

117 res-ponded

97
9~

99

96

..

6

7

8

91
!

182
94 142

193

5

I

37

95
96

4
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES OF SPANISH-AI•IERICANS

G/Graduate
D/Dropout, Current

2
Questions
1
I 1st Choice
G*
1
9
D*
12
1
I 2nd Choice
G
1
4
D
1
9
(Yes)(No)
III
G
9
1
D
11
2

3

Choices
4
5

6

7

8

9

Questions
G
13
D
G
14
D
G
15
D
G
D
G

D
G
D
G
0\

1-'

D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D

1
2
3
4
5

9
12
5
3

5

6

6
7
8
9
10

1
2
8
10
2

12

G

'D
2
4

5
3

5

1

6
4
3
9
13
2

1
1

5

l

1
.1
1

5

G

D
G
D
G

4
1

D

2
2
2
2

5
2

1

6
3
1
2
1
1
1

'•

G

D
2

6

2
1

11

D

1
5
10

3
2
1
6

G

1

5_

1
1

6
1
1

4

2

3

1

3
3

1

4
9
3

l

5

3

2

G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D

16
17

1

3
1

1
3

2
1
2
6

]_

1

_2_

2

9

18

4
2

19

1

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

4
7
3
5

3
2
2
3
2
2
4
9
2
1
1
1

1
1
4
3
5
4
3
3
3
1

2

6
6
4
1

3

3
2
3
1
2
2
4
3
3
2
4
3
1
3
1
1
2
1
2
2

4
3
10
8

3
6

6
2

7
2
2

8
1
3

_9

1

6
4
1
3

Choices
4
5
1
3
1
1

1

6
11
.3
3
3
1

1
1
3
1

6
6
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1

3
7
8
2

3
2
7
2
1
2

1
1
1
2

1
4
1

2

1
1
1

1
1

3
l

3
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~
~

I
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Questionnaire Responses of Spanish-Americans (continued)
Questions
G
D
G
D

G
D
G
D

G
D

G
D

G
D
0\

1\)

G
D
G
D

G
D

G
D
G
D

G
D

G
D
G
D

G
D
G
D

1

2

30
31
32
33
34

5

1
1

1
5

3
1
2

35
36

1

~

5
5
5
6
3
5
6

37
1

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

4
6
2
3
1
5
3
6
5

4

5
4
3
3
7

7

7
10
3

4

7

3

3
5
1
1

2
4
1
4
3
5_- 4__ 2_

Questions

5

D

G
D

5
8
3
2

7

2
4
7

1

2
1

3
1

G
D

G

4

D

G
D

G

1

D
G

1

D
G
D
G
D
G

3

2
1
2

D

1

G
D
G

1

D

4
5

g

8

4
5

8

G
D
G
D
G

6

6
6
3
3
6
1
2
3
4

7

8
8

2

1
2
8

38

3
5

Choices
6
4
5
1
4
2
5

2

2
2
6
2
2

2

'G

7

D

8
g

2
5

G

1

D

G
D

r

47
48
49
50
51

3

~

2
1
2

2
1
4
2
3
4
3
2

5
6
6
6
3
2

1

1
2

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

~ ~

1

3
2
6

8
8
6
10
3
6
1

~

1

1

8
11

1

2

1

5

1

2

1

5

2
2
1
5
6
10
8

2

3

3

1
2
4
3
4.

3

3
6
3
2

3

7
6

1
1

4

2

5

3
1

1

9
2
2

q

3
1
3
6
6
1
2
1

8
2
3

5

~

~

7

1
2
4
1

52
53

2

Choices
6
4 -5
2
2
3
5
2
1

6
10
2
2
1

4
2

5
4
1

1

7

2
2

8

2

Questionnaire Responses of Spanish-Americans (continued)
Questions

0\
\Jl

G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G

64
65
66

68
69
70
71
72
73

D

G
D

75

G
G
D

G
D

G
D
G

n

3

67

74

D

1
6
_7
7
8

76

77
78
79
80

2
4
7
1
6
4
4
6
11

10
12
3
2

2
3
2
1
3
2
4
3
8
4
9
6
4
7
7
5

3
1
4
2
1
8
6
7
5
4
3

5

3
1
1

3
1
6
2
1
2

2
1
1
2
2
1

...

2

6

7

1

2

1
1
g
8
10
1
4
7

l

8

9

Questions
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D
G

2

5
10
12
7
7

Choices
-----5
4

1

D

G
D
G
D

1
1
1

1
2
5
3

G
D

1

1
3

G
D

l

G

7

D
G
D
G
D

1
2
1
2
G
3
5
_ _8 __£ _________ _j)

81
82
83

1
1
1
1

84
85
86
87
88

89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97

6
6
2
3
9
10
10
7
9
7
6

5
1
4
3
4
9
4
1
8
12
4
5
8
9

2
2
2

3
1
2

3

l

4
2
3
4
7
8
10

1
3
2

Choices
6
4
5
6
7
10
7
6
4
6
3

7

8

9

1
1
1
2
2
2

5

!

I

3
6
1
6
4
8
9
g
7
9
l

g
10
12
1

1
1

6

7
1
2

1
1
2
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Questionnaire Responses of Spanish-Americans (continued)
Questions
G
D
G
D
G
D
G
D

98
99
100
101

G
102
D
G
103
D
G
D

G
0'1

D

104
105

1
3
3
7

6

7
11

3
6
2
6
5
5

9
9
4
4
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•.

2

3

~

3
3

3
6
1
3
1
6
1
7
1
7
6 1
2
3
4
4
1
1
3
responded
resnonded

Choices
6
4
5

7

8

q

I
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